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Prefatory Note
In historic value this volume is equal_to, if it does not surpass, any OM
of the series which has preceded it. It comprises the eight years of our
history from March 4, 1841, to March 4, 1849, and includes the four
years' term of Harrison and Tyler and also the term of James K. Polk.
During the first half of this period the death of President Harrison
occurred, when for the first time under the Constitution the Vice-President succeeded to the office of President. As a matter of public interest,
several papers relating to the death of President Harrison are inserted.
A number of highly interesting vetoes of President Tyler appear, among
which are two vetoing bills chartering a United States bank and two
vetoing tariff measures. During President Tyler's Administration the
protective tariff act of 1842 was passed; the subtreasury law was repealed; the treaty with Great Britain of August 9, 1842, was negotiated,
settling the northeastern-boundary controversy, and providing for the
final suppression of the African slave trade and for the surrender of fugitive criminals; and acts establishing a uniform system of bankruptcy and
providing for the distribution of the sales of the public lands were passed.
The treaty of annexation between the United States and the Republic
of Texas was negotiated, but was rejected by the Senate.
During the Administration of President Polk Texas was finally annexed to the United States; Texas, Iowa, and Wisconsin were admitted
into the Union; the Oregon boundary was settled; the independenttreasury system was reenacted; the Naval Academy was established;
acts were passed establishing the Smithsonian Institution and creating
the Department of the Interior; the war with Mexico was successfully
fought, and the territory known as New Mexico and Upper California
was acquired. The acquisition of territory by Mr. Polk's Administration
added to the United States California and New Mexico and portions of
Colorado, Utah, ·and Nevada, a territory containing in all 1, 193,o6r
square miles, or over 763,000,000 acres, and constituting a c~untry more
Ill
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than half as large a all that h ld
ore he became
President. This addition to our d
t largest in area
ever made. It was exc d d only y th
r ident Jefferson
of the Louisiana Territory, in which a lai
the foundation of
the country's growth and grand ur. If our ountry had not already
attained that rank by the acqui ition of th L ui iana T rritory, the further additions made by Mr. Polk' Admini tration advanc d it at once
to a continental power of assured strength and bouudle promise.
JAMES D. RICHARDSON.

William Henry Harrison
March 4 to April 4, 1841

HOME AT NOP.TH BEND, INDIANA, OF

WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON
With official portrait engraved from copy of original in steel

Williatn Henry Harrison
WILLIAM HENRY HA.RRISON, third and youngest son of Benjamin
Harrison, one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, was
born at Berkeley, Charles City County, Va., February 9, 1773. ~.,.as
educated at Hampden Sidney College, Virginia, and began the study of
medicine, but before he had :finished it accounts of Indian outrages on
the western frontier led him to enter the Army, and he was commissioned an ensign in the First Infantry on August r6, 1791; joined his
regiment at Fort Washington, Ohio. Was appointed lieutenant June 2,
r792, and afterwards joined the Army under General Anthony Wayne,
and was made aid-de-camp to the commanding officer. For his services
in the .expedition, in December, 1793, that erected Fort Recovery he was
thanked by name in general orders. Participated in the engagements
with the Indians that began on June 30, 1794, and was complimented by
General Wayne fo:r gallantry in the victory on the Miami on August 20.
On May 15, 1797, was ml:l,de captain and given the ,command of Fort
Washington. While there he married Anna, daughter of John Cleves
Symmes. Resigned his commission on June r, r 798, peace having been
made with the Indians, and was immediately appointed by President
John Adams secretary of the Northwest Territory, but in October, 1799,
resigned to take his seat as Territorial Delegate in Congress. During
his term part of the Northwest Territory was formed into the Territory
of Indiana, including the present States of Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
and Wisconsin, and he was appointed its governor and superintendent
of Indian affairs, which he accepted, and resigned his seat in Congress.
Was reappointed successively by Presidents Jefferson and Madison. He
organized the legislature at Vincennes in 1805. Held frequent councils with the Indians, and succeeded in averting many outbreaks. On
September 30, 1809, concluded a treaty with_ several tribes by which
they sold to the United States a.tout 3,000,000 acres of land on the
Wabash and White rivers. This and former treaties we,:e condemned
by Tecumseh and other chiefs, and an outbreak became imminent, which
was averted by the conciliatory course of the governor. In the spring
of r8u Indian depredations became frequent, and Governor Harrison
l
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recommended the establishment of a military post at Tippecanoe, and
the Government consented. On September 26 Harrison marched from
Vincennes with about 900 men, including 350 regular infantry, completed
Fort Harrison, near the site of Terre Haute, Ind., on October 28, and
leaving a garrison there pressed on toward Tippecanoe. On November
• 6, when near that town, was met by messengers demanding a parley,
and a council was proposed for the next day. At 4 o'clock the following morning a :fierce atta~k was made by the savages; at daybreak the
Indians were driven from the :field. For this victory he was highly
complimented by President Madison in his message of December 18,
1811, and was also thanked by the legislatures of Kentucky and Indiana.
On August 25, 1812, soon after war was declared against Great Britain,
was commissioned major-general of the militia of Kentucky, though
not a citizen of that State. On August 22, 1812, was commissioned a
brigadier-general in the Regular Army, and later was appointed to the
chief command of the Northwestern army, with instructions to act in
all cases according to his own discretion and judgment. No latitude as
great as this had been given to any commander since Washington. On
March 2, 1813, was commissioned a major-general. Was in command
of Fort Meigs when General Proctor, with a force of British troops and
Indians, laid unsuccessful siege to it from April 28 to May 9, 1813,
Transporting his army to Canada, he fought the battle of the Thames
·on October 5, defeating General Proctor's army of 800 regulars and
1,200 Indians, the latter led by the celebrated Tecumseh, who was killed.
This battle, together with Perry's victory on Lake Erie, gave the United
States possession of the chain of lakes above Erie and put an end to
the war in uppermost Canada. For this victory he was praised by
President Madison in his annual message to Congress and by the legislatures of the ·different States. Through a misunderstanding with
General John Armstrong, Secretary of \Var, he resigned his commission in the Army May 31, 1814. In 1814, and again in 1815, he was
appointed on commissions that concluded Indian treaties, and in 1816
was chosen to Congress to fill a vacancy, serving till 1819. On March 30,
1818, Congress unanimously voted him a gold medal for his victory of
the Thames. In 1819 he was chosen to the senate of Ohio, and in 1822
was an unsuccessful candidate for Congress. In 1824 was a Presidential elector, voting f.)r Henry Clay, and in the same year was sent to
the United States Senate, and succeeded Andrew Jackson as chairman
of the Committee on Military Affairs. He resigned in 1828, having
been appointed by President John Quincy Adams minister to the United
States of Colombia. He was recalled at the outset of Jackson's Administration, and retired to his farm at North Bend, near Cincinnati, Ohio.
In 1835 was nominated for the Presidency by Whig State conventions
in :Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, and other States, but at the election
on November 8, 1836, was defeated by Martin Van Buren, receiving
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only · 73 electoral votes to the latter's r70. December 4, r839, he was
nominated for the Presidency by the national Whig convention at Harrisburg, Pa., and was elected on November rn, 1840, receiving 234
electoral votes to Van Buren's 60. Was inaugurated March 4, 1841.
Called Congress to meet in extra session on May 31. He died on Sunday morning, April 4, 1841. His body was interred in the Congressional
Cemetery at Washington, but in June, 1841, it was removed to North
Bend and placed in a tomb overlooking the Ohio River.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
CaUed from a retirement which I had supposed was .to continue for the
residue of my life to fill the chief executive office of this great and free
nation, I appear before you, fellow-citizens, to take the oaths which the
Constitution prescribes as a necessary qualification for the performance
of its duties; and in obedience to a custom coeval with our Government
and what I believe to be your expectations I proceed to present to you a
summary of the principles which will govern me in the discharge of the
duties which I shall be called upon to perform.
It was the remark of a Roman consul in an early period of that celebrated Republic that a most striking contrast was observable in the
conduct of candidates for offices of power and trust before and after
obtaining them, they seldom carrying out in the latter case the pledges
and promises made in the former. However much the world may have
improved in many respects in the lapse of upward of two thousand years
since the remark was made by the virtuous and indignant Roman, I fear
that a strict examination of the annals of some of the modem elective
governments would develop similar instances of violated confidence.
Although the · fiat of the people has gone forth proclaiming me the
Chief Magistrate of this glorious Union, nothing upon their part remaining to be done, it may be thought that a motive may exist to keep up
the delusion under which they may be supposed to have acted in relation
to my principles and opinions; and perhaps there may be some in this
assembly who have come here either prepared to condemn those I shall
now deliver, or, approving them, to doubt the sincerity with which they
are now uttered. But the lapse of a few months will confirm or dispel
their fear~. The outline of principles to govern and measures to be
~dopted by an Administration not yet begun will soon be exchanged for
immutable history, and I shall stand either exonerated by my countrymen or classed with the mass of those who promised that they might
deceive and flattered with the intention to betray. However strong may
be my present purpose to realize· the expectations of a magnanimous and
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confiding people, I too well understand the dangerous temptations to
which I shall be expo ed from the magnitude of the power which it has
been the pleasure of the people to commit to my hands not to place
my chief confidence upon the aid of that Almighty Power which has
hitherto protected me and enabled me to bring to favorable issues other
important but still greatly inferior trusts heretofore confided to me by my
country.
The broad foundation upon which our Constitution rests being the
people-a breath of theirs having made, as a breath can unmake, change,
or modify it-it can be assigned to none of the great divisions of government but to that of democracy. If such is its theory, those who
are -called upon to administer it must recognize as its leading principle
the duty of shaping their measures so as to produce the greatest good
to the greatest number. But with these broad admissions, if we would
compare the sovereignty acknowledged to exist in the mass of our people
with the power claimed by other sovereignties, even by those which have
been considered most purely democratic, we shall find a most essential
difference. All others lay claim to power limited only by their own will.
The majority of our citizens, on the contrary, possess a sovereignty with
an ,amount of power precisely equal to that which has been granted to
them by the parties to the national compact, and nothing beyond. We
admit of no government by divine right, believing that so far as power
is concerned the Beneficent Creator has made no distinction amongst
men; that all are upon an equality, and that the only legitimate right
to govern is an express grant of power from the governed. The Constitution of the United States is the instrument containing this grant of
power t9 the several departments composing the Government. On an
examination of that instrument it will be found to contain declarations
of power granted and of power withheld. The latter is also susceptible of
division into power which the majority.had the right to grant, but which
they did not think proper to intrust to their agents, and that which they
could not have granted, not being possessed by themselves. In other
w9rds, there are certain rights possessed by each individual American
citizen which in his compact with the others he has never surrendered.
Some of them, indeed, he is unable to surrender, being, in the language
of our system, unalienable. The boasted privilege of a Roman citizen
was to him a shield only against a petty provincial ruler, whilst the proud
democrat of Athens would console himself under a sentence of death for
a supposed violation of the national faith-which no one understood and
which at times was the subject of the mockery of all-or the banishment
from . his home, his family, and his country with or without an alleged
cause, that it was the act not of a single tyrant or hated aristocracy, but
of his assembled countrymen. Far different is the power of our sovereignty. It can interfere with no one's faith, prescribe forms of worship
for no one's observance 1 inflict no punishment but after well-ascertained
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guilt, the result of investigation under rules prescribed by the Constitution itself. These preciou privilege , and those scarcely less important
of giving expres ion to hi thought and opinions, either by writing or
speaking, unrestrained but by the liability for injury to others, and that
of a full participation in all the ad antages which flow from the Government, the acknowledged property of all, the American citizen derives
from no charter gr~nted by his fellow-man. He claims them because he
is himself a man, fashioned by the same !mighty hand as the rest of
his species and entitled to a full share of the blessings with which He
has endowed them. Notwithst.a nding the limited sovereignty possessed
by tl;ie people of the United States and the restricted grant of power
to the Government which they have adopted, enough has been given to
accomplish all the objects for which it was created. It 'has been found
powerful in war, and hitherto justice has been administered, an intimate union effected, domestic tranquillity preserved, and personal liberty
secured to the citizen. As was to be expected, however, from the defect
of language and the necessarily sententious manner in which the Constitution is written, disputes have arisen as to the amount of power which
it has actually granted or was intended to grant.
•
This is more particularly the case in relation to that part of the
instrument which treats of the legislative branch, and not only as
regards the exercise of powers claimed under · a general clause giving
that body the authority to pass all laws necessary to carry into effect
the specified powers, but in relation to the latter also. It is, however,
consolatory to reflect that most of the instances of alleged departure
from the letter or spirit of the Constitution have ultimately received the
sanction of a majority of the people. And the fact that many of our
statesmen most distinguished for talent and patriotism have been at one
time or other of their political career on both sides of each of the most
warmly disputed questions forces upon us the inference that the errors,
if errors there were, are attributable to the intrinsic difficulty in many
instances of ascertaining the intentions of the framers of the Constitution rather than the influence of any sinister or unpatriotic motive. But
the great danger to our institutions does not appear to me to be in a usurpation by the Government of power not granted by the people, but by
the accumulation in, one of the departments of that which was assigned
to others. Limited as are the powers which have been granted, still
enough have been granted to constitute a despotism if concentrated in
one of the departments. This danger is greatly heightened, as it has
been always observable that men are less jealous of encroachments of
one department upon another than upon their own reserved rights.
When the Constitution of the United States first came from the hands
of the Convention which formed it, many of the sternest republicans of
the day were alarmed at the extent of the power which bad been granted
to the Federal Government, and more particularly of that portion which
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had been assigned to the executive branch. There were in it features
which appeared not to be . in harmony with their ideas of a .simple representative democracy or republic, and knowing the tendency of power
to increase itself, particularly when exercised by a single individual,
predictions were made that at no very remote period the Government
would terminate in virtual monarchy. It would not become me to say that
the fears of these patriots have been already realized; but as I sincerely
believe that the tendency of measures and of men's opinions for some
years past has been in that direction, it is, I conceive, strictly proper that
I should take this occasion to repeat the assurances I have heretofore
given of my determination to arrest the progress of that tendency if it
really exists and restore the Government to its pristine health and vigor,
as far as this can be effected by any legitimate exercise of the power
placed in my hands.
I proceed to state in as summary a manner as I can my opinion of the
sources of the evils which have been so extensively complained of and
the correctives which may be applied. Some of the former are unquestionably to be found in the defects of the Constitution; others, in my
judgment, are attributable to a misconstruction of some of its provisions. Of the former is the eligibility of the same individual to a second
term of the Presidency. The sagacious mind of Mr. Jefferson early saw
and lamented this error, and attempts have been made, hitherto without
success, to apply the amendatory power of the States to its correction.
As, however, one mode of correction is in the power of every President,
and consequently in mine, it would be useless, and perhaps invidious,
to enumerate the evils of which, in the opinion of many of our fellowcitizens, this error of the sages who framed the Constitution may have
been the source and the bitter fruits which we are still to gather from it
if it continues to disfigure our system. It may be observed, however, as a
general remark, that republics can commit no greater error than to adopt
or continue any feature in their systems of government which may be calculated to create or increase the love of power in the bosoms of those to
whom necessity obliges them to commit the management of their affairs;
and surely nothing is more likely to produce such a state of mind .than
the long continuance of an office of high trust. Nothing can be more
corrupting, nothing more destructive of all those noble feelings .w hich
belong to the character of a devoted republican patriot. When this corrupting passion once takes possession of the human mind, like the love
of gold it becomes insatiable. It is the never-dying worm in his bosom,
grows with his growth and strengthens with the declining years of its
victim. If this is true, it is the part of wisdom for a republic to limit the
service of that officer at least to whom she has intrusted the management
of her foreign relations, the execution of her laws, and the command of
her armies and navies to a period so short as to prevent his forgetting
that he is the accountable agent, not the principalj the servant, not the
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master. Until an amendment of the Constitution can be effected public
opinion may secure the desired object. I give my aid to it by renewing
the pledge heretofore given _that under no circumstances will I consent
to serve a second term.
But if there is danger to public liberty from the acknowledged defects
of the Constitution in the want of limit to the continuance of the Executive power in the same hands, there is, I apprehend, not much less from
a misconstruction of that instrument as it regards the powers actually
given. I can not conceive that by a fair construction any or either of
its provisions would be found to constitute the President a part of the
legislative power. It can notoe claimed from the power to recommend.
since, although enjoined as a duty upon him, it is a privilege which he
holds in common with every other citizen; and although there may
be something more of confidence in the propriety of the measures recommended in the one case than in the other, in the obligations of ultimate
decision there can be no difference. In the language of the Constitution, '' all the legislative powers'' which it grants '' are vested in the
Congress of the United States.'' It would be a solecism in language to
say that any portion of these is not included in the whole.
It may be said, indeed, that the Constitution has given to the Executive the power to annul the acts of the legislative body by refusing to
them his assent. So a similar power has necessarily resulted from that
instrument to the judiciary, and yet the judiciary forms no part of the
Legislature. There is, it is true, this difference between these grants
of power: The Executive can put his negative upon the acts of the
Legislature for other cause than that of want of conformity to the Constitution, whilst the judiciary can only declare void those which violate
that instrument. But the decision of the judiciary is final in such a case,
whereas in every instance where the veto of the Executive is applied it
may be overcome by a vote of two-thirds of both Houses of Congress.
The negative upon the acts of the legislative by the executive authority,
and that in the hands of one individual, would seem to be an incongruity
in our system. Like some others of a similar character, however, it
appears to be highly expedient, and if used only with the forbearance
and in the spirit which was intended by its authors it may be productive
of great good and be found one of the best safeguards to the Union. At
the period of the formation of the Constitution the principle does not
appear to have enjoyed much favor in the State governments. It existed
but in two, and in one of these there was a plural executive. If we
would search for the motives which operated upon the purely patriotic
and enlightened assembly which framed the Constitution for the adoption of a provision so apparently repugnant to the leading democratic
principle that the majority should govern, we must reject the idea that
they anticipated from it any benefit to the ordinary course 0f legislation.
They knew too well ~he bigh degree of intelligence which existed among
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the people and the enlight n d haract r f the State legislatures not to
have the fullest confidence that th two bodi elected by them would be
worthy rep.resentativ s of uch con tituent., and, of course, that they
would require no aid in cone iving and maturing the measures which
the circumstance of the country might r quire. And it is preposterous
to suppose that a thought could for a moment have been entertained
that the President, placed at the capital, in the center of the country,
could better understand the wants and wishes of the people than their
own immediate representatives, who spend a part of every year among
them, living with them, often laboring with them, and bound to them
by the triple tie of interest, duty, and affection. To assist or control
Congress, then, in its ordinary legislation could not, I conceive; have
been the motive for conferring the veto power on the President. This
argument acquires additional force from the fact of its never having been
thus used by the first six Presidents-and two of them were members of
the Convention, one presiding over its deliberations and the other bearing
a larger share in consummating the labors of that august body than any
other person. But .if bills were never returned to Congress by either
of the Presidents above referred to upon the ground of their being inexpedient or not as well adapted as they might be to the wants of the people,
the veto was applied upot1 that of want of conformity to the Constitution or because errors had been committed from a too hasty enactment.
There is another ground for the adoption of the veto principle, which
had probably more influence in recommending it to the Convention than
any other. I refer to the security which it gives to the just and equitable
action of the Legislature upon all parts of the Union. It could not but
have occurred to the Convention that in a country so extensive, embracing so great a variety of soil and climate, and consequently of products,
and which from the same causes must ever exhibit a great difference
in the amount of the population of its various sections, calling for a
great diversity in the employments of the people, that the legislation of
the majority m:rght not always justly regard the rights and interests
of the minority, and that acts of this character might be passed under an
express grant by the words of the Constitution, and therefore not within
the competency of the judiciary to declare void; that however enlightened and patriotic they might suppose from past experience the members
of Congress might be, and however largely partaking, in the general, of
the liberal feelings of the people, it was impossible to expect that bodies
so constituted should not sometimes be controlled by local interests
and sectional feelings. It was proper, therefore, to provide some umpire from whose situation and mode of appointment more independence
and freedom from such influences might be expected. Such a one was
afforded by the executive department constituted by the Constitution.
A person elected to that high office, having his constituents in every section, tate, and subdivision of the Union, must consider himself bound by
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the most solemn sanctions to guard, protect, and defend the rights of aII
and of every portion, great or smaII, from the injustice and oppression of
the rest. I consider the veto -p ower, therefore, given by the Constitution
to the Executive of the United States solely as a conservative power, to
be used only, first, to protect the Constitution from violation; secondly,
the people from the effects of hasty legislation where tlieir will has been
probably disregarded or not well understood, and, thirdly, to prevent the
effects of combinations violative of the rights of minorities. In reference to the second of these objects I may observe that I consider it the
right and privilege of the people to decide disputed points of the Constitution arising from the general grant of power to Congress to carry into ·
effect the powers expressly given; and I believe with Mr. Madison that
'' repeated recognitions under varied circumstances in acts of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of the Government, accompanied
by indications in different modes of the concurrence of the general will
of the nation, '' as affording to the President sufficient authority for his
considering such disputed points as settled.
Upward of half a century has elapsed since the adoption of the present
form of government. It would be an object more highly desirable than
the gratification of the curiosity of speculative statesmen if its precise
situation c~uld be ascertained, a fair exhibit made of the operations of
each of its departments, of the powers which they respectively claim and
exercise, of the collisions which have occurred between them or between
the whole Government and those of the States or either of them. We
could then compare our actual condition after fifty years' trial of our
system with what it was in the commencement of its operations and
ascertain whether the predictions of the patriots who opposed its adoption or the confident hopes of its·advocates have been best realized. The
great dread of the former seems to have been that the reserved powers of
- the States would be absorbed by those of the Federal Government and a
consolidated power established, leaving to the States the shadow only
of that independent action for which they had so zealously contend~d
and on the preservation of which they relied as the last hope of liberty.
Without denying that the result to which they looked with so much
apprehension is in the way of being realized, it is obvious that they did
not clearly see the mode of its accomplishment. The General Government has seized upon none of the reserved rights of the States. As far
as any open warfare may have gone, the State authorities have amply
maintained their rights. To a casual observer our system presents no
appearance of discord between the different members which compose it.
Even the addition of many new .ones has produced no jarring. They
move in their respective orbits in perfect harmony with the central head
and with each other. But there · is still an undercurrent at work by
which, if not seasonably checked, the worst apprehensions of our antifederal patriots will be realized, and ·n ot only will the State authorities
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be overshadowed by the great increase of power in the executive department of the General Government, but the character of that Government,
if not its designation, be essentially and radically changed. This state of
things has been in part effected by causes inherent in the Constitution
and in part by the never-failing tendency of political power to increase
itself. By making the President the sole distributer of all the patronage
of the Government the framers of the Constitution do not appear to have
anticipated at how short a period it would become a formidable instrument to control the free operations of the State governments. Of trifling
importance at first, it had early in Mr. Jefferson's Administration become
so powerful as to create great alarm in the mind of that patriot from the
potent influence it migl;it exert in controlling the freedom of the elective
franchise. If such could have then been the effects of its influence, how
much greater must be the danger at this time, quadrupled in amount as
it certainly is and more completely under the control of the Executive
will than their construction of their powers allowed or the forbearing
characters of all the early Presidents permitte·d them to make. But it is
not by the extent of its patronage alone that the executive department
has become dangerous, but by the use which it appears may be made of
the appointing power to bring under its control the whole revenues of the
country. The Constitution has declared it to be the duty of the President to see that the laws are executed, and it makes him the Commander
in Chief of the Armies and Navy of the United States. If the opinion of
the most approved writers upon that species of mixed government which
in modern Europe is termed monarchy in contradistinction to despotism
is correct, there was wanting no other addition to the powers of our Chief
Magistrate to stamp a monarchical character on our Government but the
control of the public :finances; and to me it appears strange indeed that
anyone should. doubt that the entire control which the President possesses over the officers who have the custody of the public money, by
the power of removal with or without cause, does, for all mischievous
purposes at least, virtually subject the treasure also to his disposal. The
first Roman Emperor, in his attempt to seize the sacred treasure, silenced
the opp~sition of the officer to whose charge it had been committed by
a significant allusion to his sword. By a selection of political instru·
ments for the care of the public money a reference to their commissions
by a President would be quite as effectual an argument as that of Cresar
to the Roman knight. I am not insensible of the great difficulty that
exists in drawing a proper plan for the safe-keeping and disbursement of
the public revenues, and I know the importance which has been attached
by men of great abilities and patriotism to the divorce 1 as it is called of
the Treasury from the banking institutions. It is not the divorce which
is complained of, but the unhallowed union of the Treasury with the
executive department, which has created such extensive alarm. To this
danger to our republican institutions and that created by the influence
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given to the Executive through the instrumentality of the Federal officers I propose to apply all the remedies which may be at my command.
It was certainly a great error in the framers of the Constitution not to
. have made the officer at the head of the Treasury Department entirely
independent of the Executive. He should at least have been removable
only upon the demand of the popular branch of-the .Legislature. I have
determined never to remove a Secretary of the Treasury without communicating all the circumstances attending such removal to both Houses
of Congress.
The influence of the Executive in controlling the freedom of the
el~ctive franchise through the medium of the public officers can be
effectually checked by renewing the prohibition published by Mr. Jefferson forbidding their interference in elections further than giving their
own votes, and their own independence secured by an assurance of perfect immunity in exercising this sacred privilege_ of freemen under the
dictates of their own unbiased judgments. Never with my consent shall
an officer of the people, compensated for his services out of their pockets,
become the pliant instrument of Executive will.
There is no part of the means placed in the hands of the Executive
which might be used with greater effect for unhallowed purposes than
the control of the public press. The maxim which our ancestors derived
from the mother country that '' the freedom ,f the press is the great bulwark of civil and religious liberty'' is one of the most precious legacies
which they have left us. We have learned, too, from our own as well as
the experience of other countries, that golden shackles, by whomsoever
or by whatever pretense imposed, are as fatal to it as the iron bonds of
despotism. The presses in the necessary employment of the Government should never be used "to clear the guilty or to varnish crime."
A decent and manly examination of the acts of the Government should
be not only tolerated, but encouraged.
Upon another occasion I have given my opinion at some length upon
the impropriety of Executive interference in the legislation of Congressthat the article in the Constitution making it the duty of the President
to communicate information and authorizing him to recommend measures was not intended to make him the source in legislation, and, in
particular, that he should never be looked to for schemes of finance.
It would be very strange, indeed, that the Constitution should have
strictly forbidden one branch of the Legislature from interfering in ·t he
origination of such bills and that it should be considered proper that an
altogether different department of the Government should be permitted
to do so. Some of our best political maxims and opinions have been
drawn from our parent isle. There are others, however, which can not ·
be introduced in our system without singular incongruity and the pro- ·
duction of much mischief, and this I conceive to be one. No matter in
which of the houses of Parliament a bill may originate nor by whom
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introduced-a minister or a member of the opposition-by the fiction of
law, or rather of constitutional principle, the sovereign is supposed to
have prepared it agreeably to his will and then submitted it to Parliament for their advice and consent. Now the very reverse is the case
here, not only with regard to the principle, but the forms prescribed by
the Constitution. The principle certainly assigns to the only body constituted by the Constitution ( the legislative body) the power to make
laws, and the forms even direct that the enactment should be ascribed to
them. The Senate, in relation to revenue bills, have the right to propose amendments, and so has the Executive by the power given him to
return them to the House of Representatives with his objections. It is
in his power also to propose amendments in the existing revenue laws,
suggested by his observations upon their defective or injurious operation. But the delicate duty of devising schemes of revenue should be left
where the Constitution has placed it-with the immediate representa·
tives of the people. For similar reasons the mode of keeping the public
treasure should be prescribed by them, and the further removed it may
be from the control of the Executive the more wholesome the arrangement and the more in accordance with republican principle.
Connected with this subject is the character of the currency. The idea
of making it exclusively metallic, however well intended, appears to me
to be fraught with more fatal consequences than any other scheme hav·
ing no relation to the personal rights of the citizens that has ever been
devised. If any single scheme could produce the effect of arresting at
once that mutation of condition by which thousands of our most indigent
fellow-citizens by their industry and enterprise are raised to the posses. sion of wealth, that is the one. If there is one measure better calculated
than another to produce that state of things so much deprecated by all
true republicans, by which the rich are daily adding to their hoards and
the poor sinking deeper into penury, it is an exclusive metallic currency.
Or if there is a process by which the character of the country for generosity and nobleness of feeling may be destroyed by the great increase and
necessary toleration of usury, it is an exclusive metallic currency.
Amongst the other duties of a delicate character which the President
is called upon to perform is the supervision of the government of the
Territories of the United States. Those of them wb.ich are destined to
become members of our great political family are compensated by their
rapid progress from infancy to manhood for the partial and temv~rary
deprivation of their political rights. It is in this District only wh, e
American citizens are to be found who under a settled policy are depriv L
of many important political privileges without any inspiring hope as to
the future. Their only consolation under circumstances of such deprivation is that of the devoted exterior guards of a camp-that their
sufferings cure tranquillity and safety within. Are there any of
their countrymen who v ould subject them to greater sacrifices, to any
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other humiliations than those essentially necessary to the security of the
object for which they were thus separated from their fellow-citizens?
Are their rights alone not to be guaranteed by the application of those
great principles upon which all our constitutions are founded? We are
told by the greatest of British orators and statesmen that at the commencement of the War of the Revolution the most stupid men in England spoke of '' their American subjects.'' Are there, indeed, citizens
of any of our States who have dreamed ef their sub.feds in the District
of Columbia? Such dreams can never be realized by any agency of mine.
The people of the District of Columbia are not the subjects of the people
of the States, but free American citizens. Being in the latter condition
when the Constitution was formed, no words used in that instrument
could have been intended to deprive them of that character. If there
is anything in the great principle of unalienable rights so emphatically
insisted upon in our Declaration of Independence, they could neither
make nor the United States accept a surrender of their liberties and
become the sub.feds-in other words, the slaves-of their former fellowcitizens. If this be true-and it will scarcely be denied by anyone who
has a correct idea of his own rights as an American citizen-the grant
to Congress of exclusive jurisdiction in the District of Columbia can be
interpreted, so far as respects the aggregate people of the United States,
as meaning nothing more than to allow to Congress the controlling power
necessary to afford a free and safe exercise of the functions assigned to
the General Government by the Constitution. In all other respects the
legislation of Congress should be adapted to their peculiar position and
wants and be conformable with their deliberate opinions of their own
interests.
I have spoken of the necessity of keeping the respective departments
of the Government, as well as all the other authorities of our country,
within their appropriate orbits. This is a matter of difficulty in some
cases, as the powers which they respectively claim are often not defined
by any distinct lines. Mischievous, however, in their tendencies as collisions of this kind may be, those which arise between the respective
communities which for certain purposes compose one nation are much
more so, for no such nation can long exist without the careful culture
of those feelings of confidence and affection which are the effective
bonds to union between free and confederated states. Strong as is the
tie of interest, it has been often found ineffectual. Men blinded by their
passions have been known to adopt measures for their country in direct
opposition to all the suggestions of policy. The alternative, then, is to
destroy or keep down a bad passion by creating and fostering a good
one, and this seems to be the corner stone upon which our American
political architects have reared the fabric of our Government. The
cement which was to bind it and perpetuate its existence was the affectionate attachment between all its members, To insure the continuance

.
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of this feeling, produced at first by a community of dangers, of suffer•
ings, and of interests, the advantages of each were made accessible to all.
No participation in any good possessed by any member of our extensive
Con£ederacy, except in domestic government, was withheld from the citizen of any other member. By a process attended with no difficulty, no
delay, no expense but that of removal, the citizen of one might become
the citizen of any other, and successively of the whole. The lines, too,
separating powers to be exercised by the citizens of one State from
those of another seem to be so distinctly drawn as to leave no room for
misunderstanding. The citizens of each State unite in their persons
all the privileges which that character confers and all that they may
claim as citizens of the United States, ·but in no case can the same person~ at the same time act as the citizen of two separate States, and he is
therefore positively precluded from any inteiference with the reserved powers
of any State but that of which he is for the time being a citizen. He may,
indeed, offer to the citizens of other States his advice as to their ~anagement, and the form in which it is tendered is left to his own discretion
and sense of propriety. It may be observed, however, that organized
associations of citizens requiring compliance with their wishes too much
resemble the recommendations of Athens to her allies, supported by an
armed and powerful fleet. It was, indeed, to the ambition of the leading States of Greece to control the domestic concerns of the others that
the destruction of that celebrated Confederacy, and subsequently of all
its members, is mainly to be attributed, and it is owing to the absence
of that spirit that the Helvetic Confederacy has for so many years been
preserved. Never has there been seen in the institutions of the separate
members of any confederacy more elements of discord. In the principles
and forms of government and religion, as well as in the circumstances of
the several Cantons, so marked a discrepancy was observable as to prom. ise anything but harmony in their intercourse or permanency in their
alliance, and yet for ages neither has been interrupted. Content with
the positive benefits which their union produced, with the independence
and safety from foreign aggression which it secured, these sagacious
people respected the institutions of each other, however repugnant to
their own principles and prejudices.
Our Confederacy, fellow-citizens, can only be preserved by the same
forbearance. Our citizens must be content with the exercise of the
powers with which the Constitution clothes them. The attempt of those
of one State to control the domestic institutions of another can only
result in feelings of distrust and jealousy, the certain harbingers of disunion, violence, and civil war, and the ultimate destruction of our free
institutions. Our Confederacy is perfectly illustrated by the terms and
principles governing a common copartnership. There is a fund of power
to be exercised under the direction of the joint councils of the allied
members, but that which has been reserved by the individual members
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is intangible by the common Government or the individual members
composing it. To attempt it finds no support in the principles of our
Constitution.
It should be our constant and earnest endeavor mutually to cultivate a
spirit of concord and harmony among the various parts of our Confederacy. Experience has abundantly taught us that the agitation by
citizens of one part of the Union of a subject not confided to the General
Government, but exclusively under the guardianship of the local authorities, is productive of no other consequences than bitterness, alienation,
discord, and injury to the very cause which is intended to be advanced.
Of all the great interests which appertain to our country, that of unioncordial, confiding, fraternal union-is by far the most important, since
it is the only true and sure guaranty of alJ others.
In consequence of the embarrassed state of business and the currency,
some of the States may meet with difficulty in their financial concerns.
However deeply we may regret anything imprudent or excessive in the
engagements into which States have entered for purposes of their own,
it does not become us to disparage the State governments, nor to discourage them from making proper efforts for their own relief. On
the contrary, it is our duty to encourage them to the extent of our constitutional authority to apply thei,r best means and cheerfully to make
all necessary sacrifices and submit to all necessary burdens to fulfill
their engagements and maintain their credit, for the character and credit
of the several States form a part of the character and credit of the whole
country. The resources of the country are abundant, the enterprise and
activity of our people proverbial, and we may well hope that wise legislation and prudent administration by the respective governments, each
acting within its own sphere, will restore former prosperity.
Unpleasant and even dangerous as collisions may sometimes be between
the constituted authorities of the citizens of our country in relation to the
lines which separate their respective jurisdictions, the results can be of
no vital injury to our institutions if that ardent patriotism, that devoted
attachment to liberty, that spirit of moderation and forbearance for
which our countrymen were once distinguished, continue to be cherished.
If this continues to be the ruling passion of our souls, the weaker feeling of the mistaken enthusiast will be co"rrected, the Utopian dreams of
the scheming politician dissipated, and the complicated intrigues of the
demagogue rendered harmless. The spirit of liberty is the sovereigr
balm for every injury which our institutions may receive. On the contrary, no care that can be used in the construction of our Government, no
division of powers, no distribution of checks in its several departments,
will prove effectual to keep us a free people if this spirit is suffered to
decay; and decay it will without constant nurture. To the neglect of this
duty the best historians agree in attributing the ruin of all the republics
with whose existence and fall their writings have made us acquainted.
M P-vor., IV-2
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The same causes will ever produce the same effects, and as long as the
love of power is a dominant passion of the human bosom, and as long as
the understandings of men can be warped and their affections changed by
operations upon their passions and prejudices, so long will the _liberties
of a people depend on their own constant attention to its preservation.
The danger to all well-established free governments arises from the
unwillingness of the pe0ple to believe in its existence or from the influence of designing men diverting their atten~ion from the quarter whence
it approaches to a source from which it can never come. This is the
old trick of those who would usurp the government of their country.
In the name of democracy they speak, warning the people against the
influence of wealth and the danger of arist")cracy. History, ancient and
modern, is full of such examples. Cresar became the master of the Roman
people and the senate under the pretense of supporting the democratic
claims of the former against the aristocracy of the latter; Cromwell,
in the charncter of protector of the liberties of the people, became the
dictator of England, and Bolivar possessed himself of unlimited power
with the title of his country's liberator. There is, on the contrary, no
instance on record of an extensive and well-established republic being
changed into an a~istocracy. The tendencies of all such governments
in . their decline is to monarchy, and the antagonist principle to liberty
there is the spirit of faction-a spirit which assumes the character and in
times of great excitement imposes itself upon the people as the genuine
spirit of freedom, and, like the false Christs whose coming was foretold
by the Savior, seeks to, and were it possible would, impose upon the
true and most faithful disciples of liberty. It is in periods like this that
it behooves the people to be most watchful of those to whom they have
intrusted power. And although there is at times much difficulty in
distinguishing the false from the true spirit, a calm and dispassionate
investigation will detect the counterfeit, as well by the character of its
operations as the results that are produced. The true spirit of liberty,
although devoted, persevering, bold, and uncompromising in principle,
that secured is mild and tolerant and scrupulous as to the means it
employs, whilst the spirit of party, assuming to be that of liberty, is
harsh, vindictive, and intolerant, and totally reckless as to the character
of the allies which it brings to the aid of its cause. When the genuine
spirit of liberty animates the body of a people to a thorough examination
of their affairs, it leads to the excision of every excrescence which may
have fastened itself upon any of the departments of the government, and
restores the system to its pristine health and beauty. But the reign of an
intolerant spirit of party amongst a free people seldom fails to result in a
dangerous accession to the executive power introduced and established
amidst unusual professions of devotion to democracy.
The foregoing remarks relate almost exclusively to matters connected
with our domestic concerns. It may be proper 1 however, that I should
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give some indications to my fellow-citizens of my proposed course of conduct in the management of our foreign relations. I assure them, therefore, that it is my intention to use every means in my power to preserve
the friendly intercourse which now so happily subsists with every foreign
nation, and that although, of course, not well informed as to the state of
pending negotiations with any of them, I see in the personal characters
of the sovereigns, as well as in the mutual interests of our own and of
the governments with which our relations are most intimate, a pleasing
guaranty that the harmony so important to the interests of their subjects
as well as of our citizens will not be interrupted by the advancement of
any claim or pretension upon their part to which our honor would not permit us to yield. Long the defender of my country's rights in the field, I
trust that my fellow-citizens will not see in my earnest desire to preserve
peace with foreign powers any indication that their rights will ever be
sacrificed or the honor of the nation tarnished by any admission on the
part of their Chief Magistrate unworthy of their former glory. In our
intercourse with our aboriginal neighbors the same liberality and justice
which marked the course prescribed to me by two of my illustrious
predecessors when acting under their direction in the di6charge of the
duties of superintendent and commissioner shall be strictly observed. I
can conceive of no more sublime spectacle, none more likely to propitiate an impartial and common Creator, than a rigid adherence to the
principles of justice on the part of a powerful nation in its transactions
with a weaker and uncivilized people whom circumstances have placed
at its disposal.
Before concluding, fellow-citizens, I must say something to you on the
subject of the parties at this time existing in our country. To me it
appears perfectly clear that the interest of that country requires that the
violence of the spirit by which those parties are at this time governed
must be greatly mitigated, if not entirely extinguished, or consequences
will ensue which are appalling to be thought of.
If parties in a republic are necessary to secure a degree of vigilance
sufficient to keep the public functionaries within the bounds of law and
duty, at that point their usefulness ends. Beyond that they become
destructive of public virtue, the parent of a spirit antagonist to that of
liberty, and eventually its inevitable conqueror. We have examples
of republics where the love of country and of liberty at one time were
the dominant passions of the whole mass of citizens, and yet, with the
continuance of the name and forms of free government, not a vestige of
these qualities remaining in the bosoms of any one of its citizens. It
was the beautiful remark of a distinguished English writer that '' in
the Roman senate Octavius had a party and Antony a party, but the
Commonwealth ,had none.'' Yet the senate continued to meet in the
temple of liberty to talk of the sacredness and beauty of the Commonwealth and gaze at the statues of the elder Brutus and of the Curtii and
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Decii, and the people assembled in the forum, not, as in the days of
Camillus and the Scipios, to cast their free votes for annual magistrates
or pass upon the acts of the senate, but to receive from the hands of the
.leaders of the respective parties their share of the spoils and to shout for
. one or the other, as those collected in Gaul or Egypt and the lesser Asia
would furnish the larger dividend. The spirit of liberty had fled, and,
avoiding the abodes of civilized man, had ·sought protection in the wilds
of Scythia or Scandinavia; and so under the operation of the same
causes and influences it will fly from our Capitol and our forums. A
calamity so awful, not only to our country, but to the world, must be
deprecated by every patriot and every tendency to a state of things likely
to produce it immediately checked. Such a tendency has existed-does
exist. Always the friend of my countrymen, never their flatterer, it
becomes my duty to say to them from this high place to which their
partiality has exalted me that there exists in the land a spirit hostile to
their best interests-hostile to liberty itself. It is a spirit contracted in
its views, selfish in its objects. It looks to the aggrandizement of a few
even to the destruction of the interests of the whole. The entire remedy
is with the people. Something, however, may be effected by the means
which they have placed in my hands. It is union that we want, not of a
party for the sake of that party, but a union of the whole country for the
sake of the whole country, for the defense of its interests and its honor
against foreign aggression, for the defense of those principles for which
our ancestors so gloriously contended. As far as it depends upon me it
shall be. accomplisqed. All the influence that I possess shall be exerted
to prevent the formation at least of an Executive party in the halls
of the legislative body. I wish for the support of no member of that
body to any measure of mine that does not satisfy his judgment and his
sense of duty to those from whom he holds his appointment, nor any
confidence in advance from the people but that asked for by Mr. Jefferson, '' to give firmness and effect to the legal administration of their
affairs.''
I deem the present occasion sufficiently important and solemn to justify
me in expressing to my fellow-citizens a profound reverence for the Chris·
tian religion and a thorough conviction that sound morals, religious liberty, and a just sense of religious responsibility are essentially connected
with all true and lasting happiness; and to that good Being who h as
blessed us by the gifts of civil and religious freedom, who watched over
and pro. pered the labors of our fathers and has hitherto preserved to us
institutions far exceeding in excellence those of any other people, let
us unite in fervently commending every interest of our beloved country
in all future time.
Feno, -citizens, being fully invested with that high office to which the
partiality of my countrymen has called me, I now take an affectionate
lea of you. You will bear with you to your homes the remembrance of
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the pledge I have this day given to discharge all the high duties of my
exalted station according to the best of my ability, and I shall enter upon
their performance with entire confidence in the support of a just and
generous people.
MARCH 4, 1841.

SPECIAL MESSAGE.
MARCH 5, 1841.
To the Senate of the United States:
I hereby withdraw all nominations made to the Senate on or before
the 3d instant and which were not definitely acted on at the close of its
session on that day.
W. H. HARRISON.

PROCLAMATION.
[From Statutes at Large (Little, Brown & Co.), Vol. XI, p. 786.]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas sundry important and weighty matters, principally growing
out of the condition of the revenue and finances of the country, appear
to me to call for the consideration of Congress at an earlier day than its
next annual session, and thus form an extraordinary occasion, such as
renders necessary, in my judgment, the convention of the two Houses
as soon as may be practicable:
I do therefore by this my proclamation convene the two Houses of
Congress to meet in the Capitol, at the city of Washington, on the last
Monday, being the 31st day, of May next; and I require the respective
Senators and Representatives then and there to assemble, in order to
receive such information respecting the state of the Union as may be
given to them and to devise and adopt such measures as the good of
the country may seem to them, in the exercise of their wisdom and discretion, to require.
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to
b~ hereunto affixed, and signed the same with my hand.
[SEAL.]
Done at the city of Washington, the 17th day of March,
A. D. 1841, and of the Independence of the United States the
sixty-fifth.
W. H. HARRISON.
By the President:
DA.NIEL WEBSTER,
Secretary ef State.
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DEATH OF PRESIDENT HARRISON.
PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT.
[From the Daily National Intelligencer, April 5, 184J.]

WASHINGTON, April 4, I841.
An all-wise Providence having suddenly removed from this life William
Henry Harrison, late President of the United States, we have thought
it our duty, in the recess of Congress and in the absence of the VicePresident from the seat of Government, to make this afflicting bereavement known to the country by this declaration under our hands.
He died at the President's house, in this city, this 4th day of April,
A. D. 1841, at thirty minutes before r o'clock in the morning.
The people of the United States, overwhelmed, like ourselves, by an
event so unexpected and so melancholy, will derive consolation from
knowing that his death was calm and resigned, as his life has been
· patriotic, useful, and distinguished, and that the last utterance of his lips
expressed a fervent desire for the perpetuity of the Constitution and the
preservation of its true principles. In death, as in life, the happiness of
his country was uppermost in his thoughts.
DANIEL WEBSTER,
Secretary of State.
THOMAS EWING,
Secretary of the Treasury.

JOHN BELL,
Secretary of War,
J. J. CRITTENDEN,
Attorney- General,
FRANCIS GRANGER,
Postmaster-General
[The Secretary of the Navy was absent from the city.]
ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE VICE-PRESIDENT;
[From the Daily National Intelligencer, April 5, 1841.)

WASHINGTON, April ¢, I84I.
Vice-President of the United States.
IR: It has become our most painful duty to inform you that William
Henry Harrison, late President of the United States, has departed thi!l
life.
This distressing event took place this day at the President's mansion>
in thi city, at thirty minutes before r in the morning.

JOHN TYLER,
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We lose no time in dispatching the chief clerk in the State Department
as a special messenger to bear you these melancholy tidings.
We have the honor to be, with the highest regard, your obedient
servants,

DANIEL WEBSTER,
Secretary

of State.

THOMAS EWING,
Secretary of the Treasury.
JOHN BELL,
Secretary

of War.

JOHN J. CRITTENDEN,
•
Attorney-General.
FRANCIS GRANGER,
Postmaster-General.

ANNOUNCEMENT TO REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES
ABROAD.
[From official records in the State Department.]

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, April 4, I84I.
SIR: It has become my most painful duty to announce to you the
decease of William Henry Harrison, late President of the United States.
This afflicting event took place this day at the Executive Mansion, in
this city, at thirty minutes before I o'clock in the morning. ·
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
DANL. WEBSTER.

ANNOUNCEMENT TO REPRESENTATIVES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
IN THE UNITED STATES.
[From official records in the State Department.]

DEI ARTMENT OF STATE,

Washing ton, April 5, I84-I.
SIR: It is my great misfortune to be obliged to inform you of an event
not less afflicting to the people of the United States than distressing to
my own feelings and the feelings of all those connected with the Government.
The President departed this life yesterday at thirty minutes before r
o'clock in the morning.
You are respectfully invited to attend the funeral ceremonies, which
will take place on Wednesday next, and with the particular arrangement~ for which you will be made acquainted in due time.
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Not doubting your sympathy and condolence with the Government
and people of the country on this bereavement, I have the honor to be,
sir, with high consideration, your obedient servant,
DANL. WEBSTER.
ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE ARMY.
[From official records in the War Department.]

DEPARTMENT OF WAR,

Washington, April 5, I8tf.I.
It is with feelings of the deepest sorrow that the Secretary of War
a!)Jlounces to the Army the death of the President of the United States.
William Henry Harrison is no more. His long and faithful services in
many subordinate but important stations, his recent elevation to the
highest in honor and power, and the brief term allotted to him ·in the
enjoyment of it are circumstances of themselves which must awaken
the liveliest sympathy in every bosom. But these are personal considerations; the dispensation is heaviest and most afflicting on public
grounds. This great calamity has befallen the country at a period of
·general anxiety for its present, and some apprehension for its future, condition-at a time when it is most desirable that all its high offices should
be filled and all its high trusts administered in harmony, wisdom, and
vigor. The generosity of character of the deceased, the conspicuous
honesty of his principles and purposes, together with the skill and firmness with which he maintained them in all situations, had won for him
the affection and confidence of his countrymen; but at the moment when
by their voice he was raised to a station in the discharge of the powers
and duties of which the most beneficent results might justly have been
anticipated from his great experience, his sound judgment, the high
estimation in which he was held by the people, and his unquestioned
devotion to the Constitution and to the Union, it has pleased an all-wise
but mysterious Providence to remove him suddenly from that and every
other earthly employment.
While the officers and soldiers of the Army share in the general grief
which these considerations so· naturally and irresistibly inspire, they will
doubtless be penetrated with increased sensibility and feel a deeper concern in testifying in the manner appropriate to them the full measure of
a nation's gratitude for the eminent services of the departed patriot and
in rendering just and adequate honors to his memory because he was
himself a soldier, and an approved one, receiving his earliest lessons in
a camp, and, when in rip1=r years called to the command of armies, illustrating the profession of arms by his personal qualities and contributing
largely by his successes to the stock of his country's glory.
It is to be regretted that the suddenness of the emergency has made it
necessary to announce this sad event in the absence of the Vice-President
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from the seat of Government; but the greatest confidence is felt that he
will cordially approve the sentiments expressed, and that he will in due
time give directions for such further marks of respect not prescribed
by the existing regulations of the Army as may be demanded by the
occasion.
JOHN BELL, Secretary of War.
GENERAL ORDERS,

No.

20.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washz"ngton, April 7, I84I.
The death of the President of the United States having been officially
announced from the War Department, the Major-General Commanding
in Chief communicates to the Army the melancholy intelligence with
feelings of the most profound sorrow. The long, arduous, and faithful
military services in which President Harrison has been engaged since
the first settlement of the Western country, from the rank of a subaltern to that of a commander in chief, are too well known to require a
recital of them here. It is sufficient to point to the fields of Tippecanoe,
the banks of the Miami, and the Thames, in Upper Canada, to recall to
many of the soldiers of the present Army the glorious results of some
of his achievements against the foes of his country, both savage and
civilized.
The Army has on former occasions been called upon to mourn the loss
of distinguished patriots who have occupied the Presidential chair, but ·
this is the first time since the . adoption of the Constitution it has to
lament the demise of a President while in the actual exercise of the high
functions of the Chief Magistracy of the Union.
The members of the Army, in common with their fellow-:citizens of
all classes, deeply deplore this national bereavement; but although they
have lost a friend ever ready to protect their interests, his bright example in the paths of honor and glory still remains for their emulation.
The funeral honors directed to be paid by the troops in paragraph 523
of the General Regulations will be duly observed, and the troops at the
several stations will be paraded at rn o'clock a. m., when this order will
be read, after which all labors for the day will cease; the national flag
will be displayed at half-staff; at d~wn of day thirteen guns will be
fired, besides the half-hour guns as directed by the Regulations, and at
the close of the day a national salute. The standards, guidons, and
colors of the several regiments will be put in mourning for the period of
six months, and the officers will wear the usual badge of mourning on
the left arm above the elbow and on the hilt of the sword for the same
period.
By order of Alexander Macomb, Major-General Commanding in Chief:
R. JONES, Adjutant-General.
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ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE NA VY.
[From official records in the Navy Department.]

GENERAL ORDER.

April 5, I8,f.I.
The Department announces to the officers of the Navy and Marine
Corps the death of William Henry Harrison, late President of the United
States, which occurred at the Executive Mansion, in the city of Washington, on the morning of the 4th instant, and directs that, uniting with
their fellow-citizens in the manifestations of their respect for the exalted
character and eminent public services of the illustrious deceased, and of
their sense of the bereavement the country has sustained by this afflicting dispensation of Providence, they wear the usual badge of mourning
for six months.
The Department further directs that funeral honors be paid him at
each of the navy-yards and on board each of the public vessels in -commission by firing twenty-six minute guns, commencing at 12 o'clock m.,
on the day after the receipt of this order, and by wearing their flags at
half-mast for one week.
J. D. SIMMS,
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Acting Secretary of the Navy.
OFFICIAL ARRANGEMENT? FOR THE FUNERAL.
[From official records in the State Department.]

April 4, z84I.
The circumstances in which we are placed by the death of the President render it indispensable for us, in the recess of Congress and in the
_absence of the Vice-President, to make arrangements for the funeral
solemnities. Having consulted with the family and personal friends
of the deceased, we have concluded that the funeral be solemnized on
Wednesday, the 7th instant, at r 2 o'clock. The religious services to be
performed according to the usage of the Episcopal Church, in which
church the deceased most usually worshiped. The body to be taken from
the President's house to the Congress Burying Ground, accompanied by
a military and a civic procession, and deposited in the receiving tomb.
The military arrangements to be under the direction of Major-General
Macomb, the General Commanding in Chief the Army of the United
tates, and Major-General Walter Jones, of the militia of the District of
Columbia.
Commodore orris, the senior captain in the Navy now in the city,
to have the direction of the naval arrangements.
The mar. hal of the District to have the direction of the civic procession, assisted by th mayors of Washington, Georgetown, and .Alexandria,
WASHINGTON,
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the clerk of the Supreme Court of the United States, and such other
citizens as they may see fit to call to their aid.
John Quincy Adams, ex-President of the United States, members of
Congress now in the city or its neighborhood, all the members of the
diplomatic body resident in Washington, and all officers of Government
and citizens generally are invited to attend.
And it is respectfully recommended to the officers of Government that
they wear the usual badge of mourning.
DANL. WEBSTER,
Secretary of State.
T. EWING,
Secretary of the Treasury.
JNO. BELL,
Secretary of War.
J. J. CRITT.ENDEN,
Attorney-General.
FR. GRANGER,
Postmaster-General.
[The Secretary of the Navy was absent from the city.]
[From official records in the War Department.]

DISTRICT ORDERS.

WASHINGTON,

Aprz'l 5, I8¢I.

The foregoing notice from the heads of the Executive Departments
of the Government informs you what a signal calamity has befallen us
in the death of the President of the United States, and the prominent
part assigned you in those funeral honors which may bespeak a nation's
respect to the memory of a departed patriot and statesman, whose virtue and talents as a citizen and soldier had achieved illustrious services,
and whose sudden death has disappointed the expectation of still more
important benefits to his country.
With a view to carry into effect the views of these high officers of Government in a manner befitting the occasion and honorable to the militia
corps of this District, I request the general and field officers, the general
staff, and the commandants of companies to assemble at my house
to-morrow, Tuesday, April 6, precisely at ro· o'clock, to report the
strength and equipment of the several corps of the militia and to receive
final instructions for parade and arrangement in the military part of the
funeral procession.
The commandants of such militia corps from the neighboring States as
desire to unite in the procession are respectfully invited to report to me
as soon as practicable their intention, with a view to arrange them in
due and uniform order as a part of the general military escort.
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The detail of these arrangements, to which all the military accessories,
both of the regulars and militia, are expected to conform, will be published
in due time for the information of all.
For the present it is deemed sufficient to say that the whole military
part of the procession, including the regular troops of every arm and
denomination and all the militia corps, whether of this District or of
the States, will be consolidated in one column of escort, whereof MajorGeneral Macomb, Commander of the Army of the United States, will take
the general command, and Brigadier-General Roger Jones, AdjutantGeneral of the Army of the United States, will act as adjutant-general
and officer of the day.
WALTER JONES,

Maj. Gen., Comdg. t!te Militia

of the District of Columbia.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, April 6, I8if.I.
The Major-General Commanding the Army of the United States and
the major-general commanding the militia of the District of Columbia,
having been charged by the executive officers of the Government with
the military arrangements for the funeral honors to be paid to the patriot
and illustrious citizen, William Henry Harrison, late President of the
United States, direct the following order of arrangement:
ORDER OF THE PROCESSION.
FUNERAL ESCORT.

(In column of march.)

Infantry.
Battalion of Baltimore volunteers.
Company of Annapolis volunteers.
Battalion of Washington volunteers.

Marines.
United States Marine Corps.
Corps of commissioned officers of the Baltimore volunteers, headed by a
major-general.

Cavalry.
Squadron of Georgetown Light Dragoons.

Artillery.
Troop of United States light artillery.
Dismounted officers of volunteers, Marine Corps, Navy, anq Army in the
order named.
Mounted officers of volunteers, Marine Corps, Navy, and Army in the
order named.
Major-General Walter Jones, commanding the militia.
Aids-de-camp.
Major-General Macomb, Commanding the Army.
Aids-de-camp.
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CIVIC PROCESSION.

United States marshal for the District of Columbia and clerk of the Supreme Court.
The mayors of Washington, Georgetown, and Alexandria.
Clergy of the District of Columbia and elsewhere.
Physicians to the President.
Funeral car with the corpse.
Pallbearers.-R. Cutts, esq., for Maine; Hon. J.B. Moore, for New Hampshire; Hon.
C. Cushing, Massachusetts; M. St. C. Clarke, esq., Rhode Island; W. B. Lloyd,
esq., Connecticut; Hon. Hiland Hall, Vermont; General John Granger, New
York; Hon. G. C. Washington, New Jersey; M. Willing, esq., Pennsylvania;
Hon. A. Naudain, Delaware; David Hoffman, esq., Maryland; Major Camp, Virginia; Hon. E. D. White, North Carolina; John Carter, esq., South Carolina;
General D. L. Clinch, Georgia; Th. Crittenden, esq., Kentucky; Colonel Rogers,
Tennessee; Mr. Graham, Ohio; M. Durald, esq., Louisiana; General Robert
Hanna, Indiana; Anderson Miller, esq., Mississippi; D. G. Garnsey, esq., Illinois;
Dr. Perrine, Alabama; Major Russell, Missouri; A. W. Lyon, esq., Arkansas;
General Howard, Michigan; Hon. J. D. Doty, Wisconsin; Hon.. C. Downing,
Florida; Hon. W. B. Carter, Iowa; R. Smith, esq., District of Columbia.
Family and relatives of the late President.
The President of the United States and heads of Departments.
Ex-President Adams.
The Chief Justice and associate justices of the Supreme Court and district judges
of the United States.
The President of the Senate pro tempore and Secretary.
Senators and officers of the Senate.
Foreign ministers and suites.
United States and Mexican commissioners for the adjustment of claims under the
convention with Mexico.
·
Members of the House of Representatives, and officers.
Governors of States and Territories and members of State legislatures.
Judges of the circuit and criminal courts of the District-of Columbia, with the
members of the bar and officers of the courts.
The judges of the several States.
The Comptrollers of the Treasury, Auditors, Treasurer, Register, Solicitor, and
Commissioners of Land Office, Pensions, Indian Affairs, Patents, and Public
Buildings.
The clerks, etc., of the several Departments, preceded by their respective chief
clerks, and all other civil officers of the Government.
Officers of the Revqlution.
Officers and soldiers of the late war who served under the command of the
late President.
Corporate authorities of Washington.
Corporate authorities of Georgetown.
Corporate authorities of Alexandria.
Such societies and fraternities as may wish to join the procession, to report to the
marshal of the District, who will assign them their respective positions.
Citizens and strangers.

The troops designated to form the escort will assemble in the avenue
north of the President's house, and form line precisely at I I o'clock
a. m. on Wednesday, the 7th instant, with its right (Captain Ringgold1s
troop of light artillery) resting opposite the western gate.
The procession will move precisely at 12 o'clock m., when minute guns
will be fired by detachments of artillery stationed near St. John's church
and the City Hall, an4 by the Columbian Artillery at the Capitol At
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the same hour the bells of the several churches in Washington, Georgetown, and Alexandria will be tolled.
At sunrise to-morrow, the 7th instant, a Federal salute will be fired
from the mi1itary stations in the vicinity of Washington, minute guns
between the hours of 12 and 3, and ;i national salute at the setting of
the sun.
·
The usual badge of mourning will be worn on the left arm and on the
hilt of the sword.
The Adjutant-General of the Army is charged with the military
arrangements of the day, aided by the Assistant Adjutants-General on
duty at the Headquarters of the Army.
The United States marshal of the District has the direction of the civic
procession, assisted by the mayors of the cities of the District and the
·
clerk of the Supreme Court of the United States.
ROGER JONES,
By order:
Acijutant-General United States Army.
CERTIFICATE OF THE DEATH OF PRESIDENT HARRISON.
[From official records, written on parchment, in the State Department.]

WASHINGTON, April 4, A. D. I84I.
William Henry Harrison, President of the United States, departed this
life at the President's house, in this city, this morning, being Sundayi
the 4th day of April, A. D. 1841, at thirty minutes before 1 o'clock in the
morning; we whose names are hereunto subscribed being in the house,
and some of us in his immediate presence, at the time of his decease.
W.W. SEATON,
DANL. WEBSTER,
Mayor of Washington.
Secretary of State.
THOMAS MILLER, M. D.,
THOMAS EWING,
Attending Physic-ian.
Secretary of the Treasury.
ASHTON ALEXANDER, M. D.,
JNO. BELL,
Consulting Physz"c-ian.
Secretary of War.
WM._HAWLEY,
J. J. CRITTENDEN,
Rector of St. John's Church.
Attorney-General.
A. HUNTER,
FR. GRANGER,
Marshal of the District of Columbia.
Posbnaster-General.
WM. THOS. CARROLL,
JOHN CHAMBERS,
Clerk of Supreme Court U.S. C. S. TODD,
FLETCHER WEBSTER,
DAVID 0. COUPLAND,
Chz'if Clerk z"n the State Dept.
Of the President's Family.

• Let this be duly recorded and placed among the rolls.
DANL. WEBSTER,
Secretary of State.
Recorded in,. Domestic Letter Book byA. T, McCORMICK,

William Henry Harrison
REPORT OF THE PHYSICIANS.
[From the Daily .N ational Intelligencer, April 5, 1841.J

WASHINGTON, April 4, I84I.
Hon. D. WEBSTER,
Secretary ef State.
DEAR Sm: In compliance with the request made to us by yourself
and the other gentlemen of the Cabinet, the attending and consulting
physicians have drawn up the abstract of a report on the President's
case, which I herewith transmit to you.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THO. MILLER,
A !tending Physician.
On Saturday, March 27, 1841, President Harrison, after several days' previous
indisposition, was seized with a chill and other symptoms of fever. The next day
pneumonia, with congestion of the liver and derangement of the stomach and bowels,
was ~scertained to exist. The age and debility of the . patient, with the immediate
prostration, forbade a resort to general blood letting. Topical depletion, blistering,
and appropriate internal remedies subdued in a great measure the disease of the
lungs and liver, but the stomach and intestines did not regain a healthy condition.
Finally, on the 3d of April, at 3 o'clock p. m., profuse diarrhea came on, under which
he sank at thirty minutes to r o'clock on the morning of the 4th.
'
The last words uttered by the President, as heard by Dr. Worthington, were these:
"Sir, I wish you to understand the true principles of the Govetnment. I wish them
carried out. I ask nothing more.''
THO. MILLER, M. D.,

Attending Physician.
FRED. MAY, M. D.,
N. W. WORTHINGTON, M. D.;
J. C. HALL, M. p.,
ASHTON ALEXANDER, M. D.,

Consulting Physicians.

OATH OF OFFICE ADMINISTERED TO PRESIDENT JOHN TY 4ER IN
THE PRESENCE OF THE CABINET.*
[From the Daily National Intelligencer, April 7, 1841.J

I do solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute the office of President of the United States, and will to the best of my ability preserve,
protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States.
APRIL

6, 1841.

JOHN TYLER.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

City and County of Washington, ss:
I, William Cranch, chief judge of the circuit court of the District of Columbia,
certify that the above-named John Tyler personally appeared before me this day,
and although he deems himself qualified to perform the duties and exercise the
*The ~ecretary of the Navy was absent from the city.
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powers and office of President on the death of William Henry Harrison, late President of the United States, without any other oath than that which he has taken as
Vice-President, yet as doubts may arise, and for greater caution, took and subscribed
the foregoing oath before me.
w. CRANCH.
APRIL 6, 184r.
PROCLAMATION.

To

THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES.
A RECOMMENDATION.

April IJ, I8,t.I.
When a Christian people feel themselves to be overtaken by a great
public calamity, it becomes them to humble themselves under the dispensation of Divine Providence, to recognize His righteous government
over the children of men, to acknowledge His goodness in time past, as
well as their own unworthiness, and to supplicate His merciful protection
for the future.
The death of William Henry Harrison, late President of the United
States, so soon after his elevation to that high office, is a bereavement
peculiarly calculated to be regarded as a heavy affliction and to impress
all minds with a sense of the uncertainty of human things and of the
dependence of nations, as well as individuals, upon our Heavenly Parent.
I have thought, ,therefore, that I should be acting in conformity with
the general expectation and feelings of the community in recommending, as I now do, to the people of the United States of every religious
denomination that, according to their several modes and forms of worship,
they observe a day of fasting and prayer by such religious services as
may be suitable on the occasion; and I recommend Friday, the 14th day
of May next, for that purpose, to the end that on that day we may all
with one accord join in humble and reverential approach to Him in
whose hands we are, in:'oking Him to inspire us with a proper spirit
and temper of heart and mind under these frowns of His providence and
still to bestow His gracious benedictions upon our Government and our
country.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

[For '' A resolution manifesting the sensibility of Congress upon
the event of the death of William· Henry Harrison, late President of
the United States/' seep. 55.J

John Tyler
April 4, 1841, to March 4, 1845
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HOME AT SHERWOOD FOREST, GREENWAY, VIRGINIA, OF

JOHN TYLER
With official portrait engraved from copy of original In steel

John ·Tyler
JOHN T YLER, second son of Judge John Tyler, goverti::>r of Virginia
from 1808 to 18II, and Mary Armistead, was born at Greenway, Charles
City County, Va., March 29, 1790. He was graduated at William and
Mary College in 1807. At college he showed a strong interest in ancient
history; was also fond of poetry and music, and was a skillful performer
on the violin. In 1809 he was admitted to the bar, and had already
begun to obtain a good practice when he was elected to the legislature.
Took his seat in that body in December, 18II. Was here a firm supporter of Mr. Madison's _Administration; and the war with Great Britain,
which soon followed, afforded him an opportunity to become conspicuous as a forcible and persuasive orator. March 29, 1813, he married
Letitia, daughter of Robert Christian, and a few weeks afterwards was
called into the field at the head of a company of militia to take part
in the defense of Richmond, threatened by the British. This military
service lasted but a month. He was reelected to the legislature annually
until, in November, 1816, he was chosen to fill a vacancy in the United
States House of Representatives. Was reelected to the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Congresses. In 1821, his health being seriously impaired, he
declined a reelection and retired to private life. In 1823 he was again
elected i:o the Virginia legislature. Here he was a friend to the candidacy of William H. Crawford for the Presidency. In 1824 he was a
candidate to fill a vacancy in the United States Senate, but was defeated.
He opposed in 1825 the attempt to remove William and Mary College to
Richmond, and was afterwards made successively rector and chancellor
of the college, which prospered signally under his management. In
December, 1825, he was chosen by the legislature to the · governorship
of Virginia, and in the following year was reelected by a unanimous
vote. In December, 1826, the friends of Clay and Adams combined
with the Democrats opposed to John Randolph and elected Mr. Tyler to
the United States Senate. In February, 1830, after taking part in the
Virginia conventi9n for revising the State constitution, he returned to
his seat in the Senate, and found himself first drawn toward Jackson by
the veto message (May 27) upon the Maysville turnpike bill; supported
Jackson in the Presidential election of 1832, but broke with the Administration on the question of the removal of the deposits from the United
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States Bank, and voted for Mr. Clay's resolution to censure the President. He was nominated by the State-rights Whigs for Vice-President
in 1835, and at the election on November 8, 1836, received 47 electoral
votes; but no candidate having a majority of electoral votes, the Senate
elected Richard M. Johnson, of Kentucky. The legislature of Virginia
having instructed the Senators from that State to vote for expunging the
resolutions of censure upon President Jackson, Mr. Tyler refused to obey
the instructions, resigned his seat, and returned home February 29, 1836.
On January IO, 1838, he was chosen president of the Virginia Colonization Society. In the spring of 1838 he was returned to the Virginia
legislature. In January, 1839, he was a candidate for reelection to the
United States Senate; the result was a deadlock, and the question was
indefinitely postponed before any choice had been made. December 4,
1839, the Whig national convention, at Harrisburg, Pa., nominated him
for Vice-President on the ticket with William Henry Harrison, and at
the election on November IO, 1840, he was elected, receiving 234 electoral votes to 48 for Richard M. Johnson, of Kentucky. By the death of
President Harrison April 4, 1841, Mr. Tyler became President of the
United States. He took the oath of office on April 6. Among the more
important events of his Administration were the '' Ashburton treaty''
with Great Britain, the termination of the Indian war in Florida, the
passage of the resolutions by Congress providing for the annexation of
Texas, and the treaty with China. On May 27, 1844, he was nominated
for President at a convention in Baltimore, but although at first he
accepted the nomination, he subsequently withdrew his name. On June
26, 1844, Mr. Tyler married Miss Julia Gardiner, of New York, his firS t
wife having died September 9, 1842. After leaving the White House
he took up his residence on his estate, Sherwood Forest, near Greenway,
Va., on the bank of the James River. Was president of the Peace Convention held at Washington February 4, 1861. Afterwards, as a delega~e
to the Virginia State convention, he advocated the passage of an ordinance of secession. In May, 1861, he was unanimously elected a member
of the provisional congress of the Confederate States. In the following
autumn he was elected to the permanent congress, but died at Richmond
January 18, 1862, before taking his seat, and was buried in Hollywood
Cemetery, in that city.

· INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
To the People of the United States.

WASHINGTON,

Apr£! 9,

I8.f.I.

s: Before my arrival at the seat of Government the
painful communication was made to you by the officers presiding over
these eral epartments of the deeply regretted death of William Henry
arrison, late President of the United States. Upon him you had
F'ELLOW-ClTlZE
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conferred your suffrages for the first office in your gift, and had selected
him as your chosen instrument to correct and reform all such errors and
abuses as had manifested themselves from time to time in the practical
operation 0f the Government. While standing at the threshold of this
great work he has by the dispensation of an all-wise Providence been
removed from amongst us, and by the provisions of the Constitution the
efforts to be directed to the accomplishing of this vitally important task.
have devolved upon myself. This same occurrence has subjected the
wisdom and sufficiency of our institutions to a new test. For the fir~t,
t ime in our history the person elected to the Vice-Presidency of the United
States, by the happening of a contingency provided for in the Constitution, has had devolved upon him the Presidential office. The spirit
of faction, which is directly opposed to the spirit of a lofty patriotism,
may find in this occasion for assaults upon my Administration; and
irt succeeding, under circumstances so sudden and unexpected and to
responsibilities so greatly augmented, to the administration of public
affairs I shall place in the intelligence and patriotism of the people my
only sure reliance. My earnest prayer shall be constantly addressed to
the all-wise and all-powerful Being who made me, and by whose dispensation I am called to the high office of President of this Confederacy,
understandingly to carry out the principles of that Constitution which
I have sworn '' to protect, preserve, and defend.''
The usual opportunity which is afforded to a Chief Magistrate upon
his induction to office of presenting to his countrymen an exposition of
the policy which would guide his Administration, in the form of an
inaugural address, not having, under the .peculiar circumstances which
have brought me to the discharge of the high duties of President of the
United States, been afforded to me, a brief exposition of the principles
which will govern me in the general course of my administration of
public affairs would seem to be due as well to myself as to you.
In regard to foreign nations, the groundwork of my policy will be justice on our part to all, submitting to injustice from none. While I shali
sedulously cultivate the relations of peace and amity with one and all,
it will be. my most imperative duty to see that the honor of the country shall sustain no blemish. With a view to this, the condition of
our military defenses will become a matter of anxious solicitude. The
Army, which has in other days covered itself with renown, and the
Navy, not inappropriately termed the right arm of the public defense,
which has spread a light of glory over the American standard in all the
waters of the earth, should be rendered replete with efficiency.
In view of the fact, well avouched by history, that the tendency of all
human institutions is to concentrate power in the hands of a single man,
and that their ultimate downfall has proceeded from this cause, I deem it
of the most essential importance that a complete separation should take
place between the sword and the purse. No matter where or how the
public moneyi:; shall be deposited, so long as the President can exert'
the power of appointing and removing at his pleasure the agents selected
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for their custody the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy is in
fact the treasurer. A permanent and radical change should therefore be
decreed. The patronage incident to the Presidential office, already great,
is constantly increasing. Such increase is destined to keep pace with
the growth of our population, until, without a figure of speech, an army
of officeholders may be spread over the land. The unrestrained power
exerted by a selfishly ambitious man in order either to -perpetuate his
authority or to hand it over to some favorite as his successor inay lead
fo the employment of all the means within his control to accomplish
his object. The right to remove from office, while subjected to no just
restr~int, is inevitably destined to produce a spirit of crouching servility
with the. official corps, which, in order to uphold the hand which feeds
them, would lead to direct and active interference in the elections, both
State and Federal, thereby subjecting the course of State legislation to
the dictation of the chief executive officer and making the will of that
officer absolute and supreme. I will at a proper time invoke the action
of Congress upon this subject, and shall readily acquiesce in the adoption
of all proper measures which are calculated_to arrest these evils, so full of
danger in their tendency. I will removt! no incumbent from office who
has faithfully and honestly acquitted himself of the duties of his office,
except in such cases where such officer has been guilty of an active partisanship or by secret means-the less manly, and therefore the more objectionable-has given his official influence to the purposes of party, thereby
bringing the patronage of the Gove:i;-ninent in conflict with the freedom
of elections. N 1+merous removals may become necessary under this rule.
These will be made by me through no acerbity of feeling-I have had no
cause to cherish or indulge unkind feelings toward any-but my conduct will be regulated by a profound sense of what is due to the country
and its institutions; nor shall ·I neglect to apply the same unbending
rule to those of my own appointment. Freedom of opinion will be tolerated, the full enjoyment of the right of suffrage will be maintained as
the birthright of every American citizen; but I say emphatically to the
official corps, "Thus far and no farther." I have dwelt the longer upon
this subject because removals from office are likely often to arise, and I
would have my countrymen to understand the principle of the Executive
action.
In all public expenditures the most rigid economy should be resorted
to, and, as one of its results, a public debt in time of peace be sedulously
avoided. A wise and patriotic constituency will never object to the
imposition of necessary burdens for useful ends, and true wisdom dictates the resort to such means in order to supply deficiencies in the
revenue, rather than to those doubtful expedients which, ultimating in
a public debt, serve to embarrass the resources of the country and to
lessen its ability to meet any great emergency which may arise. All
sinecures should be abolished. The appropriations should be direct and
explicit, so as to leave as limited a share of discretion to the disbursing
agents as may be fotind compatible with the public service. A strict
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responsibility on the part of all the agents of the Government should be
maintained and peculation or defalcation visited with immediate expulsion from office and the most condign punishment.
The public interest also demands that if any war has existed between
the Government and the currency it shall cease. Measures of a financial
character now having the sanction of legal enactment shall be faithfully
enforced until repealed by the legislative authority. But I owe it to
myself to-declare that I regard existing enactments as unwise and impolitic and in a high degree oppressive. I shall promptly give my sanction
to any constitutional measure which, originating in Congress, shall have
for its object the restoration of a sound.circulating medium, so essentially
necessary to give confidence in all the transactions of life, to secure to
industry its just and adequate rewards, and to reestablish the public
prosperity. In deciding upon the adaptation of any such measure to
the end proposed, as well as its conformity to the Constitution, I shall
resort to the fathers of the great republican school for advice and instruction, .to be drawn from their sage views of our system of government and
the light of their ever-glorious example.
The institutions under which we live, my countrymen, secure each
person in the perfect enjoyment of all his rights. The spectacle is exhibited to the world of a government deriving its powers from the consent of
the governed and having imparted to it only so much power as is necessary for its successful operation. Those who are charged with its administration should carefully abstain from all attempts to enlarge the range
of powers thus granted to the several departments of the Government
other than by an appeal to the people for additional grants, lest by so
doing they disturb that balance which the patriots and statesmen who
framed the Constitution designed to establish between the Federal Government and the States composing the Union. The observance of these
rules is enjoined upon us by that feeling of reverence and affection which
finds a place in the heart of every patriot for the preservation of union
and the blessings of union-for the good of our children and our children's
children through countless generations. An opposite course could not
fail to generate factions intent upon the gratification of their selfish ends,
to give birth to local and sectional jealousies, and to ultimate either in
breaking asunder the bonds of union or in building up a central system
which would inevitably end in a bloody scepter and an iron crown.
In conclusion I beg you to be assured that I shall exert myself to
carry the foregoing principles into practice during my administration of
the Government, and, confiding in the protecting care of an everwatchful and overruling Providence, it shall be my first and highest duty to
preserve unimpaired the free institutions under which we live and transmit them to those who shall succeed me in their full force and vigor.

JOHN TYLER.
[For proclamation of President Tyler recommending, in consequence of

the death of President Harrison, a day of fasting and prayer, seep. 32.]
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SPECIAL SESSION MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON, June I, I8,t.I.

To the Senate and House of Representatives o/ the United States.
FELLOW-CITIZENS: You have been assembled in your respective halls
of legislation under a proclamation bearing the signature of the illustrious citizen who was so lately called by the direct suffrages of the people
to the discharge of the ·important functions of their chief executive office.
Upon the expiration of a single month from the day of his installation he
has paid the great debt of nature, leaving behind him a name associated
with the recollection of numerous benefits conferred upon the country
during a long life of patriotic devotion. With this public bereavement
are connected other considerations which will not escape the attention
of Congress. The preparations necessary for his removal to the seat of
Government in view of a residence of four years must have devolved
upon the late President heavy expenditures, which, if permitted to burthen the limited resources of his private fortune, may tend seriously to
the embarrassment of his surviying family; and it is therefore respectfully submitted to Congress whether the ordinary principles of justice
would not dictate the propriety of its legislative interposition. By the
provisions of the fundamental law the powers and duties of the high
station to which he was elected have devolved upon me, and in the
dispositions of the representatives of the States and of the people will
be found, to a great extent, a solution of the problem to which our
institutions are for the first time subjected.
In entering upon the duties of this office I did not feel that it would be
becoming in me to disturb what had been ordered by my lamented predecessor. Whatever, therefore, may have been my opinion originally as
to the propriety of convening Congress at so early a day from that of its
late adjournment, I found a new and controlling inducement not to interfere with the patriotic desires of the late President in the novelty of the
situation .in which I was so unexpectedly placed. -My first wish under
such_circumstances would necessarily have been to have called to my
aid in the administration of public affairs the combined wisdom of the
two Houses of Congress, in order to take their counsel. and advice as to
the best mode of extricating the Gov~rnment and the country from the
embarrassments weighing heavily on both. I am, then, most happy in
finding myself so soon after my accession to the Presidency surrounded
by the immediate representatives of the States and people.
No important changes having taken place in our foreign relations since
the last session of Congress, it is not deemed necessary on this occasion
to go into a detailed statement in rngard to them. I am happy to say
that I see nothing to destroy the hope of being able to preserve peace,
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The ratification of the treaty with Portugal has been duly exchanged
between the two Governments. This Government has not been inattentive to the interests of those of our citizens who have claims on the Government of Spain founded on express treaty stipulations, and a hope is
indulged that the representations which have been made to that Government on this subject may lead ere long to bene;ficial results. ·
A correspondence has taken place between the Secretary of State and
the minister of Her Britannic Majesty accredited to this Government
on the subject of Alexander McLeod's indictment and imprisonment,
copies of which are herewith communicated to Congress.
In addition to what appears from these papers, it may be proper to
state that Alexander McLeod has been heard by the supreme court of the
' State of New York on his motion to be discharged from imprisonment,
and that the decision of that court has not as yet been pronounced.
The Secretary of State has addressed to me a paper upon two subjects
interesting to the commerce of the country, which will receive my consideration, and which I have the honor to communicate to Congress.
So far as it depends on the course of this Government, our relations of
good will and friendship will be sedulously cultivated with all nations.
The true American policy will be found to consist in the exercise of a
spirit of justice, to be manifested in the discharge of all our international
obligations to the weakest of the family of nations as well as to the most
powerful. Occasional conflicts of opinion may arise, but when the discussions incident to them are conducted in the language of truth and
with a strict regard to justice the scourge of war will for the most part
be avoided. The time . ought to be regarded as having gone by when
a resort to arms is to be esteemed as the only proper arbiter of national
differences.
The census recently taken shows a regularly progressive increase in our
population. Upon the breaking out of the War of the Revolution our numbers scarcely equaled 3,000,000 souls; they already exceed 17,000,000,
and will continue to progress in a ratio which duplicates in a period of
about twenty-three years. The old States contain a territory sufficient
in itself to maint_a in a population of additional millions, and the most
populous of the new States may even yet be regarded as but partially
settled, while of the new lands on this side of the Rocky Mountains, to
say nothing of the immense region which stretches from the base of those
mountains to the mouth of the Columbia River, about 770,000,000 acres,
ceded and unceded, still remain to be brought into market. We hold out
to the people of other countries an invitation to come and settle among
us as members of our rapidly growing family, and for the blessings which
we offer them we require of them to look upon our country as their country and to unite with us in the great task of preserving our institutions
and thereby perpetuating our liberties. No motive exists for foreign
conquest; we desire but to reclaim our almost illimitable wildernesses
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and to introduce into their depths the lights 9f civilization. While we
shall at all times be prepared to vindicate the national honor, our most
earnest desire will be to maintain an unbroken peace.
\
In presenting the foregoing views I can not withhold the expression
of the opinion that there exists nothing in the extension of our Empire
over our acknowledged possessions to excite the alarm of the patriot fm
the safety of our institutions. The federative system, leaving to each
State the care of its domestic concerns and devolving on the Federal
Government those of general import, admits in safety of the greatest
expansion; but at the same time I deem it proper to add that there will
be found to exist at all times an imperious necessity for restraining all
the functionaries of this Government within the range of their respective
powers, thereby preserving a just balance between the powers granted to
this Government and those reserved to the States and to the people.
From the report of ,t he Secretary of the Treasury you will , perceive
that the fiscal means, present and accruing, are insufficient to supply
the wants of the Government for the current year. The balance in the
Treasury on the 4th day of March last not covered by outstanding drafts,
and exclusive of trust funds, is estimated at $860,000. This includes
the sum of $215,000 deposited in the Mint and its branches to procure
metal for coining and in process of coinage, and which could not be
withdrawn without inconvenience, thus leaving subject to draft in the
various, depositories the sum of $645,000. By virtue of two several
acts of Congress the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to issue
on and after the 4th day of March last Treasury notes to the amount of
$5,413,000, making an aggregate available fund of $6,058,000 on hand. ·
But this fund was chargeable, with outstanding Treasury notes redeemable in the current year and interest thereon, to the estimateri
amount of $5,280,000. There is also thrown upon the Treasury the
payment of a large amount of demands accrued in whole or in part in
former years, which will exhaust the available means of the Treasury
and leave the accruing revenue, reduced as it is in amount, burthened
with debt and charged with the current expenses of the Government.
The aggregate amount of outstanding appropriations on the 4th day
of March last was $33,429,616.50, of which $24,210,000 will be required during the current year; and there will also be required for the
use of the War Department additional appropriations to the amount of
$2,5u,132.98, the special objects of which will be seen by reference
to the report of the Secretary of War. The anticipated means of the
Treasury are greatly inadequate to this demand. The receipts from
customs for the last three quarters of the last year and first quarter
of the present year amounted to $12,100,000; the receipts for lands for
the same time to $2,742,450, shewing an average revenue from both
sources of $1,236,870 per month.
A gradual expansion of trade, growing out of a restoration of confidence, together with a reduction in the expenses of collecting and punctuality on the part of collectin officers, may cause an addition to the
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monthly receipts from the customs. They are estimated for the residue
of the year from the 4th of March at $12,000,000. The ,receipts from
the public lands for the same time are estimated at $2,500,000, and
from miscellaneous sources at $170,000, making an aggregate of available fund within the year of $15,315,000, which will leave a probable
deficit of $n,406,132. 98. To meet this some temporary provision is
necessary until the amount can be absorbed by the excess of revenues
which are anticipated to accrue at no distant day.
There will fall due within the next three months Treasury notes of the
issues of 1840, including interest, about $2,850,000. There is chargeable in the same period for arrearages for taking the Sixth Census
$294,000, and the estimated expenditures for the current service are
about $8,100,000, making the aggregate demand upon the Treasury
prior to the 1st of September next about $11,340,000.
The ways and p:ieans in the Treasury and estimated to accrue within
the above-named period consist of about $694,000 of funds available
on the 28th ultimo, an unissued balance of Treasury notes authorized by
the act of 1841 amounting to $1,955,000, and estimated receipts from all
sources of $3,800,000, making an aggregate of about $6,450,000, and leaving a probable deficit on the 1st of September next of $4,845,000.
In order to supply the wants of the Government, an intelligent constituency, in view of their best interests, will without hesitation submit
to all necessary burthens. But it is nevertheless important so to impose
them as to avoid defeating the just expectations of the country growing
out of preexisting laws. The act of the 2d of March, 1833, commonly
called the "compromise act," should not be altered except under urgent
necessities, which are not believed at this time to exist. One year only
remains to complete the series of reductions provided for by that law;
at which time provisions made by the same law, and which then will
be brought actively in aid of the manufacturing interests of the Union,
will not fail to produce the most beneficial results. Under a system of
discriminating duties imposed for purposes of revenue, in unison with
the provisions of existing laws, it is to be hoped that our policy will
in the future be fixed and permanent, so as to avoid those constant
fluctuations which defeat the very objects they have in view. We shall
thus best maintain a position which, while it will enable us the more
readily to meet the advances of other countries calculated to promote
our trade and commerce, will at the same time leave in our own hands
the means of retaliating with greater effect unjust regulations.
In intimate connection with the question of revenue is that which
makes pr9vision for a suitable fiscal agent, capable of adding increased
facilities in the collection and disbursement of the public revenues, rendering more secure their custody, and consulting a true economy in the
great, multiplied, and delicate operations of the Treasury Department.
Upon such an agent depends in an eminent degree the establishment of
a currency of uniform value, which is of so great importance to all the
essential interests of society, and on the wisdom to be manifested in its
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creation much depends. So intimately interwoven are its operations,
not only with the interests of individuals, but of States, that it may be
regarded to a great degree as controlling both. If paper be used as the
chief medium of circulation, and the power be vested in the Government
of issuing it at pleasure, either in the form of Treasury drafts or any
other, or if banks be used as the public , depositories, with liberty to
regard all surpluses from day to day as so much added to their active
capital, prices are exposed to constant fluctuations and industry to severe
suffering. In the one case political considerations directed to party pur..
poses may control, while excessive cupidity may prevail in the other.
T4e public is thus constantly liable to imposition. Expansions and
contractions may follow each other in rapid succession-the one engendering a reckless _spirit of adventure and speculation, which embraces
States as well as individuals, the other causing a fall in prices and
accomplishing an entire change in the aspect of affairs. Stocks of all
sorts rapi'd ly decline, individuals are ruined, · and States embarrassed
even in their efforts to meet with punctuality the interest on their debts.
Such, unhappily, is the condition of things now existing in the United
States. These effects may readily be traced to the causes above referred
to. The public revenues, being removed from the then Bank of the
United States, under an order of a late President, were placed in selected
State banks, which, actuated by the double motive of conciliating the
Government and augmenting their profits to the greatest possible extent,
enlarged extravagantly their discounts, thus enabling all other existing
banks to do the same; large dividends were declared, which, stimulating
the cupidity of capitalists, caused a rush to be made to the legislatures
of the respective States for similar acts of incorporation, which by
many of the States, under a temporary infatuation, were readily granted,
and thus the augmentation of the circulating medium, consisting almost
exclusively of paper, produced a most fatal delusion. An illustration
derived from the land sales of the ·period alluded to will serve best to
show the effect of the whole system. The average sales of the public
lands for a period of ten years prior to 1834 had not much exceeded
$2,000,000 per annum. In 1834 they attained in round numbers to the
amount of $6,000,000; in the succeeding year of 1835 they reached
$16,000,000, and the next year of 1836 they amounted to the enormous sum of $25,000,000, thus crowding into the short space of three
years upward of twenty-three years' purchase of the public domain.
So apparent had become the necessity of arresting this course of things
that the executive department assumed the highly questionable power of
discriminating in the funds to be used in payment by different classes
of public debtors-a discrimination which was doubtless designed to
correct this most ruinous state of things by the exaction of specie in all
payments for the public lands, but which could not at once arrest the
ti<le which had so strongly set in. Hence the demands for specie became
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unceasing, and corresponding prostrati~n rapidly ensued under the
necessities created with the banks to curtail their discounts and thereby
to reduce their circulation. I recur to these things with no disposition to censure preexisting Administrations of the Government, but
simply in exemplification of the truth of the position which I have
assum;d. - If, then, any fiscal agent which may be created shall be
placed, without due restrictions, either in the hands of the administrators of the Government or those of private individuals, the temptation
to abuse will prove to be resistless. Objects of political aggrandizement may seduce the first, and the promptings of a boundless cupidity
will assail the last. Aided by the experience of the past, it will be the
pleasure of Congress so to guard and fortify the public interests in
the creation of any new agent as to place them, so far as human wisdom can accomplish it, on a footing of perfect security. Within a few
years past three different schemes have been before the country. The
charter of the Bank of the United States expired by its own limitations
in 1836. An effort was made to renew it, which received the sanction
of the two Houses of Congress, but the then President of the United
States exercised his veto power and the measure was defeated. A regard
to truth requires me to say that the President was fully sustained in
the course he had taken by the popular voice. His successor to the
chair of state unqualifiedly pronounced his opposition to any new charter of a similar institution, and not only the popular election. which
brought him into power, but the elections through much of his term,
seemed clearly to indicate a concurrence with him in sentiment on the
part of the people. After the public moneys were withdrawn from
the United States Bank they were placed in ·deposit with the State banks,
and the result of that policy has been before the country. To say nothing as to the question whether that experiment was made under propitious or adverse circumstances, it may safely be asserted that it did
receive the unqualified condemnation of most of its early advocates, and, it
is believed, was also condemned by the popular sentiment. The existing .
subtreasury system does not seem to stand in higher favor with the people, but has recently been condemned in a manner too plainly indicated
to admit of a doubt. Thus iu the short period of eight years the popular voice may be regarded as having successively condemned each of the
three schemes of :finance to which I have adverted. As to the first, it
was introduced at a time (1816) when the State banks, then comparatively few in number, had been forced to suspend specie payments by
reason of the war which had previously prevailed with Great Britain.
Whether if the United States Bank charter, which expired in 1811, had
been renewed in due season it would have been enabled to continue
specie payments during the war and the disastrous period to the commerce of the country which immediately succeeded is, to say the least,
problematical, and whether the United States Bank of 1816 produced a
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restoration of specie payments or the same was accomplished through
the instrumentality of other means was a matter of some difficulty at that
time to determine. Certain it is that for the first years of the operation
of that bank its course was as disastrous as for the greater part of its
subsequent career it became eminently successful. As to the second, the
experiment was tried with a redundant Treasury, which continued to
increase until it seemed to be the part of wisdom to distribute the surplus revenue among the States, which, operating at the same time with
the specie circular and the causes before adverted to, caused them to
suspend specie payments and involved the country in the greatest embarrassment. And as to the third, if carried through all the stages of its
transmutation from paper and specie to nothing but the precious metals,
to say nothing of the insecurity of the public moneys, its injurious effects
have been anticipated by the country in its unqualified condemnation.
What is now to be regarded as the judgment of the American people on
this whole subject I have no accurate means of determining but by appealing to their more immediate representatives. The late contest, which
terminated in the election of General Harrison to the Presidency, was
decided on principles well known ancl openly declared, and while the
subtreasury received in the result the most decided condemnation, yet no
other scheme of finance seemed to have been concurred in. To you,
then, who have come more directly from the body of our common constituents, I submit the entire question, as best qualified to give a full
exposition of their wishes and opinions. I shall be ready to concur
with you in the adoption of such system as you may propose, reserving
to myself the ultimate power of rejecting any measure which may, in
my view of it, conflict with the Constitution or otherwise jeopardize the
prosperity of the country-a power which I could not part with even
if I would, but which I will not believe any act of yours will call into
requisition.
I can not avoid recurring, in connection with this subject, to the necessity which exists for adopting some suitable measure whereby the unlimited creation of banks by the States may be corrected in future. Such
result can be most readily achieved by the consent of the States, to be
expressed in the form of a compact among themselves, which they can
only enter into with the consent and approbation of this Government-a
consent which might in the present emergency of the public demands
justifiably be given by Congress in advance of any action by the States, as
an inducement to such action, upon terms well defined by the act of tender.
Such a measure, addressing itself to the calm reflection of the States,
would find in the experience of the past and the condition of the present
much to sustain it; and it is greatly to be doubted whether any scheme
of finance can prove for any length of time successful while the States
shall continue in the unrestrained exercise of the power of creating
banking corporations. This power can only be limited by their consent.
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With the adoption of a financial agency of a satisfactory character the
hope may be indulged that the country may once more return to a state
of prosperity. Measures auxiliary thereto, and in some measure inseparably connected with its success, will doubtless claim the attention of
Congress. Among such, a distribution of the proceeds of the sales of the
public lands, provided such distribution does not force upon Congress
the necessity of imposing upon commerce heavier burthens than those
contemplated by the act of 1833, would act as an efficient remedial measure by being brought directly in aid of the States. As one sincerely
devoted to the task of preserving a just balance in our system of Government by the maintenance of the States in a condition the most free and
respectable and in the full possession of all their power, I can no otherwise than feel desirous for their emancipation from the situation to which
the pres~ure on their finances now subjects them. And while I must
repudiate, as a measure founded in error and wanting constitutional
sanction, the slightest approach to an assumption by this Government of
the debts of the States, yet I can see in the distribution adverted to much
to recommend it. The compacts between the proprietor States and this
Government ex pressly guarantee to the States all the benefits which may
arise from the sales. The mode by which this is to be effected addresses
itself to the discretion of Congress as the trustee for the States, and its
exercise after the most beneficial manner is restrained by nothing in the
grants or in the Constitution so long as Congress shall consult that equality in the distribution which the compacts require. In the present condition of some of the States the question of distribution may be regarded
as substantially a question between direct and indirect taxation. If the
distribution be not made in some form or other, the necessity will daily
become more urgent with the debtor States for a resort to an oppressive
system of direct taxation, or their credit, and necessarily their power and
influence, will be greatly diminished. The payment of taxes after the
most inconvenient and oppressive mode will be exa~ted in place ~f contributions for the most part voluntarily made, and therefore comparatively unoppressive. The States are emphatically the constituents of this
Government, and we should be entirely regardless of the objects held in
view by them in the creation of this Government if we could be indifferent to their good. The happy effects of such a measure upon all the
States would immediately be manifested. With the debtor States it
would effect the relief to a _great extent of the citizens from a heavy
burthen of direct taxation, which presses with severity on the laboring
classes, and eminently assist in restoring the general prosperity. An
immediate advance would take place in the price of the State securities,
and the attitude of the States would become once more, as it should ever
be, lofty and erect. With States laboring under no extreme pressure
from debt, the fund which they would derive from this source would
enable them to improve their condition in an eminent degree. So far
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as this Government is concerned, appropriations to domestic objects
approaching in amount the revenue derived fro:rp. the land sales might
be abandoned, and thus a system of unequal, and therefore unjust,
legislation would be substituted by one dispensing equality to all the
members of this Confederacy. Whether such distribution should be
made directly to the States in the proceeds of the sales or in the form
of profits by virtue of the operations of any fiscal agency having those
proceeds as its basis, should such measure be contemplated by Congress,
would well deserve its consideration. Nor would such disposition of
the proceeds of the sales in any manner prevent Congress from time
to time from passing all necessary preemption laws for the benefit of
actual settlers, or from making any new arrangement as to the price
of the public lands which might in future be esteemed desirable.
I beg leave particularly to call your attention to the accompanying
report from the Secretary 9f War. Besides the present state of the
war which has so long afflicted the Territory of Florida, and the various
other matters of interest therein referred to, you will learn from it that
the Secretary has instituted an inquiry into abuses, which promises to
develop gross enormities in connection with Indian treaties which have
been negotiated, as well as in the expenditures for the removal and subsistence of the Indians. He represents also other irregularities of a
serious nature that have grown up in the practice of the Indian Department, which will require the appropriation of upward of $200,000 to
correct, and which claim the immediate attention of Congress.
In reflecting on the proper means of defending the country we can not
shut our eyes to the consequences which the introduction and use of the
power of steam upon the ocean are likely to produce in wars between
maritime states. We can not yet see the extent to which this power
may be applied in belligerent operations, connecting itself as it does with
recent improvements in the science of gunnery and projectiles; but we
need have no fear of being left, in regard to these things, behind the
most active and skillful of other nations if the genius and enterprise
of our fellow-citizens receive proper encouragement and direction from
Government.
True wisdom would nevertheless seem to dictate the necessity of placing
in perfect condition those fortifications which are designed for the pro' tection of our principal cities and roadsteads. For the defense of our
extended maritime coast our chief reliance should be placed on our Navy,
aided by those inventions which are destined to recommend themselves
to public adoption, but no time should be lost in placing our principal
cities on the seaboard and the Lakes in a state of entire security from foreign assault. Separated as we are from the countries of the Old World,
and in much unaffected by their policy, we are happily relieved from the
necessity of maintaining large standing armies in times of peace. The
policy which was adopted by Mr. Monroe shortly after the conclusion of
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the late war with Great Britain of preserving a regularly organized staff
sufficient for the command of a large military force should a necessity
for one arise is founded as well in economy as in true wisdom. Provision is thus made, upon filling up the rank and file, which can readily be
done on any emergency, for the introduction of a system of discipline
both promptly and efficiently. All that is required in time of peace is to
maintain a sufficient number of men to guard our fortification~, to meet
any sudden contingency, and to encounter the first shock of war. Our
chief reliance must be placed on the militia; they constitute the great body
of national guards, and, inspired by an ardent love of country, will be
found ready at all times and at all seasons to repair with alacrity to its
defense. It will be regarded by Congress, I doubt not, at a suitable time
as one of its highest duties to attend to their complete organization and
discipline.
The state of the navy pension fund requires the immediate attention of
Congress. By the operation of the act of the 3d of March, 1837, entitled
'' An act for the more equitable administration of the navy pension fund,''
that fund has been exhausted. It will be seen from the accompanying
report of the Commissioner of Pensions that there will be required for
the payment of navy pensions on the 1st of' July next $88,706.06¼, and
on the 1st of January, 1842, the sum of $69,000. In addition to these
sums, about $6,000 will be required to pay arrears of pensions which will
probably be allowed between the 1st of July and the 1st of January, 1842,
making in the whole $163,706.06y§. To meet' these payments there
is within the control of the Department the sum of $28,040, leaving a
deficiency of $139,666.06¼. The public faith requires that immediate
provision should be made for the payment of these sums.
In order to introduce into the Navy a desirable efficiency, a new system of accountability may be found to be indispensably necessary. To
mature a plan having for its object the accomplishment of an end so
important and to meet the just expectations of the country require more
time than has yet been allowed to the Secretary at the head of the
Department. The hope is_indulged .that by the time of your next regular session measures of importance in connection with this branch of the
public service may be matured for your consideration.
Although the laws regulating the Post-Office Department only require
from the officer charged with its direction to report at the usual annual
session of Congress, the Postmaster-General has presented to me some
facts connected with the financial condition of the Department which
are deemed worthy the attention of Congress. By the accompanying
report of that officer it appears the existing liabilities of that Department beyond the means of payment at its command can not be less than
$500,000. As the laws organizing that branch of the public service
confine the expenditure to its own revenues, deficiencies therein can not
be presented under the usual estimates for the expenses of Government.
M P-vo:r. rv-4
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It must therefore be left to Congress to determine whether the moneys

now due the contractors shall be paid from the public Treasury or
whether that Department shall continue under its present embarrassments. It will be seen by the report of the Postmaster-General that the
recent lettings of contracts in several of the States have been made at
such reduced rates of compensation as to encourage the belief that if
the Department was relieved from existin g difficulties its future operations might be conducted without any further call upon the general
Treasury.
The power of appointing to office is one of a character the most delicate and responsible. The appointing power is evermore exposed to be
led into error. With anxious solicitude to select the most trustworthy
for official station, I can not be supposed to possess a personal knowledge
of the qualifications of every applicant. I deem it, therefore, proper in
this most public manner to invite on the part of the Senate a just scrutiny into the character and pretensions of every person I may bring to
their notice in the regular form of a nomination for office. Unless
persons every way trustworthy are employed in the public service, corruption and irregularity will inevitably follow. I shall with the greatest
cheerfulness acquiesce in the decision of that body, and, regarding it as
wisely constituted to aid the executive department in the performance
of this delicate duty, I shall look to its '' consent and advice'' as given
only in furtherance of the best interests of the country. I shall also
at the earliest proper occasion invite the attention of Congress to such
measures as in my judgment will be best calculated to regulate and control the Executive power in reference to this vitally important subject.
I shall also at the proper season invite your attention to the statutory
enactments for the suppression of the slave trade, which may r(;quir~
to be rendered more efficient in their provisions. There is reason tcbelieve that the traffic is on the increase. Whether such increase is
to be ascribed to the abolition of slave labor in the British possessions
in our vicinity and an attendant diminution in the supply of those arti~
cles which enter into the general consumption of the world, thereby
augmenting the demand from other quarters, and thus calling for additional labor, it were needless to inquire. The highest considerations of
public honor as well as the strongest promptings of humanity require
a resort to the most vigorous efforts to suppress the trade.
In conclusion I beg to invite your particular attention to the interests
of this District; nor do I doubt but that in a liberal spirit of legislation
you will seek to advance its commercial as well as its local interests.
Should Congress deem it to be its duty to repeal the existing subtreasury
law, the necessity of providing a suitable place of deposit of the public
moneys which may be required within the District must be apparent
to all.
I have felt it due to the country to present the foregoing topics to
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your consideration and reflection. Others with which it might not seem
proper to trouble you at an extraordinary session will be laid before
you at a future day. I am happy in committing the important affairs of
the country into your hands. The tendency of public sentiment, I am
pleased to believe, is toward the adoption, in a spirit of union and harmony, of such measures as will fortify the public interests. To cherish
such a tendency of public opinion is the task of an elevated patriotism .
.'That differences of opinion as to the means of accomplishing these desirable obje~ts should exist is reasonably to be expected. Nor can all be
made satisfied with any system of measures; but I flatter myself with
the hope that the great body of the people will readily unite in support
of those whose efforts spring from a disinterested desire to promote their
happiness, to preserve the Federal and State Governments within their
respective orbits; to cultivate peace with all the nations of the earth on
just and honorable grounds; to exact obedience to the laws; to intrench
liberty and property in full security; and, consulting the most rigid
economy, to abolish all useless expenses.
JOHN TYLER.

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
CITY OF WASHINGTON,

June

2,

I84I.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury,
exhibiting certain transfers of appropriations that have been made in
.that Department in pursuance of the power vested in the President of
the United States by, the act of Congress of the 3d of March, 1809, entitled '' An act further to amend the several acts for the establishment
and regulation of the Treasury, War, and Navy Departments."
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June I7, I84I.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate the incloseci communication* from the Secretary of State, in answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant.

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June I7, I84I.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate the inclosed communication from the Secretary of State, in answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant.
JOHN TYLER.
*Re:ating to the commission.er~ appointed to investigate the condition of the public works in
Washington, D. C., and t;.ransm1tt111g copy of the letter of instructions issued to them.
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DEPAR'l'MEN'l' OF S'I'A'l'E, June I5, I84I,
The PRESIDENT.
SrR: In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant, calling for" any
orders which may have been issued to the officers of the Army and Navy in relation
t o political offenses in elections,'' etc., I inclose a copy of the circular letter addressed,
u nder the direction of the President, by this Department to the heads of the other
Departments, and know of no other order t o which the resolution can be supposed
to h ave reference.
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
DANIEL WEBSTER.
CIRCULAR.
DEPAR'l'MEN'l' OF S'I'A'l'E, March

20,

I84I.

SIR: The President is of opinion that it is a g reat abuse to bring the patronage of
the General Government into conflict wit h the freedom of elections, and that this
abuse ought to be corrected wherever it may h ave been permitted to exist, and to be
prevented for the future.
He therefore directs that information be given to all officers and agents in your
department of the public service that partisan interference in popular elections,
whether of State officers or officers of th is Government, and for whomsoever or
against whomsoever it may be exercised, or t h e paym ent of any contribution or
assessment on salaries, or official compensation for party or election purposes, will
be regarded by him as cause of removal.
It is not intended that any officer shall be r estrained in the free and proper expression and maintenance of his opinions respecting public m en or public measures, or in
the exercise to the fullest degree of the constitut ional rig ht of suffrage. But persons
employed under the Government and paid for their services out of the public Treasury are not expected to take an active or officious part in attempts to influence the
minds or votes of others, such conduct being deemed inconsistent with the spirit of
the Constitution and the duties of public agents acting un der it; and the President is
resolved, so far as depends upon him-, that while the exercise of the elective franchise
by the people shall be free from undue influences of official station and authority,
opinion shall also be free among the officers and agents of the Government.
The President wishes it further to be announced and distinctly understood that
from all collecting and disbursing officers promptitude in rendering accounts and
entire punctuality in paying balances will be r igorously exacted. In his opinion it
is time to return in this respect to the early practice of the Government, and to hold
any degree of delinquency on the part of those intrusted with the public money just
~ause of immediate removal. He deems the severe observance of this rule to be
essential to the public service, as every dollar lost to the Treasury by unfaithfulness
in office creates a necessity for a new charge upon the p eople.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
DANIEL WEBSTER.

W ASHINGTON, D. C. , June I8 , I84I.
To the Senat~ of the Un£ted States:
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of the Navy,
with accompanying documents,* in answer to their resolution of the 12th
instant.

JOHN TYLER.
*Correspondence of the minister in England with the officers of the Mediterranean Squadron,
:n consequence of which the squadron left that station, and the dispatches of Captain Bolton to the
Secretary of the avy connected with that movement.
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WASHINGTON, June, I8!f.I.
To the Senate of the United States:
I have the honor to transmit to the Senate the accompanying letter*
from the Secretary of the Treasury, in pursuance of its resolution of the
8th instant.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,June 22, I8!f.I.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I have the honor to submit the accompanying correspondence between
myself and the Hon. J. Burnet, J. C. Wright, and others, who arrived
some days ago in this city as a committee 011 behalf of the people of
Cincinnati for the purpose, with the assent of the family, of removing
the remains of the late President of the United States to North Bend for
interment. I have thought it to be my duty thus to apprise Congress
of the contemplated proceedings.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON Cr'fY, June I6, I84-I.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
DEAR SIR: The undersigned were appointed by the citizens and the city council
of Cincinnati and by many of the surviving soldiers of the late war to ,apply to the
widow and family of our distinguished fellow-citizen, the late President of the United
States, for permission to remove his remains from the city of Washington to the
State of Ohio for interment. They have made the application directed, and have
received permission to perform that sacred trust. They have now the honor of
reporting to you their arrival in this city, and of asking your approbation of the
measure contemplated and your cooperation in carrying it into effect.
We are fully aware of the high estimate you placed on the talents and virtues
of our lamented friend and fellow-citizen, the I.a te Chief Magistrate of the Union,
whose friendship and confidence you possessed many years. We saw the tear fall
from your eye and mingle with the tears of the nation when the inscrutable will of
Heaven removed him from us.
Knowing these things, we approach you with confidence, well assured that you
will justly appreciate our motive for undertaking the mournful duty we haye been
deputed to perform, and that the same kind feeling which has marked your course
through life will prompt you on this occasion to afford us your countenance, and, if
necessary, your cooperation.
If it meet your approbation, the committee will do themselves the honor of wait,
ing upon you at the President's house at any hour you may please to designate.
With high respect, we are, your friends and fellow-citizens,

J. BURNET.
J. C. WRIGJIT.
[ AND IO OTHERS.]
WASHINGTON, June I7, I84-I.

J.

BURNET, J.C. WRIGHT, AND OTHERS OF THE COMMITTEE.

GENTLEMEN: Your letter of the 16th was duly handed me, and I lose no time in
responding to the feelings and sentiments which you have expressed for yourselves
and those you represent, and which you have correctly ascribed to me in regard to
*Relating to allowances since March 4, 1841, of claims arising under the invasion of Eq11t Florida
in 1812.
·-· ·
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the lamented death of the late President. As a citizen I respected him; as a patriot I
honored him; as a friend he was near and dear to me. That the people of Cincinnati should desire to keep watch over his remains by entombing them near their
city is both natural and becoming; that the entire West, where so many evidences
of his public usefulness are to be found, should unite in the same wish was to have
been expected; and that the surviving soldiers of his many battles, led on by him
to victory and to glory, should sigh to perform the last melancholy duties to the
remains of their old commander is fully in consonance with the promptings of a
noble and generous sympathy. I could not, if I was authorized to do so, oppose
myself to their wishes. I might find something to urge on beh alf of his native
State in myknowledge of his continued attachment to her through the whole period
of his useful life ; in the claims of his relatives there, whose desire it would be that
the mortal remains of the illustrious son should sleep under the same turf with those
of his distinguished father, one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence;
in the wish of the citizens of his native county to claim all that is now left of him
for whom they so lately cast their almost unanimous suffrage; to say nothing of my
own feelings, allied as I am by blood to many of his near relatives, and with our
names so closely associated in much connected with the late exciting political contest. These considerations might present some reasonable ground for opposing your
wishes; but the assent which has been given by his respected widow and nearest
relatives to the request of the people of Cincinnati admits of no opposition on my
part, neither in my individual nor official character.
I shall feel it to be my duty, however, to submit our correspondence to the two
Houses of Congress, now in session, but anticipating no effort from that quarter to
thwart the wishes expressed by yourselves in consonance with those of the widow
and nearest relatives of the late President. I readily promise you my cooperation
toward enabling you to fulfill the sacred trust which brought you to this city.
I tender to each of you, gentlemen, my cordial salutations.
JOHN TYLER.

[NOTE.-The remains of the late President of the United States were
removed from Washington to North Bend, Ohio, June 26, 1841.J
WASHINGTON, June 29, I84I.
To tlze Senate of the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 14th instant, I
have the honor to submit the accompanying reports from the Secretary
of State and Secretary of the Treasury, which embrace all the information possessed by the executive department upon that subject. *

JOHN TYLER.

w ASHINGTON, June 30, I8,t.I.
To the House of Representatives of the Un-ited States:
The accompanying memorial in favor of the passage of a bankrupt
law, signed by nearly 3,000 of the inhabitants of the city of New York,
has been forwarded to me, attended by a request that I would submit it
to the consideration of Congress. I can not waive a compliance with a
request urged upon me by so large and respectable a number of my
fellow-citizens. That a bankrupt law, carefully guarded against fraudulent practices and embracing as far as practicable all classes of societythe failure to do which has heretofore constituted a prominent objection
*Payment or assumption of State stocks by the General Government.
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to the measure-would afford extensive relief I do not doubt. The distress incident to the derangements of some years past has visited large
numbers of our fellow-citizens with hopeless insolvency, whose energies,
both mental and physical, by reason of the load of debt pressing upon
them, are lost to the country. Whether Congress shall deem it proper
to enter upon the consideration of this subject at its present extraordinary session it will doubtless wisely determine. I have fulfilled my duty
to the menrorialists in submitting their petition to your consideration.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

July I, I8,t.I.

To the Senate o_f the United States:
I have the honor herewith to submit to the Senate the copy of a letter
addressed by myself to Mrs. Harrison in compliance with the resolutions
of Congress, and her reply thereto.
JOHN TYLER.
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives. J
WASHINGTON, June IJ, I84I.
Mrs. ANNA HARRISON.
MY DEAR MADAM: The accompanying resolutions, adopted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United States, will convey to you an expression of
the deep sympathy felt by the representatives of the States and of the people in the
sad bereavement which yourself and the country have sustained in the death of
your illustrious husband. It may now be justly considered that the public archives
constitute his enduring monument, on which are inscribed in characters not to be
effaced the proudest evidences of public gratitude for services rendered and of sorrow
for his death. A great and united people shed their tears over the bier of a devoted
patriot and distinguished public benefactor.
In conveying to you, my dear madam, the profound respect of the two Houses of
Congress for your person and character, and their sincere condolence on the late
afflicting dispensation of Providence, permit me to mingle my feelings with theirs
and to tender you my fervent wishes for your health, happiness, and long life.
JOHN TYLER.
·A

RESOLUTION manifesting the sensibility of Congress upon the event of the death of William
Henry Harrison, late President of the United States.

The melancholy event of the death of William Henry Harrison, the late President
of the United States, having occurred during the recess of Congress, and the two
Houses sharing in the general grief and desiring to manifest their sensibility upon
the occasion of that public bereavement: Therefore,
R esolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the chairs of the President of the Senate and
of the Speaker of the House of Representatives be shrouded in black during the
residue of the session, and that the President pro tempore of the Senate, the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, and the members and officers of both Houses wear
the usual badge of mourning for thirty days.
Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested to transmit a copy
of these resolutions to Mrs. Harrison, and to assure her of the profound respect of
the two Houses of Congress for her person and character, and of their sincere coij,
dolence on the late afllicting dispensation of froyidenc~ ,
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NORTH BEND,

June 24, I8p.

President United States, Washington City, D. C.
DEAR SIR: I have received with sentiments of deep emotion the resolutions of
the Senate and House of Representatives which you have done me the honor of forwarding, relative to the decease of my lamented husband.
I can not sufficiently express the thanks I owe to the nation and its assembled
representatives for their condolence, so feelingly expressed, of my individual calamity
and the national bereavement; but, mingling my tears with the sighs of the many
patriots of the land, pray to Heaven for the enduring happiness and prosperity of
our beloved country.
ANNA HARRISON.

WASHINGTON, July 3, I84I.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 9th instant [ ultimo], I communicate to that body a report from the Secretary of State 1
conveying copies of the correspondence,* which contains all the information called for by said resolution.

JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, July 9, I84I.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit a report from the Secretary of State, in answer to the reso•
lution of the Senate of the 2d instant, calling for information as to the
progress and actual condition of the commissiont under the convention
with the Mexican Republic.

JOHN TYLER.

July I4, I84I.
To the Speaker and Members of the House of Represent4tives:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
21st ultimo, I have the honor to submit the accompanying communica•
tion t from the Secretary of State.
JOHN TYLER.
WAS~INGTON,

WASHINGTON, July I6, I84I.
To the House of Representatives:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives, in reply to their
resolution of the 21st ultimo, a report§ from the Secretary of State, with
accompanying papers.

JOHN TYLER.

*Relating to the duties levied on American tobacco imported into the States composing the German Commercial and Custom-House Union.
t Appointed under the convention of April n, 1839, for adjusting the claims of citizens of the
United States upon the Republic of Mexico.
tTransmitting correspondence with Great Britain rc:ative to the seizure of American vessels by
British armed cruisers under the pretense that they were engaged in the slave trade; also correspondence with N. P. Trist, United States consul at Habana, upon the subject of the slave trade, etc.
eStating that there is no correspondence in his office showing that any American citizens are
British prisoners of state in Van Diemens Land; transmitting correspondence with the British
minister on the subject of the detention or imprisonment of citizens of the United States on
account of occurrences in Canada, instructions issued to the special agent appointed to inquire

into such detention or imprisonment, and report of said special agent.
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July I9,
To the Senate and House ef Representatives ef the United States:
WASHINGTON,

I8tf.I.

The act of Congress of the 10th of March, 1838, entitled "An act supplementary to an act entitled 'An act in addition to the act for the punishment of certain crimes against the United States and to repeal the acts
therein mentioned,' approved 20th of April, 1818," expired by its own
limitation on the 10th of March, 1840. The object of this act was to
make further provision for preventing military expeditions or enterprises
against the territory or dominions of any prince or state or of any colony,
district, or people conterminous with the United States and with whom
they are at peace, contrary to the act of April 20, 1818, entitled "An act
in addition to the act for the punishment of certain crimes against the
United States and to repeal the acts therein mentioned.''
The act of Congress of March 10, 1838, appears to have had a very
salutary effect, and it is respectfully recommended to Congress that it be
now revived or its provisions be reenacted.
JOHN TYLER.

July 27,
To the Senate and House ef Representatives ef the United States:
WASHINGTON,

I8tf-I.

I transmit herewith to Congress a communication from the Secretary
of State, on the subject of appropriations required for outfits and salaries of
diplomatic agents of the United States.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

To the House

ef Representatives ef the

August

2, I8tf-I.

United States:

On the 18th of February, 1832, the House of Representatives adopted
a resolution in the following words:
Resolved, Th-ut the President of the United States be authorized to employ Horatio
Greenough, of Massachusetts, to execute in marble a full-length pedestrian statue of
Washington, to be placed in the center of the Rotunda of the Capitol; the head to
be a copy of Houdon's Washington, and the accessories to be left to the judgment
of the artist.

On the 23d of the same month the Secretary of State, by direction of
the President, addressed to Mr. Greenough a letter of instructions for
carrying into effect the resolution of the House.
On the 14th of July, 1832, an appropriation of the sum of $5,000 was
made "to enable the President of the United States to contract with a
skillful artist to execute in marble a pedestrian statue of George Washington, to be placed in the center of the Rotunda of the Capitol," and
several appropriations were made at the succeeding sessions in furtherance of the same object.
Mr. Greenough, having been employed upon the work for several years
at Florence, completed it some months ago.
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By a resolution of Congress of the 27th of May, 1840, it was directed
'' that the Secretary of the Navy be authorized and instructed to take
measures for the importation and erection of the statue of Washington
by Greenough.'' In pursuance of this authority the Navy Department
held a correspondence with Commodore Hull, commanding on the Mediterranean station, who entered into an agreement with the owners or
master of the ship Sea for the . transportation of the statue to the United
States. This ship, with the statue on board, arrived in this city on the
3 rst ultimo, and now lies at the navy-yard.
As appropriations have become necessary for the payment of the freight
and other expenses, I communicate to Congress such papers as may
enable it to judge of the amount required.
JOHN TYLER.
AUGUST 3, r84r.
Hon. JOHN WHITE,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
SIR: I herewith transmit a communication* received from the Postmaster-General, to which I would invite the attention of Congress.
JOHN TYLER.
To the House of Representatz"ves:
I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, to
whom I referred the resolution of the House calling for a communica~
tion t addressed to him by the French minister.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, August 6, I8,f.I.
To the House of Represenfatz"ves:
In complian~e with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
r 6th of July, r 84 r, i communicate reports t from the several Executive
Departments, containing the information requested by said resolution.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, August 25, I8,t.I.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the Senate, in pursuance of their resolution
of the 22d ultimo, copies of the several reports of the commissioners
appointed in March last to examine into certain matters connected with
the public buildings in this city and the conduct of those employed in
their erection.
JOHN TYLER.
* Asking for a further appropriation for completing the new General Post-Office building.

t Relating to the commerce and navigation between France and the United States.

tTransmitting list of officers deriving their appointments from the nomination of the President
and the concurrence of the Senate who were removed fro~ 9ffi.ct ince March 4, 1841, and also those
who were removed from March 4, nl29, to March 4, 1841.
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WASHINGTON, August 27, I84I.
To the House if Representatives if the United States:
I transmit herewith a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, bearing date this day, with the accompanying papers, in answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 16th ultimo, relative to
removals from office, etc.
These statements should have accompanied those from the other
Departments on the same subject transmitted in my message to the
House on the 7th ultimo,* but which have been delayed for reas~ns
stated in the letter of the Secretary of the Treasury above referred to.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

D. C., September

I,

I84I.

To the Senate if the United States:
I submit to the Senate, for its consideration and constitutional action,
a treaty concluded at Oeyoowasha, on Minneesota (or St. Peters) River,
in the Territory of Iowa, on the 31st day of July last, between James
Duane Doty, commissioner on the part of the United States, and the
Seeseeahto, Wofpato, and Wofpakoota bands of the Dakota (or Sioux)
Nation of Indians.
The accompanying communication from the Secretary of War fully
sets forth the considerations which have called for the negotiation of
this treaty, and which have induced me to recommend its confirmation,
with such exceptions and modifications as the Senate may advise.
JOHN TYLER.
DEPARTMENT OF WAR, August JI, I8,p.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: I transmit herewith a treaty concluded with certain bands of the Dahcota Nation of Indians, commonly called Sioux, which has been received at this Department
from His Excellency James D. Doty, governor of Wisconsin, who was appointed
a commissioner on the part of the United States for the purpose of negotiating
the treaty; and I desire to submit the following facts and opinions inducing me to
request its favorable consideration:
It was known on my entering upon the duties of the Department of War that some
provision must speedily be made for the Winnebago Indians in the Northwest. By
the treaty with those Indians in 1837 it was provided that they should move temporarily upon a narrow strip of country west of the Mississippi River, called the neutral ground, from the object of its purchase in 1830. That strip of country is only
40 miles in width, 20 miles of it having been purchased from the Sac and Fox
Indians and 20 miles from the Sioux, the object of the purchase having been to
place a barrier between those tribes, which had been for many years at war and parties of which were continually meeting and destroying each other upon or adjacent
to the country purchased.
When the delegation of Winnebago chiefs was in Washington negotiating· a sale
of all their lands east of the Mississippi River, in 183 7, a permanent location for those
Indians was not fixed upon, and a temporary expedient was adopted, and acceded to

*Not found. nvi,dently refers to message of August 6, 1841 on preceding page.
1
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by the Indians, by which they agr,eed, with in eig ht months from the ratification of
the treaty , to move upon and occupy a portion of the neutral ground until they
should select a permanent home.
Owing t o the small extent of country thus tem porarily assigned to the Winnebagoes, utterly destitute of all preparation fo.r the reception of them, slenderly supplied. with game, and, above all, the circum:st an ce that the Sac and Fox Indians
were continually at war with the Sioux, the object of the purchase having utterly
failed, the neutral ground, so called, proving literally the fighting ground of the
hostile tribes- owing to all these circumstance.s t h e Winnebagoes were extremely
reluctant to comply with the treaty. It was in part a dictate of humanity to give
them more time for removal than that allotted in the treat y , in the hope of effecting
their permanent removal beyond the Missouri or elsewhere; but as no steps were
taken to select their future home, and as the white settlers in Wisconsin were fast
crowding upon the Indians, overrunning the country, as usual, in search of town
sites, water privileges, and farming districts, it became absolutely necessary to make
some efforts toward carrying the treaty into effect . Owing to the excited state of
the I ndian::; and the apprehension of disturbance, the E ighth Regiment of Infantry,
in 1840, more than two years, instead of eight mont hs, after the ratification of the
t reaty , was ordered upon the Winnebago frontier , the g r eater part of the Fifth Regiment being already there, and in the presence of that force the Indians were required
to comply with the treaty. They reluctantly removed from the banks of the Wisconsin River and crossed the Mississippi , but did not go to that portion of the
neutral ground agreed upon, which commenced 20 miles from the river, but instead
of it they spread themselves along the bank of t he Mississippi, some of them recrossing that river and ascending the Chippewa and Black rivers. Only a small portion
of th e tribe has yet removed to the portion of the n eut ral g round assigned to them,
and it is perhaps fortunate that local attachments have not been formed, since, from
the position of the country, it was not and never could have been intended as their
permanent home.
After a careful examination of the count ry in the Northwest the importance -of
providing for the Winnebago Indians, though immediate, became secondary in a
more national and wider prospect of benefits in future years by arrangements
which presented themselves to my mind as not only practicable, but of easy accomplish ment.
.
A glance at the map and at the efforts hitherto made in emig ration will show an
extensive body of Indians accumulated upon the Southwestern frontier, and, looking
to the numbers yet to be emigrated from within the circle of t erritory soon to become
States of the American Union, it will appear upon very many considerations to be
of the utmost importance to separate the Indians and to interpose a barrier between
the masses which are destined to be placed upon t he west ern frontier, instead of
accumulating them within limits enabling them to u nite and in concert spread
desolation over the States of Missouri and Arkansas to, perhaps, the banks of the
Mississippi.
Entertaining these views, it was determined to open negotiations with the Sioux
Indians north and northwest of the purchase of 1830, the neutral g round, so called,
with the purpose of purchasing sufficient territory beyond the reasonable limits of
Iowa to provide a resting place for the Winnebagoes, intending to treat also with
the Sac and Fox Indians and with the PotawatamieEJ north of the State of Missouri,
and thus enable our citizens to expand west of the Missouri River north of the State.
It is difficult to state in a condensed report all the reasons now imperatively urging the adoption of these measures. Besides the absolute necessity of providing a
home for the \.Vinnebagoes, the citizens of Iowa and of Missouri are crowding upon
the territory of the Sac and Fox Indians and already producing t h ose irritations
which in former times have led to bloody warl'l. It is not to be for a moment
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concealed that our enterprising and hardy population must and will occupy the territory adjacent to that purchased in 183 7 from the Sacs and Foxes, and the only possible
mode of its being done in peace is by another purchase from those Indians. But
the position of the Potawatamies will then become relatively what that of the Sac
and Fox Indians now is, with the difference that access to their country by the Missouri River will hasten its occupancy by our people. The only mode of guarding
against future collision, near at hand if not provided against, is by emigrating not
only the Sac and Fox Indians, but ·also the Potawatamies.
Great efforts ha-.,c been made to induce those Indians, as also the Winnebagoes,
to move south of t.ne Missouri, but without effect, their opposition to it being apparently insurmountable, the Potawatamies expressing the most decided aversion to it
on being urged to join other bands of Potawatamies on the Marais de Cygne, declaring that they would rather at once go to California, being determined not to unite
with those bands, but to maintain an independence of them. By the purchase from
the Sioux no doubt is entertained that their prejudices may be advantageously accommodated, for among the objects in contemplation before adverted to it is to my
mind of primary importance so to dispose of those Indians as to enable this Government to interpose a State b etween the Northern and Southern Indians along the
Missouri River, and thus, by dividing the Indians on the frontier and separating
the divisions, prevent a combination and concert of action which future progress in
civilization might otherwise enable them to effect in the prosecution of revenge for
real or imagined grievances.
Great importance is attached to this view of the subject, but scarcely less to the
means provided by the treaty for inducing the remnants of other Northern tribes to
remove to a climate congenial to their habits and disposition.
From the earliest efforts at emigration certain Northern Indians have strenuously
objected to a removal south of the Missouri on account of the climate; and where
tribes h ave been induced to dispose of all right to live east of the Mississippi within
the United States, many individuals, dreading their southern destination, have wandered to the north and are now living in Canada, annually in the receipt of presents
from the British Government, and will be ready without doubt to side with that
power in any future conflict with this Government. In this manner considerable
numbers of the Delawares and Shawnees and other Indians have disappeared from
our settlements-a fact of great importance, and which I apprehend has not been
heretofore sufficiently considered. There are many Potawatamies and Ottawas, as
also Winnebagoes and Menomonees, who may be easily induced to move into Can·ada by seductive bribes, in the use of which the British Government has always
displayed a remarkable foresight.
Of the Chippewas and Ottawas now in the northern part of ·Michigan it is believed
there are over 5,000 under treaty obligations to remove to the Southwest, the greater
portion of whom openly declared their determination to cross the line into Canada
and put themselves under the protection of the British Government in preference
to a removal to that country. These Indians may be accommodated by the arrangements in contemplation, not only to their own satisfaction, but under circumstances
, promising the greatest permanent advantages to the United States, and separatittg
them from all inducements and even the possibility of entering the British service.
I am not without hope, also, that through this treaty some suitable and acceptable
arrangement m ay be made with the New York Indians by which they may be
removed with safety to themselves and benefit to the people of that State. The very
peculiar situation of these Indians is well known; that while they are under treaty
obligation to remove, the treaty being by the Constitution the supreme law of the
land and perfecting in this instance the title of the land they occupy in a private
land company, there is yet every reason to sympathize with them anc:i the highest
moral inducements for extending every possible relief to them within the legitimate
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powers of the Government. I have been assured from sources entitled to my fullest
confidence that although these Indians have hitherto expressed the most decided
aversion to a removal south of the Missouri, there will probably be no difficulty in
persuading them to occupy a more northern region in the West. I have every reason for believing that a benevolent interest in their behalf among a portion of our
own people, which, it is supposed, has heretofore presented an obstacle to their emigration, will be exerted to effect their removal if a portion of the Sioux country can
be appropriated to them.
It will be perceived, therefore, that a multitude of objects thus rest upon the
success of this one treaty, now submitted for examination and approbation.
Of the Sioux Indians I will but remark that they occupy an immense country
spreading from the Mississippi north of the neutral ground west and northwest,
crossing the Missouri River more than 1,200 miles above the city of St. Louis. They
are divided into bands, which have various names, the generic name for the whole
being the Dahcota Nation. These bands, though speakieg a common language, are
independent in their occupancy of portions of country, and separate treaties may
be made with them. Treaties are already subsisting with some of the bands both
on the Mississippi and -Missouri. The treaty now submitted is believed to be advantageous, and from its provisions contemplates the reduction of those wandering
Indians from their nomadic habits to those of an agricultural people.
If some of the provisions seem not such as might be desired. it will be recollected
that many interests have to be accommodated in framing an Indian treaty which
can only be fully known to the commissioner, who derives his information directly
from the Indians in the country which is the object of the purchase.
It is proper to add that I had instructed the commissioner expressly not to take
into consideration what are called traders' claims, in the hope of correcting a practice which, it is believed, has been attended with mischievous consequences ; but the
commissioner has by a letter of explanations fully satisfied me that in this instance
it was absolutely necessary to accommodate those claims as an indispensable means
of obtaining the assent of the Indians to the treaty. This results, d oubtless, from
their dependence upon the traders for articles, in a measure necessaries, which are
for the most part furnished without competition, and of the proper value of which
the Indians are ignorant.
To compensate in some degree for the article in this treaty providing for the payment of traders' claims, very judicious guards are introduced into the treaty, calculated effectually to exclude that source of interest adverse to the Government in all
future time within the purchase under this treaty.
There are other articles in the treaty which I have not been able fully to realize
as judicious or necessary, but for reasons already stated they deserve respectful
consideration.
Notwithstanding the article stipulatii1g that a rejection of any of the provisions of
the treaty should render the whole null and void, I would respectfully recommend
such modified acceptance of the treaty as in the wisdom of the Senate may seem
just and proper, conditioned upon the assent of the Indians sub.:;eauently to be
obtained, the Senate making provision fer its reference back to the Indians if
necessary.
It will be seen that the treaty provides for a power of regulation in the Indian
Territory by the United States Government under circumstances not hitherto
attempted, presenting an opportunity for an experiment well worthy of mature
consideration.
I ought not to dismiss thi-s subject without adverting to one other important
consideration connected with the integrity of our Northwest Indians and Territory.
The Sioux treaty will effectually withdraw from British influence all those who are
a party to it by making them stipendiaries of the United States and by operating
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a change in their wandering habits and establishing them at known and fixed
points under the observation of Government agents, and as the British can only have
caccess to that region by the way of Fond du Lac, one or two small military posts in
a direction west and south from that point, it is believed, will completely control all
intercourse with the Indians in that section of country.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JNO. BELL.

WASHINGTON, September 8, I8,t1.
To the Senate of the United States:
I have the honor, in compliance with the resolution of the Senate of
the 8th June, to communicate a letter* from the Secretary of the Treasury
tind the correspondence accompanying it.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, September r3, I8;r.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 14th July last, I
.:ommunicate to the Senate a report from the Secretary of State, accompanied by copies of the correspondence t called for by said resolution.
JOHN TYLER.

VETO MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON, August I6, I8¢I.
To the Senate of the United States:
The bill entitled "An act to incorporate the subscribers to the Fiscal
.Bank of the United States," which originated in the Senate, has been
.considered by me with a sincere desire to conform my action in regard to
it to that of the two Houses of Congress. By the Constitution it is made
my duty either to approve the bill by signing it or to return it with my
objections to the House in which it originated. I can not conscientiously
give it my approval, and I proceed to discharge the duty required of me
by the Constitution-to give my reasons for disapproving.
The power of Congress to create a national bank to operate per se over
the Union has been a question of dispute from the origin of the Government. Men most justly and deservedly esteemed for their high intellectual endowments, their virtue, and their patriotism have in regard to it
entertained different and conflicting opinions; Congresses have differed;
the approval of one President has been followed by the disapproval
of another; the people at different times have acquiesced in decisions
both for and against. The country has been and still is deeply agitated
*Relating to the deposits of public moneys in banks by disbursing officers and agents.
to the origin, progress, and conclusion of the treaty of November 26, 1838, between
Sardinia and the United States.
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by this unsettled question.. It will suffice for me to say that my own
opinion has been uniformly proclaimed to be against the exercise of any
such power by this Government. On all suitable occasions during a
period of twenty-five years the opinion thus entertained has been unreservedly expressed. I declared it in the legislature of my native State;
in the House of Representatives of the United States it has been openly
vindicated by me; in the Senate Chamber, in the presence and hearing
of many whG are at this time rr;iembers of that body, it has been affirmed
and reaffirmed in speeches and reports there made and by votes there
recorded; in popular assemblies I have unhesitatingly announced it, and
the last public declaration which I made-and that but a short time before the late Presidential election-I referred to my previously expressed
opinions as being those then entertained by me. With a full knowledge
of the opinions thus entertained and never concealed, I was elected by
the people Vice-President of the United States. By the occurrence of
a contingency provided for in the Constitution and arising under an
impressive dispensation of Providence I succeeded to the Presidential
office. Before entering upon the duties of that office I took an oath
that I would '' preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the
United States.'' Entertaining the opinions alluded to and having taken
this oath, the Senate and the country will see that I could not give my
sanction to a measure of the character described without surrendering
all claim to the respect of honorable men, all confidence on the part of
the people, all self-respect, all regard for moral and religious obligations,
without an observance of which no government can be prosperous and
no people can be happy. It would be to commit a crime which I would
not willfully commit to gain any earthly reward, and which would justly
subject me to the ridicule and scorn of all virtuous men.
I deem it entirely unnecessary at this time to enter upon the reasons
which have brought my mind to the convictions I feel and entertain
on this subject. They have been over and over again repeated. If
some of those who have preceded me in this high office have entertained
and avowed different opinions, I yield all confidence that their convictions were sincere. I claim only to have the same measure meted out
to myself. Without going further into the argument, I will say that in
looking to the powers of this Government to collect, safely keep, and disburse the public revenue, and incidentally to regulate the commerce and
exchanges, I have not been able to satisfy myself that the establishment
by this Government of a bank of discount in the ordinary acceptation
of that term was a necessary means or one demanded by propriety to
execute those powers. What can the local discounts of the bank have
to do with the collecting, safe-keeping, and disbursing of the revenue?
So far as the mere discounting of paper is concerned, it is quite immaterial to this question whether the discount is obtained at a State bank
or a United States bank. They are both equally local, both beginning
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and both ending in a local accommodation. What influence have local
discounts granted by any form of bank in the regulating of the currency
and the exchanges? Let the history of the late United States Bank
aid us in answering this inquiry.
,
For several years after the establishment of that institution it dealt
. almost exclusively in local discounts, and during that period the country
was for the most part disappointed in the consequences anticipated
from its incorporation. A uniform currency was not provided, exchanges
were not regulated, and little or nothing was added to the general circulation, and in 1820 its embarrassments had become so great that the
directors petitioned Congress to repeal that article of the charter which
made its notes receivable everywhere in payment of the public dues. It
had up to that period dealt to but a very small extent in exchanges,
either foreign or domestic, and as late as 1823.its operations in that line
amounted to a little more than $7,000,000 per annum. A very rapid augmentation soon after occurred, and in 1833 its dealings in the exchanges
amounted to upward of $100,000,000, including the sales of its own
drafts; and all these immense transactions were effected without the
employment of extraordinary means. The currency of the country
became sound, and the negotiations in the exchanges were carried on at
the lowest possible rates. The circulation was increased to more than
$22,000,000 and the notes of the bank were regarded as equal to specie
all over the country, thus showing almost conclusively that it was the
capacity to deal in exchanges, and not in local discounts, which furnished these facilities and advantages. It may be remarked, too, that
notwithstanding the immense transactions of the bank in the purchase
of exchange, the losses sustained were merely nominal, while in the line
of discounts the suspended debt was enormous and proved most disastrous to the bank and the country. Its power of local discount has in
fact proved to be a fruitful source of favoritism and corruption, alike
destructive to the public morals and to the general weal.
The capital invested in banks of discount in the United States, created
by the States, at this time exceeds $350,000,000, and if the discounting
of local paper could have produced any beneficial effects the United
States ought to possess the soundest currency in the world; but the
reverse is lamentably the fact.
Is the measure now under consideration of the objectionable character
to which I have alluded? It is clearly so unless by the sixteenth fundamental article of the eleventh section it is made otherwise. That article
is in the following words:
The directors of the said corporation shall establish one competent office of discount and deposit in any State in which two thousand shares shall have been subscribed or may be held, whenever, upon application of the legislature of such State,
Congress may by law require the same. And the said directors may also establish
-one · or more competent offices of discount and deposit in any Territory or District of the United States, and in any State with the assent of such State, and when
M P-VOI, IV-5
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established the said office or offices shall be only withdrawn or removed by the said
directors prior to the expiration of this charter with the previous assent of Congress: Provided, In respect to any State which shall not, at the first session of the
legislature thereof held after the passage of this act, by resolution or other usual legislative proceeding, unconditionally assent or dissent to the establishment of such otfice
or offices within it, such assent of the said State shall be thereafter presumed: And
provided, nevertheless, That whenever it shall become necessary and proper for carrying into execution any of the powers granted by the Constitution to establish _an
office or offices in any of the States whatever, and the establishment thereof shall be
directed by law, it shall be the duty of the said directors to establish such office or
offices accordingly.

It will be seen that by this clause the directors are invested with the
fullest power to establish a branch in any State which has yielded its
assent; and having once established such branch, it shall not afterwardf
be withdrawn except by order of Congress. Such assent is to be -implied
and to have the force and sanction of an actually expressed assent, "provided, in respect to any State which shall not, at the first sess-ion of the
legislature thereof held after the passage of this act, by resolut-ion or other
usual leg-islat-ive proceeding, unconditionally assent or dissent to the estab·
lishment of such office or offices within it, such _a ssent of said State sha11
be thereafter presumed.'' The assent or dissent is to be expressed uncond-itionally at the first sess-ion

ef the

leg-islature, by some .formal leg-islat-ive

ad/ and if not so expressed its assep.t is to be -implied, and the directors

are thereupon invested with power, at such time thereafter as they may
please, to establish branches, which can not afterwards be withdrawn
except by resolve of Congress. No matter what may be the cause which
may operate with the legislature, which either prevents it from speaking or addresses itself to its wisdom, to induce delay, its assent is to
be implied. This iron rule is to give way to no circumstances; it is
unbending and inflexible. It is the language of the master to the vassal; an unconditional answer is claimed forthwith, and delay, postponement, or incapacity to answer produces an implied assent which is ever
after irrevocable. Many of the State elections have already taken place
without any knowledge on the part of the people that such a question
was to come up. The representatives may desire a submission of the
question to their constituents preparatory to final action upon it, but this
high privilege is denied; whatever may be the motives 2.nd views entertained by the representatives of the people to induce delay, their assent is
to be presumed, and is ever afterwards binding unless their dissent shall
be unconditionally expressed at their first session after the passage of
this bill into a law. They may by formal resolution declare the question
of assent or dissent to be undecided and postponed, and yet, in opposition
to their express declaration to the contrary, their assent is to be implied.
Cases innumerable might be cited to manifest the irrationality of such an
inference. Let one or two in addition suffice. The popular branch of
the legislature may express its dissent by an unanimous vote, and its
resolution may be defeated by a tie vote of the senate, and yet the assent
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is to be implied. Both branches of the legislature may concur in a resolution of decided dissent, and yet the governor may exert the veto power
conferred on him by the State constitution, and their legislative action
be defeated, and yet the assent of the legislative authority is implied, and
the directors of this contemplated institution are authorized to establish
a branch or branches in such State whenever they may find it conducive
to the interest of the stockholders to do so; and having once e~tablished
it they can under no circumstances withdraw it except by act of Congress. The State may afterwards protest against such unjust inference,
but its authority is gone. Its assent is implied by its failure or inability
to act at its first session, and its voice can never afterwards be heard.
To inferences so violent and, as they seem to me, irrational I can not
yield my consent. No court of justice would or could sanction them
without reversing all that is established in judicial proceeding by introducing presumptions at variance with fact and inferences at the expense
of reason. A State in a condition of duress would be presumed to speak
as an individual manacled and in prison might be presumed to be in
the enjoyment of freedom. Far better to say to the States boldly and
frankly, Congress wills and submission is demanded.
It may be said that the directors may not establish branches under
such circumstances; bm: this is a question of power, and this bill invests
them with full authority to do so. If the legislature of New York or
Pennsylvania or any other State should be found to be in such condition
as I have supposed, could there be any security furnished against such a
step on the part of the directors? Nay, is it not fairly to be presumed
that this proviso was introduced for the sole purpose of meeting the contingency referred to? Why else should it have been introduced? And
I submit to the Senate whether it can be believed that any State would
be likely to sit quietly down under such a state of things. In a great
measure of public interest their patriotism may be successfully appealed
to, butto infer their assentfrom circumstances at warwith such inference
I can not but regard as calculated to excite a feeling at fatal enmity with
the peace and harmony of the country. I must therefore regard this
clause as asserting the power to be in Congress to establish offices of
discount in a State not only without its assent, but against its dissent, and
so regarding it I can not sanction it. On general principles the right in
Congress to prescribe terms to any State implies a superiority of power
and control, deprives the transaction of all pretense to compact between
them, and terminates, as we have seen, in the total abrogation of freedom
of action on the part of the States. But, further, the State may express,
after the most solemn form of legislation, its dissent, which may from
time to time thereafter be repeated in full view of its own interest, which
can never be separated from the wise and beneficent operation of thfa
Government, and yet Congress may by virtue of the last provi~o overrule
its law, and upon grounds which to such State will appear to rest on a
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have heretofore been granted to such an institution. It operates per se
over the Union by virtue of the unaided and, in my view, assumed authority of Congress as a national legislature, as distinguishable from a bank
created by Congress for the District of Columbia as the local legislature·
of the District. Every United States bank heretofore created has had
power to deal in bills of exchange as well as local discounts. Both
were trading privileges conferred, and both were exercised by virtue of
the aforesaid power of Congress over the whole Union. The question
of power remains unchanged without reference to the extent of privilege
granted. If this proposed corporation is to be regarded as a local bank
of the District of Columbia, invested by Congress with general powers
to operate over the Union, it is obnoxious to still stronger objections. It
assumes that Congress may invest a local institution with general or
national powers. With the same propriety that it may do this in regard
to a bank of the District of Colum'bia it may as to a State bank. Yet
who can indulge the idea that this Government can rightfully, by making a State bank its fiscal agent, invest it with the absolute and unqualified powers conferred by this bill? When I come to look at the details
of the bill, they do not recommend it strongly to my adoption. A brief
notice of some of its provisions will suffice.
First. It may justify substantially a system of discounts of the most
objectionable character. It is to deal in bills of exchange drawn in
one State and payable in another without any restraint. The bill of
exchange may have an unlimited time to run, and its reuewability is
nowhere guarded against. It may, in fact, assume the most objectionable form of accommodation paper. It is not required to rest on any
actual, real, or substantial exchange basis. A drawer in one place becomes
the accepter in another, and so in turn the accepter may become the
drawer upon a mutual understanding. It may at the same time indulge
in mere local discounts under the name of bills of exchange. A bill
drawn at Philadelphia on Camden, N. J., at New York on a border town
in New Jersey, at Cincinnati on Newport, in Kentucky, not to multiply
other examples, might, for anything in this bill to restrain it, become
a mere matter of local accommodation. Cities thus relatively situated
would possess advantages over cities otherwise situated of so decided a
character as most justly to excite dissatisfaction.
Second. There is no limit prescribed to the premium in the purchase
of bills of exchange, thereby correcting none of the evils under which
the community now labors, and operating most injuriously upon the
agricultural States, in which the irregularities in the rates of exchange
are most severely felt. Nor are these the only consequences. A resumption of specie payments by the banks of those States would be liable to
indefinite postponement; for as the operation of the agencies of the
interior would chiefly consist in selling bills of exchange, and the purchases could only be made in specie or the notes of banks paying specie,
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the State banks would either have to continue with their doors closed or
exist at the mercy of this national monopoly of brokerage. Nor can it
be passed over without remark that whilst the District of Columbia is
made the seat of the principal bank, its citizens are excluded from all
participation in any benefit it might afford by a positive prohibition on
the bank from all discounting within the District.
These are some of the objections which prominently exist against the
details of the bill. Others might be urged of much force, but it would
be unprofitable to dwell upon them. Suffice it to add that this charter
is designed to continue for twenty years without a competitor; that the
defects to which I have alluded, being founded on the fundamental law
of the corporation, are irrevocable, and that if the objections be well
founded it would be overhazardous to pass the bill into a law.
In conclusion I take leave most respectfully to say that I have felt
the mbst anxious solicitude to meet the wishes of Congress in the adoption of a fiscal agent which, avoiding all constitutional objections, should
harmonize conflicting opinions. Actuated by this feeling, I have been
ready to yield much in a spirit of conciliation to the opinions of others;
and it is with great pain that I now feel compelled to differ from Con- ·
gress a second time in the same session. At the commencement of
this session, inclined from choice to defer to the legislative will, I submitted to Congress the propriety of adopting a fiscal agent which, without violating the Constitution, would separate the public money from
the Executive control and perform the operations of the Treasury without being burdensome to the people or inconvenient or expensive to
the Government. It is deeply to be regretted that this department of the
Government can not upon constitutional and other grounds concur with
the legislative department in this last measure proposed to attain these
desirable objects. Owing to the brief space between the period of the
death of my lamented predecessor and my own installation into office, I
was, in fact, not left time to prepare and submit a definitive recommendation of my own in my regular message, and since my mind has been
wholly occupied in a most anxious attempt to conform my action to the
legislative will. In this communication I am confined by the Constitution to my objections simply to this bill, but the period of the regular
session will soon arrive, when it will be my duty, under a1;1other clause
of the Constitution, "to give to Congress information of the state of
the Union and recommend to their consideration such measures as'' I
'' shall judge necessary and expedient.'' And I most respectfully submit, in a spirit of harmony, whether the present differences of opinion
should be pressed further at this time, and whether the peculiarity of
my situation does not entitle me to a postponement of this subject to a
more auspicious period for deliberation. The two Houses of Congress
have distinguished themselves at this extraordinary session by the performance of an immense mass of labor at a season very unfavorable
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both to health and action, and have passed many laws which I trust
will prove highly beneficial to the interests of the country and fully
answer its just expectations. It has been my good fortune and pleasure
to concur with them in all measures except this. And why should our
difference on this alone be pushed to e?(tremes? It is my anxious desire
that it should not be. I too have been burdened with extraordinary
labors of late, and I sincerely desire time for deep and deliberate reflection on this the greatest difficulty of my Administration. May we not
now pause until a more favorable time, when, with the most anxious
hope that the Executive and Congress may cordially unite, some measure of finance may be deliberately adopted promotive of the good of our
common country?
I will take this occasion to declare that the conclusions to which I
have brought myself are those of a settled conviction, founded, in my
opinion, on a just view of the Constitution; that in arriving at it I have
been actuated by no other motive or desire than to uphold the institutions of the country as they have come down to us from the hands of our
godlike ancestors, and that I shall esteem my efforts to sustain them,
even though I perish, more honorable than to win the applause of men
by a sacrifice of my duty and my conscience.·

JOHN TYLER.

PROCLAMATION.
[From Statutes at Large (Little, Brown & Co.), Vol. XI, p. 786.]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas it has come to the knowledge of the Government of the
United States that sundry secret lodges, clubs, or associations exist
on the northern frontier; that the members of these lodges are bound
together by secret oaths; that they have collected firearms and other
military materials and secreted them in sundry places; and that it is
their purpose to violate the laws of their country by making military
and lawless incursions, when opportunity shall offer, into the territories
of a power with which the United States are at peace; and
Whereas it is known that traveling agitators, from both sides of the
line, visit these lodges and harangue the members in secret meeting,
stimulating them to illegal acts; and
·
Whereas the same persons are known to levy contributions on the
ignorant and credulous for their own benefit, thus supporting and enriching themselves by the basest means; and
Whereas the unlawful intentions of the members of these lodges have
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!llready been manifested in an attempt to dc:stroy the lives and property
of the inhabitants of Chippewa, in Canada, and the public property of
the British Government "there being:
Now, therefore, I, John Tyler, President of the United States, do issue
this my proclamation, admonishing all such evil-minded persons of the
condign punishment which is certain to overtake them; assuring them
that the laws of the United States will be rigorously executed against
their illegal acts, and that if in any lawless incursion into Canada they
fall into the hands of the British authorities they will not be reclaimed
as American citizens nor any interference made by this Government in
their behalf. And I exhort all well-meaning but deluded persons who
ma1· have joined these lodges immediately to abandon them and to have
nothing more to do with their secret meetings or unlawful oaths, as
they would avoid serious consequences to themselves. And I expect
the intelligent and well-disposed members of the community to frown
on all these unlawful combinations and illegal proceedings, and to assist
the Government in maintaining the peace of the country against the
mischievous consequences of the acts of these violators of the law.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, the 25th day of Sep[sEAL.] teniber, A. D. 1841, and of the Independence of the United
States the sixty-sixth.
JOHN TYLER.
By the President:
DANIEL WEBSTER,

Secretary of' State.

EXECUTIVE ORDER.
GENERAL ORDERS.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, July 5, I8,t.I.
Brevet MaJor-General Winfield Scott having been appointed by the
President, by and with the consent and advice of the Senate, the MajorGeneral of the Army of the United States, he is directed to assume the
command and enter upon his duties accordingly.
By command of the President of the United States:
R. JONES,
A d.futant- General.
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FIRST ANNUAL MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON,

December 7, I8.f.I.

To the Senate and House of Representat£ves of the Un-ited States:

In coming together, fellow-citizens, to enter again upon the discharge
of the duties with which the people have charged us severally, we find
great occasion to rejoice in the general prosperity of the country. We
are in the enjoyment of all the blessings of civil and religious liberty,
with unexampled means of education, knowledge, and improvement.
Through the year which is now drawing: to a close peace has bee~ in our
borders and plenty in our habitations, and although disease has visited
some few portions of the land with distress and mortality, yet in general
the health of the people has been preserved, and we are all called upon
by the highest obligations of duty to renew our thanks and our devotion
to our Heavenly Parent, who has continued to vouchsafe to us the eminent
blessings which surround us and who has so signally crowned the year
with His goodness. If we find ourselves increasing beyond example in
numbers, in strength, in wealth, in knowledge, in everything which
promotes human and social happiness, let us ever remember our dependence for all these on the protection and merciful dispensations of Divine
Providence.
Since your last adjournment Alexander McLeod, a British subject who
was indicted for the murder of an American citi,zen, and whose case has
been the subject of a correspondence heretofore communicated to you,
has been acquitted by the verdict of an impartial and intelligent jury,
and has under the judgment of the court been regularly discharged.
Great Britain having made known to this Government that the expedition which was fitted out from Canada for the destruction of the steam-..
boat Caroline in the winter of 1837, and which resulted in the destruction
of said boat and in the death of an American citizen, was undertaken
by orders emanating from the authorities of the British Government in
Canada, and demanding the discharge of McLeod upon the ground that
if engaged in that expedition he did but fulfill the orders of his Government, has thus been answered in the only way in which she could be
answered by a government the powers of which are distributed among
its several departments by the fundamental law. Happily for the people
of Great Britain, as well as those of the United States, the only mode by
which an individual arraigned for a criminal offense before the courts of
either can obtain his discharge is by the independent action of the judiciary and by proceedings equally familiar to the courts of both countries.
If in Great Britain a power exists in the Crown to cause to be entered
a nolle prosequ-i, which is not the case with the Executive power of the
United States upon a prosecution pending in a State court, yet there no
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more than here can the chief executive power rescue a prisoner from
custody without an order of the proper tribunal directing his discharge.
_The precise stage of the proceedings 2.t which such order may be made is
a matter of municipal regulation exclusively, and not to be complained of
by any other government. In cases 9f this kind a government becomes
politically responsible only when its tribunals of last resort are shown to
have rendered unjust and injurious judgments in matters not doubtful.
To the establishment and elucidation of this principle no nation has lent
its authority more efficiently than Great Britain. Alexander McLeod,
having his option either to prosecute a writ of error from the decision
of the supreme court of New York, which had been rendered upon his
. application for a discharge, to the Supreme Court of the United States,
or to submit his case to the decision of a jury, preferred the latter, deeming it the readiest mode of obtaining his liberation; and the result has
fully sustained the wisdom of his choice. The manner in which the issue
submitted was tried will satisfy the English Government that the principles of justice will never fail to govern the enlightened decision of
an American tribunal. I can not fail, however, to suggest to Congress
the propriety, and in some degree the necessity, of making such provisions by law, so far as they may constitutionally do so, for the removal
at their commencement and at the option of the party of all such cases
as may hereafter arise, and which may involve the faithful observance
and execution of our international obligations, from the State to the Federal judiciary. This Government, by our institutions, is charged with
the maintenance of peace and the preservation of amicable relations
with the nations of the earth, and ought to possess without question
all the reasonable and proper means of maintaining the one and preserving the other. While just confidence is felt in the judiciary of the
States, yet this Government ought to be competent in itself for the fulfillment of the high duties which have been devolved upon it under the
organic law by the States themselves.
In the month of September a party of armed men from Upper Canada
invaded the territory of the United States and forcibly seized upon
the person of one Grogan, and under circumstances of great harshness
hurriedly carried him beyond the limits of the United States and delivered him up to the authorities of Upper Canada. His immediate discharge was ordered by those authorities upon the facts of the case being
brought to their knowledge-a co;rse of procedure which was to have
been expected from a nation with whom we are at peace, and which was
not more due to the rights of the United States than to its own regard
for justice. The correspondence which passed between the Department
of State and the British envoy, Mr. Fox, and with the governor of Vermont, as soon as the facts had been made known to this department, are
herewith communicated.
I regret that it is not in my power to make known to you an equally
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satisfactory conclusion in the case of the Caroline steamer, with the circumstances connected with the destruction of which, in December, 1837,
by an armed force fitted out in the Province of Upper Canada, you are
already made acquainted. No such atonement as was due for the public
wrong done to the United States by this invasion of her territory, so
wholly irreconcilable with her rights as an independent power, has yet
been made. In the view taken by this Government the inquiry whether
the vessel was in the employment of those who were prosecuting an
unauthorized war against that Province or was engaged by the owner in
the business of transporting passengers to and from Navy Island in hopes
of private gain, which was most probably the case, in no degree alters
the real question at issue between the two Governments. This Government can never concede to any foreign government the power, except
in a case of the most urgent and extreme necessity, of invading its territory, either to arrest the persons or destroy the property of those who
may have violated the municipal laws of such foreign government or
have disregarded their obligations arising under the law of nations, The
territory of the United States must be regarded as sacredly secure against
all such invasions until they shall voluntarily acknowledge their inability
to acquit themselves of their duties to others. And in announcing this
sentiment I do but affirm a principle which no nation on earth would be
more ready to vindicate at all hazards than the people and Government
of Great Britain. If upon a full investigation of all the facts it shall
appear that the owner of the Caroline was governed by a hostile intent or
had made common cause with those who were in the occupancy of Navy
Island, then so far as he is concerned there can be no claim to indemnity
for the destruction of his boat which this Government would feel itself
bound to prosecute, since he would have acted not only in derogation
of the rights of Great Britain, but in clear violation of the laws of the
United States; but that is a question which, however settled, in no manner involves the higher consideration of the violation of territorial sovereignty and jurisdiction. To recognize it as an admissible practice that
each Government in its turn, upon any sudden and unauthorized outbreak which, on a frontier the extent of which renders it impossible for
either to have an efficient force on every mile of it, and which outbreak,
therefore, neither may be able to suppress in a day, may take vengeance
into its own hands, and without even a remonstrance, and in the absence
of any pressing or overruling necessity may invade the territory of the
other, would inevitably lead to results equally to be deplored by both.
When border collisions come to receive the sanction or to be made on
the authority of either Government general war must be . the inevitable
result. While it is the ardent desire of the United States to cultivate
the relations of peace with all nations and to fulfill all the duties of good
neighborhood toward those who possess territories adjoining their own,
that very desire would lead them to deny the right of any foreign power
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to invade their boundary with an armed force. The correspondence
between the two Governments on this subject will at a future day of
your session be submitted to your consideration; and in the meantime I
can not but indulge the hope that the British Government will see the
propriety of renouncing as a rule of future action the precedent which
has been set in the affair at Schlosser.
I herewith submit the correspondence which has recently taken place
between the American minister at the Court of St. James, Mr. Stevenson, and the minister of foreign affairs of that Government on the right
claimed by that Government to visit and detain vessels sailing under the
American flag and engaged in prosecuting lawful commerce in the African seas. Our commercial interests in that region have experienced considerable increase and have become an object of much importance, and it
is the duty of this Government to protect them against all improper and
vexatious interruption. However desirous the United States niay be
for the suppression of the slave trade, they can not consent to interpolations into the maritime code at the mere will and pleasure of other governments. We deny the right of any such interpolation to any one or all
the nations of the earth without our consent. We claim to have a voice
in all amendments or alterations of that code, and when we are given to
understand, as in this instance, by a foreign government that its treaties
with other nations can not be executed without ·the establishment and
enforcement of new principles of maritime police, to be applied without
our consent, we must employ a language neither of equivocal import or
susceptible of misconstruction. American citizens prosecuting a lawful
commerce in the African seas under the flag of their country are not
responsible for the abuse or unlawful use of that flag by others; nor can
they rightfully on account of any such alleged abuses be interrupted,
molested, or detained while on the ocean, and if thus molested and
detained while pursuing honest voyages in the usual way and violating
no law themselves they are unquestionably entitled to indemnity. This
Government has manifested its repugnance to the slave trade in a manner which can not be misunderstood. By its fundamental law it prescribed limits in point of time to its continuance, and against its own ·
citizens who might so far forget the rights of humanity as to engage in
.that wicked traffic it has long since by its municipal laws denounced the
most condign punishment. . Many of the States composing this Union
had made appeals to the civilized world for its suppression long before
the moral sense of other nations had become shocked by the iniquities of
the traffic. Whether this Government should now enter into treatie$ containing mutual stipulations upon this subject is a question for its mature
deliberation. Certain it is that if the right to detain American ships on
the high seas can be justified on the plea of a necessity for such detention
arising out of the existence of treaties between other nations, the same
plea may be extended and enlarged by the new stipulations of new treaties
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to which the United States may not be a party. This Governm@nt will
not cease to urge upon that of Great Britain full and ample remuneration
for all losses, whether arising from detention or otherwise, to which
American citizens have heretofore been or may hereafter be subjected
by the exercise of rights 'which this Government can not recognize as
legitim~te and proper. Nor will I indulge a doubt but that the sense
of justice of Great Britain will constrain her to make retribution for any
wrong or loss which any American citizen engaged in the prosecution
of lawful commerce may have experienced at the hands of her cruisers or
other public authorities. This Government, at the same time, will relax
no effort to prevent its citizens, if there be any so disposed, from prosecuting a traffic so revolting to the feelings of humanity. It seeks to do
no more than to protect the fair and honest trader from molestation and
injury; but while the enterprising mariner engaged in the pursuit of an
honorable trade is entitled to its protection, it will visit with condign
punishment others of an opposite character.
I invite your attention to existing laws for the suppression of the
African slave trade, and recommend all such alterations as may give
to them greater force and efficacy.- That the American flag is grossly
abused by the abandoned and profligate of other nations is but too probable. Congress has not long since had this subject under its consideration, and its importance well justifies renewed and anxious attention.
I also communicate herewith the copy of a correspondence between
Mr. Stevenson and Lord Palmerston upon the subject, so interesting to
several of the Southern States, of the rice duties, which resulted honorably to the justice of Great Britain and advantageously to the United
States.
At the opening of the last annual session the President informed Congress of the progress which had then been made in negotiating a convention between this Government and that of England with a view to the
final settlement of the question of the boundary between the territorial
limits of the two countries. I regret to say that little further advancement of the object has been accomplished since last year, but this is
owing to circumstances no way indicative of any abatement of the desire
of both parties to hasten the negotiation to its conclusion and to settle
the question in dispute as early as possible. In the course of the session
it is my hope to be able to announce some further degree of progress
toward the accomplishment of this highly desirable end.
The commission appointed by this Government for the exploration and
survey of the line of boundary separating the States of Maine and New
Hampshire from the conterminous British Provinces is, it is believed,
about to close its field labors and is expected soon to report the results
of its examinations to the Department of State. The report, when
received, will be laid before Congress.
The failure on the part of Spain to pay with punctuality the interest
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due under the convention of 1834 for the settlement of claims between
the two countries has made it the duty of the Executive to call the particular attention of that Government to the subject. A disposition has
been manifested by it, which is believed to be entirely sincere, to fulfill
its obligations in this respect so soon as its internal condition and the
state of its finances will permit. An arrangement is in progress from
the result of which -it is trusted that those of our citizens who have
claims under the convention will at no distant day receive the stipulated
payments.
A treaty of _commerce and navigation with Belgium was concluded
and signed at Washington on the 29th of March, 1840, and was duly
sanctioned by the Senate of the United States. The treaty was ratified
by His Belgian Majesty, but did not receive the approbation of the Belgian Chambers within the time limited by its terms, and has therefore
become void.
·
This occurrence assumes the graver aspect from the consideration that
in 1833 a treaty negotiated between the two Governments and ratified
on the part of the United States failed to be ratified on the part of Belgium. The representative of that Government at Washington informs
the Department of State that he has been instructed to give explanations of the causes which occasioned delay in the approval of the late
treaty by the legislature, and to express the regret of the King at the
occurrence.
The joint commission under the convention with Texas to ascertain
the true boundary between the two countries has concluded its labors,
but the final report of the commissioner of the United States has not been
received. It is understood, however, that the meridian line as.traced by
the commission lies somewhat farther east than the position hitherto
generally assigned to it, and consequently includes in Texas some part
of the territory which had been considered as belonging to the States of
Louisiana and Arkansas.
The United States can not but take a deep interest in whatever relates
to this young but growing Republic. Settled principally by emigrants
from the United States, we have the happiness to know that the great
principles of civil liberty are there destined to flourish under wise institutions and wholesome laws, and that through its example another evidence is to be afforded of the capacity of popular institutions to advance
the prosperity, happiness, and permanent glory of the human race. The
great truth that government was made for the people and not the people for government has already been established in the practice and
by the example of these United States, and we can do no other than
contemplate. its further exemplification. by
sister republic with the
deepest interest.
Our relations with the independent States of this hemisphere, formerly
under the dominion of Spain, have not nndergone any material change
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within the past year. The incessant sanguinary conflicts in or between
those countries are to be greatly deplored as necessarily tending to disable them from performing their duty as members of the community
of nations and rising to the destiny which the position and natural
resources of many of them might lead them justly to anticipate, as constantly giving occasion also, directly or indirectly, for complaints on the
part of our citizens who resort thither for purposes of commercial intercourse, and as retarding reparation for wrongs already committed, some .
of which are by no means of recent date.
The failure of the Congress of Ecuad~>r to hold a session at the time
appointed for that ~urpose, in January last, will probably render abortive a treaty of commerce with that Republic, which was signed at Quito
on the 13th of June, 1839, and had been duly ratified on our part, but
which required the approbation of that body prior to its ratification by
the Ecuadorian Executive.
A convention which has been concluded with the Republic of Peru,
providing for the settlement of certain claims of citizens of the United
States upon the Government of that Republic, will be duly submitted to
:he Senate.
'.fhe claims of our citizens against the Brazilian Government originating from captures and other causes are still· unsatisfied. The United
States have, however, so uniformly shown a disposition to cultivate
relations of amity with that Empire that it is hoped tlie unequivocal
tokens· of the same spirit toward us which an adjustment of the affairs
referred to would afford will be given without further avoidable delay.
The war with the Indian tribes on the peninsula of Florida has during
the last summer and fall been prosecuted with untiring activity and zeal.
A summer campaign was resolved upon as the best mode of bringing it
to a close. Our brave officers and men who have been engaged in that
service have suffered toils and privations and exhibited an energy which
in any other war would have won for them unfading laurels. In despite
of the sickness incident to the climate, they have penetrated the fastnesses of the Indians, broken up their encampments, and harassed them
unceasingly. Numbers have been captured, and still greater numbers
have surrendered and have been transported to join their brethren on
the lands elsewhere allotted to them by the Government, and a strong
hope is entertained that under the conduct of the gallant officer at the
head of the troops in Florida that troublesome and expensive war is destined to a speedy termination. With all the other Indian tribes 'we are
enjoying the blessings of peace. Our duty as welt as our best interests
prompts us to observe in all our intercourse with them :fidelity in fulfilling our engagements, the practice of strict justice, as well as the constant exercise of acts of benevolence and kindness. These are the great
instruments of civilization, and through the use of them alone can the
untutored child of the forest be induced to listen to its teachings.
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The Secretary of State, on whom the acts of Congress have devolved
the duty of directing the proceedings for the taking of the sixth census
or enumeration of the inhabitants of the United States, will report to the
two Houses the progress of that work. The enumeration of persons has
been completed, and exhibits a grand total of 17,069,453, making an
increase over the census of 1830 of 4,202,646 inhabitants, and showing
a gain in a ratio exceeding 32 ¼ percent for the last ten years.
From the report of the Secretary of the Treasury you will be informed
of the condition of the finances. The balance in the Treasury on the
1st of January last, as stated in the report of the Secretary of the Treasury submitted to Congress at the extra session, was $987,345.03. The
receipts into the Treasury during the first three quarters of this year from
all sources amount to $23,467,072.52; the estimated receipts for the
fourth quarter amount to $6,943,095.25, amounting to $30,4ro,r67.77,
and making with the balance in the Treasury on the rst of January
last $31,397 ,512.80. The expenditures for the first three quarters of
this year amount to $24,734,346.97. The expenditures for the fourth
quarter as estimated will amount to $7,290,723.73, thus making a total
of $32,025,070.70, and leaving a deficit to be provided for on the rst of
January next of about $627,557.90.
Of the loan of $r2,ooo,ooo which was authorized by Congress at its
late session only $5,432,726.88 have been negotiated. The shortness of
time which it had to run has presented no inconsiderable impediment
in the way of its being taken by capitalists at home, while the same
cause would have operated with much greater force in the foreign market.
For that reason the foreign market has not been resorted to; and it is
now submitted whether it would not be advisable to amend the law by
making what remains undisposed of payable at a more distant day.
Should it be necessary, in any view that Congress may take of the
subject, to revise the existing tariff of duties, I beg leave to say that in
the performance of that most delicate operation moderate counsels would
seem to be the wisest. The Government under which it is our happiness to live owes its existence to the spirit of compromise which prevailed among its framers; jarring and discordant opinions could only
have been reconciled by that noble spirit of patriotism which prompted
conciliation and resulted in harmony. In the same spirit the compromise
bill, as it is commonly called, was adopted at the session of 1833. While
the people of no portion of the Union will ever hesitate to pay all necessary taxes for the support of Government, yet an innate repugnance
exists to the imposition of burthens not really necessary for that object.
In imposing duties, however, for the purposes of revenue a right to discriminate as to the articles on which the duty shall be laid, as well as
the amount, necessarily and most properly exists; otherwise the Government would be placed in the condition of having to levy the same
duties upon all articles, the productive as well as the unproductive. The
M P-VOI, IV-6
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slightest duty upon some might have the effect of causing their importation to cease, whereas others, entering extensively into the consumption
of the country, might bear the heaviest without any sensible diminution
in the amount imported. So also the Government may be justified in so
discriminating by reference to other· considerations of domestic policy
connected with our manufactures. So long as the duties shall be laid
with distinct reference . to the wants of the Treasury no well-founded
objection can exist against them. It might be esteemed desirable that
no such augmentation of the taxes should take place as would have the
effect of annulling the land-proceeds distribution act of the last session, which act is declared to be inoperative the moment the duties are
increased beyond 20 per cent, the maximum rate established by the
compromise act. Some of the provisions of the compromise act, which
will go into effect on the 30th day of June next, may, however, be found
exceedingly inconvenient in practice under any regulations that Congress may adopt. I refer more particularly to that relating to the home
valuation. A difference in value of the same articles to some extent
will necessarily exist at different ports, but that is altogether insignificant when compared with the conflirts in valuation which are likely to
-:irise from the differences of opinion among the numerous appraisers
·of merchandise. In many instances the estimate~ of value must be conjectural, and thus as many different rates of value may be established
as there are appraisers. These differences in valuation may also be
increased by the inclination which, without the slightest imputation on
their _h onesty, may arise on the part of the appraisers in favor of their
respective ports of entry. I recommend this whole subject to the consideration of Congress with a single additional remark. Certainty and
permanency in any system of governmental policy are in all respects eminently desirable, but more particularly is this true in all that affects
trade and commerce, the operations of which depend much more on
the certainty of their returns and calculations which embrace distant
periods of time than on high bounties or duties, which are liable to
constant fluctuations.
At your late session I invited your attention to the condition of the
currency and exchanges and urged the necessity of adopting such measures as were consistent with the constitutional competency of the Government in order to correct the unsoundness of the one and, as far as
practicable, the inequalities of the other. No country can be in the
enjoyment of its full measure of prosperity without the presence of a
medium of exchange approximating to uniformity of value. .What is
necessary as between the different nations of the earth is also important
as between the inhabitants 0f different parts of the same country. With
the first the precious metals constitute the chief medium of circulation,
and such also would be the case as to the last but for inventions comparatively modern, which have furnished in place of gold and silver a
,
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paper circulation. I do not propose to enter into a comparative analysis
of the merits of the two systems. Such belonged more properly to the
period of the introduction of the paper system. The speculative philosopher might find inducements to prosecute the inquiry, but his researches
could only lead him to conclude that the paper system had probably
better never have been introduced and that society might have been
much happier without it. The practical statesman has a very different
task to perform. He has to look at things a!$ they are, to take them as
be :finds them, to supply deficiencies and to prune excesses as far as in
him lies. The task of furnishing a corrective for derangements of the
paper medium with us is almost inexpressibly great. The power exerted
by the States to charter banking corporations, and which, having been
carried to a great excess, bas filled the country with, in most of the
States, an irredeemable paper medium, is an evil which in some way or
other requires a corrective. The rates at which bills of exchange are
negotiated between different parts of the country furnish an index of the
value of the local substitute for gold and silver, which is in many parts
so far depreciated as not to be received except at a large discount in
payment of debts or in the purchase of produce. It could earnestly be
desired that every bank not possessing the means of resumption should
follow the example of the late United States Bank of Pennsylvania and
go into liquidation rather than by refusing to do so to continue embarrassments in the way of solvent institutions, thereby augmenting the
difficulties incident to the present condition of . things. Whether this
Government, with due regard to the rights of the States, has any power
to constrain the banks either to resume specie payments or to force them
into liquidation, is an inquiry which will not fail to claim your consideration. In view of the great a4vantages which are allowed the corporators, not' among the least of which is the authority contained in most of
their charters to make loans to three times the amount of their capital,
thereby often deriving three times as much interest on the same amount
of money as any individual is permitted by law to receive, no sufficient
apology can be urged for a long-continued suspension of specie payments.
Such suspension is productive of the greatest detriment to the public by
expelling from circulation the precious metals and seriously hazarding
the success of any effort that this Government can make to increase
commercial facilities and to advance the public interests.
This is the more to be regretted and the indispensable necessity for a
sound currency becomes the more manifest when we reflect on the vast
amount of the internal commerce of the country. Of this we have no
statistics nor just data for forming adequate opinions. But there can be
no doubt but that the amount of transportation coastwise by sea, and
the transportation inland by railroads and canals, and by steamboats
and other modes of conveyance over the surface of our vast rivers and
immense lakes, and the value of property carried and inter~hanged by
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these means form a general aggregate to which the foreign commerce of
the country, large as it is, makes but a distant approach.
In the absence of any controlling power over this subject, which, by
forcing a general resumption of specie payments, would at once have the
effect of restoring a sound medium of exchange and would leave to
the country but little to desire, what measure of relief falling within the
limits of our constitutional competency does it become this Government
to adopt? It was my painful duty at your last session, under the weight
of most solemn obligations, to differ with Congress on the measures which
it proposed for my approval, and which it doubtless regarded as corrective
of existing evils. Subsequent reflection and events since occurring have
only served to confirm me in the opinions then entertained and frankly
expressed. I must be permitted to add that no scheme of governmental
policy unaided by individual exertions can be available for ameliorating
the present condition of things. Commercial modes of exchange and a
good currency are but the necessary means of commerce and intercourse,
not the direct productive sources of wealth. Wealth can only be accumulated by the earnings of industry and the savings of frugality, and nothing can be more ill judged than to look to facilities in borrowing or to a
redundant circulation for the power of discharging pecuniary obligations.
The country is full of resources and the people full of energy, and the
great and permanent remedy for present embarrassments must be sought
in industry, economy, the observance of good faith, and the favorable
influence of time. In pursuance of a pledge given to you in my last
message to Congress, which pledge I urge as an apology for adventuring
to present you the details of any plan, the Secretary of the Trea_sury
will be ready to submit to you, should you require lt, a plan of finance
which, while it throws around the public treasure reasonable guards for
its protection and rests on powers acknowledged in practice to exist
from the origin of the Government, will at the same time furnish to the
country a sound paper medium and afford all reasonable facilities for regulating the exchanges. When submitted, you will perceive in it a plan
amendatory of the existing laws in relation to the Treasury Department,
subordinate in all respects to the will of Congress directly and the will
of the people indirectly, self-sustaining should it be found in practice to
realize its promises in theory, and repealable at the pleasure of Congress.
It proposes by effectual restraints and by invoking the true spirit of
our institutions to separate the purse from the sword, or, more properly
to speak, denies any other control to the President over the agents who
may be selected to carry it into execution but what may be indispensably
necessary to secure the fidelity of such agents, and by wise regulations
keeps plainly apart from each other private and public funds. It contemplates the establishment of a board of control at the seat of government,
with agencies at prominent commercial points or wherever else Congress
shall cfuect, for the safe-keeping and disbursement of the public moneys.
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and a substitution at the option of the public cr~ditor of Treasury notes
in lieu of gold and silver. It proposes to limit the issues to an amount
not to exceed $15,000,000 without the express sanction of the legislative power. It also authorizes the receipt of individual deposits of gold
and silver to a limited amount, and the granting certificates of deposit
divided into such sums as may be called for by the depositors. It proceeds a step further and authorizes the purchase and sale of domestic
bills and drafts resting on a real arid substantial basis, payable at sight
or having but a short time to run, and drawn on places not less than roo
miles apart, which authority, except in so far as may be necessary for
Government purposes exclusively, is only to be exerted upon the express
condition that its exercise shall not be prohibited by the State in which
the agency is situated. In order to cover the expenses incident to the
plan, it will be authorized to receive moderate premiums for certificates
issued on deposits and on bills bought and sold, and thus, as far as its
dealings extend, to furnish facilities to commercial intercourse at the
lowest possible rates and to subduct from the earnings of industry
the least possible sum. It uses the State banks at a distance from the
agencies as auxiliaries without imparting any power to trade in its name.
It is subjected to such guards and restraints as have appeared to be necessary. It is tlie creature of law and exists only at the pleasure of the
Legislature. It is made to rest on an actual specie basis in order to
redeem the notes at the places of issue, produces no dangerous redundancy of circulation, affords no temptation to speculation, is attended by
no inflation of prices, is equable in its operation, makes the Treasury
noi:es ( which it may use along with the certificates of deposit and the notes
nf specie-paying banks) convertible at the place where collected, receivable in payment of Government dues, and without violating any principle
of the Constitution affords the Government and the people such facilities
as are called for by the wants of both. Such, it has appeared ·to me, are
its recommendations, and in view of them it will be submitted, whenever
you may require it, to your consideration.
I am not able to perceive that any fair and candid objection can be
urged against the plan, the principal outlines of which I have thus presented. I can not doubt but that the notes which it proposes to furnish
at the voluntary option of the public creditor, issued in lieu of the revenue and its certificates of deposit, will be maintained at an equality with
gold and silver everywhere. They are redeemable in gold and silver on
demand at the places of issue. They are receivable everywhere in payment of Government dues. The Treasury notes are limited to an amount
of one-fourth less than the estimated annual receipts of the Treasury, and
in addition they rest upon the faith of the Government for their redemption. If all these assurances are not sufficient to make them available,
then the idea, as it seems to me, of furnishing a sound paper medium of
exchange may be entirely abandoned.
'
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If a fear be indulged that the Government may be tempted to run into
excess in its issues at any future day, it seems to me that no such apprehension can reasonably be . entertained until all confidence in the representatives of the States and of the people, as well as of the people themselves, shall be lost. The weightiest considerations of ·policy require
that the restraints now proposed to be thrown around the measure should
not for light causes be removed. To argue against any proposed plan
its liability to possible abuse is to reject every expedient, since everything dependent on human action is liable to abuse. Fifteen millions of
Treasury notes may be issued as the maximum, but a discretiop.ary
power is to be given to the board of control under that sum, and every
consideration "'.'ill unite in leading them to feel their way with' caution.
For the first eight years of the existence of the late Bank of the United
States its circulation barely exceeded $4,000,000, and for five of its most
prosperous years it was about equal to $16,000,000; furthermore, the
authority given to receive private deposits to a limited amount and to
issue certificates in such sums as may be called for by the depositors
·may so far fill up the channels of circulation as greatly to diminish the
necessity of any considerable issue of Treasury notes. A restraint upon
the amount of private deposits has seemed to be indispensably necessary
from an &.pprehension, thought to be well founded, that in any emergency
of trade confidence might be so far shaken in the banks as to induce a
withdrawal from them of private deposits with a view to insure their
unquestionable safety when deposited with the Government, which
might prove eminently disastrous to the State banks. Is it objected
that it is proposed to authorize the agencies to deal in bills of exchange?
It is answered that such dealings are to be· carried on at the lowest possible premium, are made to rest on an unquestionably sound basis, are
designed to reimburse merely the expenses which would otherwise devolve
upon the Treasury, and are in strict subordination to the decision of the
Supreme Court in the case of the Bank of Augusta against Earle, and
other reported cases, and thereby avoids all conflict .with State jurisdiction, which I hold to be indispensably requisite. It leaves the banking
privileges of the States without interference, looks to the Treasury and
the Union, and while furnishing every facility to the first is careful of the
interests of the last. But above all, it is created by law, is amendable by
law, and is repealable by law, and, wedded as I am to no theory, but looking solely to the advancement of the public good, I shall be among the
very first to urge its repeal if it be found not to subserve the purposes and
objects for which it may be created. Nor will the plan be submitted in
any overweening confidence in the sufficiency of my own judgment, but
with much greater reliance on the wisdom and patriotism of Congress.
I can not abandon this subject without urging upon you in the most
emphatic manner, whatever may be your action on the suggestions which
I have felt it to be my duty to submit, to relieve the Chief Executive
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Magistrate, by any and all constitutional means, from a controlling power
over the public Treasury. If in the plan proposed, should you deem it
worthy of your consideration, that separation is not as complete as you
may desire, you-will doubtless amend it in that particular. For myself,
I disclaim all desire to have any control over the public moneys other
than what is indispensably necessary to execute the laws which you may
pass.
Nor can I fail to advert in this connection to the debts which many
of the States of the Union have contracted abroad and under which they
continue to labor. That indebtedness amounts to a sum not less than
$200,000,000, and which has been retributed to them for the most part
in works of internal improvement which are destined to prove of vast
importance in ultimately advancing their prosperity and wealth. For
the debts thus contracted the States are alone responsible. I can do no,
more than express the belief that each State will feel itself bound by
every consideration of honor as well as of interest to meet its engagements with punctuality. The failure, however, of any one State to do
so should in no degree affect the credit of the rest, and the foreign capitalist will have no just cause to experience alarm as to all other State
stocks because any one or more of the States may neglect to provide with
punctuality the means of redeeming their engagements. Even such
States, should there be any, considering the great rapidity with which
their resources are developing themselves, will not fail to have the means
at no very distant day to redeem their obligations to the uttermost farthing; nor will I doub_t but that, in view of that honorable conduct which
has evermore governed the States and the people of the Union, they will
each and all resort to every legitimate expedient before they will forego
a faithful compliance with their obligations.
From the report of the Secretary of War and other reports accompanying it you will be informed of the progress which has been made in
the fortifications designed for the protection of our principal cities, roadsteads, and inland frontier during the present year, together with their
true state and condition. They will be prosecuted to completion with
all the expedition which the means placed by Congress at the disposal of
the Executive will allow.
I recommend particularly to your consideration that portion of the Secretary's report which proposes the establishment of a chain of military
posts from Council Bluffs to some point on .the Pacific O<;::ean within our
limits. The benefit thereby destined to accrue to our citizens engaged
in the fur trade over that wilderness region, added to the importance of
cultivating friendly relations with savage tribes inhabiting it, and at the
same time of giving protection to our frontier settlements and of establishing the means of safe intercourse between the American settlements
at the mouth of the Columbia River and those on this side of the Rocky
Mour:am3, would seem to suggest the importance of carrying into effect
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the recommendations upon this head with as little delay as may be
practicable.
The report of the Secretary of the Navy will place you in possession
of the present condition of that important arm of the national defense.
Every effort will be made to add to its efficiency, and I can not too.
strongly urge upon you liberal appropriations to that branch of the public
service. Inducements of the weightiest character exist for the adoption
of this course of policy. Our extended and otherwise exposed maritime
frontier calls for protection, to the furnishing of which an efficient naval
force is indispensable. We look to no foreign conquests, nor do we propose to enter into competition with any other nation for supremacy on
the ocean; but it is due not only to the honor but to the security of the
people of the United States that no nation should be permitted to invade
our waters at pleasure and subject our towns and villages to conflagration or pillage. Economy in all branches of the public service is due
from all the public agents to the people, but parsimony alone would
suggest the withholding of the necessary means for the protection of our
domestic firesides from invasion and our national honor from disgrace.
I would most earnestly recommend to Congress to abstain from all appropriations for objects not absolutely necessary; but I take upon myself,
without a moment of hesitancy, all the responsibility of recommending
the increase and prompt equipment of that gallant Navy which has
lighted up every sea with its victories and spread an imperishable glory
over the country.
The report of the Postmaster-General will claim your particular attention, not only because of the valuable suggestions which it contains, but
because of the great importance which at all times attaches to that interesting branch of the public service. The increased expense of transporting the mail along the principal routes necessarily claims the public
attention, and has awakened a corresponding solicitude on the part of
the Government. The transmission of the mail must keep pace with
those facilities of intercommunication which are every day becoming
greater through the building of railroads and the application of steam
power, but it can not be disguised that in order to do so the Post-Office
Department is subjected to heavy exactions. The lines of communication between distant parts of the Union are to a great extent occupied by
railroads, which, in the nature of things, possess a complete monopoly,
and the Department is therefore liable to heavy and unreasonable charges.
This evil is destined to great increase in future, and some timely measure
may become necessary to guard against it.
I feel it my duty to bring under your consideration a practice which
has grown up in the administration of the Government, and which, I am
deeply convinced, ought to be corrected. I allude to the exercise of the
power which usage rather than reason has vested in the Presidents of
removing incumbents from office in order to substitute others more in
favor with the dominant party. My own conduct in this respect has
been governed by a conscientious purpose to exercise the removing power
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only in cases of unfaithfulness or inability, or in those in which its exercise
appeared necessary in order to discountenance and suppress that spirit of
active partisanship on the part of holders of office which not only withdraws them from the steady and impartial discharge of their official duties,
but exerts an undue and injurious influence over elections and degrades
the character of the Government itself, inasmuch as it exhibits the Chief
Magistrate as being a party through his agents in the secret plots or open
workings of political parties.
In respect to the exercise of this power nothing should be left to discretion which may safely· be regulated by law, and it is of high importance to restrain as far as possible the stimulus of personal interests in
public elections. Considering the great increase which has been made
in public offices in the last quarter of a century and the probability of
further increase, we incur the hazard of witnessing violent political contests, directed too often to the single object of retaining office by those
who are in or obtaining it by those who are out. Under the influence of
these convictions I shall cordially concur in any constitutional measure
for regulating and, by regulating, restraining the power of removal.
I suggest for your consideration the propriety of making without further
delay some specific application of the funds derived under the will of Mr.
Smithson, of England, for . the diffusion of knowledge, and which have
heretofore been vested in public stocks until such time as Congress should
think proper to give them a specific direction. Nor will you, I feel confident, permit any abatement of the principal of the legacy to be made
should it turn out that the stocks in which the investments have been
made have undergone a depreciation.
In conclusion I commend to your care the interests of this District,
for which you are the exclusive legislators. Considering that this city is
the residence of the Government and for a large part of the year of Congress, and considering also the great cost of the public buildings and the
propriety of affording them at all times careful protection, it seems not
unreasonable that Congress should contribute toward the expense of fin
efficient police.

JOHN TYLER.

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON, December 7, I84I.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit !1erewith a report from the Secretary of War, in compliance
with a ~esolution of the Senate of the 3d of March last, calling for
comparative statement of the condition of the public defenses, of all the
preparations and means of defense, and of the actual and authorized
strength of the Army on the 1st of January, 1829, and the 1st of January,

a

1841.

JOHN TYLER.
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WASHINGTON, December 7, z8,t.I.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report from the War Department, in compliance
with so much of the resolution of the Senate of March 3, 1841, respecting the military and naval defenses of the country, as relates to the
defenses under the superintendence of that Department.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, December 8, I8,t.I.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
4th of September last, requesting information touching the relations
between the United States and the Republic of Texas, I transmit a
report from the Secretary of State, to whom the resolution was referred.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, December 8, I8,f.I.
To the House of Representatives of the Unz:ted States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury,
exhibiting certain transfers of appropriations which have been made
in that Department in pursuance of the power vested in the President
of the United States by the act of Congress of the 3d of March, 1809,
entitled "An act further to amend the several acts for the establishment
and regulation of the Treasury, War, and Navy Departments."

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, December 29, I8tJI.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I herewith transmit to the Senate a report* from the Secretary of
State, in answer to their resolution of the 27th instant.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, January t/, I8tJ2.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I herewith communicate a report and statement from the Secretary of
State, in answer to a resolution of the House of the 19th of June, 1841,
requesting the aggregate amount of each description of persons within
the several districts of the United States by counties and principal towns.
JOHN TYLER.
*Stating that no proposition bas been made by either the United States or Great Britain relative
to the mutual right of search.
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WASHINGTON, January IO, I8¢2.
T1J the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate, for its consideration with a view to ratifi.ca~
tion, a convention between the United States and the Republic of Peru,
signed at Lima on the 17th of March last, providing for the adjustment
and satisfaction of certain claims of citizens of the United States against
the Government of that Republic.
For the purpose of acquainting the Senate with the nature and amount
of those demands and with the course of the negotiation, I also communicate a copy of such parts of the correspondence of the agents of the
two Governments as relate thereto.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, January I7, I8¢2.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of State, relative
to the proceedings and final decision of the commissioners under the
convention with the Republic of Texas upon the subject of the boundary
between the United States and that Republic.
JOHN TYLER .
. [The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.]

To the House

of Representatives:

WASHINGTON,

January I8, I8¢2.

I transmit to the House of Representatives, in answer to the resolution
of the 14th instant, a report* from the Secretary of State and the papers
by which it was accompanied.
JOHN TYLER.

T_'o the Senate

of the

WASHINGTON,

United States:

January .r9, I8¢2.

I transmit to the Senate herewith a reportt from the Secretary of
State, with accompanying papers, in answer to their resolution of the
r 1th instant.
JOHN TYLER.
To the House

of Representatives:

JANUARY 2 7,

r84 2 .

I transmit herewith a report! of the Secretary of War, in answer to
the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 9th August, 1841.
JOHN TYLER.
*Relating to American citizens captured near Santa Fe, Mexico, by the Mexican army.
tTransmitting correspondence relative to the action of the authorities of Nassau New Providence, in the imprisonment of slaves charged with mutiny and murder, the refusal to surrender
them to the United States consul for trial in the United States, and the liberation of slaves all of
said slaves being a part of the cargo of the United States brig Creole.
'
t Relating to the origin of the Seminole war, slaves captured during said war by United States
troops, etc.
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WASHINGTON , February 5, I8,f.2.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith to the Senate copies of a report and letter from the
commissioners appointed by the President for the exploration and survey
of the boundary line between the States of Maine and New Hampshire
and the conterminous British Provinces, showing the progress made in
that work during the past season, and submitting an estimate, to which
I invite the attention of Congress, of the funds that will be requisite for
completing the surveys yet to be made 01;1 the boundary, and the office
work consequent thereon, and for completing the maps of surveys already
made.
JOHN TYLER.
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.]
NEW YORK, January 4, I842.
Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER,
Secretary of State:
The undersigned, commissioners appointed by_the President of the United States
for the purpose of exploring and surveying the boundary line between the States of
Maine and New Hampshire and the British Provinces in North America, respectfully
reportThat in pursuance of the duties of their appointment they have in the course of
the late season performed the following surveys and explorations:
I. The meridian line of the monument at the source of the St. Croix has, under
the direction of J. D. Graham, been carefully and accurately traced from the station
in the vicinity of Houlton where the labors of the year 1840 terminated to a point
4 miles north of the St. John River in the vicinity of the Grand Falls, being a distance of 81 miles from the monument. The timber has been removed along this line
to a width necessary for its accurate prolongation and for the requisite astronomical observations at various points upon it, and a correct profile, or vertical section,
has also been obtained by means of the spirit level the whole of the distance above
mentioned.
Besides the astronomical observations necessary to obtain and continue the due
north direction upon this line, numerous magnetic observations have also been made
at a number of points upon it, in order to show the physical causes which must
operate to produce serious discrepancies between a meridian line properly traced
and such a one as has actually separated the jurisdiction of the two Governments
since the attempt in the years 1817 and 1818 to define and mark this portion of the
boundary under the provisions of the treaty of Ghent, although no portion of that
line was ever ratified or made binding upon the parties to the treaty.
Upon this portion of the survey there have been chained, including measured
offsets to the old line and to other important points, 85 miles.
Four hundred and fifty-two transit observations of heavenly bodies have been
made, aided by three excellent chronometers, for the determination of the true
meridian direction, most of which also served for the computation of the correct
time.
For the determination of the longitude of this meridian west of the Royal Observatory of Greenwich and the latitudes of four important points upon it there were made
eighty-five complete sets of astronomical observations, including altitudes of the sun
and stars and the meridian transits of the moon and moon-culminating stars.
The number of barometric observations made upon the line and in its vicinity is
5,767; besides which there were made at Calais, for comparison with the level of
mean tide on the St. Croix, 1,336 similar observations.
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There have been determined in• altitude above or below the level of the monument, by means of the spirit level, 1,716 points, and the altitudes of l ,816 other
points have been similarly observed in•order to verify the altitude of the monument
above the level of mean tide at Calais.
For the determination of the magnetic variation at a number of points on the meridian line, more than 2CX) observations have been made upon four different needles,
and for the determination of the magnetic dip at four principal stations on the. same
meridian 300 observations have been made upon two different needles.
Under the directions of the same commissioner the line claimed by Great Britain
from Mars Hill and that recently chosen by Messrs. Mudge a.n d Featherstonhaugh
have been surveyed westward from the meridian line to the highlands near the head
waters of the Aroostook, and the necessary data obtained for the construction of a
correct map of that portion of country.
Upon this survey, without reckoning the distances traveled for approaching many
important points of observation, there have been actually measured with the chain
and coursed with proper instruments· 267 miles, including the Aroostook River from
its mouth to the point where it receives the Lapawmpeag Stream, a profile of the
country from the head waters of the Moluncus to the St. John at Fish River, and
such other important lines as were necessary for obtaining the correct topography
of the country, and the altitudes of many points upon the line claimed by Great
Britain as the boundary, in the vicinity of the Aroostook, have been obtained.
Ten principal points have been ~etermined in latitude and longitude by means of
n5 sets of astronomical observations, aided by three good chronometers, and seventeen other points have been determined by triangulation with a portable theodolite.
Two hundred and five points have been determined in altitude by means of 1,319
·b arometric observations, and seventeen by means of the theodolite and spirit level.
One hundred and ninety-two observations have been made for determining the variation of the magnetic needle at three important points.
The field duties above mentioned are considered to furnish sufficient data for a
correct map of the line reported upon by the late British commissioners, Colonel
Mudge and Mr. Featherstonhaugh, between the St. John River and the head of the
Aroostook, besides some lateral explorations of considerable extent that will have an
important bearing upon this branch of the subject. The work accomplished is full
as much as could have been properly done in a single season, marked, as the last
was, by an unusual drought of long continuance, which rendered it impossible to
ascend, even with light canoes,some of the smaller streams, especially those form:ing
the north westernmost sources of the Aroostook. These might be profitably explored
another season.
·
2. The division under the direction of A. Talcott has, besides verifying a part of the
line of 1840 and tracing the course of Indian Stream ( a branch of the Connecticut)
to its source, explored and surveyed the line of highlands which extends from the
Kennebec road to the Temiscouata portage, and so much of the line claimed by
Great Britain as extends from the Kennebec road to the eastward as far as the head
of the Aroostook River.
In the course of this survey, without counting the lines of approach or ground traveled over more than once, 703 miles have been passed over and such notes taken as
will form the basis of a map. Of these 703 miles, 335 are. upon the lines respectively
claimed as boundaries by the Governments of the United States and Great Britain. In
the course of these surveys, in order to the geographical determination of the position
of the line, the latitudes of 54 points have been determined by means of rr4 sets of
altitudes of heavenly bodies, and the sets of subsidiary observations for time and for
the determination of longitude by chronometers amount to 245. The number of points
at which observations have been made by barometers for the purpose of determining
their altitudes is 930, of which 669 are upon the boundaries respectively claimed by
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-;,he two countries. The number of separate sets of barometric readings made at the~
points amounts to r ,98r, while those made at the fixed stations, with which the former
are to be compared, amount to 1,67r.
3. The division under the direction of J. Renwick has explored or surveyed the
line of highlands from the southeastern extremity of Lake Matapediac to the vicinity
of the river Du Loup, where the line of survey has been connected with that of A.
Talcott. In this survey a gap is yet left of a few .miles on the western side of the
valley of the Rimouski near its sour,ce.
In the course of the operations of this division 586 miles have been passed over
and such notes taken as will form the basis of a map. Of these 586 miles, 275 have
been actually measured, 209 are upon the boundary claimed by the United States,
and about 30 upon the line pointed out by the proclamation of the King of Great
Britain of the 7th of October, 1763, as the southern boundary of the Province of
Quebec, making in all 239 miles of the height of land.
In the course of these surveys; in otder to the geographical determination of the
position of the line, the latitudes of 47 points have been determined by means of 85
sets of altitudes of heavenly bodies, and the sets of subsidiary observations for time
and for the de.t ermination of longitude by chronometers amount to 130. The number
of points at which observations have been made by barometers for the purpose of
determining their altitudes is 407, of which 267 are upon the boundary claimed by
the United States. The number of separate sets of barometric readings made at these
points amounts to r, 153, while those made at the fixed stations amount to 837.
The division of Major Graham not having returned from the field until within a
few days, neither the reduction of the astronomical observations nor any of the office
work preparatory to a general map has yet been comme~ced by his division.
The office work of the divisions of A. Talcott and J. Renwick has been steadily
carried on since the return of those commissioners from the field in the month of ·
October, and great progress has been made in the calculations and plotting preparatory to the construction of maps, and necessary as materials for a general report.
In this state of the work of the several divisions the undersigned find themselves
under the necessity of communicating to the State Department that the further
progress of their operations is about to be arrested by the exhaustion of the appropriation, and of stating that unless speedy provision be made for the supply of the
necessary funds the report of their operations can not be made up in time to be laid
before Congress at its present session.
The position of the finances of the commission may be seen by the following
statement:
Of the appropriation of $75,000 there have been drawnBy J. Renwick ....................................... . ...... .... ......... .... ... $2r, ooo
By A. Talcott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 200
By J. D. Graham . ..... .. .... : ............................. .... ............... .. 25, ooo
Total drawn... . ...................................................... ...... 70,200
Leaving in the Treasury of the United States $4,800.
By a careful estimate it is found that to finish the office work of the several divisions there will be required over and above any balances in the hands of the
several commissionersFor the division of J. Renwick...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, ooo
For the division of A. Talcott ................................ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 8oo
For the division of J. D . Graham, including some arrearages due for instruments and to assistant engineers attached to this division.................. 6,500
Makine; in all Srs.300, and leaving to be tirovided for the comt)letion of the work of the
~~ season Jro,500.

The undersigned can net refrain from stating that the necessity of applying for
further funds was unexpected by each of them individually, as it is painful to them
collectively. There are, however, reasons that in their opinion are incontrovertible
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which have led to an expenditure thus exceeding their estimate submitted to the
Secretary of State the nth of January, 1841:
r. The estimate for the expenses of the division under the direction of Major
Graham amounted to $22,500. This referred only, however, to the continuation of
the survey of the meridian line; and as the country had been represented by the most
authentic maps as generally rising from the monument to the north, it was inferred
that the timber to be cut away in opening this line through a dense forest would be
of the description generally found upon elevated and dry lands, and the labor supposed to be requisite was estimated accordingly. So far, however, •from this being
the case, 26 miles out of the 32 between the base of Parks Ridge, near Houlton, and
the river Des Chutes ( 6 miles north of the latitude of Mars Hill) have actually been
found to be below the level of the monument and intersected by swamps covered with
a thick growth of cedar and other timber common to such land,. extremely difficult
to cut away. More than double the labor estimated had therefore to be performed
in accomplishing this and all similar portions of the work, and a corresponding
increase of expense was unavoidable.
In addition to this increased labor upon the meridian line, the division of Major
Graham has executed. the surveys between that line and the head waters of the
Aroostook, already given in detail, the expenses for which were not estimated or
included in the sum above mentioned.
The cost of this survey, including the instruments that were required for it, has
amounted to $5,500, and while this sum should be added to the original estimate for
this division, the expenses of the divisions of the other two commissioners have not
in any manner been thereby diminished, for the actual quantity of work performed
by them has exceeded what was supposed from the best maps extant to be necessary
upon the whole of the lines claimed by the two Governments, respectively, exclusive
of the meridian line, as will hereafter be shown.
There was another cause which tended in a great degree to augment the expenses of
this division in proportion to the progress of the work, which it was not within the
power of human agency to control, and which we should not omit to mention here.
The severe drought which prevailed throughout this region of country during
the month of August and the greater part of September caused the fires which are
annually set to the fallen timber upon newly cleared lands to spread far and wide
into the growing forest, and so rapid was its progress and so serious its ravages as
to compel the inhabitants in many cases to fly for the preservation of life. Some
check was experienced in the duties along the meridian line from the flames that
actually embraced it, but a far more serious one from the dense smoke which filled
the atmosphere almost incessantly for six weeks, and so obstructed the view as to
render it impossible to fix the stations in advance with the requisite precision.
Whp.e the party charged with the astronomical operations was thus deprived of
the opportunity of making scarcely any progress for six weeks, the expense of maintaining it could not in any way be diminished, because there was a daily hope that
such a change in the weather might occur as would have removed this difficulty.
In order to make amends as far as practicable for so much time unavoidably lost,
this division continued to prosecute its field duties north of the forty-seventh degree
of latitude until several weeks after the severities of winter had commenced, with no
other protection than their tents, the commissioner in charge of it believing that the
expectations of the Government and of the country generally would but be fulfilled.
by the investigations in relation to this important line being pushed to the utmost
attainable point. But for this it would have been impossible to have reached the St.
John River the late season.
There remains to be surveyed along this meridian line, in order to reach the northwest angle of Nova Scotia as claimed by the United States, about 64 miles, to accoiu•
flish which will require another season of active field duty.
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2. In the estimate for the work of the divisions of A. Talcott and J. Renwick it
was assumed that the length of the boundary remaining on the line claimed by the
United States was 320 miles, and upon the lines claimed by Great Britain 170 miles.
Of the latter, about one-half was undertaken by Major Graham's division,* leaving
for the estimated distance to be surveyed by the divisions of A. Talcott and J. Renwick 405 miles.
It will appear by the statement hereinbefore given that the joint surveys of these
two divisions upon the lines of highlands have actually amounted to 574 miles.
Upon the principle of their estimate, the probable cost of this would have amounted
to $49,746.37, and with the addition for instruments and for the additional cost of
the more remote parts of the line to $57,079. 70.
The actual cost, including the foregoing estimate for the completion of the work,
is $54,000.
It will appear, therefore, that when the increased extent of the work performed
over that made the basis of the estimate is considered, the cost of performing it, so
far from having exceeded the estimate, has fallen short of it by $3,000.
The reason of the discrepancy between the real extent of the line, as actually
measured, and that which formed the basis of the calculation is that the latter was
made by reference to the best existing maps, which were considered to be. entitled to
a certain degree of credit. Upon the close examination which the operations of the
late season have afforded, these maps have been ascertained to be exceedingly erroneous. Well-known streams have been found to extend in either direction many
miles beyond the points at which their sources have been laid down on the maps,
and great rivers and lakes have, as it were, been discovered, of which no delineation
had ever been given by geographers. The extent of these errors in remote and
difficultly accessible points may be inferred from what has been found to occur in
the part of the region which is most accessible, best known, and most frequently
traversed.
On the Temiscouata portage, a road traveled weekly by the mail of Her Britannic
Majesty, continually passed by the officers of her various services, which had been
carefully surveyed by civil engineers preparatory to its reconstruction, a nd which has
been traveled by the surveyors of both countries under the joint commission, it had
hitherto been believed, and it was so represented on all maps, both English and
American, that the line dividing the waters crossed the road three times. The surveys of the late season show that the boundary claimed by the United States crosses
this road :five times, and it became necessary to explore the culminating points of the
-valleys of four streams, instead of two, as had been anticipated. Instances of the same
sort, but which do not admit of verbal description, have occurred on every part of the
lines of highlands.
The two commissioners whose operations are under consideration no doubt had it
in their power to have suspended their operations and returned so soon as the portion of the appropriation placed at their disposal was so far exhausted as to leave no
more than would be needed to complete their office work; but they feel satisfied
that they would not have been justified in so doing so long as ·a ny portion of the line
remained unsurveyed or the weather would permit a party to keep the :field. Thus,
although in the original plan for the partition of the work it was estimated that their
lines would probably be connected in the parallel of the river Oue11e, about 30 miles
south of Temiscouata portage, when it was found that, from unforeseen delays in the
transportation of the party of J. Renwick by sea to their work, and on the river

* It has already been stated tha t in the s urvey of the portion of this Jine allotted to Major Graham
there were actua lly measured upon it, with the chain, 276 miles, and this did not constitute more
than one-half the labor and expense incident to all the duties enumerated and performed by his
division on his portion, so much did the work required upon this portion of it exceed what wu
eatimatcd for the whole of it.
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St. Lawrence from one station to another, it became doubtful whether he could pass
the Temiscouata portage before the woods became impassable, his colleague continued his parties in the field until the junction was effected. In this way, while the
expenses of the division of J. Renwick have not been materially diminished, those of
the division of A. Talcott have been largely increased; but a portion of the general
work has been accomplished which might otherwise have been left incomplete.
· The undersigned, in conclusion, beg leave respectfully to urge the importance of a
speedy appropriation to enable them to make up their report. A delay of any continuance will be productive of evil, either by enhancing the cost of office work or by
rendering it difficult in consequence of the dispersion of the engineers and surveyors by whom the field notes have been taken. Upon the completion only of such a
report will it be possible to render apparent how much of the whole task has been
accomplished and how much remains to be performed; and the Department will
then have it in its power to decide whether the part that has not been completed is,
of such importance to the question at issue as to require further operations upon it.
All which is respectfully submitted.
JAS. RENWICK,
A. TALCOTT,
J. D. GRAHAM,
Commissioners.

WASHlNGTON,January 25, I842.
Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER,
\
Secretary of State.
SIR: The undersigned, commissioners apppinted by the President of the United
States for the purpose of surveying and exploring the boundary line between the
States of Maine and New Hampshire and the British Provinces, beg leave, in compliance with your directions, to submit an estimate for the operations of the commission for the ensuing year.
So much of your directions as regards the state of the sunrey and the amount
required to complete the office work preparatory to a report has already been laid
before you in tp.eir report of the 4th January, 1842, prepared in anticipation of your
orders. By reference thereto it will appear that the delineation of the meridian of the
source of St. Croix has not, in spite of every effort on the part of the commissioner
to whom it was assigned, been pursued farther than 81 miles from the monument.
Sixty-four miles, therefore, of the said meridian line remain to be surveyed before
this part of their task is completed. The other two commissioners, while they would
not have hesitated to join in a final report in case the state of the survey of the
meridian line would have permitted it, are aware that the hasty manner in which
their work was performed, in anticipation of completing the object of their appointment during the past year, leaves room for a more accurate examination of some
parts of the lines they have surveyed. Some portions, ~lso, of the lines intrusted to
them, respectively, were not reached; and, in addition, a part of the survey which was
contemplated in their original instructions from your predecessor was not included
in their estimates for the past year, in consequence of its having only a collateral
relation to the main object.
'
Thus the surveys respectively undertaken by Messrs. Talcott and Graham of the
lines claimed on the part of Great Britain and by Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh, although brought near to each other, have not been united, and a part of the
highlands claimed by the United States near the source of the Rimouski was not
reached by the parties of Professor Renwick.
The height of a part of the line explored by Captain Talcott in 1840, lying at the
source of Arnolds River, was not determined for the want of a barometer.
Two or three miles in length of the line of highlands near the source of the river
Du Loup require to be reexamined.
The longitudes of Lake Megantic, Lake Etchemin, the source of the Metjarmette,
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upon the line of Captain Talcott, and of some one point on the line of Professor Renwick ought to be ascertained with greater precision than the time that could be
allowed during the last season would permit.
The instructions of Mr. Forsyth contemplated an exploration of the highlands
described in the proclamation of 1763 as beginning on the north shore of the Bay .
of Chaleurs. The existence of a continuous elevated region from the tide of that
bay to the termination of the exploring meridian line has been ascertained in a
manner satisfactory to the commission, but the heights have not been measured on
that part of it which lies nearest to the Bay of Chaleurs.
Under these circumstances the undersigned are of opinion that as no delay in the
presentation of a final report will arise from further explorations of the parts of
the territory thus pointed out and the more accurate examination of the uncertain
matters, it would add to the confidence which may be placed in their results that a
party be employed under the direction of each of the above-named commissioners
upon the said work. For this object it is estimated!. That $25,000 in all, say $12,500 to be expended under the direction of each of
the two above-named commissioners, will suffice. A less sum than this wi!l not
keep ,two parties in the field during the working season; a larger sum could not
advantageously be expended on this part of the work.
2. In estimating the amount necessary for completing the delineation of the meridian of the source of the river St. Croix, it will be borne in mind that numerous
astronomical observations must be made in aid of the operations with the transit
instrument, in order constantly to preserve the true north direction, a condition of
the utmost consequence, not alone as affecting the extent of territory that will be
embraced by it, but more particularly because the character and position of the highlands alluded to in the treaty of 1783 would be exhibited in a very different light as
encountered by a line running due north, as is required by the treaty, and by ·one
varying even in a slight degree from that direction. This principle has already been
exhibited in a striking manner by the trace of the meridian line as far as it has now
progressed, for instead of encountering highlands in the latitude of Mars Hill having a claim to be considered those described in the treaty as the intended boundary
between the two countries, the line as recently traced actually passes that latitude at
an elevation of less than IO feet above the level of the monument, and the greatest
elevation encountered by this line in passing over any spur connected with Mars
Hill is 63 feet above the level of the monument. In advance of this spur the line
becomes again depressed below the level of the monument at several points before
it reaches the Aroostook.
These, however, are only a few of the many facts that might be adduced from the
surveys already made to show how important it is to the question at issue that
every necessary means to avail of the aids of science should be adopted in order to
preserve scrupulously the direction specified in the treaty while tracing this line. It
must also be remembered that in the further prosecution of this duty a wilderness
has to be traversed, totally uninhabited and totally without roads. The only means
of progressing through it and of transporting the necessary provisions and the instruments indispensable to accuracy will be by means of canoes, for supplying two or
three depots at points where Grand River and the waters of the Restigouche intersect the line, leaving the whole transportation along the meridian to be performed
by packmen, or men carrying burdens on their backs. That the usual avenue to give
an unimpeded view along the line must be opened through a dense forest, which in
the neighborhood of all streams crossing it will still be found to consist of that
swampy growth described in the report from the undersigned of the 4th of January
instant as requiring so much labor to cut through it.
With all th_ese circumstances in view, the following estimate for the completion
of the survey of the meridian line and for some further surveys between that line
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and the source of the Aroostook is submitted; and it is inknded to embrace the
expense of completing both the field and the office work that will require to be
done in order to a final accomplishment of the duties:
Estimate for the meridian line'.
1. Pay of 4 assistant engineers from May 1, 1842, to March 31, 1843, being 304
days, at $4. per day each ............................. • ..... • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
2. Pay of 3 other assistant engineers from May 1, 1842, to December 31, 1842,
being 275 days, at $3 per day each ..............................•....... • ... •
3. Hire of 30 men as axmen, and for preparing, constructing, -and erecting
stations and signals i'h advance, from June 1 to November 30, 1842, being
183 days, at $I each per day ................................ • ... •.••••••••••••
4. Hire of 30 other men as instrument carriers, cIJain bearers, canoe men, and
packmen for 183 days, as above, at $1 per day each.........................
5. Hire of 1 carpenter and 2 cooks 183 days, as above, at $1.25 per day each.....
6. Subsistence of 1 commissioner, 7 assistant engineers, I carpenter, 2 cooks,
and 60 men, as above, being in all 71 persons, while in the field, ril:5 days
at 50 cents per day each, including transportation of provisions 1:0 ~rand
Falls of St. John, or first depot ........................ , ........... ••·•·•·•·•
7. Purchase of barometers and repairs of instruments heretofore used... . . . . . .
8. Salary of commissioner ................................................... • . . . .
9. Contingencies, including stationery, office rent, and fuel, and transportation of engineers and commissioner to and from the field... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$4, 864. oo
2,475. oo
5,490.00
5, 490· oo
686. 25

l, 496.50
Boo. oo
3, ooo. oo
r,500. oo

Total required for the meridian line ..•...............•............. • •. • 30, Sor. 75
That is to say, $30,8o1. 75, making the whole amount for the work yet to be performed
in the field on all parts of the boundary and for the office work that will be consequent
from the said field work $55,801.75

All which is respectfully submitted.

JAS. RENWICK,}
A. TALCOTT,
D. GRAHAM,

Commissioners.

J.

RECAPITULATION.
I.
2.

Amount of estimate for completing the surveys yet required to be made on
the boundary, as above stated .............................................. $55, 8o1. 75
Amount of estimate rendered with report of January 4, 1842, for completing maps of surveys already made; etc. : . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . 10, 500. oo
Aggregate amount required .•..•.. : . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • • . • . •• • • • . . . . . • 66,301. 75

WASHINGTON, February 9, I842.
To the House of Representat-lves:
In answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 7th
of February, 1842, in the following words-

Resolved, That the President of the United States inform this House under what
authority the commission, consisting of George Poindexter and others, for the
investigation of the concerns of the New York custom-house was raised; what were
the purposes and objects of said commission; how many persons have in any way
been connected with it, and the compensation received or to be received by each;
and the aggregate amount of every description of said commission, and out of what
fund the said expenditures have· been or are to be paid_:_

I have to state that the authority for instituting the commission mentioned in said resolution is the authority vested in the President of the
United States to "take care that the laws be faithfully executed, and to
give to Congress from time to time information on the state of the
Union, and to recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall
judge necessary and expedient.''
The expediency, if not the necessity, of inquiries into the transactions
of our custom-houses, especially in cases where abuses and malpractices
are alleged, must be obvious to Congress, and that investigations of this
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kind were expected to be made appears from the provision in the twentyfirst section of the act of 1 799, ' ' which enjoins collectors of the customs to
submit their books, papers, and accounts to the inspection of such persons
as shall be appointed for that purpose.''
The purposes and objects of the commission will be explained by the
commission itself, a copy of which, together with information on the other
subjects mentioned in the resolution, will at the proper time be laid
before Congress.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February II, I842.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with the request of the governor of the Territory of
Iowa, I have the honor to submit the accompanying memorials* and joint
resolutions* of the council and house of representatives of that Territory
to your consideration.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON 1 February I,f., I8,f.2.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
3d instant, I transmit herewith a report t from the Secretary of State,
with copies of the papers requested by the resolution.
JOHN TYLER.

VfASHINGTON,

February

I6, I8,f.2.

To the House of Representatz°ves:
I transmit herewith a communication addressed to me by the Secretary
of War, in relation to certain contracts entered into by a board of medical
officers appointed for that purpose for the purchase of sites on the west~
ern waters for the erection of marine hospitals; and concurring fully in
his views of the subject, I r~commend. that either an appropriation of
$44,721 be made for the purpose of satisfying the claims of the individuals with whom the contracts were made or that the Department of War
be authorized to reconvey to them their lands ap.d annul the contracts.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February I8 , I8,f.2.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I have the honor to invite the attention of Congress to the accompanying letter, addressed to me by the Secretary of State. You will doubtless
*Asking an appropriation to defray t:tie expenses growing out of the dispute between the United
States, within the Territory of Iowa, and the State of Missouri relative to the southern boundary
line, an appropriation to defray the expenses of a convention for the formation of a State constitution , etc.
tRelating to letters written in March, 1841 1 by Andrew Stevenson, United States minister at the
Court of Great Britain, to I saac Hull, commander of the united States squadron in the Mediterranean, which caused a part of that squadron to return to the United Stat.es.
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perceive the importance of furnishing a u·n iform rule for the guidance
of the public officers in the matter referred to in the ~ecretary's letter.*
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February I9, I8¢2.
To the House of Representafz'ves:
In compliance with the resolutivn of the House of Representatives of
the 8th instant, I have the honor to submit the accompanying communicationt from the Secretary of State and the correspondence on the subject
referred to by the r€solutio11. of the House.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 2 I, I 842.
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States:
. I transmit to the Senate herewith a report from the Secretary of State,
with an accompanying paper, t in answer to their resolution of the 18th
instant.
JOHN TYLER.

w ASHINGTON' February 26' I 8¢2.
To the House of Representa#ves:
The resolution of the House of Representatives of the 21st instant,
requesting the President of the United States to communicate to that
body, "if not incompatible with the public interest, the state of the negotiation between the United States and the Government of Great Britain
in relation to th~ northeastern boundary of the State of Maine, and also
all correspondence on that subject between the two Governments not
hitherto communicated," has been transmitted to me. Desirous always
to lay before Congress and the public everything affecting the state of
the country to the fullest extent consistent with propriety and prudence,
I have to inform the House of Representatives that in my judgment no
communication could be made by me at this time on the subject of its
resolution without detriment or danger to the public ~nterests.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 28, r842 . .
To the House of Representatz"ves:
I have the honor to submit copies of the correspondence§ and other
documents called for by the resolution of the House of Representatives
of the 2d February.
*Relating to the mode of paying salaries, etc., of ministers and other diplomatic agents of the
United States at the several Courts of Europe.
tRelating to the colonial history of New York.
t Extract of a letter from the Department of State to the United States minister at London relative to the case of the brig Creole.
i! Relating to an act of the legislature of South Carolina providing for the imprisonment of free
negroes found on board vessels entering any of the ports of that State, complaints of the British
Government relative to the operation of said act, etc.
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I am not informed of the existence of any official opinion of the ·late
Judge Johnson on the unconstitutionality of the act or acts of the State
of South Carolina upon the subject referred to in the resolution.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

March 8, I842.

To the House of RepresentaHves:
! feel it to be my duty to invite your attention to the accompanying
communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, in relation to the
probable demands which will be made upon the Treasury for the present
quarter. It will be seen that, without arresting the requisitions which
will be made by the War and Navy Departments for the months of
March, April, and May, there will be·an unprovided-for deficit of upward
of three millions.
I can not bring myself, however, to believe that it will enter into the
view of any department of the Government to arrest works of d~fense
now in progress of completion or vessels under construction or preparation for sea. Having due regard to the unsettled condition of our
foreign relations' and the exposed situation of our inland and maritime
frontier, I should feel myself wanting in my duty to the country if I
could hesitate in urging upon Congress all necessary appropriations for
placing it in an attitude of strength and security. Such recommendation, however, has heretofore been made in full reliance as well on Congress as on the well-known patriotism of the people, their high · sense
of national honor, and their determination to defend our soil from the
possibility, however remote, of a hostile invasion.
The diminution in the revenue arising from the great diminution of
duties under what is commonly called the compromise act necessarily
involves the Treasury in embarrassments, which have been for some
years palliated by the temporary expedient of issuing Treasury notesan expedient which, affording no permanent .relief, has imposed upon
Congress from time to time the necessity of replacing the old by a new
issue. The amount outstanding on the 4th of March, 1840, varies in no
great degree from the amount which will be outstanding on the rst of
January next, while in the interim the new issues are rendered equivalent to the redemption of the old, and at the end of the fiscal year leave
an augmented pressure on the finances by the accumulation of interest.
The contemplated revision of the tariff of duties may, and doubtless
will, lead in the end to a relief of the Treasury from these constantly
recurring embarrassments, but it must be obvious that time will be
necessary to realize the full anticipations of financial benefit from any
modification of the tariff laws. In the meantime I submit to Congress
the suggestions made by the Secretary, and invite its prompt and speedy
action.
JOHN TYLER.
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WASHINGTON,

March

8, I8,f.2.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
In my message of the 7th of December I suggested to Congress the
propriety, and in some degree the necessity, of making proper provisions
by law within the pale of the Constitution for the re·m oval at their commencement and at the option of the party of all such cases as might
arise in State courts inv"olving national questions or questions touching
the faithful observance and discharge of the international obligations of
the United States from such State tribunal to the Federal judiciary. I am
urged to repeat at this time this recommendation by the receipt of intelligence, upon which I can rely, that a subject of Great Britain residing
in Upper Canada has been arrested upon a charge of connection with the
expedition fitted out by the Canadian authorities by which the Carol-ine
was destroyed, and will jn all probability be subjected to trial in the
State courts of New York. It is doubtful whether in this state of things,
should his discharge be demanded by the British Government, this Government is invested with any control over the subject until the case shall
have reached the court of final resort of the State of New York and been
decided in that court; and although such delay ought not, in a national
point of vieW" to give cause of umbrage to Great Britain, yet the prompt
and instant rendering of justice to foreign n_ations should be placed among
our highest duties. I can not, therefore, in consideration of what properly becomes the United States, and in anticipation of any demand from
a foreign government for the discharge of one of its subjects, forego the
duty of. repeating my recommendation to Congress for the immediate
--=-<loption of some suitable legislative provision on this subject.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, March II, I842.
To the House of Representatives:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
23d ultimo, I communicate to that body a report from the Secretary of
State, conveying copies of the correspondence* which contains the infor- ·
mation called for by said resolution.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

To the Senate

of the Ur,:ited States:

March

I2, I842.

-

I have reason to think that the rejection of Silas Reed as surveyorgen~ral of Illinois and Missouri on the evening of the last day of the
se~ion of the Senate at the last session of Congress was founded in a misapprehension of facts, which, while it deprived the public of the services
t'Relating to complaints of Spain and Portugal that the operation of the revenue act of September 11, 1841, infringed treaty 1i1tipulations.
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of a useful officer, left him to -suffer a considerable degree of inju9tice in
his reputation. After mature reflection upon all the circumstances of
his case, and particularly of facts which have become known since his
rejection, I have felt it my duty to submit his nomination for the same
office anew to the Senate for its advice and consent.
I therefore nominate Silas Reed to be surveyor-general of Illinois and
Missouri, in place of Joseph C. Brown, removed.
JOHN TYLER. .
MARCH 15, 1842.
To the Senate of the United States:
I take the earliest moment to correct an error into which I inadvertently fell in my message of the 12th instant, nominating Silas Reed to be
surveyor-general for Illinois and Missouri. In that message I represent
the nominee as being rejecte1 by the Senate on the evening of the last
day of the last session of Congress, when upon a more accurate inquiry
I find th~t he was rejected on the 14th of August, 1841, and his successor
nominated on the 23d August and confirmed on the 13th September,
which was the last day of the last session of Congress, and which fact
had become identified in my memory, upon which I drew when I wrote
the message, with the fact of his rejection.
I hasten to make the correction, not deeming it, however, of much
moment in regard to the real merits of the nomination; for whether the
rejection occurred on the last or any other day of the session, if done
under a misapprehension or mistake of the facts, the Senate, I doubt not,
will take equal pleasure in correcting the error.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

March I7, I84-2.

To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 2d ultimo, requesting
information in regard to the demarcation of the boundary line between
the United States and the Republic of Texas, I transmit a report from the
Secretary of State and the papers by which it was accompanied.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

March I7, I84-2.

To the Senate of the United States:
I have the honor to submit the accompanying report and documents*
from the Postmaster-General, in compliance with the resolution of the
Senate of the 16th February.
JOHN TYLER.
*Statements of the quantity and cost of labor and materials for the new public buildings in
Washington, D. C., etc.
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WASHINGTON, March 23, I842.
To the House o.f Representatives o.f the United States:
A resolution adopted by the House of Representatives on the 16th
instant, in the following words, viz, '' Resolved, That the President of
the United States and the heads of the several Departments be requested
to communicate to the House of Representatives the names of such of
the members (if any) of the Twenty-sixth and Twenty-seventh Congresses who have been applicants for office, and for what offices, distinguishing between those who have applied in person and those whose
applications were made by friends, whether in person or by writing,"
has been transmitted to me for my consideration.
,
, If it were consistent with the rights and duties of the executive department, it would afford me great pleasure to furnish in this, as in all cases
in which proper information is demanded, a ready compliance with the
wishes of the House of Representatives. But since, in my view, general
considerations of policy and propriety, as well as a proper defense of the
rights and safeguards of the executive department, require of me as the
Chief Magistrate to refuse compliance with the terms of this resolution, it
is incumbent on me to urge, for the consideration of the House of Representatives, my reasons for declining to give the desired information.
All appointments to office made by a President become from the date
of their nomination to the Senate official acts, which are matter of record and are at the proper time made known to the House of Representatives and to the country. But applications for office, or letters respecting
appointments, or conversations held with individuals on such subjects
are not official proceedings, and can not by any means be made to partake of the character of official proceedings unless after the nomination
of s1:3-ch person so w;iting or conversing the President shall think proper
to lay such correspondence or such conversations before the Senate.
Applications for office are in their very nature confidential, and if the
reasons as.signed for such applications or the names of the _a pplicants
were communicated, not only would such implied confidence be wantonly
violated, but, in addition, it is quite obvious that a mass of vague, incoherent, and personal matter would be made public at a vast consumption
of time, money, and trouble without accomplishing or tending in any
manner to accomplish, as it appears to me, any useful object connected
with a sound and constitutional administration of the Government in any
of its branches.
But there is a consideration of a still more effective and lofty character
which is with me entirely decisive of the correctness of the view that I
have taken of this question. ·while I shall ever ~vince the greatest readiness to communicate to the House of Representatives all proper information which the House shall deem necessary to a due discharge of its
constitutional obligations and functions, yet it becomes me, in defense of
the Constitution and laws of the United States, to protect the executive
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department from all encroachment on its powers, rights, and duties. In
my judgment a compliance with the resolution which has been transmitted to me would be a surrender of duties and powers which the Constitution has conferred exclusively on the Executive, and therefore such
compliance can not be made by me nor by the heads of Departments by
my direction. The appointing power, so far as it is bestowed on the
President by the Constitution, is ·conferred without reserve or qualification. The reason for the appointment and the responsibility of the
appointment rest with him alone. I can not perceive anywhere in the
Constitution of the United States any right conferred ?n the House of
Representatives to hear the reasons which an applicant may urge for an
appointment to office under the executive department, or any duty resting upon the House of Representatives by which it may become responsible for any such appointment.
Any assumption or misapprehension on the part of the House of Representatives of its duties and powers in respect to appointments by which
it encroaches on the rights and duties of the executive department is to
the extent to which it reaches dangerous, impolitic, and unconstitutional.
For these reasons, so perfectly convincing to my mind, I beg leave
respectfully to repeat, in conclusion, that I can not comply with the
request contained in the above resolution.
JOHN TYLER.

wASHINGTON' March 25, I842.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
Notwithstanding the urgency with which I have on more than one
occasion felt it my duty to press upon Congress the necessity of providing the Government with the means of discharging its debts and maintaining inviolate the public faith, the increasing embarrassments of- the
Treasury impose upon me the indispensable obligation of again inviting
your most serious attention to the condition of the finances. Fortunately
for myself in thus bringing this important subject to your view for a
deliberate and comprehensive examination in all its bearings, and I trust
I may add for a final adjustment of it to the common advantage of the
whole Union, I am permitted to approach it with perfect freedom and
candor. As few of the burdens for which provision is now required to
be made have been brought upon the country during my short administration of its affairs, I have neither motive nor wish to make them a
matter of crimination against any of my predecessors. I am disposed to
regard, as I am bound to treat, them as .facts which can not now be
undone, and as deeply interesting to us all, and equally imposing upon
all the most solemn duties; and the only use I would make of the errors
of the past i by a careful examination of their causes and character to
avoid if possible the repetition of them in future. The condition of
the country, indeed, is such as may well arrest the conflict of parties.

John Tyler
The conviction seems at length to have made its way to the minds of all
that the disproportion between the public responsibilities and the means
provided for meeting them is no casual nor transient evil. It is, on the
contrary, one which for some years to come, notwithstanding a resort to
all reasonable retrenchments and the constant progress of the country
in population and productive power, must continue to increase under
existing laws, unless we consent to give up or impair all our defenses in
war and peace. But this is a thought which I am persuaded no patriotic
mind would for a moment entertain. Without affecting an alarm, which I do not feel, in regard to our foreign relations, it may safely be affirmed
that they are in a state too critical and involve too many momentous
issues to permit us to neglect in the least, much less to abandon entirely,
those means of asserting our rights without which negotiation is without
dignity and peace without security.
In the report of the Secretary of -the Treasury submitted to Congress
at the commencement of the present session it is estimated that after
exhausting all the probable resources of the year there will remain a
deficit of about $r4,ooo,ooo. With a view partly to a permanent system of revenue and partly to immediate relief from actual embarrassment, that officer recommerrded, together with a plan for establishing a
Government exchequer, some expedients of a more temporary character,
viz, the issuing of Treasury notes and the extension of the time for
which the loan authorized to be negotiated by the act of the last session
should be taken. Congress accordingly provided for an issue of Treasury notes to the amount of $5,000,000, but subject to the condition that
they should not be paid away below par.
No measure connected with the last of the two objects above mentioned was introduced until recently into the House of Repre~entatives.
Should the loan bill now pending before that body pass into a law for
its present amount, there would still remain a deficit of $2,500,000. It
requires no argument to show that such a condition of the Treasury is
incompatible not only with a high state of public credit, but with anything approaching to efficiency in the conduct of public affairs. _ It must
be obvious even to the most inexperienced minds that, to say nothing of
any particular exigency, actual or imminent, there should be at all times
in the Treasury of a great nation, with a view to contingencies of ordinary
occurrence, a surplus at least equal in amount to the above deficiency.
But that deficiency, serious as it would be in itself, will, I am compelled
to say, rather be increased than diminished without the adoption of
measures adequate to correct the evil at once. The stagnation of trade
and business, in some degree incident to the derangement of the national
finances and the state of the revenue laws, holds out but little prospect of
relief, in the ordinary course of things, for some time to come.
Under such circumstances I am deeply impressed with the necessity
of meeting the crisis with a vigor and decision which it imperatively
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demands at the hands of all intrusted with the conduct of public affairs.
~he gravity of the evil calls for a remedy proportioned to it. No slight
palliatives or occasional expedients will give the country the relief it
needs. Such measures, on the contrary, will in the end, as is now manifest to all, too surely multiply its embarrassments. Relying, as I am
bound to do, on the representatives of a people rendered illustrious
among nations by having paid off its whole public debt, I shall not
shrink from the responsibility imposed upon me by the Constitution of
pointing out such measures as will in my opinion insure adequate relief.
I am the more encouraged to recommend the course which necessity
exacts by the confidence which I have in its complete success. The
resources of the country in everything that constitutes the wealth and
strength of nations are so abundant, the spirit of a most industrious,
enterprising, and intelligent people is so energetic and elastic, that the
Government will be without the shadow of excuse for its delinquency
if the difficulties which now embarrass it be not speedily and effectually
removed.
From present indications it is hardly dqubtful that Congress will find
it necessary to lay additional duties on imports in order to meet the ordinary current expenses of the .Government. In the exercise of a sound
discrimination having reference to revenue, but at the same time necessarily affording incidental protection to manufacturing industry, it seems
equally probable that duties on some articles of importation will have
to be advanced above 20 per cent. In performing this important work
of revising the tariff of duties, which in the present emergency would
seem to be indispensable, I can not too strongly recommend the cultivation of a spirit of mutual harmony and concession, to which the Government itself owes its origin, and without the continued exercise of which
jarring and discord would universally prevail.
An additional reason for the increase of duties in some instances
beyond the rate of 20 per cent will exist in fulfilling the recommendations already made, and now repeated, of making adequate appropriations for the defenses of the country.
By the express provision of the act distributing the proceeds of the
~ales of the public lands among the States its operation is ipso facto to
cease so soon as the rate of the duties shall exceed the 'limits prescribed
in the act.
In recommending the adoption of measures for distributing the proceeds of the public lands among the States at the commencem€'nt of the
last session of Congress such distribution was urged by arguments and
considerations which appeared to me then and appear to me now of
great weight, and was placed on the condition that it should not render
necessary any departure from the act of 1833. It is with sincere regret
that I now perceive the necessity of departing from that act, because I
am well aware that expectations justly entertained by some of the States
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will be disappointed by any occasion which shall withhold from them
the proceeds of the lands. But the condition was plainly expressed in the
message and was inserted in terr.us equally plain in the law itself, and
amidst the embarrassments which surround the country on all sides
and beset both the General and the State Governments it appears to me
that the object first and highest in importance is to establish the credit
of this Government and to place it on durable foundations, and thus
afford the most effectual support to the credit of the States, equal at
least to what it would receive from a direct distribution of the proceeds
of the sales of the public lands.
When the distribution law was passed there was reason to anticipate
that there soon would be a real surplus to distribute. On that assumption it was in my opinion a wise, a just, and a beneficent measure. But to
continue it in force while there is no such surplus to distribute and when
it is manifestly necessary not only to increase the duties, but at the same
time to borrow money in order to liquidate the public debt and disembarrass the public Treasury, would cause it to be regarded as an unwise
alienation of the best security of the public creditor, which would with
difficulty be excused and could not be justified.
Causes of no ordinary character have recently depressed American
credit in the stock market of the world to a degree quite unprecedented.
I need scarcely mention the condition of the banking institutions of some
of the States, the vast amount of foreign debt contracted during a period
of wild speculation by corporations and individuals, and, above all, the
doctrine of repudiation of contracts solemnly entered into by States,
which, although as yet applied only under circumstances of a peculiar
character and generally rebuked with severity by the moral sense of the
community, is yet so very licentious and, in a Government depending
wholly on opinion, so very alarming that the impression made by it to
our disadvantage as a people is anything but surprising. Under such
circumstances it is imperatively due from us to the people whom we represent that when we go into the money market to contract a loan we
should tender such securities as to cause the money lender, as well at
home as abroad, to feel that the most propitious opportunity is afforded
him of investing profitably and judiciously his capital. A government
which has paid off the debts of two wars, waged with the most powerful
· nation of modern times, should not be brought to the necessity of chaffering for terms in the money market. Under such circumstances as I
have adverted to our object should be to produce with the capitalist a
feeling of entire confidence, by a tender of that sort of security which
in all times past has been esteemed sufficient, and which for the small
amount of our proposed indebtedness will unhesitatingly be regarded as
amply adequate. While a pledge of all the revenues amounts to no
more than is implied in every instance when the Government contracts
a debt, and although it ought in ordinary circumstances to be entirely
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satisfactory, yet in times like these the capitalist would feel better satisfied with the pledge of a specific fund, ample in magnitude to the payment of his interest and ultimate reimbursement of his principal. Such
is the character of the land fund. The most vigilant money dealer will
readily perceive that not only will his interest be secure on such a pledge,
but that a debt of $18,000,000 or $20,000,000 would by the surplus of
sales over and above the payment of the interest be extinguished within
any reasonable time fixed for it$ redemption. To relieve the Treasury from its embarrassments and to aid in meeting its requisitions until
time is allowed for any new tariff of duties to become avail~ble, it would
seem to be necessary to fund a debt approaching to $15,000,000; and in
order to place the negotiation of the loan beyond a reasonable doubt I
submit to Congress whether the proceeds of the sales of the public lands
should not be pledged for the payment of the interest, and the Secretary
of the Treasury be authorized out of the surplus of the proceeds of such
sales to purchase the stock, when it can be procured on such terms as
will render it beneficial in that way, to extinguish the debt and prevent
the accumulation of such surplus while its distribution is suspended.
No one can doubt that were the Federal Treasury now as prosperous
as it was ten years ago and its fiscal operations conducted by an efficient
agency of its own, coextensive with the Union, the embarrassments of
the States and corporations in them would produce, even if they continued as they are ( were that possible), effects far less disastrous than those
now experienced. It is the disorder here, at the heart and center of the
system, that paralyzes and deranges every part of it. Who does not
know the permanent importance, not to the Federal Government alone,
but to every State and every individual within its jurisdiction, even in
their most independent and isolated individual pursuits, of the preservation of a sound state of public opinion and a judicious administration
here? The sympathy is instantaneous and universal. To attempt to
remedy the evil of the deranged credit and currency of the States while
the disease is allowed to rage in the vitals of this Government would be
a hopeless undertaking.
It is the full conviction of this truth which emboldens me most earnestly to recommend to your early and serious consideration the measures
now submitted to your better judgment, as well as those to which your
attention has been already invited. The first great want of the country,
that without answering which all attempts at bettering the present condition of things will prove fruitless, is a complete restoration of the credit
and finances of the Federal Government. The source and foundation
of all credit is in the confidence which the Government inspires, and just
in proportion as that confidence shall be shaken or diminished will be
the distrust among all classes of the community and the derangement
and demoralization in every branch of business and all the interests of
the country. Keep up the standard of good faith and punctuality in the
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~perations of the General Government, and all partial irregularities and
disorders will be rectified by the influence of its example; but suffer that
standard to be debased or disturbed, and it is impossible to foresee to what
a degree of degradation and confusion all financial interests, public and
private, may sink. In such a country as this the representatives of the
people have only to will it, and the public credit will be as high as it
ever was.
My own views of the measures calculated to effect this great and desirable object I have thus frankly expressed to Congress under circumstances
which give to the entire subject a peculiar and solemn interest. The
Executive can do no more. If the credit of the country be exposed
·to question, if the public defenses be broken down or weakened, if the
whole administration of public affairs be embarrassed for want'of the necessary means for conducting them with vigor and effect, I trust that this
department of the Government will be found to have done all that was
in its power to avert such evils, and will be acquitted of all just blame
on account of them.
JOHN TYLER.
W ASHING'l'ON, March 25, I842.
To the Senate of the United States:
I have the honor herewith to submit a report* from the Secretary of
the Navy, in compliance with your resolution of the 18th February, 1842.

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, March 30, I842.
To the House of Representat-ives of the United States:
I transmit to the House of Representatives two extracts from a note of
the charge d'affaires of the Republic of Texas accredited to this Government to the Department of State, one suggesting in behalf of his
Government such modifications of the existing laws of the United States
as will impart greater facility to the trade between the two countries,
particularly to that which passes across their frontier, and the other
expressing a desire for some regulation on the part of this Government
by means of which the communication by post between the United States
and Texas may be improved.
As the wishes of the Texan Government in relation to those subjects
can only be gratified by means of laws to be passed by Congress, they
are accordingly referred to the consideration of the two Houses.

JOHN TYLER.
[The same message was sent to the Senate.]
•Transmitting lis(; of agents, etc., employed by the Navy Department without express authority
of law, etc.
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WASHINGTON, Apn·t I, I8,t.2.
To the Senate:
In part compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 20th of July,
c841, I transmit herewith a report* from the Department of War . .

JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

Apn·t

I, I8tf.2.

To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States:
In compliance with your resolution of the 2 rst o_f March, I have the
honor to submit the accompanying communication t from the Secretary
of the Navy.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

Apnl

tf., I8tf.2.

To the House of Representatives of the United States.In part compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives
of the 21st March, 1842, I herewith communicate a report! from the
Secretary of State.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

April 7,

I8tf.2.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives copies of a letter
addressed to the Secretary of State by the chairman of the board of commissioners appointed to explore and survey the boundary line between
the States of Maine and New Hampshire and the adjoining British Provinces, together with the report of the operations of that commission to
the 31st ultimo, and a profile of the meridian line from the source of the
St. Croix River as far as surveyed, illustrative of the report.
JOHN TYLER.
[The same message was sent to the Senate.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER,

Washington, March JI, I8,µ.

Secretary o.f State.
SIR: By directions of the board of commissioners for exploring and surveying the
northeastern boundary, I have handed you the papers hereinafter specified, viz:
I. The report of the operations of the commission up to the present date.
2. A profile of the meridian line of the source of the St. Croix as far as surveyed.
intended to illustrate the report.
3. A portfolio of drawings intended for the same purpose.
*Tra nsmitting list of r emovals from and appointments to office in the Department of War
fro m March 4, 1829, to September 30, 1841.
t Rela ting to appointments to office in the Navy and Marine Corps since April 4, 1841.
tTransmitting list of appointments by the President or Secretary of State since Apnl 4, 1841,
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4. A roll marked Appendix No. I, containing the narrative of the field operations
of the division of Professor Renwick.
5. A tin case containing the detail of the surveys of the division of Professor
Renwick.
In reply to your inquiry in relation to the disposition of the said papers, I am
directed respectfully to suggest that all which it is absolutely necessary to ·lay before
Congress are the items I and 2, which, with a general map now in preparation, will
contain all that will be of any general public interest.
The portfolio (No. 3) and the box of maps and profiles (No. 5) should remain on
file in the Department; and while a part of the drawings in the former may be useful
for illustration, the latter will be superseded by the general map, in w,hich will be
embodied all that they contain of importance to the question at issue.
Appendix No. I, specified as No. 4 in the above list, will probably be demanded
hereafter to give authenticity to the conclusions of the report (No. 1). It ought
not, however, to be communicated until the Appendices Nos. 2 and 3, containing the
operations of the divisions of Messrs. Graham and Talcott, are handed in; and of
the thr~e no more than a limited number of copies will be useful.
I have the honor 4-o be, with much respect, your most obedient servant,
JAS. RENWICK,

Chairman.
Report of the commissioners appointed by the President of the United States for the
purpose of surveying and exploring the boundary line between the States of Maine
and New Hampshire and the British Provinces.
WASHINGTON,

March 28, I842.

Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER,

Secretary of State.
SIR: The duties assigned to the undersigned by the instructions of your predecessor were twofold:
·
First. To explore and survey the lines respectively claimed by the Governments of
the United States and Great Britain.
Second. To examine and report upon the arguments contained in the report of
Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge addressed to the secretary of state of Her
Britannic Majesty for foreign affairs under .date of 16th April, 1840.

I.
In order to the more exact and successful performance of the duties included
under the first of the above heads, the boundary line was divided by their instructions
into three separate portions, one of which was assigned to each of the commissioners;
and while they were instructed to assemble in a board for the purpose of comparing
their respective surveys, in view of the performance of the duties included in the
second of the above divisions their explorations have been separately conducted.
Each of the commissioners has employed the methods and course of action most
appropriate in his opinion to the successful fulfillment of his appointed task, and
the nature of the surveys assigned to one of them has been of a character widely different from those of his colleagues. The commissioners, therefore, while uniting in
a general report of the progress made up to this time in the duties of their appointment, beg leave to submit, in the form of appendices, the narrative of their several
operations, with so much of the records of their observations and calculations as
· they have severally judged necessary to authenticate the conclusions at which they
have arriven .
M P-vor. IV--8
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The progress which has been made in the labors of the commissioners enables them
at this time to lay before your. A description of the physical features of the disputed territory.
2. A comparison of the heights of the line claimed by the United States with
those of the line styled the "axis of maximum elevation" by Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge. In laying the latter before you they have, in order to avoid
delay, made use in part of the published results obtained by those gentlemen, and
although they have already detected errors in their inferences they do not consider
that by accepting them for the moment as the basis of comparison they can ~e
accused of exhibiting the line claimed by Great Britain in an unfavorable light.
!.-DESCRIPTION OF' THE DISPUTED TERRITORY.

The seacoast of the State of Maine is rugged and hilly. The primitive rocks of
which its geological structure is chiefly composed are broken into ridges which run
parallel to the great streams, and therefore in a direction from north to south. These
ridges terminate in an irregular line, which to the east of the Penobscot may be
identified nearly with. the military road to Houlton. . From the northern summit
of these -ridges an extensive view of the disputed territory can in many places be
obtained. This is the case at the military post at Houlton, whence a wide extent of
country may be seen. A still more perfect view may be obtained from the summit
of Parks Hill, at a point about 400 yards south of the road from Houlton to Woodstock and about half a mile east of the exploring meridian line. At the time when
that line was run by the British and American surveyors, under the fifth article of the
treaty of Ghent, the top of this hill was covered with wood, and they were obliged
to content themselves with the view from Park's barn, which is at least 200 feet
beneath the summit. At the present moment the latter is cleared, and the view from
west-southwest to northeast is unimpeded except by a single clump of trees, which
cuts off the view for a few degrees in the northwest direction; but by a change of
position every part of the horizon between these points is to be seen. Toward the
west are seen ridges parallel to the Penobscot, over which Katahdin towers to a great
height, bearing by compass J':lr. 85° W. In a direction N. 75° W. are seen two distant peaks, one of which was identified as the Traveller. All of these eminences
lie south of the line claimed by Great Britain. In the north-n~rthwest ~irection
there appear two ridges of comparatively small elevation, which were pointed out
as the 4,roostook Mountains, but have since been ascertained to lie near the sources
of the Meduxnikeag. These lie in the line claimed by Great Britain in 1817.
Between these and the other mountains there is evidently no connection, and the
rest of the country, as seen from the hill, bears the aspect of a wooded plain. It
will be sufficient to refer to this view to be satisfied that all the impressions which
have been circulated of a continuous chain of elevations extending along the line
claimed by Great Britain are utterly fallacious.
Toward the north the country exhibits the same general features. One vast and
apparently unbroken plain extends to the utmost limits of the visible horizon. In
the midst of this, and at a distance of nearly 30 miles, Mars Hill alone breaks the
monotonous prospect, and from its isolated position assumes to the eye an importance to which its altitude of less than r,8oo feet would not otherwise entitle it. No
other eminences are to be seen in this direction, except a round peak bearing a few
degrees west of north and some distant ridges about an equal distance to the east.
The :first of these has been ascertained by the surveys of Major Graham to be an
isolated hill near the peak known as Quaquajo. The eastern ridges are probably
those measured between the Tobique and the Bay of Chaleurs by the British commissioners. A sketch of this view from Parks Hill is annexed to the report, and
lest any doubt be entertained of its accuracy it is proper to state that the unassisted
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vision was not relied upon, but that the outlines were carefully delineated by means
of the camera lucida.
From this view it might be inferred that the northern part of the admitted possessions of the United States to the east of the Penobscot and the disputed territory as
far as visible constitute a vast table-land slightly inclined toward the southeast.
On descending into the valley of the St. John the appearances change. The tableland is cut to a great depth by that stream, and from its bed the broken edges of the
great plain look like ridges whose height is exaggerated to the senses in consequence of their being densely clothed with wood. The same is the case with all the
branches of this river, which also cut the table-land to greater or less depths according to their distance from the stream into which they discharge themselves.
·
The want of a true highland or mountainous character in this region is obvious from the aspect it presents in the two different points of view. Mountainous
regions are most imposing when seen from a distance and from heights. On a nearer
approach, and from the valleys which intersect them, the elevations, so important in
the distant view, are hidden by their own slopes or lose the appearance of relative
elevation in consequence of the absolute heights of the valleys themselves. In conformity with this character, the line claimed by the United States for the most part
presents, when seen at a distance, th~ appearance of lofty and deeply serrated ridges,
while to one who traverses it it is a labyrinth of lakes, morasses, and short but steep
elevations which hide its peaks from the valleys and streams.
The line claimed by Great Britain, on the other hand, when see~ from a distance is
as level as the surface of the ocean, with no greater appearance of elevation and depression than would represent its billows; while, seen from its own valleys, the heights
assume an importance which their elevation above the valleys when actually measUJ'ed does not warrant. The characteristics of the region through which the line of
Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh passes are therefore the opposite of those
usually remarked in highland countries, while those of the line claimed by the
United States are the same as are always observed in such regions.
This character of a table-land deeply cut by streams is well exhibited in the section
of their ' ' axis of maximum elevation '' by the British commissioners. In that will
be seen the mountains near the source of the Aroostook, Alleguash, and Penobscot on
the one hand, and of the Tobique on the other, while the intervening space is occupied by a curve resembling an inverted arch, of which the St. John occupies the
keystone. In a country of this character any line whatever would present the appearance of a succession of eminences, and might by as liberal a construction of the term
as has been made by Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh be called highlands.
The sameness of this general character is broken only by a single chain of hills.*
This is a prolongation of Mars Hill toward the north, and, being both of less height
and breadth than that mountain, is hidden by it from the view of a spectator on
Parks Hill. Mars Hill is itself an isolated eminence, and is in fact nearly an island,
for the Presque Isle and Gissiguit rivers, running the one to the north and the other
to the south of it, have branches which take their rise in the sam& swamp on its northwestern side. To the north of the Des Chutes the ground again rises, and although
cut by several streams, and particular!y by the Aroostook, the chain is prolonged
by isolated eminences as far as the White Rapids, below the Grand Falls of the St.
John, where it crosses that river. It may thence be traced in a northern direction
to the Sugar Loaf Mountain, on the Wagansis portage, where it terminates.
To this broken chain belongs the elevation of 918 feet given by Messrs. Mudge
and Featherstonhaugh to an eminence in the neighborhood of the Aroostook Falls.
An accurate profile of so many of these eminences as fall in the line of the connected
meridian is herewith submitted. This chain of eminences is not prolonged to the
westward, as it is entirely unconnected with any other height aspiring to the name
of mountain in that direction.
* A chain is oade up of mountains who&c bases touch each othcr.-B.t.LllL
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It is not in any sense a dividing ridge, being cut by all the streams in the country,
and in particular to a great depth by the St.John and the Aroostook.
A section of this line was given in a report to the British commissioner under the
fifth article of the treaty of Ghent by Colonel Bouchette, the surveyor-general of
the Province of Canada. His heights were determined by the barometer, and estimated from the assumed level of the monument at the source of the St. Croix.
It would now appear that the section of Colonel Bouchette is very inaccurate, and
that the heights as reported by him are not only much beyond the truth, but that
the continually ascending slope ascribed by him to the -country from the monument
at the source of the St. Croix to the point where the due north line crosses the St.
John is entirely erroneous. He, however, adr~itly availed himself of this inaccurate
section to attempt to prove the existence of a continuous chain of mountains from
Katahdin to the Great Falls of the St. John, and thence around the southwestern
branches of the Restigouche until it met the heights rising from the north shore
of the Bay of Chaleurs. For this reason his view taken from Park's barn and that
made by Mr. Odell from the same point were urged for admission as evidence on
oath by the British agent, and the map of Mr. Johnson, which contradicted this
evidence, was carefully excluded. It can not be concealed that could Colonel Bouchette's idea founded on erroneous premises have been established by indisputable
facts it would have been the most fatal argument that has ever been adduced against
the American claim, for he would have argued that the meridian line of the St.
Croix would at Mars Hill have first intersected highlands which, rising from the
north shore of the Bay of Chaleurs, would have appeared to divide until within a few
miles of the Grand Falls of the St. John waters which fall into the St. Lawrence
from those which fall into the Atlantic, and would have been the south boundary of
the Province of Quebec. ·
Mars Hill would then have appeared to be in truth as well as in claim the northwest angle of the Province of Nova Scotia; and although the rest of the line would
not have fulfilled the conditions, the United States might by an arbitrator have been
compelled to accept this point ·as the beginning of their boundary. Nor, in the unexplored state of the country, is it by any means certain that the American agent, who
does not seem to have seen the drift of the proceedings of Colonel Bouchette, would
have been prepared with the adverse facts, which are now known to be undeniable.
It may therefore be considered fortunate for the claim of the United States that the
survey was afterwards in trusted to a surveyor who, in pursuit of the double object of
encroachment on the United States and the enlargement of his native Province at
the expense of Canada, signally failed in the proof of either of his positions.
The knowledge now acquired shows that the idea of Colonel Bouchette is unsupported by the facts of the case, for the highlands which rise from the north shore of
the Bay of Chaleurs do not meet those in which the most southerly branch of the
Restigouche takes its rise.
The British commissioners, although they give a profile of this ridge, do not pretend to have examined it except at Mars Hill, near the Aroostook, and at the Grand
Falls of the St. John. It must be remarked that these profiles ( the original one of
Colonel Bouchette and that exhibited by themselves) are contrasted-one British
authority with another-for the purpose of invalidating the ground on which the
American claim is founded.
It is not our business to reconcile these conflicting authorities, but it is our duty
to recall the recollections of the fact that no part of the American argument laid
before the King of the Netherlands was founded on this or any other estimate of
heights. Many elevations, indeed, were measured with great pains on the part of
the Americans as well as of Great Britain.
On behalf of the United States Captain Partridge made many barometric observations, while Mr. Johnson took an extensive series of vertical and horizontal angles,
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His operations were performed in the presence of Mr. Odell, the surveyor on behalf
of Great Britain, who dou.btless made similar ones, as he visited the ,same stations
with a better instrument and for the same avowed purpose. Mr. Odell's observations
were .not presented by the British agent, and those of Mr. Johnson were objected to.
If received, they would have set aside the pretensions that a continuous ridge of
mountains existed between the Metjarmette portage and Mars Hill. They are, however, superseded by the operations of the undersigned, which have yielded satisfactory evidence that no chain of highlands in the sense of the British commissioners,
or even an "axis of maximum elevation,'' exists where it is laid down on their map.
Nor can it be doubted that the operations of Mr. Johnson had a decided advantage
in point of probable accuracy over theirs. The exploring meridian line used as a
base was measured with a tolerable degree of accuracy, and from the three heights
chosen by him the whole country is visible.
On the other hand, the course of Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh being confined, except where they ascended Mars Hill, to the valleys of the streams, they were
for the most part excluded from a prospect. In describing the view from Mars Hill,
however, they have pictured in most accurate terms the true features of the country:
"The character of the country may be well discerned and understood from this
insulated hill. It presents to the eye one mass of dark and gloomy forest to the
utmost limits of sight, covering by its umbrageous mantle the principal rivers, minor
streams, and scanty vestiges of the habitation of man.''
This description can only agree with that of a vast table-land into which the
streams cut so deep and form such narrow valleys as to be invisible.
But if a chain of highlands, or even an '' axis of maximum elevation,'' had existed
as they lay it down, within 20 miles, it would have been visible, and it need not ·be said
that they would not have failed to describe it. The inconsistency between their map
and this true and forcible description of the features of the country is apparent.
The sG.:ne general character of table-land is found to the north of the St. John
above the Grand Falls. Its first important northern tributary is the Grand River.
In ascending this stream the level. of the table-land is soon reached. The river runs
between banks of very moderate elevation and on a regular slope, and although running with great rapidity upon a pebbly bed it is yet so tortuous that while its distance
from its mouth to the Wagansis portage in a straight line is no more than 13 miles
the meanders of its channel amount to 30.
On the Wagansis ·p ortage the table-land is terminated by a ridge whose summit is
elevated 264 feet above the wagansis* of Grand River. It was at first believed that
this, although of small elevation, was a dividing ridge, and that it might correspond
to one construction which has, although inaccurately, been put on the treaty of 1783.
This belief was speedily removed, for the rivulet on its northern side was found to
be cut off from the Restigouche by the Sugar Loaf Mountain, and is therefore a
branch either of the Grand River or of the stream which falls into the St.John immediately above the Grand Falls. The height of land which divides this rivulet from
the wagan of the Restigoucne is not elevated above the former more than II7 feet.
There is, in fact, at this place a gap 5 or 6 miles in breadth in the great system
of mountains which extend from the Gulf of St. Lawrence at the Bay des Chaleurs
to the river St. Lawrence near the Temiscouata portage. At the northern verg~ of
the table-land which has been described, and near the mouth of Green River, rises
to the height of about 1,600 feet a mountain known from the name of that stream.
This is, like Mars Hill, isolated, and affords an extensive view. To the north and
west the prospect is bounded by a continuous line of horizon, which, instead of being
* Wagan is a term in the Abenaki language signifying way. Sis is a diminutive particle. Wagansis is therefore the little way; and it seems probable that the name of Grand River, the usual
epithet for the St. John, has been improperly applied to the small stream which bears it on the
map.
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obviously below the le,.rel of the eye, as in the view of the disputed territory from
Mars Hill, is evidently of even greater height than the Green River Mountain itself.
On entering into this region from the south by a~y .o f the navigable streams which
traverse it, it presents a more decidedly mountainous character than the country to
the south. The Grande Fourche of Restigouche is bordered by two continuous
chains of mountains, rising when it first issues from them to the height of a thousand feet above its surface. The stream having a rapid fall, the relative elevation
becomes less until, in the neighborhood of the lake in which its north branch first
collects its waters, the relative elevation is not more than four or five hundred feet.
On traversing this elevated country it presents a different aspect from what is
seen either from a distance or where it is entered from the rivers. Frequent ridges
~re crossed; the tops of these are often occupied by swamps filled with a thick
growth of cedars. Deep and small basins occur, which are occupied by lakes that
give rise to rivers fl.owing to the St. Lawrence or to the St. John. These are intermingled with thickets of dwarf spruce, and the streams are sometimes bordered by
marshes covered by low alders, and sometimes cut deep into rocky channels. In this
apparent labyrinth one positive circumstance marks the line of division, or the true
height of land: The streams which run to the St. John are all of the first description-sluggish-:-while those which discharge themselves into the St. Lawrence are
rapid, and have the character of torrents.
On the western side of the disputed territory are ridges of rocky hills running
nearly north and south, and thus tending toward the St. Lawrence, which they in
some places reach and shut out the view of the interior.
It thus becomes difficult to find a station whence the heights of land can be viewed
and its character exhibited. It has therefore been hitherto possible for those who
have argued in support of the claims of Great Britain to represent without meet. ing with contradiction that the streams which fall into the St. John had their rise in
a country possessed of none of that mountainous character which they urged was
essential to the epithet of highlands. There are, howeyer, points where a different
character is apparent, and some of these are easy of access. Thus, on the main mail
road, along the Southeast Branch of the St. Lawrence a mile northeast of the church
of L'Islette, a rocky eminence is passed, whence may be seen a bold group of mountains which have been identified with the sources of the Ouelle, the Kamouraska,
and Black rivers.. A view of this group is herewith presented.
From the height to the east of river Du Loup a view may be seen on a clear day
extending round 137° of the horizon, beginning with the highlands of Bic, bearing
N. 58° E., and terminating in a conical mountain bearing S. 15° W.
The nearest and more conspicuous of these highlands ( named those of St. Andre)
are on the river Fourche, a branch of the river Du Loup, whose waters they divide
from those of the St. Francis. A view of these is also submitted herewith.
A similar view of the same panorama of highlands is obtained from Hare Island,
in the St. Lawrence, an outline of which, taken with the camera lucida, is likewise submitted. About a quarter of a mile to the south of the point where the
Temiscouata portage crosses Mount Biort the highlands may be seen at the head of
Rimouski, bearing nearly east, thence extending round by the north to the moun~
tains of St. Andre, bearing nearly west, forming about one-half of the entire horizon.
The entire panorama from the latter point, taken with the camera lucida, along with
copies of some daguerreotypes made at the same place, are herewith submitted. Of
the part of the line which extends to the northeast from the source of the Etchemin
for a distance of many miles, a view may be almost constantly seen from the citadel
of Quebec and from the tops of the houses in that city. One still more satisfactory
may be ot>tained from the road between Quebec and the Falls of Montmorency,
in the neighborhood of the village of Belport. The latter views are in particular
referred to, as they are within the reach of uumerous civil and military officers of
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the British Government, who must assent to the evidence of their own senses, which
will prove that this region, the position of the path pursued during the present year
by Captain Talcott's parties, is to all intents a range of highlands.
The boundary presents from these positions the aspect of a continuous and deeply
serrated ridge.
. ·
·
The geological character of the country can not be admitted as having any bearing
upon the subject under consideration. It never entered into the views of the framers
of the treaty of r783, and therefore could afford no illustrations of their intentions.
Were it admissible, however, it might be cited as an additional argument that the
dividing height which incloses the waters of the Connecticut continues unchanged
in its features until it is cut off by the deep channel of the St. Lawrence.
Opportunities for _o bservations of this character were most frequent on the Temiscouata portage and on the banks of the St. Lawrence itself. It was only on the
former place that the relative geological heights of the rocks could be observed by
means of their outcrop.
The whole of the portage passes over stratified rocks dipping rapidly to the s_o utheast. They were found to be alternate groups of common and talcose slate and of a
rock made up principally of angular fragments of white quartz (grauwacke ). These
are in all respects identical with rocks which have been observed by one of the commissioners in place in Berkshire County, Mass., and in Columbia and Rensselaer
counties, N. Y., and the description of geologists at various intervening points, as
well as the observations of Captain Talcott's parties, would tend to establish the fact
that the formations are continuous.
From these data it would appear probable that the rocks are a prolongation of the
western slope of the great range called by Mr. Featherstonhaugh, in his report as
United States geologist, the Atlantic ridge. This formation, which is but a few
miles in width where it crosses the Hudson, appears gradually to widen as it proceeds t o the north, and was on the St. Lawrence found to prevail both at the river
Du Loup and at Grand Metis, dipping in the two places in opposite directions and
covered in the interval by the thick diluvial deposits which form the valley of the
Trois Pistoles. To render the analogy more complete, in the valley of the outlet of
the Little Lake ( Temiscouata) was found a vein of metalliferous quartz charged with
peroxide of iron, evidently arising from the decomposition of pyrites, being in fact
the same as the matrix of the gold which has been traced in the talcose slate formation from Georgia to Vermont; and on the western shore of the Temiscouata Lake,
about a mile to the south of Fort Ingall, lie great masses of granular carbonate of
lime, identically resembling the white marbles of Pennsylvania, Westchester County,
N. Y., and Berkshire County, Mass.
If the latter be in place, which, although probable, was not ascertained beyond all
question, the primitive carbonate of lime has exactly the same relation to the slaty
rocks which it bears in the latter locality.
The formations which have been spoken of appear to occupy the whole extent of
the country explored by the parties of Professor Renwick. Everywhere the streams
were found cutting through rocks of slate. On the summits of many of the hills
were found weathered masses of angular quartz rocks, showing that while the slate
had yielded to the action of the elements, the harder and less friable rock had kept
its place. The ridges which intervene between the St. Lawrence at the river Du
Loup and Lake Temiscouata have the character, so well described by Elie de Beaumont, of mountains elevated by some internal force.
To the eastward of Lake Temiscouata, on the other hand, the country has the aspect
of having once been a table-land, elevated on the average about r,700 feet above the
level of the sea, and of having been washed by some mighty flood, which, wearing
away_ the soft~r ro~ks, had cut it into 'valleys, forming a complex system incapabl~
of being descnlx.:d m words and only to be understood by inspection of a map.
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2.-COMPARISON OF THE ELEVATIONS OF THE BOUNDARY LINE CLAIMED BY THE
UNITED STATES WITH THOSE OF THE '' AXIS OF MAXIMUM ELEVATION'' OF
MESSRS. FEATHERSTONHAUGH AND MUDGE.

For the purpose of exhibiting the relative claims of the two lines to the exclusive
epithet of" the highlands" in the most clear and definite manner, each of them will
be considered as divided into three portions, which will be contrasted with each
other by pairs. The :first portion of each of the lines is that which lies nearest to
the point of bifurcation; the residue of the American line is divided at the source
of the Ouelle; the remainder of the line of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge
at that of the Aroostook. Metjarmette portage is taken as the point of bifurcation,
whence waters run to the Penobscot, the St. John, and the St. Lawrence.
On the American line from the Metjarmette portage to Lake EtcheminThe maximum height is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The minimum height is..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Feet.
1, 718
1, 218

The minimum measured height is that of Lake Etchemin, which is lower than
the actual source of that stream, and whose omission as not upon the dividing ridge
would make the minimum greater. This height was determined by the parties of
A. Talcott, esq., by two distinct and separate sets of ob~ervations, one of which was
continued hourly for several days; and no doubt can exist that it is as accurate a
measure as the barometer is capable of affording. In the report of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge this height is set dbwn as no more than 957 feet, but it is
determined from a single observation. That it is erroneous must be considered as
demonstrated. In the map presented by those gentlemen they have made use of
this erroneous determination for a purpose which, even were it correct, would not
be warranted, for they on its authority leave out all the symbols by which heights
are represented, and substitute therefor a dotted line with the inscription '' Fictitious
hills of Mr. Burnham's map." The actual character of this part of the American
line is an undulating country.
On the line of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge between the Metjarmette ·
portage and the Cocumgamoc MountainsThe maximum elevation is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The minimum elevation is.,...................................................

Feet.
2, 302

987

This part of the line of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge derives its app;:irent
advantage from the fact that it crosses the summit and occupies the eastern slope of
the highlands claimed by the United States. Notwithstanding this, the difference
in their elevation is not such as to give it any Q.ecided superiority in its highland
character.
On the American line from Lake Etchemin to the river OuelleThe maximum height is..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The minimum height is............................................ ...... . ... ..
On the line of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge from the Cocumgamoc
Mountains to the head waters of the AroostookThe piaximum height is . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The minimum height is. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Feet.
2, 854
1, 3o6

1 , 2 68

88o

On the parts of the line thus contrasted the maximum height of that claimed by
Great Britain is less elevated than the lowest gap of that claimed by the United
States.
On the third portion of the American line:
From the head of the Ouelle to the Temiscouata portageThe maximum height is .................................................. .. . .
The minimum height is ................. .. .......... . ............. .......... .
From the point where the line first crosses the Temiscouata portage to Mount
l'aradis-

The maximum height is . . ... . . .. . ... .. . . .. .. ............................. .
The minimum h e ight is ...... . .......... ... .... .... . ............. . ...... . .

Feet.
2,231

853
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On the third portion of the American line (continued):
From the Temiscouata portage to the head of the AbagusquashThe maximum height is ............. ... .. ...... .. ........................... .
The minimum height is ..................................................... .
From Abagusquash to the Rimouski LakeThe maximum height is ..................................................... .
The minimum height is ...................................... .. .... . .... .. .. .
From the Rimouski Lake to the northwest angle.
The maximum height is .... ................... .... .... .. .... .. ............ . . .
The minimum height is ........................... ......... .. ............ ... .
The greatest elevation of the whole of the third part of the Am,erican line,
therefore, is . . ................................................................. .. . .
The minimum is ........................................................ . ... ....... .
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Feet.
1,510
676
I,

824
651

I, 841
014

I,

2,231

651

The termination of the exploring meridian line falls into this part of the American
line. Its height of r,519 feet was determined by two separate observations, compared
with others taken on Lake Johnson. The height of the latter was calculated at r ,007
feet from a series of observations continued for seventeen days, and is be~ieved to be
qs accurate as the method of the barometer is susceptible of.
This height of the termination of tha'.: line is estimated by J.V[essrs . .Featherstonhaugh and Mudge at no more than 388 feet, and that of the lake at no more than
363. In this estimate they reject the indications of their own barometers, because
the results of them would have contradicted the previous impressions which seem to
have governed all their operations, viz, that the point claimed by the United States
as the northwest angle of Nova Scotia is not in an elevated region of country.*
On the third part of the British line from the sources of the Aroostook to the
Grand Falls of the St. John no height is r~ported as measured by the British commissioners which exceeds r,050 feet, while the greatest height on their profile is r,150
feet. The minimum height on their profile, excluding the Aroostook at its mouth
and its intersection with the meridian line, is 243 feet, and the mean of the numbers
entered by them both on their map and profile is 665 feet.
It will therefore appear that if the profile of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge
be correct the lowest gap on the third part of the American line is about as high as
the mean elevation of the part of the British line with which it is compared.
The line claimed by the United States therefore possesses throughout in a preeminent degree the· highland character according to the sense at one time contended •
for in the argument of Great Britain, and is, to use the term of the British commisflioners , "the axis of maximum elevation," the mean of all the heights measured
npon it being r ,459 feet, while that of those measured on the line of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge is no more than r,085 feet.
It is regretted that the computations of the barometric and other observations for
the determination of the heights of that portion of the country between the valley
of the St. John and the sources of the Aroostook, explored by the division of Major
Graham, could not be completed in time to be made use of for this report in the
description of that portion of the line claimed for Great Britain by Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge. This delay has been solely caused by a want of reasonable
time to complete this portion of the work, the commissioner having direction of the
division charged with it having only returned from the field in the month of January.
Sufficient information is known, however, to have been derived from those surveys to justify the assertion that, instead of the strongly marked range of highlands
represented by the British commissioners as constituting a part of their '' axis of
*A continuous line of leveling was carried by one of the parties of Major Graham's division,
by means of two spirit levels checking one another, from tide water at Calais, in Maine, to the
monument at the source of the St. Croix, and thence along the true meridian line to its intersection with the river St. John. The surface of the St. John at this point of intersection was thus
found to be 419½ feet above the level of mean tide at Calais. The basin of the river immediately
above the Grand Falls may be stated as of . the same elevation in round numbers, as there is very
little current in the river between those two points,
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maximum elevation ," the country in the vicinity of the Aroostook lying between its
sources and the valley of the St. John is devoid of the character they have attributed
to it. When properly represented upon a map it will appear as an extended undulating surface of moderate elevation above the level of the Aroostook River, sparsely
interspersed with occasional detached elevations rising to heights of 6oo to 900 and
1,400 feet above the level of the sea, but forming no continuous or connected chain
whatever in the direction represented by the British commissioners, or that could be
construed-into the character of highlands such as are described in the treaty of 1783. *
·In addition to the surveys upon the boundary line claimed by the United States,
an exploring line was run under the direction of Professor Renwick, as is more particularly described in Appendix · No. r. This line extended to an eminence on the
eastern side of Lake Matapediac, elevated 1,743 feet above the level of the sea. The
views obtained from this eminence established the fact that a chain of highlands
extended thence to the north shore of the Bay des Chaleurs. . They are believed to
terminate in an eminence, which from its imposing appearance has been called by
the Scotch settlers at its foot Ben Lomond. This was measured during the operations of the summer of 1840, and found to rise from the tide of the bay to the height
of 1,024 feet. This exploring line, coupled with the more accurate surveys, appears
to establish the fact of the existence of a continuous chain of eminences entitled to
*NoTE.-Since the above w a s written Major Graham's map and the computations of the barometric heights above alluded to have been completed.
This map exhibits in the ir proper posit ions the n\lmerous altitudes which were determined
throughout the country water ed by the Aroostook and its principal tributaries, extending laterally
to the heights which boun d t he basin of that river on either side; along the due west line traced
in the year 1835 by Capt ain Yule, of the royal e n gi neers, between Mars Hill and a .-point near the
forks of the Great Machias River; along a nd in the vicinity of the road recently opened by the State
of Maine from Lewis's (a point in latitude 46° 12' 20", between the head branches of the Meduxnikeag and the Masar dis or St. Croix of the Aroostook) to the mouth of Fish River, in latitude
47° 15' 13", being a distance, a ctua lly m ea sured, of 79 miles; and along the new military road, embracing 40½ miles of the distance from F ort F airfield to Houlton and including the adjacent heights
on either side.
The number of elevations w ith in the t erritory watered by the Aroostook and claimed by Great
Britain that have thus been car efully measured amounts to upward of 200.
This survey shows that a lthough the p rom inent eminences which occur ·along that portion of
the "axis of maximum elevation " of Messr s. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh which lies between
the mouth and the source of t h e Aroostook correspond very nearly in height and position by our
measurements with those reported by the m selves, yet these eminences are separated one from
~mother by spaces of comparatively low a n d very often swampy country, so extended as to preclude the idea of a continuous range of h ighla nqs in the direction represented upon the map of
those commissioners.
If a r,ange or chain of highlands is to be made to appear by drawing a strongly marked line
over widely extended valleys or districts of comparatively low country so as to reach and connect
the most prominent eminences w h ich may fall within the assumed direction, then such a range
or chain of highlands may here be made a s plausibly in any other direction as in that chosen by
Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhau g h , fo r the detached elevated peaks are so distributed as under
such a principle to favor any one direction as much as another, and might thus be made to subserve
in an equa l degree whatever conflicting theories the object in view might cause to be originated.
We may also refer, in further illustr ation of the character of the country through which a portion of this pretended "axis of maximum eleva tion" is made to pass, to a panorama view takeJJ
in October, 1841, by one of Major Graham's a ssistants from the summit of Blue Hill, where cross~
by the true meridian of the monument, at t he source of the St. Croix. This position is 1,100 feet
above the level of the sea and 47½ m iles north of the monument. It comma nds a most satisfactory
view of the whole country embraced w ithin a radius of 40 to 6o miles, including, as the landscape
shows, Parks Hill to the south; Katahdin, t he T raveller , a nd Mars Hill to the southwest; Quaquajo,
the Horseback, the Haystack, and one or t w o peaks b eyond the Aroostook to the west; the heights
upon the Fish Rive r and the southern margin of t he Eagle Lakes to t h e northw est, and those south
of the St. John (except a small angle obstructed by the Aroos took Hill) to the north.
The character of the great basin of t he Aroostook, dotted with the d eta ched p eaks which rise
abruptly from it at intervals of many miles apa r t, is he re exhibited through at least two-thirds of
its extent in so satisfactory a manner as in itself to p r eclude the idea o f a n "axis of maximum
elevation" composed of anything like a conn ected or continuous chain in this region of ~ountry.
MAY 1, 18.µ .
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the epithet of highlands from the north shore. of the Bay des Chaleurs at its western
extremity to the sources of the Connecticut River. Returning from the latter point,
they exhibit the aspect of well-marked ranges of mountains as far as the sources of
the Metjarmette. Thence to the sources of the Etchemin extends an undulating
country whose mean height is r,300 or r,500 feet above the level of the sea. The
boundary line is thence prolonged to the Temiscouata portage over well-defined
ridges to the eastern side of Lake Temiscouata. At the sources of two of the streams
which run into this lake the minimum ,h eights of 65r feet and 676 feet have been
observed.
With these exceptions, the sources of the streams which rise to the north of the
Temiscouata portage and between the lake of that name and Lake Matapediac average more than
feet above the level of the sea. For the purpose of describing
this portion of the line claimed by the United States, we may take this height of
9(X) feet as the elevation of a horizontal plane or base.
On this are raised knolls,
eminences, and short ridges whose heights above this assumed base vary from 300
to r,300 feet. The more elevated of these are universally designated by the hunters
who occasionally visit the country and the lumberers who search it for timber as
mountains clothed to the summit with wood, which, in consequence of the rigor of
the climate, attains but a feeble growth. They have an aspect of much greater altitude than they in reality possess, but their character as highlands is indisputable.
This term, which the first English visitors ascribed without hesitation to the hills
of New Jersey,* whose altitude is about 300 feet above the level of the sea, is much
better merited by a group of eminences rising from 300 to r ,300 feet above a base
itself 900 feet in height, and which exceed in elevation the well-known highlands
of the Hudson River.
Not to rest merely on instances drawn from the language of those of English birth
who first settled or traded on the coast of the present United States, there are in the
:immediate vicinity of the region in question a range of eminences the highest of
which is no more than r,206 feet above the level of the sea. These, on the authority
of a distinguished officer of Her Britannic Majesty's navy, tare named the "highlands of Bic," and have long been thus known by all the navigators of the St. Lawrence who use the English tongue.
To sum up the results of the field operations of the commissioners:
( r) The meridian has been traced by astronomic observations from the monument,
"i!stablished by the consent of both nations in 1798, at the source of the St. Croix
to a point 4 miles beyond the left bank of the St. John in the neighborhood of the
Grand Falls. In the course of this not only has no highland dividing waters which
run into the St. Lawrence from those which run into the Atlantic been reached, but
no common source or reservoir of two streams running in opposite directions.t No
place has, therefore, been found which by any construction proposed or attempted to
be put on the words of the treaty of 1783 can be considered as the northwest angle
of Nova Scotia. This point must, in consequence, lie in the further prolongation of
the meridian line to the north.
( 2) The streams whose·title to the name of the northwesternmost head of the Connecticut River is in dispute have been explored, and the line of the highlands has
been traced from their sources to the point at which the lines respectively claimed
by the two nations diverge from each other.
(3) The line claimed by Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge, on the part of
Great Britain, has been in a great measure explored.
·

900

*The highlands of Neversink.

t Captain Byfield.
t The levelings carried along this meridian line

by means of spirit levels, alluded to in the note
at bottom of page 121, passed Mars Hill at a depTession of 12 feet below the level of the base of the
mo1;1ument which stands ( except at seasons of extreme drought) in the water at the source of the St.
Crou-
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(4) The line of highlands claimed by the United States has, with some small
exceptions, been thoroughly examined, and its prolongation as far as the north shore
of the Bay of Chaleurs reconnoitered. The parts of the line which have not been
actually reached have been seen from a distance, and streams flowing from them
crossed and leveled. From the former indication it is probable that the average
height of those parts exceeds that of the neighboring parts of the line. From the
heights of the streams it is certain that the lowest gaps in the unexplored portion of
the line can not be less elevated than 1,000 feet above the level of the sea.
That · part of this line of highlands which lies east of the sources of the Rimouski
fulfills to the letter the words of th·e royal proclamation of 1763 and the contemporaneous commission of Governor 'Wilmot. The first of those instruments defines the
mouth of the river St. Lawrence by a line drawn from Cape Rozier to the St. John
River ( on the Labrador coast), and therefore all to the eastward of that line is "the
sea.'' The height of land thus traced by the commission, rising from the north
shore of the Bay des Chaleurs at its western extremity, divides waters which fall
into the river St. Lawrence from those which fall into the sea, and is the southern
boundary of the Province established by the proclamation of 1763 under the name
of Quebec. The identity of the line defined in the proclamation of 1763 and the
boundary of the United States in the treaty of 1783 has been uniformly maintained
on the part of the United States, and is not merely admitted but strenuously argued
for in the report of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge.
'.I,'he undersigned therefore report that they have explored and in a great measure
surveyed and leveled a line of highlands in which the northwest angle of Nova
Scotia lies, and which in their opinion is the true boundary between the States of
Maine and New Hampshire and the British Provinces.
IL-EXAMINATION OF TH:B; ARGUMENT CONTAINED IN THE REPORT OF MESSRS.
MUDGE AND FEATHERSTONHAUGH.

The progress which has been made in the first portion of the duties of the commissioners has been set forth in the preceding part of this report.
Although, as will be there seen, the task of running the meridian line of the monument marking the source of the St. Croix and of exploring and surveying the lines of
highlands respectively claimed by the Governments of the United States and Great
Britain has not been completed, yet enough has been done to furnish materials for
an examination of the argument preferred by Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh
in support of the novel form in which the claim of Great Britain has been presented
by them.
In the surveys made by direction of the commissioners under the fifth article of the
treaty of Ghent the difficult character of the country had prevented any other method
of exploration than that of ascending rivers to their sources. It was believed on the
part of the United States that the determination of the position of these sources was
sufficient for the demarcation of the line of highlands in relation to which the controversy exists, and no attempt was made to meet the British argument by the exhibition of the fact that the lines joining these sources run in some cases along ridges
and in other cases pass over elevations to which in any sense of the term the epithet
of" highlands" may be justly applied. The denial of this mode of determining the
line of highlands by Great Britain has made it important that both the lines claimed
by Great Britain and by the United States should be explored and leveled-a task
which until recently had not been attempted on either part. The examination of
the lines claimed by the two nations, respectively, has been in a great measure accomplished, as will be seen from the reports of the field operations of the commission ,
while such of these determinations as have a direct bearing on the argument will be
cited in their proper place in this report.
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It is to be regretted that the document now under consideration exhibits many
instances of an unfriendly spirit. Charges of direct and implied fraud are made, and
languageis used throughout that is irritating and insuiting. It is fondly hoped that
these passages do not express the sentiments of the British nation, as in a state of
feeling such as this report indicates little hope could be entertained of an amicable
adjustment of this question. Any inference to be drawn from the language of the
report under consideration is contradicted by the official declarations of the British
Government, and may therefore be considered as the individual act of the authors,
not as the deliberate voice of the nation by which they were employed.
It might have been easy to have retorted similar charges, and thus have excited
in the Government of Great Britain feelings of irritation similar to those which per·
vaded the whole. population of the United States on the reception of that report.
While, however, it is due to the honor of the United States to declare that no desire
of undue aggrandizement has been felt, no claim advanced beyond what a strict
construction of their rights will warrant, it is trusted that the pretensions of Great
Britain, however unfounded in fact or principle, have been advanced with a like
di'Sregard to mere e~ension of territory, and urged with the same good faith which
has uniformly characterized the proceedings of the United States.
It is not to be wondered that the claims of Great Britain have been urged with the
utmost pertinacity and supported by every possible form of arg;ument. The territory
in question is of great value to her, by covering the only mode of communication
which can exist for nearly six months in the year, not only between two valuable
colonies, but between the most important of all her possessions and the mother
·country. The time is not long past when the use of this very communication was
not an unimportant part of the means by which that colony was restrained from an
attempt to assert its independence. It is not, therefore, surprising that the feelings
of British statesmen and of those who desired to win their favor have been more
obvious in the several arguments which have appeared on that side of the question
than a sober view of the true principles, on which alone a correct opinion of the case
can be founded.
To the United States in their collective capacity the territory in dispute is, on the
other hand, of comparatively little moment. No other desire is felt throughout
the ·greater part of the Union than that the question should be settled ·upon just
principles. No regret could, therefc-:e, be widely felt if it should be satisfactorily
shown that the title of Great Britain to this region is indisputable. But should it
be shown, as is beyond all question the fact, that the title is in truth in the United
States, national honor forbids that this title should be abandoned. To the States of
Maine and Massachusetts, who are the joint proprietors of the unseated lands, the
territory is of a certain importance from the value of the land and timber, and to
the latter, within whose jurisdiction it falls, as a future means of increasing her
relative importance in the Union, and ·a just and proper feeling on the part of their
sister States must prevent their yielding to any unfounded claim or the surrender of
any territory to which a title can be established without an equivalent satisfactory to
those States.
To show the basis on which the title restsIt is maintained on the part of the United States that the territory they held on
the continent of North America prior to the purchase of Louisiana and the Floridas
was possessed by a title derived from their own Declaration of Independence on
the 4th of July, 1776, the assertion of that independence in a succe~ful war, and its
acknowledgment by Great Britain as a preliminary to any negotiation for a treaty
of peace. It is admitted on the part of Great Britain that a territory designated by
certain.limits was granted to the United States in the treaty of 1783. As a matter
of national pride, the question whether the territory of the original United States
was held by the right of war or by virtue of a grant from the British Crown is not
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unimportant; as a basis of title it has not the least bearing on the subject. From
the date of the treaty of 1783 all pretensions of the British Crown to jurisdiction or
property within the limits prescribed by the provisions of that instrument ceased,
and when a war arose in 1812 between the two nations it was terminated by the
treaty of Ghent, in which the original boundaries were confirmed and acknowledged
on both sides.
The treaty of 1783, therefore, is, in reference to this territory, the only instrument
of binding force upon the two parties; nor can any other document be with propriety brought forward in the discussion except for the purpose of explaining and
rendering definite such of the provisions of that treaty as are obscure or apparently
uncertain.
The desire of full and ample illustration, which has actuated both parties, has led
to the search among neglected archives for documents almost innumerable, and
their force and bearing upon the question have been exhibited in arguments of great
ability. Such has been the talent shown in this task of illustration and so copious
have been the materials employed for the purpose that the great and only important question, although never lost sight of by the writers themselves, has to the eye
of the casual observer been complet_ely hidden. In the report under consideration
this distinction between treaties of binding force and documents intended for mere
illustration has not been regarded, and the vague as well as obviously inaccurate
delineations of a French or a Venetian map maker are gravely held forth as of equal
value for a basis of argument as the solemn and ratified acts of the two nations.
In pursuance of this desire of illustration, every known document which could in
any form support either claim has been advanced and set forth in the statements laid
before His Majesty the King of the Netherlands when acting as umpire under the
fifth article of the treaty of Ghent. If not yet given entire to the public,* they are
in the possession of both Governments in a printed form, together with the opinion of
the arbiter in respect to them; and although it is necessary that the arguments then
adduced in favor of the American, claim should be in part repeated, and although ·
new illustrations of the correctness of that argument have since been brought to
light, the present document will be confined as closely as possible to the provisions
of the treaty itself, and will adduce no more of illustration than is barely sufficient
to render the terms of that treaty certain and definite.
The boundaries of the United States are described in the treaty of 1783 in the
following words: t
''And that all disputes which might arise in future on the subject of the boundaries
of the said United States may be prevented it is hereby agreed and declared that the
following are and shall be their boundaries, viz: From the northwest angle of Nova
Scotia, viz, that angle which is formed by a line drawn due north from the source of
St. Croix River to the highlands; along the said highlands which divide those rivers
that empty tltemselves into the river St. Lawrence from those which fall into the
Atlantic Ocean to the northwestermnost head of Connecticut River; thence down
along the middle of that river to the forty-fifth degree of north latitude; from thence
by a line due west on said latitude until it strikes the river Iroquois, or Cataraquy;
thence along the middle of said river into Lake Ontario; through the middle of said
lake until it strikes the communication by water between that lake and Lake Erie;
thence along the middle of said communication into Lake Erie through the middle
of said lake until it arrives at the water communication between that lake and Lake
Huron; thence along the middle of said water communication into the Lake Huron;
thence through the middle of said lake to the water communication between that
0

*A considerable part of the papers, together with the argument, bas been published by Mr. Gallatin in his Right of the United States to the Northeastern Boundary. New York, 1840. 8 vo.
pp. 18o.
t The words here appearing in italics are not italicized in the original treaty,
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lake and Lake Superior; thence through Lake Superior northward of the Isles Royai
and Phelipeaux to the Long Lake; thence through the middle of said Long Lake and
the water communication between it and the Lake of the Woods to the said Lake of
the Woods; thence through the said lake to the most . northwestern point thereof1
and from thence on a due west course to the river Mississippi; thence by a line to be
drawn along the middle of the said river Mississippi until it shall intersect the northernmost part of the thirty-first degree of north latitude; south by a line to be drawn
due east from the determination of the line last mentioned in the latitude of 31°
north of the equator to the middle of the river Apalachicola, or Catahouche; thence
along the middle thereof to its junction with the Flint River; thence straight to the
head of St..Marys River, and thence down along the middle of St. Marys River to
the Atlantic Ocean; east by a line to be drawn along the middle of the river St. Croix
from its mouth in the Bay of Fundy to its source and from its source directly north
to the aforesaid highlands which divide the rivers that fall into the Atlantic Ocean
from those which fall into the river St. Lawrence; comprehending ali islands within
20 leagues of any part of the shores of the United States and lying between lines ·
to be drawn due east from the points where the aforesaid boundaries between Nova
Scotia on the one part and East Florida on the other shall respectively touch the Bay
of Fundy and the Atlantic Ocean, excepting such islands as now are or heretofore
have been within the limits of the said Province of Nova Scotia."
So far as the present question is concerned, five points of discussion are presented
by this article of the treaty of 1783:
I. What stream is to be understood by the name of the river St. Croix?
II. The determination of the line due north from the source of that river.
III. What is the position of the northwest angle of Nova Scotia?
IV. The delineation of the line passing through the highlands from that angle to
the northwest head of Connecticut River.
V. What is to be considered as the northwestern head of Connecticut River?
I.-RlVER ST. CROIX.

Doubts in respect to the particular river intended to be understood by the name of
the St. Croix having arisen, an article was inserted in the treaty of commerce signed
in London in November, 1794, by Lord Grenville on the part of Great Britain and by
John Jay on the part of the United States.* This article, the fifth of that treaty, provided for the appointment of a joint commission with full powers to decide that question. This commission was constituted in conformity, and the award was accepted
by both Governments. t The river designated in this award became thenceforth the
true St. Croi~, however erroneous may have been the grounds on which it was
decided so to be. When, therefore, in the fourth article of the treaty of Ghent it is
declared that the due north line from the source of the St. Croix has not been surveyed, and when in this and the other articles of the same treaty all other uncertain
parts of the boundary are recited, the validity of the decision of the commissioner~
under the fifth article of Jay's treaty is virtually acknowledged. Nay, more; the
acknowledgment is completed by the stipulation in the second article of the treaty
of Ghent that "all territory, places, and possessions taken by either party during
the war," with certain exceptions, shall be forthwith restored to their previous
possessors.t The only exceptions are the islands in Passamaquoddy Bay; and had
it been believed that any uncertainty in respect to the adjacent territory existed
it would not have been neglected. Nay, more; all the settlements lying within the
line claimed by Great Britain before the commission created by the treaty of 1794
had been taken, and were in her actual possession at the time the treaty of Ghent
took effect, and were forthwith restored. to the jurisdiction of the United States.
"'See Note l, pp.

141 1 142.

tSee Note

n, p.

142.

I See Note III, pp.
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When, also, it became necessary to proceed to the investigation of the second point
of the discussion, the agents and surveyors of bot h parties proceeded as a matter of
course to the point marked in 1798 as the source of the St. Croix .* This point is
therefore fixed and established beyond the possibility of cavil,. and the faith of both
Governments is pledged that it shall not be disturbed.
II.-DUE NORTH LINE FROM THE SOURCE OF THE ST . CROIX.

The treaty of 1783 provides that the boundary from the source of the St. Croix
shall be drawn ''directly north.'' In relation to this expr ession no possible doubt can
arise. It is neither susceptible of more than a single meaning nor does it require
illustration from any extrinsic source. The undersigned, therefore, do not consider
that so much of the argument of Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonh augh as attempts to
sbow that this line ought to be drawn in any other direction than due north requires
any reply on the part of the United States. Admitting that the words h ad been originally used as a mistranslation of terms in the Latin grant of James I to Sir William
Alexander, the misconception was equally shared by both parties to ·the treaty of
1783; and it will be shown hereafter that this misconc;eption, if any, h ad its origin
in British official papers. Were it capable of proof beyond all possibility of denial
that the limit of the grant to Sir William Alexander was intended to be a line drawn
toward the northwest instead of the north it would not affect the question. So far
as that grant was used by American negotiators to illustrate the position of the northwest angle of Nova Scotia it would have failed to fulfill the object, but such failure
in illustration does not involve the nullity of the treaty itself.
That the translation which has hitherto been universally received as correct of the
terms in the grant to Sir William Alexander is the true one, and that the new construction which is now attempted to be put upon it is inaccurate, will be shown in
another place,t where will also be exhibited an error committed in rendering t he
sense of another part of that instrument. The consideration of the correctness or
incorrectness of the several translations can form no part of the present argument.
While, therefore, it is denied that Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh have succeeded in showing that the grant to Sir William Alexander has been mistranslated,
it is maintained that an error in the translation of this document can have no effect
in setting aside the simple and positive terms of the treaty of 1783. That treaty
and its confirmation in the treaty of Ghent must be admitted to be null and void
before that line can be drawn in any other direction than "due north."
III.-NORTHWEST ANGLE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

The term northwest angle of Nova Scotia was used in the secret instructions of
Congress and is adopted in the treaty of 1783. In the instructions it is named without any explanation, as if it were a point perfectly well known. In one sense it
was so, for although it never had been marked by a monument, nor perhaps visitetl
by the foot of man, its position could be laid down upon a map; nay, was so on
many existing maps, and the directions for finding it on the ground were clear and
explicit. These directions are to be found in the royal prodamation of October, 1763,
and in the commission to Montague Wilmot, go1,.ernor of Nova Scotia, of cotemporaneo-qs date. Any uncertainty in regard to the position of this angle which may
have existed in relation to the meaning of the first of these instruments is removed
by the act of Parliament of 1774, commonly called the Quebec act.
Before citing these instruments it will be proper to refer to the circumstances
under which the two first were issued.
Great Britain, after a successful war, found herself in possession of the whole
• See Note IV, p. 43,

tSee Note V, pp. 143-147,
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eastern side of the continent of North America. So much of this as lay to the south
of the St. Lawrence arid the forty-fifth parallel of north latitude had been previously
made the subject of charters from the British Crown under a claim of right from
priority of discovery.* The possession of this wide tract was not uncontested, and
various other European nations had attempted to found settlements within the limits
of the British charters. In such cases it was held as a matter of law that where the
occupation or defense of the territory granted had been neglected the right had
ceased, and the country, when recovered by conquest or restored by :reaty, was again .
vested in the Crown, to be made the subject of new grants or governed as a royal ,
colony. Thus, when the settlements made by the Dutch and Swedes, which by
the fortune of war had become wholly vested in Holland, were reduced, the Crown
exercised its rights by conveying them to the Duke of York, although covered in a
great part, if not wholly, by previous charters; a11d when these countries were again
occupied by the Dutch and restored by the treaty of Breda it was thought necessary
that the title of the Duke of York should be restored by a fresh grant. In both of
these charters to that prince was included the Province of Sagadahock, within whose
chartered limits was comprised the territory at present in dispute. This Province,
-confined on the sea between the rivers St. Croix and Kennebec, had for its opposite
limits the St. Lawrence, or, as the grant expresses it, "extending from the river of
Kenebeque and so upward by the shortest course to the river Canada northward.''
The shortest course from the source of the Kennebec to the St. Lawrence is by the
present Kennebec road. This grant therefore covered the whole space along the St.
Lawrence from about the mouth of the Chaudiere Rivert to the eastern limit of the
grant to Sir William Alexander. By the accession of James II, or, as some maintain,
by the act of attainder, it matters not which, this Province reverted to the Crown,
and was by it granted, in r69r, to the colony of Massachusetts. In the same charter
Nova Scotia also was included. This has been called a w::r grant, as in fact it was,
and the colony of Massachusetts speedily availed themselves of it by conquering the
whole of the territory conveyed except the island of Cape Breton. The latter, too,
fell before the unassisted arms of the New England Provinces in 1745, at a time when
Great Britain was too deeply engaged in the contest of a civil war to give aid either
in money or in men to her transatlantic possessions.
The colony of Massachusetts, therefore, could not be charged with any want of
energy in asserting her chartered rights to the territory in question. It is, in fact,
due to her exertions that both Nova Scotia and New Brunswick came at s_o early a
period into the possession of the British Crown. In 1654 the French settlements as
. far as Port Royal, at the head of the Bay of Fundy, were reduced by Major Sedgwick,
but by the treaty of Breda they were restored to France.
In 1690 Sir William Phips, governor tf Massachusetts, with a force of 700 men,
raised in that colony, again conquered the country, and although on his return the
French dislodged the garrison possession was forthwith resumed by an expedition
under Colonel Church. Acadie, however, or Nova Scotia, was ceded again to France
by the treaty of Ryswick. After several spirited but unsuccessful attempts during
the War of the Succession, General Nicholson, with a force of five regiments, four of
which were levied in Massachusetts, reduced Port Royal, and by its capitulation the
present Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick were permanently annexed
to the British Crown.:j: Finally the militia of Massachusetts, during the War of
1776, took possession of the territory, and occupied it until the date of the treaty of
* Sebastian Cabot, in the employ of Henry VII, discovered the c_o ntinent of North America 24th
June, 1497, and explored it from Hudsons Bay to Florida in 1498. Columbus discovered South
America rst August, 1498, while the voyage of Vespucci, whose name has been given to th:! cont1nent1 was not performed until 1499.-HUMBOLDT.
t See Note VI, p. 147.
tHaliburton's History, Vol. I, pp. 83-87.
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1783. This occupation was not limjted by the St. Croix, or even by the St. John, but
included the whole of the southern part of New Brunswick, while the peninsula of
Nova Scotia was only preserved to Great Britain by the fortification of the isthmus
which unites it to the mainland.*
The recession of Acadie, or Nova Scotia, to France by the treaty of Ryswick divested Massachusetts only of the territory granted her in the charter of 1691 under
the latter name. Her war title to Sagadahock was confirmed by a conquest with her
own unaided arms; and even the cession of Nova Scotia was a manifest injustice to
her, as she was at the moment in full possession of it. It, however, suited the purpose of Great Britain to barter this part of the conquest of that colony for objects of
more immediate interest.
Admitting that England did convey a part or the whole of Sagadahock to France
under the vague name of Acadie or Nova Scotia, t the conquest by Massachusetts in
x7ro renewed her rights to this much at least, and although the Crown appropriated
to itself the lion's share of the spoils by making Nova Scotia a royal province, it did
not attempt to disturb her possession of Sagadahock. So far from so doing, the commission of the royal governors was limited to the west by the St. Croix, although
it was stated in a saving clause that the Province of Nova Scotia extended of right
to the Penobscot. From that time until the breaking out of the Revolutionary War,
a space of more than sixty years, the Province of Sagadahock was left in the undisturbed possession of Massachusetts under the charter of 1691.
In defiance of this charter the French proceeded to occupy the right bank of
the St. Lawrence, which at the time of the capture of Quebec and the cession in the
treaty of 1763 was partially held by settlements of Canadians. The Crown therefore acted upon the principle that the right of Massachusetts to the right bank of
the St. Lawrence had thus become void, and proceeded by proclamation to form the
possessions of France on both banks of the St. Lawrence into a royal colony under
the name of the Province of Quebec.
This was not done without a decided opposition on the part of Massachusetts, but
any decision in respect to her claims was rendered needless by the breaking out of
the War of Independence. It is only proper to remark that this opposition was in
fact made and that her claim to the right bank of the St. ,Lawrence was only abandoned by the treaty of 1783. The country of which it was intended to divest her
by the proclamation of 1763 is described in a letter of her agent, Mr. Mauduit, to
the general court of that colony as "the narrow tract of land which lies beyond
the sources of all your rivers and is watered by those which run into the St. Lawrence.''
It is assigned by him as a reason why the Province of Massachusetts should assent
to the boundary assigned to the Province -◊f Quebec by the proclamation that" it
would not be of any great consequence to you" (Massachusetts), "but is absolutely
necessary to the Crown to preserve the continuity of the Province of Quebec." The
part of the Province of Quebec whose continuity with the rest of that colony was to
be preserved is evidently the district of Gaspe, of which Nova Scotia, a royal colony,
was divested by the same proclamation. For this continuity no more was necessary
than a road along the St. Lawrence itself, and the reason would have been absurd if
applied to any count!]' lying beyond the streams which fall into that river, for up
to the present day no communication between parts of Canada exists through any
part of the disputed territory. The narrow territory thus advised to be relinquished
extends, according to the views of Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh, from the
Great Falls of the St. John to Quebec, a distance in a straight line of 16o miles. It
has a figure not far from triangular, of which this line is the perpendicular and the
shore of the St. Lawrence from the Chaudiere to the Metis the base. It contains
about 16,000 square miles. It would have been a perversion of language in Mr.
* Haliburton's History, Vol. l, pp. 244-289.
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Mauduit to describe this to his employers as a narrow tract. But the space whose
cession he really intended to advise is in every sense a narrow tract, for its length
along the St. Lawrence is about 200 miles, and its average breadth to the sources of
the streams 30. It contains 6,000 square miles, and is described by him in a manner
that leaves no question as to its extent being '' watered by streams'' which '' run into
the St. Lawrence.'' It therefore did not include any country watered by streams
which run into the St. John.
It is believed that this is the first instance in which the term narrow has evet
been applied to a triangle almost right angled and nearly isosceles, and it is not a
little remarkable that this very expression was relied upon in the statement to the
King of the Netherlands as one of the strongest proofs of the justice of the American
claim.
·
Admitting, however, for the sake of argument, that the Crown did demand this
territory, and that the mere advice of an agent without powers was binding on Massachusetts, the fact would have no direct bearing upon the point under consideration. The relinquishment by Massachusetts of the whole of the territory west of
the meridian of the St. Croix would not have changed the position of the northwest
angle of Nova Scotia, nor the title of the United States collectively under the treaty
of 1783 to a boundary to be drawn from that angle, however it might have affected
the right of property of that State to the lands within it.
And here it is to be remarked that the Government of the United States is twofold-that of the individual States and that of the Federal Union. It would be
possible, therefore, that all right of property in unseated lands within a State's jurisdiction might be in the General Government, and this is in fact the case in all the
new States. Even had Massachusetts divested herself of the title ( which she has
not) the treaty of 1783 would have vested it in the Confederation. She had at least
a color of title, under which the Confederation claimed to the boundaries of Nova
Scotia on the east and to the southern limits of the Province of Quebec on the north,
and this claim was allowed by Great Britain in the treaty of 1783 in terms which are
at least admitted to be identical in meaning with those of the proclamation creating
the latter Province. -l<·
To illustrate the subject further:
Of the seventeen British colonies in North America, thirteen succeeded in asserting
their independence; the two Floridas were conquered and ceded to Spain; while of
her magnificent American domain only Quebec and Nova Scotia were left to Great
Britain. The thirteen colonies, now independent States, claimed all that part of the
continent to the eastward of the Mississippi and north of the bounds of Florida which
was not contained within the limits of the last-named colonies, and this claim was
fully admitted by the boundary agreed to in the treaty of 1783. Within the limits
thus assigned it was well known that there were conflicting claims to parts which
had more than once been covered by royal charters; it was even possible that there
were portions of the wide territory the right to which was asserted by the United
States and admitted by Great Britain that had not been covered by any royal grant;
but the jurisdiction in respect to disputed rights and the title to land not conveyed
forever ceased to be in the British Crown-first by a successful assertion of independence in arms, and finally by the positive terms of a solemn treaty.
If it should be admitted, for argument's sake, that the claim of Massachusetts,
as inherited by the State of Maine, to the disputed territory is unfounded, it is a
circumstance that can not enter into a discussion between Great Britain and the
United States of America. Massachusetts did claim, under at least the color of a title,
not merely to '' the hig];ilands,'' but to the St. Lawrence itself, and the claim was
admitte~ as ~ar as the former by the treaty of 1783. If it should hereafter appear
that this claim can not be maintained, the territory which is not covered by her
* Report of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge, p. 6.
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title, if within the boundary of the treaty of 1783, can not revert to Great Britain,
which has ceded its rights to the thirteen -independent ,States, but to the latter in
their confederate capacity, and is thus the property of the whole Union. As well
might Great Britain set up a claim to the States of Alabama and Mississippi, which,
although claimed by the State of Georgia, were found not to be covered by its royal
charter, as to any part of the territory contained within the line defined by the treaty
of 1783, under pretense that the rights of Massachusetts are not indefeasible.
While, therefore, it is maintained that whether the title of Massachusetts be valid
or not is immaterial to the present question, it may be further urged that not even the
shadow of a pretense existed for di vesting her of her rights by the proclamation
of 1763, except to territory which by neglect she had permitted France to occupy.
On this point the French are the best authority, for it can not be pretended that
the Crown of England intended in forming the Province of Quebec to go beyond the
utmost limits of the claim of France to her colony of Canada. The assertions on
the part of France in the argument preceding the War of 1756 were:
First. That both banks of the St. Lawrence are included in Canada.
Second. That with the exception of Miscou and Cape Breton, her grants extended
IO leagues from the river.
Third. That the commissions of the governors of Canada in the most formal and
precise manner extended their jurisdiction to the sources of the rivers which discharge themselves into the St. Lawrence.
Now the distance of IO French leagues and that of the sources of the rivers, on au.
average, are nearly identical, and this narrow tract, of which alone the Crown could
with any shadow of justice assume the right of disposing, is that of which Massa•
chusetts was intended to be divested by the proclamation of 1763.
It was because Great Britain held that these claims on the part of France were too
extensive that the War of 1756 was waged. In this war at least one-half of the force
which under Wolfe took Louisburg and reduced Quebec, and under Amherst forced
the French armies in Canada to a capitulation, was raised and paid by the colonies.
The creation of the Province of Quebec, covering a part of their chartered limits, was
therefore a just subject of complaint.
The bounds assigned to the new Province of Quebec to the south by the proclamation of 7th October, 1763, are as follows:
'' The line, crossing the river St. Lawrence and the Lake Champ1ain in 45° of north
latitude, passes along the highlands which divide the rivers that. empty themselves
into the St. Lawrence from those which fall into the sea, and also along the north
coast of the Bay des Chaleurs and the Gulf of St. Lawrence to Cape Rosieres," etc.
In the same month of October, 1763, the limits of the royal Province of Nova
Scotia are fixed, in the commission to Governor Wilmot, on the west '' by the said
river St. Croix to its source, and by a line drawn due north from thence to the southern boundary of our Province of Quebec; to the· northward, by the same boundary,
as far as the western extremity of the Bay des Chaleurs."
Here, then, we find the first mention in an English dress of the line to be drawn
due north from the source of the St. Croix. There is no evidence that it was a
translation of the terms in the grant ~o Sir William Alexander, but if it were it was
made not by Americans, but by Englishmen; and not only made, but set forth under
the high authority of the royal sign manual and authenticated by the great seal
of the Unite<l. Kingdom of England and Scotland.
The due north line from the source of the St. Croix, meeting the south bounds of
~he Province of Quebec, forms two angles. One of these was the northeast angle
of the Province of Sagadahock; the other is the northwest angle of Nova Scotia. It
might be debated which of the streams that fall into Passamaquoddy Bay was the
true St. Croix, but such a question could be settled by reference to evidence, and
has been thus settled by the award of the commissioners under the fifth article of
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Jay's treaty. Among the many branches of a stream it. may for a mom~nt be doubted
which is to be considered as its principal source, but this can be ascertained by proper
methods, and it has been ascertained and marked with a monument by the same
commissioners. The tracing of a meridian line may be a difficult operation in practical surveying, but it can be effected by proper instruments and adequate skill, and
this task has in fact been performed by one of the present commissioners, after being
attempted by the surveyors under the :fifth article of the treaty of Ghent. The
hiahlands are defined in the commission of Governor Wilmot and the proclamati;n of 1763 beyond the possibility of doubt. They are on the north shore of the
Bay of Chaleurs as described in the one instrument, and on the western extremity
of that bay as described by the other. They can therefore be found, and they have
been found.
The Congress of 1779 and the framers of the treaty of 1783 were therefore warranted
in speaking of the northwest angle of Nova Scotia as if it were a known point. It
could have been laid down with precision on any good map; it could be discovered
by the use of adequate methods and the expenditure of a sufficient appropriation; it
was, in fact, as well known as the forty-fifth and thirty-second parallels of latitude,
which are named in the same article of the treaty, or as the boundaries of very many
of the States which had united in the Confederation. These were defined by the
course and sources of rivers-by parallels of latitude and circles of longitude, either
of indefinite extent or setting out from some prescribed point whose position was to
be determined. At the time of making these grants, as in the case before us, many
of the boundaries had never been visited by civilized men. Some of these lines had,
indeed, been sought and traced upon the ground in pursuance of orders from the
privy council of Great Britain or the high court of chancery, and the recollection of
the operation was fresh in the memory of both parties. Thus in 1750 it was ordered
by the latter tribunal that the boundary on the lower counties on the Delaware ( now
the State of that name) and the Province of Maryland should be marked out. The
boundary was an arc of a circle described around the town of Newcastle, with a given
radius, and a meridian line tangent thereto. This was a far more difficult operation
than to draw a meridian line from a given point, such as the source of a ri_v er. It
was thought in 1763 worthy of the attention of the :first assistant in the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, and the American Rittenhouse was associated with him. This
operation was not only of great contemporary fame, but is still quoted in English
books among the data whence we derive our knowledge of the magnitude and figure
of the earth. So also the same astronomer (Mason) had but a few years before the
\.Var of Independence commenced the tracing of a parallel of latitude from the former
line to the westward, thus marking the respective limits of Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and Virginia. With such examples before them the framers of the treaty of 1783
were warranted in considering the northwest angle of Nova Scotia as a point sufficiently definite to be made not merely one of the landmarks of the new nation, but
the corner at which the description of its boundaries should begin. It has been well
remarked by one of the commentators-i<· on the report of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh
and Mudge that if the treaty of 1783 be a grant the grantors are bound by rule of law
to mark out that corner of their own land whence the description of the grant commences. The British Government therefore ought, if it be, as it is maintained on its
part, a grant, to have traced the line of highlands dividing their Provinces of ·Nova
Scotia and Canada. Had this been done in conformity with the proclamation of 1763
and the commission to Governor Wilmot, the northwest angle of Nova Scotia would
be given by the trace of the meridian of the St. Croix. So far from doing this, the
question has been complicated by the denial that the boundaries defined 'in that
proclamation and in the treaty of 1783 were intended to be identical. The ·argument
on this point was so ingenious that the arbiter under'the fifth article of the treaty of

* lion. John Holmes, of Maittc:.
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Ghent did no~ consider the American case as made out,* and this doubt was the
principal ground on which his decision rested. It is therefore an earnest of a more
favorable state of feeling that the sophistry with which this fact had been veiled, at
least in part, is now withdrawn, and that the commission whose report is under consideration frankly admit this identity. t This admission being made, it is obvious
that the origin of the highlands of the treaty must be sought on the north shore
of the Bay des Chaleurs and at its western extremity, and it follows that the point
where this line of highlands is cut by the meridian of the monument at the source
of the St. Croix is the northwest angle of Nova Scotia of the treaty of 1783, and must
lie to the north of the Restigouche, or in the very spot claimed by the United States.
The British Government has not only failed in marking out the corner of their territory at which the boundary of the United States begins, but has in practice adopted
a very different point as the northwest angle of the Province of New Brunswick,
which now occupies the place of ancient Nova Scotia in its contiguity to the American lines. Up to the time of the discussion before the King of the Netherlands the
commissions of the governors of New Brunswick had been, so far as the western
and northern boundaries are concerned, copies of that t o Governor Wilmot. The
undersigned have no means of ascertaining when or h ow the form of these commis...
sions was changed, but it was found during the exploration of the country that the
jurisdiction of New Brunswick, limited at least to the north of the St. John by the
exploring meridian line, did not leave the Bay of Chaleurs at its western extremity
and follow thence the old bounds of the Province of Quebec. It, on the contrary,
was ascertained that it w:::s limited by the Restigouche as far as the confluence of its
southwestern branch, formerly known by the name of Chacodi, and thence followed
the latter up to the point where it is crossed by the exploring meridian line. On
all the territory thus severed from the ancient domain of Nova Scotia permits to cut
timber were found to have been issued by Canadian authorities, and the few settlers
derived their titles to land from the same source.
Although this demarcation involves a double deviaHon from the proclamation of
1763 ( first, in following a river instead of highlands; second, in taking a small branch
instead of pursuing the main supply of the Bay of Chaleurs), the northwest angle of
Nova Scotia may be considered as at last fixed by British authority at a point many
miles north of the point claimed to be such in the statements laid before the King
of the Netherlands on the part of Great Britain, and 48 miles to the north of where
the line of '' abraded highlands'' of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge crosses the
St. John. Were it not that the American claim would be weakened by any change jn
the strong ground on which it has always rested, it might be granted that this is
in fact the long-lost northwest angle of Nova Scotia, and the highlands allowed to
be traced from that point through the sources of the branches of the St. John and
the St. Lawrence.
In proof of the position now assigned to this angle of New Brunswick, and consequently of ancient Nova Scotia, in the absence of documents which the archives of
Great Britain alone can furnish, the map published by the Society for the Encouragement of Useful Knowledge, the several maps of the surveyor-general of the Province of Canada, and the most recent map of the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, by John Wyld, geographer to the Queen of Great Britain, may be cited.
It may therefore be concluded that the northwest angle of Nova Scotia is no longer
an unknown point. It can be found by a search conducted in compliance with the
proclamation of 1763 and the contemporaneous commission of Governor Wilmot,
and the researches of the present commission show that it can not be far distant
from the point originally assigned to it in the exploring meridian line. The identity
of the first of these documents with the boundary of the treaty of 178~ is admitted,
* See Note VIll, p. 148.
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and the latter is word for word the same with the description of the eastern boundary of the United States in the same treaty .. Moreov~r: a north"'."est an?~e h~s
been assigned to the Province of New Brunswick by Bntish authority, which, did
it involve no dereliction of principle, might without sensible loss be accepted on
the part of the United States.
IV.-HIGHLANDS OF THE TREATY OF

1783.

The highlands of the treaty of 1783 are described as those "which divide those
rivers that empty themselves into the river St. Lawrence from those which fall into
the Atlantic Ocean." It has been uniformly and consistently maintained on the
part of the United States that by the term "highlands " was int<!nded what is in
another form of the same words called the height of land. The line of highlands
in this sense was to be sought by following the rivers described in the treaty to their
source and drawing lines between tllese sources in such manner as to divide the surface waters. It was believed that the sources of such rivers as the Connecticut and
the St. John must lie in a country sufficiently elevated to be entitled to the epithet
of highlands, although it should appear on reaching it that it had the appearance of
a plain. Nay, it was even concluded, although, as now appears, incorrectly-and
it was not feared that the conclusion would weaken the American argument-that
the line from the northwest angle of Nova Scotia, at least as far as the sources of
Tuladi, did pass through a country of that description. Opposite ground was taken
in the argument of Great Britain by her agent, but however acute and ingenious ·
were the processes of reasoning by which this argument was supported, it remained
in his hands without application, for the line claimed by him on the part of his Government was one h aving the same physical basis for its delineation as that claimed
by the agent of the United States, namely, one joining the culminating points of the
"valleys in which streams running in opposite directions took their rise. The argum ent appears to have been drawn while he hoped to be able to include Katahdin
and the other great mountains in that neighborhood in his claimed boundary, and he
does not appear to have become aware how inapplicable it was in every sense to the
line by which he was, for want of a better, compelled to abide. The British Government, however, virtually abandoned the construction of their agent in the convention
signed in London the 27th September, 1827. -i<In this it was stipulated that Mitchell's and Map A should be admitted to the
exclusion of all others "as the only maps that shall be considered as evidence" of
the topography of the country, and in the latter of these maps, constructed under
the joint direction of the British and American negotiators by the astronomer of the
British Government, it was agreed that nothing but the water courses should be represented. Finally, it was admitted in the reportof Messrs. Featherstonhaughand Mudge
that the terms highlands and height of land are identical. The decision of the King
of the Netherlands, to which Great Britain gave her assent in the :first instance, recognizes the correctness of the views entertained in the American statements. t All
d iscussion on this subJect is, however, rendered unnecessary by the knowledge which
the undersigned have obtained of the country. The line surveyed by them not only
divides rivers, but possesses in a preeminent degree the character by which in the
, British argument highlands are required to be distinguished.
It is sufficient for the present argument that the identity of the lines pointed
out by the proclamation of 1763 and the act of 1774 with the boundary of the treaty
of 1783 be admitted. Such has been the uniform claim of the Government of the
United States and the State of Massachusetts, and such is the deliberate verdict of
the British commissioners.t The words of the proclamation of 1763 have already

* See Note IX, p. 148.

tSee Note X, pp. 148, 149.

l Re.oort of Featberstonhaugh and Mudge, pp. 6, 23.
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been cited. By reference'to them it will be seen that the origin of '' the highlands''
is to be sought on the north shore of the Bay of Chaleurs. If they'are not to be
found there, a gap exists in the boundary of the proclamation, which it is evident
could not have been intended. It has been thought by some that the gap did actually
exist, but this idea was founded on an imperfect knowledge of the country. The Bay
of Chaleurs seems, in fact, to have been better known to the framers of the proclamation of 1763 and the act of 1774 than to any subsequent authorities, whether British
or American. Researches made in the year 1840 show that at the head of the tide
of the Bay of Chaleurs a mountain rises i~mediately on the northern bank, which
from its imposing appearance has been called by the Scotch settlers at its foot Ben
Lomond. This, indeed, has by measurement been found to be no more than 1,024
feet in height, 1:mt no one can deny its title to the name of a highland. From this
a continuous chain of heights has been ascertained to exist, bounding in the first
instance the valley of the Matapediac to the sources of that stream, which they separate from those of the Metis. The height of land then passes between the waters of
Metis and Restigouche, and, bending around the sources of the latter to the sources
of the Rimouski, begins there to separate waters which fall into the St. Lawrence
from those which fall into the St. John, which they continue to do as far as the point
where they merge in the line admitted by both parties.
These highlands have all the characteristics necessary to constitute them the
highlands of the treaty. Throughout their whole northern and western slopes flow
streams which empty the11;selves into the St. Lawreµce. Beginning at the Bay of
Chaleurs, they in the first place divide, as it is necessary they should, waters whicl;!.
fall into that bay; they next separate the waters of Restigouche from those of Metis;
they then make a great detour to the south and inclose the valley of Rimouski, separating its waters from those of Matapediac and Restigouche, the Green River of St.
John and Tuladi; they next perform a circuit around Lake Temiscouata, separating its basin from those of the Otty and Trois Pistoles, until they reach the Temiscouata portage at Mount Paradis. This portage they cross five times, and :finally,
bending backward to the north, inclose the stream of the St. Francis, whose waters
they divide from those of Trois Pistoles, Du Loup, and the Green River of the
St. Lawrence. Leaving the Temiscouata portage at the sixteenth milepost, a region
positively mountainous is entered, which character continues to the sources of the
Etchemin. It there assumes for a short space the character of a rolling country, no
point in which, however, is less than 1,200 feet above the level of the sea. It speedily
resumes a mountainous character, which continues unaltered to the sources of the
Connecticut.
Now it is maintained that all the streams and waters which have been named as
flowing from the southern and eastern sides of this line are in the intended sense of
the treaty of 1783 rivers which empty themselves into the Atlantic. The first argument adduced in support of this position is that the framers of that treaty, having, as
is admitted, Mitchell's map before them, speak only of two classes of rivers-those
which discharge themselves into the St. Lawrence River and those which fall into
the Atlantic Ocean; yet upon this map were distinctly seen the St. John and the
Restigouche. The latter, indeed, figures twice-once as a tributary to the Bay of
Miramichi and once as flowing to the Bay of Chaleurs. _,,_ It can not reasonably be
pretend d that men honestly engaged in framing an article to prevent "all disput s which might arise in future'' should have intentionally passed over and left
und fined these important rivers, when by the simplest phraseology they might have
describ d them had they believed that in any future time a question could have
arisen whether they were included in one or the other of the two classes of rivers
they named. Had it been intended that the due north line should have stopped short
of the St. John, the highlands must have been described as those which divide rivers
*See Note XI, p. 149.
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which fall into the St. Lawrence and the St. John from those which fall into the
Atlantic Ocean. The mouth of the St. Lawrence had been defined in the proclamation of 1763 by a line drawn from the river St. John (on the Labrador coast) to
Cape Rozier. If, then, it had been intended that the meridian line should not have
crossed the Restig ouche, the phraseology must have been highlands which divide
rivers which fall into the river and Gulf of St. Lawrence from those which fall into
the Atlantic Ocean. Where such obvious modes of expressing either of these intentions exist ed, it is not to be believed that they would have been omitted; but had
they been proposed to be introduced the American negotiators would have been
compelled by their instructions to r efuse them. Such expressions would have prescribed a boundary different not only in fact, but in terms, from that of the proclamation of 1763 and the contemporaneous commission to Governor Wilmot. Either,
then, the British plenipotentiaries admitted the American claim to its utmost extent
or they fraudulently assented to terms with the intention of founding upon them a
claim to t erritory which if they had openly asked for must have been denied them.
The cha~acter of the British ministry under whose directions that treaty was made
forbids the belief of the latter having been intended. The members of that ministry
had been when in opposition the constant advocates of an accommodation with the
colonies or of an honorable peace after all hopes of retaining them in their allegiance had ceased. They showed on coming into power a laudable anxiety to put
an end to the profitless effusion of human blood, and they wisely saw that it would
be of more profit to their country to convert the new nation into friends by the free
gliant of terms which sooner or later must have been yielded than to widen the
breach of k indred ties by an irritating delay. The debates which ensued in the British Parliament when the terms of the treaty were made known show the view which
the party that h ad conducted the wa~ entertained of this question. The giving up
of the very territory now in dispute was one of the charges made by them against
their successors, and that it had been given up by the treaty was not denied. Nay,
the effect of this admission was such as to leave the administration in a minority
in the House of Commons, and thus became at least one of the causes of_the resignation of the m inistry -X· by which the treaty had been made. At this very moment
more maps than one were published in London which exhibit the construction
then put upon the treaty by the British public. The boundary exhibited upon these
maps is identical with that which the United. States now claim and have always
claimed.
The full a,.:>wal that the boundary of the treaty of 1783 and of the proclamation
of 1763 and act of r774 are identical greatly simplifies the second argument. It has
been h eretofore maintained on the part of Great Britain that the word ''sea'' of
the two latter-named instruments was not changed in the first to "Atlantic Ocean"
without an obvious meaning. All discussion on this point is obviated by the admission. But it is still maintained that the Bay of Fundy is not a part of the Atlantic
Ocean because it happens to be named in reference to the St. Croix in the same
article of the treaty. To show the extent to which such an argument, founded on a
mere verbal quibble, may be carried, let it be supposed that at some future period two
nations on the continent of North America shall agree on a boundary in the following terms: By a line drawn through the Mississippi from its mouth in the Gulf of
Mexico to its source; thence a parallel of latitude until it meet the highlands which
divide the waters that empty themselves into the Pacific Ocean from those which fall
into the Atlantic. Could it be pretended that because the mouth of the Mississippi
is said to be in the Gulf of Mexico the boundary must be transferred from the Rocky
Mountains to the Alleghanies? Yet this would be as reasonable as the pretensions
10 long set up by the British agents and commissioners.
It can not be denied that the line claimed by the United States fulfills at least one
* Hansarcl's Parliamentary Register for 1783.
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of the conditions. The streams which flow from one side of it fall without exception into the river St. Lawrence. The adverse line claimed by Great Britain in the
reference to the King of the Netherlands divides until within a few miles of Mars
Hill waters which fall into the St. John from those of the Penobscot and Kennebec. The latter do not discharge their waters directly into the ocean, but Sagadahock
and Penobscot bays intervene, and the former falls into the Bay of Fundy; hence,
according to the argument in respect to the Bay of Fundy, this line fulfills neither
condition.
The line of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge is even less in conformity to the
terms of the treaty. In order to find mountains to form a part of it they are compelled to go south of the source of branches of the Penobscot; thence from mountains long well known, at the sources of the Alleguash, well laid down on the
rejected map of Mr. Johnson, it becomes entangled in the stream of the Aroostook,
which it crosses more than once. In neither part does it divide waters at all. It
then, as if to make its discrepancy with the line defrned in the proclamation of 1763
apparent, crosses the St. John and extends to the south shore of the Bay of Chaleurs,
althorlgh that instrument fixes the boundary of the Province of Quebec on the north
shore of the bay. In this part of its course it divides waters which fall into the said
bay from those which fall into the St. John. But the proclamation with whose
terms this line is said to be identical directs that the highlands shall divide waters
which fall into the St. Lawrence from those which fall into the sea. If the branches
of the Bay of Chaleurs fulfill the first condition, which, however, is denied, the St.
John must fulfill the latter. It therefore falls into the Atlantic Ocean, and as the
identity of the boundary of the treaty with that of the proclamation of 1763 and act
of 1774 is admitted, then is the St. John an Atlantic river, and the line claimed by
the United States fulfills both conditions, and is the only line to the west of the
meridian of the St. Croix which can possibly do so.
The choice of a line different from that presented to the choice of the King_ of the
Netherlands is no new instance of the uncertainty which has affected all the forms
in which Great Britain has urged her claim.
In fact, nothing shows more conclusively the weakness of the ground on which the
British claim rests than the continual changes which it has been necessary to make
in order to found any feasible argument upon it.* In the discussion of 1798 it was
maintained on the part of Great Britain that the meridian line must cross the St. John
River; in the argument before the commissioners under the fifth article of the treaty
of Ghent it was denied that it ever could have been the intention of the framers of
the treaty of 1783 that it should. Yet the mouthpiece by which both arguments were
delivered was one and the same person. The same agent chose as the termination of
what he attempted to represent as a continuous range of hills an isolated mountain,
Mars Hill; and the commissioners whose report is under consideration place a range
of abraded highlands, "the maximum axis of elevation," in a region over which
British engineers have proposed to carry a railroad as the most level and lowest line
which exists between St. Andrews and Quebec. t
On the other hand, the American claim, based on the only practicable interpretation of the treaty of 1783, has been consistent throughout: '' Let the meridian line be
extended until it meets the southern boundary of the Province of Quebec, as defined
, by the proclamation of 1763 and the act of Parliament of 1774."
No argument can be drawn against the American claim from the secret instructions of Congress dated August, 1779. All that is shown by these instructions is the
willingness to accept a more convenient boundary-one defined by a great natural
feature, and which would have rendered the difficult operation of tracing the line
*See Note XII, p . 149.
tProspectus of St. Andrews and Quebec Railroad, 1836j and Survey of Captain Yule, 1835.
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of highlands and that of determining the meridian of the St. Croix. by astronomic
methods unnecessary. '!'he words of the instructions are:
.
"And east by a line to be drawn along the middle of the St. John from its source
to its mouth in the Bay of Fundy, or by a line to be settled and adjusted between
that part of the State of Massachusetts Bay formerly called the Province of Ma~ne
and the colony of Nova Scotia, agreeably to their respective rights, comprehendmg
all islands within 20 leagues of the shores 0£ the United States and lying between lines
to be drawn due east from the points where the aforesaid boundaries between Nova
Scotia on the one part and East Florida on the other part shall respectively touch
the Bay of Fundy and the Atlantic Ocean."
'!'he proposal in the first alternative was to appearance a perfectly fair one. From
an estimate made by Dr. 'l'iarks, the astronomer of Great Britain under the fifth
article of the treaty of Ghent, in conformity with directions from Colonel Barclay, the
British commissioner, it was ascertained that the whole disputed territory contained
10,705 square miles; that the territory bounded by the St. John to its mouth contained 707 square miles less, or 9,998 square miles. '!'he difference at the time was
probably believed to be insensible. '!'he first alternative was, however, rejected by
Great Britain, and obviously on grounds connected with a difference in supposed
advantage between the two propositions. '!'he American commissioners were satisfied that they could urge no legal claim along the coast beyond the river St. Croix;
they therefore treated on the other alternative in their instructions-the admitted
limits between Massachusetts and Nova Scotia. Even in the former alternative, •
Nova Scotia would still have had a northwest angle, for the very use of the term
shows that by the St. John its northwestern and not the southwestern branch was
intended.
At that moment, when the interior of the country was unknown, the adoption of
the St. John as the boundary, even admitting that the vValloostook, its southwestern
branch, is the main stream, would have given to the United States a territory of
more immediate value than that they now claim. For this very reason the proposition was instantly rejected by Great Britain, and the State of Massachusetts was
forced to be contented with the distant region now in debate-a region then believed
to be almost inaccessible and hardly fit for human habitation.
Even now, were there not vested private rights on both sides which might render
such a plan difficult of application, the undersigned would not hesitate to recommend that this line should be accepted in lieu of the one which is claimed under the
treaty of 1783.
It is fin,ally obvious, from the most cursory inspection of any of the maps of the
territory in question, that the line claimed for Great Britain in the argument before
the King of the Netherlands fulfills no more than one of the two conditions, while
that of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge fulfills neither; and as the line claimed
on the part of the United States is denied to be capable of meeting the terms of the
treaty of 1783 by Great Britain, there is no line that, in conformity with the British
argument, can be drawn within the disputed territory or its vicinity that will comply
with either of the conditions. '!'his is as well and as distinctly shown in the map
of Mitchell as in the map of the British commission. It would therefore appear, if
these views be correct, that the framers of the treaty of 1783 went through the solemn farce of binding their respective Governments to a boundary which they well
knew did not and could not exist.
V.-NORTHWEST HEAD OF' CONNECTICUT RIVER.

'!'he true mode of determining the most northwesterly of any two given points
need no longer be a matter of discussion. It has already been a matter adjudicated
and assented to by both Governments, in the case of the Lake of the Woods. '!'he
point to be considered as most to the northwest is that which a ruler laid on a map
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drawn according to Mercator's projection in a direction · northeast and southwest
and moved parallel to itself toward the northwest would last touch. In this view
of the subject the Eastern Branch of the Connecticut, which forms the lake of that
name, is excluded, for its source, so far from lying to the northwest of those of the
other two branches which have been explored, actually lies to the south of the source
of the Indian Stream. The question must therefore lie between the two others, and'
it is as yet impossible to decide which of them is best entitled to the epithet, as their
sources lie very nearly in the same northeast and southwest rhomb line. Another
circumstance would, however, render the decision between them easy. The fortyfifth parallel of latitude, as laid out by the surveyors of the Provinces of Quebec and
New York in conformity with the proclamation of 1763, crosses Halls Stream above
its junction with the united current of the other two. In this case the latter is the
Connecticut River of the treaty of 1783, and Halls Stream, which has not yet joined
it, must be excluded. The parallel, as corrected by the united operations of the
British and American astronomers under the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent,,
does not touch Halls Stream, and the Connecticut River, to which it is produeed, is
the united current of the three streams. If, then, the corrected parallel should
become the boundary between the United States and the British Provinces, Halls
Stream must become one of those the claim of whose source to the title of the northwesternmost head of Connecticut River is to be examined. And here it may be
suggested, although with the hesitation that is natural in impeaching such high
authority, that the commissioners under the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent in all
probability misconstrued that instrument when they reopened the question of the
forty-fifth parallel. It can not be said that the forty-fifth degree of latitude had "not
been surveyed,'' when it is notorious that it had been traced and marked throughout
the whole extent from St. Regis to the bank of the Connecticut River.
In studying, for the purpose of illustration, the history of this part of the boundary
line it will be found that a change was made in it by the Quebec act of 1774. The
proclamation of 1763 directs the forty-fifth parallel to be continued only until it
meets highlands, while in that bill the Connecticut River is made the boundary of
the Province of Quebec. Now the earlier of these instruments was evidently founded
upon the French claim to extend their possession of Canada ro leagues from the St.
Lawrence River, and from the citadel of Quebec, looking to the south, are seen
mountains whence rivers flow to the St. Lawrence. On their opposite slope there
was a probability that streams might flow to the Atlantic. These mountains, however, are visibly separated from those over which the line claimed by the United
States runs by a wide gap. This is the valley of the Chaudiere; and the St. Francis
also rises on the southeastern side of these mountains and makes its way through
them. It is not, therefore, in any sense a dividing ridge. Yet under the proclamation of 1763 the Provinces of New York and New Hampshire claimed and ~ere
entitled to the territory lying behind it, which is covered by their royal charters.
The Quebec act, it would appear, was intended to divest them of it, and according to the construction of the treaty of 1783 now contended for the United States
acquiesced in this diminution of the territory of those members of the Union. If,
however, it be true, as maintained by Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge, that
the highlands seen to the south of Quebec are a-portion of the ridge seen from south.east to northeast, and if, as they maintain, so deep and wide a valley as that of the
St. John is no disruption of the continuity of highlands, it would be possible to show
that the highlands of the treaty of 1783 are made up of these two ridges of mountains
and that the United States is entitled to the whole of the eastern townships. This
range of highlands would coincide with the terms of the proclamation of 1763 by
terminating on the north shore of the Bay of Chaleurs, while the abraded highlands
of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge terminate on its south shore. In fact, there '
is no step in their argument which might not be addiiced to support this claim1 nor
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any apparent absurdity in preferring it which would not find its parallel in one or
other of the positions they assume.
In this view of the history of this part of the line it becomes evident, however,
that in divesting the Provinces of New York and New Hampshire by the Quebec act
of territory admitted to belong to them in the proclamation of 1763 the British Parliament must have intended to make the encroachment as small as possible, and the
first important branch of the Connecticut met with in tracing the forty-fifth parallel
must have been intended. This intention is fully borne out by the words of the
treaty of 1783, which chose from among the branches of the Connecticut that whose
source is farthest to the northwest.
It has therefore been shown in the foregoing statement!. That the river to be considered as the St. Croix and its true source have been
designated by a solemn act, to which the good faith of the majesty of Great Britain
and of the people of the United States is pledged, and can not now be disturbed.
2. That the boundary line must, in compliance with the provisions of the treaty of
1783, be drawn due north from the source of that river, and in no other direction
whatever . .
3. That the northwest angle of Nova Scotia was a point sufficiently known at the
date of the treaty of 1783 to be made the starting point of the boundary of the United
States; that it was both described in the treaty and defined, without being named
in previous official acts of the British Government, in so forcible a manner that no
difficulty need have existed in finding it.
4. That the line of highlands claimed by the United States is, as the argument on
the part of Great Britain has maintained it ought to be, in a mountainous region,
while that proposed by Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge does not possess this
character; that it is also, in the sense uniformly maintained by the United States, the
height of land, which that of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge is not; that it
fulfills in every sense the conditions of the proclamation of 1763, the Qnebec act of
1774, and the treaty of 1783, which no other line that can possibly be drawn in the
territory in question can perform.
5. That as far as the Indian Stream and that flowing through Lake Connecticut
are concerned, the source of the former must in the sense established by the assent of
both parties be considered as the northwestern source of .the Connecticut River, but
that if the old demarcation of the forty-fifth parallel be disturbed the question must
lie between the sources of Halls and of Indian streams. ·
All which is respectfully submitted.
JAS. RENWICK,
JAMES D. GRAHAM,
A._TALCOTT,

Commissioners.
Note I.
[Treaty of 1794, Article V.]

W~ereas doubts have arisen what river was truly intended under the name of
the nver St. Croix mentioned in the said treaty of peace, and forming a part of the
bound::1-rr therein described, that question shall be referred to the final decision of
comm1ss1oners to be appointed in the following manner, viz:
(?ne commissioner shall be named by His Majesty and one by the President of the
Umted States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate thereof, and the said
two commissioners shall agree on the choice of a third, or, if they can not so agree,
they shall each propose one person, and of the two names so proposed one shall be
dr:3-~n by ot in the presence of the two original commissioners; and the three commisst<;>ners so appointed shall be. sworn impartially to examine and decide the said
question accor~~ng to such evidence as shall respectively be laid before them on the
part of the British Government and of the United States. The said commissioners
shall meet at H_alifax, and shall have power to adjourn_to such other place or places
as they shall thmk fit. They shall have power to' appomt a secretary and to employ
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such surveyors or other persons as they _shall judge necessary .. The sai~ con:imissioners shall, by a declaration under their han_ds and sea.ls, decide wha~ nver is tJ.ie
river St. Croix intended by the treat_y. TJ.ie said d~clarfl.t10n shall_contam _a description of the said river and shall particularize the latitude and longitude of its mouth
and of its source. Duplicates of this declaration and of the statements of their
accounts and of the journal of their proceedings shall be delivered by them to the
agent of His Majesty _and to the agent of th<: United States who may be ~espectively
appointed and authorized to manage the business on behalf of the respective Governments. And both parties agree to consider such decision as final and conclusive, so
as that the same shall never thereafter be called into question or made the subject of
dispute or difference between them.

Note II.
Declaration of the commissioners under the fifth article of the treaty of 1794
between the United States and Great Britain, respecting the true river St. Croix, by"
Thomas Barclay, David Howell; and Egbert Benson, commissioners appointed in pursuance of the fifth article of the treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation between
His Britannic Majesty and the United States of America finally to decide the question '' What river was truly intended under the name of the river St. Croix mentioned
in the treaty of peace between His Majesty and the United States, and forming a part
of the boundary therein described? ''
DECLARATION.

We, the said commissioners, having been sworn impartially to examine and decide
the said question according to such evidence as should respectively be laid before us
on the part of the British Government and of the United States, respectively, appointed
and authorized to manage the business on behalf of the respective Governments,
have decided, and hereby do decide, the river hereinafter particularly described and
mentioned to be the river truly intended under the name of the river St. Croix in
the said treaty of peace, and forming a part of the boundary therein described; that is
to say, the mouth of the said river is in Passamaquoddy Bay at a point of land called
J oes Point, about 1 mile northward from the northern part of St. Andrews Island,
and in the latitude of 45° 51 and 511 north, and in the longitude of 67° 121 and 3011 west
from the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, in Great Britain, and 3 ° 54' and 15 11
east from Harvard College, in the University of Cambridge, in the State of Massachusetts; and the course of the said river up from its said mouth is northerly to a
point of land called the Devils Head; then, turning the said point, is westerly to where
it divides into two streams, the one coming from the westward and the other from
the northward, having the Indian name of Cheputnatecook, or Chebuitcook, as the
same may be variously spelt; then up the said stream so coming from the northward to its source, which is at a stake near a yellow-birch tree hooped with iron and
marked S. T. and J. H., 1797, by Samuel Titcomb and John Harris, the surveyors
employed to survey the above-mentioned stream coming from the northward.

Note III.
[Article V of the treaty of Ghent, t8r4.J

Whereas neither that point of the highlands lying due north from the source of the
river St. Croix, and designated in the former treaty of peace between the two powers
as the northwest angle of Nova Scotia, nor the northwesternmost head of Connecticut River has yet been ascertained; and whereas that part of the boundary line
between the dominions of the two powers which extends from the source of the river
St. Croix directly north to the above-mentioned northwest angle of Nova Scotia;
thence along the said highlands which divide those rivers that empty themselves into
the river St. Lawrence from those which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the northwesternmost head of Connecticut River; thence down along the middle of that river
to t?e. forty-fifth dewee of no~h latitude; thence by a line due west on said latitude
until it strikes the nver Iroqu01s, or Cataraquy, has not yet been surveyed, it is agreed
that for these several purposes two commissioners shall be appointed sworn, and
authorized to act exactly in the manner directed with respect to those ~entioned in
the next preceding article, unless otherwise specified in the present article. The
said commissioners shall meet at St. Andrews, in the Province of New Brunswick,
and sh~ll have po~er to adjourn to such other plac~ or places as they shall think :6.t.
The sa1d comrmss1oner shall h ave power to ascertam and determine the points above
mentioned in conformity with the provisions of the said treaty of peace of 1783, and
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shall cause the boundary aforesaid, from the source of the ~ver St. Croi_x to th~ ~ver
Iroquois, or Cataraquy, to be surveyed and marked a~cordmg to the said provisi~ns.
The said commissioners shall make a map of the said boundary, and annex to it_ a
declaration under their hands and seals certifying it to be the true map of the said
boundary, and particularizing the latitude and longitu~e of ~he northwest angle of
Nova Scotia, of ~he northwesternmost head of Connecticut River, ai:d of such other
points of the said boundary as they may deem proper;. and botJ:i parties ~gree to consider such map and declaration as finally ~nd con~lusiyely fixing the s~icl boundary.
And in the event of the said two commiss10ners drffenng, or both or either of them.
refusing, declining, or willfully omitting to act, such reports, declaration_s, or state. ments shall be made by them or either of them~ and such reference to a friendly ~overeign or state shall .be made in all resp~cts as m the latter l?art of the fourth article
is contained, and in as full a manner as if the same was herem repeated.

Note IV.
The point originally chosen by the commiss~oners in ~798 as the sour~e of the St.
Croix was to all appearance the act of an umpire who wished t<;> re<;oncile two contending claims by giving to each party about half the matter m dispute. No one
who compares Mitchell's map with that of Messrs. Featherstonhau~h and Mudge
can fail to recognize in the St. Croix of the former the Magaguadav1c of the latter.
That this was the St. Croix intended by the framers of the treaty of 1783 was maintained, and, it may be safely asserted, proved on the American side. On the other
hand it was ascertained that the river called St. Croix by De Monts was the Schoodiac ·'and the agent of Great Britain insisted that the letter of the instrument was to
be r~ceived as the only evidence, no matter what might have been the intentions
of the framers. The American argument rested on the equity of the case, the British on the strict legal interpretation of the document: The commissioners were
divided in opinion, each espousing the cause of his country. In this position of
things the umpire provided for in the treaty of 1794 was chosen, and in the United
States it has always been believed unfortunately for her pretensions. A lawyer of
eminence, who had reached the seat of a judge, first of a State court and then of
a tribunal of the General Government, he prided himself on his freedom from
the influence of feeling in his decisions. As commissi0ner for the settlement of the
boundary between the States of New York and Vermont, he had offended the former,
of which he was a native, by admitting the claim of the latter in its full extent, and
it was believed that he would rather encounter the odium of his fellow-citizens than
run the risk of being charged with partiality toward them. Colonel Barclay, the
British commissioner, who concurred in choosing him as umpire, had been his
schoolfellow and youthful associate, and it is believed in the United States that he
concurred in, if he did not prompt, the nomination from a knowledge of this feature
of character. Had he, as is insinuated by Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudge,
been inclined to act with partiality toward his own country, he had most plausible
grounds for giving a verdict in her favor, and that he did not found his decisions
upon them is evidence of a determination to be impartial, which his countrymen
have said was manifested in a leaning to the opposite side. Those who suspect him
of being biased by improper motives must either be ignorant of the circumstances of
the case or else incapable of estimating the purity of the character of Egbert Benson. His award, however, has nothing to do with the question, as it was never acted
upon. Both parties were dissatisfied with the conclusions at which he arrived, and in
consequence a conventional line in which both concurred was agreed upon, and the
award of the commissioners was no more than a formal act to make this convention
binding.
If, then, both Governments should think it expedient to unsettle the vested rights
which have arisen out of the award of 1798, there is a strong and plausible ground
on which the United States may claim the Magaguadavic as their boundary and the
meridian line of its source will throw the valley of the St. John from Woodstock to
the Grand Falls within the limits of the State of Maine. While, therefore it is
maintained that it woul~ viol~te good_ faith to reop_en ~he question,_ there is' good
reason to hope that an impartial umpire would decide it so as to give the United
States the boundary formerly claimed.

Note V.
The ~ngle made by the southern boun4ary of the Province of Quebec with the due
north ~111;e from the source ?f the St. C!olx first appeared in an English dress in the
comm1ss1on to Governor Wilmot. This was probably intended to be identical in its
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meaning with the terms in the Latin grant to Sir William Alexander, although there
is no evidence to that effect. If, therefore, it were a false translation, the error has
been committed on the side of Great Britain, and not on that of the United States.
But it is not a false translation, as may be shown to the satisfaction of the merest tyro
in classical literature.
The words of the grant to Sir William Alexander, as quoted by Messrs. Feather,
stonhaugh and Mudge, are as follows, viz:
"Omnes et singulas terras continentis ac insulas situata:s et jacentes in America
intra canut seu promontorium ccmmuniter Cap de Sable appellat, jacen. prope latitudineffi quadraginta trium graduum aut eo circa ab equinoctiali linea versus septentrionem, a quo promontorio versus littus maris tenden. ad occidentem ad stationem
Sanctre Marire navium vulgo Sanctmareis J]ay. Et deinceps, versus septentrionem
per directam lineam introitum sive ostium magnre illius stationis navium trajicien.
qure excurrit in terrre orientalem plagam inter regiones Suriquorum et Etcheminorum
vulgo Suriquois et Etchemines ad fluvium vulgo nomine Sanctce Crucis appellat. Et
ad scaturiginem remotissimam sive fontem ex occidentali parte ejusdem qui se primum predicto fluvio immiscet. Unde perimaginariam directam lineam qure pergere
per terram seu currere versus septentrionem concipietur ad proximam navium stationem, flu vi um, vel scaturiginem in magno fluvio de Canada sese exonerantem. Et ab
eo pergendo versus orientem per maris oris littorales ejusdem fluvii de Canada ad
fluvium, stationem navium; portum, aut littus communiter nomine de Gathepe vel
Gaspee notum et appellatum.''
The authentic Latin copy of the grant to Sir William Alexander, as communicated
officially by the British Government, contains no commas, and would read as follows:
'' Omnes et singulas terras continentis ac insulas situatas et jacentcs in America
intra caput seu promontorium communiter Cap de Sable appellat. Jacen. prope latitudinem quadraginta trium graduum aut eo circa ab equinoctiali linea versus septentrionem a quo promontorio versus littus maris tenden. ad occidentem ad stationem
Sanctre Marire navium vulgo Sanctmareis Bay. Et deinceps versus septentrionem
per directam lineam introitum sive ostium magnre illius stationis navium trajicien.
qure excurrit in terrre orientalem plagam inter regiones Suriquorum et Etecheminorum
vulgo Suriquois et Etechemines ad fluvium vulgo nomine Sanctre Cruds appellat. Et
ad scaturiginem remotissimam sive fontem ex occidentali parte ejusdem qui se primum predicto fluvio immiscet. Unde per imaginariam directam lineam qu::e pergereper terram seu currere versus septentrionem concipietur ad proximam navium stationem fluvium vel scaturiginem in magno fluvio de Canada sese exonerantem. Et ab
eo pergendo versus orientem per maris oris littorales ejusdem fluvii de Canada ad
fluvium statiqnem navium portum aut littus communiter nomine de Gathepe vel
Gaspee notum et appellatum. ''
.
The translation of Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh is as follows:
"All and each of the lands of the continent and the islands situated and lying in
America within the headland or promontory commonly called Cape Sable, lying near
the forty-third degree of latitude from the equinoctial line or thereabout; from which
promoutory stretching westwardly toward the north by the seashore to the naval
station of St. Mary, commonly called St. Marys Bay; from thence passing toward
the north by a straight line, the entrance or mouth of that great naval station which
penetrates the interior of the eastern shore betwixt the countries of the Suriquois
and Etchemins, to the river commonly called the St. Croix, and to the most remote
source ?r spring of the same on the western side which first mingles itself with the
aforesaid nver; from whence, by an imaginary straight line, which may be supposed
( concipietur) to advance into the country or to run toward the north to the nearest
naval station, river, or spring discharging itself into the great river of Canada and
from thence advancing toward the east by the gulf shores of the said river of Canada
to the river, naval station, port, or shore commonly known or called by the name of
Gathepe or Gaspe. ''
The only American translations which have ever been presented in argument are
as follows:
[Translation of Messrs. Gallatin and Preble, who were employed to prepare the statement laid
before the King of the Netherlands.] .

"Beginning at Cape Sable, in 43 ° north latitude or thereabout; extending thence
we twardly along the seashore to the road commonly called St. Marys Bay; thence
toward tp.e north _by a direct line, crossing the entrance or mouth of that great ship
road which runs mto the eastern tract of land between the territories of the Sounquoi and of the Etchemins (Bay of Fundy), to the river commonly called St. Croix,
a~d to t1:1e mos~ remote. spring or ~ource which from the western part thereof ~st
mingles itself with the river aforesaid; and from thence, by an imaginary direct line,
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which may be conceived to s~retch thr<;mg1: the ~and or to run ~oward the nort~, to
the nearest road river or spnng emptymg itself mto the great nver de Canada (nver
St. Lawrence); ;nd f;om thence, proceeding eastwardly along the seashores of the
said river de Canada, to the river, road, port, or shore commonly known and called
by the name of Gathepe or Gaspe. 11
[Translation of Mr. Bradley, the American agent under the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent.]

'' By the tenor of this 01;1r pr~sent cha~ter we do give! grant, and convey to the said

Sir William Alexander his heirs or assigp.s, all and smgular the lands of the continent and islands situ'ated and lying in America within the headland or promontory commonly called Cape Sable, lying near t3?-e latitude of 43° or th~reabout, from
the equinoctial line toward the north; from which promontory stretchmg toward the
shore of the sea to the west to the road of ships commonly called St. Marys Bay, and
then toward the north by a direct line, crossing the entrance or mouth _of t?at great
road of ships which runs into the easter~ tract of land between the ternto~ies of the
Souriquois and the Etchemins, to the nver called by the name of ~t. Croix, 3:nd to
the most remote _spring or fo_untain from the we~tern_part th~reof :'7h1ch first mmgles
itself with the nver aforesaid; whence, by an imagmary direct line, whic~ may be
conceived to go through or run toward the north, to the nearest road of ships, n~er,
or spring emptying itself into the great river of ~an3:da; and from thence p~oceedmg
toward the east by the shores of the sea of the said nver of Canada to the nver, road
of ships, or shore commonly know?- and called by the name of Gachepe or Ga_s~e.''
But the translations of the Americans were merely for form's sake, as the ongmal
Latin in a copy furnished from a British public office, was laid before the King of
the N~therlands; and no fear need have been felt that the umpire would not have
been able to judge whether the translations were true or not. It was rather to be
inferred that he, in examining a question submitted in a language foreign to him,
would have found the Latin quite as intelligible as the English. This examination,
however, is wholly superfluous.
From whatever source the negotiators of the treaty of 1783 derived their view of
the boundary, that instrument directs that it shall be a due north line from the source
of the river St. Croix. This expression is too definite to require explanation or illustration, and it is only for those purposes that any other instrument can be permitted
to be quoted.
, _
In the passages referred to the words '' versus septentrionem '' occur three times,
and in two of the instances are qualified by th~ context in such manner as to leave
no possible doubt as to the meaning. The first time they occur the words of the
passage are, "prope latitudinem quadraginta trium graduum aut eo circa versus
septentrionem.'' The free translation into modern idiom is beyond doubt, '' near
the forty-third degree of north latitude or thereabout;" and the direction toward the
north must be along a meridian line on which latitude is measured, or due north.
Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh, instead of connecting in their translation the
words "versus septentrionem '' with the words '' prope latitudinem,'' etc., with which
they stand in juxtaposition in the Latin text which they quote, connect them with
the words "ad occidentem tendentem," which occur in the next clause of the sentence, even according to their own punctuation. We note this as a false translation\
although it does not touch the point in dispute. They have, indeed, attempted to use.
it in their argument; but even if the use they make of it had been successful their
inferences fall, because drawn from erroneous premises.
The second clause in which the words occur is as follows: "Ad stationem navimu
Sanct~ Marire vulgo St. Marys Bay, et deinceps versus septentrionem per directam
line~m introitum s~ve ostium mag~re illius stationis navium trajicientem," etc., "ad
fluvmm vulgo nomme Sanctre Crucis appellatum." Here the line, although directed
to be drawn toward the north, is also directed to be drawn between two given points
and it is clear that under the double direction, if they should differ from each other'
the position of the given points must govern, and the Une be traced from one of the~
to the other, no matter what may be their bearings.
The last time the words occur is after the direction that the line shall pass up the
St. Croix and to the most remote western spring or fountain of that stream '' unde
per i?1aginariall1; l_ineam directam qure pergere per ten~am seu currere ver~us septentnonem conc1pietur.'' Here alone can any doubt exist as to the meaning of the
terms, and that is easily solved.
The bouP.dary pointed out in the instrument is "such as may be conceived to go or
run toward the north by (per) a direct (directam) line." Now a direct line toward
the north ca.n. be ~o ot1?,er tha!1 a meridian line. Had it been merely a straight line of
vag1;1e north_erly ~1rect10n which was meant,_ rectum, the usual expression for a mathematical straight line, would have been used mstead of directam. It is, moreover, to be
M P-vor.. IV-IO
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considered that the Romans had names both for the northeast and northwest points
of the compass, and that the· expression "versus septentrionem" in its most vague
application could not possibly have admitted of a deviation of more than two points
on either hand. Had the direction intended deviated more than that amount from
the true north, the Latin term corresponding to northeast or northwest must have
been used. Nor is this a matter of mere surmise, for in a passage immediately following that which has been quoted the direction through the Gulf of St. Lawrence
toward Cape Breton is denoted by the term '' versus Euronotum,'' leaving no possibility of doubt that had the line directed to be drawn from the source of the St. Croix
been intended to have a northwestern beilring the appropriate Latin words would
have been employed.
It is, besides, to be recollected that the instrument was drawn by a person using
habitually and thinking in a modern idiom, and that in translating the English
words due north into Latin no other possible expression could suggest itself than the
one employed. Such, then, was the sense appropriately given to the Latin words,
first in the commission of Governor Wilmot and his successors, governors of Nova
Scotia, and subsequently in the commission of all the governors of New Brunswick
from the time that it was erected into a province until the question was referred to
the King of the Netherlands. In this reference, .although a translation was given
in the American argument, it was not as quoted by Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and
Mudge, but was in the words which have already been cited.
Connected with this subject, although, like it, wholly irrelevant, is another conclusion which Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh attempt to draw from the same
grant to Sir William Alexander. That charter directs the line "versus septentrionem" to be produced "ad proximam navium stationem, fluvium, vel scaturiginem
in magno fluvio de Canada sese exonerantem. '' It can · hardly be credited that,
although a literal translation of this passage is given, including the whole of ~he
three terms naval station, river, or spring, that it is attempted to limit the meanmg
to the first expression only, and to infer that as Quebec, in their opinion, is the first
naval station above Gaspe on the St. Lawrence, the line '' versus septentrionem '' was
intended to be drawn toward that place, but that as "spring" is also mentioned the
line must stop at the source of the Chaudiere. Now it has been uniformly maintained
by British authorities, and most strongly in the discussion which preceded the War
of 1756, that Nova Scotia extended to the St. Lawrence. The boundary of Sir William Alexander's grant was therefore tc;> be changed from a geographical line to a
water course as soon as it met with one, and the apparently useless verbiage was
introduced to meet every possible contingency. Supposing, however, that it did not
extend so far, the northwest angle of his Nova Scotia will be where the meridian line
of the St. Croix crosses the Beaver Stream running into Lake Johnson, only a mile to
the north of the point maintained by the American claim to be such.
The map of L'Escarbot, quoted by Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh, illustrates both this point and the second instance in which the term '' versus septentrionem" is employed. On that map, due north of the Bay of St. Marys, a deep inlet of
the Bay of Fundy is represented, and, continuing in the same direction, a deep inlet
of the St. Lawrence is figured. The latter does not exist, but this map shows that
it was believed to exist at the time of the grant, and must be the '' statio navium '' of
that instrument.
This inlet of the Bay of Fundy occupies the position of the St. John, which is
almost due north ~y the most recent determination from St. Marys Bay, and is so
represented on their own map. That the St. John was by mistake arising from this
cause taken for the St. Croix in the charter to Alexander is obvious from its being
describe_d as lying between the territories of the Etchemin and Souriquois. Now
Etchemm, <:>r canoe me_n, is_th~ name given by the Micmac Indians to the race of
the Ab~nakis_, from their skill 111 the management of the canoe; and this race has
always mhabited the river, whence one of their tribes is still called St. J ohn's Indians.
The, la_ngua~e. of this tribe, a_lthough they have lived apart for many years, is still perfectiy mtelhgible by the Indians of the Penobscot, and those in the service of the commission co~vers~d wit_h perfect ease with the Indians of Tobique. Massachusett~,
th~n! was nght m clai_mmg to the St. John as the eastern limit of the grant to Su
Wilham Alexanr1er, bemg the stream understood and described in it under the name of
St. Croix, and wholly different from the river known to the French under that name.
If, therefore, Great Britain_ should insist that the question in relation to the St. Croix
shall 1?e.reopened, the Umted States would be able to maintain in the very terms of
the ongmal grant to Alexa:ider ( on which the British argument in 1797 rested) that
the St. John 1s the St. Croix, and the boundary will be that river to its most northwestern o~rce? the Asherbish, which flows into the upper end of Lake Temiscouata.
ova Scotia will then have recovered her lost northwest angle, which can not be
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found in any of the many shapes under which the British argument has been presented, although it forms the place of beginning of what is called a grant to the
United States.
Note VI.
The fact that a line drawn from the source of the Kennebec to the mouth of the
Chaudiere or thereabout must be one •of the boundary lines of the grant to the Duke
of York has not escaped the notice of Messrs. Featherstonhaugh and Mudg-e; but
they have not derived the true result from this discovery. The Kennebec being the
western limit of the grant, the li~e in question bounds the terr~tory ~n ~he southwest,
while they infer that it bounds 1t on the northeast. In making this inference they
appear to have forgotten that the St. Croix is the eastern boundary of the grant. By
their argument the grant to the Duke of York is blotted wholly from the map, or,
ra:ther, becomes a mathematical line which is absurd.
.

Note VII.
No name which has ever been applied to any part of North America is as vague as
that of Acadie. The charter to De Monts in 16o4 extended from the fortieth to the
forty-sixth degree of north latitude; that is to say, from Sandy Hook, at the mouth
of the Hudson, to the peninsula of Nova Scotia. It therefore included New York,
parts of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and all the New England States, but excluded
the disputed territory. His settlement was at the mouth of the St. Croix, but was
speedily removed to Port Royal. The latter place was soon after destroyed by an
expedition from Virginia under Argall. Under the title derived from this conquest
it would appear probable that the celebrated grant to Sir William Stirling was made;
but when his agents attempted to make settlements in the country they found that
the French had preoccupied it. Although the son of Alexander succeeded in conquering the country granted to his father, and even beyond it to the Penobscot, it was
restored to France by the treaty of St. Germains in 1634, and the Alexanders were
indemnified for the loss by the Crown of England.
In the subsequent cessions to France after its occupations by the arms of Massachusetts, and in its final cession to Great Britain by the treaty of Utrecht in 1713,
the country ceded is described as Acadie or Nova Scotia, with its ancient bounds
(cumfinibus antiquis). The uncertainty arising from this vague description became
in 1750 a subject of controversy between France and England, and was one of the
causes which led to the war of 1756. In this discussion both parties admitted that
the names Acadie and Nova Scotia were convertible terms. England maintained"
that the territory thus named extended to the St. Lawrence; the French, on the
other hand, insisted that their Acadie had never extended more than IO leagues from
the Bay of Fundy; while by geo~raphers, as quoted by the British commissioners,
the name was limited to the peninsula which forms the present Province of Nova
Scotia.* If Acadie had been limited to the north by the forty-sixth degree of north
latitude, as expressed in the charter of De Monts, that parallel is to the south of
Mars Hill. The British Government, therefore, derives no title to the disputed territory from this source, as the title of Massachusetts and of Maine as her successor is
admitted to all country south of that parallel. t
It is very easy to tell what country was actually settled by the French as Acadie.
Its chief town was Port Royal, now Annapolis, at the head of the Bay of Fundy.
Nearly all the s~ttlements of the Acadians were in that vicinity, and for the most
part within the peninsula.
From these seats they were removed in 1756 by Great Britain, and to them a remnant was permitted to return. The most western settlement of Acadians was on ~he
St. John River near the present site of Fredericton, and no permanent occupation was
ever made by them of country west of the St. Croix. It is even doubtful whether the
settlement near Fredericton was a part of French Acadie, for it seems to have been
formed by persons who escaped from the general seizure and transportation of their
countrymen.
.
This settlement was broken up in 1783, and its inhabitants sought refuge at Madawaska; but it can not be pretended that this forced removal of Acadians subsequent
to the treaty of 1783 was an extension of the name of their country. The whole

* Report of Featherstonhaugh and Mudge, p. 8.
t It can not be seriously pretended that when by the treaty of St. Germains, in 1632, Acadie was
restored to France the intention was to cede to her the colonies a lready settled in New England.
Yet the language of the British commissioners would imply that this was the case were it not that
they evid!!n.tly consider the forty-sixth parallel as the southern boundary of the grant to De Monts,
whereas 1t 1s the northern.
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argument in favor of the British claim founded 011 the limits of ancient Acadie there.
fore fails:
First. Because of the inherent vagueness of~he term, on which n? settled unde!standing was ever had, although England held it to be synonymous with Nova Scotia
and France denied that it extended more than IO leagues from the Bay of Fundy.
Second. Because by its original definition in the grant to De Monts it excludes the
whole disputed territory on the one side; and
. .
Third. Because in its practical sense, as a real settlement, it is wholl_y to the ea~t
of the meridian of the St. Croix, and this excludes the whole of the disputed terntorv on the other.
The portion 'of the territory granted to the Duke of York, and :which_ is now the
subject of disl?ute, therefore can not be claimed as a part of Acad1e, as it never fell
within its limits either by charter or by occupation.

Note VIII.
[Extract from the award of the King of the Netherlands.]

Considering that in 1763, 1765, 1773, and 1782 it was established that Nova Scotia
should be bounded at the north as far as the western extremity of the Bay des
Chaleurs by the southern boundary of the Province of Quebec; that this delimitation
i~ again found with respect to the Province of Quebec in the commission of the Governor-General of Quebec of 1786, wherein the language of the proclamation of 1763
and of the Quebec act of 1774 has been used, as also in the commissions of 1786 and
others of subsequent dates of the governors of New Brunswick, with respect to tJ:ie
last-mentioned Province, as well as in a great number of maps anterior and postenor
to the treaty of 1783; and that the first article of the said treaty specifies by name the
States whose independence is acknowledged; but that this mention does not imply
( implique) the entire coincidence of the boundaries between the two powers, as settled by the following article, with the ancient delimitation of the British Provinc~s,
whose preservation is not mentioned in the treaty of 1783, and which, owing to its
continual changes and the uncertainty which continued to exist respeding it, created
from time to time differences between the provincial authorities.

Note IX.
[Article IV of the convention of 1827.J

The map called Mitchell's map, by which the framers of the treaty of 1783 are
acknowledged to have regulated their joint and official proceedings, and the Map A,
which has been agreed on by the contracting parties as a delineation of the water
courses, and of the boundary lines in reference to the said water courses, as contended for by each party, respectively, and which has accordingly been signed by
the above-named plenipotentiaries at the same time with this convention, shall be
annexed to the statements of the contracting parties and be the only maps that shall
be considered as. evidence mutually acknowledged by the contracting parties of the
topography of the country.
It shall, however, be lawful for either :party to annex to its respective first statement, for the purposes of general illustration, any of the maps, surveys, or topographical delineations which were filed with the commissioners under the fifth article of
the treaty of Ghent, any engraved map heretofore published, and also a transcript
of the above-mentioned Map A or of a section thereof, in which transcript each party
may lay down the highlands or other features of the country as it shall think fit, the
water _courses and the boundary lines as claimed by each party remaining as laid
down m the ~aid M~p A. . But this transcript, as well as all the other maJ?S, surveys,
or topographical delmeations, other than the Map A and Mitchell's map, mtended to
be thus annexed by _either party to the respective statements, shall be communicated
to the other party, 111 the same manner as aforesaid, within nine months after the
_xchange of the r3:tifications of this convention, and shall be subject to such objection and observations as the other contracting party may deem it expedient to make
thereto, and shall annex_ to his first statement, either in the margin of such transcript,
map or maps, or otherwise.
NoteX
[Extract from the award of the King of the Netherlands.]

Considering that, according to the instances alleged, the term highlands applies
not only to a hilly or elevated country, but also to land which, without being hilly,
di ides waters flowing in different directions, and t1:at thus the character, more or
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less hilly and elevated, of the country through which _are drawn the two lines respectively claimed at the north and at the south of the nver St, John can not form the
basis of a choice between them.
·

Note XI.
The reason of the doubie delineation of the Restigouche on the map of Mitchell
and several others of ancient date is obvious. A mistake was common to them all by
which the Bay of Chaleurs was laid down too far to.the north. The main branch,_or
Grande Fourche; of Restigouche ( Katawamkedgw1ck) has been reached by pa~tles
setting out from the banks of the St. Lawrence at Metl~, and :~as known to fall mto
the Bay of Chaleurs, while the united stream had also been.v1s1ted by persons crossing the wagansis of Grand River and descending the Southwestern Branch. The map
mak ers could not, in consequence of the error in latitude, make their plat meet, and
therefore considered the part of the united streams reached in the two different directions as different bodies of water, and without authority sought an outlet fur that
which they laid down as the southernmost of the two in another bay of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence. On many of the maps, however, the small stream which modern
geographers improperly call Restigouche is readily distinguishable under the name
of Chacodi.

Note XII.
In t he argument of the British commissioners under Jay's treaty the following
point s were maintained, and, being sanctiot1ed by the decision of the umpire, became the grounds of an award acceded to
by both Governments:
First. That the limits of Nova Scotia
had been altered from the southern bank
of the St . Lawrence to the highlands described in the treaty of peace.
Second. That if the river Schoodiac
were the true St. Croix the northwest
angle of Nova Scotia could be formed by
the western and northern boundaries ( the
meridian line and the highlands).
Third. That the territory of Acadie, or
Nova Scotia, was the same territory
granted to Sir William Alexander.
F ourth. That the sea and Atlantic
Ocean were used as convertible terms.
Fifth. That from the date of the treaty
of Utrec.h t the boundary between Massachusetts and Nova Scotia was that of the
patent to Sir William Alexander.
Six th. That the Provinces of Quebec
and Nova Scotia belonged to and were
in possession of His Britannic Majesty in
1783, and that he had an undoubted right
to cede to the United States such patt of
them as he might think fit.
Seventh. That the due north line from
the source of the St. Croix must of neces1,ity cross the St. John.

It has since been maintained on the
part of Great Britain:

First. That the limits of Nova Scotia
never did extend to th~ St. Lawrence.
Second. That the northwest angle of
Nova Scotia was unknown in 1783.

Third. That Acadie extended south to
the forty-sixth degree of north latitude,
and was not the same with Nova Scotia.
Fourth. That the sea and the Atlantic
Ocean were different things.
Fifth. That the claims and rights of
Massachusetts did not extend to the western bounds of the grant to Sir William
Alexander.
Sixth. That this being the case the ·
cession of territory not included within
her limits is void.

'
Seventh. That it could never have been
intended that the meridian line should
cross the St. John.

Note XIII.
It has beert pretended that the grant of the fief of Madawaska in 1683 can be
11rged as a bar to the claim of Massachusetts. That fief, indeed, was among the early
grants of the French governors of Canada, but it is not included in the claim which
the French themselves set up. It was therefore covered by the Massachusetts chart~r, because the gran_t had never been acted upon. , Even up to the present day this
f~ef can hardly be said to be settled or occupied except by the retainers of the garnson of Fort Ingall, and from all the evidence which could be found on the spot it
appeared that no settlement had ever been made upon it until the establishment of
1
1 posthouse some time between the date of the treaties of 1783 and 1794.
It therefore
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was not at the time the charter of Massachusetts was granted ( 1691) "actually possessed or inhabited by any other Christian prince or state.''
An argument has also been attempted to be drawn from the limits given on Greenleaf's map to a purchase ma.de from the State of Massachusetts _by Watkins and
Flint. This purchase is, however, by the patent extended to the highlands, and the
surveyors who laid it out crossed the Walloostook in sea-rch of them. Here they
met at a short distance from that stream, with waters running to the north, which
they conceived to be waters of the St. Lawrence, ~nd they te:minated their surv~y.
The lines traced on Greenleaf's map are therefore mcorrect, either as compared with
the grant or the actual survey, and although from a want of knowledge of the country the surveyors stopped at waters running into Lake Temiscouata instead of the
St. Lawrence, the very error shows the understanding they had of the true design
of the patent, and this transaction, so far from being an available argument against
the American claim, is an act of possession at an early date within the limits of the
disputed territory.

WASHINGTON, April 8, I842. ·
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with your resolution of the 31st March, 1842, I have
the honor to submit the accompanying document and report* from the
Commissioner of the General Land Office.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April 9, I842.
To the House pf Representatives of the United States:
I transmit herewith to the House of Representatives a report from the
Secretary of State, with a copy of the correspondencet requested by their
resolution of the 7th instant.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April I I, I842.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit a memorial t which I have received from the
Choctaw tribe of Indians and citizens of the State of Mississippi, with
a request that I should communicate the same to Congress. This I do
not feel myself at liberty to decline, inasmuch as I think that some
action by Congress is called for by justice to the memorialists and in
compliance with the plighted national faith.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April I2, I842.
To the Senate of the United States:
In further compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 2d of
February last, requesting information touching the demarcation of the
boundary line between the United States and the Republic of Texas,
I transmit a report from the Secretary of State and the accompanying
documents.
JOHN TYLER.

* Relatin g to surveys and sales of the public lands during 1841 and 1842, etc.
tWith Great Britain relative to an international copyright law.
t Relating to an alleged violation by the United States of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek.
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WASHINGTON, April r3, r842.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 2-4-th of July last,
I communicate to that body a report from the Secretary of State, conveying copies of fhe correspondence* which contains, the information called
for by that resolution.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April r3, r842.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 29th July last, I
communicate to that body a report from the Secretary of State, conveying copies of the correspondence t which contains the information called
for by said resolution.
In communicating these papers to the Senate I call their particular
attention to that portion of the report of the Secretary of State in which
he suggests the propriety of not making public certain parts of the correspondence which accompanied it.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April r8, r842.
To the Senate of the United States:
I have the honor to transmit herewith the report t of the Secretary of
State, in compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 18th February, r 842.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April r9, r842.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith, in part compliance with a resolution of the Senate
of February r 8, a report from the Secretary of War, in closing a list of all
officers, agents, and commissioners employed under the Vi/ ar Department
who are not such by express provision of law, with other information
required by the resolution.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, April I9, I842.
To the House of Representatives:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, containing a
list of appointments to office made in that Department since the 4th day
of April, 1841, in part compliance with the resolution of the House of
Representatives of the 2 rst ultimo.
JOHN TYLER.
*Of the diplomatic agent and minister of the United States at the Court of Austria relative to the
commercial interests of the United States.
tBetween the Department of State and Belgium relative to the rejection by that Government of
the treaty ratified by the Sen!lte February 9, 1833, and the causes of the delay in exchanging the
ratifications of the treaty ratified by the Senate December 31, 1840.
tTransmitting names of agents employed by the State Departn:iept without express provision ·
of law.
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Apr£!_ 20, I8tf.2.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unz'ted States:
I submit to Congress a report from the Secretary of State, accompanied
by documents relating to an appJication by the captain q,nd .owners of
the Spanish ship Sabz'na, * which is recommended to their favorable consideration.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

WASHINGTON, April 28, I8tf.2.
To the Senate of the United States:
I submit to the Senate, for the constitutional action of that body, a
treaty concluded on the IIth day of August last with the Minda Wankanton bands of the Dakota or Sioux Nation of Indians, with the papers
necessary to an understanding of the subject.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April 28, I8tf.2.
To the Senate of the United States:
I ~ubmit to the Senate, for the constitutional action of that body, a
treaty concluded with the half-breeds of the Dakota or Sioux Nation on
the 31st day of July last, together with the papers referred to in the
accompanying communication from the Secretary of War as necessary to
a full view of the whole subject.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, April 30, I842.
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States:
.
In compliance with your resolution of the 29th instant, I have the
honor to transmit the reports of Messrs. Kelley and Steuart, two of the
commissioners originally appointed, along with Mr. Poindexter, to investigate the affairs of the custom-house of New York, together with all
the correspondence and testimony accompanying the same, and also the
report of Mr. Poindexter, to which is annexed two letters, subscribed by
Mr. Poindexter and Mr. Bradley. The last-named gentleman was substituted in the place of Mr. Kelley, whose inclinations and duties called
him to his residence in Ohio after the return of the commissioners to this
city, about the last of August. One of the letters just mentioned was
addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury and bears date the r 2th of
April instant, and the other to myself, dated the 20th of this month.
From the former you will learn that a most interesting portion of the
inquiry instituted by this Department (viz, that relating to light-houses,
buoys, beacons, revenue cutters, and revenue boats) is proposed to be
made the subject of a further report by Messrs. Bradley and Poindexter.
You will also learn , through the accompanying letter from Mr. Steuart,

* For compensatio n for r escuing and supporting the captain, supercargo, and 17 officers and men
of the American ship Courier, of ew York, which foun clered at sea, and landing them safely at
the Cape of Good Hope.
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the reasons which have deiayed him in making a supplemental and additional report to that already made by himself and Mr; Kelley, embracing his views and opinions upon the developments made subsequent
to the withdrawal of Mr. Kelley from the commission and the substitution of Mr. Bradley in his place. I also transmit two documents
furnished by Mr- Steuart, and which were handed by him to the Secretary of the Treasury on the 7th instant, the one being '' memoranda
of proceedings,'' etc., marked No. r, and the other '' letters accompanying memoranda,'' etc., marked No. 2.
The commission was instituted for the purpose of ascertaining existing
defects in the custom-house regulations, to trace to their true causes past
errors, to detect abuses, and by wholesome reforms to guard in future
not only against fraud and peculation, but error and mismanagement.
For these purposes a selection was made of persons of acknowledged
intelligence and industry, and upon this task they have been engaged
for almost an entire year, and their labors remain yet to be completed.
The character of those labors may be estimated by the extent of Messrs.
Kelley and Steuart's report, embracing about roo pages of closely written
manuscript, the voluminous memoranda and correspondence of Mr.
Steuart, the great mass of evidence accompanying Messrs. Kelley and
Steuart's report, and the report of Mr. Poindexter, extending over 394
pages, comprised in the volume accompanying this, and additional reports
still remaining to be made, as before stated.
I should be better pleased to have it in my power to communicate
the entire mass of reports made and contemplated to be made at one
and the same time, and still more should I have been gratified if time
could have been allowed me, consistently with the apparent desire of the
House of Representatives to be put into immediate possession of these
papers, to have compared or even to have read with deliberation the views
presented by the commissioners as to proposed reforms in the revenue
laws, together with the mass of documentary evidence and information
by which they have been explained and enforced and which do not admit
of a satisfactory comparison until the whole circle of reports be completed.
Charges of malfeasance against some of those now in office will devolve
upon the Executive a rigid investigation into their extent and character,
and will in due season claim my attention. The readiness, however,
with which the House proposes to enter upon the grave and difficult
subjects which these papers suggest having anticipated that consideration of them by the Executive which their importance demands, it only
remains for me, in lieu of specific recommendations, which under other
circumstances it would have been my duty to make, to urge upon Congress the importance and necessity of introducing the earliest reforms
. in existing laws and usages, so as to guard the country in future against
frauds in the collection of the revenues and the Treasury against peculation, to relieve trade and commerce from oppressive regulations, a~d to
guard law and morality against violation and abuse.
As from their great volume it has been necessary to transmit the original
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papers to the House, I have to suggest the propriety of t~e House taking
order for their restoration to the Treasury Department at such time as
may comport with its pleasure.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

May 2, I842.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I have this day received and now transmit to the House of Representatives. the accompanying communication from Benjamin F. Butler,
having relation to the reports of the commissioners appointed by me to
examine into the affairs connected with the New York custom-house.
As the whole subject is in possession of the House, I deem it also proper
to communicate Mr. Butler's letter.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

May Io, I842.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
The season for active hostilities in Florida having nearly terminated,
my attention has necessarily been directed to the course of measures to
be pursued hereafter in relation to the few Indians yet remaining in that
Territory. Their number is believed not to exceed 240, of whom there
are supposed to be about 89 warriors, or males capable of bearing arms,
The further pursuit of these miserable beings by a large military force
seems to be as injudicious as it is unavailing. The history of the last
year's campaign in Florida has satisfactorily shown that notwithstanding
the vigorous and incessant operations of our troops ( which can not be
exceeded), the Indian mode of warfare, their dispersed condition, and the
very smallness of their number (which increases the difficulty of finding
them in the abundant and almost inaccessible hiding places of the Territory) render any further attempt to secure them by force impracticable
except by the employment of the most expensive means. The exhibition of force and the constant efforts to capture or destroy them of course
places them beyond the reach of overtures to surrender. It is believed
by the distinguished officer in command there that a different system
should now be pursued to attain the entire removal of all the Indians
in Florida, and he recommends that hostilities should cease unless the
renewal of them be rendered necessary by new aggressions; that communications should be opened by means of the Indians with him to insure
them a peaceful and voluntary surrender, and that the military operations
should hereafter be directed to the protection of the inhabitants.
These views are strengthened and corroborated by the governor of the
Territory, by many of its most intelligent citizens, and by numerous officers of the Army who have served and are still serving in that region.
Mature reflection has satisfied me that these recommendations are sound
and just; and I rejoice that consistently with duty to Florida I may
indulge my desire to promote the great interests of humanity and extend
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the reign of peace and good will by terminating the unhappy warfare
that has so long been carried on there, and at the same time gratify
my anxiety to reduce the demands upon the Treasury by curtailing the
extraordinary expenses which have attended the contest. I have therefore authorized the colonel in command there as soon as he shall deem
it expedient to declare that hostilities against the Indians have ceased,
and that they will not be renewed unless provoked and rendered indispensable by new outrages on their part, but that neither citizens nor
troops are to be restrained from any necessary and proper acts of selfdefense against any attempts to molest them. He is instructed to open
communications with those yet remaining, and endeavor by all peaceable
means to persuade them to consult their true interests by joining their
brethren at the West; and directions have been given for establishing
a cordon or line of protection for the inhabitants by the necessary number of troops.
But to render this system of pr".Jtection effectual it is essential that
settlements of our citizens should be made within the line so established,
and that they should be armed; so as to be ready to repel any attack. In
order to afford inducements to such settlements, I submit to the consideration of Congress the propriety of allowing a reasonable quantity of
land to the head of each family that shall permanently occupy it, and
of extending the existing provisions on that subject so as to permit the
issue of rations for the subsistence of the settlers for one year; and as
few of them will probably be provided with arms, it would be expedient
to authorize the loan of muskets and the delivery of a proper quantity of
cartridges or of powder and balls. By such means it is to be hoped that
a hardy population will soon occupy the rich soil of the frontiers of
Florida, who will be as capable as willing to defend themselves and their
houses, and thus relieve the Government from further anxiety or expense
for their protection.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, May I3, I842.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report* from the Postmaster-General, made in
pursuance of the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 2 rst
of March last, together with the accompanying documents.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May _I6, I842.
To the Senate:
Having directed hostilities in Florida to cease, the time seems to have
arrived for distinguishing with appropriate honors the brave army that
hav~ so long encountered the perils of savage warfare in a country presentmg every imaginable difficulty and in seasons and under a climate

* Transmitting lists of postmasters and others appointed by the President and Post-Office Department from April 4, 1841, to March 21, 1842.
.
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fruitful of disease. The history of the hardships which our soldiers have
endured, of the patience and perseverance which have enabled them to
triumph over obstacles altogether unexampled, and of the gallantry which
they have exhibited on ·every occasion which a .subtle and skulking foe
would allow them to improve is so familiar as not to require repetition
at my hands. But justice to the officers and men now in Florida demands
that their privations, sufferings, and dauntless exertions during a summer's campaign in such a climate, which for the first time was witnessed
during the last year, should be specially commended. The foe has not
been allowed opportunity either to plant or to cultivate or to reap. The
season, which to him has usually been one of repose and preparation for
renewed conflict, has been vigorously occupied by incessant and harassing
pursuit, by penetrating his hiding places and laying waste his rude dwellings, and by driving him from swamp to swamp and from everglade to
everglade. True, disease and death have been encountered at the same
time and in the same pursuit, but they have been disregarded by a brave
and gallant army, determined on fulfilling to the uttermost the duties
assigned them, however inglorious they might esteem the particular service in which they were engaged.
To all who have been thus engaged the executive department, responding to the universal sentiment of the country, has already awarded
the meed of approbation. There must, however, in all such cases be some
who, availing themselves of the occasions which fortune afforded, have
distinguished themselves for '' gallant actions and meritorious conduct''
beyond the usual high gallantry and great merit which an intelligent
public opinion concedes to the whole Army. To express to these the
sense which the~r Government cherishes of their publjc conduct and to
hold up to their fellow-citizens the bright example of their courage, constancy, and patriotic devotion would seem to be but the performance of
the very duty contemplated by that provision of our laws which authorizes the issuing of brevet commissions.
Fortunately for the country, a long peace, interrupted only by difficulties with Indians at particular points, has afforded few occasions for the
exercise of this power, and it may be regarded as favorable to the encouragement of a proper military spirit throughout the Army that an opportunity is now given to evince the readiness of the Government to reward
unusual merit with a peculiar and lasting distinction .
I therefore nominate to the Senate the persons whose names are contained in the accompanying list* for brevet commissions for services in
Florida. That the number is large is evidence only of the value of the
services rendered during a contest that has continued nearly as long as
the War of the Revolution. The difficulty has been to reduce the number as much as possible without injustice to any, and to accomplish this
great and mature consideration has been bestowed on the case of every
officer who has served in Florida.
JOHN TYLER.
~omitted.
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WASHINGTON, May 24, I8,f.2.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I transmit herewith to the Senate a treaty recently concluded with
the Wyandott tribe of Indians, and request the advice and consent
of the Senate to the ratification of the same as proposed to be modified
by the War Department,
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June I, I842.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I herewith transmit a report from the Acting Commissioner of the
General Land Office and the documents accompanying the same (from
No. I to No. 7), in relation to the conduct of N. P. Taylor, present register and former clerk in the land office at St. Louis, in compliance with
your resolution of the 9th May.
JOHN TYLER.·

WASHINGTON, June IO, I842.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I submit herewith a treaty concluded at Buffalo Creek on the 20th day
of May last between the United States and the Seneca Nation of Indians,
for your advice and consent to its ratification, together with a report on
the subject from the War Department .•
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June I3, I842.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 2d of March last,
requesting information touching proceedings under the convention of the
I 1th of April, 1839, between the United States and the ·Mexican Republic,
I transmit a report from the Secretary of State, with the accompanying
documents.
JOHN TYLER.

w ASHING'I'ON, June I..'i, I842.
To the Senate ef the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 29th of March
last, calling for information touching the relations between the United
States and the Mexican Republic, I transmit a report from the Secret~ry
of State, with the accompanying documents.*
JOHN TYLER.
w ASHINGTON, June I7, I842.
To the House ef Representatives:
.
I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, which,
accompanied by copies of certain letters of Mr. Ewing, late Secretary of
.*.Corresponde nce respecting certain citizens of the United States captured with the Texan ex:pc:dition to Santa Fe, and held in confinement in Mexico.
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the Treasury, and a statement* from the Treasury Department, completes the answer, a part of_which has heretofore been furnished, to your
resolution of the 7th of February last, and complies also with your resolution of the 3d instant.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June 20, I842.
To the House of Representatives:
A resolution of the House of Representatives of the 13th instant has
been communicated to me, requesting, '' so far as may be compatible
with the public interest, a copy of the quintuple treaty between the five
powers of Europe for the suppression of the African slave trade, and
also copies of any remonstrance or protest addressed by Lewis Cass, envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States at the
Court of Fra;ice, to that Government , against the ratification by France
of the said treaty, and of all correspondence between the Governments of
the United States and of France, and of all communications from the
said Lewis Cass to his own Government and from this Government to
him relating thereto.''
In answer to this request I have to say that the treaty mentioned
therein has not been officially communicated to the Government of the
United States, and no authentic copy of it, therefore, can be furnished.
In regard to the other papers requested, although it is my hope · and
expectation that it will be proper and convenient at an early day to lay
them before Congress, together with others connected with the same
subjects, yet in my opinion a communication of them to the House of
Representatives at this time would not be compatible with the publk
interest.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June 22, I842.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 15th of Apri',
last, I communicate to the Senate a report from the Secretary of State,
accompanying copies of the correspondence i- called for by said resolution.

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June 24, I842.
To t/ze Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith to the Senate the translation of a letter t addressed
by the minister of France at Washington to the Secretary of State of the
United tates and a copy of the answer given thereto by my direction,
and invite to the subject of the minister's letter all the consideration due

* Of ex;,enses of the commission to investigate the New York custom-house, etc.
t Relating to the conduct and character of William B. Hodgson (nomtnated to be consul at Tunis)
while dragoman at Constantinople.
tRelating to the establishment of a line of steamers between Havre and New York.
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to its importance and to a proposition originating in a desire to promote
mutual convenience and emanating from a Government with which it is
both our interest and our desire to maintain the most amicable relations.
JOHN TYLER.
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.]
WASHINGTON, June 24' I842.
To the Senate ef the Unz't~d States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 16th of February last, I herewith transmit a letter* from the Secretary of State and
the papers in that Department called for by the resolution aforesaid.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June 25, I842.
To the House of Representatz'ves:
I have this day approved and signed an act, which originated in the
House of Representatives, entitled '' An act for an apportionment of Representatives among the several States according to the Sixth Census,''
and have caused the same to be deposited in the office of the Secretary
of State, accompanied by an exposition of my reasons for giving to it my
sanction.
JOHN TYLER.
[Transmitted to the House of Representatives by the Secretary of State in compliance with a
resolution of that body.]

WASHINGTON,June 25, I842.
A BILL entitled "An act for an apportionment of Representatives among the several States
according to the Sixth Census," approved June 25, 1842.

In approving this bill I feel it due to myself to say, as well that my motives for
signing it may be rightly understood as that my opinions may not be liable to 'be
misconstrued or .quoted h ereafter erroneously as a precedent, that I have not proceeded so much upon a clear and decided opinion of my own respecting the constitutionality or policy of the entire act as from respect to the declared will of the two
Houses of Congress.
In yielding my doubts to the matured opinion of Congress I have followed the
advice of the first Secretary of State to the first President-of the United States and
the example set by that illustrious citizen upon a memorable occasion.
When I was a member of either House of Congress I acted under the conviction
that to doubt as to the constitutionality of a law was sufficient to induce me to give
my vote against it; but I have not been able to bring myself to believe that a doubtful opinion of the Chief Magistrate ought to outweigh the solemnly pronounced
opinion of the representatives of the people and of the States.
One of the prominent features of the bill is that which purports to be mandatory
on the States to form districts for the choice of Representatives to Congress, in single
districts. That Congress itself has power by law to alter State regulations respecting
the manner of holding elections for Representatives is clear, but its power to command the States to make new regulations or alter their existing regulations is the
question upon which I have felt deep and strong doubts. I have yielded those
*Transmitting names and compensation of employees and witnesses in connection with the
commission of inquiry relative to the public buildings in Washington, D. c.
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doubts, however, to the opinion of the Legislature, giving effect to their enactment
as far as depends on my approbation, and leaving questions which may arise hereafter, if unhappily such should arise, to be settled by full consideration of the several
·provisions of the Constitution and the laws and the authority of each House to
judge of the elections, returns, and qualifications of its own members.
Similar considerations have operated with me in r egard to the representation of
fractions above a moiety of the representative number, and where such moiety exceeds
30,CX>O-a question on which a diversity of opinion has existed from the foundation
of the Government. The provision recommends itself from its nearer approximation to. equality than would be found in the application of a common and simple
divisor to the entire population of each State, and corrects in a great degree those
inequalities which are destined at the recurrence of each succeeding census so greatly
to augment.
In approving the bill I flatter myself that a disposition will be perceived on my
part to concede to the opinions of Congress in a matter which may conduce to the
good of the country and the stability of its institutions, upon which my own opinion
is not clear and decided. But it seemed to me due to the respectability of opinion against the constitutionality of the bill, as well as to the real difficulties of the
subject, which no one feels more sensibly than I do, that the reasons which have
determined me should be left on record.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, July I 1 I842.
To the Senate of the United States:
In pursuance of the suggestions contained in the accompanying letter
from the Secretary of the Navy and of my own convictions of their propriety, I transmit to the Senate the report made by Lieutenant Wilkes,
commander of the exploring expedition, relative to the Oregon Territory. ·Having due regard to the negotiations now pending between this
Government and the Government of Great Britain through its special
envoy, I have thought it proper to communicate the report confidentially
to the Senate.
JOHN TYLER.

1

WASHINGTON, July 2, r842.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I submit to Congress the printed ·copy of certain resolutions of the
legislature of the State of Louisiana, accompanied by a letter from the
Senators and Representatives from that State, and also a letter from
the Solicitor of the Treasury and Commissioner of the General Land
Office, requesting and recommending that a suit in ejectment may be
authorized and directed in order to test the validity of a grant made on
the 20th of June, 1797, by the Baron de Carondelet, Governor-General
of Loui iana, to the Marquis de Maison Rouge.
The magnitude of this claim renders it highly desirable that a speedy
termination should be put to all contest concerning it, and I therefore
recommend that Congress shall authorize such proceedings as may be
best ca.k:ulated to bring it to a close.
JOHN TYLER.

John Tyler
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WASHINGTON, July 9, I842.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of
the 2 rst ultimo, requesting information relative to proceedings of this
Government in the case of George Johnson, a citizen of the United
States aggrieved by acts of authorities of the Republic of Uruguay, I
transmit a report from the Secretary of State with the accompanying

papers.

JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, July I4, I842.
To tlze House o.f Representatz'ves o.f the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
12th instant, requesting copies of papers upon the subject of the relations between the United States and the Mexican Republic, I transmit
a report from the Secretary of State and the documents by which it was
accompanied.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, July I4, I842.
To the Senate o.f the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the uth instant,
calling for the recent correspondence between the Republic of Mexico
and this Government in relation to Texas, I transmit a report from the
Secretary of State, with the accompanying documents.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, July 20, I842.
To the House o.f Representatives qf the United States:
In further compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 29th of April last, I transmit herewith a supplemental
and additional report of William M. Steuart, one of the commissioners
appointed to investigate the affairs of the New York custom-house, which
has recently been received, and which, like the reports of the commissioners heretofore communicated to the House, I have not had an opportunity to examine. For the reason stated in my mess~ge to the House
of the 30th of April last, I shall abstain, as I have done hitherto, from
recommending any specific measures which might be suggested by an
examination of the various reports on the subject.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, July 22, I842.
To the House o.f Repre,sentalives o.f the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
13th instant, upon the subject of the relations between the United States

M P-vor.,
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and the Republic of Texas, I transmit a report from the Secretary of
State. My last communication to Congress relating to that Republic
was my message of the 30th of March last, suggesting the expediency
of legislative provisions for improving the trade and , facilitating the
intercourse by post between the United States and Texas. The report
of the Secretary of State is accompanied by a copy of all the correspond. ence between the two Governments since that period which it would
be compatible with the public interest ta communicate to the House of
Representatives at this time.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, August 8, I8/2.
To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
In the communication made to the Senate on the 13th of June, in
answer to its resolution of the 2d of March last, there appears to have
been, among other papers, sundry letters addressed to the Department
of State by certain claimants or their a·gents containing reflections upon
the character of the umpire appointed by His Prussian Majesty pursuant
to the convention between the United States and the Mexican Repub"'
lie of the uth of April, 1839. As the call was for all communications
which had been addressed to the Department of State by any of the claimants under that convention relative to the proceedings and progress of
the mixed commission, the copies were prepared and submitted without
attracting the attention either of the head of the Department or myself.
If those letters had been noticed, their transmission to the Senate, if
transmitted at all, would have been accompanied by a disclaimer on the
part of the Executive of any intention to approve such charges. The
Executive has no complaint to make against the conduct or decisions of
the highly respectable person appointed by his sovereign umpire between
the American and Mexican commissioners.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, August Io, I8,f.2.
To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
In compliance with your resolution of the ;8th July, I herewith transmit a letter from the Acting Secretary of the Treasury and a report from
the Commissioner of Public Buildings, together with the accompanying
documents.*
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, August II, I8¢2.
To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
I have the satisfaction to communicate to the Senate the results of the
negotiations recently had i~ this city with the British minister, special
and extraordinary.
• Relating to the macadamizing of Pennsylvania avenue, Washington, D. c.

PAGE OF WEBSTER-ASHBURTON TREATY, RATIFIED IN JOHN
TYLERS ADMINISTRATION.
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PRE IDE T TYLER

IG ATURE O

TIIE WEB TER-A HBURTO

THE RATIFICATION OF
TREATY.

John Tyler
These results compriseFirst. A treaty to settle and define the boundaries between the territories of the United States and the possessions of Her Britannic Majesty
in North America, for the suppression of the African slave trade, and the
surrender of criminals fugitive from justice in certain cases.
Second. A correspondence on the subject of the interference of the
colonial authorities of the British West Indies with American merchant
vessels driven by stress of weather or carried by violence into the ports
of those colonies.
Third. A correspondence upon the subject of the attack and destruction of the steamboat Caroline.
Fourth. A correspondence on the subject of impressment.
If this treaty shall receive the approbation of the Senate, it will terminate a difference respecting boundary which has long subsisted between
the two Governments, has been the subject of several ineffectual attempts at settlement, and has sometimes led to.great irritation, not without danger of disturbing the existing peace. Both the United States
and the States more immediately concerned have entertained no doubt
of the validity of the American title to all the territory which has been
in dispute, but that title was controverted and the Government of the
United States had agreed to make the dispute a subject of arbitration.
One arbitration had been actually had, but had failed to settle the controversy, and it was found at the commencement of last year that a correspondence had been in progress between the two Governments for a
joint commission, wfrh an ultimate reference to an umpire or arbitrator
with authority to make a final decision. That correspondence, however,
had been retarded by various occurrences, and had come to no definite
result when the special · mission of Lord Ashburton was announced.
This movement on the part of England afforded in the judgment of the
Executive a favorable opportunity for making an attempt to settle this
long-existing controversy by some agreement or treaty without further
reference to arbitration.
·
It seemed entirely proper that if this purpose were entertained consul~ation should be had with the authorities of the States of Maine and
Jfassachusetts. Letters, therefore, of which copies are herewith communicated, were addressed to the 'governors of those States, suggesting
i:hat commissioners should be appointed by each of them, respectively, to
repair to this city and confer with the authorities of this Government on
a line by agre~ment or compromise, with its equivalents and compensations. This suggestion was met by both States in a spirit of candor and
patriotism and promptly complied with. Four commissioners on the part
of Maine and three on the part of Massachusetts, all persons of distinction and high character, were duly appointed and commissi~ned and lost
no time in presenting themselves at the seat of the Government of the
United States. These commissioners have been in correspondence with
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this Government during the period of the discussions; have enjoyed its
~onfidence and freest communications; have aided the general object with
their counsel and advice, and in the end have unanimously signified their
assent to the line proposed in the treaty . .
Ordinarily it would be no easy task to reconcile and bring together
such a variety of interests in a matter in itself difficult and perplexed,
but the efforts of the Government in attempting to accomplish this
desirable object have been seconded and sustained by a spirit of accommodation and conciliation on the part of the States concerned, to which
much of the success of these efforts is to be ascribed.
Connected with the settlement of the line of the northeastern boundary, so far as it respects the States of Maine and Massachusetts, is the
continuation of that line ,along the highlands to the northwesternmost
head of Connecticut River. Which of the sources of that stream is
entitled to this character has been matter of controversy and of some
interest to the State of New Hampshire. The King of the Netherlands
decided the main bnmch to be the north westernmost · head of the Connecticut. This did not satisfy the claim of New Hampshire. The line
agreed to in the present treaty follows the highlands to the head of
Halls Stream and thence down that river, embracing the whole claim
of New Hampshire and establishing her title to 100,000 a~res of territory more than she would have had by the decision of the King of the
Netherlands.
By the treaty of 1783 the line is to proceed down the Connecticut
River to the forty-fifth degree of north latitude, and thence west by that
parallel till it strikes the St. Lawrence. Recent examinations having
ascertained that the line heretofore received as the true line of latitude
between those points was erroneous, and that the correction of this error
would not only leave on the British side a considerable tract of territory
heretofore supposed to belong to the States of Vermont and New York,
but also Rouses Point, the site of a military work of the United States,
it has been regarded as an object of importance not only to establish the
rights and jurisdiction of those States up to the line to which they have
been considered to extend, but also to comprehend Rouses Point within
the territory of the United States. The relinquishment by the British
Government of all the territory south of the line heretofore con~idered
to be the true line has been obtained, and the consideration for this
relinquishment is to inure by the provisions of the treaty to the States
of Maine and Massachusetts.
The line of boundary, then, from the source of the St. Croix to the
St. Lawrence, so far as Maine and· Massachusetts are concerned, is fixed
by their own consent and for considerations satisfactory to them, the
chief of these considerations being the privilege of transporting the lumber and agricultural products grown and raised in Maine on the waters of
the St. Johns and its tributaries down that river to the ocean free from
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imposition or disability. The importance of this privilege, perpetual in
its terms, to a country covered at present by pine forests of great value,
and much of it capable hereafter of agricultural improvement, is not a
matter·upon which the opinion of intelligent men is likely to be divided.
So far as New Hampshire is concerned, the treaty secures afl that she
requires, and New York and Vermont are quieted to the extent of their
claim and occupation. The difference which would be made in the northern boundary of these two States by correcting the parallel of latitude
may be seen on Tanner's maps (1836), new atlas, maps Nos. 6 and 9.
From the intersection of the forty-fifth degree of north latitude with
the St. Lawrence and along that river and the lakes to the water communication between Lake Huron and Lake Superior the line was definitively agreed on by the commissioners of the two Governments under
the sixth article of the treaty of Ghent; but between this last-mentioned
. point and the Lake of the Woods the commissioners acting under the
seventh article of that treaty found several matters of disagreement, and
therefore made no joint report to their respective Governments. The
first of these was Sugar Island, or St. Georges Island, lying in St. Marys
River, or the water communication between Lakes Huron and Superior.
By the present treaty this island is embraced in the territories of the
United States. Both from soil and position it is regarded as of much
value.
Another matter of difference was the manner of extending the line
from the point at which the commissioners arrived, north of Isle Royale,
in Lake Superior, to the Lake of the Woods. The British commissioner
insisted on proceeding to Fond du Lac, at the southwest angle of the
lake, and thence by the river St. Louis to the Rainy Lake. The American commissioner supposed the true course to be to proceed by 'way of
the Dog River. Attempts were made to compromise this difference, but
without success. The details of these proceedings are found at length
in the printed separate reports of the commissioners.
From t~e imperfect knowledge of this remote country at the date of
the treaty of peace, some of the descriptions in that treaty do not harmo~ize with its natural features as now ascertained. '' Long Lake'' is
nowhere to be found under that name. There is reason for supposing,
however, that the sheet of water intended by that name is the estuary at
the mouth of Pigeon River. The present treaty therefore adopts that
estuary and river, and afterwards pursues the usual route across the
height of land by the various portages and small lakes till the line
reaches Rainy Lake, from which the commissioners agreed on the extension of it to its termination in the northwest angle of the Lake of the
Woods. The region of country on and near the shore of the lake
between Pigeon River on the north and Fond du Lac and the river St.
Louis on the south and west, considered valuable as a mineral region,
is thus included within the United States. It embraces a territory of
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4,000,000 acres northward of the claim set up 1:?Y the British commis•
sioner under the treaty of Ghent. From the height of land at the head
of Pigeon River westerly to the Rainy Lake the country is understood
to be of little value, being described by surveyors and marked on the
map as a region of rock and water.
From the northwest angle of the Lake of the Woods, which.is found .
to be in latitude 45° 23' 55" north, existing treaties require the line to be
run due south to its intersection with the forty-fifth parallel, and thence
along that parallel to the Rocky Mountains.
After sundry informal communications with the British minister upon
the subject of the claims of the two countries to territory west of the
Rocky Mountains, so little probability was found to exist of coming to
any agreement on that subject at present ·that it was not thought expedient to make it one of the subjects of formal negotiation to be entered
upon between this Government and the British minister as part of his
duties under his special mission.
By the treaty of r 783 the line of division along the rivers and lakes
from the place where the forty-fifth parallel of north latitude strikes the
St. Lawrence to the outlet of Lake Superior is invariably to be drawn
through the middle of such waters, and not through the middle of their
main channels. Such a line, if extended according to the literal terms of
the treaty, would, it is obvious, occasionally intersect islands. The manner in which the commissioners of the two Governments dealt with this
difficult subject may be seen in their reports. But where the line thus
following the middle of the river or water course did not meet with
islands, yet it was liable sometimes to leave the only practicable navigable channel altogether on one side. The treaty made no provision
for the common use of the waters by the citizens and subjects of both
countries.
It has happened, therefore, in a few instances that the use of the river
in particular places would be greatly diminished to one party or the other
if in fact there was not a choice in the use of channels and passages.
Thus at the Long Sault, in the St. Lawrence-a dangerous passage,
practicable only for boats-the only safe run is between the Long Sault
Islands and Barnharts Island (all which belong to the United States) on
one side and the American shore on the other. On the other hand, by
far the best passage for vessels of any depth of water from Lake Erie
into the Detroit River is between Bois Blanc, a British island, and the
Canadian shore. So again, there are several channels or passages, of
different degrees of facility and usefulness, between the several islands
in the river t. Clair at or near its entry into the lake of that name. In
these three cases the treaty provides that all the several passages and
channels shall be free and open to the use of the citizens and subjects of
both parties.
The treaty obligations subsisting between the two countries for the
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suppression of the African slave trade and the complaints made to this
Government within the last three or four years, many of them but too
well founded, of_the visitation, seizure, and detention of American vessels on that coast by British cruisers could not but form a delicate and
highly important part of the negotiations which have now been held.
T he early and prominent part 'which the Government of the United
States has taken -for the abolition of this unlawful and inhuman traffic is
well k nown. By the tenth article of the treaty of Ghent it is declared
that the traffic in slaves is irreconcilable with the principles of humanity
and justice, and that both His Majesty and the United States are desirous of continuing their efforts to promote its entire abolition; and it is
thereby agreed that both the contracting parties shall use their best
endeavors to accomplish so desirable an object. The Government of the
United States has by law declared the African slave trade piracy, and at
its suggestion other nations have made similar enactments. It has not
been wanting in honest and zealous efforts, made in conformity with
the wishes of the whole country, to accomplish the entire abolition of the
traffic in slaves upon the African coast, but these efforts and those of
other countries directed to the same end have proved to a considerable
degree unsuccessful. Treaties are known to have been entered into some
years ago between England and France by which the former power,
which usually maintains a large naval force on the African station, was
authorized to seize and bring in for adjudication vessels found engaged
in the slave trade under the French flag.
It is k nown that in December last a treaty was signed in London by
the representatives of England, France, Russia, Prussia, and Austria having for its professed object a strong and united effort of the five powers
to put an end to the traffic. This treaty was not officially communicated
to the Government of the United States, but its provisions and stipulations are supposed to be accurately known to the public. It is understood to be not yet ratified on the part of France.
No application or request has beeri made to this Government to become
party to this treaty, but the course it might take in regard to it has
excited no small degree of attention and discussion in Europe, as the
principle upon which it is founded and the stipulations which it contains
have caused warm animadversions and great political excitement.
I n my message at' the commencement of the present session of Congress
I ·endeavored to state the principles which this Government supports
respecting the right of search and the immunity of flags. Desirous of
maintaining those principles fully, at the sa~e time t·h at existing obligations should be fulfilled, I have thought it most consistent with the honor
and dignity of the country that it should execute its own laws and perform its own obligations by its own means and its own power.
The examination or visitation of the merchant vessels of one nation
by the cruisers of another for any purpose except those known and
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acknowledged by the law of nations, under whatever restraints or regulations it may take place, may lead to dangerous results. It is far better
by other means to supersede any s~pposed necessity or any motive for
such examination or visit. Interference with a merchant vessel by an
armed cruiser is always a delicate proceeding, apt to touch the point of
national honor as well as to affect the interests of individuals. It has
been thought, therefore, expedient, not only in accordance with the stipulations of the treaty of Ghent, but at the same time as removing all
pretext on the part of others for violating the immunities of the Ameri~
can flag upon the seas, as they exist and are defined by the law of
nations, to enter into the articles now submitted to the Senate.
The treaty which I now submit to you proposes no alteration, mitigation, or modification of the rules of the law of nations. It provides
simply that each of the two Governments shall maintain on the coast of
Africa a sufficient squadron to enforce separately and respectively the
laws, rights, and obligations of the two countries for the suppression of
the slave trade.
Another consideration of great importance has recommended this
mode of fulfilling the duties and obligations of the country. Our commerce along the western coast of Africa is extensive, and supposed to be
increasing. There is reason to think that in many cases those engaged
in it have met with interruptions and annoyances caused by the jealousy and instigation of rivals engaged in the same trade. Many complaints on this subject have reached the Government. A respectable
naval force on the coast is the natural resort and security against fut ther occurrences of this kind.
The surrender to justice of persons who, having committed high crimes,
seek an asylum in the territories of a neighboring nation would seem to
be an act due to the . .cause of general justice and properly belonging
to the present state of civilization and intercourse. The British Provinces of North America are separated from the States of the Union by a
line of several thousand miles, and along portions of this line the amount
of population on either side is quite considerable, while the passage of
the boundary is always easy.
Offenders against the law on the one side transfer themselves to the
other. Sometimes, with great difficulty, they are brought to justice, but
very often they wholly escape. A consciousness of immunity from the
power of avoiding justice in this way instigates the unprincipled and
reckless to the commission of offenses, and the peace and good neighborhood of the border are consequently often disturbed.
In the case of offenders fleeing from Canada into the United States, the
governors of tates are often applied to for their surrender, and questions
of a very embarrassing nature arise from these applications. It has
been thought highly important, therefore, to provide for the whole case
by a prop ~r treaty stipulation. The article on the subject in the propo d treaty i carefully confined to such offenses as all mankind agree
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to regard as heinous and destructive of the security of life and property.
In this careful and specific enumeration of crimes the object has been
to exclude all political offenses or criminal charges arising from wars
or intestine commotions. Treason, misprision of treason, libels, desertion from military service, and other offenses of similar character are
excluded.
And lest some unforeseen inconvenience or unexpected abuse should
arise from the stipulation rendering its continuance in the opinion of one
or both of the parties not longer desirable, it is left in the power of either
to put an end to it ·at will.
The destruction of the steamboat Caroline at Schlosser four or five years
ago occasioned no small degree of excitement at the time,.and became the
subjec_t of correspondence between the two Governments. That correspondence, having been suspended for a considerable .period, was renewed
in the spring of the last year, but no satisfactory result haying been
arrived at, it was thought proper, though the occurrence had ceased to
be fresh and recent, not to omit attention to it on the present occasion.
It has only been so far discussed in the correspondence now submitted as
it was accomplished by a violation of the territory of the United States.
The letter of the _British minister, while he attempts to justify that violation upon the ground of a pressing and overruling necessity, admitting,
nevertheless, that even if justifiable an apology was due for it, and
accompanying this acknowledgment with assurances of the sacred regard
of his Government for the inviolability o_f national territory, has seemed
to me sufficient to warrant forbearance from any further remonstrance
against what took place as an aggression on the soil and territory of .
the country. On the subject of the interference of the British authorities
in the West Indies, a confident hope is entertained that the correspondence which has taken place, showing the grounds taken by this Government and the engagements entered into by the British minister, will be
found such as t<> satisfy the just expectation of the people of the United
States.
The impressment of seamen from merchant vessels of this country by
British cruisers, although not practiced in time of peace, and therefore
not at present a productive cause of difference and irritation, has, nevertheless, hitherto been so prominent a topic of controversy and is so likely
to bring on renewed contentions at the first breaking out of a European
war that it has been thought the part of wisdom now to take it into serious and earnest consideration. The letter from the Secretary of State
to the British minister explains the ground which the Government has
assumed and the principles which it means to uphold. For the defense
of these grounds and the maintenance of these principles the most perfect reliance is placed on the intelligence of the American people and on
their firmness and patriotism in whatever touches the honor of the country or its great and essential interests.
JOHN TYLER.
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[The following are inserted because they pertain to the treaty transmitted with the message of
President Tyler immediately preceding.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

To the Senate of the United States:

Washington, August 3, I848.

The Secretary of State has the honor to transmit to the Senate, in compliance
with a resolution adopted by it on the 29th ultimo, a copy of the joint report of the
commissioners under the treaty of Washington of August 9, 1842, together with a
copy of the report of the American commissioner transmitting the same to the State
Department.

JAMES BUCHANAN.

Mr. Smith to Mr. Buchanan.
W ASHlNGTON, April 20, I848.
SIR: In presenting to you the joint report of the commissioners i::.ppointed under
the treaty of Washington of August 9, 1842, to survey and mark the line of boundary
between the United States and the British Provinces, which I have the honor herewith most respectfully to submit, I have to perform the painful duty of informing
you that the maps of that line and ~f the adjacent country, which had been elaborately constructed by the scientific corps on the part of the United States, and
contained upon 100 sheets of drawing paper of the largest size, together with the
tables of the survey, have been destroyed by the conflagration of the building in
which they were contained. This house had been occupied by Major James D.
Graham, the head of the scientific corps and principal astronomer of the American
commission, as his office until his departure for Mexico. All the maps, drawings,
and tables had been completed and duly authenticated by the joint commissioners,
and were ready to be deposited with their joint report under their hands and seals
in the archives of this Government. Of this I had the honor to inform you in my
letter of the 24th ultimo.
I can hardly express the pain which this unfortunate event has occasioned me.
But I can not perceive that any imputation of blame can properly be attached to any
officer of the commission. The care and custody of all the work of the United States
scientific corps were properly placed in charge of Major Graham, as the head of that
corps, who had had the immediate direction and superintendence of it from the first
organization of the commission. He required the maps and tables at his office for
reference and revision in the progress of the astronomical work. Upon his departure for Mexico he placed Lieutenant A. W. Whipple in his rooms with an injunction
to guard with the utmost care the valuable property of the commission. On the day
after he left the city, and when for the first time informed of the fact, I called upon
Lieutenant Whipple and requested him to have all the maps, drawings, and tables
ready to be turned over to the State Department on the following day. On the 24th
ultimo I acquainted you with that fact.
No censure can possibly be attributed to Lieutenant Whipple, whose great care
and attention to all his duties have been on all occasions highly distinguished. He
escaped from the fire with scarcely an article of his dress, and his loss in money and
clothing is at least 1,000. Major Graham has lost his valuable library, together
with personal effects to a large amount. The fire was communicated from the basement of the house, and by no effort could anything be saved.
There are tracings of the maps upon "tissue paper," without the topography, in
the State of Maine, but they are not signed by the commissioners.
The field books of the engineers were, fortunately, not in Major Graham's office,
and are preserved.
Duplicates of the maps, duly authenticated, have been placed in the British archives at London, which, although they have not the topography of the country so
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fully laid down upon them as it was upon our own, represent with equal exactness
the survey of the boundary itself. Should it be deemed expedient by this Government to pro_cure copies of them, access to those archives for that purpose would
undoubtedly be permitted, and the object accomplished at small expense, and when
c01;npleted these copies could be authenticated by the joint commissioners in accordance with the provisions of the treaty;
I have the honor to be, with great respect 1 your obedient and humble servant,
ALBERT SMITH.

Report of the joint commission of boundary appointed under the treaty of
Washington of August 9, I842.
The undersigned, commissioners appointed under the treaty of Washington to trace
and mark the boundary, as directed by that treaty, between the British possessions
in North America and the United States-that is to say, James Bucknall Bucknall
Estcourt, lieutenant-colonel in the British army, appointed commissioner by Her
Britannic Majesty, and Albert Smith, appointed commissioner by the President of
the United States-having accomplished the duty assigned to them, do now, in
accordance with the directions of the said treaty, submit the -following report and
the accompanying maps, jointly signed, to their respective Governments.
In obedience to the terms of the treaty, the undersigned met at Bangor, in the State
of Maine, on the ISt day of May, 1843, where they produced and verified the authority under which they each were respectively to act. They then adjourned, because
the weather was not sufficiently open for taking the field, to the 1st of the following
month (June), and agreed to meet again at that time at Houlton.
Accordingly, they did meet at that place, and began their operations.
,
It may be desirable to state at the outset that for the sake of convenience the
whole line of boundary marked by the undersigned has been divided in the mention
made of the different portions into the following grand divisi~ns, viz:
"North line," from the source of the St. Croix to the intersection of the St. John.
'' River St. John,'' from the intersection of the north line to the mouth of the St.
Francis.
'' River St. Francis,'' from its mouth to the outlet of Lake Pohenagamook.
'' Southwest line,'' from the outlet of Lake Pohenagamook to the Northwest Branch
of the St. John.
"South line," from the Northwest Branch to the parallel of latitude 46° 25 1 on
the Southwest Branch.
"Southwest Branch," from the parallel 46° 25 1 to its source.
"Highlands," from the source of the Southwest Branch of the St. John to the
source of Halls Stream.
"Halls Stream," from its source to the intersection of the line of Valentine and
Collins.
'' West line,'' from Halls Stream to the St. Lawrence near St. Regis, along the line
of Valentine and Collins.
To return to the narration of operations:
The exploring line of Colonel Bouchette and Mr. Johnson, as directed by the
treaty, was traced from the monument at the source of the St. Croix to the intersection of the St. John.
The monument found at the source of the St. Croix, as described in the report of
Colonel Bouchette and Mr. Johnson, and the course of their exploring line, was
traced by blazes or marks upon the trees.
An old line, cut out by the assistant surveyors of Colonel Bouchette and Mr. John_son, was also found, which terminated about half a mile north of the South Branch of
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the Meduxnikeag, where, by records to which the undersigned referred, they ascer~
tained that it had been abandoned because of its deviation from the exploring line
of Colonel Bouchette and Mr. Johnson.
After the exploration and re-marking of the north line it was cut out 30 feet wide.
The same was afterwards done in all parts where the boundary passed through
woodland. After thus opening the north line it was surveyed, and iron posts were
erected at intervals to mark it.
The general bearing of the line was rather to the west of the meridian of the monument at the source of the St. Croix. The precise line laid down by the undersigned
was determined by successive courses, of which each was made to be as long as was
convenient, provided it did not pass out of the opening of 30 feet.
At each angle of deflection an iron monument was erected, and placed anglewise
with the line. Other monuments were erected at the crossing of roads, rivers, and
at every mile, commencing from the source of the St. Croix. Those which were not
inten.d ed to mark angles of deflection were placed square with the line.
At the intersection of the St. John by the north line the river is deep and broad.
The boundar.y runs up the middle of the channel of the river, as indicated by the
maps, dividing the islands as follows:

r. Ryan's Island ................................
King's Island ................................
3. Les Trois Isles ...............................
4. La Septieme Isle .................. '. ..........
5. Quissibis ....................................
6. La Grand Isle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. Thibideau's Islands ...... .... .................
8. Madawaska Islands ...........................
9. Joseph Michaud's three islands .......... ... ...
ro. Pine Island ..................................
No. II. Baker's
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

2.

I
EE:

United States.
United States.
United States.
United States.
Great Britain.
United States.
United States.
Great Britain.
United States.
Great Britain.

islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Great Britain.

~:::~~::yl

Fifth
·
No. 12. Kennedy's Island ...... ,,,,,., .. , ............ Great Britain.
No. 13. Crock's
islands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Great Britain.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
0.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

o.

20.

Savage's Island ......... ........ .............
Wheelock's Island ...........................
Caton's Island ........................ ... ... .
Honeywell's Island ......... .... ...... ..... .. .
Savage and Johnson's Island ................. .
Grew' s Island ... ....... .. .... ... ... . . ... . ... .
Kendall's Island ............................ .

United. States.
United States.
United States.
United States.
United States.
United States.
Great Britain.

The islands were distributed to Great Britain or to the United States, as they were
found to be on the right or left of the deep channel. There was but one doubtful
case, La Septieme Isle, and that was apportioned to the United States because the
majority of the owners were ascertained to reside on the United States side of
the river.
Monuments were erected upon the islands, marking them for Great Britain or
the nited States, as the case may have been.
After leaving the St. John the boundary enters the St. Francis. dividing the islands
at the mouth of that river in the manner shown in the maps. It then runs up tbe
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St. Francis, through the middle of the lakes upon it, to the outlet of Lake Pohenagamook, the third large lake from the mouth of the river. At the outlet a large monu~
ment has been erected.
·
In order to determine the point on the Northwest Branch to which the treaty
directed that a straight line should be run from the outlet of Lake Pohenagarilook,
a survey of that stream was niade, and also of the main St. John in the neighborhood of the mouth of the Northwest Branch, and a line was cut between the St.
John and the point on the Northwest Branch ascertained by the survey to be IO
miles in the nearest direction from it, and the distance was afterwards verified by
chaining.
It was ascertained also, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty, by a
triangulation of the country toward the highlands dividing the waters of the St;
Lawrence and of the St. John, that more than 7 miles intervened between the point
selected on the Northwest Branch and the crest of the dividing ridge. A large iron
monument was afterwards erected on the point thus selected, and the space around
was cleared and sown with grass seed. It is a short distance below the outlet of
Lake Ishaganalshegeck.
The outlet of Lake Pohenagamook and the point on the Northwest Branch designated by the treaty having been thus ascertained and marked, in the spring of
1844 a straight line was run between them. Along that line, which passes entirely
through forest, monuments were erected at every mile, at the crossings of the principal streams and rivers, and at the tops of those hills where a transit instrument had
been set up to test the straightness of the line.
As soon as the parallel of latitude 46° 25 1 had been determined on the Southwest
Branch, in the early part of the summer of 1844, a straight line was drawn from the
boundary point on the Northwest Branch to a large monument erected on the left
bank of the Southwest Branch where it is intersected by the parallel of latitude
46° 25 1 • The line so drawn crosses the Southwest Branch once before it reaches
the parallel of latitude 46° 25 1 , and at about half a mile distance from that parallel.
There also a large monument has been set up on the left bank . .
From the intersection of the parallel 46° 25 1 the boundary ascends the Southwest
Branch, passes through a lake near its head, and so up a small stream which falls
into the lake from the west to the source of that stream, which has been selected as
the source of the Southwest Branch.
On the Southwest Branch there are two principal forks, at each of which two
monuments have been erected, one on each bank of the river immediately above
the forks and upon the branch established as the boundary. The maps point out
their positions. At the mouth of the small stream selected as the source of the
Southwest Branch a monument has been erected upon a delta formed by two small
outlets. Above those outlets three other monuments have been placed at intervals
upon the same stream.
Upon the crest of the dividing ridge, very close to the source of the Southwest
Branch, a large monument has been erected. It is the first point in the highlands,
and from it the boundary runs along the crest in a southerly direction, passing near to
the southeastern shore of the Portage Lake, and so on to a large monument erected
on a small eminence on the east side of the Kennebec road. Thence it passes through
a dwelling house called Tachereau's, which was standing there at the time the line
was run; so, by a tortuous course, it runs to the top of Sandy Stream Mountain;
thence, inclining to the southwest, it runs over Hog Back the First, as shown in the
maps; thence toward Hog Back the Second, which it leaves on the north side.
Further on, at the head of Leech Lake, there is a stream which divides its waters
and flows both into Canada and into the United States. The boundary has been
made to run up that stream a short distance from the fork where the waters divide
a second fork; thence between the streams which unite to form that fork, and
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then to ascend again the dividing ridge. A monument has been erected at the
fork first mentioned, where the waters divide.
As the boundary approaches the valley of Spider River it bends to the southeast,
and, by a wide circuit over high and steep hills, it turns the head of Spider River;
thence it bends to the 11orthwest until it approaches within about 4 miles of Lake
Megantic; thence it turns again south, having the valley of Arnolds River on the.
right and of Dead River on the left. It leaves Gasford Mountain in Canada, threads
its way over very high ground between the head of Arnolds River and the tributaries
of the Magalloway; inclines then to the north, so to the west, over very rocky, mountainous, and difficult country, leaving Gipps Peak in the United States, and turns by
a sharp angle at Saddle Back to the south. After that it again inclines to the west,
and then to the south, and again to the west, and passes the head of the Connecticut.
About 3 miles and a half east of the head of the Connecticut t"here is a division of
waters similar to that described near Leech Lake. The boundary runs down a
stream from near its source to the fork where it divides, and then again follows the
dividing ridge. The spot is noted on the map.
After the boundary has passed the head of the Connecticut it runs to the northwest, descending into very low, swampy ground between the heads of Indian Stream
and the tributaries of the St. Francis. Thus it passes on, bending again to the south
of west, over a high hill, to the source of Halls Stream. Iron monuments have been erected at intervals along the highlands from the
source of the Southwest Branch of the St. John to the source of Halls Stream,
the position of each of which is shown upon the maps.
From the source of Halls Stream the boundary descends that river, dividing the
islands, which are, however, merely unimportant alluvial deposits, in the manner
indicated by the maps until it reaches the intersection of that stream by the line
formerly run by Valentine and Collins as the forty-fifth degree of north latitude.
At that point a large monument has been erected on the right and a small one on
the left bank of the stream. Monuments have also been erected along the bank of
this stream, as indicated on the maps.
The line of Valentine and Collins was explored and found by the blazes still
remaining in the original forest.
Upon cutting into those blazes it was seen that deep seated in the tree there was
a scar, the surface of the original blaze, slightly decayed, and upon counting the
rings ( which indicate each year's growth of the tree) it was found that the blazes
dated back to 1772, 1773, and 1774. The line of Valentine and Collins was run in
1771, 1772, 1773, and 1774. The coincidence of the dates of the blazes with those of
the above line, confirmed by the testimony of the people of the country, satisfied the
undersigned that the line they had found was that mentioned in the treaty. Along
this portion of the boundary, which is known as the forty-fifth degree of Valentine
and Collins, and which extends from Halls Stream to St. Regis, there are several
interruptions to the blazes in those parts where clearings have been made, and there
the authentic marks of the precise situation of the old line have been lost. In those
cases the undersigned have drawn the boundary line straight from the original blazes
on the one side of a clearing to the original blazes on the other side of the same
clearing.
It can not be positively stated that the line as it has been traced through those
clearings precisely coincides with the old line, but the undersigned believe that it
does not differ materially from it; nor have they had the means of determining a
nearer or a surer approximation.
Along this line, at every point of deflection, an iron monument has been erected;
also at the crossing of rivers, lakes, and roads. Those which mark deflections are
placed, as on the "north line," anglewise with the line; all the others are placed
square with it. The maps show the position of each.
On the eastern shore of Lake Memphremagog an astronomical station was estab-
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lished and on a large fl.at rock of granite, which happened to lie between the astronomic~! station and the boundary, was cut the following inscription:

t'> .

~
~

Capt: Robinson.
Ast: Station
422 fe~t north.

cq~ ___M._e_rz_·d_ia_n_ _ •
~
~

~

~

_<:) _

.§

_ _ _Line.
_ _ _ _ ;:

Boundary Line
595 feet south
August, 1845.

~

A mark wa~ cut upon the stone, as indicated by the dot upon the meridian line
above from which these measurements were made.
At Rouses Point a monument of wrought stone was set up at the intersection of
the boundary by the meridian of the transit instrument used there by Major Graham,
and an inscription was cut upon it stating the latitude and longitude, the names of
the observer and his assistant, the names of the commissioners, and the territories
divided.
To mark the position of the instruments used at the following astronomical stations along the west line, two monuments within a few feet of each other have been
erected at each station, and they have been placed on the boundary line due north
or south of the instrument, as the case may have been.
The stations are : Lake Memphremagog, Richford, John McCoy's, Trout River.
The boundary along the west line, though very far from being a straight line, is
generally about half a mile north of the true parallel of latitude 45° from Halls
Stream to Rouses Point. At about 28. miles west of Rouses Point it, however, crosses
that parallel to the south until it reaches Chateaugay River, where it bends northward , and, crossing the parallel again about 4 miles east of St. Regis, it strikes the St.
Lawrence 151 feet north of 45°. At that point a large monument has been erected
on the bank of the St. Lawrence. Two large monuments have also been erected, one
on either side of the river Richelieu near Rouses Point.
No marks of the old line were to be found a bout-St. Regis. It was therefore agreed
to run a line due west from the last blaze which should be found in the woods on the
east side of St. Regis. That blaze occurred about 1 mile east of the St. Regis River.
The maps, which exhibit the boundary on a scale of 4 inches to 1 statute mile, consist of 62 consecutive sheets of antiquarian paper as constructed by the British and of
61 as constructed by the American commission. A general map has also been constructed on a scale of 8 miles to 1 inch by the British and of ro miles to 1 inch by
the, American commission, upon which the before-mentioned sheets are represented.
The following portions of the boundary have been laid down by the British commission, on detached maps, on a scale of 12 inches to l mile, which have been signed
by both commissioners:
Grand Falls of the St. John, including the intersection of that river by the north
line; islands of the St. John; the outlet of Lake Pohenagamook; the turning point
of the boundary on the Northwest Branch of the St. John; the intersection of the
Southwest Branch by the parallel of latitude 46° 25'; the source of the Southwest
Branch; the source of Halls Stream; the intersection of Halls Stream by the west
line; Rouses Point; St. Regis; Derby.
But similar maps have not been prepared by the American commission, because
during the intervai between the :finishing,,of the maps of the British commission and
those of the American it was thought that the maps already co'nstructed upon a scale
of 4 inches to 1 mile represented the boundary with sufficient clearness and accuracy.
The astronomical observations were begun at the Grand Falls early in June, 1843,
and were carried up the St. John River to the Northwest Branch by a chain of
stations, which, together with the results obtained, are tabulated in the appendix
accompanying this report.
From the valley of the St. John an astronomical connection was made with Quebec,
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and thence to Montreal, and so to Rouses Point. From Rouses Point a connection
was obtained with Cambridge University, near Boston.
The astronomical stations on the west line were: Intersection of Halls Stream by
the west line, Lake Memphremagog, Richford, Rouses Point, John McCoy's, Trout
River, St. Regis.
•
Latitude was also obtained at an astronomical station established for the purpose
at the head of the Connecticut.
Volumes containing the astronomical observations of both commissions are herewith submitted. From them it will be observed that the results for absolute longitude obtained by the British and American astronomers do not agree. rt' being a
difference in no way affecting the survey of the boundary line, the undersigned do
not feel called upon to attempt to reconcile it. The data upon which those results
are based may be seen in the volumes of observations accompanying this report.
In the appendix will be found, in a tabular form, the following:
An abstract of the survey of the boundary along the north line; an abstract of
the survey of the boundary along the southwest line; an abstract of the survey of the
boundary along the south line; an abstract of the survey of the boundary along
the highlands; an abstract of the survey of the boundary along the west line; the
position of the monuments erected on the Southwest Branch of the St. John and on
Halls Stream; the distribution of the islands of the St. John and the monuments on
them; the guide lines and offsets run by each commission for the survey of the
highlands; the azimuths of verification for the survey of the highlands; the latitudes
and longitudes obtained from the astronomical observations; the comparative longitudes obtained, and the methods used for the purpose;
Upon comparing the maps of the two commissions it will be seen that the American commission numbers two monuments more than the British. Those are to be
found, one on the "Fourth Island," in the dver St. John, and the other on the
highlands between the source of the Southwest Branch of the river St. Johfl and
the Kennebec road.
On the maps of the British commission representing the '' west line'' the name of
the town of "Derby" has been improperly placed north of the line instead of south
of it. Also, on the same maps the direction of Salmon River, near the western
extremity of the "west line," has been incorrectly laid down from the boundary line
northward. A direction has been given to it northeasterly instead of northwesterly.
The above two corrections the British commissioner is authorized to make on his
maps after his return to England.
To avoid unnecessary delay in making their joint report, the undersigned have
attached their signatures to the maps, although the lettering of some of the astronomical stations upon the maps of the American commission, as well as the alterations before mentioned in the maps of the British commission, are yet to be mad&;
but in the maps of both the boundary has been laid down accurately and definitively, and the undersigned engage that it shall not be altered in any respect.
In conclusion the undersigned have the honor to report that the line of boundary
described in the foregoing statement has been run, marked, and surveyed, and the
accompanying maps faithfully constructed from that survey.
The undersigned take leave to add that the most perfect harmony has subsisted
between the two commissions from first to last, and that no differences have arisen
between the undersigned in the execution of the duties intrusted to them.
Signed and sealed in duplicate, at the city of Washington, this 28th day of June, ·
A. D. 1847.
J.B. BUCKNALL ESTCOURT, [SEAL.]
Lieutenant-Colonel, Her Britannic Majesty's Commissioner.
ALBERT SMITH,
[SEAL.]
United States Commissioner.
O'l'E.-The astronomical computations of the American commission not being
completed, and it being unnecessary to defer the signing of the report on that
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;ccount, the American commissioner engages to transmit them, with any other
papers or tables not yet finished, as soon as they shall be so, to the British commissioner, through the American minister resident in London, to whom, upon delivery
of the documents, the British commissioner will give a receipt, to be transmitted to
the American commissioner.
J. B. BUCKNALL ESTCOURT,

.Lieutenant-Colonel, H. B. M. Commissioner of .Boundary.
ALBERT SMITH,

United States Conimissioner.

WASHINGTON, August I8, I8,t2.
To the .Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate, for its consideration with a view to its ratification, a treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation with the Republic
of Texas, negotiated at the seat of Government of the United States
between the Secretary of State, duly empowered for that purpose, and
the charge d' affaires of that Republic.
In forming the first commercial treaty between the two Governments
an anxious desire has been felt to introduce such provisions as should
promote the interests of both countries. The immediate proximity of
Texas to the United States and the consequent facility of intercourse, the
nature of its principal agricultural production, and the relations which
both countries bear to several large rivers which are boundaries between
them, and which in some part of their course run within the territories
of both, have caused peculiarities of condition and interests which it has
been necessary to guard.
·
The treaty provides that Texas shall enjoy a right of deposit for such
of her productions as may be introduced into the United States for
exportation, but upon the condition that the Executive of the United
States may prescribe such regulations as may be necessary for the proper
enjoyment of the privilege within our territory. It was thought no
more than reasonable to grant this facility to the trade of Texas, under
such conditions as seem best calculated to guard against abuse or incon:..
venience.
The treaty further provides that raw cotton may be imported from
either country into the other free of duties. In general it is not wise
to enter into treaty stipulations respecting duties of import; they are
usually much better left to the operation of general laws. But there
are circumstances existing in this case which have been thought to
justify a departure from the general rule, and the addition of it to the
number of instances, not large, in wh.ich regulations of duties of imports
have been made the subject of national compact.
The United States consume large quantities of raw cotton, but they
are exporters of the article to a still greater extent. Texas, for th~
present at least, exports her whole crop. These exportations are, in
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general, to the same foreign markets, and it is supposed to be of no considerable importance to the American producer whether he meets the
Texan product at home or abroad.
On the other hand, it is thought that a useful commercial intercourse
would be promoted in several ways by receiving the raw cotton of Texas
at once into the United States free of duty. The tendency of such a
measure is to bring to the United States, in the first instance, Texan
cotton ul_timately destined to European markets. The natural effect of
this, it is supposed, will be to increase the business of the cities of the
United States to the extent of this importatio1;1 and exportation, and to
secure a further degree of employment to the navigation of the country.
But these are by no means all the benefits which may be reasonably
expected from the arrangement. Texas, at least for a considerable time
to come, must import all the manufactured articles and much of the supplies and provisions necessary for her use and consumption. These commodities she will be likely to obtain, if to be had, in the markets of the
country in which she disposes of her main annual product. The manufactures of the North and East, therefore, and the grain and provisions of
the Western States are likely to find in Texas a demand, increased by
whatever augments intercourse between the two countries, and especially
by whatever tends to give attraction to the cities of the United States
as marts for the sale of her great and principal article of export.
As a security, however, against unforeseen results or occurrences, it
has been thought advisable to give this article of the treaty a limitation
of five years.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, August 23, I8¢2.
To the Senate oj' the United States:
A resolution of the Senate of the 21st of June last requested the President to communicate to the Senate, so far as he might deem it compatible with the public interests, what measures, if any, had been taken to
obtain the recognition by the Mexican Government of such claims of
American citizens as were laid before the late joint commission, but were
not finally acted on by it, and the satisfaction of such claims as were
admitted by said commission; also whether any facts had come to his
knowledge calculated to induce a belief that any such claims had been
rejected in consequence of the evidence thereof having been withheld by
the Mexican Government, its officers or agents, and any other information which he might deem it expedient to communicate relative to said
claims; and another resolution of the 6th instant requested the President, so far as he might deem it compatible with the public service, to
~ommunicate to the Senate the measures taken to obtain the performance of the stipulations contained in the convention with Mexico in relation to the awards made by the commissioners and umpire under said
convention.
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In the present state of the correspondence and of the relations between
the two Governments on these important subjects it is not deemed consistent with the public interest to communicate the information requested.
The business engages earnest attention, and will be made. the subject of
a full communication to Congress at the earliest practicable period.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, August 24, I842.
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States:
On the 15th day of April, 1842, in virtue of the sen;t ence of a courtinartial regularly convened under orders from the Secretary of the Navy,
which received my approval, John H. Clack, who was a captain in the
Navy, was dismissed the service. Since the ·c onfirmation of that sentence
a letter has been addressed by Mr. Paulding, late Secretary of the Navy.,
to Captain Clack, which leads to the belief that he had analyzed the
charges made against Captain Clack, and for reasons which appeared to
him satisfactory and which, according to his letter, he indorsed on, the
charges, disposed of the case by refusing to submit it to a court-martial.
Notwithstanding a diligent search has been made for this document,
none such can be found; but the only paper in the office having reference
to this subject is a letter addressed by Mr. Paulding to Lie1ttenant
Buchanan, a copy of which, together with the original of that of ML f.
to Captain C., is herewith communicated. I felt it, however, every way
due to the high character of Mr. Paulding to consider the fact stated
by him to be as well sustained by his declaration to that effect as if the
record was found, and as the court-martial would not have been ordered
by the present Secretary with the knowledge of the fact stated by Mr.
Paulding, since it would have been improper to have reopened a case
once finally disposed of, I have felt that it was alike due to the general
service of the Navy as to Mr. Clack to nominate him for reappointment
to the service.
I therefore nominate John H. Clack to be a captain in the Navy of
the United States.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, August 25, ·I8,t.2.
Td the House of Representatives of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the r 1tl;i
of June last, upon the subject of claims of citizens of the United States
against the Government of the Mexic~n ·Republic, I transmit a report
from the Secretary of State and a copy of the report of the commissioners
on the part of the United States under the late convention between the
United States and that Republic,
JOHN TY~ER.
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VETO MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON, June 29, I8,f.2.
To the House of Representat-ives of the United States:
I return the bill, which originated in the House of Representatives,
entitled ''An act to extend for a limited period the present laws for laying and collecting duties on imports,'' with the following objections:
It suspends-in other words, abrogates for the time-the provision
of the act of 1833, commonly called the "compromise act." The only
ground on which this departure from the solemn adjustment of a great
and agitating question seenis to have been regarded as expedient is the
alleged necessity of establishing by legislative enactments rules and regulations for assessing the duties to be levied on imports after the 30th
June according to the home valuation, and yet the bill expressly provides
that "if before the 1st of August there be no further legislation upon
the subject, the laws for laying and collecting duties shall be the same
as though this act had not been passed.'' In other words, that the act
of 1833, imperfect as it is considered, shall in that case continue to be
and to be executed under such rules and regulations as previous statutes
had prescribed or had enabled the executive department to prescribe for
that purpose, leaving the supposed chasm in the revenue laws just as it
was before.
I am certainly far from being disposed to deny that additional legislation upon the subject is very desirable; on the contrary, the necessity,
as well as difficulty, of establishing uniformity in the appraisements to
be made in conformity with the true intention of that act was brought
to the notice of Congress in my message to Congress at the opening of its
present session. But however sensible I may be of the embarrassments
to which the Executive, in the absence of all aid from the superior wisdom of the Legislature, will be liable in the enforcement of the existing
laws, I have not, with the sincerest wish to acquiesce in its expressed
will, been able to persuade myself that the exigency of the occasion is
so great as to justify me in signing the bill in question with my present
views of its character and effects. The existing laws, as I am advised,
are sufficient to authorize and enable the collecting officers, under the
directions of the Secretary of the Treasury, to levy the duties imposed
by the act of 1833.
That act was passed under peculiar circumstances, to which it is not
necessary that I should do more than barely allude. Whatever may be,
in theory, its character, I have always regarded it as importing the
highest moral obligation. It has now existed for nine years unchanged
in any es ential particular, with as general acquiescence, it is believed, of
the whole country as that country has ever manifested for any of her
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wisely established institutions. 1t has insured to it the repose which 1
always flows from truly wise and moderate counsels-a repose the more
striking because of the long and angry agitations which preceded it.
This salutary law proclaims in express terms the principle which, while
it led to the abandonment of a scheme of indirect taxation founded on a
false basis and pushed to dangerous excess, justifies any enlargement of
duties that may be called for by the real exigencies of the public service.
It provides "that duties shall be laid for the purpose of raising such
revenue as may be necessary to an economical administration of the Government.'' It is therefore in the power of Congress to lay duties as high
as its discretion may dictate for the necessary uses of the Government
without infringing upon the objects of the act of 1833. I do not doubt
_that the exigencies of the Governmerit do require an increase of the tariff
of duties above 20 per cent, and I as little doubt that Congress may,
above as well as below that rate, so discriminate as to give incidental
protection to manufacturing industry, thus to make the burdens which it
is compelled to impose upon the people for the purposes of Government
productive of a double benefit. This most of the reasonable opponents
of protective duties seem willing to concede, and, if we may judge from
the manifestations of public opinion in all quarters, this is all that the
manufacturing interests really require. I am happy in the persuasion
that this double object can be most easily and effectually accomplished at
the present juncture without any departure from the spirit and principle
· of the statute in question. The manufacturing classes have now an
opportunity which may never occur again of permanently identifying
their interests with those of the whole country, and making them, in
the highest sense of the term, a national concern. The moment is propitious to the interests of the whole country in the introduction of harmony among all its parts and all its several interests. The same rate of
imposts, and no more, as will most surely reestablish the public credit
will secure to the manufacturer all the protection he ought to desire, with
every prospect of permanence and stability which the hearty acquiescence
of the whole country on a reasonable system can hold out to him.
But of this universal acquiescence, and the harmony and confidence
and the many otper benefits that will certainly result from it, I regard
the suspension of the law for distributing the proceeds of the sales of the
public lands as an indispensable condition. This measure is, in my judgment, called for by a large number, if not a great majority, of the people
of the United States; by the state of the public credit and finances; · by
the critical posture of our various foreign relations; and, above all, by that
most sacred of all duties-public faith. The act of September last, which
provides for the distribution, couples it inseparably with the condition
that it shall cease-first, in case of war; second, as soon and so long as
the rate of duties shall for any reason whatever be raised above 20 per
cent. Nothipg can be more clear, express, or imperative than this language. It is in vain to allege that a deficit in the Treasury was known
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to exist and that means were taken to supply this deficit by loan when
the act was passed. It is true that a loan was authorized at' the same
session during which the distribution law was passed, but the most san..
guine of the friends of the two measures entertained no doubt but that ·
the loan would be eagerly sought after and taken up by capitalists and
speedily reimbursed by a country destined, as they hoped, soon to enjoy
an overflowing prosperity. The very_terms of the loan; making it redeem•
able in three years, demonstrate this beyond all caviL "'\Vho at the tim~
foresaw or imagined the possibility of the present real state of things,,
when a n_ation that has paid off her whole debt since the last peace,
while all the other great powers have been increasing theirs, and whos~
resources, already so great, are yet but in the infancy of their develop•·
ment, should be compelled to haggle in the money market for a paltry
sum not equal to one year's revenue upon her economical system? If
the distribution law is to be indefinitely suspended, according not only
to its own terms, but by universal consent, in the case of war, wherein
are the actual exigencies of the country or the moral obligation to provide for them less under present circumstances than they could be were
we actually involved in war? It appears to me to be the indispensable
duty of all concerned in the administration of public affairs to see that a
state of things so humiliating and so perilous should not last a moment'
longer than is absolutely unavoidable. Much less excusable should we
be in parting with any portion of our available means, at least until the
demands of the Treasury are fully supplied. But besides the urgency
of such considerations, the fact is undeniable that the distributi~n act
could not have become a law without the guaranty in the proviso of the
act itself.
This connection, thus meant to be inseparable, is severed by the bill
presented to me. The bill violates the principle of the acts of 1833 and
September, 1841, by suspending the first and rendering for a time the
last inoperative. Duties above 20 per cent are proposed to be levied,
and yet the proviso in the distribution act is disregarded. The pr~ceeds
of the sales are to be distributed on the 1st of August, so that, while
the duties proposed to be enacted exceed 20 per cent, no suspension of.
the distribution to the States is permitted to take place. To abandon the
principle for a month is to open the way for its total abandonment. If
such is not meant, why postpone at all? Why not let the distribution
take place on the 1st of July if the law so directs (which, however, is
regarded as questionable)? But why not have limited the provision to
that effect? Is it for the accommodation of the Treasury? I see no reason to believe that the Treasury will be in better condition to meet the
payment on the 1st of August than on the 1st of July.
The bill assumes that a distribution of the proceeds of the public lands
is, by existing laws, to be made on the 1st day of July, 1842, notwithstanding there has been an imposition of duties on imports exceeding 20
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per cent up to that day, and directs it to be made on the 1st of August
next. · It seems to me very clear that this conclusion is equally erroneous and dangerous, as it would divert from the Treasury a fund sacredly
pledged for the general purposes of the Government in the event of a
rate of duty above 20 per cent being found necessary for an economical
administration of the Government.
The bill under consideration is designed only as a temporary measure;
and thus a temporary measure, passed merely for the convenience of
Congress, is made to affect the vital principle of an important act. If
the proviso of the act of September, 1841, can be suspended for the
whole period of a temporary law, why not for the whole period of a permanent law? In fact, a doubt may be well entertained, according to
strict legal rules, whether the condition, having been thus expressly sus-.
pended by this bill and rendered inapplicable to a case where it would
otherwise have clearly applied, · will not be considered as ever after satisfied and gone. Without expressing any decided opinion on this point,
I see enough in it to justify me in adhering to the law as it stands in
preference to subjecting a condition so vitally affecting the peace of the
country, and so solemnly enacted at a momentous crisis, and so steadfastly adhered to ever since, and so replete, if adhered to, with good to
every interest of the country, to doubtful or captious interpretation.
In discharging the high duties thus imposed on me by the Constitution I repeat to the House my entire willingness to cooperate in all
:financial measures, constitutional and proper, which in its wisdom it may
judge necessary and proper to reestablish the credit of the Government.
I believe that the proceeds of the sales of the public lands being restored
to the Treasury-or, more properly speaking, the proviso of the act of
September, 1841, being per:mitted to remain in full force-a tariff of
duties may easily be adjusted, which, while it will yield a revenue sufficient to maintain the Government in vigor by restoring its credit, will
afford ample protection and infuse a new life into all our manufacturing·
establishments. The condition of the country calls for such legislation,
and it will afford me the most sincere pleasure to cooperate in it.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, August 9, I842.
To the House ef Representativ,es ef the Un-ited States:
It is with unfeigned regret that I find myself under the necessity of
returning to the House of Representatives with my objections a bill
entitled "An act ·to provide revenue from imports, and to change and
modify existing laws imposing duties on imports, and for other purposes.'' Nothing can be more painful to any individual called upon to
perform the Chief Executive duties under our'limited Constituti~n than
to be constrained to withhold his assent from an important measure
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adopted by the Legislature. Yet he would neither fulfill the high purposes of his station nor consult the true interests or the solemn will of
the people-the common constituents of both branches of the Government-by yielding his well-considered, most deeply fixed, and repeatedly
declared opinions on matters of great public concernment to those of a
coordinate department without requesting that department seriously to
reexamine the subject of their difference. The exercise of some independence of judgment in regard to an · acts · of legislation is plainly
implied in the responsibility of approving them. At all times a duty,
it becomes a peculiarly solemn and imperative one when the subjects
passed upon by Congress happen to involve, as in .the present instance,
the most momentous issues, to affect variously the various parts of a
great country, and to have given rise in all quarters to such a conflict
of opinion as to render it impossible to conjecture with any certainty on
which side the majority really is. Surely if the pause for reflectionintended by the wise authors of the Constitution by referring the subject
back to Congress for reconsideration be ever expedient and necessary it
is precisely such a case as the present.
On the subject of distributing th~ proceeds of the sales of the public
lands in the existing state of the finances it has been my duty to make
known my settled convictions on various occasions during the present session of Congress. At the opening of the extra session, upward of twelve
months ago, sharing fully in the general hope of returning prosperity
and credit, I recommended such a distribution, but that recommendation was even then expressly coupled with the condition that the duties
on imports should not exceed the rate of 20 per cent provided by the
compromise act of 1833. These hopes were not a little encouraged and
these views strengthened by the report of .Mr. Ewing, then .Secretary
of the Treasury, which was shortly thereafter laid before Congress, in
which he recommended the imposition of duties at the rate of 20 per cent
ad valorem on all free articles, with specified exceptions, and stated '' if
this measure be adopted there will be received in the Treasury from
customs in the last quarter of the present year (1841) $5,300,000; in
all of. the year 1842, about $22,500,000; and in the year 1843, after the
final reduction under the act of March 2, 1833, about $20,800,000;" and
adds:
It is believed that after the heavy expenditures required by the public service in
the present year shall have been provided for, the revenues which will accrue from
that or a nearly approximate rate of duty will be sufficient to defray the expenses
of the Government and leave a surplus to be annually applied to the gradual payment of the national debt, leaving the proceeds of the public lands to be disposed of
as Congre shall see fit.

I as most happy that Congress at the time seemed entirely to concur
in the recommendations of the Executive, and, anticipating the correctness of the Secretary's conclusions, and in view of an actual surplus,
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passed the distribution act of the 4th September last, wisely limiting its
operation by two conditions having reference, both of them, to a possible
state of the Treasury different from that which had been anticipated by
the Secretary of the Treasury and to the paramount necessities of the
public service. It ordained that '' if at any time during the existence of
that act there should be an imposition of duties on imports inconsistent
with the provision of the act of the 2d March, 1833, and beyond the
rate of duties fixed by that act, to wit, 20 per cent on the value of such
imports or any of them, then the distribution should be suspended, and
should continue so suspended until that cause should be removed.'' By
a previous clause it had, in a like spirit of wise and cautious patriotism,
provided for another case, in which all are even now agreed, that the
proceeds of the sales of the public lands should be used for the defense
of the country. It was enacted that the act should continue and be in
force until otherwise provided by law, unless the United States should
become involved in war with any foreign power, in which event, from
the commencement of hostilities, the act should be suspended until the
cessation of hostilities.
Not long after the opening of the present session of Congress the
unprecedented and extraordinary difficulties that have recently embarrassed the finances of the country began to assume a serious aspect. It
soon became quite evident that the hopes under which the act of 4th
September was passed, and which alone justified it in the eyes either
of Congress who imposed or of the Executive who approved, the first of
the two conditions just recited were not destined to be fulfilled. Under
the pressure, therefore, of the embarrassments which had thus unexpectedly arisen it appeared to me that the course to be pursued had been .
clearly marked out for the Government by that act itself. The condition contemplated in it as requiring a suspension of its operation had
occurred. It became necessary in the opinions of all to raise the rate of
duties upon imports above 20 per cent; and with a view both to provide
available means to meet present exigenci~s and to lay the foundation for
a successful negotiation of a loan, I felt it incumbent on me to urge upon
Congress to raise the duties accordingly, imposing them in a spirit of a
wise discrimination for the twofold object of affording ample revenue for
the Government and incidental protection to the various branches of
domestic industry. I also pressed, in the most emphatic but respectful
language I could employ, the necessity of making the land sales available to the Treasury, as the basis of public credit. I did not think that I
could stand excused, much less justified, before the people of the United
States, nor could I reconcile it to myself to recommend the imposition of
additional taxes upon them without at the same time urging the
employment of all the legitimate means of the Government toward
satisfying its wants. These opinions were communicated in advance
of any definitive action of Congress on the subject either of the tariff or
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land sales, under a high sense of public duty and in compliance with an
express injunction of the Constitution-, so that if a collision, extremely
to be deprecateq, as such collisions always are, has seemingly arisen
between the executive and. legislative branches of the Government, it
has assuredly not been owing to any capricious interference or to any
want of a plain and frank declaration of opinion on the part of the
former. Congress differed in its views with those of the Executive, as it
had undoubtedly a right to do, and passed a bill virtually for a time
repealing the proviso of the act of the 4th September, 184r. The bill
was returned to the House in which it originated with my objections to
its becoming a law. With a view to prevent, if possible, an open disagreement of opinion on a point so important, I took occasion to declare
that I regarded it as an indispensable prerequisite to an increase of
duties above 20 per cent that the act of the 4th September should remain
unrepealed in its provisions. My reasons for that opinion were elaborately set forth in the message which accompanied the return of the bill,
which no constitutional majority appears to have been·found for passing
into a law.
The bill which is now before me proposes in its twenty-seventh section
the total repeal of one of the provisos in the act of September, and, while
it increases the duties above 20 per cent, directs an unconditional distribution of the land proceeds. I am therefore subjected a second time in
the period of a few days to the necessity of either giving my approval to
a measure which, in my deliberate judgment, is in conflict with great
public interests or of returning it to the House in which it originated
with my objections. With all my anxiety for the passage of a law which
would replenish an exhausted Treasury and furnish a sound and healthy
encouragement to mechanical industry, I can not consent t_o do so at the
sacrifice of the peace and harmony of the country and the clearest convictions of public duty.
For some of the reasons which have brought me to this conclusion
I refer to my previous messages to Congress, and briefly subjoin the
following:
I. The bill unites two subjects which, so far from having any affinity
to one another, are wholly incongruous in their character. It is both a
revenue and an appropriation bill. It thus imposes on the Executive,
in the first place, the necessity of either approving that which he would
reject or rejecting that which he might otherwise approve. This is a
species of constraint to which the judgment of the Executive ought not,
in my opinion, to be subjected. But that is not my only objection to the
act in its pre ent form. The union of subjects wholly dissimilar in their
character in the same bill, if it grew into a practice, would not fail to lead
to consequences destructive of all wise and conscientious legislation.
arious mea ures, each agreeable only to a small minority, might by
being thus united-and the more the greater chance of success-lead to
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the passing of laws of which no single provision could if standing alone
command a majority in its favor.
2. While the Treasury is in a state of extreme embarrassment, requiring every dollar which it can make available, and when the Government
has not only to lay additional taxes, but to borrow money to meet pressing
demands, the bill proposes to give away a fruitful source of revenuewhich is the same thing as raising money by loan and taxation-not to
meet the wants of the Government, but for distribution-a proceeding
which I must regard as highly impolitic, if not unconstitutional.
A brief review of the present condition of the public finances will serve
to illustrate the true condition of the Treasury and exhibit its actual
necessities:
On the 5th of August (Friday last) there was in the Treasury, in round numbers .. .... . ....... : .................. . ..... . .................................... $2, 150, ooo
Necessary to be retained to meet trust funds ......................... . $36o, ooo
I n t erest on public debt due in October.. ......................... . . .. . 80,000
To redeem Treasury notes and pay the interest. . .... . ............... 100, ooo
Land distribution under the act of the 4th of September, 1841 . .. . . . . . 640, ooo
I, 180,000
Leaving an available amount of.... . ..................... . ................

970, ooo

The Navy Department had drawn requisitions on the Treasury at that
time to meet debts actually due, among which are bills under protest for
$ 1,414,000, thus leaving an actual deficit of $444,000.
There was on hand about $100,000 of unissued Treasury notes, assisted
by the accruing revenue (amounting to about $150,000 per week, exclusive of receipts on unpaid bonds), to meet requisitions for the Army and
the demands of the civil list.
The withdrawal of the sum of $640,000 to be distributed among the
States, so soon as the statements and accounts can be made up and completed, by virtue of the provisions of the act of the 4th of September last
(of which nearly a moiety goes to a few States, and only about $383,000
is to be divided among all the States), while it adds materially to the
embarrassments of the Treasury~ affords to the States no decided relief.
No immediate relief from this state of things is anticipated unless
(what would most deeply be deplored) the Government could be recon~
cited to the negotiation of loans already authorized by law at a rate of
discount ruinous in itself and calculated most seriously to affect the
public credit. So great is the depression of trade that even if the present bill were to become a law and prove to be productive some time
would elapse before sufficient supplies would flow into the Treasury,
while in the meantime its embarrassments would be continually augmented by the semiannual distribution of the land proceeds.
Indeed, there is but too much ground to apprehend that even if this
bill were permitted to become a law-alienating, as it does, the proceeds
of the land sales-an actual deficit in the Treasury would occur, which
would more than probably involve the necessity of a resort to direct
taxation.
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Let it be also remarked that $5,500,000 of the public debt becomes
redeemable in about two years and a half, which at any sacrifice must
be met, while the Treasury is always liable to demands for the payment
of outstanding Treasury notes. Such is the gloomy picture which our
financial department now presents, and which calls for the exercise of
a rigid economy in the public expenditures and the rendering available
of all the means within the control of the Government. I most respectfully submit whether this is a time to give away the proceeds of the
land sales when the public lands constitute a fund which of all others
may be made most useful in sustaining the public credit. Can the Government be generous and munificent to others when every dollar it
can command is necessary to supply its own wants? And if Congress
would not hesitate to suffer the provisions of the act of 4th September
last to remain unrepealed in case the country was involved in war, is
not the necessity for such a course now just as imperative as it would
be then?
3. A third objection remains to be urged, which would be sufficient
in itself to induce me to return the bill to the House with my objections.
By uniting two subjects so incongruous as tariff and distribution it inevitably makes the fate of the one dep~ndent upon that of the other in
future contests of party. Can anything be more fatal to the merchant
or manufacturer than such an alliance? What they most of all require
is a system of moderate duties so arranged as to withdraw the tariff
question, as far as possible, completely from the arena of political contention. Their chief want is permanency and stability. Such an increase
of the tariff I believe to be necessary in order to meet the economical
expenditures of Government. Such an increase, made in the spirit of
moderation and judicious discrimination, would, I have no doubt, be
entirely satisfactory to the great majority of the American people. In
the way of accomplishing a measure so salutary and so imperatively
demanded by every public interest, the legislative department will meet
with a cordial cooperation on the part of the Executive. This is all that
the manufacturer can desire, and it would be a burden readily borne
by the people. But I can not too earnestly repeat that in order to be
beneficial it must be permanent, and in order to be permanent it must
command general acquiescence. But can such permanency be justly
hoped for if the tariff question be coupled with that of distribution, as
to which a serious conflict of opinion exists among the States and the
people, and which enlists in its support a bare majority, if, indeed, there
be a majority, of the two Houses of Congress? What permanency or
stability can attach to a measure which, warring upon itself, gives away
a fruitful source of revenue at the moment it proposes a large increase
of taxes on the people? Is the manufacturer prepared to stak~ himself
and his intere ts upon such an issue?
I know that it is urged ( but most erroneously, in my opinion) that
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instability is just as apt to be produced by retaining the public lands as
a source of revenue as from any other cause, and this is ascribed to a
constant :fluctuation, as it is said, in the amount of sales. If there were
anything in this objection, it equally applies to every imposition of duties
on imports. The amount of revenue annually derived from duties is constantly liable to change. The regulations of foreign governments, the
varying productiveness of other countries, periods of excitement in trade,
and a great variety of other circumstances are constantly arising to affect
the state of com~erce, foreign and domestic, and, of consequence, the
revenue levied upon it. The sales of the public domain in ordinary
times are regulated by fixed laws which have their basis in a demand
increasing only in the ratio of the increase of population. In recurring
to the statistics connected with this subject it will be perceived that for
a period of ten years preceding 1834 the average amount of land sales
did not exceed $2,000,000. For the increase which took place in 1834,
1835, and 1836 we are to look to that pecufoir condition of the country
which grew out of one of the most extraordinary excitements in business
and speculation that has 'ever occurred in the history of commerce and
currency. It was the fruit of a wild spirit of adventure engendered by
a vicious system of credits, under the evils of which the country is still
laboring, and which it is fondly hoped will not soon recur. Considering
the vast amount of investments made by private individuals in the public
lands during those three years, and which equaled $43,000,000 ( equal
to more than twenty years' purchase), taking the average of sales of
the ten -.p receding years, it may be safely asserted that the result of the
public-land sales can hold out nothing to alarm the manufacturer with
the idea of instability in the revenues and consequently in the course of
the Government.
Under what appears to iµe, therefore, the soundest considerations of
public policy, and in view of the interests of every branch of domestic
industry, I return you the bill with these my objections to its becoming
a law.
I take occasion emphatically to repeat my anxious desire to cooperate
with Congress in the passing of a law which, while it shall assist in supplying the wants of the Treasury and reestablish public credit, shall
afford to the manufacturing interests of the country all the incid~ntal
protection they require.
After all, the effect of what I do is substantially to call on Congress to
reconsider the subject. If on such reconsideration a majority of twothirds of both Houses should be in favor of this measure it will become
a law notwithstanding my objections. In a case of cle~r and manifest
error on the part of the President the presumption of the Constitution
is that such majorities will be found. Should they be so found in this
case, having conscientiously discharged my own duty I shall cheerfully
a~quiesce in the result.

JOHN TYLER.
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·PROTEST.*
WASHINGTON, August 30, I842.
To th~ House of Representatz"ves:
By the Constitution of the United States it is provided -that "every
bill which shall have pass~d the House of Representati~e~ and the Senate shall before it become a law be presented to the President of the
United States; if he approve, he shall sign it; but if not, he shall return
it with his objections to that House in which it shall have originated,
who shall enter the objections at large upon the Journal and proceed to
reconsider it.''
In strict compliance with the positive obligation thus imposed upon
me by the Constitution, not having been able to bring myself to approve
a bill which originated in the House of Representatives entitled "An act
to provide revenue froni imports, and to change and modify existing laws
imposing duties on imports, arid for other purposes,'' I returned the .::;ame
to the House with my objections to its becoti:i.ing a law. These objections, which had entirely satisfied my own mind of the great impolicy,
if not unconstitutionality, of the measure, were presented in the most
'respectful and even deferential terms. I would not have been so far
forgetful of what was due from one department of the Government to
another as to have intentionally employed in my official intercourse with
the House any language that could be in the slightest ' degree offensive
to those to whom it was addressed. If in assigning my objectioEs to the
bill I had so far forgotten what was due to the House of Representatives
as to impugn its motives in passing the bill, I should owe, not only to
that House, but to the country, the most profound apology. Such
departure from propriety is, however, not complained of in any proceeding which the House has adopted. It has, on the contrary, been
expressly made a subject of remark, and almost of complaint, that the
language in which my dissent was couched was studiously guarded and
cautious.
Such being the character of the official communication in question, I
confess I was wholly unprepared for the course which has been pursued
in regard to it. In the exercise of its power to regulate its own proceedings the House for the first time, it is believed, in the history of the
Government thought proper to refer the message to a select committee
of its own body for the purpose, as my respect for the House would have
compelled me to infer, of deliberately weighing the objections urged
against the bill by the Executive with a view to its own judgment upon
the question of the final adoption or rejection of the measure.
Of the temper and feelings in relation to myself of some of the members selected for the performance of this duty I have nothing to say.

•The House of Represeutalives ordered that it be uot catered on t~e Journal.
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That was a matter entirely within the discretion of the House of Representatives. But that committee, taking a different view of its duty from
that which I should have supposed had led to its creation, instead of confining itself to the objections urged against the bill availed itself of the
occasion formally to arraign the motives of the President for others of his
acts since his induction into office. In the absence of all proof and, as I
am bound to declare, against all law or precedent in parliamentary proceedings, and at the same time in a manner which it would be difficult to
reconcile with the comity hitherto sacredly observed in the intercourse
between independent and coordinate departments of the Government, it
has assailed my whole official conduct without the shadow of a pretext
for such assault, and, stopping short of impeachment, has charged me,
nevertheless, with offenses declared to deserve impeachment.
Had the extraordinary report which the committee th us made to the
House been permitted to remain without .the sanction of the latter, I
should not have uttered a regret or complaint upon the subject. But
unaccompanied as it is by any particle of, testimony to support the
charges it contains, without a deliberate examination, almost without
any discussion, the House of Representatives has been pleased to adopt
it as its own, and thereby to become my accuser before the country and
before the world. The high character of such an accuser, the gravity
of the charges which have been made, and the judgment pronounced
against me by the adoption of the report upon a distinct and separate
vote of the House leave me no alternative but to enter my solemn protest against this proceeding as unjust to myself as a man, as an invasion
of my constitutional powers as Chief Magistrate of the American people,
and as a violation in my person .of rights secured to every citizen by the
laws and the Constitution. That Constitution has intrusted to the House
of Representatives the sole power of impeachment. Such impeachment
is required to be tried before the most august tribunal known to our insti.:.
tutions. The Senate of the United States, composed of the representatives of the sovereignty of the States, is converted into a hall of justice·1
and in order to insure the strictest observance of the rules of eviden~e and
of legal procedure the Chief Justice of the United States, the highest judicial functionary of the_ land, is required to preside over its deliberations.
In the presence of such a judicatory the voice of faction is presumed to be
silent, and the sentence of guilt or innocence is pronounced under the
most solemn sanctions of religion, of honor, and of law. To such a tribunal does the Constitution authorize the House of Representatives to
carry up its accusations against any chief of the executive department
whom it may believe to be guilty of high crimes and misdemeanors.
Before that tribunal the accused is confronted with his accusers, and may
demand the privilege, which the justice of the common law secures to the
humblest citizen, of a full, patient, and impartial inquiry into the facts,
upon the testimony of witnesses rigidly cross-examined and deposing in
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the face of day. If such a proceeding had been adopted toward me, unjust
as I should certainly have regarded it, I should, I trust, have met with a
becoming constancy a trial as painful as it would have been undeserved.
I would have manifested by a profound submission to the laws of my
country my perfect faith in her justice, and, relying on the purity of
my motives and the rectitude of my con4uct, should have looked forward
with confidence to a triumphant refutation in the presence of that country and by the solemn judgment of such a tribunal not only of whatever
charges might have been formally preferred against me, but of all the
calumnies of which I have hitherto been the unresisting victim. As it is,
I have been accused without evidence and condemned without a hearing.
As far as such proceedings can accomplish it, I am deprived of public
confidence in the administration of the Goyernment and denied even the
boast of a good name-a name transmitted to me from a patriot father,
prized as my proudest inheritance, and carefully pre~erved for those who
are to come after me as the most precious of all earthly possessions. I
am not only subjected to imputations affecting my character as an individual, but am charged with offenses against the country so grave and
so heinous as to deserve public djsgrace an_d disfranchisement. I am
charged with violating pledges which I never gave, and, because I execute what I believe to be the law, with usurping powers not conferred
by law, and, above all, with using the powers conferred upon the President by the Constitution from corrupt motives and for unwarrantable
ends. And these charges are made without any particle of evidence to
sustain them, and, as I solemnly affirm, without any foundation in truth.
Why is a proceeding of this sort adopted at this time? Is the occasion
for it found in the fact that having been elected to the second office under
the Constitution by the free and voluntary suffrages of the people, I
have succeeded to the first according to the express provisions of the
fundamental law of the same people? It is true that the succession of
the Vice-President to the Chief Magistracy has never occurred before
and that all prudent and patriotic minds have looked on this new trial of
the vyisdom and stability of our institutions with a somewhat anxious
concern. I have been made to feel too sensibly the difficulties of my
unprecedented position not to know all that is intended to be conveyed
in the reproach cast upon a President without a party. But I found
myself placed in this most responsible station by no usurpation or contrivance of my own. I was called to it, under Providence, by the supreme
law of the land and the deliberately declared will of the people. It is
by the e that I have been clothed with the high powers which they have
seen fit to confide to their Chief Executive and been charged with the
solemn re pon ibility under which those powers are to be exercised. It
is to them that I hold myself answerable as a moral agent for a free and
conscientious discharge of the duties which they have imposed upon me.
It is not as an individual merely that I am now called upon to resist
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the encroachments of unconstitutional_ power. I represent the executive
authority of the people of the United States, and it is in their name,
whose mere agent and servant I am, and whose will declared in their
fundamental law I dare not, even were I inclined, to disobey, that I protest against every attempt to break down the undoubted constitutional
power of this department without a _solemn amendment of that fundamental law.
I am determined to uphold the Constitution in this as in other respects
to the utmost of my ability and in defiance of all personal consequences.
What may happen to an individual is of little importance, but the Constitution of the country, or any one of its great and clear principles and
provisions, is too sacred to be surrendered under any circumstances what~
ever by those who are charged with its protection and defense. Least of
all should he be held guiltless who, placed at the head of one of the great
departments of the Government, should shrink from the exercise of its
unquestionable authority on the most important occasions and should
consent without a struggle to efface all the barriers so carefully erected
by the people to control and ·circumscribe the powers c'onfi.ded to their
various agents. It may be desirable, as the majority of the House _of
Representatives has declared it is, that no such checks upon the will
of the Legislature should be suffered to continue. This is a matter for
the people and States to decide, but until they shall have decided it I
shall feel myself bound to execute, without fear or favor, the law as it has
been written by our predecessors.
I protest against this whole proceeding of the House of Representatives
as ex parte and extrajudicial. I protest against it as subversive of the
common right of all citizens to be condemned only upon a fair and impartial trial, according to law and evidence, before the country. , I protest
against it as destructive of all the comity of intercourse between the
departments of this Government, and destined sooner or later to lead to
conflicts fatal to the peace of the country and the integrity of the Constitution. I protest against it in the name of that Constitution which
is not only my own shield of protection and defense, but that of every
American citizen. I protest against it in the name of the people, by whose
will I stand where I do, by whose authority I exercised the power which
I am charged with having usurped, and to whom I am responsible for a
firm and faithful discharge according to my own convictions of duty of
the high stewardship confided to me by them. I protest against it in the
name of all regulated liberty and all limited government as a proceeding
tending to the utter destruction of the checks and balances of the Constitution and the accumulating in the hands of the House of Representatives, or a bare majority of Congress for the time being, an uncontrolled
and despotic power. And I respectfully ask that this my protest may be
entered upon the Journal of the House of Representatives as a solemn
and formal declaration for all time to come against the injustice and
unconstitutionality of such a proceeding.
JOHN TYLER.
1
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SECOND ANNUAL MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON, December 6, I8,t.2.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
We have continued reason to express our profound 'gratitude to the
Great Creator of All Things for numberless benefits conferred upon us as
a people. Blessed with genial seasons, the husbandman has his garners
filled with abundance, and the necessaries of life, not to speak of its luxuries, abound in every direction. While in some other nations steady
,and industrious labor can hardly find the means of subsistence, the greatest evil which we have to encounter is a surplus of production beyond
the home demand, which seeks, and with difficulty finds, a partial market in other regions. The health of the country, with partial exceptions,
has for the past year been well preserved, and under their free -and wise
institutions the United States are rapidly advancing toward the consummation of the high destiny which an overruling Providence seems to have
marked out for them. Exempt from domestic convulsion and at peace
with all the world, we are left free to consult as to the best means of
securing and advancing the happiness of the people. Such are · the circumstances under which you now assemble in your respective chambers
and which should lead us to unite in praise and thanksgiving to that
great B~ing who made us and who preserves us as a nation.
I congratulate you, fellow-citizens, on the happy change in the aspect
of our foreign affairs since my last ,annual message. Causes of complaint
at that time existed between the United States and Great Britain which,
attended by irritating circumstances, threatened most seriously the public peace. The difficulty of adjusting amicably the questions at issue
between the two countries was in no small degree augmented by the
lapse of time since they had their origin. The opinions entertained by
the Executive on several of the leading topics in dispute were frankly
set forth in the message at the opening of your late session. The
appointment of a special minister by Great Britain to the United States
with power to negotiate upon most of the points of difference indicated
a desire on her part amicably to adjust them, and that minister was met
by the Executive in the same spirit which had dictated his mission.
The treaty consequent thereon having been duly ratified by the two
Governments, a copy, together with the correspondence which accompanied it, is herewith communicated. I trust that whilst you may see in
it nothing objectionable, it may be the means of preserving for an indefinite period the amicable relations happily existing between the two Governments. The question of peace or war between the United States and
Great Britain is a question of the deepest interest, not only to themselves, but to the civilized world, since it is scarcely possible that a war
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could exist between them without endangering the peace of Christendom. The immediate effect 'o f the treaty upon ourselves will be felt in
the security afforded to mercantile enterprise, which, no longer apprehensive of 'interruption, adventures its speculations in the most distant
seas, and, freighted with the diversified productions of every land, returns
to bless our own. There is nothing in the treaty which in the slightest
degree compromits the honor or dignity of either nation. Next to the
settlement of the boundary line, which must always be a matter of difficulty between states as between individuals, the question which seemed
to threaten the greatest embarrassment was that connected with the
African slave trade.
By the tenth article of the treaty of Ghent it was expressly declared
thatWhereas the traffic in slaves is irreconcilable with the principles of humanity and
justice, and whereas both His Majesty and the United States are desirous of continuing their efforts to promote its entire abolition, it is hereby agreed that both
the contracting parties shall use their best endeavors to accomplish so desirable an
~~

-

In the enforcement of the laws and treaty stipulations of Great Britain
a practice had threatened to grow up on the part of its cruisers of subjecting to visitation ships sailing under the American flag, which, while
it seriously involved our maritime rights, would subject to vexation a
branch of our trade which was daily increasing, and which required
the fostering care of Government. And although Lord Aberdeen in
his correspondence with the American envoys at London expressly disclaimed all right to detain an American ship on the high seas, even if
found with a cargo of slaves on board, and restricted the British pretension to a mere claim to visit and inquire, yet it could not well be discerned by the Executive of the United States how such visit and inquiry
could be made without detention on the voyage and consequent interruption to the trade. It was regarded as the right of search presented only
in a new form and expressed in different words, and I therefore felt it to
be my duty distinctly to declare in my annual message to Congress that
no such concession could be made, and that the United States had both
the will and the ability to enforce their own laws and to protect their
flag from being used for purposes wholly forbidden by those laws and
obnoxious to the moral censure of the world. Taking the message as
his letter of instructions, our then minister at Paris felt himself required
to assume the same ground in a remonstrance which he felt it to be
his duty to present to Mr. Guizot, and through him to the King of the
French, against what has been called the "quintuple treaty;" and his
conduct in this respect met with the approval ef this Government. b
close conformity with these views the eighth article of the treaty was
framed, which provides "that each nation shall keep afloat in the African seas a force not less than 80 guns, to act separately and apart, under
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instructions from their respective Governments, and for the enforcement
of their respective laws and obligations.'' From this it will be seen that
. the ground assumed in the message has been fully maintained at the same
time that the stipulations of the treaty of Ghent are to be carried out in
good faith by the two countries, and that all pretense is removed for
interference with our commerce f~r any purpose whatever by a f~reign
government. While, therefore, the United States have been standing up
for the freedom of the seas, they have not thought proper to make that a
pretext for avoiding a fulfillment of their treaty stipulations or a ground
for giving countenance to a trade reprobated · by our laws. A similar
arrangement by the other great powers could not fail to sweep from the
ocean the slave trade without the interpolation of any new principle into
the maritime code. We may be permitted to hope that the example thus
set will be followed by some if not all of them. We thereby also afford
suitable protection to the fair trader in those seas, thus fulfilling at the
same time the dictates of a sound policy and complying with the claims
of justice and humanity.
It would have furnished additional cause for congratulation if the treaty
could have embraced all subjects calculated in future to lead to a misunderstanding between the two Governments. The Territory of the United
States commonly called the Oregon Territory, lying on the Pacific Ocean
north of the forty-second degree of latitude, to a portion of which Great
Britain lays claim, begins to attract the attention of our fellow-citizens,
and the tide of population which has reclaimed what was so lately an
unbroken wilderness in more contiguous regions is preparing to flow
over those vast districts which stretch from the Rocky Mountains to the
Pacific Ocean. In advance of the acquirement of individual rights to these
lands, sound policy dictates that every effort should be resorted to by the
two Governments to settle their respective claims. It became manifest
at an early hour of the late negotiations ,that any attempt for the time
being satisfactorily to determine those rights would lead to a protracted
discussion, which might embrace in its failure other more pressing matters, and the Executive did not regard it as proper to waive all the advantages of an honorable adjustment of other difficulties of great magnitude
and importance because this, not so immediately pressing, stood in the
way. Although the difficulty referred to may not for several years to
come involve the peace of the two countries, yet I shall not delay to urge
on Great Britain the importance of its early settlement. Nor will other
matters of commercial importance to the two countries be overlooked,
and I have good reason to believe that it will comport with the policy of
England, as it does with that of the United States, to seize upon this
moment, when most of the causes of irritation have passed away, to cement
the peace and amity of the two countries by wisely removing all grounds
of probable future collision.
With th other powers of Europe our relations continue on the most
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amicable footing. Treaties now existing with them should be rigidly
observed, and every opportunity compatible with the interests of the
United States should be seized upon to enlarge the basis of commercial
intercourse. Peace with all the world is the true foundation of our
policy, which can only be rendered permanent by the practice of equal
and impartial justice to all. Our great desire should be to enter only
into that rivalry which looks to the general good in the cultivation of th~
sciences, the enlargement of the :field for the exercise of the mechanical
arts, and the spread of commerce-that great civilizer-to every land and
sea. Carefully abstaining from interference in all questions exclusively
referring themselves to the political interests of Europe, we may be permitted to hope an equal exemption from the interference of European
Governments in what relates to the States of the American continent.
1
On the 23d of April last the commissioners on the part of the United
States under the convention with the Mexican Republic of the I 1th of
April, 1839, made to the proper Department a final report in relation to
the proceedings of the commission. From this it appears that the total
amount awarded to the claimants by the commissioners and the umpire
appointed under that conventfon was $2,026,079.68. · The arbiter having
considered that his functions were required by the convention to terminate at the same time with those of the commissioners, returned to the
board, undecided for want of time, claim3 which had been allowed by the
American commissioners to the amount of $928,620.88. Other claims,
in which the amount sought to be recovered was $3,336,837.05, were
submitted to the board too late for its consideration. The minister of
the United States at Mexico has been duly authorized to make demand
for payment of the awards according to the terms of the convention and
the provisions of the act of Congress of the 12th of June, 1840. He
has also been instructed to communicate to that Government the expectations of the Government of the United States in relation to those claims
which were not disposed of according to the provisions of the convention, and all others of citizens of the United States against the Mexican
Government. He has also been furnished with other instructions, to be
followed by him in case the Government of Mexico should not find itself
in a condition to make present payment of the amount of the awards in
specie or its equivalent.
I am happy to be able to say that information which is esteemed
favorable both to a just satisfaction of the awards and a reasonable provision for other claims has been recently received from Mr. Thompson, the
minister of the United States, who has promptly and efficiently executed
the instructions of his Government in regard to this important subject.
The citizens of the United States who accompanied the late Texan
expedition to Santa Fe, and who were wrongfully taken and held as
prisoners of war in Mexico, have all been liberated.
A correspondence has taken place between the Department of ,Qt8te
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and the Mexican minister of foreign affairs upon the complaint of Mexico that citizens of the United States were permitted to give aid to the
inhabitants of Texas in the war existing between her and that Republic.
Copies of this correspondence are herewith communicated to Congress,
together with copies of letters on the same subject addressed to the
diplomatic corps at Mexico by the American minister and the Mexican
secretary of state.
Mexico has thought proper to reciprocate the mission of the United
States to that Government by accrediting to this a minister of the same
rank as that of the representative of the United States in Mexico. From
lhe circumstances connected with his mission favorable results are anticipated from it. It is so obviously for the interest of both countries as
neighbors and friends that all just causes of mutual dissatisfaction should
be removed that it is to be hoped neither will omit or delay the employment of any practicable and honorable means to accomplish that end.
The affairs pending between this Government and several others of
the States of this hemisphere formerly under the dominion of Spain have
again within the past year been materially obstructed by the military
revolutions and conflicts in those countries.
The ratifications of the treaty between' the United States and the
Republic of Ecuador of the 13th of June, 1839, have been exchanged,
and that instrument has been duly promulgated on the part of this Government. Copies are now communicated to Congress with a view to
enable that body to make such changes in the laws applicable to our
intercourse with that Republic as may be deemed requisite.
Provision has been made by the Government of Chile for the payment
of the claim on account of the illegal detention of the brig Warrior at
Coq_uimbo in 1820. This Government has reason to expect that other
claims of our citizens against Chile will be hastened to a final and satisfactory close.
The Empire of Brazil has not been altogether exempt from those convulsions which so constantly afflict the neighboring republics. Disturbances which recently broke out are, however, now understood to be
quieted. But these occurrences, by threatening the stability of the governments, or by causing incessant and violent changes in them or in the
persons who administer them, tend greatly to retard provisions for a
just indemnity for losses and injuries suffered by individual subjects
or citizens of other states. The Government of the United States will
feel it to be its duty, however, to consent to no delay not unavoidable in
making satisfaction for wrongs and injuries sustained by its own citizens. Many years having in some cases elapsed, a decisive and effectual
course of proceeding will be demanded of the respective governments
against whom claims have been preferred.
The vexatious, hara sing, and expensive war which so long prevailed
ith the Indian tribes inhabiting the peninsula of Florida has happily
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been terminated, whereby our Army has been relieved from a service of
the most .disagreeable character and the Treasury from a large expendi-.
ture. Some casual outbreaks may occur, such as are incident' to the
close proximity of border settlers and the Indians, but these, as in all
other cases, may be left to the care of the local authorities, aided when
occasion may require by the forces of the United States. A sufficient
number of troops will be maintained in Florida so long as the remotest
apprehensions of danger shall exist, yet their duties will be limited
rather to the garrisoning of the necessary posts than to the maintenance
of active hostilities. It is to be hoped that a territory so long retarded
in its growth will now speedily recover from the evils incident to a protracted war, exhibiting in the increased amount of its rich productions
true evidences of returning wealth and prosperity. By the practice of
rigid justice toward the numerous Indian tribes residing within our territorial limits and the exercise of a parental vigilance over their interests,.
protecting them against fraud and intrusion, and at the same time using
every proper expedient to introduce among them the arts of civilized life,
we may fondly hope not only to wean them from their love of war, but
to inspire them with a love for peace and all its avocations. With several of the tribes great progress in civilizing them has already been made.
The schoolmaster and the missionary are found side by side, and the
remnants of what were once numerous and powerful nations may yet be
preserved as the builders up of a new name for themselves and their
posterity.
The balance in the Treasury on the rst of January, 1842, exclusive of
the amount deposited with the States, trust funds, and indemnities, was
$230,483.68. The receipts into the Treasury during the three first quarters of the present year from all sources amount to $26,616,593.78, of
which more than fourteen millions were received from customs and about
one million from the public lands. The receipts for the fourth quarter are
estimated at nearly eight millions, of which four millions are expected
from customs and three millions and a half from loans and Treasury
notes. The expenditures of the first three quarters of the present year
exceed twenty-six millions, and those estimated for the fourth quarter
amount to about eight millions; and it is anticipated there will be a deficiency of half a million on the rst of January next, but that the amount
of outstanding warrants ( estimated at $800,000) will leave an actual
balance of about $224,000 in the Treasury. Among the expenditures of
this year are more than eight millions for the public debt and about
$600 , 000 on account of the distribution to the States of the proceeds of
sales of the public lands.
The present tariff of duties was somewhat hastily and hurriedly passed
near the close of the late session of Congress. That it sliould have
defects can therefore be surprising to no one. To remedy such defects
as may be found to exist in any of its numerous provisions will not
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fail to claim your serious attention. It may well merit inquiry whether
the exaction of all duties in cash does not call for the introduction of a
·system which has proved highly beneficial in countries where it has been
adopted. I refer to the warehousing system. The first and most prominent effect which it would produce would be to protect the market alike
against redundant or deficient supplies of foreign fabrics, both of which
in the long ·run are injurious as well to the manufacturer as the importer.
The quantity of goods in store being at all times readily known, it would
enable the importer with an approach to accuracy to ascertain the actual
wants of the market and. to regulate himself accordingly. If, however,
he should fall into error by importing an excess above the public wants,
he could readily correct its evils by availing himself of the benefits and
advantages of the system thus established. In the storehouse the goods
imported would await the demand of the market and their issu~s would
be governed by the fixed principles of demand and supply. Thus an
approximation ,would be made to a steadiness and uniformity of price,
which if attainable would conduce to the decided advantage of mercantile and mechanical operations.
The apprehension may be well entertained that without something to
ameliorate the rigor of cash payments the entire import trade may fall
into the hands of a few wealthy capitalists in this country and in Europe.
The small importer, who requires all the money he can raise for investments abroad, and who can but ill afford to pay the lowest duty, would
have to subduct in advance a portion of his funds in order to pay the
duties, and would lose the interest upon the amount thus paid for all
the time the goods might remain unsold, which might absorb his profits.
The rich capitalist, abroad as well as at home, would thus possess after
a short time an almost exclusive monopoly of the import trade, and laws
designed for the benefit of all would thus operate for the benefit of a
few-a result wholly uncongenial with the spirit of our institutions and
antirepublican in all its tendencies. The warehousing system would
enable the importer to watch the market and to select his own time for
offering his goods for sale. A profitable portion of the carrying trade in
articles entered for the benefit of drawback must also be most seriously
affected without the adoption of some expedient to relieve the cash system. The warehousing system would afford that relief, since the carrier
would have a safe recourse to the public storehouses and might without
advancing the duty reship within some reasonable period to foreign ports.
A further effect of the measure would be to supersede the system of
drawbacks, thereby effectually protecting the Government against fraud,
as the right of debenture would not attach to goods. after their withdrawal
from the public stores.
In revising the existing tariff of duties, should you deem it proper to
do so at your present session, I can only repeat the suggestions and recommendation which upon several occasions I have heretofore felt it to
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be my duty to offer to Congress. The great primary and controlling
interest of the American people is union-union not only in the mere
forms of government, forms which may be broken, but union founded
in an attachment of States and individuals for each other. This union
in sentiment and feeling can only be preserved by the adoption of that
course of policy which, neither giving exclusive benefits to some nor
imposing unnecessary burthens upon others, shall consult the interests
of all by pursuing a course of moderation and thereby seeking to harmonize public opinion, and causing the people everywhere to feel and to
know that the Government is careful of the interests of all alike. Nor is
there any subject in regard to whkh moderation, connected with a wise
discrimination, is more nernssary than in the imposition of duties on
imports. Whether reference be had to revenue, the primary object in
the imposition of taxes, or to the incidents which necessarily flow from
their imposition, this is entirely true. Extravagant duties defeat their
end and object, not only by exciting in the public mind an hostility
to the manufacturing interests, but by inducing a system of smuggling
on an extensive scale and the practice of every manner of fraud upon
the revenue, which the utmost vigilance of Government can not effectually suppress. An opposite course of poHcy would be attended by
results essentially different, of which every interest of society, and none
more than those of the manufacturer, would reap important advantages.
A mong the most striking of its benefits would be that derived from the
general acquiescence of the country in its support and the consequent
permanency and stability which would be given to all the operations of
industry. It can not be too often repeated that no system of legislatiou can be wise which is fluctuating and uncertain. No interest can
thrive under it. The prudent capitalist will never adventure his capital
in manufacturing establishments, or in any other leading pursuit of life,
if there exists a state of uncertainty as to whether the Government will
repeal to-morrow what it has enacted to-day. Fitful profits, however
high, if threatened with a ruinous reductfori by a vacillating policy on the
part of Government, will scarcely tempt him to trust the money which he
has acquired by a life of labor upon the uncertain ·adventure. I therefore,
in the spirit of conciliation, and influenced by no other desire than to
rescue the great interests of the country frorn the vortex of political contention, and in the discharge of the high and solemn duties of the place
which I now occupy, recommend moderate duties, imp~ed with a wise
discrimination as to their several objects, as being not only most likely to
be durable, but most advantageous to every interest of society.
The report of the Secretary of the War Department exhibits a very
full and satisfactory account of the various and important interests committed to the charge of that officer. It is particularly gratifying to find
that the expenditures for the military service are greatly reduced in
amount-that a strict system of economy has been introduced into the
\
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service and the abuses of past years greatly reformed. The fortifica·
tions on our maritime frontier have been prosecuted with much vigor,
and at many points our defenses are in a very considerable state of forwardness. The suggestions in reference to the establishment of means
of communication with our territories on the· Pacific and to the surveys
so essential to a knowledge of the resources of the intermediate country
are entitled to the most favorable consideration. While I would propose
nothing inconsistent with friendly negotiations to settle the extent of
our claims in that region, yet a prudent forecast points out the necessity
of such measures as may enable us to maintain our rights. The arrangements made for preserving our neutral relations on the boundary between
us and Texas and keeping in check the Indians in that quarter will be
- maintained so long as circumstances may require. For several years
angry contentions have grown out of the disposition directed by law to
be made of the mineral lands held by the Government in several of the
States. The Government is constituted the landlord, and the citizens
of the States wherein lie the lands are its tenants. The relation is an
unwise one, and it would be much more conducive of the public interest
that a sale of the lands should be made than that they should remain in
their present condition. The supply of the ore would be more abundantly and certainly furnished when to be drawn from the enterprise and
the industry of the proprietor than under the present syste~.
The recommendations of the Secretary in regard to the improvements
of the Western waters and certain prominent harbors on the Lakes merit,
and I doubt not will receive, your serious attention. The great importance of these subjects to the prosperity of the extensive region referred
to and the security of the whole country in time of war can not escape
observation. The losses of life and property which annually occur in the
navigation of the Mississippi alone because of the dangerous obstructions
in the river make a loud demand upon Congress for the adoption of efficient measures for their removal.
The report of the Secretary of the Navy will bring you acquainted with
that important branch of the public defenses. Considering the already
vast and daily increasing commerce of the country, apart from the
exposure to hostile inroad of an extended seaboard, all that relates to
the Navy is calculated to excite particular attention. Whatever tends
to add to its efficiency without entailing unnecessary charges upon the
Treasury is well worthy of your serious consideration. It will be seen
that while an appropriation exceeding by more than a million the appropriations of the current year is asked by the Secretary, yet that in this
sum is proposed to be included $400,000 for the purchase of clothing,
which when once expended will be annually reimbursed by the sale of
the clothes, and will thus constitute a perpetual fund without any new
appropriation to the same object. To this may also be added $50,000
asked to cover the arrearages of past years and $250,000 in order to
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maintain a competent squadron on the coast of Africa; all of which when
deducted will reduce the expenditures nearly within the limits of those
of the current year. While, however, the expenditures will thus remain
very nearly the same as of the antecedent year, it is proposed to add
greatly to the operations of the marine, and in lieu of only 25 ships in
commission and but little in the way of building, to keep with the same
expenditure 41 vessels afloat and to build 12 ships of a small class.
A strict system of accountability is established and great pains are .
taken to insure industry, fidelity, and economy in every department of
duty. Experiments have been instituted to test the quality of various
materials, particularly copper, iron, and coal, so as to prevent fraud and
imposition.
It will appear by the report of the Postmaster-General that the great
point which for several years ·has been so _much desired has during the
current year been fully accomplished. The expenditures of the Department for current service have been brought within its income without
lessening its general usefulness. There has been an increase of revenue
equal to $166,000 for the year 1842 over that of 1841, without, as it is
believed, any addition having been made to the number of letters. and
newspapers transmitted through the mails. The post-office laws have
been honestly administered, and fidelity has been observed in accounting
for and paying over by the subordinates of the Department the moneys
which have been received. For_the details of the service I refer you to
the report.
I flatter myself that the exhibition thus made of the condition of the
public administration will serve .to convince you that every proper attention has been paid to the interests_of the country by those who have been
called to the heads of the different Departme1:ts. The reduction in the
annual expenditures of the Government already accomplished furnishes
a sure evidence that economy in the application of the public moneys is
regarded as a paramount duty.
At peace with all the world, the personal liberty of the citizen sacredly
maintained and his rights secured under political institutions deriving
all their authority from the direct sanction of the people, with a soil
fertile almost beyond example and a country blessed with every diversity
of climate and production, what remains to be done in order to advance
the happiness and prosperity of such a people? Under ordinary circumstances this inquiry could readily be answered. The best that probably could be done for a people inhabiting such a country would be to
fortify their peace and security in the prosecution of their various pursuits by guarding them against invasion from without and violence from
within. The rest for the greater part might be left to their own energy
and enterprise. The chief embarrassments which at the moment exhibit
themselves have arisen from overaction, and the most difficult task
which remains to be accomplished is that of correcting and overcoming
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its effects. Between the years 1833 and 1838 additions were made to
bank capital and bank issues, in the form of notes designed for circu-•
lation, to an extent enormously great. The question seemed to be not
how the best currency could be provided, but in what manner the greatest amount of bank paper could be put in circulation. Thus a vast
amount of what was called money-since for the time being it answered
the purposes of money...:._was thrown upon the country, an overissue which
was attended, as a necessary consequence, by an extravagant•increase of
the prices of all articles of property, the spread of a speculative mania
all over the country, and has finally ended in a general indebtedness on
the part of States and individuals, the prostration of public and private
credit, a depreciation in the market value of real and personal estate,
and has left large districts of country almost entirely without any circulating medium. In view of the fact that in 1830 the whole banknote circulation within the United States amounted to but $61,323,898,
according to the Treasury statements, and that an addition had been
made thereto of the enormous sum of $88,000,000 in seven years (the
circulation on the rst of January, 1837, being stated at $149,185,890),
aided by the great facilities afforded in obtaining loans from European
capitalists, who were seized with the same speculative mania which prevailed in the United States, and the large importations of funds from
abroad-the result of stock sales and loans-no one can be surprised at
the apparent but unsubstantial state of prosperity which everywhere prevailed over the land; and as little cause ·of surprise should be felt at the
present prostration of everything and the ruin which has befallen so
many of our fellow-citizens in the sudden withdrawal from circulation of
so large an amount of bank issues since 1·837-exceeding, as is believed,
the amount added to the paper currency for a similar period antecedent
to 1837-it ceases to be a· matter of astonishment that such extensive
shipwreck should have been made of private fortunes or that difficulties should exist in meeting their engagements on the part of the debtor
States; apart from which, if there be taken into account the immense
losses sustained in the dishonor of numerous banks, it is less a matter
of surprise that insolvency should have visited many of our fellowcitizens than that so many should have escaped the blighting influences
of the times.
In the solemn conviction of these truths and with an ardent desire
to meet the pressing necessities of the country, I felt it to be my duty to
cause to be submitted to you at the commencement of your last session
the plan of an exchequer, the whole power and duty of maintaining
which in purity and vigor was to be exercised by the representatives of
the people and the States, and therefore virtually by the people themselves. It was proposed to place it under the control and direction of a
Treasury board to consist of three commissioners, whose duty it should
be to see that the law of its creation was faithfully executed and that
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the great end of supplying a paper medium of exchange at all times convertible into gold and silver should be attained. The board thus constituted was given as much permanency as could be imparted to it without
endangering the proper share ofresponsibility which should attach to all
public agents. In order to insure all the advantages of a well-matured
experience, the commissioners were to hold their offices for the respective
periods of two, four, and six years, thereby securing at all times in the
management of the exchequer the services of two men of experience; and
to place them in a condition to exercise perfect independence of mind
and action it was provided that their removal should only take place for
actual incapacity or infidelity to the trust, and to be followed by the President with an exposition of the causes of such removal, should it occur.
It was proposed to establish subordinate boards in each of the States, _
under the same restrictions and limitations of the power of removal, which,
with the central board, should receive, safely keep, and disburse the public moneys. And in order to furnish a sound paper medium of exchange
the exchequer should retain of the revenues of the Government a sum not
to exceed $5,000,000 in specie, to be set apart as required by its operations, and to pay the public creditor at his own option either in specie or
Treasury notes of denominations not less than $5 nor exceeding $mo,
which notes should be redeemed at the several places of issue, and to be
receivable at all times and everywhere in payment of Government dues,
with a restraint upon such issue of bills that the same should not exceed
the maximum of $15,000,000. In order to guard against all the hazards incident to fluctuations in trade, the Secretary of the Treasury was
invested with authority to issue $5,000,000 of Government stock, should
the same at any time be regarded as necessary in order to place beyond
hazard the prompt redemption of the bills which might be thrown into
circulation; thus in fact making the issue of $15,000,000 of exchequer
bills rest substantially on $rn,ooo,ooo, and keeping in circulation never
more than one and one-half dollars for every dollar in specie. When to this
i't is added that the bills are not only everywhere receivable in Governruent dues, but that the Government itself would be bound for their ultimate redemption, no rational doubt can exist that the paper which the
exchequer would furnish would readily enter into general circulation
and be maintained at all times at or above par with gold and silver,
thereby realizing the great want of the age and fulfilling the wishes of
the people. In order to reimburse the Government the expenses of the
plan, it was proposed to invest the exchequer with the limited authority
to deal in bills of exchange ( unle~s prohibited by the State in which an
agency might be situated) having only thirty days to run and resting on a
fair and bona fide basis. The legislative will on this point might be so
plainly announced as to avoid all pretext for partiality or favoritism.
It was furthermore proposed to invest this Treasury agent with authority
to receive on deposit to a limited amount the specie funds of individuals
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and to grant certificates therefor to be redeemed on presentation, under
the idea, which is believed to be well founded, that such certificates would
come in aid of the exchequer bills in supplying a safe and ample paper
circulation. Or if in place of the contemplated dealings in exchange the
exchequer should be authorized not only to exchange its bills for actual
deposits of specie, but, for specie or its equivalent, to sell drafts, charging
therefor a small but reasonable premium, I can not doubt but that the
benefits of the law would be speedily manifested in the revival of the credit,
trade, and business of the whole country. Entertaining this opinion, it
becomes my duty to urge its adoption upon Congress by reference to the
strongest considerations of the public interests, with such alterations in
its details as Congress may in its wisdom see fit to make.
I am well aware that this proposed alteration and amendment of tbe
laws establishing the Treasury Department has encountered various objections, and that among others it has been proclaimed a Government bank
of fearful and dangerous import. It is proposed to confer upon it no
extraordinary power. It purports to do no more than pay the debts of
the Government with the redeemable paper of the Government, in which
respect it accomplishes precisely what the Treasury does daily at this time
in issuing to the public creditors the Treasury notes which under law it
is authorized to issue. It has no resemblance to an ordinary bank, as
it furnishes no profits to private stockholders and lends no capital to
individuals. If it be objected to as a Government bank and the objection be available, then should all the laws in relation to the Treasury be
repealed and the capacity of the Government to collect what is due to it
or pay what it owes be abrogated.
This is the chief purpose of the proposed exchequer, and surely if in
the accomplishment of a purpose so essential it affords a sound circulating medium to the country and facilities to trade it should be regarded
as no slight recommendation of it to public consideration. Properly
guarded by the provisions of law, it can run into no dangerous evil, nor
can any abuse arise under it but such as the Legislature itself will be
answerable for if it be tolerated, since it is but the creature of the law
and is susceptible at all times of modification, amendment, or repeal at
the pleasure of Congress. I know that it has been objected that the
system would be liable to be abused by the Legislature, by whom alone
it could be abused, in the party conflicts of the day; that such abuse
would manifest itself in a change of the law which would authorize an
excessive issue of paper for the purpose of inflating prices and winning
popular favor. To that it may be answered that the ascription of such
a motive to Congress is altogether gratuitous and inadmissible. The
theory of our institutions would lead us to a different conclusion. But a
perfect security against a proceeding so reckless would be found to exist
in the very nature of things. The political party which should be so blind
to the true interests of the country as to resort to such an expedient
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would inevitably meet with final overthrow in the fact that the moment
the paper ceased to be convertible into specie or otherwise promptly
redeemed it would become worthless, and would in the end dishonor the
Government, involve the people in ruin and such political party in hopeless disgrace. At the same time, such a view involves the utter impossibility of furnishing any currency other than that of the precious metals;
for if the Government itself can not forego the temptation of excessive
paper issues what reliance can be placed in corporations upon whom the
temptations of individual aggrandizement would most strongly operate?
The people would have to blame none but themselves for any injury
that might arise from a course so reckless, since their agents would be
the wrongdoers and they the passive spectators.
There can be but three kinds of public currency-first, gold and
silver; second, the paper of State institutions; or, third, a representative
of the precious metals provided by the General Government or under its
authority. The subtreasury system rejected the last in any form, and
as it was believed that no reliance could be placed on the issues of local
institutions for the purposes of general circulation it necessarily and unavoidably adopted spede as the exclusive currency for its own use; and
this must ever be the case unless one of the other kinds be used. The
choice in the present state of public sentiment lies between an exclusive
specie currency on the one hand and Government issues of some kind on
the other. That these issues can not be made by a chartered institution is supposed to be conclusively settled. They must be made, then,
directly by Government agents. For several years past they have been
thus made in the form of Treasury notes, and have answered a valuable
purpose. Their usefulness has been limited by their being transient and
temporary; their ceasing to bear interest at given periods necessarily
causes their speedy return and thus restricts their range of circulation,
and being used only in the disbursements of Government they can not
reach those points _where they are most required. By rendering their
use permanent, to the moderate extent already mentioned, by o:ffering
no inducement for their return and by exchanging them for coin and
other values, they will constitute to a certain extent the general currency so much needed to maintain the internal trade of the country.
And this is the exchequer plan so far as it may operate in furnishing a
currency.
I can not forego the occasion to urge its importance to the credit of the
Government in a financial point of view. The great necessity of resorting to every proper and becoming expedient in order to place the Treasury on a footing of the highest respectability is entirely obvious. The
credit of the Government may be regarded as the very soul of the Government itself-a principle of vitality without which all its movements
are languid and all its operations embarrassed. In this spirit the Executive felt itself bound by the most imperative sense of duty to submit
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to Congress at its last session the propriety of making a specific pledge
of the land fund as the basis for the negotiation of the loans authorized
to be contracted. I then thought that such an application of the public
domain would without doubt have placed at the command of the Government ample funds to relieve the Treasury from the temporary embarrassments underwhich it labored. American credit has suffered a considerable
shock in Europe from the large indebtedness of the States and the temporary inability of some of them to meet the interest on their debts. The
utter and disastrous prostration of the United States Bank of Pennsylvania had contributed largely to increase the sentiment of distrust by
reason of the lqss and ruin sustained by the holders of its stock, a large
portion of whom were foreigners and many of whom were alike ignorant
of our political organization and of our actual responsibilities.
It was the anxious desire of the Executive that in the effort to negotiate the loan abroad the American negotiator might be able to point the
money lender to. the fund mortgaged for ~he redemption of the principal
and interest of any loan he might contract, and thereby vindicate thts
Government from all suspicion of bad faith or inability to meet its
engagements. Congress differed from the Executive in this view of the
subject. It became, nevertheless, the duty of the Executive to resort
to every expedient in its power to do so.
After a failure in the American market a citizen of high character and
talent was sent to Europe, with no better success; and thus the mortifying spectacle has been presented of the inability of this .Government to
obtain a loan so small as not in the whole to amount to more than onefourth of its ordinary annual income, at a time when the Governments of
Europe, although involved in debt and with their subjects heavily burthened with taxation, readily obtained loans of any amount at a greatly
reduced rate of interest. It would be unprofitable to look further into
this anomalous state of things, but I can not conclude without adding
that for a Government which has paid off its debts of two wars with the
largest maritime power of Europe, and now owing a debt which is almost
next to nothing when compared with its boundless resources-a Government the strongest in the world, because emanating from the popular will
and firmly rooted in the affections of a great and free people, and whose
fidelity to its engagements has never been questioned-for such a Government to have tendered to the capitalists of other countries an opportunity for a small investment in its stock, and yet to have failed, implies
either the most unfounded distrust in its good faith or a purpose to obtain
which the course pursued is the most fatal which could have been adopted.
It has now become obvious to all men that the Government must look to
its own means for supplying its wants, and it is consoling to know that
these means are altogether adequate for the object. The exchequer,
if adopted, will greatly aid in bringing about this result. Upon what
I regard as a well-founded supposition that its bills would be readily
sought for by the public creditors and that the issue would in a short
t ime reach the m xi mum of $15,000,000, it is obvious that $10,000,000
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would thereby be added to the available means of the Treasury without
cost or charge. Nor can I fail to urge the great and beneficial effects
which would be produced in aid of all the active pursuits of life. Its
effects upon the solvent State banks, while it would force into liquidation those of an opposite character through its weekly settlements, would
be highly beneficial; and with the advantages of a sound currency the
restoration of confidence and credit would follow with a numerous train
of blessings. My convictions are most strong that _these benefits would
flow from the adoption of this measure; but if the result should be adverse
there is this security in connection with it-that the law creating it may
be repealed at the pleasure of the Legislature without the slightest implication of its good faith.
I recommend to Congress to take into consideration the propriety of
reimbursing a fine imposed on General Jackson at New Orleans at the
time of the attack and defense of that city, and paid by him. Without
designing any reflection on the judicial tribunal which imposed the fine,
the remission at this day may be regarded as not unjust or inexpedient.
The voice of the civil authority was heard amidst the glitter of arms and
obeyed by those who held the sword, thereby giving additional luster to
a memorable military achievement. If the laws were offended, their
majesty was fully vindicated; and although the penalty incurred and paid
is worthy of little regard in a pecuniary point of view, it can hardly be
tloubted that it would be gratifying tc the war-worn veteran, now in retirement and in the winter of his days, to be relieved from the circumstances
in which that ju~gment placed him. There are cases in which public functionaries may be called on to weigh the public interest against
their own personal hazards, and if the civil law be violated from praiseworthy motives or an overruling sense of public danger and public necessity punishment may well be restrained within that limit which asserts
and maintains the authority of the law and the subjection of the military
to the civil power. Th~ defense of New Orleans, while it saved a city
from the hands of the enemy, placed the name of General Jackson among
those of the greatest captains . of tl le age and illustrated one of the
brightest pages of our history. Now that the causes of excitement existing at the time have ceased to operate, it is believed that the remission
of this fine and whatever of gratifi~ation tnat remission might cause the
eminent man who incurred and paid it would be in accordance with
the general feeling and wishes of the American people.
I have thus, fellow-citizens, acquitted myself of my duty under the Constitution by laying before you as succinctly as I have been able the state
of the Union and by inviting your attention to measures of much impor•tance to the counfry. The executive will most zealously unite its efforts
with those of the legislative department in the accomplishment of all that
is required to relieve the wants of a common constituency or elevate the
destinies of a beloved country.
M P-vor.

JOHN TYLER.
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SPECIAL MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON CITY,

December I3, I842.

To the Senate of the Un-itea' States:

I hereby communicate to the Seriate a letter from the Secretary of the
Navy, with accompanying documents.*
JOHN TYLER.
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.]
WASHINGTON,

December I,f., I842.

To the Se??,ate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate a treaty recently concluded with the Chip•
pewa Indians of the Mississippi and Lake Superior, ~ith ~ommunications
from the War Department in relation thereto, and-ask the advice and
consent of the Senate to the ratification of the said treaty.
, JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

To the Senate

December I/, I8,t.2.

of the Unz'ted States:

I transmit to the Senate a treaty recently concluded with the Sac and
Fox Indians, with communications from the War Department in relation
thereto, and ask the advice and consent of the Senate to the ratification
of the said treaty.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

December 23, I842.

To the Senate of the United States:

I have received the resolution of the 22d instant, requesting me '' to
inform the Senate of the nature and extent of' the informal communications' which took place between the American Secretary of State and
the British special minister during the late negotiations in Washington
City upon the subject of the claims of the United States and Great
Britain to the territory west of the Rocky Mountains," and also to
inform the Senate what were the reasons which prevented "any agreement upon the subject at present" and which made it "inexpedient to
include that subject among the subjects of formal negotiation.''
In my message to Congress at the commencement of the present session, in adverting to the territory of the United States on the Pacific
Ocean north of the forty-second degree of north latitude; a part of which
* Communication from Commodore Cha rles W. Morga n, commanding the United States naval
forces in the Medite rran ean, r e lative to the adjustment of differences with Morocco; translation of
a letter from the Emperor of Morocco, etc.
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is claimed by Great Britain, I remarked that '' in a<1vance of the acquirement of individual rights to these lands sound policy dictates that every
effort should be resorted to by the two Governments to settle their
respective claims,'' and also stated that I should not delay to urge on
Great Britain the importance of an early settlement. Measures have
been already taken in pursuance of the purpose thus expressed, and
under these circumstances I do not deem it consistent with the public
interest to make any communication on the subject.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, December 23, I8/2.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate a report*. fro,;n the Secretary
of State, in answer to a resolution of the Senate adopted on the 22d
instant.
JOHN TYLER.

To the Senate

of the

WASHINGTON,

December 29, I842.

United States:

I herewith transmit to the Senate a report t from the Secretary of
State, with accompanying papers, in answer to their resolution of the
27th instant.

To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:

JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

December 30, I84-2.

In reply to the resolution of the Senate of the 14th December, I transmit herewith the accompanying letter t from the Secretary of the Navy
and the statement thereto appended from the Bureau of Equipment and
Construction.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, December 30, I842.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of' the United States:
I communicate herewith to Congress copies of a correspondence which
has recently taken place between certain agents of the Government of the
Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands and the Secretary of State.
The condition of those islands has excited a good deal of interest, which

* Stating th at the special ministe r from Great Britain to the United States made no proposition,
informa l or othe rw ise, to the n egotiator on the part of the United Sta tes for the assumption or
guaranty of the Sta te debts by the Government of the United States to the holders·of said debts.
tTransmitting corresponde nce between the United Sta tes minister a t London and the British
Government in r elation to c ertain slaves taken from the wreck of the schoone r Hermosa and liberated by the authorities a t Nassau, New Providence.
t Relating to the strength and expense of maintaining the African Squadron under the late
British treaty, the number of guns it is expected to have afloat in the United States Navy during
,&431 and the estimated expense of the naval establishment for 1843.
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is increasing by every successive proof that their inhabitants are making
progress in civilization and becoming more and more competent to □ain
tain regular and orderly civil government. They lie in the Pacific Ocean,
much nearer to this continent than the other, and have become an important place for the refitment and provisioning of American and European
vessels.
Owing to their locality and to the -course of the winds which prevail in
this quarter of the world, the Sandwich Islands are the stopping place for
almost all vessels passing from continent to continent across the Pacific
Ocean. They are especially resorted to by the great number of vessels
of the United States which are engaged in the whale fishery in those
seas. The number of vessels of all sorts and the amount of property
owned by citizens of the United States which are found in those islands
in the course of' the year are stated probably with sufficient accuracy in
the letter of the agents.
Just emerging from a state of barbarism, the Government of the islands
is as yet feeble, but its dispositions appear to be just and pacific, and it
seems anxious to improve the condition of its people by the introduction
of knowledge, of religious and moral institutions, means of education, and
the arts of c;ivilized life.
It can not but be in conformity with the interest and wishes of the
Government and the people of the United States that this community,
thus existing in the midst of a vast expanse of ocean, should be respected
and all its rights strictly and conscientiously regarded; and this must
also be the true interest of all other commercial states. Far remote from
the dominions of European powers, its growth and prosperity as an independent state may yet be in a high degree useful to all whose trade
is extended to those regions; while its near approach to this continent
and the intercourse which American vessels have with it, such vessels
constituting five-sixths of all which annually visit it, could not but create
dissatisfaction on the part of the United-States at any attempt by another
power, should such attempt be threatened or feared, to take possession of
the islands, colonize them, and subvert the native Government. Considering, therefore, that the United States possesses so large a share of the
intercourse with those islands, it is deemed not unfit to make the declaration that their Government seeks, nevertheless, no peculiar advantages,
no exclusive control over the Hawaiian Government, but is content with
its independent existence and anxiously wishes for its security and prosperity. Its forbearance in this respect under the circumstances of the
very large intercourse of their citizens with the islands would justify
this Government, should events hereafter arise to require it, in making
a decided remonstrance against the adoption of an opposite policy by any
other power.
nder the circumstances I recommend to Congress to provide for a moderate allowance to be made out of the Treasury to the conul residiug there, that in a Government so new and a country so remote
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American citizens may have respectable authority to which to apply for
redress in case of injury to their persons and property, and to whom the
Government of the c;ountry may also make known any acts committed
by American citizens of which it may think it has a right to complain.
Events of considerable importance have recently transpired in China.
The military operations carried ~n against that Empir~ by the English
Government have been terminated by a treaty, according to the terms of
which four important ports hitherto shut against foreign commerce arP.
to be open to British merchants, viz, Amoy, F<?o-Choo-Foo, Ningpo, and
Chinghai. It can not but be interesting to the mercantile interest of the
United States, whose intercourse with China at the single port of Canton
has already become so considerable, to ascertain whether these other
ports now open to British commerce are to remain shut, nevertheless,
against the commerce of the United States. The treaty between the
Chinese Government and the British commissioner provides neither for
the admission nor the exclusion of the ships of other nations. It would
seem, therefore, that it remains with every other nation having commercial intercourse with China to seek to make proper arrangements for
itself with the Goyernment of that Empire in this respect.
The importations into the United States from China are known to be
large, having amounted in some years, as will be seen bj the p.nnexed
tables, to $9,000,000. The exports, too, from the United States to China
constitute an interesting and growing part of the commerce of the country. It appears that in the year r 84 r, in the direct trade between the
two countries, the value of the exports from the United States amounted'
to $715,000 in domestic produce and $485,000 in foreign merchandise.
But the whole amount of American produce which finally reaches China
and is there consumed is not comprised in these tables, which show only
the direct trade. Many vessels with American products on board sail
with a primary destination to other countries, but ultimately dispose of
more or less of their cargoes in the port of Canton.
The peculiarities of the Chinese Government and the Chinese character
are _well known . An Empire supposed to contain 300,000,000 subjects,
fertile in various rich products of the earth, not without the knowledge
of letters and of many arts, and with large and expensive accommoc:ations for internal intercourse and traffic, has for ages sought to exclude
the visits of strangers and foreigners from its dominions, and has assumed
for itself a superiority over all other nations. Events appear likely to
break down and soften this spirit of nonintercourse and to brin.g China
ere long into the relations which usually subsist between civilized states.
She bas agreed in the treaty with England that correspondence between
the agents of the two Governments shall be on equal terms-a concession
which it is hardly probable will hereafter be withheld from other nations.
It is true that the cheapness of labor among the Chinese, their ingenuity
in its application, and the fixed character of their habits and _pursuits
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may discourage the hope of the opening of any great and sudden demand
for the fabrics of other countries.
But experience proves that the
productions of western nations find a market to some extent among
the Chinese; that that market, so far as respects the productions of the
United States, although it has considerably varied in successive seasons, has on the whole more than doubled within the last ten years; and
it can hardly be doubted that the opening of ~everal new and important
ports connected with parts of the Empire heretofore seldom visited by
Europeans or Americans would exercise a favorable influence upon the
demand for such productions.
It is not understood that the immediate establishment of correspondent
embassies and missions or the permanent residence of diplomatic functionaries with full powers of each country at the Court of the other is
contemplated between England and China, although, as has been already
observed, it bas been stipulated that intercourse between the two countries shall hereafter be on equal terms. An ambassador or envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary can only be accredited, according to
the usages of western nations, to the bead or sovereign of the state, and
it may be doubtful whether the Court of Pekin is yet prepared to conform to these usages so far as to receive a minister plenipotentiary to
reside near i(
Being of opinion, however, that the commercial interests of the United
States connected with China require at the present moment a degree of
attention and vigilance such as there is no agent of this Government on
the spot to bestow, I recommend to Congress to make appropriation for
the compensation of a commissioner to reside in China to exercise a watchful care over the concerns of American citizens and for the protection of
their persons and property, empowered to bold intercourse with the local
authorities, and ready, under instructions from his Government, should
such instructions become necessary and proper hereafter, to address himself to the high functionaries of the Empire, or through them to the
Emperor himself.
It will not escape the observation of Congress that in order to secure
the important object of any such measure a citizen of much intelligence
and weight of character should be employed on such agency, and that to
secure the services of sucb an individual a compensation should be made
corresponding with the magnitude and importance of the mission.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, December 3I, I8/2.
To the House of Representatives:
In compliance with your resolution of the 12th of February, 184 r,
reque ting me to communicate to the House of Representatives the documents and other information in the possession of the Executive regarding
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claims of citizens of the United States on the Government qf Hayti, I
now transmit a letter from the Secretary of State and the accompanying
documents.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, January 9, I8tf3.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I have received a resolution of the Senate of the 27th of December, in
the following terms:

Resolved, That the President be requested to inform the Senate, if compatible with
the public interest, whether the quintuple treaty for the suppression of the slave
trade has been communicated to the Government of the United States in any form
whatever, and, if so, by whom, for what purpose, and what answer may have been
returned to such communication. Also to communicate to the Senate all the information which may have been received by the Government of the United States
going to show that the "course which this Government might take in relation to
said treaty has excited no small degree o.f attention and discussion in Europe.'' Also
to inform the Senate how far the '' warm animadversions'' and the '' great political
excitement'' which this treaty has caused in Europe have any application or reference to the United States. Also to inform the Senate what danger there was that
"the laws and the obligations" of the United States in relation to the si;.jjpression
of the slave trade would be "executed by others," if we did not "remove the pretext and motive .for violating our flag and executing our laws" by entering into
the stipulations for the African squadron and .the remonstrating embassies which
are contained in the eighth and ninth articles of the late British treaty. Also that
the President be requested to communicate to the Senate all the correspondence with
our ministers abroad relating to the foregoing points of inquiry. Also that the
President be requested to communicate to the Senate all such information upon
the negotiation of the African squadron articles as will show the origin of such articles and the history and progress of their formation.

I informed the Senate, in the message transmitting the treaty with
England of the 9th of August last, that no application or request had
been made to this Government to become a party to the quintuple treaty.
Agents of the Government abroad, regarding the signature of that treaty
as a political occurrence of some importance, obtained, unofficially, copies
of it, and transmitted those copies to the Department of State, as other
intelligence is communicated for the information of the Government.
The treaty has not been communicated to the Government of the United
States from any other quarter, in any other manner, or for any other
purpose.
The next request expressed in the resolution is in these words:
Also to communicate to the Senate all the information which may have been
received by the Government of the United States going to show that the "course
which this Government might take in relation to said treaty has excited no small
degree of attention and discussion in Europe.'' Also to inform the Senate how far
the "warm animadversions" and the "great political excitement" which this treaty
has caused in Europe have any application or reference to the United States.
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The words -quoted in this part of the resolution appear to be taken
from my message above mentioned. In that communication I said: .
No application or request has been made t,o this Government to become a party to
this treaty, but the course it might take in regard to it has excited no small degree
of attention and discussion in Europe, as the principle upon which it is founded
and the stipulations which it contains have caused warm animadvei"sions and great
political excitement.
·
In my message at the commencement of the present session of Congress I endeavored to state the principles which this Government supports respecting the right of
search and the immunity of flags. Desirous of maintaining those principles fully,
at the same time that existing obligations should be fulfilled, I have thought it most
consistent with the honor and dignity of the country that it should execute its own
laws and perform its own obligations by its own means and its own power. The
examination or visitation of the merchant vessels of one nation by the cruisers
of another for any purposes except those known and acknowledged by the law of
· nations, under whatever restraints or regulations it may take place, may lead to
dangerous results. It is far better by other means to supersede any supposed necessity or any motive for such examination or visit. Interference with a merchant
vessel by an armed cruiser is always a delicate proceeding, apt to touch the point of
national honor as welf as to affect the interests of individuals. It has been thought,
therefore, expedient, not only in accordance with the stipulations of the treaty of
Ghent, but at the same time as removing all pretext on the part of others for violating the immunities of the American flag upon the seas as they exist and are defined
by the law of nations, to enter into the articles now submitted to the Senate.
The treaty which I now submit to you proposes no alteration, mitigation, or modification of the rules of the law of nations. It provides simply that each of the two
Governments shall maintain on the coast of Africa a sufficient squadron to enforce,
separately and respectively, the laws, rights, and obligations of the two countries
for the suppression of t~e slave trade.

These opinions were expressed by me officially upon the occasion of
making to the Senate a communication of very great importance. It is
not perceived how the accuracy of this general statement can be doubted
by those who are acquainted with the debates of public bodies in Europe,
the productions of the press, and the other modes by which public opinion is manifested in an enlightened age. It is not to be supposed that
excited attention to public and national transactions or general political
discussions in Europe on subjects open to all the world are known only
in consequence of private information communicated to the Government,
and feeling a strong persuasion that it would be improper in the Executive to go into any discussion or argument upon such a subject with the
Senate, I have no further remarks to make upon this part of the inquiry.
The third inquiry is:
What danger there was that "the laws and the obligations" of the United States
in relation to the suppression of the slave trade would be "executed by others" if
we do not "remove the pretext and motive for violating our flag and executing our
laws."

I have already quoted from the message the entire paragraph to a
part of hich this portion of the inquiry is supposed to refer.
/is to th~ danger th~re was that the laws and the obligations of the
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United States in relation to the suppression .of the slave trade would be
executed by others if we did not remove the pretext and motive for
violating our flag and provide for executing our laws, I might say that
this depends upon notorious facts and occurrences, of which the evidence
has been in various forms before the country and all the branches of the
Government.
When I came to occupy the Executive c4air I could not be ignorant
of the numerous complaints which had been made on account of alleged
interruptions of American vessels engaged in lawful commerce on the
coast of Africa by British cruisers on the ground of their being engaged
in the slave trade. I could not be ignorant, at the same time, of the
well-grounded suspicions which pervaded the country that some American vessels were engaged in that odious and unlawful traffic. There were
two dangers, then, to be guarded against-the one, that this traffic would
continue to be carried on in American ships, and perhaps much increased,
unless some new and vigorous effort should be made for its suppression;
the other, that acquiescence in the capture of American vessels, notorious
slave dealers, by British cruisers might give countenance to seizures and
detentions of vessels lawfully employed on light or groundless suspicions. And cases had arisen under the administration of those who preceded me well calculated to show the extent and magnitude of this latter
danger; and believing that very serious consequences might in time grow
out of the obvious tendency and progress of things, I felt it to be my duty
to arrest that progress, to rescue the immunity of the American flag from
the danger which hung over it, and to do this by recommending such
a provision for the execution of our own laws as should remove all
pretense for the interference of others.
Among the occurrences to which I have alluded, it may be useful to
particularize one case.
.
The schooner Catharine, an American vessel owned by citizens of the
United States, was seized on the coast of Africa by the British cruiser
called the Dolphi"n and brought into the port of New York in the summer of 1839. Upon being brought into port, Benjamin F. Butler, esq.,
district attorney of the United States for the southern district of New
York, appeared in the district court of the United States for that district
and in the name and behalf of the United States libeled the schooner,
h~r apparel and furniture, for a violation of the several acts of Congress
passed for the suppression of the slave trade. The schooner being arrested by the usual process in such cases and possession taken of her from
the hands of the British captors by officers of the United States, the
cause proceeded, and by a decree of the circuit court in December, 1840,
a forfeiture was pronounced. From this decree an appeal was taken,
which is now pending in the Supreme Court of the United States.
It is true that in another case, that of the Tz'grz"s, of like general chare-~t~r, s99n after arising, the then Secretar;v of State, on the 1st of March,
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1841, informed Mr. Fox, the British minister, that "however strong and
unchangeable may be the determination of this Government to punish
any citizens of the United States who violate the laws against the African
slave trade, it will not permit the exercise of any authority by foreign
armed vessels in the execution of those laws.''
But it is evident that this general declaration did not relieve the subject
from its difficulties. Vessels of the United States found engaged in the
African slave trade are guilty of piracy under the acts of Congress. It
is difficult to say that .such vessels can claim any interference of the
Government in their behalf, into whosesoever hands they may happen to
fall, any more than vessels which should turn general pirates. Notorious African slave traders can not claim the protection of the American
character, inasmuch as they are acting in direct violation of the laws of
their country and stand denounced by those laws as pirates. In case
of the seizure of such a vessel by a foreign cruiser, and of her being
brought into a port of the United States, what is to be done with her?
Shall she be libeled, prosecuted, and condemned as if arrested by a cruiser
of the United States? If this is to be done, it is clear that the agency of
a foreign power has been instrumental in executing the laws of the
United States. Or, on the other hand, is the vessel, with all her offenses
flagrant upon her, to be released on account of the agency by which she
was seized, discharged of all penalties, and left at liberty to renew her
illegal and ·nefarious traffic?
It appeared to me that the best, if not the only, mode of avoiding these
and other difficulties was by adopting such a provision as is contained in
the late treaty with England.
The Senate asks me for the reasons for entering into the stipulations
for the '' remonstrating embassies '' contained in the late treaty. Surely
there is no stipulation in the treaty for any '' remonstrating embassies,"
or any other embassies, nor any reference or allusion to any such thing.
In this respect all that the treaty provides is in the ninth article and is
in these words:
The parties to this treaty agree that they will unite in all becoming representations
and remonstrances with any and all powers within whose dominions such markets
[for African slaves] are allowed to exist, and that they will urge upon all such powers
the propri~ty and duty of closing such markets effectually, at once and forever.

It always gives me sincere pleasure to communicate to both Houses of
Congress anything in my power which may aid them ,in the discharge
of their high duties and which the public interest does not require to be
withheld. In transmitting the late treaty to the Senate everything was
caused to accompany it which it was supposed could enlighten the judgment of the Senate upon its various provisions. The views of the Executive, in agreeing to the eighth and ninth articles, were fully expressed,
and pending the discussion in the Senate every call for further information was promptly complied with, and nothing kept back which tbe
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Senate desired. Upon this information and upon its own knowledge of
the subject the Senate made up and pronounced its judgment upon its
own high responsibility, and as the result of that judgment the treaty
was ratified, as the Journal shows, by a vote of 39 to 9. The treaty has
thus become the law of the land by the express advice of the Senate,
given in the most solemn manner known to its proceedings.
The fourth request isThat the President be requested to communicate to the Senate all the correspondence with our ministers abroad relating to the foregoing points of inquiry.

If this branch of the resolution were more definite, some parts of
it might perhaps be met wit.h out prejudice to the public interest by
extracts from the correspondence referred to. At a future day a communication may be expected to be made as broad and general as a proper
regard to these interests will admit, but at present I deem any such communication not to be consistent with the public interest.
The fifth and last isThat the President be requested to communicate to the Senate all such information upon the negotiation of the African squadron articles as will show the origin of
such articles and the history and progress of their formation.

These articles were proposed to the British minister by the Secretary
of State under my express sanction and were acceded to by him and have
since been ratified by both Governments. I might without disrespect
speak of the novelty of inquiring by the Senate into the history and
progress of articles of a treaty through a negotiation which has terminated, and as the result of which these articles have become the law of
the land by the constitutional advice of the Senate itself. But I repeat
that those articles had their origin in a desi_re on the part of the Govern~
ment of the United States to fulfill its obligations, entered into by the
treaty of Ghent, to do its utmost for the suppression of the African slave
trade, and to accomplish this object by such means as should not lead
to the interruption of the lawful commerce of the United States or any
derogation from the dignity and immunity of their flag. And I have
the satisfaction to believe that both the Executive, in negotiating the
treaty of which these articles form part, and the Senate, in advising to
its ratification, have effected an object important to the Government and
satisfactory to the people.
In conclusion I hope I may be permitted to observe that I have, out
of a profound respect for the Senate, been induced to make this communication in answer to inquiries some of which at least are believed to be
without precedent in the history of the relations between that body an(\
the executive department. These inquiries were particularly unexpected
to me at the present moment. As I had been so fortunate as to find
my own views of the expediency of ratifying the late treaty with England confirmed by a vote of somewhat more than four-fifths of the Senators present, I have hitherto flattered myself that the motives which
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influenced my conduct had been fully appreciated by those who advised
and approved it, and that if a necessity should ever arise for any special
explanation ·or defense in regard to those motives it could scarcely be in
that assembly itself.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, January I8, I8113.
To the House of Representatz"ves:
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives oi
the 27th ultimo, I now transmit the letter and ·pamphlet* which accom- ·
panies this.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, January 23, I843.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I herewith transmit to the Senate, in answer to their resolution of the
19th instant, reportst from the State and War Departments.
JOHN TYLER.

w ASHINGTON' January 23' I843.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I transmit to the Senate herewith, in answer to their resolution of the
5th instant, a reporq from the Secretary of State, with accompanying
documents.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, January JI, I843.
To the House ef Representat-ives:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
24th instant, requesting me to communicate answers to certain queries
therein contained respecting instructions given to the commissioners
appointed to adjudicate claims arising under the Cherokee treaty of 1835,
I transmit herewith a report from the War Department, accompanied by
a copy of the instructions referred to.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, January JI, I843.
To the House of Representatives.'
At the last session of Congress a resolution was passed by the House
of Representatives requesting me to cause to be communicated to the
*Entitled "Acts and Resolutions of the Legislative Council of the Territory of Florida," passed
at its twentieth session, January 3 to March 5, 1842.
tRelating to a grant of land in Oregon Territory to the Hudsons Bay Company by the Britis h
Government.
tTransmitting correspondence with Great Britain relative to the destruction of the steamboat
Caroline at Schlosser, N, Y., December 29, 1837.
·
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House '' the several reports made to the Department of War by Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock relative to the affairs of the Cherokee Indians,
together with all information communicated by him concerning the
·f rauds h~ was charged to investigate; also all facts in the possession of
the Executive relating to the subject.''
A resolution of the same import had been passed by the House of Representatives on the 18th of May last, requiring the Secretary of War to
communicate to the House the same reports and matters. After consultation with me and under my directions, the Secretary of War informed
the House that the reports referred to relative to the affairs of the Cherokees contained information and suggestions in reference to the matters
which it was supposed would become the subject of a negotiation between
that Department and the delegates of the Cherokee Nation. It was
stated by him that the nature and subject of the report, in the opinion of
the President and the Department, rendered its publication at that time
inconsistent with the public interest. The negotiation referred to subsequently took place, and embraced the matters upon which LieutenantColonel Hitchcock had communicated his views. That negotiation
t~rminated without the conclusion of any arrangement. It may, and in
all probability will, be renewed. All the information communicated by
Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock respecting the Cherokees-their condition
as a nation and their relations to other tribes-is herewith transmitted.
But his suggestions and projects respecting the anticipated propositions ·
of the delegates and his views of their personal characters can not in any
event aid the legislation of Congress, and in my opinion the promulgation of them would be unfair and unjust to him and inconsistent with
the public interest, and they are therefore not transmitted.
The Secretary of War further stated in his answer to the resolution
that the other report referred to in it, relating to the alleged frauds which
Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock was charged to investigate, contained such
information as he (Colonel Hitchcock) was enabled to obtain by ex parte
inquiries of various persons whose statements were necessarily without
the sanction of an oath, and which the persons implicated had had no
opportunity to contradict or explain . He expressed the opinion that
to promulgate those statements at that time would be grossly unjust to
those persons and would be calculated to defeat rather than promote the
objects of the inquiry, and he remarked that sufficient opportunity had
not been given to the Department to pursue the investigation or to call
upon the parties affected for explanations or to determine on the measures proper to be adopted. And he hoped these reasons would be satisfactory for not transmitting to the House at that time the reports referred
to in its resolution.
It would appear from the report of the Committee on Indian Affairs,
to whom the communication of the Secretary of War was referred, and
which report has been transmitted to me, together with the resolutions
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of the House adopted on the recommendation of the committee, and
from those resolutions, that the reasons given by the Secretary were not
deemed satisfactory and that the House of Representatives claims the
right to demand from the Executive apd heads of Departments such
information as may be in their possession relating to '' subjects of the
deliberations of the House and within the sphere of its legitimate
powers,'' and that in the opinion of the House the reports and facts
called for by its resolution of the 18th of May related to subjects of its
deliberations and were within the sphere of its legitimate powers, and
should have been communicated.
If by the assertion of this claim of right to call upon the Executive for
all the information in its possession relating to any subject of the deliberation of the House, and within the sphere of its legitimate powers, it is
intended to assert also that the Executive is bound to comply with such
call without the authority to exercise any discretion on its part in reference to the nature of the information required or to the interests of the
country or of individuals to be affected by such compliance, then do I
feel bound, in the discharge of the high duty imposed upon me "to preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States," _to
declare in the most respectful manner my entire dissent from such a
proposition. The instrument from which the several departments_of the
Government derive their authority makes each independent of the other
in the discharge of their respective functions. The injunction of the
Constitution that the President '' shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed" necessarily confers an authority commensurate with the
obligation imposed to inquire into the manner in which all public agents
perform the duties assigned to them by law. To be effective these
inquiries must often be confidential. They may result in the coll~ction
of truth or of falsehood, or they may be incomplete and may require
further prosecution. To maintain that the President can exercise no
discretion as to the time in which the matters thus collected shall be
promulgated or in respect to the character of the information obtained
would deprive him at once of the means of performing one of the most
salutary duties of his office. An inquiry might be arrested at its first
stage and the officers whose conduct demanded investigation may be
enabled to elude or defeat it. To require from the Executive the transfer
of this discretion to a coordinate branch of the Government is equivalent
to the denial of its possession by him and would render him dependent
upon that branch in the performance of a duty purely executive.
or can it be a sound position that all papers, documents, and information of every description which may happen by any means to come
into the pos ession of the President or of the heads of Departments
must necessarily be subject to the call of the House of Representatives
merely because they relate to a subject of the deliberations of the House,
although that subject may be within the sphere of its legitimate powers.
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It can not be tha..: the only test is whether the information relates to a
legitimate subject of deliberation. The Executive Departments and the
citizens of this country have their rights and duties as well as the House
of Representatives, and the maxim that the rights of one person or body
are to be so exercised as not to impair those of others is applicable in its
fullest extent to this question. Impertinence or malignity may seek to
make the Executive Department~ the means of incalculable and irreme. <liable injury to innocent parties by throwing into them libels most foul
and atrocious. Shall there be no discretionary authority permitted to
refuse to become the instruments of such malevolence?
And although information comes through a proper channel to an
executive officer it may often be of a character to forbid its being made
public. The officer charged with a confidential l°nquiry, and who reports
its result under the pledge of confidence which his appointment implies,
ought not to be exposed individually to the resentment of those whose
conduct may be impugned by the information he collects. The knowledge that such is to be the consequence will inevitably prevent the performance of duties of that character, and thus the Government will be
deprived of an important means of investigating the conduct of its agents.
It is certainly no new doctrine in the halls of judicature or of legislation that certain communications and papers are privileged, and that the
general authority to compel testimony must give way in certain cases
to the paramount rights of individuals or of the Government. Thus
no man can be compelled to accuse himself, to answer any question that
tends to render him infamous, or to produce his own private papers on
any occasion. The communications of a client to his counsel and the
admissions made at the confessional in the course of religious discipline are privileged communications. In the courts of that country from
which we derive our great principles of individual liberty and the rules
of evidence it is well settled-and the doctrine has been fully recognized
in this country-that a minister of the Crown or the head of a department
can not be compelled to produce any papers or disclose any transactions
relating to the executive functions of the Government which he declares
are confidential or such as the public interest requires should not be
divulged; and the persons who have been the channels of communication
to officers of the State are in like manner protected from the disclosure
of their names. Other instances of privileged communications might be
enumerated if it were deemed necessary. These principles are as applicable to evidence sought by a legislature as to that required by a court.
The practice of the Government since its foundation has sanctioned
the principle that there must necessarily be a discretionary authority in
reference to the nature of the information called for by either House of
Congress.
The authority was claimed and exercised by General Washington ,in
!796, In 1825 President Monroe declined compliance with a resolution
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of the House of Representatives calling for the correspondence between
the Executive Departments of this Government and the officers of the
United States Navy and others at or near the ports of South America on
the Pacific Ocean. In a communication made by the Secretary of War
in 1832 to the Committee of the House on the Public Lands, by direction
of President Jackson, he denies the obligation of the Executive to furnish
the information called for and maintains the authority of the President
to exercise a sound discretion in complying with calls o{ that description
by the House of Representatives or its committees. Without multiplying other instances, it is not deemed improper to refer to the refusal of
the President at the last session of the present Congress to comply with
a resolution of the House of Representatives calling for the names of the
members of Cor;.gress who had applied for offices. As no further notice
was taken in any form of this refusal, it would seem to be a fair inference
that the House itself admitted that there were cases in which the President had a discretionary authority in respect to the transmission of infor:.
mation in the pc>ssession of any of the Executive Departments.
Apprehensive that silence under the claim supposed to be set up in the
resolutions of the House of Representatives under consideration might
be construed as an acquiescence in its soundness, I have deemed it due
to the great importance of the subject to state my views, that a compliance in part with the resolution may not be deemed a surrender of a
necessary authority of the Executive.
Many of the reasons which existed at the date of the report of the Secretary of War of June 1, 1842, for then declining to transmit the report
of Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock concerning the frauds which he was
charged to investigate have ceased to operate. It has been found wholly
impracticable to pursue the investigation in consequence of the death and
removal out of the country of those who would be called upon to testify,
and in consequence of the want of adequate authority or means to render
it effectual. It could not be conducted without expense. Congress at
its last session prohibited the payment of any account or charge whatever growing out of or in any way connected with any commission or
inquiry, except military and naval courts-martial and courts of inquiry,
unless special appropriations should be made for the payment of such
accounts and charges. Of the policy of that provision of law it does not
become me to speak, except to say that the institution of inquiries into
the conduct of public agents, however urgent the necessity for such
inquiry may be, is thereby virtually denied to the Executive, and that if
evils of magnitude shall arise in consequence of the law I take to myself
no portion of the responsibility.
In relation to the propriety of directing prosecutions against the
contractors to furnish Indians rations who are charged with improper
conduct, a correspondence has been had between the War Department
and the Solicitor of the Treasury, which is herewith transmitted in a
conviction that such prosecution would be entirely ineffectual.
Under these circumstances I have thought proper to direct that the
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report of Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock concerning the frauds which he
was charged to investigate be transmitted to the House of Representa~
tives, and it accbrdingly accompanies this message. At the same time, I
have to request the House to consider it so far confidential as not to direct
its publication until the appropriate committee shall have examined it
and expressed their opinion whether a just regard to the character and
rights of persons apparently implicated, but who have not had an opportunity to meet the imputations on them, does not require that portions
at least of the report should not at present be printed.
This course is adopted by me from a desire to render justice to all and
at the .same time avoid even the appearance of a desire to screen any,
and also to prevent the exaggerated estimate of the importance of the
information which is likely to be made from the mere fact of its being
withheld.
The resolution of the House also calls for '' all facts in the possession
of the E xecutive, from any source, relating to the subject." There are
two subjects specified in the resolution-one "relative to the affairs of
the Cherokee Indians,'' and another '' concerning the frauds he [Lieutenant-Colonel HitchcockJ was charged to investigate."
All the papers in the War Department or its bureaus relating to the
affairs of the Cherokee Indians, it is believed, have been from time to
time communicated to Congress and are contained in the printed documents, or are now trans~itted, with the exception of those portions
of Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock's report hereinbefore mentioned, and
excepting the correspondence with the Cherokee delegates in the negotiations which took place during the last summer, which are not supposed
to be within the intent of the resolution of the House. For the same
reason a memorial from the Old Settlers, or Western Cherokees, as they
term themselves, recently presented, is not transmitted. If these or any
other public documents should be desired by the House, a specification of
them will enable me to cause them to be furnished if it should be found
proper.
All the papers in the War Office or its bureaus known or supposed to
have any relation to the alleged frauds which Lieutenant-Colonel Hitchcock was charged to investigate are herewith transmitted.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 8, I843.
To the House ef Representatz'ves ef the United States:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives, in answer to
their resolution of the 28th ultimo, a report* from the Secretary of
State.
JOHN TYLER.

* Stating that no information is in possession or the Covernment of any negotiation of a treaty,
or of any overtures to treat, for a cession of California by Mexico to England.
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WASHINGTON, February 9, I8.f.J.
To the House of Representatives:
In order to enable Congress to approve or disapprove the selection of a
site for a Western armory made by the board of commissioners appointed
by me for that purpose pursuant to the act of September 9, 1841, I transmit herewith their report and proceedings, as required by that act.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February IJ, I8.f.J.
To the House ef Representatives: .
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives a report made to
me on the 9th instant by the Secretary of the Treasury, on the subject
of the present and prospective condition of the finances.
You will perceive from it that even if the receipts from the various
sources of revenue for the current year shall prove not to have been
overrated and the expenditures be restrained within the estimates, the
Treasury will be exhausted before the close of the year, and that this
will be the case although authority should _be given to the proper Department to reissue Treasury notes. But the state of facts existing at
the present moment can not fail to awaken a doubt whether the ~mount
of the revenue for the respective quarters of the year will come up to
the estimates, nor is it entirely certain that the expenditures which will
be authorized by Congress may not exceed the aggregate sum which
has hitherto been assumed as the basis of the Treasury calculations.
Of all the duties of the Government, none is more sacred and imperative than that of making adequate and ample provision for fulfilling with
punctuality its pecuniary engagements and maintaining the public credit
inviolate. Any failure in this respect not produced by unforeseen causes
could only be regarded by our common constituents as a serious neglect
of the public interests. I feel it, therefore, to be an indispensable obligation, while so much of the session yet remains unexpired as to enable
Congress to give to the subject the consideration which its great importance demands, most earnestly to call its attention to the propriety of
making further provision for the public service of the year.
The proper objects of taxation are peculiarly within the discretion
of the Legislature, while it is the duty of the Executive to keep Congress duly advised of the state of the Treasury and to admorush it of
any danger which there may be ground to apprehend of a failure in the
means of meeting the expenditures authorized by law.
I ought !lot, therefore, to dissemble my fears that there will be a serious falling off in the estimated proceeds both of the customs and the
public lands. I regard the evil of disappointment in these respects as
altogether too great to be risked if by any possibility it may be entirely
obviated.

.fohn Tyler
While I am far from objecting, under present circumstances, to the
recommendation of the Secretary that authority be granted him to
reissue Treasury notes as they shall be redeemed, and to other suggestions which he has made on this subject, yet it appears · to me to be
worthy of grave consideration whether more permanent and certain supplies ought not to be provided. The issue of one note in redemption of
another is not the payment of a debt, which must be made in the end
by some form of public taxation.
I can not forbear to add that in a country so full of resources, of such
abundant means if they be but judiciously called out, the revenues of the
Government, its credit, and its ability to fulfill all its obligations ought
not to be made dependent on temporary expedients or on calculations of
an uncertain character. The public faith in this or in all things else
ought to be placed beyond question and beyond contingency.
The necessity of further and full provision for supplying the wants of
the Treasury will be the more urgent if Congress at this present session
should adopt no plan for facilitating the financial operations of the Government and improving the currency of the country. By the aid of a
wise and efficient measure of that kind not only would the internal business and prosperity of the country be revived and invigorated, but important additions to the amount of revenue arising from importations might
also be confidently expected. Not only does the present condition of
things in relation to the currency and commercial exchanges produce
severe and distressing embarrassments in the business and pursuits of
individuals, but its obvious tendency is to create also a necessity for the
imposition of new burdens of taxation in order to secure the Government
and the country against discredit from the failure of means to fulfill the
public engagements.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February I8, I8,13.
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States:
A resolution has been communicated to me, which was adopted by the
House of Representatives o? the 2d instant, in the following terms:

Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested to inform this
:House by what authority and under whose instructions Captain Thomas ap Catesby
Jones, commander of the squadron of the United States in the Pacific Ocean, did, on
or about the 19th of October last, invade in warlike array the territories of the Mexican Republic, take possession of the town of Monterey, and declare himself the commander of the naval and military expedition for the occupation of the Californias.
Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested to communicate
to this House copies of all the instructions given by him or under his authority to
the said Captain Jones from the time of his appointment to the command of the
said squadron; also copies of all communications received from him relating to
his expedition for the occupation of the Californias; and also to inform this Hous,e
whether orders have been dispatched to the said Captain Jones recalling him from
his command.
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The proceeding of Captain Jones in taking possession of the town of
Monterey, in the possessions of Mexico, was entirely of his own authority,
and not in consequence of any orders or instructions of any kind given
to him by th·e Government of the United States. For that proceeding
he has been recalled, and the letter recalling him will be found among
the papers herewith communicated.
The resolution of the House of Representatives asks for "copies of all
the instructions given to Captain Jones from the time of his appointment
to the command of the said squadron, also copies of all communications
received from him relating to his expedition for the occupation of the
Californias, '' without confining the request to such instructions and correspondence as relate to the transactions at Monterey, and without the
usual reservation of such portions of the instructions or correspondence
as in the President's judgment could not be made public without prejudice or danger to the public interests.
It may well be supposed that cases may arise even in time of peace in
which it would be highly injurious to the country to make public at a particular moment the instructions under which a commander may be acting
on a distant and foreign service. In such a case, should it arise, and in
all similar cases the discretion of the Executive can not be controlled by
the request of either House of Congress for the communication of papers.
The duties which the Constitution and the laws devolve on the President
must be performed by him under his official responsibility, and he is not
at liberty to disregard high interests or thwart important public objects
by untimely publications made against his own judgment, by whomsoever
such publications may be requested. In the present case, not seeing that
any injury is likely to arise from so doing, I have directed copies of all
the papers asked for to be communicated; and I avail of the opportunity
of transmitting also copies of sundry· letters, as noted below.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 20, I8¢3.
To the House of Representatives:
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary of State, accompanied by a copy of the correspondence* requested
by their resolution of the 29th of December last.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 20, I8¢3.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate a reportt from the Secretary of State, in
answer to their resolution of the 14th instant.
JOHN TYLER.
• Between the consul-general of the United States at Tangier and the Government of Morocco.
tCommunicating a copy of the commission and instructions issued to Daniel Webster, Secretary
of St.ate, to treat with Lord Ashburton, special minister from Great Britain to the United St.ates.
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WASHINGTON, February 24, I843.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate, in answer to their resolutions of the 20th of
December and of the 9th instant, the inclos(:!d copies of papers* from the
Department of State, with an accompanying list.
. JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 27, I843.
To the House of Representatives:
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of
the 22d instant, requesting me to communicate to the House" whatever
correspondence or communication may have been received from the British Government respecting the President's construction of the late British
treaty concluded at wa·s hington as it concerns an alleged right to visit
American vessels,'' I herewith transmit a report made to me by the
Secretary of State.
I have also thought proper to communicate copies of Lord Aberdeen's
letter of the 20th December, 1841, to Mr. Everett, Mr. Everett's letter of
the 23d December in reply thereto, and extracts from several letters of
Mr. Everett to the Secretary of State.
I can not forego the expression of my regret at the apparent purport
of a part of Lord Aberdeen's dispatch to Mr. Fox. I had cherished the
hope that all possibility of misunderstanding as to the true construction
of the eighth article of the treaty lately concluded between Great Britain
and the United States was precluded by the plain and well-weighed language in which it is expressed. The desire of both Governments is to
put an end as speedily as possible to the slave trade, and that desire, I
need scarcely add, is as strongly and as sincerely felt by the United States
as it can be by Great Britain. Yet it must not be forgotten that the
trade, though now universally reprobated, was up to a late period prosecuted by all who chose to engage in it, and there were unfortunately but
very few Christian powers whose subjects were not permitted, and even
encouraged, to share in the profits of what was regarded as a perfectly
legitimate commerce. It originated at a period long before the United
States had become independent and was carried on within our borders in
opposition to the most earnest remonstrances and expostulations of some
of the colonies in which it was most actively prosecuted. Those engaged
in it were as little liable to inquiry or interruption as any others. Its
character, thus fixed by common consent and general practice, could only
be changed by the positive assent of each and every nation, expressed
either in the fo,rm of municipal law or conventional arrangement. The
United States led the way in efforts to suppress it. They claimed no
right to dictate to others, but they resolved, without waiting for the
*Correspondence with the United States minister to France relative to the quintuple treaty of
1
December 20, 1841, and the Ashburton treaty ot August g, 1842.
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cooperation of other powers, to prohibit it to their own citizens and to
visit its perpetration by them with condign punishment. I may safely
affirm that it never occurred to this Government that any new maritime
right accrued to it from the position it had thus assumed in regard to the
slave trade. If before our laws for its suppression the flag of every
nation might traverse the ocean unquestioned by our cruisers, this freedom was not, in our opinion, in the least abridged by our municipal
legislation.
Any other doctrine, it ·is plain, would subject to an arbitrary and evervarying system of maritime police, adopted at will by the great naval
power for the time being, the trade of the world in any places or in any
articles which such power might see fit to prohibit to its own subjects or
citizens. A principle of this kind could scarcely be acknowledged without subjecting commerce to the risk of constant and harassing vexations.
'the attempt to justify such a pretension from the right to visit and
detain ships upon reasonable suspicion of piracy would deservedly be
exposed to universal condemnation, since it would be an attempt to
convert an established rule of maritime law, incorporated as a principle
into the international code by the consent of all nations, into a rule and
principle adopted by a single nation and enforced only by its assumed
authority. To seize and detain a ship upon suspicio1;1 of piracy, with
probable cause and in good faith, affords no just ·ground either for complaint on the part of the nation whose flag she bears or claim of indemnity
on the part of the owner. The universal law sanctions and the common
good requires the existence of such a rule. The right under such circumstances not only to visit and detain but to search a ship is a perfect
right and involves neither responsibility nor indemnity. But, with this
single exception, no nation has in time of peace any authority to detain
the ships of another upon the high seas on any pretext whatever beyond
the limits of her territorial jurisdiction. And such, I am happy to find,
is substantially the doctrine of Great Britain herself in her most recent
official declarations, and even in those now communicated to the House.
These declarations may well lead us to doubt whether the apparent difference between the two Governments is not rather one of definition than of
principle. Not only is the right of search, properly so called, disclaimed
by Great Britain, but even that of mere visit and inquiry is asserted with
qualifications inconsistent with the idea of a perfect right.
In the dispatch of Lord Aberdeen to Mr. Everett of the 20th of
December, 1841, as also it"! that just received by the British minister in
this country made to Mr. Fox, his lordship declares that if in spite of all
the precaution which shall b~ used to prevent such occurrences an American ship, by reason of any visit or detention by a British cruiser, ''should
suffer loss and injury, it would be followed by prompt and ample remuneration;" and in ord~r to make more manifest her intentions in this
respect, Lord berdeen in thP disnatch of the 2otr December makes
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known to Mr. Everett the nature of the instructions given to the British
cruisers. These are such as, if faithfully observed, would enable the British Government to approximate the standard of a fair indemnity. That
Government has in several cases fulfilled her promises in this particular
by making adequate reparation for damage done to our commerce. It
seems obvious to remark that a right which is only to be exercised under
such restrictions and precautions and risk, in case of any assignable damage to be followed by the consequences of a trespass, can scarcely be considered anything more than a privilege asked for and either conceded or
withheld on the usual principles of international comity.
The principles laid down in Lord Aberdeen's dispatches and the assurances of indemnity therein held out, although the utmost reliance was
placed on the good faith of the British Government, were not regarded
by the Executive as a sufficient security against the abuses which Lord
Aberdeen admitted might arise in even the most cautious and moderate
exercise of their new maritime police, and therefore in my message at the
opening of the last session I set forth the views entertained by the Executive on this subject, and substantially affirmed both our inclination and
ability to enforce our own laws, protect our flag from abuse, and acquit
ourselves of all our duties and obligations on the -h igh seas. In view of
these assertions the treaty of \Vashington was negotiated, and, upon consultation with the British negotiator as to the quantum of force necessary to be employed in order to attain these objects, the result to which
the most deliberate estimate led was embodied in the eighth article of the
treaty.
Such were my views at the time of negotiating that treaty, and such,
in my opinion, is its plain and fair interpretation. I regarded the eighth
article as removing all possible pretext on the ground of mere necessity
to visit and detain our ships upon the African coast· because of any
alleged abuse of our flag by slave traders of other nations. We had
taken upon ourselves the burden of preventing any such abuse by stipulating to furnish an armed force regarded by both the high contracting
parties as sufficient to accomplish that object.
Denying as we did and do all color of right to exercise any such general police over the flags of independent nations, we did not demand of
Great Britain any formal renunciation of her pretension; still less had
we the idea of yielding anything ourselves in that respect. We chose to
make a practical settlement of the question. This we owed to what we
had already done upon this subject. The honor of the country calied for
it; the honor of its flag demanded that it should not be used by others to
cover an iniquitous traffic. This Government, I am very sure, has both
the inclination and the ability to do this; and if need be it will not content itself with a fleet of eighty guns, but sooner than any foreign government shall exercise the province of executing its laws and fulfilling
its obligations, the hij!hest of which is to protect its f1a.r{ alike from abuse
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or insult, it would, I doubt not, put in requisition for that purpose its
whole naval power. The purpose of this Government is faithfully to
fulfill the treaty on its part, and it will not permit itself to doubt that
Great Britain will comply with it on hers. In thi~ way peace will best
be preserved and the most amicable relations maintained between the
two countries.
JOHN TYLER.

w ASHINGTON' February 27' I 843.
To the House of Representatives:
I transmit to Ccmgress sundry letters which have passed between the
Department of State and the Chevalier d' Argaiz, envoy extraordinary
and minister plenipotentiary of Spain near the Government of the United
States, on the subject of the schooner A mistad since the last communication of papers connected with that case. This correspondence will
show the general grounds on which the Spanish minister expresses dissatisfaction with the decision of the Supreme Court in that case and the
answers which have been made to his complaints by the Department of
State.
In laying these papers before Congress I think it proper to observe
that the allowance of salvage on the cargo does not appear to have been
a. subject of discussion in the Supreme Court. Salvage had been denied
in the court below and from that part of the decree no appeal had been
claimed.
The ninth article of the treaty between the United States and Spain
provides that "all ships and merchandi~e of what nature soever which
shall be rescued out of the hands of any pirates or robbers on the high
seas shall be brought into some port of either State and shall be delivered
to the custody of the officers of that port in order to be taken care of
and restored entire to the true proprietor as soon as due and sufficient
proof shall be made concerning the property thereof. '' The case of the
Amistad, as was decided by the court, was not a case of piracy, and therefore not within the terms of the treaty; yet it was a case in which the
authority of the master, officers, and crew of the vessel had been divested
by force, and in that condition the vessel, having been found on the
coast, was brought into a port of the United States; and it may deserve
consideration that the salvors in this case were the officers and seamen
of a public ship.
It is left to Congress to consider, under these circumstances, whether,
although in strictness salvage may have been lawfully due, it might not
yet be wise to make provision to refund it, as a proof of the entire good
faith of the Government and of its disposition to fulfill all its treaty
stipulations to their full extent under a fair and liberal construction.
JOHN TYLER.
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WASHINGTON, February 28, I843.
To the Senate .ef the United States:
I transmit to the Senate,, for its consideration with a view to ratification, a convention further to provide for the payment of awards in
favor of claimants under the convention between the United States and
the Mexican Republic of the uth of April, 1839, signed in the City of
Mexico on the 30th day of last month. A copy of the instructions from
the Department of State to the minister of the United States at Mexico
relative to the convention and of the dispatches of that minister to the ·
Department is also communicated. By adverting to the signatures appended to the original draft of the convention as transmitted from the
Department of State to General Thompson it will be seen that the convention as concluded was substantially approved by the representatives
of a large majority in value of the parties immediately interested.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 28, I843.
To the House ef Representatives:
I communicate to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary of State, which, with the documents* accompanying it, furnishes
the information requested by their resolution of the 18th instant.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, .March 3, I843.
To the Senate ef the United States:
In submitting the name of Henry A. Wise to the Senate for the mission to France, I was led to do so by considerations of his high talent, his
exalted character, and great moral worth. The country, I feel assured,
· _w ould be represented at Paris in the person of Mr. Wise by one wholly
unsurpassed in exalted patriotism and well fitted to be the representative
of his country abroad. His rejection by the Senate has caused me to
reconsider his qualifications, and I see no cause to doubt that he is eminently qualified for the station. I feel it, therefore, to be my duty to
renominate him.
I nominate Henry A. Wise, of Virginia, to be envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary to the Court of His Majesty the King of the
French, in place of Lewis Cass, resigned.
JOHN TYLER.

•

MARCH 3, 1843.

To the Senate ef the United States:
In submitting to. you the name of Caleb Cushing as Secretary of the
Treasury, I did so in full view of his consummate abilities, his unquestioned patriotism and full capacity to discharge with honor to himself
*Correspondence between the representatives of foreign governments and the United States
i·elative to the operation of the tariff laws on treaties existing with foreign governments.
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and advantage to the country the high and important duties appettaining
to that Department of the Government. The respect which I have for
the wisdom of the Senate has caused me again, since his rejection, tc
reconsider his merits and his qualifications. That review has satisfied
me that I could not have a more able adviser in the administration of
public affairs or the country a more faithful officer. I feel it, therefore,
to be my duty to renominate him.
I nominate Caleb Cushing to be Secretary of the Treasury, in the place
of Walter Forward, resigned.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

March 3, I8,t.J.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives copies of the final
report and appendices of the joint commission appointed to explore and
survey the boundary line between the States of Maine and New Hampshire and the adjoining British Provinces, toge~her with a general map
JOHN TYLER.
showing the results of their labors.
Report of the commissioners appointed by the President of the United States for the
purpose of exploring and surveying the boundary line between the States of Maine
and New Hampshire and the British Provinces.*
WASHINGTON,

Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER,

January 27, I843.

Secretary of State.
SIR: The operations of the divisions under the direction of the several commissioners during the past season have been as follows, viz:
I.

The work remaining to be performed by the division under the direction of the
chairman of the board was as foilows:
I. The completion of the survey o: the line of highlands around the sources of the
Rimouski, :filling up the gap left in former surveys in the line of boundary claimed
by the United States.
2. The survey of the line of highlands rising from the northern side of the Bay of
Chaleurs at its western extremity from the point visited and measured in 1840 to its
connection with the line surveyed in 1841 in the vicinity of Lake Metis.
3. The astronomical determination of the longitude of one or more points in the
surveyed lines, in order to the compilation of a geographical map of undeniable
accuracy.
The party, which was dispatched at the earliest possible period, having been recalled
by a special messenger as soon as the signature o the treaty of Washington was made
known to the commissioner, no more than the :first of these objects was attempted,
and some of the observations that would have been considered necessary to make

* This report proper and Appendix No. 1 are the only portions of the original final report which
can be found filed with the archives of the commission. The copy of the report which was transmitted to the Hou e of Representatives is missing from the files of the House. A careful search
in the Government libraries of Washington warrants me in asserting that the report has never
en priutcd.-COMPlLl!:R.
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this survey useful as evidence in case of a further discussion of the subject of boundary were not com:pleted. The expedition has, however, obtained for its results an
accurate survey of the Green River of St. John from its mouth to the portage between it and the South Branch of the Katawamkedgwick, a survey of that portage,
and a careful chain and· compass survey of the highlands surrounding the sources
of Rimouski. The first of these is connected with the survey of the river St. John
made by Major Graham; the last was united at its two extremities with stations of
the survey of 184r. Throughout the whole of the surveys the latitudes were carefully
determined, by the methods employed during the former years, at a sufficient number of points. The longitudes have been estimated by the use of chronometers, but
the sudden recall of the party left the latter part of the task incomplete. Any defect
arising from the latter cause may be considered as in a great degree compensated by
the connections referred to with the work of Major Graham and the surveys of the
previous years.
,
The party left Portland to take the field on the 18th J~ne, and reached the Grand
Falls of the St. John on its return on the 25th August.
The surplus stores, with the boats and camp equipage, were stored there, and were
afterwards transferred to the parties of the two other commissioners.
A map of the operations of this division was placed on file in the State Department
on the 27th December.
The distance surveyed along Green River from its mouth to the portage is 57
miles, the length of the portage 5 ,½ miles, the distance measured in exploration
of the remaining portion of the ~oundary claimed by the United States 61,½ miles,
making in all 124 miles.
"

II.
The parties under the direction of A. Talcott entered upon their field duties about
the middle of September, and completed that branch of the service by the 5th of
November.
During that period the following rivers and streams were surveyed:
r. The "main St. John River" from the mouth of the "Alleguash" to the Forks.
2. The ''Southwest Branch'' to its source at the Metjarmette portage.
3. The "South Branch," or "Wool-as-ta-qua-guam," to 5 miles above Bakers
Lake and near to the exploring line of 1841 along the highlands claimed by Great
Britain.
4. The "West Branch," or "Mat-ta-wa-quam," to its source in the highlands.
5. The "Northwest Branch" to its source in the highlands.
6. The "Big Black River," or "Chim-pas-a-ooc-ten," to its source.
7. The "Little Black River," or "Pas-a-ooc-ten."
8. The "Chim-mem-ti-cook River" as far as navigable.
The character of all these streams is the same-slack water of moderate depth
alternating with rapids. They can never be navigated by. anything larger than a
bateau.
The method of survey was to trace the course of each stream by compass, estimating distances by the eye, or by pacing when the nature of the margin of the river
would permit.
The average distance coursed per day was about 9 miles, and at the camps formed
at night astronomical observations north and south of the zenith were made to determine their position in latitude, and observations for the local time to ascertain their
differences of longitude.
Meridian observations of the sun were also made at a point intermediate to the
camps whenever they could be obtained.
Thirty-three of these points have been used in the correction of the paced and
estimated distances.
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Tables exhibiting these observations, their calculation and results, will accompany
the detailed maps.
With a view to facilitate the operations of the joint commission it was conceived
to be important that the intersection of the parallel of 46° 25 1 with the Southwest
Branch should be ascertained, as also the point on the Northwest Branch ( IO miles
from the main St. John) where the boundary line from the outlet of Lake Pohenagamook intersects the said branch.
It is believed that these points are projected on the map which accompanies this
report so near to their true position that the line indicating the boundary as drawn
on the map may be considered to substantially exhibit the division of territory as
effected by the late treaty.
The more thorough knowledge acquired through these explorations of the character of the territory which has been relinquished by the United States fully confirms
the opinion previously entertained of its little value, either for its timber growth or
for purposes of agriculture ..
Bordering on the '' Big Black '' and '' Little Black '' rivers the growth of pine is
large and apparently of good quality, and it is believed that most of the smaller
streams falling into the St. John below the '' Seven Islands '' will be found fringed
with pine, but it is quite certain that very little will be found included between the
lines of boundary and the highlands as claimed by the United States to the westward
of St. Francis River.
The office work of this party is nearly completed, all the calculations arising from
the astronomical observations have been made, and the detailed maps ( five in number) drawn to the scale of I: 50,000 ( or nearly 1;( inches to 1 mile), exhibiting the
result of the surveys in 1840, 1841, and 1842, ar~ in such a state of forwardness as to
insure their completion by the middle of February.
These explorations and surveys embrace!. The highlands as claimed by the United States, extending from the northwesternmost head of the Connecticut River to the portage road which leads from the St.
Lawrence River to Lake Temiscouata.
2. The highlands as claimed by Great Britain from the Metjarmette portage to the
source of the Aroostook River.
3. All the principal heads or branches of the Connecticut River north of the fortyfifth degree of latituq.e.
4. The St. John and all its principal branches or tributaries west of the Alleguash
River.
III.

The division under the direction of Major Graham has been employed during the
past season in making the following surveys, viz:
I. In prolonging the meridian of the monument at the source of the river St. Croix.
2. In making a survey of the Little Madawaska River, a tributary to the Aroostook,
from its mouth to its source in the Madawaska Lakes.
3. In surveying the group of lakes lying northwest of the Madawaska Lakes,
known by the appellation of the Eagle Lakes, or sometimes by the aboriginal one of
the Cheaplawgan Lakes, and especially to ascertain if those lakes, or any of them,
emptied their waters into the river St. John by any other outlet than Fish River.
4. A survey of the portion of Fish River included between the outlet of Lake
Winthrop and the river St. John.
5. A survey of the river St. John between the Grand Falls and the mouth of the
Alleguash.
6. A survey of the Alleguash from its mouth to its source.
7. A survey of the river St. Franci from its mouth to the outlet of Lake St. Francis.
8. In making astronomical observations for the latitude and longitude of the Grand
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Falls and the mouths of the Grand, the Green, Madawaska, Pi.sh, and St. 'Francis
rivers.
Early in July a party under the direction of an officer of Topographical Engineers
was sent into the field and directed to occupy the most northern astronomical station
fixed the preceding year upon the true meridian of the monument at the source of
the river St. Croix, with the view of being prepared to complete its trace to the northwest angle of Nova Scotia before the termination of the season in case the pending
negotiations for a conventional boundary should fail.
The true meridian was in this way prolonged to a point r9 miles north of the station alluded to of last year, or r3,½ miles north of its intersection with the river St.
John, reaching to the summit of the height immediately south of Grand River, where
a permanent station was fixed. The point thus fixed is 90¼' miles north of the monument at the source of the St. Croix.
This portion of the work was performed by the 15th of August, at which period it
was considered inexpedient to incur the expense of continuing it any farther.
A party under the direction of another officer of Topographical Engineers, which
took the field also in July was charged with the surveys of the Little Madawaska
River, the Eagle or Cheaplawgan Lakes, the portion of Fish River from the outlet of
Lake Winthrop-one of the Eagle group-to its debouche into the St. John, of the
river St. John, thence to the meridian of the source of the St. Croix, and finally of
the Alleguash from its mouth to its source.
The Little Madawaska was ascended in bateaux from its mouth to its source,
which is found in the Madawaska Lakes, and a trace of the river was made by
coursing with a compass and estimating the distances, which were checked by astronomical observations for latitude and longitude.
The position of its mouth had been fixed by the surveys of the preceding year, and
observations for latitude and longitude were made at a point intermediate between
its mouth and its source and also at the junction of the two lakes which form its
source. The trace of the river was corrected so as to agree with the results of these
observations before being laid down upon the map.
A portage of 5)( miles was cut from the Madawaska to the Eagle Lakes, which are
only 4.¾' miles apart in a direct line. The party transported their baggage and boats
by this portage and launched them on Lake Sedgwick, the most southern and largest
of the Eagle group.
This group, which is composed of the Winthrop, Sedgwick, Preble, Bear, and
Cleveland lakes, being all connected one with another by water communications
between them, was carefully surveyed by triangulating them and coursing their
shores with the chain and compass, except those parts which were so straight as to
render the work sufficiently accurate by sketching those portions between consecutive
points of triangulation of no great distance apart. They were also sounded so far as
to obtain their general depths.
The survey was continued from the outlet of Lake Winthrop down Fish River to
its mouth, which was found to be the only outlet from this group to the river St.
John.
Lake Cleveland, the most northern and deepest of the group, was connected in
position with the river St. John at a point 2 miles below the upper chapel of the
Madawaska settlement, by a chained and coursed line following the portage represented on the maps¾ miles long.
The Alleguash was ascended in the month of October in bateaux and canoes from
its mouth to its source in Lake Telos, a distance of about 94 miles. The river and
its lakes were coursed by a compass, the distances estimated, and the projection resulting therefrom corrected before being placed upon the map by means of astronomical
observations at eight intermediate points between its mouth and its source. The lakes
were triangulated by means of magnetic bearings as far as was practicable, in order
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to obtain their widths and general contour. In the vicinity of Chamberlain Lake
use has also been made of a recent survey of Mr. Parrott, a surveyor in the employ
of the State of Maine, to whom we acknowledge ourselves indebted for the aid which
this portion of his v.'lluable labors furnished us.
Between the head of Lake Telos and Webster Pond, one of the sources of the
East Branch of the Penobscot, there is a portage of only r mile and a half. This,
together with a small cut or canal, made in 1841 to connect the waters of Lake Telos
with those of Webster Pond, enabled the party which made this survey to proceed
with their boats and baggage down the Penobscot to Bangor, where they and their
surplus stores were disposed of.
A survey of the river St. John was made in the month of September with the chain
and compass from the mouth of Fish River to the intersection of the meridian of the
monument at the source of the St. Croix with the St. John. This survey was aiterwards extended eastward to the Grand Falls, in order to connect with the astronomical station established there, and westward to the mouth of the Alleguash, embracing
a distance of 87 miles. The islands were all surveyed, and the channels on either side
of them sounded.
The commissioner, having had other duties assigned him in r-eference to the question of boundary, did not ti:i.ke . .he :field in person until September. Between the
middle of that month and the middle of December he was occupied in performing
the field duties assigned him by the Department of State.
The party conducted by him in person made the astronomical observations for the
determination of the latitude and longitude of the Grand Falls of the St. John, and
of the mouths of the Grand, Green, Madawaska, Fish, and St. Francis rivers, all
tributary to the St. John.
The same party also made a survey of the river St. Francis from its mouth to
the outlet of Lake St. Francis, a distance of Sr miles.
This river was coursed by means of a compass, and whenever the nature of the
shores would permit the distances from bend to bend were either measured with
a chain or paced. Through the greater part of the stream, however, the impediments offered by the thick and small growth near the shores rendered this degree
of minuteness impracticable and a resort to estimating the distances by the eye, well
practiced by previous actual measurements, became necessary.
Before putting the trace of the river thus derived upon the map it was adjusted to
correspond with the results of astronomical observations for latitude and longitude
at twelve intermediate points between its mouth and the outlet of Lake St. Francis.
Its three principal lakes, viz, Pettiquaggamas, Petteiquaggamak, and Pohenagamook,
were triangulated and sounded as exhibited by the maps of detail yet to be handed in
of the operations of this division.
A profile of the river, exhibiting the slope of the country through which it flows,
was obtained by barometric observations made at fifteen points between its mouth
and the bridge where it is intersected by the Grand portage road.
A connection was made with Long Lake, a tributary to Lake Temiscouata, by a
chained line from a point on the St. Francis 2 miles below the mouth of Blue River
to the western shore of Long Lake, by which it was ascertained that the shore of this
lake approached within 2},:( mi!es of the river St. Francis.
The outlet of Lake Pohenagamook was reached in a distance of 49},:( miles from
the mouth of the St. Francis following the sinuosities of the river on the 18th of
October.
A camp was established on the southwest shore of the lake at its outlet for the
purpose of making the necessary astronomical ob ervations to determine the latitude
and longitude of this position. Ten days were spent here for this object, out of which
we bad only three nights that were favorable for observation. These were improved
as far as possible, and the results obtained, combined with those obtained by CaptaiP
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'talcott's parties on the Northwest and Southwest branches of the St. John, have furnished the elements for laying down upon the general map the straight lines which
show the boundary as it is required to run between the highlands and the river St.
John under the treaty of 1842. These furnish data for an accurate exhibition of the
extent of territory included by this portion of the boundary as fixed by that treaty.
The south shore of Lake ·Pohenagamook forms an angle of about roo 0 with the
direction o~ the stream which flows from it, and marks with great certainty the poini:
at which, according to the late treaty, the straight line is to be commenced in running the boundary southwestwa-rd to the Northwest Branch of the river St. John.
The work of this division was connected with that of Captain Talcott's division of
the preceding year by noting the position of a common point on the western shore
of Lake Pohenagamook near its head.
The commissioner and his party reached the Grand portage, or British military road,
where it crosses the river St. Francis on '·he 2d of November, and connected their
work with that of Professor Renwick's division of the preceding year at the bridge
near Fournier' s house.
Observations were also made at this bridge for the latitude and longitude, when
the weather was favorable, between the nights of the 2d and 5th of November, and a
connection was made in longitude with the meridian of Quebec by comparisons of the
local time with three chronometers transported from the first to the last mentioned
place between the 6th and roth of November.
This comparison was repeated on the return of the commissioner by observing
again at the St. Francis bridge before mentioned on the night of the roth of December,
with the thermometer ranging during these observations from rr to 15° below zero
of Fahrenheit's scale, there being then near 4 feet of snow upon the ground. The
commissioner then proceeded by the Grand portage road, and the road which pursues
the margin of Temiscoua ta Lake and the valleys of the Madawaska and St. John rivers,
to the mouth of Green River, where on the night of the 12th of December he again
observed at the same point where his observations of the 29th of September were made
while ascending the St. John. These completed, he proceeded to the Grand Falls,
and on the 14th of December discharged his party, _which terminated his field duties
for the season.
The distance surveyed along the new line of boundary by this division the past
season isI.
2.

Along the river St. John from the meridian of the monument of the source of
the St. Croix to the mouth of the river St. Francis....... .. .... .. ...... . . . . . .
Along the river St. Francis from its mouth to the outlet of Lake Pohenagamook ..... ...................... ...... ...... ............ ............... .. .. .. .. .
Total.................................................................. ......

Miles.
71½
49¾

121¼

IV.
A map marked L2, on a scale of r :400,000, exhibiting the lines respectively claimed
by the two nations under the treaty of 1783, as well as that adopted by the treaty of
1842, is herewith presented. By reference thereto the operations of the several divisions during the present and previous years will be better understood.
For a more particular view of the surveys and explorations made under the direction of each of the commissioners, including descriptions of the face of the country,
navigation of streams, etc., the undersigned respectfully refer to their respective narratives hereto appended, and to the maps of detail deposited by each in the Department of State.
All which is respectfully submitted,
JAS. RENWICK,
A. TALCOTT,
JAMES D. GRAHAM,

Commissioner$,
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APPENDIX
OPERATIONS

OF

THE

No.

I.

DIVISION UNDER THE DIRECTION OF JAMES RENWICK,
LL. D., CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD.

!.-Operations during the year I8p.
I. At as early a period as there was any probability of the country being accessible
two engineers were dispatched from the city of New York forthe purpose of ext>loring the Rimouski River. This had been crossed by the commissioner late in the
previous season. It had been ascertained that it took its source much farther to
the south than was repn,sented on any map, and that at its head would be the greatest difficulty in the intended researches. It was, besides, considered necessary that
skillful boatmen and practiced woodsmen should be engaged in Canada. These
it was believed could be found in Quebec, and the chief of this detachment, with
an appointment as acting commissioner, was directed to perform this duty on his
route.
This detachment accordingly left New York on the 22d May. On reaching Quebec it was found that the proper persons could only be engaged at Trois Rivieres.
A delay was thus occasioned before this part of the duty could be performed. The
detachment, however, reached Rimouski 4th June, where the snow was still found
upon the ground and the river barely fit for the access of boats. No time had therefore been lost, and the reconnaissance of the river was successfully performed. The
detachment, after passing all the establishments of lumberers, extended its explorations beyond the remotest Indian paths, and leaving its boats penetrated on foot
several miles to the south of the highest point of the stream in which boats could
float. In this progress through unexplored ground a lake wholly 1;1nknown was dis,
covered. The results of this expedition were embodied in a map, which on examination by parties furn'ished with better means was found accurate.
It was found by this party that the Rimouski presented difficulties which would
forbid its ascent by a party pr0vided with stores and instruments for the prosecution
of a survey along the h eight of land, and that it would be impracticable even to
make it the route of an expedition to reach its own source. The little knowledge
which was possessed of its upper course and the fact that it had probably never been
explored even by Indian hunters were accounted for by its difficulty of access, which
would forbid the carriage of a sufficient supply of provisions for co~sumption during
its ascent and descent. On other streams difficulties of this sort had been and were
afterwards overcome by the use of the bateaux of the Penobscot, of greater burthen
and strength than the birch canoes, but the continual repetition of portages on the
Rimouski forbade the use of any vessel heavier than the latter.
2. The main body of engineers, etc., was ordered to assemble in New York on the
15th May, for which time a vessel was chartered for the purpose of conveying them,
with stores sufficient for an expedition of five months and the necessary instruments
and camp equipage, to Metis, on the St. Lawrence. The experience of the former
season had shown that the country was so poor as to furnish little for the support
of a numerous party, and it was believed that even game and fish would be found
scarce at the points where supplies would be most needed. It was therefore to be
chosen between laying in the supplies in New York or in Quebec, and while the
great advantage of conveying all the important instruments by sea turned the scale
in favor of the former place, it has been ascertained that the decision was in other
respects correct, for the dangers and difficulties of navigating the St. Lawrence
might have frustrated altogether, and would certainly have materially delayed, the
commencement of the main survey.
The sailing of the vessel was delayed, in expectation of the arrival of instruments
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from Europe, until the 30th of May, when a sufficient supply for beginning the
operations arrived.
In the meantime Mr. Lally, one of the first assistants, was directed to proceed to
Bangor, in Maine, for the purpose of procuring boats and men to manage them.
These were obtained and brought down the Penobscot to Castine, where they were
on the 8th June embarked in the vessel which carried the rest of the party, and which
had orders to call at that port for the purpose. The experience of the previous year
had manifested the great superiority of the bateaux of the Penobscot over all other
vessels in the navigation of shallow and rapid rivers. The physical energy and
enterprise of the boatmen of that river had also been known. It was believed that
it was not only essential that a considerable proportion of the laboring force should
be American citizens, but that much good would result from emulation between the
boatmen of the Penobscot and the Canadian voyageurs. This expectation was in a
great degree confirmed by the result, for although it must be stated with regret that
it became necessary at an early period to discharge some of the Americans, the
remainder were models of intelligence, sobriety, industry, and perseverance, and
entered into the work, not with the feelings of hired laborers, but with those of men
who felt that the interest of their country was at stake.
3. The commissioner did not leave New York until 30th of June, being delayed in
expectation of more instruments. A part of these only had arrived, but further delay
might have been injurious. Proper instructions had been given for setting the party
in motion in case it could be organized before he joined it, but these were rendered
nugatory by the length of the vessel's passage . . This did not reach Metis till 7th July,
so that the commissioner, arriving on the 9th, was in time to direct the first operations in person. The stores, boats, and instruments had been landed and partially
carried to a camp on the river above the falls. A heavy rain on the 10th July rendered the roads almost impa~sable, and it was not till the morning of the 12th that
the first detachment could be embarked. This was comprised of Dr. 0. Goodrich,
the assistant commissary, two surveyors, and an assistant engineer. The first was in
charge of stores sufficient for six weeks' consumption. The surveyors had orders
to survey the river for the purpose of connecting it with the line of exploration, a11J
the latter was directed to make barometric observations. The commissioner and the
remaining engineers were detained at Metis by the necessary astronomic observations. These being completed, the instruments, camp equipage, and a portion of the
stores were embarked, and the main body proceeded up the river about noon on
the 15th July.
4. The river was found to be still swollen by the melting of the snows on the highlands near its source, and, being at all times rapid, the progress of the party was
attended both with difficulty and danger. One of the birch canoes, a!though managed by a skillful voyageur, was twice upset, and one of the hea-✓ily loaded bateaux
filled with water in a rapid. The result of the :first accident .r,as unimportant, except
as respected the personal comfort of one of the party, who lost his clothing when it
could not be replaced; the second accident caused the loss of some valuable stores.
A guide had been procured in the person of a Canadian who was said to have acted
in the same capacity to Captain Broughton, who h ad descended the river by order of
the commissioners of Great Britain in 1840. So long as the services of the guide
were unimportant he was found intelligent and acquainted with the country 1 but
on passing beyond the region usually visited by lumbering parties he manifested a
very scanty knowledge. It had been the intention of the commissioner to ascend
to Lake Metis and thence proceed to the height of land by an old portage said to
have existed from that lake to the one at the head of the Grande Fourche of the
Restigouche, which had been explored by the commissioner in 1840. Lake Metis
was chosen because all former accounts, and particularly those of the surveyors of
the joint commission under the :fifth article of the treaty of Ghent, represented this
M P-vor. IV-16
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as the body of water seen to the northwest of the termination of the exploring
meridian line. The guide appeared to confirm this impression, and held out inducements that led to the belief that he was acquainted with the portage in question.
The nearer, however, it was approached the less seemed to be his con:G<lence. When
there appeared to be some reason to doubt his competency or his will, a place in the
river was reached where it divided into two branches of nearly equal magnitude. On
inquiry from the guide it was ascertained that the easternmost of these was the main
Me tis, the other the Mistigougeche (Riviere au Foin). Although the latter appeared
to be the most direct course to the boundary, it was still believed, and nothing could
be learned from him to the contrary, that the former led to the termination of the
exploring meridian line. The party of Dr. Goodrich had gone up the Metis, and it
was necessary to communicate with it before any change in plan could be made.
The commissioner therefore entered the main Metis, and in the evening overtook
the surveyors, who had been unable to keep the survey up with the progress of the
boats. An express was therefore sent forward to stop the boats, and, the party
encamping, astronom;c observations were made for the solution of the difficulty in
which it appeared to be enveloped. A detachment was also sent out to explore to
the eastward of the Metis. This reached the Lake of the Little Red River, and from
its banks took bearings to what appeared to be the greatest mountain of the country.
This is known by the name of Paganet, and lies to the southwest of Lake Matapediac,
forming a part of the highlands which are so obviously described as the boundary of
the Province of Quebec in the proclamation of 1763. Its height was reported to be
probably 3,000 feet, but as it has appeared in the course of the survey that heights
in that region may easily be overestimated, it can not be safely taken at more than
2,500 feet. The result of the astronomic observations seemed to show that the main
stream would lead too far to tbe eastward, and after mature deliberation it was
resolved that the course should be retraced and the Mistigougeche ascended. The
first part of the operation was attended with little delay. Half an hour sufficed for
reaching the forks, whence the party had been six hou_rs in mounting. The guide
also stated that the Mistigougeche was a much less difficult stream than Metis. Of
the comparative facility, except for a few miles of the latter, no opportunity for
judging was obtained; but these were so difficult as to confirm his statement. On
the other hand, the former was found to be much worse than it had been represented
by him. His knowledge, in fact, was limited to its state in winter, for it appeared
from a subsequent interview with Captain Broughton to be doubtful whether he had
served in the employ of that officer; and it can be well imagined that the river when
locked up in ice should present an aspect of far less rapidity than when rushing
with its springtide violence. The Mistigougeche was found to be . intercepted by a
fall of a few feet, which could not be passed by the boats when loaded, although the
Penobscot men boldly and successfully carried theirs up when empty, in which feat
they were imitated by the voyageurs, who had at first deemed it impossible. The loads
of the boats were carried over a portage, and in this operation the chronometers were
found to deviate from each other, showing a manifest change of rate in some or all
of them. This may be ascribed to a change in the mode of transportation, but was
more than could be reasonably anticipated, considering the shortness of the portage
(2,CXX) yards) and the great care that was taken in conveying them. At some distance above the falls a lake of moderate size was reached, embosomed in hills and
mbarrassed at its upper end with grass. From the last feature it was ascertained
that both lake and river take their epithet of Grassy (Riviere au Foin, and, in Indian,
of !istigougeche, or Grassy Lake). At this lake the party of the commissioner was
in advance of the loaded boats. A halt was therefore made and a party sent out to
explore to the westward. This party reached an eminence whence a lake was seen,
hich the guide tated to be the head of a branch of the Rimouski, far distant, as he
1 erred, from any waters of the Restigouche. Subsequent examination has shown
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that this party had actually reached the height of land and that the survey of the
boundary might have been advantageously c9mmenced from this point.
On leaving the lake the river was found to have a gentle current for a few
miles. It was then interrupted by a bed of timber, after passing which it became
as rapid as ever. In a short time, however, a noble sheet of water was reached, surrounded by lofty hills, and of great depth. At the upper end of this a place was
chosen for a stationary camp, and preparations were made for proceeding to the land
survey. While these were going forward with as much dispatch as possible, Mr.
Lally, one of the first assistants, was detached to reconnoiter the inlet of the lake.
During his absence observations were taken and tl).e rates of the chronometers worked
up. Of the four instruments with which the expedition was furnished, two had varied
from the other two on the portage. All -;.vere of good reputation, and no means
existed of determining on which pair reliance could be placed. From the rates ,of
two of th.em it appeared that the camp was situated 12 miles to the northwest of the
tree chosen by the American surveyors in 1818 as marking the northwest angle of
Nova Scotia. Actual survey has shown that the distance is about ro miles. The
result given by the chr~nometers was speedily confirmed by the return of Mr. Lallyr
who reported that he had actually reached the marked tree, well known to him by
his visit to it the year before, and that he had pursued for a couple of miles the line
cut out subsequently by Captain Broughton.
6. The preparations being completed, Messrs. H. B. Renwick and Lally were sent
out, each at the head of a sufficient party, with instructions to proceed together to
the west until they reached waters running to the Restigouche and then to divide,
Mr. Lally proceeding to the northwest angle and Mr. Renwick toward RimouskL
Each was directed to pursue as far as possible the height of land and to remain in
the .field as long as the supplies which the men could carry would permit. They
were also ordered to mark their path in order to insure a safe return, as well as all
the stations of their barometric observations. Each of the laborers was loaded with
56 pounds besides his own baggage and ax, and the engineers and surveyors carried
their own baggage and instruments. The commissioner, with one assistant, remained
in the stationary camp for the purpose of determining the longitude accurately and
of making corresponding barometric observations.
7. In this place it will be proper to state that the lake which was thus reached
was ascertained with certainty to be that seen by the surveyors of the joint commisG
sion in 1818, and which was by them supposed to be Lake Metis. As it has no name
yet assigned to it, it has been called upon our maps Lake Johnson, in honor of the
American surveyor by whom it was first visited. It is 1,007 feet above the level of
the sea, being more than twice as much as the total fall assigned to the waters of the
Metis in the report of Messrs. Mudge and Featherstonhaugh. So great an elevation
in so short a course is sufficient to account for the great rapidity of the stream. To
illustrate this rapidity in an obvious manner, the birch canoes, which on the waters
of the St. John are easily managed by one man, are never intrusted on those of the
Metis to less than two. Our departure from Metis in boats so deeply loaded, as was
afterwards learned, was considered there as a desperate attempt, and although but
one of them sustained injury, this is to be ascribed to the great skill of the boatmen;
and to show the velocity of the stream in a still stronger light, it is to be recollected
that, after deducting the loss of time on the Metis, nine days of incessant labor were
spent in taking up the loaded boats, while the assistant commissary who,m it became
necessary to send to Metis left the stationary camp at 2 o'clock in the morning of
the 28th July and reached the mouth of the river before sunset of the same day,
after making two portages, one of 2 ,ooo yards and the other of 2 miles.
8. The first day of the operations of Messrs. H. B. Renwick and Lally was attended
with an accident which had an injurious effect. The surveyor of Mr. Lally's party,
Mr. W. G. Waller, fell from a tree laid as a bridge across a stream and lamed himself
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to such a degree as to be incapable either of proceeding with the party or of returning to the stationary camp. It became necessary, therefore, to leave him, with a
man to attend him, in the woods, and it was a week before he was sufficiently recovered to be able to walk. Intelligence was immediately sent to the commissioner, by
whom the assistant he had retained in camp to aid in astronomic observations was
sent to take the place of the surveyor. Two days were thus lost, and the intended
astronomic observations were far less numerous than they might have been with the
aid of a competent assistant.
The two parties, proceeding together, reached Katawamkedgwick Lake. That
under the direction of Mr. H.B. Renwick immediately crossed it, while that of Mr.
Lally proceeded along the eastern bank for the purpose of reaching the source of the
stream. This being attained, the party of Mr. L. pursued the height of land as nearly
as possible and reached the exploring n~eridian line. Crossing this, some progress
was made to the eastward, when a failure of provisions compelled a return to camp.
The party of Mr. H. B. Renwick, proceeding until the Rimouski was seen, turned to
the south and finally reached the southeasterly source of that river, a point probably
never before pressed by human foot, for it was found to consist in a series of beaver
ponds, in which that animal was residing in communities and without any appearance of having been ever disturbed. The low state of provisions in this instanc~
also called the party back, but not before every anticipated result had been obtained.
9. The party of Mr. H. B. Renwick having returned first, immediate preparations
were made for descending the stream. Before they were completed Mr. Lally also
came in, and both were assembled at Metis on the 14th, whence the commissioner
set out instantly for the river Du Loup, which had been chosen as the base of further
operations.
The circumstances of the operations up the Metis and Metis and Mistigougeche
had been upon the whole favorable. With the exception of a single thundershower,
no rain had been experienced; the country was still sufficiently moist to insure a
supply of water even upon the ridges. The sun was observed daily for time and
latitude, and the nights admitted of observations of the pole star for latitude at
almost every camp. At the stationary camp, however, the mists rising from the lake
obscured the horizon and rendered the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites invisible; nor
was it possible to observe the only occultation of a star which calc;:ulation rendered
probable du.r ing the period in · question. Much, however, had been accomplished.
A river little known had been carefully surveyed some miles beyond its junction
with a branch unheard of by geographers. This branch had been explored, its course
and length determined; a path nearly coinciding with the boundary line for an extent
of 86 miles had been measured and leveled, and regions before unseen visited. One
accident of a serious character had occurred, and one of the laboring men, although
an homme du nord, seasoned in the service of the Hudsons Bay Company, had been
rendered unfit by fatigue for further duty in the service; but with these exceptions
the health and strength of the party were unimpaired. All augured well for a speedy
and successful completion of the task in a manner as perfect as had been anticipated.
IO. Instructions had been transmitted to the commissary, as soon as it was found
that a portage to Katawamkedgwick and thence to Rimouski was impracticable, to
have a vessel ready at Metis to transport the stores to the river Du Loup. One was
in consequence chartered, but, being neaped in the harbor of Rimouski, did not reach
Metis till the 19th August. When loaded, her sailing was delayed by an unfavorable
wind, and its continuance prevented her from reaching the river Du Loup before the
29th August. An entire week of very favorable weather was thus lost for field operations, and it was not even possible to employ it to advantage in observations, as all
the chronometers but one and the larger instruments, in order to expose them as
little as possible to change of rate or injury, had been forwarded from Metis in the
vessel. With the one chronometer and the reflecting repeating circle numerous
observations were, however, made for the latitude of the river Du Loup.
I I. During the time the main body was engaged in ascending the Metis and in the
other operations which have been mentioned an engineer was directed to proceed
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from Metis along the Kempt road for the purpose of exploring along the dividing
ridge between the waters of the Bay of Chaleurs in the vicinity of Lake Matapediac
and the St. Lawrence. This line forms the continuation of that claimed by the
United States, and is important in its connection with the proclamation of 1763; but
as it falls without the ground which is the subject of dispute, it was not considered
necessary to survey it. The heights which could be reached were therefore measured
with the barometer, and the position of the points at which the observations were
taken referred to existing maps without any attempt to correct their errors.
In the course of this reconnaissance an eminence 1,743 feet in height, lying to the
southeast of Lake Matapediac, was ascended. Thence was had the view of a wide,
open va1ley extending toward the southeast to the Bay of Chaleurs and bounded on
the northeast and southwest by highlands. The former were pointed out by the
guide as the Chic Choe Mountains, in the district of Gaspe; the latter, it appeared
beyond question, extended to the Bay of Chaleurs, and strike it below the Matapediac.
At the latter place a party detached down the Restigouche in 1840 had measured
the height of Ben Lomond, a highland rising abruptly from the western termination
of the Bay of Chaleurs. and found it to be 1,024 feet. Thus it appears beyond the
possibility of doubt that a chain of eminences well entitled to the name of highlands,
both as dividing waters and rising to the character of mountains, depart from '' the
northern shore of' the Bay of' Chaleurs at its western extremity,'' bound the valley
of the Matapediac to the northeast, and, bending around the lake of that name,
separate its waters from those of the Metis. These are deeply cut by valleys, whose
direction appears from the map of the reconnaissance and from the course of the
tributary streams which occupy their lines of maximum slope to run from southwest
to northeast, or at right angles to the general course of the highlands themselves.
These highlands are obviously those defined in the proclamation of 1763 and the
commission of Governor Wilmot.
12. As soon as the necessary instruments arrived from Metis at the river Du Loup
a party was detached to survey the Temiscouata portage, a line known to be of great
importance to the subsequent operations, but whose interest has been increased from
the unexpected frequency with which the line dividing the waters touches or crosses
it. Stores for a month's service were transported with all possible dispatch to Lake
Temiscouata, along with the boats and camp equipage.
Two separate parties were now formed, the one to proceed up Temiscouata Lake,
the other to ascend the Tuladi. The embarkation of both was completed at noon
on the 4th September.
13. Mr. H. B. Renwick, with the party under his command, was directed if possible to ascend the middle or main branch of Tuladi and form a c;tationary camp at
the highest point of that stream which could be reached by boats.
Mr. Lally had orders to enter and follow the river Asherbish, which enters Lake
Temiscouata at its head, until the progress of his boats should be interrupted. The
first party was directed to operate in the first place toward the west, the second
toward the east, upon the height of land until they should meet each other's marks.
The party of Mr. H.B. Renwick was directed, therefore, to proceed from the head of
Tuladi and reach if possible the head of Rimouski, thus forming a connection with
the line explored from the head of Mistigougeche; that of Mr. Lally to proceed from
the head of Asherbish along the height of land to the Temiscouata portage. The
commissary was then moved up with a large amount of stores and halted on the
summit of Mount Biort, to be within reach of both the parties in case of a demand
for new supplies,' and to receive them on their return.
14. The party of Mr. H. B. Renwick, having passed through Tuladi Lake, entered
the main stream of that name on the 5th September. The head of it had been seen
by that gentleman in September, 1840, and held out the promise of abundance of
water for navigation. This promise did not fail, but it was found that the ·stream.
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had probably never before been ascended, and was therefore embarrassed with driftwood. After cutting through several rafts with great labor, a place was reached
where the stream spre'ad out to a great width over beds of gravel, and all further
progress in boats became impossible. It was therefore determined to fall down the
stream and ascend the western branch, well known under the name of Abagusquash,
and which had been fully explored in 1840. The resolution to return was taken on
the 6th, and on the evening of the 9th the beaver ~pond at the head of Abagusquash
was reached; here a stationary camp was established. One of the men had wounded
himself with an ax and three more were so ill as to be unfit for service. The numbers
were yet sufficient for short expeditions, and one was immediately fitted out for the
he~d of Tuladi with provisions to form a cache for future operations. This expedition
explored so much of the height of land as would otherwise have been thrown out of
the regular order in consequence of the failure to ascend the main branch of Tuladi.
15. In the meantime Mr. Lally proceeded up Lake Temiscouata and entered the
Asherbish. This stream was also found very difficult, and on the evening of the 7th
no more than 7 miles had been accomplished on it. At this point a stationary camp
was fixed and a detachment sent out fo explore the neighborhood. On the roth Mr.
Lally set out to the eastward, and struck the lower end of Abagusquash Lake on the
afternoon of the nth September. Being obviously too far to the south, he ascended
that stream and reached ~- B. Renwick's camp on the evening of the 12th. The
next morning he proceeded to the height of land, and after twice crossing it reached
his stationary camp on Asherbish at noon on the 21st September.
On this expedition two out of three barometers were broken, and an assistant wa9
therefore sent to seek a fresh supply from the stores.
16. The expedition sent out by H. B. Renwick to the head of the Tuladi returned
on the 13th September. One of the men came in severely wounded, and those left
sick and wounded in camp were still unfit for service; others also were taken sick.
Of the laborers of the party, one-half were thus lost for the present to the service.
The engineer in command, who had finished the observations for which he had
remained in the stationary camp, determined, therefore, to proceed to Mount Biort in
order to obtain men. Previous to his departure on the 15th September he :fitted out
a second expedition with all the disposable strength for the purpose of operating
between the head of Tuladi and the point in the height of land where Mr. Lally's
line diverged to the southwest. The newly engaged hands and the detachment on
its return both reached the camp on the Abagusquash on the 19th of September.
On the 2rst, all arrangements having been completed, Mr. H. B. Renwick, leaving
the assistant commissary with only one man in the stationary camp, set off toward
the head of Rimouski. This course was pursued for six days, when it became necessary to return for want of provisions, and the stationary camp was reached on the 2d
October. On this expedition the line of exploration made in June up the Rimouski
was intersected and the ground traversed in July and August seen and connected
with the survey, but it was found impossible to penetrate along the height of land
on the western side of Rimouski to its bead. On reaching the camp snow began to
fall, and the thermometer marked r8° in the morning. All further operations for
the season in this direction were therefore at an end. A portion of the line which
divides the waters falling into the St. John from those falling into the St. Lawrence
remained in consequence unsurveyed. It can not, however, be said to be absolutely
unexplored, for it was seen from the eastern side of Rimouski, presenting the appearance of a range of bills at least as elevatecl as any on the boundary.
18. Mr. Lally having received a fresh supply of barometers on the evening of the
23d, re urned hi survey f the height of land on the 25th September, and reached
the camp of the commi sary on Mount Biort on the 2d October, having surveyed
and lev led the intermediate dividing ridge. The party of H.B. Renwick descended
the Abagusquash and Tuladi, and, crossing Lake Temiscouata, reached the same
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rendezvous on the 5th October. The interval was spent by Mr. Lally's party in
clearing a space for a panoramic view on the summit of Mount Biort.
19. The commissioner, having superintended in person the equipment and embarkation of the parties of Messrs. H. B. Renwick and Lally on Lake Temiscouata,
returned to the river Du Loup for the purpose of making astronomic observations.
These being completed, he visited and conferred with the parties of his colleague,
A. Talcott, esq., on their way to the height of land southeast of Kamouraska. Here
he made arrangements for the junction of the two lines on the Temiscouata portage.
He then proceeded to the camp of the commissary on Mount Biort, and there made
provision for the eompletion of the residue of the line in the vicinity of the portage.
He also selected points of view for the use of the daguerreotype and camera lucida,
and, being unable to do any more on the ground for the furtherance of the objects
of his appointment, returned to New York, taking with him the earlier records of
the field operations for the purpose of organizing the owce work.
20. Under the direction of Mr. H. B. Renwick, a party led by Mr. Lally set off from
Mount Diort on the 7th October, and, proceeding westward along the portage road
to the ridge of Mount Paradis, turned to the south along the dividing ridge. This
being pursued led them back to the portage at a point about 2r .½ miles from the
river Du._ Loup on the rnth. The dividing ridge was now found for some distance
to coincide nearly with the portage road and to pass over the summit of the Grande
Fourche Mountain, a fact which had not before been suspected. The source of the
Grande Fourche of Trois Pistoles having been headed, the party reached a station
which the commissary had now established at the river St. Francis on the 13th October. Departing from this, the basin of the St. Francis to the north of the portage
road was explored, and the survey finished on the 17th October.
Operating from the St. Lawrence as a base, and within reach of a ~ultivated
country, whence numerous roads are cut to the height of land, it would have been
possible to have kept the field for perhaps a fortnight longer. The plans and estimates of the division had been made with this view, and it was antici_pated that the
height of land might have been surveyed 30 miles to the south of the Temiscouata
portage. Although this would have been practicable, it would have been a service
of hardship. The necessity for this was obviated by the progress of the parties of
A. Talcott, esq., which completed t!}eir surveys up to the portage on the same d&y
that the surveys of this division were finished.
22. The circumstances under which the latter part of the survey was performed
from the time of leaving the river Du Loup, on the 3d September, were far less favorable than had been experienced on the Metis and its branches. The continual
drought had at the beginning of this part of the duty affected the streams and
springs in such a way as to render navigation difficult and water for drinking scarce
on the heights of land to which the survey was necessarily directed. On the eastern
side of Lake Temiscouata a large fire had extended itself into the woods. On the
Temiscouata portage the persons in charge of that road had set fire to the brush and
wood cut in opening it out to an increased breadth, and a belt of flame 30 miles in
length was at each change of wind carried in some new direction into the dry forest.
The camp and collection of stores on Mount Biort were thus threatened for several
days, and only saved by great exertions. Serious apprehensions were entertained
lest the return of the parties in the field might be obstructed by the spreading of
their own fires. The smoke of this vast extent of combustion obscured the heavens
and rendered astronomic observations difficult or prevented it altogether. Finally,
a season of unprecedented drought was closed on the 24th of September by the setting
in of the equinoctial storm, and from this day until that on which the survey terminated few hours elapsed without rain, sleet, or snow. In spite of these obstacles, it
is believed that the State Department will have no reason to be dissatisfied with the
results of the campaign.
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23. The results of the operations of this division are embodied in a map and profiles, which are herewith presented. The degree of reliance to be placed on this map
will be best understood from a detail of the methods employed in preparing it.
The river Metis and its branch, the Mistigougeche, were surveyed by an azimuth
compass of Smallcaldus construction, and the distances measured by a micrometric
telescope by Ertil, of Munich. The courses of the rest of the lines were determined
by compasses of similar construction, and the distances measured by chains of 100
feet constructed by Dollond, of London, and Brown, of New York. An exception to
this general rule exists in the survey of the eastern side of Rimouski. The courses
and distances thus measured, and corrected for the variation of the compass, were
compared with astronomic observations for latitude and with longitudes deduced
from chronometers. For this reason, as the line on the east side of Rim.oi..ski is
almost in the direction of the meridian, it was not considered necessary to lose time
in measuring it when the latitude of the several camps, determined by observations
of the pole star, were taken nightly.
The latitudes of the courses under the direction of Mr. H. B. Renwick were determined by a reflecting repeating circle of Dollond; those on Mr. Lally's by a good
sextant. The latitudes and times at Grand Metis, the river Du Loup, and the stationary camp on Mistigougeche and Abagusquash were principally determined from
observations made with the Dollond circle. Lunar transits were taken at the river
Du Loup, and distances of the moon for longitude at several places on the line. The
reliance for the longitudes was, however, principally upon timekeepers, and of these
the party was furnished with one box and two pocket chronometers by Parkinson &
Trodsham, one pock.et chronometer by Molyneux, one by French, one by Earraud,
and one by Morrice. Thus, while several could be retained at the station, each party
in the field was furnished with two, and the measured distance furnished a check,
which, in case of discrepancy, that on which greatest reliance could be placed might
be ascertained. It is sufficient to say that the deductions have been in general satisfactory, although the rough motion to which these instruments were subjected in
passing through pathless woods, embarrassed by fallen trees and morasses in which
the bearers often sunk to the middle, caused changes of rate and even sudden variations. Uncertainty arising from these causes was rendered less to be dreaded from
its being possible to refer, as a base of operations, to the excellent survey of the
St. Lawrence River by Captain Byfield, of the British navy. With the geographical
positions given in his charts our own observations agreed so closely as materially
to confirm the respective accuracy of both.
24. The point which in this part of the survey has been kept in view as most
important is the determination of the heights. For this purpose the party of Professor Renwick was furnished with the following barometers:
Two loaned by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, of his own construction;
two portable and one standard, by Neuman; three of the siphon form, by Buntin, of
Paris; one by Traughton & Simms; one by Forlin, of Paris; three of siphon form,
by Roach & Warner, of New York.; two by Tagliabue, of New York, originally on the
plan of Durand, but which had been advantageously altered by Roach & Warner in
such manner as to admit of the adjustment of the level of the mercury in the cistern.
The stations at which the lower barometers were placed were Grand Metis until
the return of the expedition up the river of that name, and the river Du Loup from
that time until the close of the survey. At these places all the barometers not actually
in the field were suspended and registered at the hours most likely to correspond
with the ob ervations of a traveling party, say at 6, 7, 8, and 9 in the morning, noon,
I, 5, and 6 in the afternoon, until as the season advanced and the days became short
the arliest and latest of these hours were omitted. Although several barometers
were thu · c n tantly observed, no other use of these was made but to determine
their comparisons with ach other, except one of the barometers of Mr. Hassler,
0
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Superintendent of the Coast Survey. This, from its superior simplicity, being, in
fact, no more than the original Tonicillean experiment, with a well-divided scale and
adjustment of its o 0 to the surface of the mercury in the cistern, was found to be
most certain in its results. All the barometers used by the parties in the field were
therefore reduced to this by their mean differences.
The stations at the two above-mentioned places were near the St. Lawrence. At
Metis the height of the cistern of the standard barometer was determined by a spirit
level. At the river Du Loup the height of the station was determined by two sets
~f observations of barometers, taken with different instruments by different observers, and at an interval of a week from each other. The results of the two several
sets, which were calculated separately, differ no more than 0.5 of a foot from each
other.
On reaching the highest accessible points of the streams on which the parties
proceeded toward the height of land, stationary camps were established, as has
been already stated. At these series of observations were made at the same hours
as at the river stations. The height of the former was then calculated from a series
of observations taken at noon and at r p. m. for the whole of the time the camp
was occupied. The heights of the points at which observations were made by the
traveling party were then deduced from a comparison with the nearest contemporaneous observations at the stationary camp. An exception to this rule was made in
the observations to the westward of Temiscouata Lake, which were referred directly
to those made at the river Du Loup, which was sufficiently near for the purpose.
The height of the stationary camp at Mount Biort having been determined by
observations continued for several days, the level of Lake Temiscouata was thence
determined by using a set of levels taken with a theodolite by Breithaupt, of Cassel,
in 1840. The height of the lake thus deduced is greater than it would appear to be
from the barometric observations taken in December, 1840. It had been imagined
that a difference in level might exist between the St. Lawrence at Metis and at the
river Du Loup. Four days of contemporaneous observations were therefore made at
each with a view to the solution of this question. The idea of a difference of level
was not sustained by the operation.
The heights of the river stations were measured in each case to the highest mark
left by spring tides, and half the fall of that tide as given by Captain Byfield has
been added in all cases as a reduction to the mean level of the sea. Opportunities
were offered in a few instances for testing the accuracy of the method by different
barometers used by different observers at different days on the same point. No discrepancy greater than 7 feet has been thus discovered. In other cases the same
observer returned and observed at the same places, and here a similar congruity of
result has been found to exist.
The whole of the calculations have been made by the formulre and tables of
Bailey. Before adopting these their results were compared in one or two instances
with those of a more exact formula. The differences, however, were found so small
as to be of no importance, amounting in the height of Lake Johnson to no more than
5 feet in r,007. The original record of the barometric observations, each verified by
the initials of the observer, have been deposited in the State Department.
25. The paths pursued by the traveling parties were ~arked by blazing trees. The
position of the barometer at each place of observation was also marked. The operation was a search for the boundary line in an unknown country, hence it rarely
happened that the path of the parties has pursued the exact dividing line of the
waters of the St. Lawrence and the Atlantic, but has been continually crossing it.
The maps herewith submitted and the marks by which the line of the survey has
been perpetuated would have enabled a party sent out for that especial purpose to
trace the boundary on the ground without difficulty other than that arising from
the inaccessible character of the country.
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26. The commissioner can not speak in too high terms of the industry and perse
verance manifested by the engineers and surveyors employed on this division, and
in particular of the skill and intelligence of the two first assistants. Circumstances
had prevented the receipt of portable astronomic instruments which had been ordered
from Paris and Munich, and an instrument formed by the adaptation of a vertical
circle to the lower part of an excellent German theodolite by Draper, of Philadelphia, was found on its being opened at Metis to have received an injury which
rendered its accuracy doubtful. The whole reliance for the greatest· accuracy was
thus thrown on the repeating circle of Dollond. Such, however, was the address
and skill of the engineer to whom it was intrusted that he not only fulfilled the
object for which it was intended, of' determining the position of the points visited
by the traveling parties, but accomplished the same object at the stationary camps
and at the river stations, without delaying for an hour the operations of the survey.
The duty which these gentlemen performed was arduous in the extreme. It bas
been seen that on the expedition up the Metis a seasoned voyageur had been worn
out by the severity of his labors; on the Tuladi half the men were sick at a time;
and of Mr. Lally's party two Penobscot Indians of herculean frame were compelled to
return by extreme fatigue. The engineers, while in the field, were even more exposed
to fatigue than the laborers, for they carried their own baggage and instruments,
and were engaged nightly in observation and calculation, while the workmen could
repose.
27. The commissioner to whom the survey of the northern division of the boundary line was intrusted has to express his acknowledgments for the politeness and
. good offices of the authorities of Her Britannic Majesty. In compliance w1th his
request, permission was 'granted by the late lamented Governor-General for the admission of a vessel and the entry of the stores, camp equip'a ge, and instruments of the
party at one or more ports on the St. La~rence. Letters were addressed by the principal secretary of the colony of Canada to all the officers and magistrates, directing
them to give every facility to the operations, and these directions were obeyed, not
as mere matters of form, but with a truly hospitable spirit. To the officers of the
Sixty-eighth Regiment, forming the garrison of Fort Ingall and occupying the post
of the river Du Loup, as well as to the officers of the commissariat on duty at those
places, acknowledgments are due for numerous attentions.

IL-Operations of the year I8,p.

r. Of the task originally assigned in the instructions for this division there remained to be completed( I) A portion of the boundary claimed by the United States around the head
waters of the river Rimouski.
( 2) The line of highlands forming the south bounds of the Province of Quebec,
extending from the north shore of the Bay of Chaleurs at its western extremity.
1. Experience had shown that the portion of the boundary which remained unsur-v.:yed could not be reached with any hope of completing the survey by any of the
stream running into the St. Lawrence nor from the waters of Lake Temiscouata.
The Green River ( of St. John) was therefore chosen as the line of operation. It
a known that a portage existed between its boatable waters and those of the
rande Fourche of Restigouche. The plan for the work of the season was theref re laid a follows:
T procee up Green River with a party, thence to cross to the Bell Kedgwick by
th p rtag , and having, by expeditions from the banks of that stream, surveyed the
r main er of the claimed boundary, to fall down the stream to the Bay of Chaleurs,
a cendin the highland measured in 1840, to proceed along the heights in order
if po ible the northwest angle of ova Scotia.
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The work being the most remote and difficult of access of any on the whole boundary, it was necessary to take measures early, and, it being apparent that if they were
not vigorously pressed the whole summer's work would be frustrated, permission
was granted by the Secretary of State to prepare stores and provisions, and the party
was sent forward toward its line of operations. Care was, however, taken, in conformity with his instructions, to s~cure means of communication.
3. The transportation of stores, equipage, and instruments was rendered unexpectedly easy by a steamboat running from Portland to St. John, and by the politeness of the British consul at Portland and the collector of Her Britannic Majesty's
C)lStoms at St. John free entrance was permitted at the latter port. These articles
were shipped from Portland the 19th of June and under the charge of the Hon.
Albert Smith reached the Grand Falls of St. John July--.
·
4. Mr. Lally, first assistant engineer, with the surveyor, was dispatched by the way
of Bangor and Houlton to the same point of rendezvous on 18th June for the purpose of procuring boats and engaging laborers. Mr. H. B. Renwick, first assistant,
with Mr. F. Smith, second assistant, were pl_a ced in charge of the chronometers and
the necessary astronomic instruments, with instructions to observe on the meridian
of the St. Croix at Houlton, and again at its intersection with the river St. John,
for the purpose of ascertaining 'the rate taken by the chronometers when carried.
These preliminary operations being successfully performed, the party was completely organized at the Grand Falls of the St. John on the 2d July. The energy
and activity of the persons 'intrusted with these several duties was such that this
date of complete preparation for the field duties was at least a week earlier than
any calculation fou.nded on the experience of former years rendered probable. The
commissioner, advised of the negotiation in progress, had made his arrangements to
reach the Grand Falls of the St. John on the 10th July. Being directed by the State
Department to remain in New York, he sent orders by mail to the party to halt until
further instructions.
5. These orders were not received, for the party, being fully organized, left the
Grand Falls in three different detachments on the 4th, 6th, and 8th of July. The
first detachment was composed of the surveyor, Mr. Bell, and an engineer having
instructions to make a survey of Green River. The second was in charge of the
assistant commissary, and was composed of three bateaux and fourteen pirogues,
carrying stores and equipage for three months' service. The third was formed by
the two first assistants, who, after performing the necessary astronomic observations
at the Grand Falls and at two points on Green River, passed the surveying party
and reached the portage between Green and Kedgwick rivers on the evening of
the 13th July.
6. Green River has a fall and rapids near its junction with the St. John, which are
passed by a portage of I.¼ miles. At 15 miles from its mouth is a second fall, which
is passed by a portage of 82 yards. The stream for this distance and for 5 miles above
the second fall is very ra-pid, its bed being in some reaches almost filled with rocks.
For the next ro miles it has deep still reaches, alternating with gravel beds, or else ,
the river flows over ledges of rock. It is then interrupted by a third fall, requiring
a portage of I 76 yards. Thence to the second fork of the lakes it has the same character as for the last IO miles, except that in some places it flows with a gentle current
between low banks covered with alder. From the second fork of the lakes to the
southern end of the Green River and Kedgwick portage the stream is very narrow
and may be styled one continuous rapid. It is upon the whole the most difficult of
navigation of all the streams running into the St. John from its northern side, and
approaches in its character of a torrent to the waters on the St. Lawrence side of the
highlands.
7. The portage from Green River to the South Branch of Kedgwick is 5¾ miles in
length, and passes over the summits of two of the highest mountains in the ceded
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district, as well as several ridges. No vessel heavier than a birch canoe had ever before
been carried over it. It therefore became necessary to clear it out before the bateaux
and other heavy articles could be transported. Fifteen extra laborers, who had been
engaged, with their pirogues, to carry some of the stores from the St. John, were
retained' to aid in making this portage, which sw1lled the number to twenty-seven.
This large force was industriously engaged for eight days in carrying the stores and
equipage over the portage, with the boats and canoes required for the future operations of the party. In the meantime the portage was surveyed, and a great number
of observations were made, by which the latitude of the southern end of the portage
and its difference in longitude from that of the meridian line were determined
with great accuracy. In addition to the other labors of the party, a storehouse and
observatory were erected.
8. The commissioner, learning that the party had left the Grand Falls before his
letter could have reached that place, addressed fresh orders to the engineer in command. These were sent under cover to the British postmaster at Lake Temiscouata,
who was requested to send them up Green River by an express. By these he was
directed to stop the progress of the party and to proceed himself to the river Du
Loup, there to await fresh instructions.
These orders did not arrive in time to prevent the party intended for the survey
of the boundary from setting out. The engineer who had hitherto been in command returned to the St. John in pursuance of his original instructions and met
the express on his way down Green River. The commissioner, being advised on the
13th July that the treaty had been signed, immediately dispatched a special messenger, who joined the chief of the division at the mouth of Green River on the 24th
July. Measures were now taken for the .recall and return of the party in the woods,
and the whole division was assembled at the stationary camp at the north end of the
portage on the nth of August.
9. The party engaged in the survey of the remaining part of the boundary line
had before the orders of recall reached_them successfully accomplished that duty,
having connected their survey with points in the survey of the previous year and
thoroughly explored the culminating points of the valley of Rimouski. As had been
anticipated from the level of the streams seen in 1841, this portion of the boundary
claimed by the United States is more elevated thati any other portion of that line
between the Temiscouata portage and the northwest angle of Nova Scotia. This
survey would therefore have added an important link to the argument of the United
States had not the question been settled by treaty.
The party having received its orders of recall, all the articles of equipment which
could not be carried in the boats which had been launched on the waters of the Restigouche were transported to the other end of the portage and embarked in pirogues
sent up Green River for that purpose under the direction of the assistant commissary.
The engineers then set out on their return by the Bell Kedgwick, the Grande Fourche,
and the Southwest Branch of Restigouche. Ascending the latter stream, this party
reached the Wagansis portage on the 21st August, and arrived at the Grand Falls on
the 25th August.
The descent of the Bell Kedgwick was attended with great difficulties in consequence of the low state of the waters. Until its junction with Katawamkedgwick, to
Iorm the Grande Fourche of Restigouche, it was necessary to drag the boats by hand.
IO. The detailed map of the surveys of this division, exhibiting the more important points whose altitudes were determined by the barometer, has already been
lodged in the Department of State under date of 27th December.
Although the interest of this survey to the United States has now passed·away,
yet, as it is probable that many years may elapse before this country shall be again
explored, and as it may still possess some interest to the nation into whose undisputed possession it has now fallen, it may not be improper to state the method~
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employed in the survey, for the purpose of showing to what degree of faith it is
entitled.
The latitude and longitude of the mouth of Green River were furnished by Major
Graham. The three portages on that river were surveyed by chain and compass.
The courses on the navigable parts of the river were taken with a compass and the
distances measured by a micrometrical telescope by Ertil, of Munich. This instrument, which had given satisfactory results on Metis and Mistigougeche in 1841, was
still more accurate in the present survey. The latitude of the south end of the
Kedgwick portage as given by the plot of Green River on the original projection
differed no more than 511 from that given by numerous astronomic observations, an
agreement so close that it' might be almost considered as aris'ing from happy accident. This survey therefore required but little correction, which was applied from
the observations already cited and from those at two intermediate points.
The survey of Kedgwick portage was performed with chain and compass. In the
woods between the Bell Kedgwick and the boundary and along the whole line of
survey the same method was used, observations for time and latitude being also
taken whenever the weather permitted. As the lines intersected those of the last
year, it can now be stated that every part of the boundary claimed by the United
States, from the height of land on the Temiscouata portage which divides the waters
of the Green River of the St. Lawrence from those of the St. Francis to the northwest
angle of Nova Scotia, as well as its connections with the St. Lawrence and Lake Temiscouata by the Temiscouata portage, and with the St. Lawrence a second time by the
M~tis and Mistigougeche, and with the St. John by Green River, has been actually
surveyed. This result is one that neither the Department in its original instructions nor the commissioner on his first view of the country had contemplated. In
stating this the commissioner feels it his duty to acknowledge his obligations to the
untiring zeal and energy of the gentlemen ·who have acted under his orders, and
especially to his two first assistants, who, entering upon duties of an entirely novel
character, not only to themselves, but to the country, have in the course of the
operations of two years accumulated under the most disadvantageous circumstances
a stock of observations which for number and accuracy may compare with those
taken with every convenience at hand by the most practiced astronomers.
In addition to the latitude of numerous points determined astronomically by the
party engaged in surveying the line through the woods, the latitude of a point near
the southern end of Green River and Kedgwick has been determined by eighty-six
altitudes of sun and stars taken with a repeating and reflecting circle.
The whole number of altitudes of sun and stats taken during the expedition for
time and latitude was 806.

,

III.

r. The operations of this division during the three seasons which it has been
engaged in field duties have given a view of nearly every part of the country which
has now been ceded to Great Britain to the north of the St. John River and the
Temiscouata portage. During the year 1840 the commissioner proceeded in person
by the wagansis of Grand River to the waters of the Bay of Chaleurs, ascended
the Grande Fourche of the Restigouche to Lake Kedgwick, and then traversed the
country from that lake to the Tuladi by a route never before explored. In 1841 the
Rimouski and Metis were both ascended-the first to the limits of its navigation by
canoes, the latter to the lake in which the waters of its western branch are first collected. From this lake lines of survey repeatedly crossing the boundary claimed by
t~e United States were extended to a great distance in both directions. The operations of the year were closed by a survey of so much of the boundary as incloses the
basin of Lake Temiscouata and intersects so fri:quently the great portage. These
latter surveys covered in some degree the explorations of one of the parties in 1840,
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which, therefore, are not quoted as a part of the work of that year. In 1842 the valley of Green River was explored, that stream was carefully surveyed, and the remainder of the boundary line dividing the sources of Rimouski from those of Green
River and the eastern branches of Tuladi run out with chain and compass.
In these surveys and explorations the character of the country, its soil, climate,
and natural productions, have been thoroughly examined, and may be stated with
full confidence in the accuracy of the facts.
2. Beginning on the southern side of the ceded territory, the left bank of the St.
John is for a few miles above the Grand Falls uncultivated and apparently barren.
Thence to the confluence of the Madawaska it presents a continued settlement upon
land of good quality, producing large crops of potatoes• and grass. It also yields
wheat, oats, and barley, but the crops are neither abundant nor certain. The .Madawaska River presents but few attempts at settlement on either of its banks. Its left
bank is represented to be generally barren, but some good land is said to exist on its
southwestei;n side. The shores of Lake Temiscouata are either rocky or composed
of a light, gravelly soil, which is so poor that it will not repay the labor of cultivation, even when newly cleared, without the aid of manure. Some tolerable meadows
are found, which are at the moment highly valued in consequence of a demand for
forage by the British troops. The valley of Green River has in some places upon
its banks intervals of level alluvium which might be improved as meadows, and it
has been represented as being in general fertile. A close examination has not confirmed this impression.
Mr. Lally reports that" In the valley of Green River there are some tracts of land capable of cultivation,
but the greater portion of it is a hard, rocky soil, covered with a growth of poplar
and trees of that description. Some of the most desirable spots for farms had been
formerly taken up by settlers from the Madawaska settlement, but although the land
is as good as that on the river St. John, they were obliged to abandon their clearings
on account of the early frosts and the black flies. It can hardly be conceived that
the latter would be a sufficient cause for leaving valuable land to waste, but such
is the fact, as I have been informed by some of those who made the attempt to settle,
and I can well believe it from my own experience there."
3. The explorations of 1840, in which the ground lying between the western sources
of Green River and Squattuck, a branch of Tuladi, was traversed, showed a considerable extent of better land than any other in the ceded territory. The commissioner traveled for a part of two days along a table-land of no great elevation, covered
with rock, maple, and a thick undergrowth of moosewood, both said to be signs of
good soil; of this there may be from seven to ten thousand acres, and it is a far
larger body of tillable land than is to be found ii. any other part of the country
north of the settlements on the St. John.
4. By far the greater portion of the territory in question is composed of the highlands in which the streams that flow to the St. Lawrence and the Atlantic take their
rise. ·w ith but three exceptions no part of this is less than 1,000 feet above the level
of the sea. It is a perfect labyrinth of small lakes, cedar and alder swamps, and
ridges covered with a thick but small growth of fir and spruce, or, more rarely, of
birch. No portion of it appears to be fit for tillage.
5. In respect to timber, it was found that the pine, the only tree considered of any
value, ceased to grow in rising from the St. Lawrence at less than 1,000 feet above
the level of the sea. Only one extensive tract of pine was seen by any of the parties;
this lies around the sources of the St. Francis, and may cover three or four thousand
acre . This river, however, discharges itself from Lake St. Francis through a bed of
wider , and is sometimes wholly lost to the view. This tract, therefore, although
r p atedly examined by the proprietors of sawmills on the St. Lawrence and the
St. John, has been hitherto found inaccessible. The pine timber on the seigniory of
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l'emiscouata has been in a great degree cut off or burnt by fires in the woods. There
is still some. timber on the waters of Squattuck, but it has been diminished by two
or three years of active lumbering, while that around Tuladi, if jt were ever abundant, has disappeared. It would, however, appear from report that on the waters of
the North Branch of Restigouche to the eastward of the exploring meridian there is
some valuable timber. This is the only portion of the district which has not been
explored.
6. As to the valley of Green River, the engineer who has already been quoted
reports as follows:
"This river has had the reputation of having on it large quantities of pine timber,
but as far as I have been able to judge it is small and rather sparsely scattere¢1. along
the slopes of the ridges. Above the third falls of the river, which are rather more
than 30 miles from its mouth, there is scarcely any to be seen. Some of the Madawaska settlers, who have explored nearly every tributary of the river, report that
there is good timber on some of them. Judging from the language that they used '
in relation to some that I saw myself, I infer that what they call good would not be
so considered by the lumbermen of the Penobscot. The people who lumber in this
vicinity do it on a small scale when compared with the operators in Maine. They
rarely use more than two horses to draw their lumber to the stream, so that a tract
which would not afford more than a month's work to an extensive operator would
keep one of these people employed for years.''
7. As respects climate, the country would be considered unfit for habitation by
those accustomed to the climates even of the sonthern parts of Maine and of New
Hampshire. Frosts continue on the St. John until late in May, and set in early in
September. In :i:840 ice was found on the Grand River on the :i:2th of that month,
and snow fell in the first week of October on Lake Temiscouata. In the highland
region during the last week of July, although the thermometer rose above 8o 0 , and
was once above 90°, white frost was formed every clear night._ Upon the whole,
therefore, it may be concluded that there is little in this country calculated to attract
either settlers or speculators in lumber. The former were driven to it under circumstances of peculiar hardship and of almost paramount necessity. Their industry and
perseverance under adverse circumstances is remarkable, but they would have been
hardly able to overcome them had not the very question of the disputed boundary
led to an expenditure of considerable money among them.

VETO MESSAGE.*
WASHINGTON, December I4; I842.
To the House if Representatives:
Two bills wer~ presented to me at the last session of Congress, which
originated in the House of Representatives, neither of ~hich was signed
by me; and both having been presented within ten days of the close of
the session, neither has become a law.
,
·
The first of these was a bill entitled "An act to repeal the proviso of
the sixth section of the act entitled 'An act to appropriate the proceeds
of the sales of the public lands and to grant preemption rights,' approved
September 4, 1841."

* Pocket veto.
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This"bill was presented to me on Tuesday, the 30th August, at twentyfour minutes after 4 o'clock in the afternoon. For my opinions relative to
the provisions contained in this bill it is only necessary that I should refer
to previous communications made by me to the House of Representatives.
The other bill was entitled "An act regulating the taking of testimony
in cases of contested elections, and for other purposes.'' This bill was
presented to me at a quarter past r o'clock on Wednesday, the 31st day
of August. The two Houses, by concurrent vote, had already agreed tc
terminate the session by adjournment at 2 o'clock on that day-that is
to say, within three-quarters of an hour from the time the bill was placed.
in my hands. It was a bill containing twenty-seven sections, and, I need
not say, of an important nature.
On its presentment to me its reading was immediately commenced, but
was interrupted by so many communications from the Senate and so
many other causes operating at the last hour of the session that it was
impossible to read the bill understandingly and with proper deliberation
before the hour fixed for the adjournment of the two Houses; and this,
I presume, is a sufficient reason for neither signing the bill nor returning
it with my objections.
The seventeenth joint rule of the two Houses of Congress declares that
'' no bill or resolution that shall have passed the House of Representatives
and the Senate shall be presented to the President of the United States
for his approbation on the last day of the session."
This rule was evidently designed to give to the President a reasonable
opportunity of perusing important acts of Congress and giving them
some degree of consideration before signing or returning the same.
It is true that the two Houses have been in the habit of suspending
this rule toward the close of the session in relation to particular bills, and
it appears by the printed Journal that by concurrent votes of the two
}louses passed on the last day of the session the rule was agreed to be
suspended so far as the same should relate to all such bills a.s should
have been passed by the two Houses at r o'clock on that day. It is
exceedingly to be regretted that a necessity should ever exist for such
suspension in the case of bills of great importance, and therefore demanding careful consideration.
As the bill has failed under the provisions of the Constitution to
become a law, I abstain from expressing any opinions upon its several
provisions, keeping myself wholly uncommitted as to my ultimate action
on any similar measure should the House think proper to originate it
de novo, except so far as my opinion of the unqualified power of each
House to decide for itself upon the elections, returns, and qualifications
of its own members has been expressed by me in a paper lodged in the
Department of State at the time of signing an act entitled "An act for
the apportionment of Representatives among the several States accord·
ing to the Sixth Census," approved June 22, 1842, a copy of which is in
possession of the House.
JOHN TYLER.
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THIRD ANNUAL MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON,

December, I 8¢3.

To tlte Senate and House of Representalives of the United States:
If any people ever had cause to render up thanks to the Supreme Being
for parental care and protection extended to them in all the trials and difficulties to which they have been from time to time exposed, we certainly
are that people. From t];ie first settlement of c.•ur forefathers on this continent, through the dangers attendant upon the occupation of a savage
wilderness, through a long period of colonial dependence, through the vVar
of the Revolution, in the wisdom which led to the adoption of the existing
forms of republican government, in the hazards incident to a war subsequently waged with one of the most powerful nations of the earth, in the
increase of our population, in the spread of the arts and sciences, and in
the strength and durability conferred on political institutions emanating
from the people and sustained by their will, the superintendence of an
overruling Providence has been plainly visible. As preparatory, therefore, to entering once more upon the high duties of legislation, it becomes
us humbly to acknowledge our dependence upon Him as our guide and
protector and to implore a continuance of His parental watchfulness over
our beloved country. We have new cause for the expression of our gratitude in the preservation of the health of our fellow-citizens, with some
partial and local exceptions, during the past season, for the abundance
with which the earth has yielded up its fruits to the labors of the husbandman, for the renewed activity which has been imparted to commerce, for the revival of trade in all its departments, for the increased
rewards attendant on the exercise of the mechanic arts, for the continued
growth of our population and the rapidly reviving prosperity of the
whole country. I shall be permitted to exchange congratulations with
you, gentlemen of the two Houses of Congress, on these auspicious circumstances, and to assure you in advance of my ready disposition to concur with you in the adoption of all such measures as shall be calculated
to increase the happiness of our constituents and to advance the glory
of our common country.
Since the last adjournment of Congress the Executive has relaxed no
effort to render indestructible the relations of amity which so happily
exist between the United States and other countries. The treaty lately
concluded with Great Britain has tended greatly to increase the good
unde1standing which a reciprocity of interests is calculated to encourage;
and it is most ardently to be hoped that nothing may transpire to interrupt the relations of amity which it is so obviously the policy of both
nations to cultivate. A question of much importance still remains to be
adjusted between them. The territorial limits of the two countries in
M P-vor.. rv-17
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relation to what is commonly known as the Oregon Territory still remain
in dispute. The United States would be at all times indisposed to aggrandize itself at the expense of any other nation; but while they would
be restrained by principles of honor, which should govern· the conduct
of nations as well as that of individuals, from setting up a demand for
territory which does not belong to them, they would as unwillingly consent to a surrender of their rights. After the most rigid and, as far as
practicable, unbiased examination of the subject, the United States have
always contended that their rights appertain to the entire region of country lying on the Pacific and embraced within 42 ° and 54 ° 4o' of north
latitude. This claim being controverted by Great Britain, those who
have preceded the present Executive-actuated, no doubt, by an earnest
desire to adjust the matter upon terms mutually . satisfactory to both
countries-have caused to be submitted to the British Government propo•
sitions for settlement and final adjustment, which, however, have not
proved heretofore acceptable to it. Our minister at London has, under
instructions, again brought the subject to the consideration of that Gov•
e~nment, and while nothing will be done to compromit the rights or honor
of the United States, every proper expedient will be resorted to in ordet
to bring the negotiation now in the progress of resumption to a speedy
and happy termination. In the meantime it is proper to remark that
many of our citizens are either already established in the Territory or are
on their way thither for the purpose of forming permanent settlements,
while others are preparing to follow; and in view of these facts I must
repeat the recommendation contained in previous messages for th(= estab•
lishment of milita_ry posts at such places on the line of travel as will
furnish security and protection to our hardy adventurers against hostile
tribes of Indians inhabiting those extensive regions. Our laws should ·
also follow them, so modified as the circumstances of the case may seem
to require. Under the influence of our free system of government new
republics are destined to spring up at no distant day on the shores of
the Pacific similar in policy and in feeling to those existing on this side
of the Rocky Mountains, and giving a wider and more extensive spread
to the principles of civil and religious liberty..
I am happy to inform you that the cases which have from time to time
arisen of the detention of American vessels by British cruisers on the
coast of Africa under pretense of being engaged in the slave trade have
been placed in a fair train of adjustment. In the case of the Will-iam
and Francz"s full satisfaction will be allowed. In the cases of the Jygris
and Seamew the British Government admits that satisfaction is due. In
the case of the Jones the sum accruing from the sale of that vessel and
cargo will be paid to the owners, while I can not but :flatter myself that
full indemnification will be allowed for all damages sustained by the
detention of the vessel; and in the case of the Douglas Her Majesty's
Government has expressed its determination to make indemnificatiOL.
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Strong hopes are therefore entertained that most, if not all, of these cases
will be speedily adjusted. No new cases have arisen since the ratification of the treaty of Washington, and it is confidently anticipated that
the slave trade, under the operation of the eighth article of that treaty,
will be altogether suppressed.
The occasional interruption experienced by our fellow-citizens engaged
in the :fisheries on the neighboring coast of Nova Scotia has not failed
to claim the attention of the Executive. Representations upon this subject have been made, but as yet no definitive answer to those representations has been received from the British Government.
Two other subjects of comparatively minor importance, but nevertheless of too much consequence to be neglected, remain still to be adjusted
between the two countries. 'By the treaty between the United States
and Great Britain of July, 1815, it is provided that no higher duties shall
be levied in either country on articles imported from the other than on
the same articles imported from any other place. In 1836 rough rice
by act of Parliament was admitted from the coast of Africa into Great
Britain on the payment of a duty of I penny a quarter, while the same
article from all other countries, including the United States, was subjected to the payment of a duty of 20 shillings a quarter. Our minister
at London has from time to time brought this subject to the attention of
the British Government, but so far without success. He is instructed to
renew his representations upon it.
Some years since a claim was preferred against the British Government on the part of certain American merchants for the return of export
duties paid by them on shipments of woolen goods to the United States
after the duty on similar articles exported to other countries had been
repealed, and consequently in contravention of the commercial convention between the two nations securing to us equality in such cases. The
principle on which the claim rests has long since been virtually admitted
by Great Britain, but obstacles to a settlement have from time to time
been interposed, so that a large portion of the amount claimed has not yet
been refunded. Our minister is now engaged in the prosecution of the
claim, and I can not but persuade myself that the British Government
will no longer delay its adjustment.
I am happy to be able to say that nothing has occurred to disturb in
any degree the relations of amity which exist between the United States
and France, Austria, and Russia, as well as with the other powers of
Europe, since the adjournment of Congress. Spain has been agitated
with internal convulsions for many years, from the effects of which, it is
hoped, she is destined speedily to recover, when, under a more liberal
system of commercial policy on her part, our trade with her may again
fill its old and, so far as her continental possessions are concerned, its
almost forsaken channels, thereby adding to the mutual prosperity of
the two countries.
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The Germanic Association of Customs and Commerce, which since its
establishment in 1833 has been steadily growing in power and importance, and consists at this time of more than twenty German States, and
embraces a population of 27,000,000 people united for all the purposes
of commercial intercourse with each other and with foreign states, offers
to the latter the most valuable exchanges on principles more liberal than
are offered in the fiscal system of any other European power. From its
origin the importance of the German union has never been lost sight of
by the United States. The industry, morality, and other valuable qualities of the German nation have always been well known and appreciated.
On this subject ·I invite the attention of Congress to the report of the
Secretary of State, from which it will be seen that while our cotton is
admitted free of duty and fae duty on rice has been much reduced ( which
has already led to a greatly increased consumption), a strong disposition
has been recently evinced by that great body to reduce, upon certain
conditions, their present duty upon tobacco. This being the first intimation of a concession on this -interesting subject ever made by any
European power, I can not but regard it as .well calculated to remove the
only impediment which has so far existed to the most liberal commercial
intercourse between us and them. In this view our minister at Berlin,
who has heretofore industriously pursued the subject, has been instructed
to enter upon the negotiation of a commercial treaty, which, while it will
open new advantages to the agricultural interests of the United States
and a more free and expanded field for commercial operations, will affect
injuriously no existing interest of the Union. Should the negotiation be
crowned with success, its results will be communicated to both Houses
of Congress.
I communicate herewith certain dispatches received from our minister at Mexico, and also a correspondence which has recently occurred
between the envoy from that Republic and the Secretary of State. It
must but be regarded as not a little extraordinary that the Government of
Mexico, in anticipation of a public discussion (which it has been pleased
to infer from newspaper publications as likely to take place in Congress,
relating to the annexation of Texas to the United States), should have
so far anticipated the result of such discussion as to have announced its
determination to visit any such anticipated decision by a formal declaration of war against the United States. If designed to prevent Congress
from introducing that question as a fit ·subject for its calm deliberation
and final judgment, the Executive has no reason to doubt that it will
entirely fail of its object. The representatives of a brave and patriotic
people will suffer no apprehension of future consequences to embarrass
them in the course of their proposed deliberations, nor will the executive department of the Government fail for any such cause to discharge
its whole duty to the country.
The war which has existed for so long a time between Mexico and
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Texas has since the battle of San Jacinto consisted for the most part of
predatory incursions, which, while they have been attended with much
of suffering to individuals and have kept the borders of the two countries in a state of constant alarm, have failed to approach to any definitive result. Mexico has fitted out no formidable armament by land or
by §ea for the subjugation of Texas. Eight years have now elapsed
since Texas declared her independence of Mexico, · and during that time
she has been recognized as a sovereign power by several of the principal
civilized states. Mexico, nevertheless, perseveres in her plans of reconquest, and refuses to recognize her independence. The predatory incursions to which I have alluded have been attended in one instance with
the breaking up of the courts of justice, by the seizing upon the persons
of the judges, jury, and officers of the court and dragging them along
with unarmed, and therefore noncombatant, citizens into a cruel and
oppressive bondage, thus leaving crime to go unpunished and immorality
to pass unreproved. A border warfare is evermore to be deprecated, and
over such a war as has existed for so many years between these two
States humanity has had great cause to lament. Nor is such a condition of things to be deplored only because of the individual suffering
attendant upon it. The effects are far more extensive. The Creator of
the Universe has given man the eai::th for his resting place and its fruits
for his subsistence. Whatever, therefore, shall make the first or any
part of it a scene of desolation affects injuriously his heritage and may
be regarded as a general calamity. Wars may sometimes be necessary,
but all nations have a common interest in bringing them speedily to a
close. The United States have an immediate interest in seeing an end
put to the state of hostilities existing between Mexico and Texas. They
are our neighbors, of the same continent, with whom we are not only
desirous of cultivating the relations of amity, but of the most extended
commercial intercourse, and to practice all the rites of a neighborhood
hospitality. Our own interests are involved in the matter, since, however neutral may be our course of policy, we can not hope to escape the
effects of a spirit of jealousy on the part of both of the powers. Nor
can this Government be indifferent to the fact that a warfare such as
is waged between those two nations is calculated to weaken both powers and finally to render them-and especially the we:iker of the two-the subjects of interference on the part of sti::onger and more powerful
nations, who, intent only on advancing their own peculiar views, may
sooner or later attempt to bring about a compliance with terms as the
condition of their interposition alike derogatory to the nation granting
them and detrimental to the interests of the United States. We could
not be expected quietly to permit any such interference to our disadvantage. Considering that Texas is separated from the United States
by a mere geographical line; that her territory, in the opinion of many,
down to a late period formed a portion of the territory of the United
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States; that it is homogeneous in its population and pursuits with the
adjoining States, makes contributions to the commerce of the world
in the same articles with them, and that most of her inhabitants have
been citizens of the United States, speak the same language, and live
under similar political institutions with ourselves, this Government is
bound by every consideration of interest as well as of sympathy to see
that she shall be left free to act, especially in regard to her domestic
affairs, unawed by force and unrestrained by the policy or views of other
countries. In full view of all these considerations, the Executive has
not hesitated to express to the Government of Mexico how deeply it
deprecated a continuance of the war and how anxiously it desired to
witness its termination. I can not but think that it becomes the United
States, as the oldest of the American Republics, to hold a language to
Mexico upon this subject of an unambiguous character. It is time that
this war had ceased. There must be a limit to all wars, and if the parent
state after -an eight years' struggle has failed to reduce to submission a
portion of its subjects standing out in revolt against it, and who have not
only proclaimed themselves to be independent, but bave been recognized
as such by other powers, she ought not to expect that other nations will
quietly look on, to their obvious injury, upon a protraction of hostilities.
These United States threw off their colonial dependence and established
independent governments, and Great Britain, after having wasted' her
energies in the attempt to subdue them for a less period than Mexico has
attempted to subjugate Texas, had the wisdom and justice to acknowledge their independence, thereby recognizing the obligation which rested
on her as one ·o f the family of nations. An example thus set by one of
the proudest as well as most powerful nations of the earth it could in no
way disparage Mexico to imitate. While, therefore, the Executive would
deplore any collision with Mexico or any disturbance of the friendly
relations which exist between the two countries, it can not permit that
Government to control its policy, whatever it may be, toward ·Texas, but
will treat her-as by the recognition of her independence the United
States have long since declared they would do-as entirely independent
of Mexico. The high obligations of public duty may enforce from the
constituted authorities of the United States a policy which the course
persevered in by Mexico will have mainly contributed to produce, and
the Executive in such a contingency will with confidence throw itself
upon the patriotism of the people to sustain the Government in its course
of action.
Measures of an unusual character have recently been adopted by the
Iexican Government, calculated in no small degree to affect the trade
of other nations with Mexico and to operate injuriously to the United
tates. All foreigners, by a decree of the 23d day of September, and
after six months from the day of its promulgation, are forbidden to carry
on the business of selling by retail any goods within the confines of
Mexico.
gainst this decree our minister has not failed to remonstrate.
The trade heretofore carried on by our citizens with Santa Fe, in which
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much capital was already invested and which was becoming of daily
increasing importance, has suddenly been arrested by a decree of virtual
prohibition on the part of the Mexican Government. Whatever maybe:
the right of Mexico to prohibit any particular course of trade to the citi..
zens or subjects of for~ign powers, this late procedure, to say the least of
it, wears a harsh and unfriendly aspect.
The installments on the claims recently settled by the convention with
Mexico have been punctually paid as they have fallen due, and our
minister is engaged in urging the establishment of a new commission
in pursuance of the convention for the settlement of unadjusted claims.
With the other American States our relations of amity and good will
have remained uninterrupted. Our minister near the Republic of New
Granada has succeeded in effecting an adjustment of the claim upon
that Government for the schooner By Chance, which had been pending
for many years. The claim for the brig Morrz"s, which had its origin
during the existence of the Republic of Colombia, and indemnification
for which since the dissolution of that Republic has devolved upon its
several members, will be urged with renewed zeal.
I have much pleasure in saying that the Government of Brazil has
ad justed the claim upon that Government in the . case of the schooner
John S. Bryan, and that sanguine hopes are entertained that the same
spirit of justice will influence its councils in arriving at an early decision upon the remaining claims, thereby removing all cause of dissension
between two powers whose interests are to some extent interwoven with
each other.
·
Our minister at Chili has succeeded in inducing a recognition by that
Government of the adjustment effected by his predecessor of the first
claim in the ~ase of the Macedonian. The first installment has been
received by the claimants in the United States.
Notice of the exchange of ratifications of the treaty with Peru, which
will take ·p lace at Lima, has not yet reached this country, but is shortly
expected to be received, when the claims upon that Republic will doubtless be liquidated and paid.
In consequence of a misunderstanding between this Government and
that of Buenos Ayres, occurring several years ago, this Government
has remained unrepresented at that Court, while a minister from it has
been constantly resident here. The causes of irritation have in a great
measure passed away, and it is in contemplation, in view of important
'interests which have grown up in that country, at some early period
during the present session of Congress, with the concurrence of the
Senate, to restore diplomatic relations between the two countries.
Under the provisions of an act of Congress of the last session a minister was dispatched from the United States to China in August of the
present year, who, from the latest accounts we have from him, was at
Q.uez, in Egypt, on the 25th of September last, on his route to China.
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In regard to the Indian tribes residing within our jurisdictional limits,
the greatest vigilance of the Government has been exerted to preserve
them at peace among themselves and to inspire them with feelings of
confidence in the justice of this Government and to cultivate friendship
with the border inhabitants. This has happily .succeeded to a great
extent, but it is a subject of regret that they suffer themselves in some
instances to be imposed upon by artful and designing men. and this
notwithstanding all efforts of the Government to prevent it.
The receipts into the Treasury for the calendar year 1843, exclusive of
loans, were little more than $18,000,000, and the expenditures, exclusive
of the payments on the public debt, will have been about $23,000,000.
By the act of 1842 a new arrangement of the fiscal year was made, so that
it should commence on the 1st day of July in each year. The accounts
and estimates for the current fiscal year will show that the loans and Treasury notes made and issued before the close of the last Congress to meet
the anticipated deficiency have not been entirely adequate. Although
on the 1st of October last there was a balance in the Treasury, in consequence of the provisions -::hus made, of $3,914,082.77, yet the appropriations already made by Congress will absorb that balance and leave a probable deficiency of $2,000,000 at the close of the present fiscal year. There
are outstanding Treasury notes to about the amount of $4,600,000, and
should they be returned upon the Treasury during the fiscal year they
will require provision for their redemption. I do not, however, regard
this as probable, since they have obviously entered into the currency of
the country and will continue to form a portion of it if the system now
adopted be continued. The loan of 1841, amounting to $5,672,976.88,
falls due on the 1st day of January, 1845, and must be. provided for or
postponed by a new loan; and unless the resources of revenue should be
materially increased by you there will be a probable deficiency for the
service of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1845, of upward of $4,000,000.
The delusion incident to an enormously excessive paper circulation,
which gave a :fictitious value to everything and stimulated adventure and
speculation to an extravagant extent, has been happily succeeded by the
substitution of the precious metals and paper promptly redeemable in
specie; and thus false values have disappeared and a sounder condition
of things has been introduced. This transition, although intimately connected with the prosperity of the country, has nevertheless been attended
with much embarrassment to the Government in its :financial concerns.
So long as the foreign importers could receive payment for their cargoes
in a currency of greatly less value than that in Europe, but fully available here in the purchase of our agricultural productions ( their profits
being immeasurably augmented by the operation), the shipments were
large and the revenues of the Government became superabundant. But
the change in the character of the circulation from a nominal and
apparently real value in the first stage of its existence to an obviously
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depreciated value in its second, so that it no longer answered the purposes
of exchange or barter, and its ultimate substitution by a sound metallic
and paper circulation combined, has been attended by diminished importations and a consequent falling off in the revenue. This has induced
Congress, from 1837, to resort to the expedient of issuing Treasury notes,
and finally of funding them, in order to supply deficiencies. I can not,
however, withhold the remark that it is in no way compatible with the
dignity of the Government that a public debt should be created in time
of peace to meet the current expenses of the Government, or that temporary expedients should be resorted to an hour longer than it is possible
to avoid them. The Executive can do no more than apply the means
which Congress places in its hands for the support of Government, and,
happily for the good of the country and for the preservation of its liberties, it possesses no power to levy exactions on the people or to force from
them contributions to the public revenue in any form. It can only recommend such measures as may in its opinion be called for by the wants
of the public service to Congress, with whom alone rests the power to
"lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises." This duty has
upon several occasions heretofore been performed. The present condition of things gives flattering promise that trade and commerce are
rapidly reviving, and, fortunately for the country, the sources of re'venue
have only to be opened in order to prove abundant.
While we can anticipate no considerable increase in the proceeds of the
sales of the public lands, for reasons perfectly obvious to all, for several
years to come, yet the public lands can not otherwise than be regarded
as the foundation of the public credit. With so large a body of the most
fertile lands in the world under the control and at the d1sposal of this
Government, no one can reasonably doubt the entire ability to meet its
engagements under every emergency. In seasons -of trial and difficulty
similar to those through which we are passing the capitalist makes his
investments in the Government stocks with the most assured confidence
of ultimate reimbursement; and whatever may be said of a period of great
financial prosperity, such as existed for some years after 1833, I should
regard it as suicidal in a season of financial embarrassment either to
alienate the lands themselves or the proceeds arising from their sales.
The first and paramount duty of those to whom may be inhusted the administration of public affairs is to guard the public credit. In reestablishing the credit of this central Government the readiest and most obvious
mode is taken to restore the credit of the States. The extremities can
only be made sound by producing a healthy action in the central Govern..illent, and the history of the present day fully establishes the fact that
an increase in the value of the stocks of this Government will in a great
majority of instances be attended by an increase in the value of the
stocks of the States. It should therefore be a matter of general congratulation that amidst all the embarrassments arising from surrounding
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circumstances tl,e credit of the Government should have been so fully
restored that it has been enabled to effect a loan of $7,000,000 to redeem
that amount of Treasury notes on terms more favorable than any that
have been offered for many years. And the 6 per cent stock which was
created in 1842 has advanced in the hands of the holders nearly 20 per
cent above its par value. The confidence of the people in the integrity
of their Government has thus been signally manifested. These opinions relative to the public lands d~ not in any manner conflict with the
observance of the most liberal policy toward those of our fellow-citizens
who press forward in to the wilderness and are the pioneers in the work
of its reclamation. In securing to all such their rights of preemption
the Government performs but an act of retributive justice for sufferings
encountered and hardships endured, and finds ample remuneration in the
comforts which its policy insures and the happiness which it imparts.
Should a revision of the tariff with a view to revenue become necessary in the estimation of Congress, I doubt not you will approach the
subject with a just and enlightened regard to the interests of the whole
Union. The principles and views which I have heretofore had occasion to submit remain unchanged. It can, however, never be too often
repeated that the prominent interest of every important pursuit of life
requires for success permanency and stability in legislation. These can
only be attained by adopting as the basis of action moderation in all
things, which is as indispensably necessary to secure the harmonious
action of the political as of the animal system. In our political organization no one section of the country should desire to have its supposed
interests advanced at the sacrifice of all others, but union, being the
great interest, equally precious to all, should be fostered and sustained
by mutual concessions and the cultivation of that spirit of compromise
from which the Constitution itself proceeded.
You will be informed by the report from the Treasury Department of
the measures taken under the act of the last session authorizing the
· reissue of Treasury notes in lieu of those then outstanding. The system
adopted in pursuance of existing laws seems well calculated to save the
country a large amount of interest, while it affords conveniences and
obviates dangers and expense in the transmission of funds to disbursing
agents. I refer you also to that report for the means proposed by the
Secretary to increase the revenue, and particularly to that portion of it
which relates to the subject of the warehousing system, which I earnestly
urged upon Congress at its last session and as to the importance of which
my opinion has undergone no change.
In view of the disordered condition of the currency at the time and
the high rates of exchange between different parts of the country, I felt
it to be incumbent on me to present to the consideration of your predece ,rs a proposition conflicting in no degree with the Constitution or
\Y;,th the rights of the States and having the sanction ( not in detail, but
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in principle) of some of the eminent men who have preceded me in the
Executive office. That proposition contemplated the issuing of Treas, ury notes of denominations of not less than $5 nor more than $mo, to be
employed in the payment of the oblig~tions of the Government in lieu
of gold and silver at the option of the public creditor, and to an amount
not exceeding $15,000,000. It was proposed to make them receivable
everywhere and to establish at various points depositories of gold and
silver to be held in trust for the redemption of such notes, so as to insure
their convertibility into specie. No doubt was entertained that such
notes would have maintained a par value with gold and silver, thus furnishing a paper currency of equal value over the Union, thereby meeting
the just expectations of the people and fulfilling the duties of a parental
government. Whether the depositories should be permitted to sell or
purchase bills under very limited restrictions, together with all its other
details, was submitted to the wisdom of Congress and was regarded. as
of secondary importance. I thought then and think now that such an
arrangement would have been attended with the happiest results. The
whole matter of the currency would have been placed where by the Constitution it was designed to be placed-under the immediate supervision
and control of Congress. The action of the Government would have
been independent of all corporations, and the same eye which rests unceasingly on the specie currency and guards it against adulteration would also
have rested on the paper currency, to control and regulate its issues and
protect it against depreciation. The s~me reasons which would forbid
Congress from parting with the power over the coinage would seem to
operate with nearly equal force in regard to any substitution for the precious metals in the form of a circulating medium. Paper when substituted for specie constitutes a standard of value by which the operations
of society are regulated, and whatsoever · causes its depreciation affects
society to an extent nearly, if not quite, equal to the adulteration of the
coin. Nor can I withhold the remark that its advantages contrasted
with a bank of the United States, apart from the fact that a bank was
esteemed as obnoxious to the public sentiment as well on the score of
expediency as of constitutionalty, appeared to me to be striking and obvious. The relief which a bank would afford by an issue of $15,000,000
of its notes, judging from the experience of the late United States Bank,
would not have occurred in less than fifteen years, whereas under the
proposed arrangement the relief arising from the issue of $15,000,000
of Treasury notes would have been consummated in one year, thus furnishing in one-fifteenth part of the time in which a bank could have
accomplished it a paper medium of exchange equal in amount to the
real wants of the country at par value with gold and silver. The saving
to the Government would have been equal to all the interest which it
has had to pay on Treasury notes of previous as well as subsequent
issues, thereby relieving the Government and at the same time affording
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relief to the people. Under all the responsibilities attached to the station which I occupy, and in redemption of a pledge given to the last
Congress at the close of its first session, I submitted the suggestion to
its consideration at two consecutive sessions. The recommendation,
however, met with no favor at its hands. While I am free to admit that
the necessities of the times have since become greatly ameliorated and
that there is good reason to hope that the country is safely and rapidly
emerging from the difficulties and embarrassments which everywhere
surrounded it in 1841, yet I can not but think that its restoration to a
sound and healthy condition would be greatly expedited by a resort
to the expedient in a modified form.
The operations of the Treasury now rest upon the act of 1789 and the
resolution of 1816, and those laws have been so administered as to produce as great a quantum of good to the country as their provisions are
capable of yielding. If there had been any distinct expression of opinion going to show that public sentiment is averse to the plan, either as
heretofore recommended to Congress or in a modified form, while my
own opinion in regard to it would remain unchanged I should be very
far from again presenting it to your consideration. The Government
has originated with the States and the people, for their own benefit and
advantage, and it would be subversive of the foundation principles of the
political edifice which they have reared to persevere in a measure which
in their mature judgments they had either repudiated or condemned.
TJ:ie will of our constituents clearly expressed should be regarded as the
light to guide our footsteps, the true difference between a monarchical
or aristocratical government and a republic being that in the first the
will of the few prevails over the will of the many, while in the last
the will of the many should be alone consulted.
The report of the Secretary of War will bring you acquainted with the
condition of that important branch of the public service. The Army may
be regarded, in consequence of the small number of the rank and file in
each company and regiment, as little more than a nucleus around which
to rally the military force of the country in case of war, and yet its services in preserving the peace of the frontiers are of a most important
nature. In all cases of emergency the reliance of the country is properly placed in the militia of the several States, and it may well deserve
the consideration of Congress whether a new and more perfect organization might not be introduced, looking mainly to the volunteer companies
of the Union for the present and of easy application to the great body of
the militia in time of war.
The expenditures of the War Department have been considerably
reduced in the last two years. Contingencies, however, may arise which
would call for the filling up of the regiments with a full complement of
men and make it very desirable to remount the corps of dragoons, which
by an act of the last Congress was directed to be dissolved.
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I refer you to the accompanying report of the Secretary for information in relation to the Navy of the United States. While every effort has
been and will continue to be made to !"etrench all superfluities and lop
off all excrescences which from time to time may have grown up, yet it
has not been regarded as wise or prudent to recommend any material
:::hange in the annual appropriations. The interests which are involved
are of too important a character to lead to the recommendation of any
other than a liberal policy. Adequate appropriations ought to be made
to enable the Executive to fit out all the ships that are now in a course
of building or that require repairs for active: service in the shortest possible time should any emergency arise whirh may require it. An efficient navy, while it is the cheapest means of public defense, enlists in its
support the feelings of pride and confidence which brilliant deeds and
heroic valor have heretofore served to strengthen and confirm.
I refer you particularly to that part of the Secretary's report which
has reference to recent experiments in the application of steam and in
the construction of our war steamers, made under the superintendence
of distinguished officers of the Navy. In addition to other manifest
improvements in the construction of the steam engine and application of
the motive power which has rendered them more appropriate to the uses
of ships of war, one of those officers has brought into use a power which
makes the steamship most formidable either for attack or defense. I can
not too strongly recommend this subject to your consideration and do not
hesitate to express my entire conviction of its great importance.
I call your particular attention also to that portion of the Secretary's
report which has reference to the act of the late session of Congress
which prohibited the transfer of any balance of appropriation from other
heads of appropriation to that for building, equipment, and repair. The
repeal of that prohibition will enable the Department to give renewed
employment to a large class of workmen who have been necessarily discharged in consequence of the want of means to pay them-a circumstance attended, especially at this season of the year, with much privation
and suffering.
It gives me great pain to announce to you the loss of the steamship
the Misseuri by fire in the Bay of Gibraltar, where she had stopped to
renew her supplies of coal on her voyage to Alexandria, with Mr. Cushing, the American minister to China, on board. There is ground for
high commendation of the officers and men for the coolness and intrepidity and perfect submission to discipline evinced under the most trying
circumstances. Surrounded by a raging fire, which the utmost exertions
could not subdue, and which threatened momentarily the explosion of
her well-supplied magazines, the officers exhibited no signs of fear and
the men obeyed every order with alacrity. Nor was she abandoned
until the last gleam of hope of saving her had expired. It is well worthy
of your consideration whether the losses sustained by the officers and
crew in this unfortunate affair should not be reimbursed to them.
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I can not take leave of this painful subject without adverting to the
aid rendered upon the occasion by the British authorities at Gibraltar
and the commander, officers, and crew of the British ship of the line
the Malabar, which was lying at the time in the bay. Everything that
generosity or humanity could dictate was promptly performed. It is by
such acts of good will by one to another of the family of nations that
fraternal feelings · are nourished and the blessings of permanent peace
secured.
The report of the Postmaster-General will bring you acquainted with
the operations of that Department during the past year, and will suggest
to you such modifications of the existing laws as in your opinion the
exigencies of the public service may require . . The change which the
country has undergone of late years in the mode of travel and transpor•
tation has afforded so many facilities for the transmission of mail matter
out of the regular mail as to require the greatest vigilance and circuru•
spection in order to enable the officer at the head of the Department to
restrain the expenditures within the income. There is also too much
reason to fear that the franking privilege has run into great abuse. The
Department, nevertheless, has been conducted with the greatest vigor,
and has attained at the least possible expense all the useful objects for
which it was established.
In regard to all the Departments, I am quite happy in the belief that
nothing has been left undone which was called for by a true spirit of
economy or by a system of accountability rigidly enforced. This is in
some degree apparent from the fact that the Government has sustained
no loss by the default of any of its agents. In the complex, but at the
same time beautiful, machinery of our system of government, it is not
a matter of surprise that some remote agency may have failed for an
instant to fulfill its desired office; but I feel confident in the assertion
that nothing has occurred to interrupt the harmonious action of the
Government itself, and that, while the laws have been executed with
efficiency and vigor, the rights neither of States nor individuals have
been trampled on or disregarded.
In the meantime the country has been steadily advancing in all that
contributes to national greatness. The tide of population continues
unbrokenly to flow into the new States and Territories, where a refuge
is found not only for our native-born fellow-citizens, but for emigrants
from all parts of the civilized world, who come among us to partake of
the blessings of our free institutions and to aid by their labor to swell the
current of our wealth and power.
It is due to every consideration of public policy that the lakes and
rivers of the West should receive all such attention at the hands of Congress as the Con titution will enable it to bestow. Works in favorable
and proper ituations on the Lakes would be found to be as indispen•
sably necessary, iu case of war, to carry on safe and successful nava.1
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operations as fortifications on the Atlantic seaboard. The appropriation
made by the last Congress for the improvement of the navigation of the
Mississippi River has been diligently and efficiently applied.
I can not close this communication, gentlemen, without recommending to your most favorable consideration the interests of this District.
Appointed by the Constitution its exclusive legislators, and forming in
this particular the only anomaly in our system of government-of the
legislative body being elected by others than those for whose advantage
they are to legislate-you will feel a superadded obligation to look well
into their condition and to leave no cause for complaint or regr~t. The
seat of Government of our associated republics can not but be regarded
as worthy of your parental care.
In connection with its other interests, as well as those of the whole country , I recommend that at your present session you adopt such measures in
order to carry into effect the Smithsonian bequest as in your judgment
will be best calculated to consummate the liberal intent of the testator.
When, under a dispensation of Divine Providence, I succeeded to the
Presidential office, the state of public affairs was embarrassing and critical.
To add to the irritation consequent upon a long-standing controversy
with one of the most powerful nations of modern times, involving not
only questions of boundary ( which under the most favorable circumstances are always embarrassing), but at the same time important and
high principles of maritime law, border controversies between the citizens
and subjects of the two countries had engendered a state of feeling and
of conduct which threatened the most calamitous consequences. The
h azards incident to this state of things were greatly heightened by the
arrest and imprisonment of a subject of Great Britain, who, acting ( as it
was alleged) as a part of a military force, had aided in the commission
of an act violative of the territorial jurisdiction of the United States and
involving the murder of a citizen of the State of New York. A large
amount of claims against the Government of Mexico remained unadjusted and a war of several years' continuance with the savage tribes of
Florida still prevailed, attended with the desolation of a large portion
of that beautiful Territory and with the sacrifice of many valuable lives.
To increase the embarrassments of the Government, individual and State
credit had been nearly stricken down and confidence in the General Government was so much impaired that loans of a small amount could only
be negotiated at a considerable sacrifice. As a necessary consequence of
the blight which had fallen on commerce and mechanical industry, the
ships of the one were thrown out of employment and the operations of
the other had been greatly diminished. Owing to the condition of the
currency, ex changes between different parts of the country had become
ruinously high and trade had to depend on a depreciated paper currency
in conducting its transactions. I shall be permitted to congiatulate
the country that under an overruling Providence peace was preserved
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without a sacrifice of the national honor; the war in Florida was brought
to a speedy termination; a large portion of the claims on Mexico have
been fully adjudicated and are in a course of payment, while justice has
been rendered to us in other matters by other nations; confidence between
man and man is in a great measure restored and the credit of this Government fully and perfectly reestablished; commerce is becoming more
and more extended in its operations and manufacturing and mechanical industry once more reap the rewards of skill and labor honestly
applied; the operations of trade rest on a sound currency and the rates
of exchange are reduced to their lowest amount.
In this condition of things I have felt it to be my duty to bring to
your favorable consideration matters of great interest in their present
and ultimate results; and the only desire which I feel in connection with
the future is and will continue to be to leave the country prosperous and
its institutions unimpaired.
,,
JOHN TYLER.
\

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
CITY OF WASHINGTON,

December 8, I8¢J•

To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury,
exhibiting certain transfers of appropriations which have been made in
that Department in pursuance of the power vested in the President of
the United States by the act of Congress of the 3d March, 1809, entitled
'' An act further to amend the several acts for the establishment and
regulation of the Treasury, War, and Navy Departments."

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, December I2, I8¢J•
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their consideration in reference
to its ratification, a convention for the surrender of criminals between
the United States of America and His Majesty the King of the French,
signed at this place on the 9th day of November last by the Secretary of
State and the minister plenipotentiary ad interim from the French Government to the United States.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, December I6, I8¢3·
To the House of Representatives:
The two Houses of Congress at their last session passed a joint resolution, which originated in the House of Representatives, "presenting the
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thanks of Congress to Samuel T. Washington for the service..sword of
George Washington and the staff of Benjamin Franklin, presented by him
to Congress." This resolution (in consequence, doubtless, of a merely
accidental omission) did not reach me until after the adjournment of
Congress, and therefore did riot receive my approval and signature, which
it would otherwise promptly have received. I nevertheless felt myself
at liberty and deemed it entirely proper to communicate a copy of tht
resolution to Mr. Washington, as is manifested by the accompanying
copy of the letter which I addressed to him. The joint resolution, together with a copy of the letter, is deposited in the Department of State,
and can be withdrawn and communicated to the House if it see cause to
require them.

JOHN TYLER.
[From Miscellaneous Letters, Department of State.]
WASHINGTON, April 27.
T. WASHINGTON, Esq.
DE:AR SIR: I send you a copy of a joint resolution of the two Houses of Congress
expressive of the estimate which they place upon the presents which you recently
made to the United States of the sword used by your illustrious relative, George
Washington, in the military career of his early youth in the Seven Years' War, and
throughout the War. of our National Independence, and of the staff bequeathed by
the patriot, statesman, and sage Benjamin Franklin to the same leader of the armies
of freedom in the Revolutionary War, George Washington.
These precious relics have been accepted in the name of the nation, and have been
deposited among its archives.
I avail myself of the opportunity afforded in the performance of this pleasing task
to tender you assurances of my high respect and esteem.
JOHN TYLER.

SAMUEL

[From Pocketed Laws, Department of State.]
JOINT RESOLUTION presenting the thanks of Congress to Samuel T. Washington for the
service sword of George Washington and the staff of Benjamin Franklin, presented by him
to Congress.

Resolved unanimously by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the thanks of this Congress be presented to Samuel T. Washington, of Kanawha County, Va., for the present of the
sword used by his illustrious relative, George Washington, ·in the military career of
his early youth in the Seven Years' War, and throughout the War of our National
Independence, and of the staff bequeathed by the patriot, statesman, and sage Benjamin Franklin to the same leader of the armies of freedom in the Revolutionary
War, George Washington.
That these precious relics are hereby accepted in the name of the nation; that
they be deposited for safe-keeping in the Department of State of the United States;
and that a copy of this resolution, signed by the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, be transmitted to the said Samuel T.
Washington.
JOHN WHITE,

Speaker of the House of Representatives.
WILLIE P. MANGUM,
M

President of the Senate pro tempore.
P-VOL IV-I8
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WASHINGTON, December 26, I8,f.J.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a communication from the War Departmen.t, containing all the information and correspondence in that Department '' on
the subject of the 'mountain howitzer' taken by Lieutenant Fremont
on the expedition to the Oregon'' [TerritoryJ, as requested by the resolution of the Senate of the 18th instant.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, D. C., December 27, I81-J.
To the Senate of the United States:
I lay before the Senate a convention for the settlement of the claims of
the citizens and Government of the Mexican Republic against the Government of the United States and of the citizens and Government of the
United States against the Government of tlie Mexican Republic, signed
in the City of Mexico on the 20th of last month.
I am happy to believe that this convention provides as fully as is practicable for the adjustment of all claims of our citizens on the Government
of Mexico. That Government has thus afforded a gratifying proof of its
promptness and good faith in observing the stipulation of the sixth article of the convention of the 30th of January last.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, January 8, I8,14.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit a report* made by the Secretary of the Navy in
pursuance of the provisions of the act of the 3d March, 1843.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, January IO, I8,14.
To the House of Representatz'ves:
I transmit the accompanying lettert from the Secretary of State, and
copy of a correspondence between that officer and the minister from Portugal near this Government, to which I invite the attention of Congress.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, January I6, I8¢,f.,
To the House of Representatives of the Unz"fed States:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the rnth
instant, requesting the President to communicate to that body '' copies
of all correspondence with any foreign government relative to the title,
boundary, discovery, and settlement of the Territory of Oregon," I have
•Transmitting abstracts of proposals made to the avy Department and its several bureaus.
t Relating to the duties levied on the wines of Portugal and its possessions by t.::riff acts of thl
United States in violation of the treaty of August 26, 1840.
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to state that the information called for by the House has been already
from time to time transmitted to Congress, with the exception of such
correspondence as has been held within the last few months between
the Department of State and our minister at London; that there is a
prospect of ~pening a negotiation on the subject of the northwestern
boundary of the United States immediately after the arrival at Washington of the newly appointed British minister, now daily expected; and
that under existing circumstances it is deemed inexpedient, with a view
to the public interest, to furnish a copy of the correspondence above
mentioned.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON CITY, January I7, I844.
To the Senate o.f the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 26th ultimo, I
transmit herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with a copy of the
proceedings of the court-martial in the case of Second Lieutenant D. C.
Buell, Third Infantry, and of all orders and papers in relation thereto.
It will be perceived that at the date of the resolution the final action
of the Executive was not had upon the case. That action having since
taken place, it is communicated with the papers.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, D. c., January I9, I844.
To the House o.f Representatz'ves:
In compliance with your resolution of the 15th December, 1843, requesting ' ' such information as may be on file in any of the Departments
relative to the formation of a junction between the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans, " I transmit herewith a letter from the Secretary of State, with
accompanying documents, in relation thereto.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, January 24, I8,14.
To the House o.f Representalives:
I communicate to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary of State, under date of the 7th ultimo, accompanied by a copy
of a note from the Chevalier de Argaiz, on the subject of the schooner
A mistad.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, January 26, I84,t..
To the House o.f Representatives:
I transmit herewith a report pf the Secretary of War and accompany.
ing papers, containing-the information respecting the Indians remaining
at present in Florida, requested by a resolution of the House of Repre,
sentatives of the 10th instant.
JOHN TYLER.
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WASHINGTON, January 30, I8,f.,f..
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I transmit a report* of the War Department, prepared under a resolution of the Senate of the 4th instanL
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 6, r814.
To the House o.f Representatives:
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of
the 22d January, I herewith transmit a lettert from the Secretary of the
Navy, containing all the information in the possession of that Department on the subject to which the resolution refers.
.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 7, r8,t4.
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I transmit to the Senate of the United States, in answer to their resolution of the 9th of January last, a report t from the Secretary of State
and a report§ from the Secretary of War.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 9, r8,t4.
To the Senate o.f the Unt'ted States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 31st January, I
herewith transmit the accompanying letter 11 from the Secretary of the

Navy.

JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February I2, I8.f.,f.,
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the Senate articles of agreement between the
Delawares and Wyandots, by which the Delawares propose to convey to
the Wyandots certain lands therein mentioned, for the ratification and
approval of the Senate, together with the accompanying documents,
marked A and B.
My mind is not clear of doubt as to the power of the Executive to
act in the matter, but being opposed to the assumption of any doubtful
power, I have considered it best to submit the agreement to your consideration.
JOHN TYLER.
*Relating to the proceedings and conduct of the Choctaw commission, sitting in the State of
Mississippi, under the Dancing Rabbit Creek treaty.
tRelating to appointments of masters' mates and the postponement of the sailing of the frigate
Ran·t an.
t Stating that there has been no correspondence with the British Government relative to presents, etc., by that Government to Indians in the United States.
lTransmitting a letter from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs relative to presents, etc., to
Indians in the United tates by the British Government.
(Relating to a proposed extension of the duties of the Home Squadron,

John Tyler
WASHINGTON, February I2, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a letter from the governor of Iowa, accompanied
by a memorial from the legislative a?sembly of that Territory, asking
admission as an independent State into the Union.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February I2, I8,t.,t..
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith the copy of a report made by Captain R. F. Stockton, of the United States Navy, relative to the vessel of war the Princeton, which has been constructed under his supervision and direction, and
recommend the same to the attentive consideration of Congress.
JOHN TYLER.

FEBRUARY 15, 1844.
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury,
submitting a report from the Commissioner of the General Land Office
and accompanying papers, in answer to a resolution adopted by the Senate on the 6th instant, requesting certain information respecting the
receipt by local_land officers of fees not authorized by law and the 1lleasures which have been adopted in reference thereto.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, D. C., February I5, I8,t.,t..
I
..
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unz"ted States:
In compliance with the request contained in the accompanying letter
from the governor of the State of Kentucky, I herewith transmit certain
resolutions* adopted by the legislature of that State, in relation to a
digest of the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 20, I8,t.,t..
To the House of .Representatives of the United States:
I transmit herewith a reportt from the ·secretary of War, containing
the information requested in the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 29th ultimo.
In order to a full understanding of the matter I have deemed it proper
to transmit with the information requested a copy of the reply of the
Adjutant-General to Brevet Major-General Gaines, with the documents
to which it refers.
·
JOHN TYLER.

* Asking the publication and distribution of a digest of the decisions of the Supreme Court of
the United States.
t Relating to the settlement of the accounts of Major-General Gaines, etc.
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wASHINGTON, February 20, z814.
To the Senate of the United States: ·
I transmit to the Senate a report* from the Secretary of State, with
accompanying documents, in ans~er to their resolution of the 31st of
January last.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 2z, z814.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives, in answer to their
resolution of the I 6th instant, a report t from the Secretary of State, witb
the correspondence therein referred to.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 23, z814.
To the House of Representatives:
I transmit herewith a communication from the Secretary of the Navy,
to which I invite the particular attention of Congress. The act entitled
"An act to authorize the President of the United States to direct transfers of appropriation in the naval service under certain circumstances''
has this day met with my approval, under no expectation that it can be
rendered available to the present wants of the service, but as containing an exposition of the views of Congress as to the entire policy of
transfers from one head of appropriation to any other in the naval service and as a guide to the Executive in the administration of the duties
of that Department. The restrictions laid upon the power to transfer
by the latter clauses of the act have rendered its passage of no avail at
the present moment.
It will, however, be perceived by the document accompanying the
report of the Secretary that there has been realized by recent sales of old
iron, copper, and other materials the sum of $u6,922. 79. These sales
were ordered for the express purpose of enabling the Executive to complete certain ships now on the stocks, the completion of which is called for
by the economical wants of the service; and the doubt existing as to the
power of the Government to apply this sum to the objects contemplated
proceeds from the fact that the late Secretary of the Navy directed them
to be placed in the Treasury, although in doing so he had no intention of
diverting them from their intended head of expenditure. The Secretary
of the Treasury, however, has brought himself to the opinion that they
could only be entered under the head of miscellaneous receipts, and therefore can only be withdrawn by authority of an express act of Congress.
I would suggest the propriety of the passage of such an act without delay.
As intimately associated with the means of public defense, I can not

* Relating to slaves committing crimes and escaping from the United States to the British dominions since the ratification of the treaty of 1842, and the refusal of the British authorities to give them
up, and to the.construction which the British Government puts upon the article of saicl t!"eaty relative to slaves committing crimes in the United States and taking refuge in the British dominions.
t Relating to a demand upon the British Government for the surrender of certain fugitive criminals from Florida under the provisions of the tenth article of the treaty of Washington.
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forbear urging upon you the importance of constructing, upon the principles which have been brought into use in the construction of the Princeton, several ships of war of a larger class, better fitted than that ship to
the heavy armament which should be placed on board of them. The success which has so eminently crowned this first experiment should encourage Congress to lose no time in availing the country of all the important
benefits so obviously destined to flow from it. Other nations will speedily
give their attention to the subject, and it would be criminal in the United
States, the first to apply to practical purposes the great power which
has been brought into use, to permit others to avail themselves of our
improvements while we stood listlessly and supinely by. In the number
of steam vessels of war we are greatly surpassed by other nations, and yet
to Americans is the wor:ld indebted for that great discovery of the means
of successfully applying steam power which has in the last quarter century so materially changed the condition of the world. We have now
taken another and even bolder step, the results of which upon the affairs
of nations remain still to be determined, and I can not but flatter myself
that it will be followed up without loss of time to the full extent of th~
public demands. The Secretary of the Navy will be instructed to lay
before you suitable estimates of the cost of constructing so many ships of
such size and dimensions as you may think proper to order to be built.
The application of steam power to ships of war no longer confines us
to the seaboard in their construction. The urgent demands of the service
for the Gulf of Mexico and the substitution of iron for wood in the construction of ships plainly point to the establishment of a navy-yard at
some suitable place on the Mississippi. The coal :fields and iron mines
of the extensive region watered by that noble river recommend such an
establishment, while high considerations of public policy would lead to
the same conclusion.
One of the complaints of the Western States against the actual operation of our system of government is that while large and increasing
expenditures of public money are made on the Atlantic frontier the expenditures in the interior are comparatively small. The time has now
arrived when this cause of complaint may be in a great measure removed
by adopting the legitimate and necessary policy which I have indicated,
thereby throwing around the States another bond of union.
I could not forego the favorable opportunity which has presented itself,
growing out of the communication from the Secretary of the Navy, to
urge upon you the foregoing recommendations.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 29, I844.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I have to perform the melancholy duty of announcing to the two
Houses of Congress the death of the Hon. Abel P. Upshur, late Secretary
of State, and the Hon. Thomas W. Gilmer, late Secretary of the Navy.
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This most lamentable occurrence transpired on board the United States
ship of war the Princeton on yesterday at about half past 4 o'clock in the
evening, and proceeded from the explosion of one of the large guns of
that ship.
The loss which the Government and the country have sustained by this
deplorable event is heightened by the death at the same time and by the
same cause of several distinguished persons and valuable citizens.
I shall be permitted to express my great grief at an occurrence which
has thus suddenly stricken from my side two gentlemen upon whose
advice I so confidently relied in the discharge of my arduous task of
administering the office of the executive department, and whose services
at this interesting period were of such vast importance .
. In some relief of the public sorrow which must necessarily accompany
this most painful event, it affords me much satisfaction to say that it was
produced by no carelessness or,inattention on the part of the officers and
crew of the Princeton, but must be set down as one of those casualties
which to a greater or less degree attend upon every service, and which
are invariably incident to the temporal affairs of mankind. I will also
add that it in no measure detracts· from the value of the improvement
contemplated in the construction of the Princeton or from the merits o;
her brave and distinguished commander and projector.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

March 7,

I84f..

To the House o.f Representatz'ves o.f the United States:
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report* from the Secretary of State, with documents, containing the information requested by
their resolution of the 26th ultimo.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, March 8, I8,f4.
To the House of Representatives:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of
the roth of January last, I communicate to that body a reportt from the
Secretary of State ad interim, which embraces the information called
for by said resolution.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

March 8, I8,t.,t..

To the Senate o.f the United States:
I communicate to the Senate a report,! with the documents accompa•
nying it, from the Secretary of State, in answer to a resolution of that
body of the 25th of January, 1844.
JOHN TYLER.
*Relating to the colony of Liberia, in Africa.

t Relating to the production, g rowth, and trade in tobacco.
i Transmitting names,

retuJ"lls, etc., of cons\lls and ~mlJlcrcial agents of the UPited State&
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WASHINGTON, March 9, I8,t4.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate, in answer to their resolution of the 21st
ultimo, a report* from the Secretary of State, with accompanying papers.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, March II, I8,14.
To the House of Representatives:
In compliance with your resolution of the 26th ultimo, I herewith
transmit a report t from the Secretary of the Navy.'
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, March I2, I8,t4.
To the House of Representalives:
I transmit herewith a report! of the Secretary of War, prepared in
compliance with a resolution of the House of Represent,atives of the 26th
ultimo.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, D. C., March I8, I8,t4.
To the House of Representatives:
I transmit herewith a report§ from the Secretary of State, in answer
to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 18th 9f January
last.
JOHN TYLER.

-WASHINGTON, March I9, I8,t4.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a letter II from the Secretary of State and certain
documents accompanying the s~me, in answer to the resolution of the
Senate of the 8th instant.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, March 20, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of State, with
documents, containing the information** requested by their resolution
JOHN TYLER.
of the 23d ultimo.
* Relating to the abuse of the United States flag in subservience to the African slave trade, and to
the taking away of slaves the property of Portuguese subjects in vessels owned or employed by
«:itizens of the United States.
tTransmitting list of officers appointed in the Navy since June 1, 1843.
l Transmitting list of officers appointed in the Army since June 1, 1843.
Transmitting list of persons employed by the Department of State without express authority
of law, etc., from March 4, 1837, to December 31, 1843, inclusive.
II Transmitting the commission appointing Caleb Cushing a representative of the Government
of the United States in China; papers, etc., eoncerning the payment of $40,000, appropriated for
sending a commissioner, etc., to China.
*~Relating to the interpretation of the tenth article of the treaty of August 9, 1842, between the
Uruted States and Great Britain,
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w ASHINGTON, March 20, z814
To the House ef R_epresentatives:
I transmit herewith to the House of Representatives a copy of the convention concluded on the 17th day of March, 1841, between the United
States and the Republic of Peru, which has been duly ratified and of
which the ratifications have been exchanged.
The communication of this treaty is now made to the end that suitable
measures may be adopted to give effect to the first article thereof, which
provides for the distribution among the claimants of the sum of $300,000,
thereby stipulated to be paid.
JOHN TYLER.
[The same message was sent to the Senate.]
WASHINGTON CITY, March 26, z8,t4.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I transmit herewith copies of the report and papers* referred to in a
resolution of the Senate of the 20th of February last.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, March 26, I8{4,
To the House ef Representatives ef the United .States:
I submit for the consideration of Congress the accompanying communication from A. Pageot, minister plenipotentiary ad interim of the King
of the French, upon the subject of the tonnage duties levied on French
vessels coming into the ports of the United States from the islands of St.
Pierre and Miquelon, and proposing to place our commercial intercourse
with those islands upon the same footing as now exists with the islands
of Martinique and Guadaloupe, as regulated by the acts of the 9th of
May, 1828, and of the 13th of July, 1832. No reason is perceived for
the discrimination recognized by the existing law, and rn;me why the provisions of the acts of Congress referred to should not be extended to the
commerce of the islands in question.
JOHN TYLER.

To the Senate:

WASHINGTON,

March 27, I8,14.

I transmit herewith a communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, to whom I had referred the resolution of the Senate of the 27th

December last, showing that the information t called for by that resolution can not be furnished from authentic data.
JOHN TYLER.

*R

la ting to the urvey of the harbor of st. Louis.
tateme?t of the expenditure of the Government each year from its organization up to the
pr ·cot penod, and when and for what purpose these expenditures were made.

t

John Tyler
WASHINGTON, D. C., April 9, I814.
To the House of Representat£ves:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
23d of March last, requesting the President to lay before the House '' the
authority and the true copies of all requests and applications upon which .
he deemed it his duty to interfere with the naval and military forces of
the United States on the occasion of the recent attempt of the people
of Rhode Island to establish a fr~e constitution in the place of the old
charter government of that State; a~so copies of the instructions to and
statements of the charter commissioners sent to him by the then existing
authorities of the State of Rhode Island; ;:ilso copies of the correspondence between the Executive of the United States and the charter government of the State of Rhode Island, and all the papers and documents
connected with the same; also copies of the correspondence, if any,
between the heads of Departments at;id said charter government or any"
person or persons connected with the said government, and of any accompanying papers and documents; also copies of all orders issued by the
Executive of the United States, or any of the Departments, to military
officers for the movement or employment of troops to or in Rhode Island;
also copies of all orders to naval officers to prepare steam or other vessels
of the United States for service in the waters of Rhode Island; also copies
. of all orders to the officers of revenue cutters for the same service; also
copies of any instructions borne by the Secretary of War to Rhode Island
on his visit in 1842 to review the troops of the charter government; also
copies of any order or orders to any officer or officers of the Army or
Navy to report themselves to the charter government; and that he be
requested to lay before this House copies of any other papers or documents in the possession of the Executive connected with this subject not
above specifically enumerated,'' I have to inform the House that the
Executive did not deem it his '' duty to interfere with the naval and
military forces of the United States" in the late disturbances in Rhode
Island; that no orders were issued by the Executive or any of the
Departments to military officers for the movement or employment of
troops to or in Rhode Island other than those which accompany this
message and which contemplated the strengthening of the garrison at
Fort Adams, which, considering the extent of the agitation in Rhode
Island, was esteemed necessary and judicious; that no orders were issued
to naval officers to prepare steam or other vessels of the United States
for service in the waters of Rhode Island; that no orders were is~ued
"to the officers of the revenue cutters for said service;" that no instructions were borne by "the Secretary of War to Rhode Island 011 his visit
in r 842 to review th'e troops of the charter government/' that no orders were
given to any officer or officers of the Army or Navy to report themselves
to the charter government; that "requests and applications" were
made to the Executive to fulfill the guaranties of the Constitution which
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impose on the Federal Government the obligation to protect and defend
each State of the Union against ''domestic violence and foreign invasion,"
but the Executive was at no time convinced that the casus fa:deris had
arisen which required th~ interposition of the military or naval power in
the controversy which unhappily existed between the people of Rhode
Island. I was in no manner prevented from so interfering by the inquiry
whether Rhode Island e~isted as an independent State of the Union.
under a charter granted at an early period by the Crown of Great Britain
or not. It was enough for the Executive to know that she was recog~ized as a sovereign State by Great Britain by the treaty of 1783; that at
a later day she had in common with her sister States poured out her blood
and freely expended her treasure in the War of the Revolution; that she
, was a party to the Articles of Confederation; that at an after period
she adopted the Constitution of the United States as a free, independent,
and republican State; and that in this character she has always possessed
her full quota of representation in the Senate and House of Representatives; and that up to a recent day she has conducted all her domestic
affairs and fulfilled all her obligations as a member of the Union, in
peace and war, under her charter government, as it is denominated by the
resolution of the House of the 23d March. I must be permitted to disclaim entirely and unqualifiedly the right on the part of the Executive
to make any real or supposed defects existing in any State constitution or
form of government the pretext for a failure to enforce the laws or the
guaranties of the Constitution of the United States in reference to any
such State. I utterly repudiate the idea, in terms as emphatic as I can
employ, that those laws are not to be enforced or those guaranties complied with because the President may believe that the right of suffrage
or any other great popular right is either too restricted or too broadly
enlarged. I also with equal strength resist the idea that it falls within
the Executive competency to decide in controversies of the nature of
that which existed in Rhode Island on which side is the majority of the
people or as to the extent of the rights of a mere numerical majority.
For the Executive to assume such a power would be to assume a power
of the most dangerous character. Under such assumptions the States of
this Union would have no security for peace or tranquillity, but might
be converted into the mere instruments of Executive will. Actuated by
selfish purposes, he might become the great agitator, fomenting assaults
upon the State constitutions and declaring the majority of to-day to be
the minority of to-morrow, and th~ minority, in its turn, the majority,
before whose decrees the established order of things in the State should
be subverted. Revolution, civil commotion, and bloodshed would be the
inevita le consequences. The provision in the Constitution intended for
the security of the States would thus be turned into the instrument of
their destruction. The President would become, in fact, the great constitution maker for the States, and all power would be vested in his hands.
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When, therefore, the governor of Rhode Island, by his letter of the 4th
. <>f April, 1842, made a requisition upon the Executive for aid to put down
the late disturbances, I had no hesitation in recognizing the obligations
of the Executive to furnish such aid upon the occurrence of the contingency provided for by the Constitution and laws. My letter of the I 1th
of April, in reply to the governor's letter of the 4th, is herewith communicated, together with all correspondence which passed at a subsequent
day and the letters and· documents mentioned in the schedule hereunto
annexed. From the correspondence between the Executive of the United
States and that of Rhode Island, it will not escape observation that while
I regarded it as my duty to announce the principles by which I should
govern myself in the contingency of an armed interposition on the part
of this Government being necessary to uphold the rights of the State of
Rhode Island and to preserve its domestic peace, yet that the strong
hope was indulged and expressed that all the difficulties would disappear before an enlightened policy of conciliation and compromise. In
that spirit I addressed to Governor King the letter of the 9th of May,
1842, marked Cl private and confidential," and received his reply of the
12th of May of the same year. The desire of the Executive was from the
beginning to bring the dispute to a termination without the interposition
of the military power of the United States, and it will continue to be a
subject of self-congratulation that this leading object of policy was finally
accomplished. The Executive resisted all entreaties, however urgent,
to depart from this line of conduct. Information from private sources
had led the Executive to conclude that little else was designed by Mr .
. Dorr and his adherents than mere menace with a view to intimidation;
nor was tw opinion in any degree shaken until the 22d of June, 1842,
when it w j strongly represented from reliable sources, as will be seen by
reference _to the documents herewith communicated, that preparations
were making by Mr. Dorr, with a large force in arms, to invade the
State, which force had been recruited in the neighboring States and had
been already preceded by the collection of military stores in considerable
quantities at one or two points. This was a state of things to which the
Executive could not be indifferent. Mr. Dorr speedily afterwards took
up his headquarters at Chepachet and assumed the command of what
was reported to be a large force, drawn chiefly from voluntary enlistments made in neighboring States. The Executive could with difficulty
bring itself to realize the fact that the citizens of other States should have
forgotten their duty to themselves and the Constitution of the United
States and have entered into the highly reprehensible and indefensible
course of interfering so far in the concerns of a sister State as to have
entered into plans of invasion, conquest, and revolution; but the Executive felt it to be its duty to look minutely into the matter, and therefore
the Secretary of War was dispatched to Rhode Island with instructions
(a copy of which is herewith transmitted), and was authorized, should
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a requisition be made upon the Executive by the government of Rhode
Island in pursuance of law, and the invaders should not abandon their
purposes, to call upon the governors of Massachusetts and Connecticut
for a sufficient number of militia at once to arrest the invasion and to
interpose such of the regular troops as could be spared from Fort Adams
for the defense of th,e city of Providence in the event of its being attacked,
as was strongly represented to be in contemplation. Happily there was
no necessity for either issuing the proclamation or the requisition or for
removing the troops from Fort Adams, where they had been properly
stationed. Chepachet was evacuated and Mr. Dorr' s troops dispersed
without the necessity of the interposition of any military force by this
Government, thus confirming me in my early impressions that nothing
more had been designed from the first by those associated with Mr. Dorr
than to excite fear and apprehension and thereby to obtain concessions
from the constituted authorities which might be claimed as a triumph
over the existing government.
With the d~spersion of Mr. Dorr's troops ended all difficulties. A convention was shortly afterwards called, by due course of law, to amend the
fundamental law, and a new constitution, based on more liberal principles
than that abrogated, was proposed, and adopted by the people. Thus
the great American experiment of a change in government under the
influence of opinion and not of force has been again crowned with success, and the State and people of Rhode Island repose in safety under
institutions of their own adoption, unterrified by any future prospect of
necessary change and secure against domestic violence and invasion from
abroad. I congratulate the country upon so happy a termination of a
condition of things which seemed at one time seriously to threaten the
public peace. It may justly be regarded as worthy of the age and of
the country in which we live.
JOHN TYLER.
PROVIDENCE, April 4, I8p.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: The State of Rhode Island is threatened with domestic violence. Apprehending that the legislature can not be convened in sufficient season to apply to the
Government of the United States for effectual protection in this case, I hereby apply
to you, as the executive of the State of Rhode Island, for the protection which is
required by the Constitution of the United States. To communicate more fully with
you on this subject, I have appointed John Whipple, John Brown Francis, and
Elisha R. Potter, esqs., three of our most distinguished citizens, to proceed to Washington and to make known to you in behalf of this State the circumstances which
call for the interposition of the Government of the United States for our protection.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
SAM. W. KI G,
Governor of Rhode Island.
PROVIDENCE, April 4, I842.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
Sm: For nearly a year last past the tate of Rhode Island has been agitated by
revolutionary movements, and is now threatened with domestic violence.
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The report-i<· of a joint committee of both branches of the legislature of this State,wjth an act* and resolutions* accompanying the same, herewith communicated,
were passed unanimously by the senate, and by a vote of 6o to 6 in the house of
representatives. The legislature adjourned to the first Tuesday of May next.
It has become my duty by one of these resolutions to adopt such measures as in
my opinion may be necessary in the recess of the legislature to execute the laws and
preserve the State from domestic violence.
The provisions of the said act '' in relation to offenses against the sovereign power
of this State'' have created much excitement among that portion of the people who
have unequivocally declared their intention to set up another government in this
State and to put down the existing government, and they threaten, individually and
collectively, to resist the execution of this act. The numbers of this party are sufficiently formidable to threaten seriously our peace, and in some portions of the State,
and in this city particularly, may constitute a majority of the physical force, though
they are a minority of the people of the State.
Under the dangers which now threaten us, I have appointed John Whipple, John
Brown Francis, and Elisha R. Potter, esqs., three of our most distinguished citizens,
t.o proceed to Washington and consult with you in behalf of this State, with a view
that such precautionary measures may be taken by the Government of the United
States as may afford us that protection which the Constitution of the United States
requires. There is but little doubt that a proclamation from the President of the
United States and the presence here of a military officer to act under the authority
of the United States would destroy the delusion which is now so prevalent, and convince the deluded that in a contest with the government of this State they would be
involved in a contest with the Government 0f the United States, which could only
eventuate in their destruction.
As no State can keep troops in time of peace without the consent of Congress,
there is the more necessity that we should be protected by those who have the
means of protection. We shall do all we can for ourselves. The Government of
the United States has the power to prevent as well as to defend us from violence.
The protection provided by the Constitution of the United States will not be effectual unless such precautionary measures may be taken as are necessary to prevent
lawless men from breaking out into violence, as well as to protect the State from
further violence after it has broken out. Preventive measures are the most prudent
and safe, and also the most merciful.
The protective power would be lamentably deficient if "the beginning of strife,"
which '' is like the letting out of waters,'' can not be prevented, and no protection
can be afforded the State until to many it would be too late.
The above-named gentlemen are fully authorized to act in behalf of the State of
Rhode Island in this emergency, and carry with them such documents and proof as
will, no doubt, satisfy you that the interposition of the authority of the Government
of the United States will be salutary and effectual.
I am, sir, very respectfully 1 rour obedient servant,
SAM. W. KING,
Governor of Rhode Island.
APRII, 9, 1842.
Mv DEAR SIR: t Will you do me the favor to see the committee from Rhode Island
as soon after the meeting of the Cabinet as may suit your convenience?
I regret to learn from Mr. Francis that the leaning of your mind was decidedly
against any expression of opinion upon the subject, upon the ground that free suffrage must prevail. Undoubtedly it will. That is not the question. The freeholders of Rhode Island have yielded that point, and the only question is between their
constitution, providing for an extension of suffrage, and ours, containing substantially

*Omitted.
t Addressed to the President of the United States.
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the same provision-whether their constitution shall be carried out by force ofarms
without a majority, or the present government be supported until a constitution can
be agreed upon that will command a majority. Neither their constitution nor ours
has as yet received a majority of the free white males over 21 years of age. There
is no doubt upon that subject, and I very much regret that your mind should have
been influenced ( if it has) by the paper called the Express. Nearly all the leaders
who are professional men have abandoned them, on the ground that a majority is
not in favor of their constitution. I know this to be true. I do hope that you will
reconsider this vital question and give us a full hearing before you decide.
With great respect, very truly and sincerely, yours,
JOHN WHIPPLE.
His Excellency JOHN TYLER,

President of the United States:
The undersigned, having been deputed by Samuel W. King, the governor of the
State of Rhode Island, to lay before you the present alarming condition in which
the people of that State are placed, and to request from you the adoption of such
prudential measures as in your opinion may tend to prevent domestic violence, beg
leave most respectfully to state the following among the leading facts, to which your
attention is more particularly invited:
That the people of Rhode Island have no fundamental law except the charter of
King Charles II, granted in 1663, and the usage of the. legislature under it. Legislative usage under their charters has been decided by the Supreme Court of the
United States to be the fundamental law both in Connecticut and Rhode Island.
That from the date of the Rhode Island charter down to the year 1841, a period
of nearly two hundred years, no person has been allowed to vote for town or State
offices unless possessed of competent estates and admitted free in the several towns
in which they resided.
That since the statute of 1728 no person could be admitted a freeman of any town
unless he owned a freehold estate of the value fixed by la,w ( now $134) or was the
eldest son of such a freeholder.
That until the past year no attempt has been made, to our knowledge, to establish
any other fundamental law, by force, than the one under which the people have
Ii ved for so long a period.
That at the January session of the legislature in 1841 a petition signed by five
or six hundred male inhabitants, praying for such an extension of suffrage as the
legislature might in their wisdom deem expedient to p opose, was presented.
That, influenced by that petition, as well as by other considerations, the legislature
at that session requested the qualified voters, or freemen, as they are called with us,
to choose delegates at their regular town meetings to be holden in August, 1841, for
a convention to be holden in November, 1841, to frame a written constitution.
That the result of the last meeting of this legal convention in February, 1842, was
the constitution* accompanying this statement, marked--, which, in case of its
adoption by the people, would have been the supreme law of the State.
Most of the above facts are contained in the printed report of a numerous committee of the legislature at their session in March, 1842, which report was adopted
by the legislature.
That in May, 1841, after said legal convention had been provided for by the legislature, and before the time appointed for the choice of delegates by the qualified
voters (August, 1841), a mass meeting was held by the friends of an extension of
t.uffrage at ewport, at which meeting a committee was appointed, called the State
committee, who were authorized by said mass meeting to take measures for calling
a convention to frame a constitution.
•Omitted.
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That this committee, thus authorized, issued a request for a meeting of the male
citizens in the several towns to appoint delegates to the proposed convention.
That meetings ( of unqualified voters principally, as we believe) were accordingly
holden in the several towns, unauthorized by law, and contrary to the invariable
custom and usage of the State from 1663 down to that period; that the aggregate
votes appointing the delegates to that convention were, according to their own estimate, about 7,200, whereas the whole number of male citizens over 21 years of age,
after making a deduction for foreigners, paupers, etc., was, according to their own
estimate, over 22,000.
That this convention, thus constituted, convened in Providence in October, 1841,
and the constitution called the "people's constitution" was the result of their deliberations.
,
That at subsequent meetings of portions of the people in December, 1841, by the
authority of this convention alone ( elected, as its delegates had been, by about onethird of the voters, according to their own standard of qualification), all males over
21 years of age were admitted to vote for the adoption of the people's constitution;
that these meetings were not under any presiding officer whose legal right or duty
it was to interpose any check or restraint as to age, residence, property, or color.
By the fourteenth article of this constitution it was provided that '' this constitution shall be submitted to the people for their adoption or rejection on Monday,
the 27th of December next, and on the two succeeding days;" "and every person
entitled to vote as aforesaid who from sickness or other causes may be unable to
attend and vote in the town or ward meetings assembled for voting upon said constitution on the days aforesaid is requested to write his name on a ticket, and to
obtain the signature upon the back of the same of a person who has given in his
vote, as a witness thereto, and the moderator or clerk of any town or ward meeting
convened for the purpose aforesaid shall receive such vote on either of the three
days next succeeding the three days before named for voting for said constitution."
During the first three days about 9,000 votes were received from the hands of the
voters in the open meetings. By the privilege granted to any and all friends of
the constitution of bringing into their meetings the names of voters during the three
following days 5,000 votes more were obtained, making an aggregate of about 14,000
votes.
This constitution, thus originating and thus formed, was subsequently declared by
this convention to be the supreme law of the land. By its provisions a government
is to be organized under it, by the choice of a governor, lieutenant-governor, senators
and representatives, on the Monday preceding the third Wednesday in April, 1842.
By the provisions of the "landholder's constitution," as the legal constitution is
called, every white native citizen possessing the beehold qualification, and over 21
years of age, may vote upon a residence of one year, and without any freehold may
vote upon a residence of two years, except in the case of votes for town taxes, in which
case the ".oter must possess the freehold qualification or be taxed for other property
of the value of $150.
By the "people's constitution" "every white male citizen of the United States of
the age of 21 years who has resided in this State for one year and in the town where
he votes for six months'' shall be permitted to vote, with the same exception as to
voting for town taxes as is contained in the other constitution.
The provision, therefore, in relation to the great subject in dispute-the elective
franchise-is substantially the same in the two constitutions.
On the 21st, 22d, and 23d March last the legal constitution, by an act of the legislature, was submitted to all the persons who by its provisions would be entitled to
vote under it after its adoption, for their ratification. It was rejected by a majority
of 676 votes, the number of votes polled being over 16,000. It is believed that many
freeholders voted against it because they were attached to the old form of government and were against any new constitution whatever. Both parties used uncommon
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exertions to bring all their voters to the polls, and the result of the vote was, under
the scrutiny of opposing interests in legal town meetings, that the friends of the
people's constitution brought to the polls probably not over 7,000 to 7,500 votes.
The whole vote against the legal constitution was about 8,6oo. If we allow r,ooo as
the number of freeholders who voted against the legal constitution because they
are opposed to any constitution, it would leave the number of the friends of the
people's constitution 7,6oo, or about one-third of the voters of the State under
the new qualification proposed by either constitution.
It seems incredible that there can be 14,000 friends of the people's constitution in
the State, animated as they are by a most extraordinary and enthusiastic feeling;
and yet upon this trial, in the usual open and fair way of voting, they should have
obtained not over 7,600 votes.
The unanimity of the subsequent action of the legislature, comprehending as it
did both the great political parties-the hou.s e of representatives giving a vote of 6o
in favor of maintaining the existing government of the State and only 6 on the other
side, with a urn, nimous vote in the senate-the unanimous and decided opinion of the
supreme court declaring this extraordinary movement to be illegal in all its stages
( see - - *), a majority of that court being of the Democratic party, with other facts
of a similar character, have freed this question of a mere party character and enabled
us to present it as a great constitutional question.
Without presuming to discuss the elementary and fundamental principles of government, we deem it our duty to remind you of the fact that the existing government
of Rhode Island is the government that adopted the Constitution of the United
States, became a member of this Confederacy, and has ever since been represented
in the Senate and , House of Representa!ives. It is at this moment the existing
government of Rhode Island, both de .facto and de Jure, and is the only government
in that State entitled to the protection of the Constitution of the United States.
It is that government which now calls upon the General Government for its inter~
ference; and even if the legal effect of there being an ascertained majority of unqualified voters against the existing government was as is contended for by the opposing
party, yet, upon their own principle, ought not that majority in point of fact to be
clearly ascertained, not by assertion, but by proof, in order to justify the General Government in withdrawing its legal and moral influence to prevent domestic violence?
That a domestic war of the most furious character will speedily ensue unless prevented by a prompt expression of opinion here can not be doubted. In relation to
this, we refer to the numerous resolutions passea at meetings of the friends of the
people's constitution, and more especially to the Cumberland resolutions* herewith
presented, and the affidavits,* marked--, and to repeated expressions of similar
reliance upon the judgment of the Chief Magistrate of the nation.
All which is respectfully submitted byJOHNWHIPPL
JOHN BROWN FRANCIS.
ELISHA R. POTTER.

WASHINGTON, April II, r8,p.
His Excellency the GOVERNOR OF RHODE ISLAND.
SIR: Your letter dated the 4th instant was handed me on Friday by Mr. Whipple,
who, in company with Mr. Francis and Mr. Potter, called upon me on Saturday and
placed me, both verbally and in writing, in possession of the prominent facts which
have led to the present unhappy condition of things in Rhode Island-a state of
thing which every lover of peace and good order must deplore. I shall not adventure the expression of an opinion upon those questions of domestic policy which
•omitted.
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seem to have given rise to the unfortunate controversies between a portion of the
citizens and the existing government of the State. They are questions of municipal
t·egulation, the adjustment of which belongs exclusively to the people of Rhode
Jsland, and with which this Government can have nothing to do.. For the regulation
of my conduct in any interposition which I may be called upon to make between the
government of a State and any portion of its citizens who may assail it with domestic
violence, or may be in actual insurrection against it, I can only look to the Constitution and laws of the United States, which plainly declare the obligations of the
executive department and leave it no alternative as to the course it shall pursue.
By the fourth section of the fourth article of the Constitution of the United States
it is provided that "the United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a
republican form of government, and shall protect each of them against invasion,
and, on application of the legislature or executive ( when the legislature can not be
convened), against domestic violence." And by the act of Congress approved on
the 28th February, 1795, it is declared "that in case of an insurrection in any State
against the government !hereof it shall be lawful for the President of the United
States, upon application of the legislature of such State or by the executive ( when
the legislature can not be convened), to call forth such numbers of the militia of any
other State or States as may be applied for, as he may judge sufficient to suppress
such insurrection.'' By the third section of the same act it is provided'' that whenever it may be necessary, in the judgment of the President, to use the military force
hereby directed to be called forth, the President shall forthwith, by proclamation,
comp1and such insurgents to disperse and retire peaceably to their respective abodes
within a reasonable time." By the act of March 3, 18o7, it is provided "that in all
cases of insurrection or obstruction to the laws, either of the United States or of any
individual State or Territory where it is lawful for the President of the United States
to call forth the militia for the purpose of suppressing such insurrection or of causing the laws to be duly executed, it shall be lawful for him to employ for the same
purposes such part of the land or naval force of the United States as shall be judged
necessary, having first observed all the prerequisites of the law in that respect."
This is the first occasion, so far as the government of a State and its people are
concerned, on which it has become necessary to consider of the propriety of exercising those high and most important of constitutional and legal functions.
By a careful consideration of the above-recited acts of Congress your excellency will
not fail to see that no power is vested in the Executive of the United States to anticipate insurrectionary movements against the government of Rhode Island so as to
sanction the interposition of the military authority, but that there must be an actual
insurrection, manifested by lawless assemblages of the people or othenvise, to whom
a proclamation may be addressed and who may be required to betake themselves to
their respective abodes. I have, however, to assure your excellency that should the
time arrive-and my fervent prayer is that it may never come-when an insurrection
shall exist against the government of Rhode Island, and a requisition shall be made
upon the Executive of the United States to furnish that protection which is guaranteed to each State by the Constitution and laws, I shall not be found to shrink from
the performance of a duty which, while it would be the most painful, is at the same
time the most imperative. I have also to say that in such a contingency the Executive could not look into real or supposed defects of the existing government in order
to ascertain whether some other plan of government proposed for adoption was better suited to the wants and more in accordance with the wishes of any portion of her
citizens. To throw the Executive power of this Government into any such controv~rsy would be to make the President the armed arbitrator between the people of the
different States and their constituted authorities, and might lead to a usurped power
dangerous alike to the stability of the State governments and the liberties of the
people. It will be my duty, on the contrary, to respect the requisitions of that
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government which has been recognized as the existing government of the State
through all time past until I shall be advised in regular manner that it has been
altered and abolished and another substituted in its place by legal and peaceable
proceedings adopted and pursued by the authorities and people of the State. Nor
can I readily bring myself to believe that any such contingency will arise as shall
render the interference of this Government at all necessary. The people of the State
of Rhode Island have been too long distinguished for their love of order and of regular government to rush into revolution in order to obtain a redress of grievances, real
or supposed, which a government under which their fathers lived in peace would
not in due season redr~ss. No portion of her people will be willing to drench her fair
fields with the blood of their own brethren in order to obtain a redress of grievances
which their constituted authorities can not for any length of time resist if properly
appealed to by the popular voice. None of them will be willing to set an example,
in the bosom of this Union, of such frightful disorder, such needless convulsions of
society,' such danger to life, liberty, and property, and likely to bring so much discredit on the character of popular governments. My reliance on the virtue, intelligence, and patriotism of her citizens is great and abiding, and I will not doubt but
that a spirit of conciliation will prevail over rash councils, that all actual grievances
will be promptly redressed by the existing government, and that another bright
example will be added to the many already prevailing among the North American
Republics of change without revolution and a redress of grievances without force or
violence.
·
,
I tender to your excellency assurances of my high respect and consideration.
JOHN TYLER.
NEWPORT, R. I., May 4, I8,p.
His Excellency JOHN TYLER,
President of the United States.
SIR: I transmit herewith certain resolutions passed by the general assembly of this
State at their session holden at Newport on the first Wednesday of May instant.
You are already acquainted with some of the circumstances which h_ave rendered
necessary the passage of these resolutions. Any further information that may be
desired will be communicated by the bearers, the Hon. Richard K. Randolph, speaker
of the house of representatives, and Elisha R. Potter, esq., a member of the senate of
this State.
I can not allow myself to doubt but that the assistance to which this State is
entitled under the Constitution of the United States, to protect itself against domestic violence, will be promptly rendered by the General Government of the Union.
With great respect, I am, Your Excellency's humble servant,
SAM. W. KING,
Governor of Rhode Island.
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS,

In General Assembly, May Session, I84-2.
Whereas a portion :>f the people of this State, for the purpose of subverting the
laws and existing government thereof, have framed a pretended constitution, and
for the same unlawful purposes have met in lawless assemblages and elected officers
for the future government of this tate; and
herea the persons o elected in violation of law, but in conformity to the said
pretended onstitution, have, on the 3d day of May instant, organized themselves
into executive and 1 gi lative departments of government, and under oath assumed
the duties and exercise of said powers ; and
Whereas in order to prevent the due execution of the laws a strong military force
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was called out and did array themselves to protect the said unlawful organization of
government and to set at defiance the due enforcement of law: Therefore,
Resolved by the general assembly, That there now exists in this State an insurrection against the laws and constituted authorities thereof, and that, in pursuance
of the Constitution and laws of the United States, a requisition be, and hereby is,
made by this legislature upon the President of the United States forthwith to interpose the authority and power of the United States to suppress such insurrectionary
and lawless assemblages, to support the existing government and laws, and protect
the State from domestic violence.
Resolved, That his excellency the governor be requested immediately to transmit
a copy of these resol~tions to the President of the United States.
True copy.
Witness:
HENRY BOWEN,
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON, May 7, I842.
The GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OP RHODE Isr,AND.
SIR: Your letter of the 4th instant, transmitting resolutions of the legislature of
Rhode Island, informing me that there existed in that State "certain lawless assemblages of a portion of the people" "for the purpose of subverting the laws and overthrowing the existing government," and calling upon the Executive "forthwith to
interpose the authority and power of the United States to suppress such insurrectionary and lawless assemblages and to support the existing government and laws
and protect the State from domestic violence,'' was handed me on yesterday by
Messrs. R andolph and Potter.
I have to inform your excellency in reply that my opinions as to the duties of this
Government to protect the State of Rhode Island against domestic violence remain
unchanged. Yet, from information received by the Executive since your dispatches
came to hand I am led to believe that the lawless assemblages to which reference is
made have already dispersed and that the danger of domestic violence is hourly diminishing, if it has not wholly disappeared. I have with difficulty brought myself at
any time to believe that violence would be resorted to or an exigency arise which the
unaided power of the State could not meet, especially as I have from the first felt
persuaded that your excellency and others associated with yourself in the administration of the government would exhibit a temper of conciliation as well as of energy
and decision. To the insurgents themselves it ought to be obvious, when the excitement of the moment shall have passed away, that changes achieved by regular and,
if necessary, repeated appeals to the constituted authorities, in a country so much
under the influence of public opinion, and by recourse to argument and remonstrance, are more likely to insure lasting blessings than those accomplished by violence and bloodshed on o·ne day, and liable to overthrow by similar agents on an9ther.
I freely confess that I should experience great reluctance in employing the military
power of this Government against any portion of the people; but however painful
the duty, I have to assure your excellency that if resistance be made to the execution
of the laws of Rhode Island by such force as the civ£l power shall be unable to overcome, it will be the duty of this Government to enforce the constitutional guarantya guaranty given and adopted mutually by all the original States, of which number
Rhode Island was one, and which in the same way has been given and adopted by
each of the States since admitted into the Union; and if an exigency of lawless
violence shall actually arise the executive government of the United States, on the
application of your excellency under the authority of the resolutions of the legislature already transmitted, will stand ready to succor the authorities of the State in
their efforts to maintain a due respect for the laws. I sincerely hope, however, that
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no such exigency may occur, and that every citizen of Rhode Island will manifest
his love of peace and good order by submitting to the laws and seeking a redress of
grievances by other means than intestine commotions.
I tender to your excellency ':1-ssurances of my distinguished consideration.
JOHN TYLER.
JOHN TYLER,

President of the United States.
SIR: As requested by the general assembly, I have the honor of transmitting to
you, under the seal of the State, the accompanying resolutions.
And I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOMAS W. DORR,

Governor of the State of Rhode Island and .Providence rlantations.
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS,

General Assembly, May Session, in the City o.f Providence, A. D. I8.µ.
Resolved, That the governor be requested to inform the President of the United
States that the government of this State has been duly elected and organized under
the constitution of the same, and that the general assembly are now in session and
proceeding to discharge their duties according to the provisions of said constitution.
Resolved, That the governor b; requ~sted to make the same communication to the
President of the Senate and to the Speaker of the House of Representatives, to be
laid before the two Houses of the Congress of the United States.
Resolved, That the governor be requested to make the same communication to the
governors of the several States, to be laid before the respective legislatures.
A true copy.
Witness:
[L. S.]
WM. H. SMITH,

Secretary o.f State.

Governor KING, of Rhode Island.

MAY 9, 1842.

SIR: Messrs. Randolph and Potter will hand you an official letter, but I think it
important that you should be informed of my views and opinions as to the best mode
of settling all difficulties. I deprecate the use of force except in the last resort, and
I am persuaded that measures of conciliation will at once operate to produce quiet. I
am well advised, if the general assembly would authorize you to announce a general
amnesty and pardon for the past, without making any exception, upon the condition
of a return to allegiance, and follow it up by a call for a new convention upon somewhat liberal principles, that all difficulty would at once cease. And why should not
this be done? A government never loses anything by mildness and forbearance to
its own dtizens, more especially when the consequences of an opposite course may
be the shedding of blood. In your case the one-half of your people are involved in
the consequences of recent proceedings. Why urge matters to an extremity? If
you succeed by the bayonet, you succeed against your own fellow-citizens and by
the shedding of kindred blood, whereas by taking the opposite course you will have
shown a paternal care for the lives of your people. My own opinion is that the
adoption of the above measures will give you peace and insure you harmony. A
resort to force, on the contrary, will engender for years to come feelings of animosity.
I have said that I speak advisedly. Try the experiment, and if it fail then your
justification in using force becomes complete.
.
Excuse the freedom I take, and be assured of my respect.
JOHN TY1'ER..
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., May I2, I842.
His Excellency the PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES.
MY DEAR SIR: I have had the honor to receive your communication of 9th instant
by Mr. Randolph, and assure you it has given me much satisfaction to know that
your views and opinions as to the course proper to be pursued by the government
of this Stat~ in the present unhappy condition of our political affairs is so much in
conformity with my own.
Our legislature will undoubtedly at their session in June next adopt such measures
as will be necessary to organize a convention for the formation of a new constitution
of government, by which all the evils now complained of may be removed.
It has already been announced as the opinion of the executive that such of our
citizens as are or have been engaged in treasonable and revolutionary designs against
the State will be pardoned for the past on the condition only that they withdraw
themselves from such enterprise and signify their return to their allegiance to the
government.
With high consideratfon and respect, your obedient and very humble servant,
SAM. W. KING.

His Excellency JOHN TYLER,

KINGSTON, R. I., May I5, I842.

President of the United States.
DEAR SIR: We arrived at Newport on Wednesday morning in time to attend the
meeting of our legislature.
The subject of calling a convention immediately, and upon a liberal basis as to the
right of voting for the delegates, was seriously agitated amongst us. The only objection made was that they did not wish to concede while the people's party continued
their threats. All allowed that the concession must be made, and the only difference of opinion was as to time.
For my own part, I fear we shall never see the time when concession could have
been made with better grace or with better effect than now. If two or three noisy
folks among the suffrage party could only have their mouths stopped for a week or
two, a reconciliation could be brought about at any time, or if Mr. Dorr would allow
himself to be arrested peaceably and give bail no one could then object. But the
supporters of the government say it is wrong to give up so long as Mr. Dorr threatens
actual resistance to the laws in case he is arrested. If this could be done, they would
then consider that they had sufficiently shown their determination to support the
laws, and the two measures which you proposed to us in conversation at Washington-a convention and then a general amnesty-would succeed beyond a doubt.
Allow me to suggest that if Mr. Wickliffe, or someone who you might think would
have most influence, would address a letter to Governor Fenner on the subject of
conciliation it might be of great service. Governor F. is the father-in-law of General
Mallett and a member of our senate.
Our assembly adjourned to the third Monday of June, but it is in the power of the
governor to call it sooner, which can be done in a day at any time. Unless, however,
there is a little more prudence in the leaders on both sides, we shall then be farther
from reconciliation than now. The great mass of both parties I believe to be sincere! y anxious for a settlement.
I do not know whether a letter addressed to the President upon a subject of this
nature would of course be considered as public and liable to inspection. Few would
write freely if that were the case. If private, I will cheerfully communicate from
time to time any information that may be in my power and which might be of any
service.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ELISHA R. POTTER.
,Mr. Dorr returned to Providence this (Monday) morning with an armed escort,
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WASHINGTON, May 20, 1842.
ELISHA R. POTTER, Esq.
DEAR SIR: You have my thanks for your favor of the r6th [15th] instant, and I
have to request that you will write to me without reserve whenever anything of
importance shall arise. My chief motives for desiring the adoption of the measures
suggested to you, viz, a general amnesty and a call of a convention, were, first,
because I felt convinced that peace and harmony would follow in theit train, and,
secondly, if in this I was disappointed the insurgents would have had no longer a
pretense for an appeal to the public sympathies in their behalf. I saw nothing to
degrade or to give rise to injurious reflections against the government of the State
for resorting to every proper expedient in order to quiet the disaffection of any portion of her own people. Family quarrels are always the most difficult to appease,
but everybody will admit that those of the family who do most to reconcile them
are entitled to the greatest favor. Mr. Dorr's recent proceedings have been of so
extravagant a character as almost to extinguish the last hope of a peaceable result,
and yet I can not but believe that much is meant for effect and for purposes of
intimidation merely. I certainly hope that such may be the case, though the recent
proceedings in New York may have excited new feelings and new desires. This
mustering of the clans may place Governor King in a different situation from that
which he occupied when I had the pleasure of seeing you. Then he might have
yielded with grace; whether he can do so now is certainly a question of much
difficulty and one on which I can not venture to express an opinion at this distance
from the scene of action.
I shall be always most happy to hear from you, and your letters will never be used
to your prejudice.
·
Accept assurances of my high respect.
JOHN TYLER.
PROVIDENCE, May I6, I8,p.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: At the request of Governor King, I inclose to you an extra of the Providence
Daily E xpress of this morning, containing the proclamation of Thomas W. Dorr to
the people of this State.
It states definitely the position assumed by him and his faction against the government of this State and of the United States.
His excellency tenders to you the highest respect and consideration.
Respectfully, yours,
THOS. A. JENCKES,

Private Secretary.
STATE OF RHODE · ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS.

A PROCLAMATION.
BY

THOMAS W. DORR, GOVERNOR AND COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE SAME.

FELLOW-CITIZENS: Shortly after the adjournment of the general assembly and
the completion of indisp ensable executive business I was induced by the request
of the most active friends of our cause t o undertake the duty (which had been previously suggested) of r epresenting in person the interests of the people of Rhode
I sland in other States and at the seat of the General Government. By virtue of a
re olution of the general assembly, I appointed Messrs. Pearce and Anthony commissioners for the same purpo e.
Of the propo ed action of the Executive in the affairs of our State you have been
already appri ed. In case of the failur e of the civil posse (which expression was
intended by the Pre ident, as I have been informed , to embrace the military power)
t o ex ecute an y of the laws of the charter assembly, including their law of pains
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and penalties and of treason, as it has been for the first time defined, the President
intimates an intention of resorting to the forces of the United States to check the
movements of the people of this State in support of their republican constitution
recently adopted.
From a decision which conflicts with the right of sovereignty inherent in the people of this State and with the principles which lie at the foundation of a democratic
republic an appeal has been taken to the people of our country. They understand
our cause; they sympathize in the injuries which have been inflicted upon us; they
disapprove the course which the National Executive has adopted toward this State,
and they assure us of their disposition and intention to interpose a barrier between
the supporters of the people's constitution and the hired soldiery of the United States.
The democracy of the country are slow to move in any matter which involves an
issue so momentous as that which is presented by the controversy in Rhode Island,
but when they have once put themselves in motion they are not to be easily diverted
from their purposes. They believe that the people of Rhode Island are in the right;
that they are contending for equal justice in their political system; that they have
properly adopted a constitution of government for themselves, as they were entitled
to do, and they can not and will not remain indifferent to any act, from whatever
motive it may proceed, which they deem to be an invasion of the sacred right df selfgovernment, of which the people of the respective States can not be divested .
. As your representative I have been everywhere received with the utmost kindness
and cordiality. To the people of the city of New York, who have extended to us
the hand of a generous fraternity, it is impossible to overrate our obligation at this
most important crisis.
It has become my duty to say that so soon as a soldier of the United States shall
be set in motion, by whatever direction, ,to act against the people of this State in aid
of the charter government I shall call for that aid to oppose all such force, which, I
am fully authorized to say, will be immediately and most cheerfully tendered to the
service of the people of Rhode Island from the city of New York and from other
places. The contest will then become national, and our State the battle ground ·o f
American freedom.
As a Rhode Island man I regret that the constitutional question in this State can
not be adjusted among our own citizens, but as the minority have. asked that the
sword of the National Executive may be thrown into the scale against the people, it
is imperative upon them to make the same appeal to their brethren of the Statesan appeal which they are well assured will not be made in vain. They who have
been the first to ask assistance from abroad can have no reason to complain of any
consequences which may ensue.
No further arrests under the law of pains and penalties, which was repealed by the
general assembly of the people at their May session, will be permitted. I hereby
direct the military, under their respective officers, promptly to prevent the same and
to release all who may be arrested under said law.
As requested by the general assembly, I enjoin upon the militia forthwith to elect
their company officers; and I call upon volunteers to organize themselves without
delay. The military are directed to hold themselves in readiness for immediate
service.
Given under my hand and the seal of the State, at the city of Providence, this 6th
day of May, A. D. 1842.
[:r,. s.J
THOMAS W. DORR,

Governor and Commander in Chief of the State of
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations.
By the governor's command:
WII.,I.,IAM H. SMITH,

Secretary of State.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., May 25, I8,f.2.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: Since my last communication the surface of things in this city and State has
been more quiet. The complete dispersing of the insurgents and flight of their leader
on Wednesday last, 18th instant, seem to have broken their strength and prevented
them from making head openly in any quarter.
But another crisis now appears to be approaching. By the private advices received
by myself and the council from our messengers in the neighboring States we learn
that Dorr and his agents are enlisting men and collecting arms for the purpose of
again attempting to _subvert, by open war, the government of this State. Those who
have assisted him at home in his extreme measures are again holding secret councils
and making preparations to rally on his return. Companies of men pledged to
support him have met and drilled in the north part of this State during the present
week.
From the forces which he can collect 'among our own citizens we have nothing to
fear. Our own military strength has once scattered them, and could as easily do so
a second time. But if the bands which are now organizing in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York should make the incursion which they threaten, with Dorr
at their head, we have reason to apprehend a civil war of the most destructive and
vindictive character. Our own forces might be sufficient to repel them, but having
little discipline and no officer of military experience to lead them, they could not do
it without the loss of many valuable lives.
For the evidence that such forces are organizing in other States, I refer Your
Excellency to a letter from Governor Seward, of New York, and to a statement made
by one of our messengers to the council, which will be handed you. Other messengers confirm to the fullest extent the same intelligence.
In this posture of affairs I deem it my duty to call upon Your Excellency for the
support guaranteed by the Constitution and laws of the United States to this government. I would submit to Your Excellency whether a movement of a sufficient body
of troops to this quarter, to be stationed at Fort Adams, and to be subject to the
requisitions of the executive of this State whenever in his opinion the exigency
should arise to require their assistance, would not be the best measure to insure
peace and respect for the laws and to deter invasions.
You will see by the statement-* of the secret agent of the government that the
time set for this incursion is very near. The mustering of the insurgents and their
movement upon the city will probably be with the greatest expedition when once
commenced-in a time too short for a messenger to reach Washington and return
with aid. I therefore make this application before any movement of magnitude on
their part, in order that we may be prepared at the briefest notice to quell domestic
insurrection and repel invasion.
SAM. W. KING,
Governor o.f Rhode Island.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Albany, May 22, I8,p.
His Excellency SAMUEL WARD KING,
Governor o.f Rhode Island.
Sm: In compliance with your excellency's requisition, I have this day issued a
warrant for the arrest of Thomas Wilson Dorr, esq., charged in Rhode Island with
the crime of treason. The warrant will be delivered to a police officer of this city,
who will attend Colonel Pitman and be advised by him in regard to the arrest of the
fugitive should he be found in this State.
May I be allowed to suggest to your excellency that a detention of the accused ill
•omitted.
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this State would be liable to misapprehension, and if it should be in a particular
region of this State might, perhaps, result in an effort to rescue him. Therefore it
seems to be quite important that your excellency should wit4out delay designate,
by a communication to me, an agent to receive the fugitive and convey him to
Rhode Island.
I have the honor to be, with very high respect and consideration, your excellency's
obedient servant,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD.

WASHINGTON CITY, May 28, I842.
His Excellency Governor KING.
SIR: I have recei~ed your excellency's communication of the 25th instant, informing me of efforts making by Mr. Dorr and others to embody a force in the contiguous
States for the invasion of the State of Rhode Island, and calling upon the Executive
of the United States for military aid.
In answer I have to inform your excellency that means have been taken to ascertain the extent of the dangers of any armed invasion by the citizens of other States
of the State of Rhode Island, either to put down her government or to disturb her
peace. The apparent improbability of a violation so flagrant and unprecedented of
all our laws and institutions makes me, I confess, slow to believe that any serious
attempts will be made to execute the designs which some evil-minded persons may
have formed.
But should the necessity of the case require the interposition of the authority of
the United States it will be rendered in the manner prescribed by the laws.
In the meantime I indulge a confident expectation, founded upon, the recent manifestations of public opinion in your State in favor of law and order, that your own
resources and means will be abundantly adequate to preserve the publ1e peace, and
that the difficulties which have arisen will be soon amicably and permanently adjusted
by the exercise of a spirit of liberality and forbearance.
JOHN TYLER.
The Secretary of War will issue a private order to Colonel Bankhead, commanding
at Newport, to employ, if necessary, a private and confidential person or persons to
go into all such places and among all such persons as he may have reason to believe
to be likely to give any information touching Rhode Island affairs, and to report with
the greatest dispatch, if necessary, to the President. He will also address a letter to
General Wool conveying to him the fears entertained of a hostile invasion contem.:
plated to place Dorr in the chair of state of Rhode Island by persons in the States of
Connecticut and New York, and also to General Eustis, at Boston, of a similar character, with instructions to adopt such inquiries (to be secretly made) as they may
deem necessary, and to report with the greatest dispatch all information which from
time to time \hey may acquire.
Undorsed: "President's instructions, May 28, 1842.")
Colonel BANKHEAD,

WAR DEPARTMENT, May 28, I842.

Newport, R. I.
SIR: The governor of Rhode Island has represented to the President that preparations are making by Mr. Dorr and some of his adherents to recruit men in the
neighboring States for the purpose of supporting his usurpation of the powers of
government, and that he has provided arms and camp equipage for a large number
of men. It is very important that we should have accurate information on this
subject, and particularly in relation to the movements made in other States. I
• have therefore to desire you to employ proper persons to go to the places where it
may be supposed such preparations tµe making to possess themselves fully of zU
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that is doing and in contemplation, and report frequently to you. It is said that Mr.
Dorr's principal headquarters are at the town of Thompson, in the State of Con1\lecticut. It may be well for you to communicate personaliy with Governor King
and ascertain from him the points and places at which any preparations for embodying men are supposed to be making, and to direct your inquiries accordingly.
It is important that you should select persons on whose integrity and accuracy
the fullest reliance can be placed. They should not be partisans on either side,
although to effect the object it will of course be necessary that some of them should
obtain ( if they do · not already possess) the confidence of the friends of Mr. Dorr.
You will please communicate directly to me all the information you obtain, and
your own views of it.
It is scarcely necessary to say that this communication is of the most private and
confidential character, and is not to be made known to anyone.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
J.C. SPENCER.
WAR D!tPARTMENT, May 29, I8p.
Brigadier-General EusTis, .
Boston.
SIR: The governor of Rhode Island has represented to the President that preparations are making in other States (particularly in Massachusetts) for an armed invasion
of that State to support the usurpations of Mr. Dorr and his friends and foment domestic insurrection. It is very important that we should have accurate information on
this subject, and I have to desire you to take all necessary means to acquire it, and
communicate directly to me as speedily and frequently as possible. It is said that
I,O(X) stand of arms have been procured in Boston, some pieces of artillery, and a large
quantity of camp equipage for the use of the insurgents. Your attention to this is
particularly desired to ascertain its truth or falsehood. It is also said that there are 200
men enrolled and embodied in a town upon the borders of Rhode Island, the name of
which has escaped me. Please inquire into this. If it becomes necessary to employ
confidential persons to discover what is doing, you will do so, being careful to select
those only that are entirely trustworthy; and it will be desirable to avoid heated partisans on either side. Their inquiries should be conducted quietly and privately.
I desire you to communicate fully and freely what you may learn and your views
concerning it for the information of the President and the Department.
It is scarcely necessary to say that this communication is strictly private and confidential.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
[J.C. SPENCER.]

NEW YORK, June 3, I842.
The PRESIDENT.
MY DEAR SIR: I came to this city yesterday, having taken a severe cold on the
Sound, and am now just out of my bed. I transmit herewith a letter from---,
a friend appointed by me, as you requested, to look into the Rhode Island business.
Mr. - - - has had access to authentic sources in Governor Dorr's party, and I have
no doubt his account of the whole matter is perfectly just. I supposed I should
receive the foreign mail here, but I shall not wait for it if I should feel well enough
to travel to-morrow.
Yours, truly,
DANL. WEBSTER.

Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER,
Nitw YoRK.,June 3, I8,µ.
Secretary of State.
DEAR Sm: In pursuance of the arrangement made when you were in Boston, I ,
have visit the State of Rhode Island, and, so far as could be done, possessed myself
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of a knowledge .of the-existing state of things there. I had a full and free interview
with Governor King and his council, as well as with several other gentlemen upon
each side of the matter in controversy. All agree that, so far as the people of Rhode
Island are concerned, there is no danger of any further armed resistance to the legitimate authorities of the State. It was never intended, probably, by the majority of
those called the suffrage party to proceed in any event to violence, and when they
found themselves pushed to such an extremity by their leaders they deserted their
leaders and are now every day enrolling themselves in the volunteer companies
which are being organized in every part of the State for the suppression o£ any further insurrectionary movements that may be made. A large majority of those elected
or appointed to office under the people's constitution (s? called) have resigned their
places and renounced all allegiance to that constitution and the party which supports it, so that the insurgents are now without any such organization as would
enable them to carry out their original purposes if they otherwise- had the power.
Governor King and his council alone, of all the intelligent persons with whom I
consulted, fear an irruption upon them of an armed force to be collected in other
States, and this is the only difficulty of which they now have any apprehension.
This fear is excited' by the boasts frequently made by the few who still avow their
determination to adhere to the constitution that they have at their control large
bodies of armed men, as well as camp equipage, provisions, money, and munitions
of war, which have been provided for them in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New
York. The supposition that Rhode Island is to be invaded by a foreign force, when
that force would neither be led nor followed by any considerable number of the
people of the State, does not seem, to say the least, to be a very reasonable one. If
those who think they are suffering injustice are not disposed to make an effort to
redress their supposed wrongs, they would hardly expect the work to be done by
others.
The ostensible object of the insurgents now is not the real one. They meditate no
further forcible proceedings. They bluster and threaten for several reasons:
First. Because they suppose they shall thus break their fall a little and render
their retreat a little less inglorious than it would be if they should beat it at once.
Second. They believe that if they keep up a shew of opposition to the existing
government they shall be more likely to revolutionize it by peaceable measures; and
Third. They think they can make their influence so far felt as to operate favorably
upon those who are now under arrest for treason or who may be hereafter arrested
for the same offense.
That these are the views and purposes of the insurgents I am confidentialiy assured
by the notorious individual from whom I told you I could learn their plans and
designs; and no one has better means of knowing than he, having been himself one
of Mr. Dorr's confidential advisers from the beginning.
The meeting at Woonsocket on the ISt did not amount to much, being but thinly
attended. The projected fortifications at that place have been abandoned. It is
said they will be thrown up in some other spot to be designated hereafter, but this
is not believed.
Mr. Dorr is now understood to be·lurking in this city. Warrants have been issued
for his arrest both by the governor of this State and the governor of Massachusetts,
but he moves so privately and shifts his whereabouts so often that he eludes his
pursuers.
Under all the circumstances I think you will come to the opinion entertained by
seven-eighths of all the people of Providence ( the scene of his operations thus far)
that, deserted by his followers at home and disgraced in the estimation of those who
sympathized with him abroad, Mr. Dorr has it not in his power to do any further
serious mischief.
.
Yours, very truly,

...----

---.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I.,June 22, I8p.
Hon. J. C. SPENCER,
Secreiary of War.
Su: When I last had the honor to write to you I felt confident that there would
be no further disturbance of the peace in this State. Governor King was of the same
opinion. But I now fear, from strong indications, that Mr. Dorr and his party are
determined to enter the State in force, and that in a few days serious difficulties will
arise.
On my arrival here this morning from Newport, on my way to New York, I learnt
from undoubted authority that several large boxes of muskets, supposed to contain
about eighty, were received the evening before last at Woonsocket from New York;
that several mounted cannon had been also received there and forwarded on to Chepachet; that a number of men, not citizens of the State, with arms, were in and about
Woonsocket and Chepachet; that forty-eight kegs of powder were stolen on Sunday
night last from a powder house in this neighborhood, and that Dorr, with about
twenty men, landed last evening at Norwich.
An unsuccessful attempt was made two nights ago to steal the guns of the artillery
company at Warren, and at several other places where guns had been deposited by
the State, by some of Dorr's men, one of whom has been identified and arrested.
It has been observed for several days past that many of the suffrage party and
residents of this city have been sending off their families and effects. The inhab_itants of the city are seriously alarmed and in a state of much excitement: An
express to convey the above intelligence to Governor King at Newport will be
immediately sent down by the mayor of the city.
I shall be in New York early to-morrow morning ready to receive any instructions
you may think proper to honor me with.
I have been compelled to write this in haste.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,

JAS. BANKHEAD,
Colonel Second Regiment Artillery.
CITY OF PROVIDENCE, MAYOR'S OFFICE,

June 23 1 I842.
SIR:* Governor King, having gone to Newport this afternoon, has requested me
to forward his letter to Your Excellency, with such depositions as I could procure
concerning the state of affairs in the north part of the State. These documents will
be taken on by the Hon. William Sprague, our Senator, who intends leaving to-night
for Washington. Should any accident prevent Mr. Sprague from going, I shall forward them to be put in the mail. I inclose the depositions t of Messrs. Samuel W.
Peckham and Charles I. Harris. Messrs. Keep and Shelley, whom I sent out, have
just returned. If I can get their depositions in time, I shall also forward them.
About II a. m. this day a body marched from Woonsocket to Chepachet amounting
to go men, and other small bodies are marching in that direction, so that I suppose
that about 400 will be concentrated at Chepachet this evening.
In this city there is much excitement, but no symptoms as yet of men gathering
with arms. There are many who I fear will be ready to join in any mischief should
Dorr's forces approach us. Up to .8 o'clock this morning Mr. Dorr was in Connecticut, but a gentleman from Chepachet informs me his friends expect him this day.
I remain, with great respect, your obedient servant,
THOS. M. BURGESS,

Mayor.
•Addressed to the President of the United States.
tOm.itted.
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His Excellency JOHN TYLER,

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,
Providence, June 23, I842.

President of the United States.
SIR: After my last communication the excitement and military operations of the
insurgents against the government of this State appeared to subside, and I indulged
hopes that no open violence would be attempted, but that they were disposed to
await the action of the general assembly, now in session at Newport. I regret that
I am obliged to inform Your Excellency that within a few days past appearances
have become more alarming. Several iron cannon have been stolen from citizens of
Providence, and during the night of the 19th a powder house, owned by a merchant
of Providence, was broken open and about I ,200 pounds of powder stolen therefrom.
Yesterday the military operations of the insurgents became more decided in their
character. At Woonsocket and Chepachet there were gatherings of men in military
array, pretending to act under the authority of Thomas W. Dorr. They established a
kind of martial law in those villages, stopped peaceable citizens in the highways, and
at Chepachet four citizens of Providence were seized by an armed force, pinioned,
and compelled to march about IO miles under a guard of about forty men to Woonsocket, where they were cruelly treated under pretense of being spies. The insurgents
are provided with cannon, tents, ammunition, and stores.
It is ascertained that Thomas W. Dorr has returned from the city of New York to ,
the State of Connecticut, and I have reason to believe he will be at Chepachet this
day, where he will concentrate what forces he has already under arms with such
others as he can collect. Those already assembled are composed of citizens of other
States as well as of our own, and are variously estimated at 500 to 1,000 men.
I have this morning had an interview with Colonel Bankhead, who will communicate to the War Department such facts as have come to his knowledge. I would
further state to Your Excellency that in those villages and their vicinity the civil
authority is disregarded and paralyzed.
Under these circumstances I respectfully submit to Your Excellency that the crisis
has arrived when the aid demanded by the legislature of the State from the Federal
Government is imperatively required to furnish that protection to our citizens from
domestic violence which is guaranteed by the Constitution and laws of the United
States.
I confidently trust that Your Excellency will adopt such measures as will afford
us prompt and efficient relief.
I remain, with great consideration, your obedient servant,
SAM. W. KING.
Governor KING.

WASHINGTON,June 25, I84.2.

SIR: Your letter of the 23d instant was this day received by the hands of Governor
Sprague, together with the documents accompanying the same. Your excellency
has unintentionally overlooked the fact that the legislature of Rhode Island is now
in session. The act of Congress gives to the Executive of the United States no power
to summon to the aid of the State the military force of the United States unless an
application shall be made by the legislature if in session; and that the State executive can not make such application except when the legislature can not be convened.
(See act of Congress, February 28, 1795.)
I presume that your excellency has been led into the error of making this application ( the legislature of the State being in session at the date of your dispatch) from
a misapprehension of the true import of my letter of 7th May last. I 1ose no time
in correcting such misapprehension if it exist.
Should the legislature of Rhode Island deem it proper to make a similar application to that addressed to me by your excellency, their communication shall receive
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all the attention which will be justly due to the high source from which such application shall emanate.
I renew to your excellency assurances of high consi~eration.
J. TYLER.

Hon. JOHN C. SPENCER,

PROVIDENCE, R. !.,June ,23, I842.

Secretary of' War.
SIR: I addressed you yesterday afternoon in great haste, that my letter might go
by the mail ( then about being closed), to inform you of the sudden change in the
aspect of affairs in this State, and also to inform you that I should be this morning
at Governors Island, New York.
At the urgent solicitation of Governor King, who crossed over from Newport to
Stonington to intercept me on the route, I returned last night to this place from Stonington, having proceeded so far on my way to New York.
· In addition to what I stated in my letter yesterday, I learn from Governor King
( who has just called on :rile) that four citizens of this city who had gone to Chepachet
to ascertain what was going on there were arrested as spies by the insurgents, bound,
and sent last night to Woonsocket, where they were confined when his informer left
there at 8 o'clock this morning; also that martial law had been proclaimed by the
insurgents at Woonsocket and Chepachet, and no one was allowed to enter or depart
from either place without permission.
The citizens of this city are in a state of intense excitement.
I shall return to-morrow to Newport to await any instructions you may be pleased
to favor me with.
I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
JAS. BANKHEAD,

Colonel Second Regiment Artillery.

Brigadier-General R. JONES,

PROVIDENCE, R. I., June 23, I842.

Adjutant-General United States Army.
SIR: I left Newport yesterday morning to return to Fort Columbus, with the belief
that my presence could no longer be necessary for the purpose I had been ordered
there for. The legislature was in session, and, as I was well assured, determined
honestly and faithfully to adopt measures to meet the wishes of the citizens of this
State to form a constitution on such liberal principles as to insure full satisfaction
to all patriotic and intelligent men who had any interest in the welfare of the State.
The well-known intention of the legislature in this respect would, I hoped and
believed, reconcile the factious and produce tranquillity. But the aspect of affairs
has suddenly become more threatening and alarming. There is an assemblage of
men at Woonsocket and Chepachet, two small villages (say 15 miles distant hence)
on the borders of Connecticut, composed principally of strangers or persons from
other States. They have recently received 75 muskets from Boston and 8o from
ew York, in addition to former supplies. They have also several mounted cannon
and a large quantity of ammunition, 48 kegs of which they stole from a powder
house not far distant from this, the property of a manufacturer of powder. Dorr,
it is supposed, joined his party at one of the above-named places the night before
last; he has certainly returned from New York and passed through Norwich. His
concentrated forces are variously estimated at from 500 to r,ooo men.
I had proceeded thus far yesterday afternoon on my return to ew York, and had
taken my seat in the cars for Stonington, when an express from Governor King, who
was at ewport, overtook me, to request that I would not leave the State; too late,
ho ever, for me then to stop here, as the cars were just moving off. On getting
to Stonington I there found Governor King, who had crossed over from Newport to
intercept me, and at his solicitation I at once returned with him last night in an extra
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car to this place. Not then having a moment's time to write you, as the steamboat
left immediately on the arrival of the cars at Stonington, I sent my adjutant on in the
boat with directions to report to you the fact and the cause of my return.
I had written thus far when the governor called on me, and has informed me that
four citizens of this State, who had gone to Chepachet to ascertain the exact state of
affairs there, were arrested as spies, bound, and sent last night to Woonsocket, where
two hours ago they were still in confinement. Martial law has been declared in Che•
pachet and Woonsocket, and no one allowed to enter or depart without permission.
I yesterday afternoon wrote to the Secretary of War ( as I had been directed), in great
haste, however, to send by the mail, to inform him of the sudden change in the aspect
of affairs here; in which letter I -stated that I should be at Governors Island this morning. As I, of course, then did not contemplate to the contrary, I beg you will do me
the favor to acquaint him with the cause of my return.
I can only add that the citizens of this place are in a state of intense anxiety and
excitement. I remain here to-day at the special request of several who have just left
me. To-morrow I shall return to Newport to await any communication from you.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JAS. BANKHEAD,

Colonel Second Regiment Artillery.
PROVIDENCE, R. !.,June 27, I842.
SIR:* As there was no mail yesterday from this, I could make no report to the
Major-General Commanding of the military movements in this quarter up to that
time. Since my last letter to you most of the volunteers and other military companies called out by the governor have assembled here to the amount of about 2,000
men. The force of the insurgents under the immediate direction of Mr. Dorr, and
concentrated at Chepachet, is estimated at from 8oo to I ,ooo men armed with muskets, about 1,500 without arms, and IO or 12 cannon mounted.
It seems to be impossible to avoid a conflict between the contending parties without the interposition of a strong regular force.
·
The State force here can d~fend this city, and it might successfully attack the
insurgent force at Chepachet; but there would be danger in leaving the citywithout
adequate means of protection to it, as there is doubtless a large number within the
city with concealed arms ready to commence hostilities.
The position taken by Dorr's troops at Chepachet is naturally strong, and has been
much strengthened by intrenchments, etc. It would therefore be highly imprudent
to make the attack, even if no secret foes were left behind within the city, without a
positive certainty of success; and with the aid of a few disciplined troops a defeat
there would be ruinous and irreparable.
A force of 300 regular troops would insure success, and probably without bloodshed.
1 am, sir, very,respectfully, your obedient servant,
JAS. BANKHEAD,

Colonel Second Regiment Artillery.

The

PRESIDENT OF' THE UNITED STATES.

WASHINGTON,June 27, I842.

SIR: The intelligence from Rhode Island since the call was made on you by the
Senators from that State is of a character still more serious and urgent than that
then communicated to you by Mr. Sprague, who was charged with communications
to Your Excellency from Governor King. We are informed that a requisition was·
made upon the Government of the United States by the governor of Rhode Island,
pursuant to resolutions passed by the general assembly of that State when in session
in May last, calling for a proclamation against those engaged in an armed rebellion
against the government of Rhode Island and for military aid in suppressing the
same; that Your Excellency replied to Governor King that in the opinion of the
*Addressed to Brigadier-General R. Jones, Adjutant-General United States Anny,
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Executive the force arrayed against the government of the State was not then such
as to warrant immediate action ·on his part, but that Your Excellency in your reply
proceeded to say: "If an exigencyoflawless violence shall actually arise, the executive government of the United States, on the application of your excellency under
the authority of the resolutions of the legislature already submitted, will stand ready
to succor the authorities of the State in their efforts to maintain a due respect for the
laws." Whereby it was understood that in the event of the assembling of such an
armed force as would require the interference contemplated by the Constitution and
laws of the United States the Executive of the United States, upon being duly notified of the fact by the governor of the State, would act upon the requisition already
made by the legislature without further action on the part of that body.
We understand that upon this notice being given thr9ugh the communications
handed you by Mr. ;,prague on Saturday, containing proof of the existence and array
of a large body of armed men within the State of Rhode Island, who had already
committed acts of lawless violence, both bydepredating largely upon property in
various parts of the State and by capturing and confining citizens, as well as owning
and manifesting a determination to attack the constituted-authorities, you considered
that it was desirable that this communication should have been accompanied with
a further resolution of the general assembly authorizing the governor to act in this
instance, from the fact that the assembly was then in session by adjournment.
It is the purpose of this communication respectfully to state that we conceive
the existing circumstances call for the immediate action of the Executive upon the
information and papers now in its possession.
The meeting of the legislature during the last week was by adjournment. It is in
law regarded as the May session of the general assembly, and can be regarded in no
other light than if it had been a continuous session of that body held from day to day
by usual adjournments. Had this last been the case, it can not be conceived that
new action on its part would have been required to give notice of any movements of
hostile forces engaged in the same enterprise which was made known to the Executive by its resolutions of May last.
Our intelligence authorizes us to believe that a multitude of lawless and violent
men, not citizens of Rhode Island, but inhabitants of other States, wickedly induced
by pay and by hopes of spoil, and perhaps instigated also by motives arising from
exasperation on the part of their instigators and of themselves at the course heretofore indicated in this matter by the executive government of the Union, have congregated themselves and are daily increasing their numbers within the borders of our
State, organized, armed, and arrayed in open war upon the State authorities, and
ready to be led, and avowedly about to be led, to the attack of the principal city of
the State as part of ·the same original plan to overthrow the government, and that
in the prosecution of this plan our citizens h ave reason to apprehend the most de~perate and reckless assaults of ruffianly violence upon their property, their habitations, and their lives.
We beg leave to refer you, in addition, to a letter which we understand was
received yesterday by General Scott from Colonel Bankhead, detailing some information in his possession.
We therefore respectfully request an immediate compliance on the part of the
Executive with the requisition communicated in the papers from Governor King, as
the most effectual, and, in our opinion, the only measure that can now prevent the
effusion of blood and the calamities of intestine violence, if each has not already
occurred.
We are, with the highest respect, Your Excellency's obedient servants,
JAMES F . SIMMO S.
WM. SPRAGUE.
JOSEPH L. TILLINGHAST.

CARTOON RIDICULING THE MILLERITES MILLENNIUM
PROPHECY OF 1843.
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The SECRETARY OF WAR:

'

WASHINGTON,June 29, I842;

Sm: From the official communication of Colonel Bankhead to you, this day laid
before me, it is evident that the difficulties in Rhode Island have arrived at a crisis
which may require a prompt interposition ~f the Executive of the United States to
prevent the effusion of blood. From the correspondence already had with the governor of Rhode Island I have reason to expect that a requisition will be immediately
made by the government of that State for the assistance guaranteed by the Constitution to protect its citizens from domestic violence. With a view to ascertain the true
condition of things and to render the assistance of this Gove~nment ( if any shall be
required ) as prompt as may be, you are instructed to proceed to Rhode Island, and,
in the event of a requisition being made upon the President in conformity with the
laws of the United States, you will cause the proclamation herewith delivered to be
published. And should circumstances in your opinion render it necessary, you will
also call upon the governors of Massachusetts and Connecticut, or either of them,
for such number and description of the militia of their respective States as may be
sufficient to terminate at once the insurrection in Rhode Island. And in the meantime the troops in the vicinity of Providence may with propriety be placed in such
positions as will enable them to defend that city from assault.
JOHN TYLER.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
A PROCI.,AMATION.

Whereas the legislature of the State of Rhode Island has applied to the President of
the United States setting forth the existence of a dangerous insurrection in that State,
composed partly of deluded citizens of the State, but chiefly of intruders of dangerous and abandoned ch~racter coming from other States, and requiring the immediate
interposition of the constitutional power vested in him to be exercised in such cases,
I do issue this my proclamation, according to law, hereby commanding all insurgents
and all persons connected with said insurrection to disperse and retire peaceably to
their respective abodes within twenty-four hours from the time when this proclamation shall be made public in Rhode Island.
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to be hereunto
affixed, and signed the same with my hand.
Done at the city of Washington this - - day o f - - -·, A. D. 1842, and of the
Independence of the United States the sixty-sixth.
[r.,. s.J
·
JOHN TYLER.
By the President:
DANI.,. WEBSTER,

Secretary of State.
WASHINGTON, Apn'l 22, z844.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I transmit herewith, for your approval and ratification, a treaty which
I have caused to be negotiated between the United States and Texas,
whereby the latter, on the conditions therein set forth, has transferred
~n~ c~n:eyed all its right of separate and independent sovereignty and
JUns~1ction to the United States. In taking so important a step I have
b.een 1~£1.uenced by what appeared to me to be the most controlling consi~erati~ns of public policy and the general good, and in having accomplished it, should it meet with your approval, the Government will have
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succeeded in reclaiming a territory which formerly constituted a portion,
as it is confidently believed, of its domain under the treaty of cession of
1803 by France to the Un1ted States.
The country thus proposed to be annexed has been settled principally
by persons from the United States, who emigrated on the invitation of
both Spain and Mexico, and who carried with them into the wilderness
which they have partially reclaimed the laws, customs, and political and
domestic institutions of their native land. They are deeply indoctrinated
in all the pri~ciples of civil liberty, and will bring along with them in the ·
act of reassociation devotion to our Union and a firm and inflexible resolution to assist i~ maintaining the public liberty unimpaired_:_a consideration which, as it appears to me, is to be regarded as of no small moment.
The country itself thus obtained is of incalculable value in an agricultural and commercial point of view. To a· soil of inexhaustible fertility
it unites a genial and healthy climate, and is destined at a day not distant
to make large contributions to the commerce of the world. Its territory
is separated from the United States in part by an imaginary line, and by
the river Sabine for a distance of 3ro miles, and its productions are the
same with those of many of the contiguous States of the Union. Such
is the country, such are its inhabitants, and such its capacities to add to
the general wealth of the Union. As to the latter, it may be safely
asserted that in the magnitude of its productions it will equal in a short
time, under the protecting care of this Government, if it does not surpass,
the combined production of many of the States of the Confederacy. A
new and powerful impulse wiJl thus be given to the navigating interest
of the country, which_will be chiefly engrossed by our fellow-citizens of
the Eastern and Middle States, who have already attained a remarkable
degree of prosperity by the partial monopoly they have enjoyed of the
carrying trade of the Union, particularly the coastwise trade, which this
new acquisition is destined in time, and that not distant, to swell to a
magnitude which can not easily be computed, while the addition mad~
to the boundaries of the home market thus secured to their mining,
manufacturing, and mechanical skill and industry will be of a character
the most commanding and important. Such are some of the many
advantages which will accrue to the Eastern and Middle States by the
ratification of the treaty-advantages the extent of which it is impossible to estimate with accuracy or properly to appreciate. Texas, being
adapted to the culture of cotton, sugar, and rice, and devoting most of
her energies to the raising of these productions, will open an extensive
market to the Western States in the important articles of beef, pork,
horses, mules, etc., as well as in bread tuffs. At the same time, the
outhern and Southeastern tates will find in the fact of annexation
protection and ecurity to their peace and tranquillity, as well against all
do estic as foreign efforts t disturb them, thus consecrating anew the
union of the States and holding out the promise of its perpetual duration.
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Thus, at the same time that the tide of public prosperity is greatly swollen,
an appeal of what appears to the Executive to be of an imposing,Jf not
of a resistless, character is made to the interests of every portion of the
country. Agriculture, which would have a new and extensive market opened for its produce; commerce, whose ships would be freighted
with the rich productions of an extensive and fertile region; and the
mechanical arts, in all their various ramifications, would seem to unite
in one universal demand for the ratification of the treaty. But important as these considerations may appear, they are to be regarded as but
secondary to others. Texas, for reasons deemed sufficient by herself,
threw off her dependence on Mexico as far back as 1836, and consummated her independence by the battle of San Jacinto in the same year,
since which period Mexico has attempted no serious invasion of her
territory, but the contest has assumed features of a mere border war,
characterized by acts revolting to humanity. In the year 1836 Texas
adopted her constitution, under which she has existed as a sovereign
power ever since, having been recognized as such by many of the principal powers of the world; and contemporaneously with its adoption, by
a solemn vote of her people, embracing all her population but ninetythree persons, declared her anxious desire to be admitted into association
with the United States as a portion of their territory. This vote, thus
solemnly taken, has never been reversed, and now by the action of her
constituted authorities, sustained as it is by popular sentiment, she reaffirms her desire for annexation. This course has been adopted by her
without the employment of any sinister measures on the part of this
Government. No intrigue has been set on foot to accomplish it. Texas
herself wills it, and the Executive of the United States, concurring with
her, has seen no sufficient reason to avoid the consummation of an act
esteemed to be so desirable by both. It can not be denied that Texas
is 'greatly depressed in her energies by her long-protracted war with
Mexico. Under these circumstances it is but natural that she should
seek for safety and repose under the protection of some stronger power,
and it is equally so that her people should turn to the United States,
the land of their birth, in the first instance in the pursuit of such protect~on. She has often before made known her wishes, but her advances
have to this time been repelled. The J ~xecutive of the United States
sees no longer any cause for pursuing such a course. The hazard of
now defeating her wishes may be of the most fatal tendency. It might
lead, and most probably would, to such an entire alienation of sentiment
and feeling as would inevitably induce her to look elsewhere for aid, and
force her either to enter into dangerous alliances with other nations, who,
looking with more wisdom to their own interests, would, it is fairly to
be presumed, readily adopt such expedients; or she would hold out the
proffer of discriminating duties in trade and commerce in order to secure
the necessary assistance. Whatever step she might adopt looking to
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this object would prove disastr,ous in the highest degree to the interests
of the whole Union. To say nothing of the impolicy of our permitting
the carrying trade and home market of such a country to pass out of our
hands into those of a commercial rival, the Government, in the first place,
would be certain to suffer most disastrously in its revenue by the introduction of a system of smuggling upon an extensive scale, which an
army of custom-house officers could not prevent, and which would operate to affect injuriously the interests of all the industrial classes of this
country. Hence would arise constant collisions between the inhabitants of
the two countries, which would evermore endanger their peace. A large
increase of the military force of the United States would inevitably follow, thus devolving upon the people new and extraordinary burdens ,in
order not only to protect them from the danger of daily collision with
Texas herself, but · to guard their border inhabitants against hostile
inroads, so easily excited on the part of the numerous and warlike tribes
of Indians dwelling in their neighborhood. Texas would undoubtedly
be unable for many years to come, if at any time, to resist unaided and
alone the military power of the United States; but it is not extravagant
to suppose that nations reaping a rich harvest from her trade, secured to
them by advantageous treaties, would be .i nduced to take part with her
in any conflict with us, from the strongest considerations of public policy.
Such a state of things might subject to devastation the territory of contig uous States, and would cost the country in a single campaign more
treasure, thrice told over, than is stipulated to be paid and reimbursed
by the treaty now proposed for ratification. I will not permit myself to
dwell on this view of the subject. Consequences of a fatal character
to the peace of the Union, and even to the preservation of the Union
itself, might be dwelt upon. They will not, however, fail to occur to the
mind of the Senate and of_the country. Nor do I indulge in any vague
conjectures of the future. The documents now transmitted along with
the treaty lead to the conclusion, as inevitable, that if the boon now tendered be rejected Texas will seek for the friendship of others. In contemplating such a contingency it can not be overlooked that the United
States are already almost surrounded by the possessions of European
powers. The Canadas, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, the islands in
the American seas, with Texa:. trammeled by treaties of alliance or of a
commercial character differing in policy from that of the United States,
ould complete the circle. Texas voluntarily steps forth, upon terms
of perfect honor and good faith to all nations, to ask to be annexed to
the nion. As an independent sovereignty her right to do this is unquestionable. In doing so she gives no cause of umbrage to any other power;
her people desire it, and there is no slavi h transfer of her sovereignty
and independence.
he ha for eight years maintained her independence
he ha been recognized as independa ain tall effort to ubdue her.
ent by many of the mo t prominent of the family of nations, and that
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recognition, so far as they are concerned, places her in a position, without
giving any just cause of umbrage to them, to surrender her sovereignty
at her own will and pleasure. The United States, actuated evermore by
a spirit of justice, has desired by the stipulations of the treaty to render
justice to all. They have made provision for the payment of the public
debt of Texas. We look to her ample and fertile domain as the certain
means of accomplishing this; but this is a matter between the United
States and Texas, and with which other Governments have nothing to
do. Our right to receive the rich grant tendered by Texas is perfect,
and this Government should not, having due respect either to its own
honor or its own interests, Rermit its course of policy to be interrupted
by the interference of other powers, even if such interference were
threatened. The question is one purely American. In the acquisition, while we abstain most carefully from all that could interrupt the
public peace, we claim the right to exercise a due regard to our own.
This Govern:inent can not consistently with its honor permit any such
interference. With equal, if not greater, propriety might the United
States demand of other governments to surrender their numerous and
valuable acquisitions made in past time at numberless places on the surface of the globe, whereby they have added to their power and enlarged
their resources.
To Mexico the Executive is disposed to pursue a course conciliatory
in its character and at the same time to render her the most ample justice by conventions and stipulations not inconsistent with the rights and
dignity of the Government. It is actuated by no spirit of unjust aggrandizement, but looks only to its own security. It has made known to
Mexico at several periods its extreme anxiety to witness the termination
of .hostilities between that country and Texa·s. Its wishes, however
have been entirely disregarded. It has ever been ready to urge an
adjustment of the dispute upon terms mutually advantageous to both.
It will be ready at all times to hear and discuss any claims Mexico may
think she has on the justice of the United States and to adjust any that
may be deemed to be so on the most liberal terms. There is no desire
on the part of the Executive to wound her pride or affect injuriously her
interest, but at the same time it can not compromit by any delay in its
action the essential interests of the United States. Mexico has no right
to ask or expect this of us; we deal rightfully with Texas as an independent power. The war which has been waged for eight years has
resulted only in the conviction with all others than herself that Texas
can not be reconquered. I can not but repeat the opinion expressed in
my message at the opening of Congress that it -is time it had ceased. The
Executive, while it could not look upon its longer continuance without
the greatest uneasiness, has, nevertheless, for all past time preserved a
course of strict neutrality. It could not be ignorant of the fact of the
exhaustion which a war of so long a duration had produced. Least of all
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was it ignorant of the anxiety of other powers to induce Mexico to enter
into terms of reconciliation with Texas, which, affecting the domestic
institutions of Texas, would operate most injuriously upon the United
States and might most seriously threaten the existence of this happy
Union. Nor could it be unacquainted with the fact that although foreign
governments might disavow all design to disturb the relations which
exist under the Constitution between these States, yet that one, the most
powerful amongst them, had not failed to declare its marked and decided
hostility to the chief feature in those relations and its purpose on all
suitable occasions to urge upon Mexico the adoption of such a course
in negotiating with Texas as to produce the obliteration of that feature
from her domestic policy as one of the conditions of her recognition by
Mexico as an independent state. The Executive was also aware of the
fact that formidable associations of persons, the subjects of foreign powers, existed, who were directing their utmost efforts to the accomplishment of this object. To these conclusions it was inevitably brought by
the documents now submitted to the Senat'e. I repeat, the Executive
saw Texas in a state of almost hopeless exhaustion, and the question
was narrowed down to the simple proposition whether the United States
should accept the boon of annexation upon fair and even liberal terms,
or, by refusing to do so, force Texas to seek refuge in the arms of some
other power, either through a treaty of alliance, offensive and defensiv.e,
or the adoption of some other expedient which might virtually make her
tributary to such power and dependent upon it for all future time. The
Executive has full reason to believe that such would have been the result
without its interposition, and tliat such will be the result in the event
either of unnecessary delay in the ratification or of the rejection of the
proposed treaty.
In full view, then, of the highest public duty, and as a measure of security against evils incalculably great, the Executive has entered into the
negotiation, the fruits of which are now submitted to the Senate. Independent of the urgent reasons which existed for the step it has taken,
it might safely invoke the fact (which it confidently believes) that there
exists no civilized government on earth having a voluntary tender made
it of a domain so rich and fertile, so replete with all that can add to
national greatness and wealth, and so necessary to its peace and safety
that would reject the offer. Nor are other powers, Mexico inclusive,
likely in any degree to be injuriously affected by the ratification of the
treaty. The prosperity of Texas will be equally interesting to all; in
the increase of the general commerce of the world that prosperity will
be secured by annexation.
But one view of the subject remains to be presented. It grows out of
the proposed enlargement of our territory. From this, I am free to confe I see no danger. The federative sy tern is susceptible of the greatest
tension compatible with the ability of the representation of the most
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distant State or Territory to reach the seat of Government in time to par.
ticipate in the functions of legislation and to make known the wants of
the constituent body. Our confederated Republic consisted originally
of thirteen members. It now consists of twice that number, while applications are before Congress to permit other additions. This addition of
new States has served to strengthen rather than to weaken the Union.
New interests have sprung up, which require the united power of all,
through the action of the common Government, to protect and defend
upon the high seas and in foreign parts. Each State commits with perfect security to that common Government those great interests growing
out of our relations with other nations of the world, and which equally
involve the good o( all the States. Its domestic concerns are left to its
own exclusive ma..Jagement. But if there were any force in the objection it would seem to require an immediate abandonment of territorial
possessions which lie in the distance and stretch to a far-off sea, apd yet
no one would be found, it is believed, ready to recommend such an abandonment. Texas lies at our very doors and in our immediate vicinity.
Under er~ry view which I have been able to take of the subject, I think
that the interests of our common constituents, the people of all the States,
and a love of the Union left the Executive no other alternative than to
negotiate the treaty. The high and solemn duty of ratifying or rejecting
it is wisely devolved on the Senate by the Constitution of the United
~(.:i. .. eS.
JOHN TYLER.
, .• ,

4-

To the Senate of the United States:
1 transmit herewith an additional article to the treaty of extradition
lately concluded between the Governments of France and the United
States, for your approval and ratification. The reason upon which it is
founded is explained on the face of the article and in the letter from Mr.
Pageot whfch accompanies this communication.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, April 26_, I814.
To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 22d instant,
requesting the President to communicate to that body any communication, papers, or maps in possession of this Government specifying the
southern, southwestern, and western boundaries of Texas, I transmit
a map of Texas and the countries adjacent, compiled in the Bureau of
Topographical Engineers, under the direction of Colonel J. J. Abert, by
Lieutenant U. E. Emory, of that Corps, and also a memoir upon the subject by the same officer.
JOHN T~LER.
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To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
In my annual message at the commencement of the present session of
Congress I informed the two Houses that instructions had been given by
the Executive to the United States envoy at Berlin to negotiate a commercial treaty with the States composing the Germanic Customs Union
for a reduction of the duties on tobacco and other agricultural productions of the United States, in exchange for concessions on our part in
relation to certain articles of export the product of the skill and industry
of those countries. I now transmit a treaty which proposes to carry into
effect the views and intentions thus previously expressed and declared,
accompanied by two dispatches from Mr. Wheaton, our minister at Berlin. This is believed to be the first instance in which the attempt has
proved successful to obtain a reduction of the heavy and onerous duties
to which American tobacco is subject in foreign markets, and, taken in
connection with the greatly reduced duties on rice and lard and the free
introduction of raw cotton, for which the treaty provides, I can not but
anticipate from its ratification important benefits to the great agricultural,
commercial, and navigating interests of the United States. The concessions on our part relate to articles which are believed not to enter injuriously into competition with the manufacturing interest of the United
States, while a country of great extent and embracing a population of
28,000,000 human beings will more thoroughly than heretofore be thrown
open to the commercial enterprise of our fellow-citizens.
Inasmuch as the provisions of the treaty come to some extent in con-·
flict with existing laws, it is my intention, should it receive your approval
and ratification, to communicate a copy of it to the House of Representatives, in order that that House may take such action upon it as it may
deem necessary to give efficiency to its provisions.
JOHN TYLER.
APRIL 29, 1844.
WASHINGTON,

Apr£! 29, I844.

To the Senate of the Un£ted States:
I herewith transmit to the Senate, with reference to my message of the
22d instant, the copy of a recent correspondence* between the Department of State and the minister of Her Britannic Majesty in this country.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHI GTON,

Apn1 29, I84,f..

To the Senate of the Un£ted States:
I transmit to the enate a report of the Secretary of War, prepared
in compliance with the request contained in a resolution of the 10th
tant.t
JOH TYLER.
'itb refeT nc~ to the an nexation of Texas.
Proc
fo • und r act of March 3, 1 31 fo r the r elief oftlre Stockbridge tribe of Indians in the
Temt ry of .1.11COnain.
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WASHINGTON, May I, I8,t4.
To the Senate of the Uni'ted States:
I transmit herewith a dispatch from the 'B ritish minister, addressed to
the Secretary of State, bearing date the 30th April, in reply to the letter
of the Secretary of State of the 27th April, which has already been communicated to the Senate, having relation to the Texas treaty.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May 3, I8/4.
To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 29th ultimo, requesting a copy of additional papers upon the subject of the relations between
the United States and the Republic of Texas, I transmit a report from the
Secretary of State and the documents by which it was accompanied.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May 6, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit the accompanying correspondence, relating to the
treaty recently concluded by the minister of the United States at Berlin
with the States comprising the Zollverein.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May 6, I84¢.
To the House of Representat-ives:
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report* of the Secretary
of War, prepared as requested by the resolution of the House of the
18th of January last.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May 6, I84¢.
To the House of Representat-ives:
I transmit herewith a report and accompanying documents from the
Secretary of War, containing all the information that can be now furnished by that Department, in answer to the resolution of the House of
Representatives of the 18th of January, respecting the allowance of claims
previously rejected.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May 7, I8,t4.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate, for its consideration with a view to ratification, a postal convention between the United States and the Republic of
New Granada, signed in the city of Bogota on the 6th of March last.

* Transmitting lists of persons employed by the War Department since March 4, 18371 without
express authority of law, et~
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In order that the Senate may better understand the objects of the convention and the motives which have made those objects desirable on
the part of the United States, I also transmit a copy of a correspondence
between the Department of State and the chairman of the Committee
on Commerce in the Senate, and between the same Department and
Mr. Blackford, the charge d'affaires of the United States at Bogota, who
concluded the convention on the part of this Government.

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, May Io, I8,f4.
To the Senate of the United States:
I deem it proper' to transmit the accompanying dispatch, recently
received from the United States envoy at London, having reference to
the treaty now before the Senate lately negotiated by Mr. Wheaton,
our envoy at Berlin, with the Zollverein.
I will not withhold the expression of my full assent to the views
expressed by Mr. Everett in his conference with Lord Aberdeen.

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, May IO, I8¢¢·
To the House of Representatlves:
I communicate to Congress a letter from the Imaum of Muscat and a
translation of it, together with sundry other papers, by which it will be
perceived that His Highness has been pleased again to offer to the United
States a present of Arabian horses. These animals will be in Washington in a short time, and will be disposed of in such manner as Congress
may think proper to direct.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, May I I, I8¢¢•
To the Senate of the Un£ted States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, two conventions concluded by the minister of the United States at Berlin-the
one with the Kingdom of Wurtemberg, dated on the roth day of April,
and the other with the Grand Duchy of H esse, dated on the 26th day of
Marc4, 1844-for the mutual abolition of the droit d'auba£ne and the
droit de detraction between those Governments and the United States,
and I communicate with the conventions copies of the correspondence
necessary to explain the reasons for concluding them.
JOHN TYLER.
W ASHI GTO , May I5, I84¢ .
To the enate of the United fates:
In an er to the re lution of the enate of the 13th in tant, requesting
to
i form
' hetb r ince the commencement of the negotiation
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which resulted in the treaty now before the Senate for the annexation
of Texas to the United States, any military preparation has been ma.d e
or ordered by the President for or in anticipation of war, and, if so, for
what cause, and with whom was such war apprehended, and what are
the preparations that have been made or ordered; has any movement
or assemblage or disposition of any of the military or naval forces of the
United States been made or ordered with a view to such hostilities; and
to communicate
to the Senate copies of all orders or directions given
\
for any such preparation or for any such movement or disposition or for
the future conduct of such military or naval forces,'' I have to inform the
Senate that,· in consequence of the declaration of Mexico communicated
to this GoverD;ment and by me laid before Congress at the opening of its
present session, announcing the determination of Mexico to regard as a
declaration of war against her by the United States the definitive ratification of any treaty with Texas annexing the territory of that Republic to
the United States, and the hope ·and belief entertained by the Executive
that the treaty with Texas for that purpose would be speedily approved
and ratified by the Senate, it was regarded by the Executive to have
become emphatically its duty to concentrate in the Gulf of Mexim and
its vicinity, as a precautionary measure, as large a portion of the home
squadron, under the command of Captain Conner, as could well be du.wn
together, and at the same time to assemble at Fort Jesup, on the bord.~rs
of Texas, as large a military force as the demands of the service at othet'
encampments would authorize to be detached. For the number of ships
already in the Gulf and the waters contiguous thereto and such as are
placed under orders for that destination, and of troops now assembled
upon the frontier, I refer you to the accompanying reports from the Secretaries of the War and Navy Departments. It will also be per<;:eived by
the Senate, by referring to the orders of the Navy Department which are
herewith transmitted, that the naval officer in command of the fbet is
directed to cause his ships to perform all the duties of a fleet of observation and to apprise the Executive of any indication of a hostile desig~
upon Texas on the part of any nation pending the deHberations of the
Senate upon the treaty, with a view that the same should promptly b~
submitted to Congress for its mature deliberation. At the same time, it;
is due to myself that l should declare it as my opinion that the United
States having by the treaty of annexation acquired a title to Texas which
requires only the action of the Senate to perfect it, no other power could.
be permitted to invade and by force of arms to possess itself of any por..
tion of the territory of Texas pending your deliberations upon the treaty
without placing itself in an hostile attitude to the United States and
justifying the employment of any military means at our disposal to drive
back the invasion. At the same time, it is my opinion that Mexico of·
any other power will find in your approval of the treaty no just cause of
war against the United States, nor do I believe that there is any seriou~
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hazard of war to be found in the fact of such approval. Nevertheless,
every proper measure will be resorted to by the Executive to preserve
upon an honorable and just basis the public peace by reconciling Mexico,
through a liberal course of policy, to the treaty.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, May I5, I8,t4.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 13th instant, requesting to be informed '' whether a messenger has been sent to Mexico with
a view to obtain her consent to the treaty with Texas, and, if so, to communicate to the Senate a copy of the dispatches of which he is bearer
and a copy of the instructions given to said messenger; and also to inform
the Senate within what time said messenger is expected to return," ·I
have to say that no messenger has been sent to Mexico in order to obtain
her assent to the treaty with Texas, it not being regarded by the Executive as in any degree requisite to obtain such consent in order (should
the Senate ratify the treaty) to perfect the title of the United States
to the territory thus acquired, the title to the same being full and perfect
without the assent of any third power. , The Executive has negotiated
with Texas as an independent power of the world, long since recognized
as such by the United States and other powers, and as subordinate in all
her rights of full sovereignty to no other power. A messenger has been
dispatched to our minister at Mexico as bearer of the dispatch already
communicated to the Senate, and which is to be found in the letter
addressed to Mr. Green, and forms a part of the documents ordered confidentially to be printed for the use of the Senate. That dispatch was
dictated by a desire to preserve the peace of the two countries by denying
to Mexico all pretext for assuming a belligerent attitude to the United
States, as she had threatened to do, in the event of the annexation of
Texas to the United States, by the dispatch of her Government which
was communicated by me to Congress at the opening of its present session. The messenger is expected to return before the 15th of June next,
but he may be detained to a later day. The recently appointed envoy
from the United States to Mexico will be sent so soon as the final action
is had on the question of annexation, at which time, and not before, can
his instructions be understandingly prepared.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTO , May I6, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
In my message communicating the treaty with Texas I expressed the
opinion that if Texa was not now annexed it was probable that the opportunity of annexing it to the United States would be lost forever. Since
then the subject has been much agitated, and if an opinion may be formed
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of the chief ground of the opposition to the treaty, it is not that Texas
ought not at some time or other to be annexed, but that the present is
not the proper time. It becomes, therefore, important, in this view of the
subject, and is alike due to the Senate and the country, that I should
furnish any papers in my possession which may be calculated to impress
the Senate with the correctness of the opinion thus expressed by me.
With this view I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of State,
accompanied by various communications on the subject. These communi~ations are from private sources, and it is to be remarked that a
resort must in all such cases be had chiefly to private sources of information, since it is not to be expected that any government, more especially
, if situated as Texas is, would be inclined to develop to the world its
ulterior line of policy.
Among the extracts is one from a letter from General Houston to General Andrew Jackson, to which I particularly invite your attention, and
another from General Jackson to a gentleman of high respectability, now
of this place. Considering that General Jackson was placed in a situation to hold the freest and fullest interview with Mr. Miller, the private
and confidential secretary of President Houston, who, President Houston
informed General Jackson, '' knows all his actions and understands all
his motives," and who was authorized to communicate to General Jackson the views of the policy entertained by the President of Texas, as well
applicable to the present as the future; that the declaration made by
General Jackson in his letter "that the present golden moment to obtain
Texas must not be lost, or Texas might from necessity be thrown into
the arms of England and be forever lost to the United States," was made
with a full knowledge of all circumstances, and ought to be received as
conclusive of what will be the course of Texas should the pres·e nt treaty
fail-from this high source, sustained, if it requires to be sustained, by
the accompanying communications, I entertain not the least doubt that
if annexation should now fail it will in all human probability fail forever.
Indeed, I have strong reasons to believe that instructions have already
been given by the Texan Government to propose to the Government of
Great Britain, forthwith on the failure, to enter into a treaty of commerce and an alliance offensive and defensive.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

May I7, I8,t4.

To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 13th instant, relating
to a supposed armistice between the Republics of Mexico and Texas, I
transmit a report from the Secretary of State and the papers by which it
was accompanied.

JOHN TYLER.
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WASHINGTON, May I8, I8,t4.
To the Senate o.f the [fnited States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 29th ultimo, upon the
subject of unpublished correspondence in regard to the purchase of or
title to Texas, I transmit a report from the Secretary of State and the
documents by which it was accompanied.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May I8, I8,t..1.
To the House o.f Representatives o.f the United States:
In answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 3d of
January last, requesting the President of the United States '' to cause to
be communicated to that House copies of all the instructions given to the
commanding officers of the squadron stipulated by the treaty with Great
Britain of 9th of August, 1842, to be kept on the coast of Africa for the
suppression of the slave trade,'' and also copies of the '' instructions given
by the British Government to their squadron stipulated by the same, if
such instructions have been communicated to this Government," I have
to inform the House of Representatives that in my opinion it would be
incompatible with the public interests to communicate to that body at
this time copies of the instructions referred to.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, May 20, I8.;4.
To the House o.f Representatives:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the
22d ultimo, I communicate a report* from the Secretary of State, which
embraces the information called for by said resolution.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, May 20, I844.
To the House of Representat-ives:
I herewith transmit a letter from the Secretary of the Navy, accompanied by a report from the Bureau of Construction and Equipment and
a communication from Lieutenant Hunter, of the Navy, prepared at the
request of the Secretary, upon the subject of a plan for the establishment
in connection with the Government of France of a line of steamers between the ports of Havre and New York, with estimates of the expense
which may be necessary to carry the said plan into effect.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, May 23, I8,;4.
To the Senate of the United States:
ur re olution of the 18th instant, adopted in executz've session
addressed to the cretary of the Treasury ad interim, has been commu•Relating to indemnity from Denmark for three ships and their cargoes sent by Commodore John
Paul Jone in 1779 a prizes into Bergen, and there urrendered by order of the Danish King to the
British minister, in obedience to the demand of that minister.
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nicated to me by that officer. While I can not recognize this call thus
made on the head of a Department as consistent with the constitutional
rights of the Senate when acting in its executive capacity, which in such
case can only properly hold correspondence with the President of_ the
United States, nevertheless, from an anxious desire to lay before the Senate all such information as may be necessary to .enable it with full understanding to act upon any subject which may be before it, I herewith
transmit communications* which have been made to me by the Secretaries of the War and' Navy Departments, in full answer to the resolution
of the Senate.
JOHN TYLER.

D. C., May 24, I814.
To the House of Representatives ·of the United States:
I transmit herewith a reportt from the Secretary of the Navy, in compliance with the resolution of i:he House of Representatives of the 18th
of January last.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON CITY,

WASHINGTON, May 3I, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 22d instant, requesting information in regard to any promise by the President of military or
other aid to Texas in the event of an agreement on the part of that
Republic to annex herself to the United States, I transmit a report from
the Secretary of State and the documents by which it was accompanied.
In my message to the Senate of the 15th of this month I adverted to
the duty which, in my judgment, the signature of the treaty for the
annexation of Texas had imposed upon me, to repel any invasion of that
country by a foreign power while the treaty was under consideration by
the Senate, and I transmitted reports from the Secretaries of War and
of the Navy, with a copy of the orders which had been issued from those
Departments for the purpose of enabling me to execute that duty. In
those orders General "faylor was directed to communicate directly with the
President of Texas upon the subject, and Captain Conner was instructed
to communicate with the charge d'affaires of the United States accredited to that Government. No copy of any communication which either
of those officers may have made pursuant to those orders has yet been
received at foe Departments from which they emanated.

JOHN TYLER.
*Relating to money drawn from the Treasury to carry into effect orders of the War and Navy
Departments made since April 12, 1844, for stationing troops or increasing the military force
upon the fronti er s of Texas and the Gulf of Mexico and for placing a naval force in the. Gulf of
Mexico, etc.
·

t Transmitting list of persons employed by the Navy Department without express authority of
law from March 4, 1837, to January 18, 1844, etc.
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WASHINGTON, June I, I8,t.¢.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith to the Senate a copy of a letter dated the 25th of
August, 1829, addressed by Mr. Van Buren, Secretary of State, to Mr.
Poinsett, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United
States to Mexico, which letter contains, it is presumed, the instructions
a copy of which was requested by the resolution of the Senate of the 28th
ultimo in executive session.
' JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June 3, I8,f4.
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 28th ultimo, upon the
subject of a '' private letter'' quoted in the instruction from the late Mr.
Upshur to the charge d'affaires of the United States in Texas, dated the
8th of August last, I transmit a report from the Secretary of State, to
whom the resolution was referred.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,June ¢, I8¢¢.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of yesterday in executive session, requesting a copy of a note supposed to have been addressed to the
Secretary of State by the diplomatic agents of the Republic of Texas
accredited to this Government, I transmit a report from the Secretary of
State, to whom the resolution was referred.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June 5, I8¢¢·
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the Senate, with reference to previous Executive communications to that body relating to the same subject, the copy
of a letter* recently received at the Department of State from the minister of the United States in London.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June 7, I8/t/·
To the House of Re_presentat£ves of the Un£ted States:
I herewith transmit to the Hou e of Representatives the copy of a
letter recently addre ed to the Secretary of State by the British mini ter at "\ a hington, with the view of ascertaining "whether it would be
a r _able t thi
overnment that an arrangement hould he concluded
for the transmission through the nited tates of the mails to and from
•

elating to the tr aly of annexation wilh Texas.
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Canada and England, which are now landed at Halifax and thence forwarded through the British dominions to their destination.''
It will be perceived that this communication has been referred to
the Postmaster-G~neral, and his opinion respecting the proposition will
accordingly be found in his letter to the Department of State of the 5th
instant, a copy of which is inclosed. I lose no time in recommending
the subject to the favorable consideration of the House and in bespeaking foc it early attention.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June 8, I844.
Jo the House of Representatives:
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of
the 29th of April last, I communicate to that body a report* from the
Secretary of State, which embraces the information called for by that '
rernlution.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

June IO, I84,t,.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
The treaty negotiated by the Executive with the Republic of Texas,
without a departure from any form of proceeding customarily observed
iu the negotiations of treaties for the annexation of that Republic to the
United States, having been rejected by the Senate, and the subject having excited on the part of the people no ordinary degree of interest, I
feel it to be my duty to communicate, for your consideration, the rejected
treaty, together with all the correspondence and documents which have
heretofore been submitted to the Senate in its executive sessions. The
papers communicated embrace not only the series already made public by
ci-ders of the Senate, but others from which the veil of secrecy has not
been removed by that body, but which I deem to be essential to a just
appreciation of the entire question. While the treaty was pending before
the Senate I did not consider it compatible with the just rights of ·t hat
body or consistent with the respect entertained for it to bring this
important subject before you. The power of Congress is, however, fully
competent in some other form of proceeding to accomplish everything
that a formal ratification of the treaty could have accomplished, and I
therefore feel that I should but imperfectly discharge my duty to yourselves or the country if I failed to lay before you everything in the possession of the Executive which would enable you to act with full light on
the subject if you should deem it proper to take any action upon it.
I regard the question involved in these proceedings as one of vast
magnitude and as addressing itself to interests of an elevated and enduring character. A Republic coterminous in territory with our own, of
*Transmitting correspondence from 1816 to 1820, inclusive, between United States ministers to
~pain and the Department of State, between those ministers and Spanish secretaries of state and
oetween the Department of State and the Spanish ministers accredited to the United States. '
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immense resources, which require only to be brought under the influence
of our confederate and free system in order to be fully developed, promising at no distant day, through the fertility of its soil, nearly, if not
entirely, to duplicate the exports of the country, thereby making an
addition to the carrying trade to an amount almost incalculable and giving a new impulse of immense importance to the commercial, manufacturing, agricultural, and shipping interests of the Union, and at the same
time affording protection to an exposed frontier and placing the whole
country in a condition of security and repose; a territory settled mostly
by emigrants from the United States, who would bring back with them
in the act of reassociation an unconquerable love of freedom and an ardent
attachment to our free institutions-such a question could not fail to
interest most deeply in its success those who under the Constitution
have become responsible for the faithful administration of public affairs.
I have regarded it as not a little fortunate that the question involved
was no way sectional or local, but addressed itself to the interests of
every part of the country and made its appeal to the glory of the American name.
It is due to the occasion to say·that I have carefully reconsidered the
objections which have been urged to immediate action upon the subject
without in any degree having been struck by their force. It has been
objected that the measure of annexation should be preceded by the cor:sent of Mexico. To preserve the most friendly relations with Mexico; to
concede to her, not grudgingly, but freely, all her rights; to negotiate
fairly and frankly with her as to the question of boundary; to render her,
in a .word, the fullest and most ample recompense for any loss she might
convince us she had sustained, fully accords with the feelings and views
the Executive has always entertained.
But negotiation in advance of annexation would prove not only abortive, but might be regarded as offensive to Mexico and insulting to
Texas. Mexico would not, I am persuaded, give ear for a momen'i: to an
attempt at negotiation in advance except for the whole territory of
Texas. While all the world beside regards Texas as an independent
power, Mexico chooses to look upon her as a revolted province. Nor
could we negotiate with Mexico for Texas without admitting that our
recognition of her independence was fraudulent, delusive, or void. It
is only after acquiring Texas that the question of boundary can arise
between the United States and Mexico-a question purposely left open
for negotiation with Mexico as affording the best opportunity for the
mo t friendly and pacific arrangements. The Executive has dealt with
Texas as a power independent of all others, both de facto and de Jure.
he as an independent State of the Confederation of fexican Republic . \ hen by violent revolution Mexico declared the Confederation at an
end, Texas owed her no longer allegiance, but claimed and has maintained
the right for eight years to a separate and distinct position. During
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that period no army has invaded her with a view to her reconquest; and
if she has not yet established her right to be treated as a nation independent de .facto and de Jure, it would be difficult to say at what period
she will attain to that condition.
Nor can we by any fair or any legitimate inference be accused of violating any treaJty stipulations with Mexico. The treaties with Mexico
give no guaranty of any sort and are coexistent with a similar treaty
with Texas. So have we treaties with most of the nations of the earth
which are _equally as much violated by the annexation of Texas to the
United States as would be our treaty with Mexico. The treaty is merely
commerdal and intended as the instrument for more accurately defining
the rights and securing the interests of the citizens of each country.
What bad faith can be implied or charged upon the Government of the
United States for successfully negotiating with an independent power
upon any subject not violating the stipulations of f;uch treaty I confess
my inability to discern.
The objections which have been taken to the enlargement of our territory were urged with much zeal against the acquisition of Louisiana, ana
yet the futility of such has long since been fully demonstrated. Since
that period a new power has been introduced into the affairs of the world,
which has for all practical purposes brought Texas much nearer to the
seat of Government than Louisiana was at the time of its annexation.
Dis-tant regions are by the application of the steam engine brought
within a close proximity.
With the views which I entertain on the subject, I should prove faithless to the high trust which the Constitution has devolved upon me if I
neglected to invite the attention of the representatives of the people to it
at the earliest moment that a due respect for the Senate would allow me
s0 to do.
I should find in the urgency of the matter a sufficient apology,
if one was wanting, since annexation is to encounter a great, if not certain,
hazard of final defeat if something be not now done to prevent it. Upon
this point I can not too impressively invite your attention to my message
of the 16th of May and to the documents which accompany it, which
have not heretofore been made public. If it be objected that the names
of the writers of some of the private letters are withheld, all that I can
say is that it is done for reasons regarded as altogether adequate, and that
the writers are persons of the first respectability and citizens of Texas,
and have such means of obtaining information as to entitle their statements to full credit. Nor has anything occurred to weaken, but, on the
contrary, much to confirm, my confidence in the statements of General
Jackson, and my own statement, made at the close of that message, in the
belief, amounting almost to certainty, "that instructions have already
been given by the Texan Government to propose to the Government of
Great Britain, forthwith on the failure [of the treaty] , to enter into a
treaty of commerce and an alliance offensive and defensive.''
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I also particularly invite your attention to the letter from Mr . .Everett,
our envoy at London, containing an account of -a conversation in th.e
House of Lords which lately occurred between Lord Brougham and Lord
Aberdeen in relation to the question of annexation. Nor .can I do so
without the expression of some surprise at the language of the minister of foreign affairs employed upon the occasion. That a Kingdom
which is made what it now is by repeated acts of annexation-beginning
with the time of the heptarchy and concluding with the annexation of
the Kingdoms of Ireland and Scotland-should perceive any principle
either novel or serious in the late proceedings of the American Executive
in regard to Texas is well calculated to excite surprise. If it be pretended that because of commercial or political relations which may exist
between the two countries neither has a right to part with its sovereignty, and that no third power can change those relations by a voluntary treaty of union or annexation, then it would seem to follow that an
annexation to be achieved by force of arms in the prosecution of a just
and necessary war could in no way be justified; and yet it is presumed
that Great Britain would be the last nation in the world to maintain any
such doctrine. The commercial and political relations of many of the
countries of Europe have undergone repeated changes by voluntary treaties, by conquest, and by partitions of their territories without any question as to the right under the public law. The question, in this view of
it, can be considered as neither ''serious'' nor ''novel.'' I will not permit myself to believe that the British minister designed to bring himself
to any such conclusion, but it is impossible for us to be blind to the fact
that the statements contained in Mr. Everett's dispatch are well worthy
of serious consideration. The Government and people of the United
States have never evinced nor do they feel any desire to interfere in
public questions not affecting the relations existing between the States
of the American continent. We leave the European powers exclusive
control over matters affecting their continent and the relations of their
different States; the United States claim a similar exemption from any
such interference on their part. The treaty with Texas was negotiated
from con iderations of high public policy, influencing the conduct of
the two Republics. We have treated with Texas as an independent
power solely with a view of bettering the condition of the two countries.
If annexation in any form occur, it will arise from the free and unfettered action of the people of the two countries; and it seems altogether
becoming in me to ay that the honor of the country, the dignity of the
American name, and the permanent interests of the United tates would
o one can more highly
forbid acquiescence in any such interference.
appreciate the value of peace to both Great Britain and the United State.
and the capacity of each to do injury to the other than myself, but peace
can be t be pre erved by maintaining firmly the rights v hich belong to
us as an indep nd nt c mmunity.

John Tyler
So much have I considered it proper for me to say; and it becomes
me only to add that while I have regarded the annexation to be accomplished by treaty as the most suitable form in which it could be effected,
should Congress deem it proper to resort to any other expedient compatible with the Constitution and likely to accomplish the object I stand
prepared to yield ,my most prompt and active cooperation.
The great question is not as to the manner in which it shall be done,
but whether it shall be accomplished or not.
·
The responsibility of deciding this question is now devolved upon you.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June Io, I844.
To the S enate of the Un-ited States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 7th instant, upon
the subject of the supposed employment of Mr. Duff Green in Europe
by the E x ecutive of the United States, I transmit a report from the
Secretary of State, to whom the resolution was referred.

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June I2, I84,t..
To the Senate of the Un-lted States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate_of the 4th instant,
calling for a correspondence* between the late minister of the United
States in Mexico and the minister for foreign affairs of that Republic,
I transmit a report from the Secretary of State and the documents by
which it was accompanied.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, June, I841,.
To the Senate of the Un-lted States:
The resolution of the Senate of the 3d instant, requesting the President
to lay before that body, confidentially, "a copy of any instructions which
may have been given by the Executive to the American minister in
England on the subject of the title to and occupation of the Territory of
Oregon since the 4th of March, 1841; also a copy of any correspondence
which may have passed between this Government and that of Great
Britain in relation to the subject since that time,'' has been received.
In reply I have to state that in the present state of the subject-matter
to which the resolution refers it is deemed inexpedient to communicate
the informadon requested by the Senate.
JOHN TYLER.·

* On the sub3ect of an order issued by the Mexican Govern.ment expelling all natives of the
United States from Upper California and other departments of the Mexican Republic, and of
the order pr9hibiting foreigners the privilege of the retail trade in Mexico,
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WASHINGTON,

June I5, I8,f,f..

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives, in answer to their
resolution of the 4th instant, a report from the Secretary of State, with
the correspondence* therein referred to.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June I7, I81/¢·
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, in answer to a
resolution of the 12th instant. Although the contingent fund for foreign
intercourse has for all time bee-n placed at the disposal of the President,
to be expended for the purposes contemplated by the fund without any
requisition upon him for a disclosure of the names of persons employed
by him, the objects of their employment, or the amount paid to any particular person, and although any such disclosures might in many cases
disappoint the objects contemplated by the appropriation of that fund,
yet in this particular instance I feel no desire to withhold the fact that
Mr. Duff Green was employed by the Executive to collect such information, from private or other sources, as was deemed important to assist
the Executive in undertaking a negotiation then contemplated, but afterwards abandoned, upon an important subject, and that there was paid to
him through the hands of the Secretary of State $r ,ooo, in full for all
such service. It is proper to say that Mr. Green afterwards presented
a claim for an additional allowance, which has been neither allowed nor
recognized as correct.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, June I7, I81/I/·
To the Senate:
I have learned that the Senate has laid on the table the nomination,
heretofore made, of Reuben H. Walworth to be an associate justice of
the Supreme Court, in the place of Smith Thompson, deceased. I am
informed that a large amount of business has accumulated in the second
district, and that the immediate appointment of a judge for that circuit
is essential to the administration of justice. Under these circumstances
I feel it my duty to withdraw the name of Mr. Walworth, whose appointment the Senate by their action seems not now prepared to confirm, in the
hope that another name may be more acceptable.
The circumstances under which the Senate heretofore declined to advise
and consent to the nomination of John C. Spencer have so far changed
as to ju tify me in my again submitting his name to their consideration.
I therefore nominate John C. pencer, of ew York, to be appointed an
associate justice of the upreme Court, in the place of Smith Thompson,
deceased.
JOH TYLER.
•With Great Britain relative to tbedutie e acted by that Government on rough rice exported
Crom the wtco. !:>tau::., contrary to the tr aty of 1815.

John Tyler

VETO MESSAGES.*
WASHINGTON, December I8, I843.
To ~he House of Representatives:
I received within a few hours of the adjournment of the last Congress
a resolution "directing payment of the certificates or awards issued by
the commissioners under the treaty with the Cherokee Indians.'' Its
provisions involved principles of great importance, in reference to which
it required more time to obtain the necessary information than was
allowed.
The balance of the fund provided by Congress for satisfying claims
under the seventeenth article of the Cherokee treaty, referred to in the
resolution, is wholly insufficient to meet the claims still pe~ding. To
direct the payment, therefore, of the whole amount of those claims which .
happened to be first adjudicated would prevent a ratable distribution of
the fund among those equally entitled to its benefits. Such a violation
of the individual rights of the claimants would impose upon the Government the obligation of making further appropriations to indemnify them,
and thus Congress would be obliged to enlarge a provision, liberal and
equitable, which it had made for the satisfaction of all the demands of
the Cherokees. I was unwilling to sanction a measure which would thus
indirectly overturn the adjustment of our differences with the Cherokees,
accomplished with so much difficulty, and to which time is reconciling
those Indians.
If no such indemnity should be provided, then a palp3.ble and very
gross wrong would be inflicted upon the claimants who had not been
so fortunate as to have their claims taken up in preference to others.
Besides, the fund having been appropriated by law to a specific purpose,
in fulfillment of the treaty, it belongs to the Cherokees, and the authority
of this Government to direct its application to particular claims is more
than questionable.
The direction in the joint resolution, therefore, to pay the awards of
the commissioners to the amount of $roo,ooo seemed to me quite objectionable, and could not be approved.
The further direction that the certificates required to be issued by the
treaty, and in conformity with the practice of the board heretofore, shall
be proper and sufficient vouchers, upon which payments shall be made at
the Treasury, is a departure from the system established soon after the
adoption of the Constitution and maintained ever since. That system
requires that payments under the aµthority of any Department shall
be made upon its requisition, countersigned by the proper Auditor and
Comptroller. The greatest irregularity would ensue from the m~de of
payment prescribed by the resolution.

* The first is a pocket veto.
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I have dc;:e~ed it ·rcspectfu1 and proper to lay before the House of
Representatives these reasons for having withheld my approval of the
above-mentioned joint resolution.

JOHN TYLER.

W ASJ;INGTON, June I I, I8,t4.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I return to the House of Representatives, in which it originated, the
bill entitled "An act making appropriations for the improvement of certain harbors and rivers," with the following objections to its becoming
a law:
At the adoption of the Constitution each State was possessed ~fa separate and independent sovereignty and an exclusive jurisdiction over all
streams and water courses within its territorial limits. The Articles of
Confederation in no way affected this authority or jurisdiction, and the
present Constitution, adopted for the purpose of correcting the defects
which existed in the original Articles, expressly reserves to the States all
powers not delegated. No such surrender of jurisdiction is made by the
States to this Government by any express grant, and if it is possessed it
is to be deduced from the clause in the Constitution which invests Congress with authority '' to make all laws which are necessary and proper
for carrying into execution'' the granted powers. There is, in my view of
the subject, no pretense whatever for the claim to power which the bill
now returned substantially sets up. The inferential power, in order to be
legitimate, must be clearly and plainly incidental to some granted power
and necessary to its exercise. To refer it to the head of convenience
or usefulness would be to throw open the door to a boundless and unlimited discretion and to invest Congress with an unrestrained authority.
The power to remove obstructions from the water courses of the States
is claimed under the granted power '' to regulate commerce with foreign
nations, among the several States, and with the Indian tribes;" but the
plain and obvious meaning of this grant is that Congress may adopt
rules and regulations prescribing the terms and conditions on which the
citizens of the United States may carry on commercial operations with
foreign states or kingdoms, and on which the citizens or subjects of for,
eign states or kingdoms may prosecute trade with the United States or
either of them. And so the power to regulate commerce among the
several States no more invests Congress with jurisdiction over the water
cour es of the States than the first branch of the grant does over the
water courses of foreign powers, which would be an absurdity.
The right of common u e of the people of the United States to the
navigable aters of each and every tate arises from the express stipulation contained in the Constitution that "the citizens of each State shall
be entitled to all privilege and immunities of citizens in the several
tat . '' , bile, therefore, the navigation of any river in any tate
i by th law f uch tate allo ed to the citizens thereof the same is
al
ur d by the onstitution of th United States on th~ same terms
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and conditions to the citizens of every other State; and so of any other
privilege or immunity.
The application of the revenue of this Government, if the power to do
so was admitted, to improving the navigation of the rivers by removing
obstructions or otherwise would be for the most part productive only of
local benefit. The consequ~nces might prove disastrously ruinous to as
many of our fellow-citizens as the exercise of such power would benefit.
I will take one instance furnished by the present bill-out of no invidious feeling, for such it would be impossible for me to feel, but because of
my greater familiarity with locations-in illustration of the above opinion:
Twenty thousand dollars are proposed to be appropriated toward improving the harbor of Richmond, in the State of Virginia. Such improvement
would furnish advantages to the city of Richmond and add to the value of
the property of its citizens, while it might have a most disastrous influence
over the wealth and prosperity of .P etersburg, which is situated some 25
miles distant on a branch of James River, and which now enjoys its fair
portion of the trade. So, too, the improvement of James River to Richmond and of the Appoma.t tox to Petersburg might, by inviting the trade
to those two towns, have the effect of prostrating the town of Norfolk . .
This, too, might be accomplished without adding a single vessel to the
number now engaged in the trade of the Chesapeake Bay or bringing
into the Treasury a dollar of additional revenue. It would produce, most
?robably, the single effect of concentrating the commerce now profitably
enjoyed by three places upon one of them. This case furnishes an apt '
illustration of the effect of this bill in several other particulars.
There can not, in fact, be drawn the slightest discrimination between
the improving the streams of a State under the pow~r to regulate commerce and the most extended system of internal improvements on land.
The excavating a canal and paving a road are equally as much incidents
to such claim of power as the removing obstructions from water courses;
nor can such power be restricted by any fair course of reasoning to the
mere fact of making the improvement. It reasonably extends also to
the right of seeking a return of the means expended through the exaction
of tolls and the levying of contributions. Thus, while the Constitution
denies to this Government the privilege of acquiring a property in the
soil of any State, even for the purpose of erecting a necessary fortification, without a grant from such State, this claim to power would invest it
with control and dominion over the waters and soil of each State without
restriction. Power so incongruous can not exist in the same instrument.
The bill is also liable to a serious objection because of its blending
appropriations for numerous objects but few of which agree in their
general features. This necessarily prod4ces the effect of embarrassing
Executive action. Some of the appropriations would receive· my sanction
if separated from the rest, however much I might deplore the reproduction of a system which for some time past has been permitted to sleep
with apparently the acquiescence of the country. I might particularize
the Delaware Breakwater as ~n improvement which looks to the security
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from the storms of our extended Atlantic seaboard of the vessels of all the
country engaged either in the foreign or the coastwise trade, as well as to
the safety of the revenue; but when, in connection with that, the same
bill embraces improvements of rivers at points far in the interior, connected alone with the trade of such river and the exertion of mere local
influences, no alternative is left me but to use the qualified veto with
which the Executive is invested by the Constitution, and to return the
bill to the House in which it originated for its ultimate reconsideration
and decision.
In sanctioning a bill of the same title with that returned, for the
improvement of the Mississipp1 and its chief tributaries and certain
harbors on the Lakes, if I bring myself apparently in conflict with any
of the principles herein asserted it will arise on my part exclusively from
the want of a just appreciation of localities. The Mississippi occupies
a footing- altogether different from the rivers ~nd water courses of the
different States. No one State or any number of States can exercise
any other jurisdiction over it than for the punishment of crimes and the
service of civil process. It belongs to no particular State or States, but
of common right, by express reservation, to all the States. It is reserved
as a great common highway for the commerce of the whole country. To
have conceded to Louisiana, or to any other State admitted as a new
State into the Union, the exclusive jurisdiction, and consequently the
right to make improvements and to levy tolls on the segments of the river
embraced within its territorial limits, would have been to have disappointed the chief object in the purchase of Louisiana, which was to secure
the free use of the Mississippi to all the people of the United States.
Whether levies on commerce were made by a foreign or domestic government would have been equally burdensome and objectionable. The
United States, therefore, is charged with its improvement for the benefit
of all, and the appropriation of governmental means to its improvement
becomes indispensably necessary for the good of all.
As to the harbors on the Lakes, the act originates no new improvements, but makes appropriations for the continuance of works already
begun.
It is as much the duty of the Government to constr::.;.ct good harbors,
without reference to the location or interests of cities, for the shelter of
the extensive commerce of the Lakes as to build breakwaters on the
Atlantic coast for the protection of the trade of that ocean. These great
inland seas are visited by destructive storms, and the annual loss of
hip and cargoes, and consequently of revenue to the Government, is
immeu e. If, then, there be any work embraced by that act which
i not r quir d in order to afford shelter and security to the shipping
a aiu t the tempe ts hich so often sweep over those great inland sea ,
but has, on the contrary, originated more in a spirit of speculation
and local int r t than in on of th character alluded to, the House of
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Representatives will regard my approval of the bill more as the result
of misinformation than any design to abandon or modify the principles
laid down in this message. Every system is liable to run into abuse,
and none more so than that under consideration; and measures can not
be too soon taken by Congress to guard against this evil.
JOHN TYLER.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS.
CIRCULAR.*

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

.
Washington, February 29, I844.
SIR: It has become my most painful duty to announce to you the
sudden and violent death of the Hon. Abel P. Upshur, late Secretary
of State of the United States. This afflicting dispensation occurred on
the afternoon of yesterday, from the bursting of one of the great guns
on board the Governme1;1t steamship Princeton, near Alexandria, on her
return from an excursion of pleasure down the river Potomac. By this
most unfortunate accident several of our distinguished citizens, amongst
whom were the Secretaries of State and of the Navy, were immediately
killed, and many other persons mortally wounded or severely injured.
It is the wish of the President that the diplomatic and consular agents
of the United States, and all other officers connected with the State
Department, either at home or abroad, shall wear the usual badge of
mourning, in token of their grief and of respect for the memory of Mr.
Upshur, during thirty days from the time of receiving this order.
In consequence of this event, the President has been pleased to charge
me ad interim with the direction of the Department of State, and I have
accordingly this day entered upon the duties of this appointment.
I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant,
JNO. NELSON.
GENERAL ORDERS.
WAR DEPARTMENT, February 29, I844.
In the deepest grief the President of the United States has instructed
the undersigned to announce to the Army that from the accidental explosion of a gun yesterday on board the United States steamship Princeton
the country and its Government lost at the same moment the Secretary
of State, the Hon. A. P. Upshur, and the Secretary of the Navy, the
Hon. T. W. Gilmer.
Called but a few days since to preside over the administration of the
\Var Department, it is peculiarly painful to the undersigned that his first
official communication to the Army should be the announcement of a
* Sent to all diplomatic and consular officers of the United States.
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calamity depriving the country of the public services of two of our most
accomplished statesmen and popular and deeply esteemed fellow-citizens.
Their virtues, t alents, and patriotic services will ev~r be retained in the
grateful recollection of their countrymen and perpetuated upon the pages
of the history of our common country.
Deep as may be the gloom which spreads over the community, it has
pleased the Almighty Disposer of Events to add another shade to it by
bl;nding in' this melancholy catastrophe the deaths of an eminent citizen,
Virgil Maxcy, esq., lately charge d'affaires to Belgium; a gallant and
meritorious officer of the Navy, a chief of a bureau, Captain B. Kennon,
and a private citizen of New York of high and estimable character,
besides others, citizens and sailors, either killed or wounded.
As appropriate honors to the memory of these distinguished Secretaries, half-hour guns will be fired at every military post furnished with
the proper ordnance the day after the receipt of this order from sunrise
to sunset. The national flag will be displayed at half-staff during the
same time. And all officers of the Army will wear for three months
the customary badge of mourning.
WM. WILKINS,
Secretary of War.
GENERAL ORDER.
N AVY DEPARTMENT, February 29, I844.
As a mark of respect to the memory of the late Hon. Thomas W.
Gilmer, Secretary of the Navy , whose career at his entrance upon the
duties of his office, would have been nobly maintained by that ability
and vigor of which his whole previous life had been the guaranty, the
flags of all vessels in commission, navy-yards, and stations are to be
hoisted at halfrmast on the day after the receipt of this order, minute
guns to the number of sevent een are to be fired between sunrise and
sunset, and crape is to be worn on the left arm and upon the sword £of
the space of three months.
By command of the President:
L. W A RRINGTON,
Secretary of the Navy ad £nter£m.

FOURTH ANNUAL MESSAGE.
D ecember 3, I 8,1-f..
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Un£ted States:
e have continued cau for expreS!:ing our gratitude to the Supreme
Ruler of the niver e for the benefits and ble ings which our cour;.try,
und r His kind providence, has enjoyed during the past year.
otwithstanding the exciting scenes through which we have passed, nothing
WASHI GTON,
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has occurred to disturb the general peace or to derange the harmony of
our political system. · The great moral spectacle has been exhibited
of a nation approximating in number to 20,000,000 people having performed the high and important function of electing their Chief Magistrate for .the term of four years without the commission of any acts of
violence or the manifestation of a spirit of insubordination to the laws.
The great and inestimable right of suffrage has been exercised by all
who were invested with it under the laws of the different States in a
spirit dictated alone by a desire, in the selection of the agent, to advance
the interests of the country and to place beyond jeopardy the institutions
under which it is our happiness to live. That the deepest interest has
been manifested by all our countrymen in the result of the election is not
less true than highly creditable to them. Vast multitudes have assembled from time to time at various pla~es for the purpose of canvassing the
merits and pretensions of those who were presented for their suffrages,
but no armed soldiery has been necessary to restrain within proper limits
the popular zeal or to prevent violent outbreaks. A principle much
more controlling was found in the love of order and obedience to the laws,
which, with mere individual exceptions, everywhere possesses the American mind, and controls with an influence far more powerful than hosts
of armed men. We can not dwell upon this picture without recognizing
in it that deep and devoted attachment on the part of the people to the
institutions under which we live which proclaims their perpetuity. 'the
great objection which has always prevailed against the election by the
people of their chief executive officer has been the apprehension of
tumults and disorders which might involve in ruin the entire Government. A security against this, is found not only in the fact before alluded
to, but in the additional fact that we live under a Confederacy embracing
already twenty-six States, no one of which has power to control the election. The popular vote in each State is taken at the time appointed by
the laws, and such ·vote is announced by the electoral college without
reference to the decision of other .States. The right of suffrage and the
mode of conducting the election are regulated by the laws of each State,
and the election is distinctly federative in all its prominent features.
Thus it is that, unlike what might be the results under a consolidated
system, riotous proceedings, should they prevail, could only affect the
elections in single States without disturbing to any dangerous extent
the tranquillity of others. The great experiment of a political confederation each member of which is. supreme as to all matters appertaining
to its local interests and its internal peace and happiness, while by a
voluntary compact with others it confides to the united power of all the
protection of its citizens in matters not domestic has been so far crowned
with complete success. The world has witnessed its rapid growth in
wealth and population, and under the guide and direction of a superintending Providence the developments of the past may be regarded but
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as the shadowing forth of the mighty future. In the bright prospects of
that future we shall find, as patriots and philanthropists, the highest
inducements to cultivate and cherish a love of union and to frown down
every measure or effort which may be made to alienate the States or the
people of the States in sentiment and feeling from each other. A rigid
and close adherence to the terms of our political compact and, above all,
a sacred observance of the guaranties of the Constitution will preserve
-.1:::iion on a foundation which can not be shaken, while personal liberty is
placed beyond hazard or jeopardy. The guaranty of religious freedom,
of the freedom of the press, of the liberty of speech, of the trial by
jury, of the habeas corpus, and of the domestic institutions of each of
the States, leaving the private citizen in the full exercise of the high and
ennobling attributes of his nature and to each State the privilege ( which
can only be judiciously exerted by itself) of consulting the means best
calculated to advance its own happiness-these are the great and important guaranties of the Constitution which the lovers of liberty must
cherish and the advocates of union must ever cultivate. Preserving
these and avoiding all interpolations by forced construction under the
guise of an imag!ned expediency upon the Constitution, the influence of
our political system is destined to be as actively and as beneficially felt
on the distant shores of the Pacific as it is now on those of the Atlantic
Ocean. The only formidable impediments in the way of its successful
' expansion ( time · and space) are so far in the progress of modification
by the improvements of th~ age as to render no longer speculative the
ability of representatives from that remote region to come up to the
Capitol, so that their constituents shall participate in all the benefits of
Federal legislation. Thus it is that in the progress of time the inestimable principles of civil liberty will be enjoyed by millions yet unborn and
the great benefits of our system of government be extended to now distant and uninhabited regions. In view of the vast wilderness yet to be
reclaimed, we may well invite the lover of freedom of every land to take
up his abode among us and assist us in the great w·ork of advancing the
standard of civilization and giving a wider spread to the arts and refinements of cultivated life. Our prayers should evermore be offered up to
the Father of the Universe for His wisdom to direct us in the path of our
duty so as to enable us to consummate these high purposes.
One of the strongest objections which bas been urged against confederacies by writers on government is the liability of the members to be
tampered with by foreign governments or the people of foreign states,
either in their local affairs or in such as affected the peace of others or
endangered the afety of the whole confederacy. We can not hope to be
entirely exempt from such attempts on our peace and safety. The
nited tates are becomino- too important in population and re ources
not to attract the ob rvation f other nations. It therefore may in the
progress of tirn oc ur that opinion ntirely abstract in the States in
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which they may prevail and in no degree affecting their domestic institutions may be artfully but secretly encouraged with a view to undermine
the Union. Such opinions may become the foundation of political parties, until at last the conflict of opinion, producing an alienation of
friendly feeling among the people of the different States, may involve
in general destruction the happy institutions under which we live. It
should ever be borne in mind that what is true in regard to individuals
is equally so in regard to states. An interference of one in the affairs ,of
another is the fruitful cause of family dissensions and neighborhood disputes, and the same cause affects the peace, happiness, and prosperity
of states. It may be most devoutly hoped that the good sense of the
American people will ever be ready to repel all such attempts should they
ever be made.
There has been no material change in our foreign relations since my
last annual message to Congress. With all the powers of Europe we continue ou- the most friendly terms. Indeed, it affords me much satisfaction
to state that at no former period has the peace of that enlightened aud
important quarter of the globe ever been, apparently, more firmly established. The conviction that peace is the true policy of nations would
seem to be growing and becoming deeper amongst the enlightened everywhere, and there is no people who have a stronger interest in cherishing
the sentiments and adopting the means of preserving and giving it permanence than those of the United States. Amongst these, the first
and most effective are, no doubt, the strict observance of justice and the
honest and punctual fulfillment of all engagements. But it is not to be
forgotten that in the present state of the world it is no less necessary
to be ready to enforce their observance and fulfillment in reference to
ourselves than to observe and fulfill them on our part in regard to others.
Since the close of your last session a negotiation has been formally
entered upon between the Secretary of State and Her Britannic Majesty's
minister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary residing at Washington relative to the rights of their respective nations in and over the
Oregon Territory. That negotiation is still pending. Should it during your session be brought to a definitive conclusion, the result will
be promptly communicated to Congress. I would, however, again call
your attention to the recommendations contained in previous messages
designed to protect and facilitate emigration to that Territory. The
establishment of military posts at suit::i.ble points upon the extended line
of land travel would enable our citizens to emigrate in comparative safety
to the fertile regions below the Falls of the Columbia, and make the
provision of the existing convention for the joint occupation of the territory by subjects of Great Britain and the citizens of the United States
more available than heretofore to the latter. These posts would constitute places of rest for the weary emigrant, where he would be sheltered
securely against the danger of attack from the Indians and be enabled
M P-vor.
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to recover from the exhaustion of a long iine of travel. Legislative enactnients should also be made which should spread over him the ~gis of
our laws, so as to afford protection to his person and property when he
shall have reached his distant home. In this latter respect the British
Gpvernment has been much more careful of the interests of such of her
people as are to be found in that country than the United States. She
has made necessary provision for their security and protection against the
acts of the viciously disposed and lawless, and her emigrant reposes in
safety under the panoply of her laws. Whatever may be the result of the
pending negotiation, such measures are necessary. It will afford me
the greatest pleasure to witness a happy and favorable termination to the
existing negotiation upon terms compatible with the public honor, and
the best efforts of the Government will continue to be directed to this end.
It would have given me the highest gratification in this my last annual
communication to Congress to have been able to announce to you the
complete and entire settlement and adjustment of other matters in difference between the United States and the Government of Her Britannic
Majesty, which were adverted to in a previous message. It is so obviously the interest of both countries, in respect to the large and valuable
commerce which exists between them, that all causes of complaint, however inconsiderable, should be with the greatest promptitude removed
that it must be regarded as cause of regret that any unnecessary delays
should be permitted to intervene. It is true that in a pecuniary point
of view the matters alluded to are altogether insignificant in amount
when compared with the ample resources of that great nation, but they
nevertheless, more particularly that limited class which arise under seizures and detentions of American ships on the coast of Africa upon the
mistaken supposition ind11.lged in at the time the wrong was committed
of their being engaged in the slave trade, deeply affect the sensibilities of
this Government and people. Great Britain, having recognized her
responsibility to repair all such wrongs by her action in other cases,
leave.., nothing to be regretted upon the subject as to all cases arising
prior to the treaty of Washington than the delay in making suitable
reparation in such of them as fall plainly within the principle of others
v.,hich she has long since adjusted. The injury inflicted by delays in the
settlement of these claims falls with severity upon the individual claimants and makes a strong appeal to her magnanimity and sense of justice
for a speedy settlement. Other matters arising out of the construction
of exi5ting tr,..aties also remain unadjusted, and will continue to be urged
upon her attention.
The labor of the joint commission appointed by the two Governments
to run the di iding line e tabli hed by the treaty of Washington we:-e,
unfortunately, much delayed in the commencement of the season by the
failure of Cone-ress at its la t e ion to make a timely appropriation of
erican party, and by other cause .
fun s t m t the ex nses of the
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The United States commissioner, however, expresses his expectation
that by increased diligence and energy the party will be able to make
up for lost time.
We continue to receive assurances of the most friendly feelings on the
part of all the other European powers, with each and all of whom it is so
obviously our interest to cultivate the most amicable relations; nor can
I anticipate the occurrence of any event which would be likely in any
degree to disturb those relations. Russia, the great northern power,
under the judicious sway of her Emperor, is constantly advancing in the
road of science and improvement, while France, guided by the counsels
of her wise Sovereign, pursues a course calculated to consolidate the
general peace. Spain has obtained a breathing spell of some duration
from the internal convulsions which have through so many years marred
her prosperity, while Austria, the Netherlands, Prussia, Belgium, and
the other powers of Europe reap a rich harvest of blessings from the
prevailing peace.
I informed the two Houses of Congress in my message of December
last that instructions had been given to Mr. Wheaton, our minister at
Berlin, to negotiate a treaty with the Germanic States composing the
Zollverein if it could be done, stipulating, as far as it was practicable to
accomplish it, for a reduction of the heavy and onerous duties levied on
our tobacco and other leading articles of agricultural production, and
yielding in return on our part a reduction of duties on such articles the
product of their industry as should not come into competition, or but a
limited one, with articles the product of our manufacturing industry.
The Executive in giving such instructions considered itself as acting in
strict conformity ·with the wishes of Congress as inade known through
several measures which it had adopted, all directed · to the accomplishment of this important result. The treaty was therefore negotiated,
by which essential reductions were secured in the duties levied by the
Zollverein on tobacco, rice, and lard, accompanied by a stipulation for
the admission or'raw cotton free of duty; in exchange for which highly
important concessions a reduction of duties imposed by the laws of the
United States on a variety of articles, most of which were admitted free
of all duty under the act of Congress commonly known as the compromise law, and but few of which were produced in the United States, was
stipulated for on our part. This treaty was communicated to the Senate
at an early day of its last session, but not acted upon until near its close,
when, for the want (as I' am bound to presume) of full time to consider
it, it was laid upon the table. This procedure had the effect of virtually
rejecting it, in consequence of a stipulation contained in the treaty that
its ratifications should be exchanged on or before a day which has already •
passed. The Executive, acting upon the fair inference that the Senate
did not intend its absolute rejection, gave instructions to ·our minister
at Berlin to reopen the negotiation so far as to obtain an extension of
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time for the exchange of ratifications. I regret, however, to say that
his efforts in this respect have been unsuccessful. I am nevertheless
not without hope that the great advantages which were intended to be
secured by the treaty may yet be realized.
I am happy to inform you that Belgium has, by an "arrhe royale"
issued in July last, assimilated the flag of the United States to her own,
so far as the direct trade between the two countries is concerned. This
measure will prove of great service to our shipping interest, the trade
having heretofore been carried on chiefly in foreign bottoms. I flatter
myself that she will speedily resort to a modification of her system relating to the tobacco trade, which would decidedly benefit the agriculture of
the United States and operate to the mutual advantage of both countries.
No definitive intelligence has yet been received from our minister
of the conclusion of a treaty with the Chinese Empire, but enough is
known to induce the strongest hopes that the mission will be crowned
with success.
With Brazil our relations continue on the most friendly footing. The
commercial intercourse between that growing Empire and the United
States is becoming daily of greater imnortance to both, and it is to the
interest of both that the firmest relatio~s of amity and good will should
continue to be cultivated between them.
'.fhe Republic of New Granada still withholds, notwithstanding the
most persevering efforts have been employed by our charge d'a:ffaires,
Mr. Blackford, to produce a different result, indemnity in the case of the
brig Morris; and the Congress of Venezuela, although an arrangement
has been effected between our minister and the minister of foreign affairs
of that Government for the payment of $18,000 in discharge of its liabilities in the same case, has altogether neglected to make provision for its
payment.. It is to be hoped that a sense of justice will soon induce a
settlement of these claims.
Our late minister to Chili, Mr. Pendleton, has returned to the United
States without having effected an adjustment in the second claim of the
Macedonian, which is delayed on grounds altogether frivolous and untenable. Mr. Pendleton's SUC<'f'Ssor has been directed to urge the claim in
the strongest terms, and, in the event of a failure to obtain a prompt
adjustment, to report the fact to the Executive at as early a day as possible, so that the whole i;natter may be communicated to Congress.
At your last session I submitted to the attention of Congress the convention with the Republic of Peru of the I7th March, 1841, providing
for the adjustment of the claims of citizens of the United States against
that Republic, but no definitive action was taken upon the subject. 1
again invite to it your attention and prompt action.
In my last annual mes age I felt it to be my duty to make known to
Congre , in terms both plain and emphatic, my opinion in regard to the
ar \'. hi h h so long xi ted betw en Mexico and Texas, " hicb in
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the battle of San Jacinto has consisted altogether of predatory incursions,
attended by circumstances revolting to humanity. I repeat now what I
then said, that after eight years of feeble and ineffectual efforts to reconquer Texas it was time that the war should have ceased. The United
States have a direct interest in the question. The contiguity of the two
nations to our territory was but too well calculated to involve our peace.
Unjust suspicions were engendered in the mind of one or the other of the
belligerents against us, and as a necessary consequence American interests were made to suffer and our peace became daily endangered; in
addition to which it must have been obvious to all that the exhaustion
produced by, the war subjected both Mexico and Texas to the interference of other powers, which, without the interposition of this Government, might eventuate in the most serious injury to the United States.
This Government from time to time exerted its friendly offices to bring
about a termination of hostilities upon terms honorable alike to both
the belligerents. Its efforts in this behalf proved unavailing. Mexico
seemed almost without an object to persevere in the war, and no other
alternative was left the Executive but to take advantage of the wellknown dispositions of Texas and to invite her to enter into a treaty for
annexing her territory to that of the United States.
Since your last session Mexico has threatened . to renew the war, and
has either made or proposes to make formidable preparations for invading Texas. She has issued decrees and proclamations, preparatory to
the commencement of hostilities, full of threats revolting to humanity,
and which if carried into effect would arouse the attention of all Christendom. This new demonstration of feeling, there is too much reason to
believe, has been produced in consequence of the negotiation of the late
treaty of annexation with Texas. The Executive, therefore, could not
be indifferent to such proceedings, and it felt it to be due as well to
itself as to the honor of the country that a strong representation should
be made to the Mexican Government upon the subject. This was
accordingly done, as will be seen by the copy of the accompanying dispatch from the Secretary of State to the United States envoy at Mexico.
Mexico has no rigiJ:it to jeopard the peace of the world by urging any
longer a useless and fruitless contest. Such a condition of things would
not be tolerated on the European continent. Why should it be on this?
A war of desolation, such as is now threatened by Mexico, can not be
waged without involving our peace and tranquillity. It is idle to believe
that such a war could be looked upon with indifference by our own citizens inhabiting adjoining States; and our neutrality would be violated
in despite of all efforts on the part of the Government to prevent it. The
country is settled by emigrants from the United States under invitations
held out to them by Spain and Mexico. Those emigrants ha~e left
behind them friends and relatives, who would not fail to sympathize with"'
them in their difficulties, and who would be led by those sympathies to
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participate ·in i heir struggles, however energetic the action of the Government to prevent it. Nor would the numerous and formidable bands
of Indians-th e most warlike to be found in any land-which occupy the
extensive regions contiguous to the States of Arkansas and Missouri, and
who are in possession of l~rge tracts of country within the limits of Texas,
be likely to remain passive. The inclinations of those numerous tribes
lead them invariably to war whenever pretexts exist.
Mex ico had no just ground of displeasure against this Government or
people for negotiating the treaty. What interest of hers was affected
by the treaty? She was despoiled of nothing, since Texas was forever
lost to her. The independence of Texas was recognized by several of
the leading powers of the earth. She was free to treat, free to adopt
her own line of policy, free to take the course which she believed was
best calculated to secure her happiness.
Her Government and people decided on annexatio'n to the United
State~, and the Executive saw in the acquisition of such a territory the
means of advancing their permanent happiness and glory. What principle of good faith, then, was violated? What rule of political morals
trampled under foot? So far as Mexico herself was concerned, the measure should have been regarded by her as highly beneficial. Her inability
to reconquer Texas had been exhibited, I repeat, by eight (now nine)
years of fruitless and ruinous conte:::~. In the meau.time Texas has been
growing in population and resources. Emigration has flow~d into her
territory from all parts of the world in a current which c.:1ntinues to
increase in strength. Mexico r equires a permanent boundary between
that young Reput1ic and herself. Texas at no distant day, if she continues separate and detached from the United States, will inevitably seek
to consolidate her strength by adding to her domain the contig uous
Provinces of Mexico. T he spirit of revolt from the control of the central
Government has heretofore manifested itself in some of those Provinces,
and it is fair to infer t hat t hey would be inclined to take the first fa vorable opportunity to proclaim their independence and to form close alliances with T exas. The war would thus be endless, or if cessations of
hostilities should occur they would only endure for a r.eason. The interests of Mexico, therefore, could in nothing be better consulted than in
a peace with her neighbors which would result in the establishment of a
permanent boundary. Upon the ratification of the treaty the Executive was prepared to treat with her on the most liberal basis. H ence the
boundaries of Texa were left undefined by the treaty. The Executive
propo ed to settle these upon terms that all the world should have proo negotiation upon that point could
nounced just and reasonable.
have een undertaken b t een the United States and Mexico in ad ance
e should have h ad no right, no
of the ratification of the treaty.
po, r, no authority, to ha e conducted uch a negotiation, and to have
und rtak n it ould ha been an assumption equally revolting to the
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pride of Mexico and Texas and subjecting us to the charge of arrogance,
while to have proposed in advance of annexation to satisfy Mexico for
any contingent interest she might have in Texas would have been to
have treated Texas not as an independent power, but as a mere dependency of Mexico. This assumption could not have been acted on by the
Exec4tive without setting at defiance your own solemn declaration that
that Republic was an independent State. Mexico had, it is true, threatened war against the United States in the event the treaty of annexation
was ratified. The Executive could not permit itself to be influenced by
this threat. It represented in this the spirit of our people, who are
ready to S9-crifice much for peace, but nothing to intimidation. A war
under any circumstances is greatly to be deplored, and the United States
is the last nation to desire it; but if, as the condition of peace, it be
required of us to forego the unquestionable right of treating with an
independent power of our own continent upon matters highly interesting to both, and that upon a naked and unsustained pretension of claim
by a third power to control the free will of the power with whom we
treat, devoted as we may be to peace and anxious to cultivate friendly
relations with the whole world, the Executive does not hesitate to say
that the people of the United States would be ready to brave all consequences sooner than submit to such condition. But no apprehension
of war was entertained by the Executive, and I must express frankly
the opinion that had the treaty been ratified by the Senate it would have
been followed by a prompt settlement, to the entire satisfaction of Mexico,
of every matter in difference between the two countries. Seeing, then,
that new preparations for hostile invasion of Texas were about to be
adopted by Mexico, and that these were brought about because Texas
had adopted the suggestions of the Exe~utive upon the subject of annexation, it could not passively have · folded its arms and permitted a war,
threatened to be accompanied by every act that could mark a barbarous
age, to be waged against her because she had done so.
Other considerations of a controlling character influenced the course of ,
the Executive. The treaty which had thus been negotiated had failed to
receive the ratification of the Senate. One of the chief objections which
was urged against it was found to consist in the fact that the question
of annexation had not been submitted to the ordeal of public opinion in
the United States. However untenable such an objection was esteemed
to be, in view of the unquestionable power of the Executive to negotiate
the treaty and the great and lasting interests involved in the question, I
felt it to be my duty to submit the whole subject to Congress as the best
expounders of popular sentiment. No definitive action having been
taken on the subject by Congress, the question referred itself directly
to the decision of the States and people. The great popular election
which has just terminated afforded the best opportunity of ascertaining
the will of the States and the people upon it. Pending that issue it
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became the imperative duty of the Executive to inform Mexico that the
question of annexation was still before the American people, and that
until their decision was pronounced any serious invasion· of Texas would
be regarded as an attempt to forestall their judgment and could not be
looked upon with indifference. I am most happy to inform you that no
such invasion has taken place; and I trust that whatever your action may
be upon it Mexico will see the importance of decicling the matter by a
resort to peaceful expedients in preference to those of arms. The decision of the people and the States on this great and interesting subject
has been decisively manifested. The question of annexation has been
presented nakedly to their consideration. By the treaty itself all collateral and incidental issues which were calculated to divide and distract
the public councils were carefully avoided. These were left to the wisdom of the future to determine. It presented, I repeat, the isolated
question of annexation, and in that form it has been submitted to the
ordeal of public sentiment. A controlling majority of the people and a
large majority of the States have declared in favor of immediate annexation. Instructions have thus come up to both branches of Congress
from their respective constituents in terms the most emphatic. It is the
will of both the people and the States that Texas shall be annexed to
the Union promptly and immediately. It may be hoped that in carrying
into execution the public will thus declared all collateral-issues may be
avoided. Future Legislatures can best decide as to the number of States
which should be formed out of the territory when the time has arrived
for deciding that question. So with all 0thers. By the treaty the United
States assumed the payment of the debts of Texas to an amount not
exceeding $ro,ooo,ooo, to be paid, with the exception of a sum falling
short of $400,000, exclusively out of the proceeds of the sales of herpublic lands. We could not with honor take the lands without assum~
ing the full payment of all incumbrances upon them.
Nothing has occurred since your last session to induce a doubt that
the dispositions of Texas remain unaltered. No intimation of an altered
determination on the part of her Government and people has been furnished to the Executive. She still desires to throw herself under the
protection of our laws and to partake of the blessings of our federative system, while every American interest would seem to require it.
The extension of our coastwise and foreign trade to an amount almost
incalculable, the enlargement of the market for our manufactures, a
con tantly growing market for our agricultural productions, safety to our
fronti rs, and additional strength and stability to the Union-these are
the result which would rapidly develop themselves upon the consummation of the measure of annexation. In such event I will not doubt
but that 1exico , ould find her true interest to consist in meeting the
ad ance of thi Government in a pirit of amity.
or do I apprehend
any serious complaint from any other quarter; no sufficient ground exists
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for such complaint. We should interfere in no respect with the rights of
any other nation. There can not be gathered from the act any design
on our part to do so with their possessions on this continent. We have
interposed no impediments in the way of such acquisitions of territory,
large and extensive as many of them are, as the leading powers of
Europe have made from time to time in every part of .the world. We
.)eek no conquest made by war. No intrigue will have been resorted
to or acts of diplomacy essayed to accomplish the annexation of Texas.
Free and independent herself, she asks to be received into our Union. It
is a question for our own decision whether she shall be received or not.
The two Governments having already agreed through their respective
organs on the terms of annexation, I would recommend their adoption by
Congress in the form of a joint resolution or act to be perfected and made
binding on the two countries when adopted in like manner by the Government of Texas.
In order that the subject may be fully presented in all its bearings, the
correspondence which has taken place in reference to it since the adjournment of Congress between the United States, Texas, and Mexico is herewith transmitted.
The amendments proposed by the Senate to the convention concluded
between the United States and ·Mexico on the 20th of November, 1843,
have been transmitted through our minister for the concurrence of the
Mexican Government, but, although urged thereto, no actio:µ has yet
been had on the subject, nor has any answer been given which would
authorize a favorable conclusion in the future.
The decree of September, 1843, in relation to the retail trade, the order
for the expulsion of foreigners, and that of a more recent date in regard
to passports-all which are considered as in violation of the treaty of
amity and commerce between the two countries-have led to a corre,
spondence of considerable length between the minister for foreign relations and our representatives at Mexico, but without any satisfactory
result. They remain still unadjusted, and many and serious inconveniences ·h ave already resulted to our citizens in consequence of them.
Questions growing out of the act of disarming a body of Texan troops
under the command of Major Snively by an officer in the service of the
United States, acting under the orders of our Government, and the forcible entry into the custom-house at Bryarlys Landing, on Red River, by
certain citizens of the United States, and taking away therefrom the
goods seized by the collector of the customs as forfeited under the laws of
Texas, have been adjusted so far as the powers of the Executive extend.
The correspondence between the two Governments in reference to both
subjects will be found amongst the accompanying documents. It contains a full statement of all the facts and circumstances, with the views
taken on both sides and the principles on which the questions have been
adjusted. It remains for Congress to make the necessary appropriation
to carry the arrangement into effect, which I respectfully recommend.
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The greatly improved condition of the Treasury affords a subject for
general congratulation.' The paralysis which had fallen on trade and
commerce, and which subjected the Government to the necessity of
resorting to loans and the issue of Treasury notes to a large amount, has
passed away, and after the payment of upward of $7,000,000 on account
of the interest, and in redemption of more than $5,000,000 of the public debt which falls due on the rst of January next, and setting apart ·
upward of $2,000,000 for the payment of outstanding Treasury notes and
meeting an installment of the debts of the corporate cities of the District
of Columbia, an estimated surplus of upward of $7,000,000 over and
above the existing appropriations will remain in the Treasury at the
close of the fiscal year. Should the Treasury notes continue outstanding
as heretofore, that surplus will be considerably augmented. Although all
interest has ceased upon them and the Government has invited their
return to the Treasury, yet they remain outstanding, affording great facilities to commerce, and establishing the fact that tinder a well-regulated
system of finance the Government has resources within itself which
render it independent in time of need, not only of private loans, but also
of bank facilities.
The only remaining subject of regret is that the remaining stocks of
the Government do not fall due at an earlier day, since their tedemption
would be entirely within its control. As it is, it may be well worthy
the consideration of Congress whether the law establishing the sinking
fund ( under tl}.e operation of which the debts of the Revolution and last
war with Great Britain were to a great extent extinguished) should not,
with proper modifications, so as to prevent an accumulation of surpluses,
and limited in amount to a specific sum, be reenacted. Such provision,
which would authorize the Government to go into the market for a purchase of its own stock on fair terms, would serve to maintain its credit
at the highest point and prevent to a great extent those fluctuations in
the price of its securities which might under other circumstances affect
its credit. No apprehension of this sort is at this moment entertained,
since the stocks of the Government, which but two years ago were offered
for sale to capitalists at home and abroad at a depreciation, and could
find no purchasers, are now greatly above par in the hands of the holders; but a wise and prudent forecast admonishes us to place beyond the
reach of contingency the public credit.
It must also be a matter of unmingled gratification that under the
exi ting financial system (resting upon the act of 1789 and the resolution
of 1816) the currency of the country has attained a state of perfect soundne · and the rates of exchange between different parts of the Union,
hich in 1841 denoted by their enormous amount the great depreciation and, in fact, worthlessne s of the currency in most of the States, are
no reduced to little more than the mere expense of transporting specie
from pla.c to place and the ri k incide t to the operation. In a new
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country like that of the United States, where so many inducements are
held out for speculation, the depositories of the surplus revenue, consisting of banks of any description, when it reaches any considerable amount,
require the closest vigilance on the part of the Government. All banking institutions, under whatever denomination they may pass, are governed by an almost exclusive regard to the interest of the stockholders.
That interest consists in the augmentation of profits in the form of dividends, and a large surplus revenue intrusted to their custody is but too
apt to lead to excessive loans and to extravagantly large issues of paper.
As a necessary consequence prices are nominally increased and the speculative mania very soon seizes upon the public mind. A fictitious state
of prosperity for a season exists, and, in the language of the day, money
becomes plenty. Contracts are entered into by individuals resting on
this unsubstantial state of things, but the delusion speedily passes away
and the country is overrun with an indebtedness so weighty as to overwhelm many and to visit every department of industry with great -and
ruinous embarrassment. The greatest vigilance becomes necessary on
the part of Government to guard against this state of things. The deyositories must be given distinctly to understand that the favors of the
Government will be altogether withdrawn, or substantially diminished,
if its revenues shall be regarded as additions to their banking capital or
as the foundation of an enlarged circulation.
The Government, through its revenue, has at all times an important
part to perform in connection with the currency, and it greatly depends
upon its vigilance and care whether the country be involved in embarrassments similar to those which it has had recently to encounter, or,
aided by the action of the Treasury, shall be preserved in a sound and
healthy condition.
The dangers to be guarded against are greatly augmented by too large
a surplus of revenue. When that surplus greatly exceeds in amount
what shall be required by a wise and prudent forecast to meet unforeseen
contingencies, the Legislature itself may come to be seized with a disposition to indulge in extravagant appropriations to objects many of which
may, and most probably would, be found to conflict with the Constitution. A fancied expediency is elevated above constitutional authority,
and a reckless and wasteful extravagance but too certainly follows.
The important power of taxation, which when exercised in its most
restricted form is a burthen on labor and production, is resorted to under
various pretexts for purposes having no affinity to the motives which
dictated its grant, and the extravagance of Government stimulates individual extravagance until the spirit of a wild and ill-regulated speculation
involves one and all in its unfortunate results. In view of such fatal
consequences, it may be laid down as an axiom founded in moral and
political truth that no greater taxes should be imposed than are necessary for an economical administration of the. Government, and that
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whatever exists beyond should be reduced or modified. This doctrine
does in no way conflict with the exercise of a sound discrimination in
the selection of the articles to be taxed, which a due regard to the public
weal would at all times suggest to the legisfative mind. It leaves the
range of selection undefined; and such selection should always be made
with an eye to the great interests of the country. Composed as is the
Union of separate and independent States, a patriotic Legislature will
not fail in consulting the interests of the parts to adopt such course as
will be best calculated to advance the harmony of the whole, and thus
insure that permanency in the policy of the Government without which
all efforts to advance the public prosperity are vain and fruitless.
This great and vitally important task rests with Congress, and the
Executive can do no more than recommend the general principles which
ihould govern in its execution.
I refer you to the report of the Secretary of War for an exhibition of
the condition of the Army, and recommend to you as well worthy your
best consideration .many of the suggestions it contains. The Secretary in
no degree exaggerates the great importance of pressing forward without
delay in the work of erecting and finishing the fortifications to which he
particularly alludes. Much has been done toward placing our cities and
roadsteads in a state of security against the hazards of hostile attack
within the last four years; but considering the new elements which have
been of late years employed in the propelling of ships and the formidable
implements of destruction which have been brought into service, we can
not be too active or vigilant in preparing and perfecting the means of
defense. I refer you also to his report for a full statement of the condition of the Indian tribes within our jurisdiction. The Executive has
abated no effort in carrying into effect the well-established policy of the
Government which contemplates a removal of all the tribes residing
within the limits of the several States beyond those limits, and it is now
enabled to congratulate the country at the prospect of an early consummation of this object. Many of the tribes have already made great
progress in the arts of civilized life, and through the operation of the
schools established among them, aided by the efforts of the pious men
of various religious denominations who devote themselves to the task
of their improvement, we may fondly hope that the remains of the formidable tribes which \Vere once masters of this country will in their
tran ition from the a, age state to a condition of refinement and cultiyation add another bright trophy to adorn the labors of a well-directed
phi Ian thropy.
The accompanying report of the ecretary of the avy will explain to
y u the ituation of that branch of the service. The pre ent organizapartment impart to its operations great efficiency, but I
tion f th
concur full · in the propriet • of a divi ion of the Bureau of Con truction,
uipm t, Increa e, and Repairs into two bur aus. The subj cts as now
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arranged are incongruous, and require to a certain extent information
and qualifications altogether dissimilar.
The operations of the squadron on the coast of Africa have been conducted with all due attention to the object which led to its origination,
and I am happy to say that the officers and crews have enjoyed the best
possible health under the system adopted by the officer in command.
It is believed that the United States is the only nation which has by its
laws subjected to the punishment of death as pirates those who may be
engaged in the slave trade. A similar enactment on the part of other
nations would not fail to be attended by beneficial results.
In consequence of the difficulties which have existed in the way of
securing titles for the necessary grounds, operations have not yet been
commenced toward the establishment of the navy-yard at Memphis. So
soon as the title is perfected no further delay will be permitted to intervene. It is well worthy of your consideration whether Congress should
not direct the establishment of a ropewalk in connection with the contemplated navy-yard, as a measure not only of economy, but as highly
useful and necessary. The only establishment of the sort now connected
with the service is located at Boston, and the advantages of a similar
· establishment convenient to the hemp-growing region must b~ apparent
to all.
The report of the Secretary presents other matters to your consideration of an important character in connection with the service.
In referring you to the accompanying report of the Postmaster-General it affords me continued cause of gratification to be able to advert to
the fact that the affairs of the Department for the last four years have
been so conducted as from its unaided resources to meet its large expenditures. On my coming into office a debt of nearly $500,000 existed
against the Department, which Congress discharged by an appropriation
from the Treasury. The Department on the 4th of March next will be
found, under the management of its present efficient head, free of debt or
embarrassment, which could only have been done by the observance and
practice of the greatest vigilance and economy. The laws have contemplated throughout that the Department should be self-sustained, but it
may become necessary, with the wisest regard to the public interests, to
introduce amendments and alterations in the system.
There is a strong desire manifested in many quarters so to alter the
tariff of letter postage as to reduce the amount of tax @-t present imposed.
Should such a measure be carried into effect to the full extent desired,
it can not well be doubted but that for the first years of its operation a
diminished revenue would be collected, the supply of which would necessarily constitute a charge upon the Treasury. Whether such a result
would be desirable it will be for Congress in its wisdom to determine.
It may in general be asserted as true that radical alterations in any system should rather be brought about gradually than by sudden changes,·
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and by pursuing this prudent policy in the reduction of letter postage
the Departme_nt might still sustain itself through the revenue which
would accrue by the increase of letters. The state and condition of the
public Treasury has heretofore been such as to have precluded the recommendation of any material change. The difficulties upon this head have,
however, ceased, and a larger discretion is now left to the Government.
I can not too strongly urge the policy of authorizing the establishment
of a line of steamships regularly to ply between this country and foreign
ports and upon our own waters for the transportation ~f the mail. The
example of the British Government is well worthy of imitation in this
respect. The belief is strongly entertained that the emoluments arising
from the transportation of mail matter to foreign countries would operate
of itself as an inducement to cause individual enterprise to undertake
that bran.ch of the task, and the remuneration of the Government would
consist in the addition readily made to our steam navy in case of emergency by the ships so employed. Should this suggestion meet your
approval, the propriety of placing such ships under the command of
experienced officers of the Navy will not escape your observation. The
application of steam to the purposes of naval warfare cogently recommends an extensive steam marine as important in estimating the defenses
of the country. Fortunately this may be obtained by us to a great
extent without incurring any large amount of expenditure. Steam vessels to be engaged in the transportation of the mails on our principal
water courses, lakes, and ports of our coast could also be so constructed
as to be efficient as war vessels when needed, and would of themselves
constitute a formidable force in order to repel attacks from abroad. We
can not be blind to the fact that other nations have already added large
numbers of steamships to their naval armaments and that this new and
powerft~.1 agent is destined to revolutionize the condition of the world.
It becomes the United States, therefore, looking to their security, to adopt
a similar policy, and the plan suggested will enable them to do so at a
small comparative cost.
I take the greatest pleasure in bearing testimony to the zeal and untiring industry which has characterized the conduct of the members of the
Executive Cabinet. Each in his appropriate sphere has rendered me
the most .efficient aid in carrying on the Government, and it will not, I
tru t, appear out of place for me to bear this public testimony. The
cardinal objects which should ever be held in view by those intrusted
with the administration of public affairs are rigidly, and without favor
or affection, so to interpret the national will expressed in the laws as
that injustice should be done to none, justice to all. This has been the
rule upon which they have acted, and thus it is believed that few cases,
if any, xi t wherein our fellm.v-citizens, who from time to time have
b en dra" n to the eat f Go ernment for the settlement of their transaction with the Government, have gone away di sati. fied. "\ here the
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testimony has been perfected and was esteemed satisfactory their claims
have been promptly audited, and this in the absence of all favoritism or
partiality. The Government which is not just to its own people can
neither claim their affection nor the respect of the world. At the same
time, the closest attention has been paid to those matters which relate
more immediately to the great concerns of the· country. Order and efficiency in each branch of the public service have prevailed, accompanied
by a system of the most rigid responsibility on the part of the receiving
and disbursing agents. The fact, in illustration of the truth of this
remark, deserves to be noticed that the revenues of the Government,
amounting in the last four years to upward of $120,000,000, have been
collected and disbursed through the numerous governmental agents without the loss by default of any amount worthy of serious commentary.
The appropriations made by Congress for the improvement of the rivers
of the West and of the harbors on the Lakes are in a course of judicious
expenditure under suitable agents, and are destined, it is to be hoped, to
realize all the benefits designed to be accomplished by Congress. I can
not, however, sufficiently impress upon Congress the great importance
of withholding appropriations from improvements which are not ascertained by previous examination and survey to be necessary for the shelter
and protection of trade from the dangers of storms and tempests. Without this precaution the expenditures are but too apt to inure to the benefit of individuals, without reference to the only consideration which can
render them constitutional-the public interests and the general good.
I can not too earnestly urge upon you the interests of this District,
over which by the Constitution Congress has exclusive jurisdiction. It
would be deeply to be regretted should there be at any time ground to
complain of neglect on the part of a community which, detached as it is
from the parental care of the States of Virginia and Maryland, can only
expect aid from Congress as its local legislature. Amongst the subjects
which claim your attention is the prompt organization of an asylum for
the insane who may be found from time to time sojourning within the
District. Such course is also demanded by considerations which apply
to branches of the public service. For the necessities in this behalf I
invite your particular attention to the report of the Secretary of the Navy.
_ I have thus, gentlemen of the two Houses of Congress, presented you
a true and faithful picture of the condition of public affairs, both foreign.
and domestic. The wants of the public service are made known to
you, and matters of no ordinary importance are urged upon your consideration. Shall I not be permitted to congratulate you on the happy
auspices under which you have assembled and at the important change
in the condition of things which has occurred in the last three years?
During that period questions with foreign powers of vital importance to
the peace of our country have been settled and adjusted. A desolating

and wasting war with savage tribes has been brought to a close.
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internal tranquillity of the country, threatened by agitating questions, has
been preserved. The credit of the Government, which had experienced
a temporary embarrassment, has been thoroughly res.t ared. Its coffers,
which for a season were empty, have been replenished. A currency
nearly uniform in its value has taken the, place of one depreciated and
almost worthless. Commerce and manufactures, which had suffered
in common with every other interest, have once more revived, and the
whole country exhibits an aspect of prosperity and happiness. Trade
and barter, no longer governed by a wild and speculative mania, rest
upon a solid and substantial footing, and the rapid growth of our cities
in every direction bespeaks most strongly the favorable circumstances
by which we are surrounded. My happiness in the retirement which
shortly awaits me is the ardent hope which I experience that this state
of prosperity is neither deceptive nor destined to be short lived, and that
measures which have not yet received its sanction, but which I can not
but regard as closely connected-with the honor, the glory, and still more
enlarged prosperity of the country, are destined at an early day to receive
the approval of Congress. Under these circumstances and with these
anticipations I shall most gladly leave to others more able than myself
the noble and pleasing task of sustaining the public prosperity. I shall
carry with me into retirement the gratifying reflection that as my sole
object throughout has been to advance the public good I may not entirely
have failed in accomplishing it; and this gratification is heightened in
no small degree by the fact that when under a deep and abiding sense
of duty I have found myself constrained to resort to the qualified veto it
has neither been followed by disapproval on the part of the people nor
weakened in any degree their attachment to that great conservative
feature of our Government.
JOHN TYLER.

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON, December Io, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
I have great pleasure in submitting to the Senate, for its ratification
and approval, a treaty which has been concluded between Mr. Cushing,
the United States commissioner, and the Chinese Empire.

JOHN TYLER
W SHI GTO , Decevzber Io, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
I ubmit copie of two private and confidential letters addressed by
Mr. Fay, acting in his plac durin.g- the absence of Mr. Wheaton from
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Berlin, from which it appears that should the Senate see cause to ratify
the treaty with the States composing the Zollverein without reference
to the fact that the time limited for the exchange of its ratification
had expired the Germanic States would regard the time fixed for the
exchange of ratifications as immaterial and would give by their action
upon it vitality and force to the treaty. I submit it to your mature
consideration whether, in view of the important benefits arising from
the treaty to the trade and commerce of the United States and to their
agriculture, it would not comport with sound policy to adopt that course.
The Executive, not regarding the action of the Senate upon the treaty
as expressive of its decisive opinion, deemed it proper to reopen the negotiations so far as to obtain an extension of time for the interchange of
ratifications. The negotiation failed, however, in this particular, out
of no disinclination to abide by the terms of the treaty on the part of
the Zollverein, but _from a belief that it would not fully comport with
its dignity to do so.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, December Io, I844.
To the Senate and .House of Representatives:
I communicate to you an extract of a dispatch from Mr. Hall to the
Secretary of State, which has been received by me since my message of
the 3d instant, containing the pleasing intelligence that the indemnity
assumed to be paid by the Republic of Venezuela in the case of the brig
Morris has been satisfactorily arranged.
JOHN TYLER.

-WASHINGTON, December I8, I8,t4.
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I transmit herewith copies of. dispatches received from our minister at
Me~ico since the commencement of your present session, which claim
from their importance, and I doubt not will receive, your calm and deliberate consideration. The extraordinary and highly offensive language
which the Mexican G-overnment has thought proper to employ in reply
to the remonstrance of the Executive, through Mr. Shannon, against the
renewal of the war with Texas while the question of annexation was
pending before Congress and the people, and also the proposed manner
of conducting that war, will not fail to arrest your .attention. Such_
remonstrance, urged in no unfriendly spirit to Mexico, was called for
by considerations of an imperative character, having relation as well
to the peace of this country and honor of this Government as to the
cause of humanity and civilization. Texas had entered into the treaty
of annexation upon the invitation of the Executive, and when for that
act she was threatened with a renewal of the war on the part' of Mexico
she naturally looked to this Government to interpose its efforts to ward
M P.::.vo~ 1v-23
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off the threatened blow. But one course was left the Executive, acting
within the limits of its constitutional competency, and that was to protest in respectful, but at the same time strong and decided, terms against
it. The war thus threatened to be renewed was promulgated by edicts
and decrees, which ordered on the part of the Mexica1:1 military the desolation of whole tracts of country and the destruction without discrimination
of all ages, sexes, and conditions of existence. Over the manner of conducting war Mexico possesses no exclusive control. She has no right
to violate at pleasure the principles which an enlightened civilization
has laid down for the conduct of nations at war, and thereby retrograde
to a period of barbarism, which happily for the world has long since
passed away. All nations are interested in enforcing an observance
of those principles, and the United States, the oldest of the American
Republics and the nearest of the civilized powers to the theater on
which these enormities were proposed to be enacted, could not quietly
content themselves to witness such a state of things. They had through
the ·Executive on another occasion, and, as was believed, with the approbation of the whole country, remonstrated against outrages similar but
even less inhuman than those which by her new edicts and decrees she
has threatened to perpetrate, and of which the late inhuman massacre
at Tabasco was but the precursor.
The bloody and inhuman murder of Fannin and his companions,
equaled only in savage barbarity by the usages of the untutored Indian
tribes, proved how little confidence could be placed on the most solemn
stipulations of her generals, while the fate of others who became her
captives in war-many of whom, no longer able to sustain the fatigues
and privations of long journeys, were shot down by the wayside, while
their companions who survived were subjected to sufferings even more
painful than death-had left an indelible stain on the page of civilization. The Executive, with the evidence of an intention on the part of
Mexico to renew scenes so revolting to humanity, could do no less than
renew remonstrances formerly urged. For fulfilling duties so imperative
Mexico has thought proper, through her accredited organs, because she
has had represented to her the inhumanity of such p ..·0ceedings, to indulge
in language unknown to the courtesy of diplomatic inter-:ourse and offensive in the highest degree to this Government and people. Nor has she
offended in this only. She has not only violated existing conventions
between the two countries by arbitrary and unjust decrees against our
trade and intercourse, but withholds installments of debt due to our citizens which he solemnly pledged herself to pay under circumstances
~ hich are fully explained by the accompanying letter from fr. Green,
our er tary of legation. And when our mini ter has invited the attention of her Government to wrongs committed by her local authorities, not
only on the property but on the person of our fellow-citizens engaged
in ro uting fair and honest pursuits, she has add d insult to injury
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by not even deigning for months together to return an answer to his
representations. Still further to manifest her unfriendly feelings toward
the United States, she has . issued decrees expelling from some of her
Provinces American citizens engaged in the peaceful pursuits of life,
and now denies to those of our citizens prosecuting the whale :fishery on
the northwest coast of the Pacific the privilege, which has through all
time heretofore been accorded to them, of exchanging goods of a small
amount in value at her ports in California for supplies indispensable to
their health and comfort.
Nor will it escape the observation of Congress that in conducting a correspondence with a minister of the United States, who can not and does
p.ot know any distinction between the geographical sections of the Union,
charges wholly unfounded are made against particular States, and an
appeal to others for aid and protection against supposed wrongs. In this
same connection, sectional prejudices are attempted to be excited and the
hazardous and unpardonable effort is made to foment divisions amongst
the States of the Union and thereby imbitter their peace. Mexico has
still to learn that however freely we may indulge in discussion among
ourselves, the American people will tolerate no interference in their
domestic affairs by any foreign government, and in all that concerns
the. constitutional guaranties and the national honor the people of the
United States have but one mind and one heart,
The subject of annexation addresses itself, most fortunately, to every
portion of the Union. The Executive would have been unmindful of its
highest obligations if it could have adopted a course of policy dictated by
sectional interests and local feelings. On the contrary, it was because
the question was neither local nor sectional, but made its appeal to the
interests of the whole Union, and of every State in the Union, that
the negotiation, and :finally the treaty of annexation, was entered into;
and it has afforded me no ordinary pleasure to perceive that so far as
demonstrations have been made upon it by the people they have proceeded from all portions of the Union. Mexico may seek to excite
divisions amongst us by uttering unjust denunciations against particular States, but when she comes to know that the invitations addressed
to our fellow-citizens by Spain, and afterwards by herself, to settle
Texas were accepted by emigrants from all the States, and when, .in
addition to this, she refreshes her recollection with the fact that the first
effort which was made to acquire Texas was during the Administration
of a distinguished citizen from an Eastern State, which was afterwards
renewed under the auspices of a President from the Southwest, she will
awake to a knowledge of the futility of her present purpose of sowing
dissensions among us or producing distraction in our councils by attacks
either on particular States or on persons who are now in the retirement
of private life.
. Considering the appeal which she now makes to eminent citizens by
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name, can she hope to escape censure for having ascdbed to them, as well
as to others, a design, as she pretends now for the first time revealed, of
having originated negotiations to despoil her by duplicity and falsehood
of a portion of her territory? The opinion then, as now, prevailed with
the Executive that the annexation of Texas to the Union was a matter of
vast importance. In order to acquire that territory before it had assumed
a position among the independent powers of the earth, propositions were
made to Mexico for a cession of it to the United States. Mexico saw in
these proceedings at the time no cause of complaint. She is now, when
simply reminded of them, awakened to the knowledge of the fact, which
she, through her secretary of state, promulgates to the whole world as
true, that those negotiations were founded in deception and falsehood
and superinduced by unjust and iniquitous motives. While Texas was
a dependency of Mexico the United States opened negotiations with the
latter power for the cession of her then· acknowledged territory, and now
that Texas is independent of Mexico and has maintained a separate existence for nine years, during which time she has been received into the
· family of nations and is represented by accredited ambassadors at many
of the principal Courts of Europe, and when it has become obvious to the
whole world that she is forever lost to Mexico, the United States is charged
with deception and falsehood in all relating to the past, and condemnatory
accusations are made against States which have had no special agency in
the matter, because the Executive of the whole Union has negotiated with
free and independent Texas upon a matter vitally important to the interests of both countries; and after nine years of unavailing war Mexico
now announces her intention, through her secretary of foreign affairs,
never to consent to the independence of Texas or to abandon the effort
to reconquer that Republic. She thus announces a perpetual claim,
which at the end of a century will furnish her as plausible a ground for
discontent against any nation which at the end of that time may enter into
a treaJy with Texas as she possesses at this moment against the United
States. The lapse of time can add nothing to her title to independence.
A course of conduct such as has been described on the part of Mexico,
in violation of all friendly feeling- and of the courtesy which should characterize the intercourse between the nations of the earth, might well
justify the United States in a resort to any measures to vindicate their
national honor; but, actuated by a sincere desire to preserve the general
peace, and in view of the present condition of Mexico, the Executive,
resting upon its integrity, and not fearing but that the judgment of the
world ill duly appreciate its motives, abstains from recommending to
Congress a resort to measures of redress and contents itself with reurging
upon that body prompt and immediate action on the subject of annexation. By adopting that measure the nited States will be in the exercise
of ~n undoubted right· and if exico, not regarding their forbearance
shall aggra ate the injustice of her conduct by a declaration of war
against them, upon her head will rest all the responsibility.

JOHN TYLER.
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WASHINGTON, December 23, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
The messenger who lately bore to Berlin the ratified copy of the conventl.on for the mutual abolition of the droz"t d' aubaine and taxes on emigration between· the United States of America and the Grand Duchy of
Hesse, has just returned to Washington, bearing with him the exchange
copy of said convention. It appears that the exchange of 'ratifications
did not take place until the 16th day of October, twenty days after the
period fixed by the convention itself for that purpose. This informality,
which it would seem was occasioned by the absence from Berlin of the
plenipotentiary from Hesse and by the time necessarily required for
the preparation of the document, has been waived by the representative
of that Government.
This subject is now submitted for the consideration of the Senate.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, December 23, I844.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit letter from the Secretary of State, accompanied
by copies of the correspondence* asked for by your resolution of the 12th
instant.
JOHN TYLER.

a

WASHINGTON, January 2, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a letter from the Secretary of State, accompanied by
a copy of a lettert from Mr. Raymond, secretary of legation and charge
d' affaires ad interim of the Republic of Texas, in answer to the Senate's
resolution of the 16th December last.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON,

January

2,

I8,t.5.

To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to your resolution of the 19th December last, I herewith
transmit a letter t from the Secretary of State and the accompanying
documents.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, January 9, I845.
To the House of R epresentatives:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives, in reply to their
resolution of the 14th of June last, a report from the Secretary of State,
with accompanying papers.§
JOHN TYLER.

* Extracts from the instructions of the Department of State to the United States minister to France
relative to the proposed annexation of Texas, etc.
t Relating to tl;J.e public debt and public lands of the Republic of Texas.
t Transmitting copies of treaties between the Republic of Texas and Great Britain and France.
eCopy of the instructions to George W. Erving upon his appointment as minister to Spain in
1814 and during bis mission to that Court.
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January 9, I845.

To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith additional documents having relation to the treaty
with China, which may enable the Senate more satisfactorily to act
upon it.

JOHN TYLER.

January 22, I845.
To the Senate and House· of Representatives of the United States:
WASE'.INGTON,

I communicate herewith an abstract of the treaty between the United
States of America and the Chinese Empire concluded at Wang-Hiya on
the 3d of July last, and ratified by the Senate on the 16th instant, and
which, having also been ratified by the Emperor of China, now awaits
only the exchange of the ratifications in China, from which it will be
seen that the special mission authorized by Congress for this purpose
has fully succeeded in the accomplishment so far of the great object::; for
which it was appointed, and in placing our relations with China on a
new footing eminently favorable to the commerce and other interests of
the United States.
In view of the magnitude and importance of our national concerns,
actual and prospective, in China, I submit to the consideration of Congress the expediency of providing for the preservation and cultivation
of the subsisting relations of amity between the United States and the
Chinese Government, either by means of a permanent minister or commissioner wi~h diplomatic functions, as in the case of certain of the
Mohammedan States. It appears by one of the extracts annexed that
the establishment of the British Government in China consists both of
a plenipotentiary and also of paid consuls for all the five ports, one of
whom has the title and exercises the functions of consul-general; and
France has also a salaried consul-general, and the interests of the United
States seem in like manner to call for some representative in China of a
higher class than an ordinary commercial consulate.
I also submit to the consideration of Congress the expediency of making some special provision by law for the security of the independent and
honorable position which the treaty of Wang-Hiya confers on citizens of
the United States residing or doing business in China. By the twentyfirst and twenty-fifth articles of the treaty ( copies of which are subjoined
£n extenso) citizens of the United States in China are wholly exempted,
as well in criminal as in civil matters, from the local jurisdiction of the
Chinese Government and made amenable to the laws and subject to
the juri diction of the appropri~te authorities of the United State alone.
ome action on the part of Congress seems desirable in order to give full
effect to these important roncession of th Chinese Government.

JOH

TYLER.
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To the Senate and House if Representative,"- if the United States:
· In compliance with the request of the governor of the State of Illinois,
I transmit herewith a copy of certain resolutions* adopted by the general
assembly of that State.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 3, I84-5.
To the Senate if the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 2d ultimo, calling for
information in reference to the indemnities stipulated to be paid pursuant
to the convention between the United States arid the Mexican Republic of the 30th of January, 1843, I transmit herewith reports from the
Secretaries of State and of the Treasury and the documents which
accompanied them.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 3, I845.
To the House of Representatives:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 23d
ultimo, requesting information upon the subject of embezzlement of
public money, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State.
JOHN _TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 3, I845.
To the House of Representatives:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
16th ultimo, calling for information upon the subject of the boundaries
of the Republic of Texas and for copies of treaties between that Republic and other powers, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of
State and the documents which accompanied it.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 4, I845.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 5th December, I
herewith transmit copies of the proceedings in the case of the inquiry into
the official conduct of Silas Reed, principal surveyor of Missouri and Illinois, together with all the complaints against him and all the evidence
taken in relation thereto. I did not consider the irregularities into which
the surveyor-general had fallen as of sufficient magnitude to induce his
dismissal from office at the time that the papers reached me, having become
convinced, upon inquiry of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
of the ability, efficiency, and :fidelity of the surveyor-general in all things

* Asking the publication and distribution of the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United
States.
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appertaining to his office; but since the passage of the resolution by the
Senate I regarded the matter as so augmented in importance as to induce
me to refer the subject to the Commissioner of the General Land Office
for a minute and thorough examination. A copy of the report which
he has made, and also the defense of Dr. Reed, accompanies the papers.
It has seemed to me that the facts set forth by the report exhibit certain
irregularities which are properly reprehensible, but from which neither
the surveyor-general, in a pecuniary point of view, derived profit nor
. the Government sustained loss, and which the reproof contained in the
Commissionc:!r's report will in all future cases restrain; while the high
testimony borne by the Commissioner to the generally excellent deportment in office of the su;veyor-general 'has seemed to me to mark the case
more as one meriting disapproval and correction in future than the severe
punishment of dismissal.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 5, I8,t.5.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives, in answer to its
resolution of the 31st ultimo, a report from the Secretary of State, together
with copies of documents* therein referred to.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 5, I8,t.5.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 10th of December
last, requesting further correspondence touching the relations between the
United States and the Mexican Republic, I transmit herewith a report
from the Secretary of State and ·the documents which accompanied it.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 7, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith the report t requested by the resolution of the
Senate of the 2d of January last.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 7, I8,t5.
To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 4th instant, requesting
information relative to the employment of Mr. Duff Green in the service
of this Government, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of
State.
JOH TYLER.
•Corre pondence relalive to the urrender by Great Britain of fugitive criminal from Florida
under the treaty of Washington.
t Of Lieutenant H. \ ager Halleck, of the ltngineer Corps, on the means of nation 1 defense.
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February I2, I8/S·
To the Efouse of Representat-ives of the United States:
I transmit herewith a copy of the correspondence relating to the claims
of citizens of the United States upon the Mexican Republic, requested
by the resolution of the House of Representatives of the roth of January,
18 44·
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON,

WASHINGTON, February I2, I81,5.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a copy of the correspondence relative to claims of
citizens of the United States on the Mexican Republic, requested by the
resolution of the Senate of the 26th December, 1843.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON CITY, February I3, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith, for the advice and approbation of the Senate, a
treaty with the Creek and Seminole tribes of Indians, concluded on the
4th day of January last.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHING TON, February I 4-, I 845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit certain documents connected with the case of Sihs
Reed, * and which were inadvertently omitted in the packet of papers
which accompanied my message to the Senate on this subject.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February I7, I 845.
To the House of Representat£ves:
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives
of the 30th of December last, requesting information with reference.. to
indemnities for claims of citizens of the United States upon the Mexican Government, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of
State and the documents which accompanied it.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHING TON,

To the Senate ·of the United States:

February I 9, I 845.

In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the uth December, 1844,
requesting the President ''to lay before the Senate, if in his judgment
* Principal suneyor of Missouri and Illinois, official conduct of.
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that may be done without prejudice to the public interests, a copy of
any instruction which may have been given by the ExecutiY"e to the
American mini ter in England on the subject of the title to and occupation of the Territory of Oregon since the 4th day of March, 1841; also
a copy of any correspondence which may have passed between this
Government and that of Great Britain, or between either of the two
Governments and the minister of the other, in relation to that subject
since that time," I have to say that in my opinion, as the negotiation is
still pending, the information sought for cannot be communicated without
prejudice to the public service.
I deem it, however, proper to add that considerable progress has been
made in the discussion, which has been carried on in a very amicable
spirit between the two Governments, and that there is reason to hope
that it may be terminated and the negotiation brought to a close within
a short period.
I have delayed answering the resolution under the expectation expressed
in my annual message that the negotiation would have been terminated
before the close of the present session of Congress, and that the information called for by the resolution of the Senate might be communicated.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 20, z845.
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate a report* from the Secretary of
State, in reply to the inquiries contained in their resolution of the 17th
instant.
JOHN TYLER.

February 20, z845.
To the Senate and House o.f R epresentatives o.f the United States:
I transmit herewith, for the information of Congress, copies of certain
dispatches recently received from Mr. Wise, our envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary at the Court of Brazil, upon the subject of the
slave trade, developing the means used and the devices resorted to in
order to evade existing enactments upon that subject.
Anxiously desirous as are the United States to suppress a traffic so
revolting to humanity, in the efforts to accomplish which they have been
the pioneers of civilized states, it can not but be a subject of the mo t
profound regret that any portion of our citizens should be found acting
in cooperation with the subjects of other powers in opposition to the
policy of their own Government, thereby subjecting to suspicion and to
the hazard of disgrace the flag of their own country. It i true that thi
WASHINGTON,

•Relating to redre. from the Briti h Government for the illegal captur of the fi bing choooer
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traffic is carried on altogether in foreign parts and that our own coasts
are free from its pollution; but the crime remains the same wherever
perpetrated, and there are many circumstances to warrant the belief that
some of our citizens are deeply involved in its guilt. The mode and
manner of carrying on this trade are clearly and fearlessly set forth in
the accompanying documents, and it would seem that a regular system
has been adopted for the purpose of thwarting the policy and evading
the penalties of our laws. American vessels, with the knowledge, as
there are good reasons to believe, of the owners and masters, are chartered, or rather purchased, by notorious slave dealers in Brazil, aided
by English brokers and capitalists, with this intent. The vessel is only
nominally chartered at so much per month, while in truth it is actually
sold, to be delivered on the coast of Africa; the charter party binding the
owners in the meantime to take on board as passengers a new crew in
Brazil, who, when delivered on the coast, are to navigate her back to the
ports of Brazil with her cargo of slaves. Under this agreement the vessel clears from the United States for some port in Great Britain, where
a cargo of merchandise known as ''coast goods,'' and designed especially
for the African trade, is purchased, shipped, and consigned, together
with the vessel, either directly to the slave dealer himself or to his agents
or accomplices in Brazil. On her arrival a new crew is put on board as
passengers and the vessel and cargo consigned to an equally guilty factor
or agent on the coast of Africa, where the unlawful purpose originally
designed is finally ·consummated. The merchandise is exchanged for
slaves, the vessel is delivered up, her name obliterated, her papers
destroyed, her American crew discharged, to be provided for by the
charterers, and the new or passenger crew put in command to carry back
its miserable freight to the first contrivers of the voyage, or their employees
in Brazil.
During the whole progress of this tortuous enterprise it is possible
that neither the American crew originally enlisted nor the passenger
crew put on board in the Brazilian ports are aware of the nature of the
voyage, and yet it is on these principally, ignorant if not innocent, that
the penalties of the law are inflicted, while the guilty contrivers-the
charterers, brokers, owners, and masters; in short, all who are most
deeply concerned in the crime and its rewards-for the most part
escape unpunished.
·
It will be seen from the examinations which have recently taken place
at Rio that the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty as well as our own
citizens are deeply implicated in this inhuman traffic. British factors
and agents, while they supply Africa with British fabrics in exchange
for slaves, are chiefly instrumental in the abuse of the American flag;
and the suggestions contained in the letter of Mr. Wise ( whose judicious and zealous efforts in the matter can not be too highly commended),
addressed to Mr. Hamilton, the British envoy, as to the best mode of
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suppressing the evil, deserve your most deliberate consideration, a£ they
will receive, I doubt not, that of the British Government.
It is also worthy of consideration whether any other measures than
those now existing are necessary to give greater efficacy to the just and
humane policy of our laws, which already provide for the restoration
to Africa of slaves captured at sea by American cruisers. From time to
time provision has been made by this Government for their comfortable
support and maintenance during a limited period after their restoration,
and it is much to be regretted that this liberal policy has not been
adopted by Great Britain. As it is, it seems to me that the policy it
has adopted is calculated rather to perpetuate than to suppress the trade
by enlisting very large interests in its favor. Merchants and capitalists
furnish the means of carrying it on; manufactures, for which the negroes
are exchanged, are the products of her workshops; the slaves, when captured, instead of being returned back to their homes are transferred to
her colonial possessions in the West Indies and made the means ,of swelling the amount of their products by a system of apprenticeship for a term
of years; and the officers and crews who capture the vessels receive on
the whole number of slaves so many pounds sterling per capita by way
of bounty.
It must be obvious that while these large interests are enlisted in favor
of its continuance it will be difficult, if not impossible, to suppress the
nefarious traffic, and that its results would be in effect but a continuance
of the slave trade in another and more cruel form; for it can be but a
matter of little difference to the African whether he is torn from his
country and transported to the West Indies as a slave in the regular
course of the trade, or captured by a cruiser, transferred to the same
place, and made to perform the same labor under the name of an apprentice, which is at present the practical operation of the policy adopted.
It is to be hoped that Her Britannic Majesty's Government will, upon
a review of all the circumstances stated in these dispatches, adopt more
efficient measures for the suppression of the trade, which she has so long
attempted to put down, with, as yet, so little success, and more consonant
with the original policy of restoring the captured African to his home.

JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 2I 1 I8,t.5.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the enate, for its consideration with a view to ratification, a treaty of peace, friend hip, navigation, and commerce between
the nited tate and the Republic of ew Granada, signed at Bogota
on the 20th of December last. A copy of the papers on file in the
Department of tate relating to the treaty is al o herewith communicated, for the information of the enate.
JOH T LER.

John Tyler
WASHINGTON, February 2I, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit to the Senate, in answer to their resolution of
the 14th instant, a report of the Secretary of State, with the accompanying papers.*
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 2I, I845.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
In compliance with your resolution of the 23d January last, asking
information '' if any, and what, officers of the United States have been
guilty of embezzlement of public money since the 19th August, 1841,
and, further, whether such officers have been criminally prosecuted for
such embezzlement, and, if not, that the reasons why they have not
been so prosecuted be communicated,'' I herewith transmit letters from
the Secretaries of the Treasury, War, and Navy Departments and the
Postmaster-General,· and from various heads of bureaus, from which it
will be seen that no case of embezzlement by any person holding office
under the Government is known to have occurred since the 19th August,
r 84 r, unless exceptions are to be found in the cases of the postmaster at
Tompkinsville, Ky., who was instantly removed from office, and all
papers necessary for his prosecution were transmitted to the United
States district attorney, and John Flanagan, superintendent of lead
mines of the Upper Mississippi, who was also removed, and whose place
of residence, as will be seen by the letter of the head of the Ordnance
Bureau, has been, and still is, unknown.
JOHN TYLER.
WASHINGTON, February 24, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, a convention concluded by the minister of the United States at Berlin with the
Kingdom of Bavaria, dated on the 21st day of January, 1845, for the
mutual abolition of the droit d'aubaine and taxes on emigration between
that Government and the United States, and also a copy of a dispatch
from the minister explanatory of the sixth article of the same.
JOHN TYLER.

w ASHINGTON' February 26' I 845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, inclosing reports from the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
dated· ~he 25th instant, and accompanying papers, in compliance with
your resolution of the 17th instant, asking for information relative to reservations of mineral lands in the State of Illinois south of the base line
and west of the third principal meridian.
JOHN TYLER.
*Instructions to Hon. Caleb Cushing, commissioner to China and envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the Court of China, etc,
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WASHINGTON, February 26, I84-5 .
To the Senate of the United States: ·
I herewith communicate a dispatch recently received, and an extract
from one of a prior date, from our minister at Mexico, which I deem it
important to lay confidentially before the Senate.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 26, I845.
To the Senate qf the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 3d instant, I
herewith transmit the information* called for.
JOHN TYLER.

WASHINGTON, February 26, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
· I herewith transmit to the Senate, for its approval, an additional article
to the treaty of extradition between the United States and France of the
9th of November, 1843. It will b~ found to contain the amendments
suggested by the resolution of the Senate of the 15th of June last.
JOHN TYLER

w ASHINGTON, February 28, I8tf.5·
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith to the Senate, in answer to its resolution of the 17th
instant, a report t from the Secretary of State, together with the copies
of papers therein referred to.
JOHN TYLER

VETO MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON, February 20, I8tf.5·
To the Senate o.f the Unz'ted States:
I herewith return the bill entitled "An act relating to revenue cutters
and steamers," with the following objections to its becoming a law:
The Executive has found it necessary and esteemed it important to
the public interests to direct the building of two revenue boats, to be
propelled by wind or steam, as occasion may require-the one for the
coa t of Georgia and the other for Mobile Bay, to be used as dispatch
• Operations of the nited States squadron on the west coas t of Africa, the growth, condition,
and influence of the American colonies there, and the nature, extent, and progress of the commerce
of the nited tale with the same.
t Relating to red re from the Briti h Government for the illegal capture of the fi bing booner
Arrus n_od other American ve el engaged in the fisberie , under a pretended infraction of the
c:onv nllon of
toucr , 101
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vessels if necessary. The models have been furnished by the Navy
Department and side wheels have been ordered, as being best tested and
least liable to failure. The one boat is directed to be built at Richmond,
Va., the other at Pittsburg, Pa., and contracts have been regularly
entered into for their construction. The contractors have made and are
making all necessary arrangements in procuring materials and sites for
building, etc., and have doubtless been at considerable expense in the
necessary preparations for completing their engagements. It was no
part of the intention of the Senate in originating the bill, I am well convinced, to violate the sanctity of contracts regularly entered into by the
Government. The language of th~ act, nevertheless, is of a character to
produce in all probability that effect. Its language is '' that no revenue
cutter or revenue steamer shall hereafter be built ( excepting such as are
now in the course of building or equipment) nor purchased unless an appropriation be first made by law therefor.'' The building of the two cutters
under contract can not be said properly to have commenced, although
preparations have been made for building; but even if the construction
be ambiguous, it is better that all ambiguity should be removed and thus
the hazard of violating the pledged faith of the country be removed along
with it.
I am.free to confess that, existing contracts being guarded and protected, the law to operate in futuro would be regarded as both proper
and wise.
\~lith these objections, I return the bill to the House in which it originated for its final constitutional action.
JOHN TYLER.

PROCLAMATION.
[From Senate Journai., Twenty-eighth Congress, second session, p. 27r.J

WASHINGTON,

January 8, I845.

To the Senators of the Unz"ted States, respectively.
SIR: Objects interesting to the United States requiring that the Senate
should be in session on Tuesday, the 4th of March next, to receive and
act upon such communications as may be made to it on the part of tne
Executive, your attendance in the Senate Chamber, in this city, on that
day at IO o'clock in the forenoon is accordingly requested.
JOHN TYLER.

Jarnes K. Polk
March 4, 1848, to March 4, 1849
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HOME, AT NAiHVILLE, TENNESiEE, OF

JAMES K. POLK
With offlclal portrait engraved from copy of original In steel

Jan1es K. Polk
JAMES KNOX POLK wa born in Mecklenburg County, N. C., November 2, 1795. He wa a son of Samuel Polk, a farmer, whose father,
Ezekiel, and his brother, Colonel Thomas Polk, one of the signers of the
Mecklenburg Declaration of Independence, were sons of Robert Polk ( or
Pollock), who was born in Ireland and emigrated to America. His
mother was Jane, daughter of James Knox, a resident of Iredell County,
N. C. , and a captain in the War of the Revolution. His father removed
to T ennessee in the autumn of 1806, and settled in the valley of Duck
River, a tributary of the Tennessee, in a section that was erected the
following year into the county of Maury; he died in 1827. James was
brought up on the farm; was inclined to study, and was fond of reading.
He was sent to school, and had succeeded in mastering the English
branches when ill health compelled his removal. Wa£ then placed with
a m_erchant, but, having a strong dislike to commercial pursuits, soon
returned home, and in July, 1813, was given in charge of a private
tutor. In 1815 entered the sophomore class at th.~ University of North
C_arolina. As a student he was correct, punctual, and industrious. At
his graduation in 1818 he was officially acknowledged to be the best
scholar in both the classics and mathematics, and delivered the Latin
salutatory. In 1847 the university conferred upon him the degree of
LL. D. In 1819 he entered the law office of Felix Grundy, then at
th e head of the Tennessee bar. While pursuing his legal studies he
attracted the attention of Andrew Jackson, and an intimacy was thus
begun between the two me~. In 1 820 Mr. Polk was admitted to the
bar, and established himself at Columbia, the county seat of Maury
County. He attained immediate success, his career at the bar only
en <ling with his election to the governorship of Tennessee in 1839.
Brought up as a Jeffersonian and early taking an interest in politics,
he was frequently heard in public as an exponent of the views of his
party. His style of oratory·was so popular that his services soon came
to be in great demand and he was not loner in earning the title of the
''N
'
b
. apoleon of the Stump.'' His first public employment was that of
Principal clerk of the senate of the State of Tennessee. In 1S23 was
elected a member of that body. In January, 1824 1 he married Sarah,
.
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daughter of Joel Childress, a merchant of Rutherford County, Tenn.
In August, 1825, he was elected to Congress from the Duck River
district, and reelected at every succeeding election till 1839, when he
withdrew from the contest fo become a candidate for governor. With
one or two exceptions, he was the youngest member of the Nineteenth
Congress. He was prominently connected with every leading question,
and upon all he struck what proved to be the keynote for the action of
his party. His maiden speech was in defense of the proposed amendment to the Constitution giving the choice of the President and VicePresident directly to the people. It at once placed him in the front
rank of Congressional debaters. He opposed the appropriation for the
Panama mission, asked for by President Adams, contending that such
action would tend to involve the · United States in a war with Spain
and estabiish an unfortunate precedent. In December, 1827, he was
placed on the Committee on Foreign Affairs, and afterwards was also
appointed chairman of the select committee to which was referred that
portion of President Adams's message calling attention to the probable
accumulation of a surplus in the Treasury after the anticipated extinguishment of the national debt. As the head of the latter committee
he made a report denying the ccnstitutional power of Congress to collect
from the people for distribution a surplus beyond the wants of the Government, and maintaining that the revenue should be reduced to the
requirements of the public service. During the whole period of President Jackson's Administration he w2.s one of its leading supporters, and at
times its chief reliance. Eariy in 1833, as a member of the Ways and
Means Committee, he made a minority report unfavorable to the Bank
of the United States. During the entire contest between the bank and
President Jackson, caused by the removal of the deposits in October,
1833, Mr. Polk, as chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, supported the Executive. He was elected Speak .:.T of the House of Representatives in December, 1835, and held that office till 1839. It was his
fortune to preside over the House at a period when party feelings were
excited to an unusual degree, and notwithstanding the fact that during
the first session more appeals were taken from his decisions than were
ever known before, he was uniformly sustained by the House, and
frequently by leading members of the Whig party. He gave to the
Administration of Martin Van Buren the same unhesitating support
he had accorded to that of President Jackson. On leaving Congress
he became the candidate of the Democrats of Tennessee for governor,
and was elected by over 2,500 majority. He was an unsuccessful candidate for go emor again in 1841 and 1843. In r839 he was nominated by
the legi latures of Tenne ee and other tates for Vice-President of the
nited tates, but Richard L Johnson, of Kentucky, was the choice
f the great body of the Democratic party, and was accordingly nominal d. On fay 27, 184-t, ,. Ir. Polk wa nominated for Pr sident of th
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United States by the national Democratic convention at Baltimore, and
on November 12 was elected, receiving about 40,000 majority on the popular vote, and 170 electoral votes to 105 that were cast for Henry Clay.
He was inaugurated March 4, 1845. Among the important events of his
Administration were the establishment of the United States Naval Academy; the consummation of the annexation of Texas; the admission of
Texas, Iowa, and Wisconsin as States; the war with Mexico, resulting
in a treaty of peace, by which the United States acquired New Mexico
and Upper California; the treaty with Great Britain settling the Oregon
boundary; the establishment of the "warehouse system;" the reenactment of the independent-treasury system; the passage of the act establishing the Smithsonian Institution; the treaty with New Granada, the thirtyfifth article of which secured for citizens of the United States the right of
way across the Isthmus of Panama; and the creation of the Department
of the Interior. He declip.ed to become a candidate for reelection, and
at the conclusion of his term retired to his home in Nashville. He died
June 15, 1849, and was buried at Polk Place, in Nashville. September
19, 1893, the remains were removed by the State to Capitol Square.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
FELLOW-CITIZENS: Without solicitation on my part, I have been chosen by the free and voluntary suffrages of my countrymen to the most
honorable and most responsible office on earth. I am deeply impressed.
with gratitude for the confidence reposed in me. Honored with this
distinguished consideration at an earlier period of life than any of my
predecessors, I can not disguise the diffidence with which I am about
to enter on the discharge of my official duties.
If the more aged and experienced men who have filled the office of
• President of the United States even in the infancy of the Republic distrusted their ability to discharge the duties of that exalted station, what
ought not to be the apprehensions of one so much younger and less
endowed now that our domain extends from ocean to ocean, that our
people have so greatly increased in numbers, and at a time when so great
diversity of opinion prevails in regard to the principles and policy which
should characterize the administration of our Government? Well may
the boldest fear and the wisest tremble when incurring responsibilities
on which may depend our country's peace and prosperity, and in some
degree the hopes and happiness of the whole human family.
In assuming responsibilities so vast I fervently invoke the aid of that
Aimighty Ruler of the Universe in whose hands are the destinies of
nations and of men to guard this Heav1.~n-favored land against the mischiefs which without His guidance miglt arise from an unwise public
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policy. With a firm reliance upon the wisdom of Omnipotence to sustain and direct me in the path of duty which I am appointed to pursue1
I stand in the presence of this assembled multitude of my countrymen
to take upon myself the solemn obligation "to the best of my ability to
preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States."
A concise enumeration of the principles which will guide me in the
administrative policy of the Government is not only in accordance with
the examples set me by all my predecessors, but is eminently befitting
the occasion.
The Constitution itself, plainly written as it is, the safeguard of our
federative compact, the offspring of concession. am? compromise, binding
together in the bonds of peace and union this great and increasing family of free and independent States, will be the chart by which I shall be
dir~cted.
It will be-my first care to administer the Government in the true spirit
of that instrument, and to assume no powers not expressly granted or
clearly implied in its terms. · The Government of the United States is
one of delegated and limited powers, and it is by a strict adherence to the
clearly granted powers and by abstaining from the exercise of doubtful or
unauthorized implied powers that we have the only sure guaranty against
the recurrence · of those unfortunate collisions between the Federal and
State authorities which have occasionally so much disturbed the harmony
of our system and even threatened the perpetuity of our glorious Union.
'' To the States, respectively, or to the people '' have been reserved
"the powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution
nor prohibited by it to the States.'' Each State is a complete sovereignty within the sphere of its reserved powers. The Government of
the Union, acting within the sphere of its delegated authority, is also a
complete sovereignty. While the General Government should abstain
from the exercise of authority not clearly delegated to it, the States
should be equally careful that in the maintenance of their rights they do
not overstep the limits of powers reserved to them. One of the most
distinguished of my predecessors attached deserved importance to '' the
support of the State governments in all their rights, as the most competent administration for our domestic concerns and the surest bulwark
against antirepublican tendencies,'' and to the ''preservation of the General Government in its whole constitutional vigor, as the sheet anchor
of our peace at home and safety abroad.''
To the Government ()f the United States has been intrusted the exclusive management of our foreign affairs. Beyond that it wield a few
general enumerated powers. It does not force reform on the tates. It
leave individual , o er whom it ca ts its protecting influence, entirely
free to improve their own condition by the legitimate exercise of all
their m ntal and ph ical power . It i a common protector of each and
all the tat ; of ery man "ho li s upon our soil, " h ther of cative
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of every religious sect, in their worship of the Almighty
according to the dictates of their own conscience; of every shade of
opinion, and the most free inquiry; of every art, trade, and occupation
, consistent with the laws of the States. And we rejoice in the general
happiness, prosperity, and advancement of our country, which have been
the offspring of freedom, and not of power.
This most admirable and wisest system of well-regulated self-government among men, ever devised by human minds has been tested by its
successful operation for more than half a century, and if preserved from
the usurpations of the Federal Government on the one hand and the exercise by the States of powers not reserved to them on the other, will,
I fervently hope and believe, endure for ages to come and dispense the
blessings of civil and religious liberty to distant generations. To effect
)bjects so dear to every patriot I shall devote myself with anxious solicitude. It will be my desire to' guard against that most fruitful source of
danger to the harmonious action of our system which consists in substituting the mere discretion and caprice of the Executive or of majorities
in the legislative department of the Government for powers whicli have
been withheld from the Federal Government by the Constitution. By
the theory of our Government majorities rule, but this right is not an
arbitrary or unlimited one. It is a right to be exercised in subordination to the Constitution and in conformity to it. One great object of
the Constitution was to restrain majorities from oppressing minorities or
encroaching upon their just rights. Minorities have a right to appeal
to the Constitution as a shield against such oppression.
That the blessings of liberty which our Constitution secures may be
enjoyed alike by minorities and majorities, the Executive has been wisely
invested witli a qualified veto upon the acts of the Legislature. It is a
negative power, and is conservative in its character. It arrests for the
time hasty, inconsiderate, or unconstitutional legislation, invites reconsideration, and transfers questions at issue between the legislative and .
executive departments to the tribunal of the people. Like all other
powers, it is subject to be abused. When judiciously and properly exercised, the Constitution itself may be saved from infraction and the rights
of all preserved and protected .
. The inestimable value of our Federal Union is felt and acknowledged
by all. By this system of united and confederated States our people are
permitted collectively and individually to seek their own happiness in
their own way, and the consequences have been most auspicious. · Since
the Union was formed the number of the States has increased from thirteen to twenty-eight; two of these have taken their position as members
of the Confederacy within the last week. Our population has increased
from three to twenty millions. New communities and States are seeking protection under its regis, and multitudes from the Old World are
flocking to our shores to particioate in its blessings. Beneath its benign
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sway peace and prosperity prevail. Freed. from the burdens and miseries of war, our trade and intercourse have extended throughout the
world. Mind, no longer tasked in devising mec1ns to accomplish or resist
schemes of ambition, usurpation, or conquest, is devoting itself to man's
true interests in developing his faculties and powers and the capacity of
nature to minister to his enjoyments. Genius is free to announce its
inventions and discoveries, and the hand is free to accomplish whatever
the head conceives not incompatible with the rights of a fellow-being.
All distinctions of birth or of rank have been abolished. .All citizens,
whether native or adopted, are placed upon terms of precise equality.
All are entitled to equal rights and equal protection. No union exists
between church and state, and perfect freedom of opinion is guaranteed
to all sects and creeds.
These are some of the blessings secured to our happy land by our
Federal Union. To perpetuate them it is our sacred duty to preserve
it. Who shall assign limits to the achievements of free minds and free
hands under the protection of this glorious Union? No treason to mankind since the organization of society would be equal in atrocity to that
of him who would lift his hand to destroy it. He would overthrow the
noblest structure of human wisdom, which protects himself and his fellow-man. He would stop the progress of free government and involve
his country either in anarchy or despotism. He would extinguish the
fire of liberty, which warms and animates the hearts of happy millions
and invites all the nations of the earth to imitate our example. If he
say that error and wrong are committed in the administration of the
Governm<:!nt, let him remember that nothing human can be perfect, and
that under no other system of government revealed by Heaven or devised
by man has reason been allowed so free and broad a scope to combat
error. Has the sword of despots proved to be a safer or surer instrument
of reform in government than enlightened reason? Does he expect to
find among the ruins of this Union a happier abode for our swarming
millions than they now have under it? Every lover of his country must
shudder at the thought of the possibility of its dissolution, and will be
ready to adopt the patriotic sentiment, '' Our Federal Union-it must
be preserved." To preserve it the compromises which alone enabled
our fathers to form a common constitution for the government and protection of so many States and distinct communities, of such diversified
habits, interests, and domestic institutions, must be sacredly and religiously observed. Any attempt to disturb or destroy these compromi e
being terms of the compact of union, can lead to none other than th(;
mo t ruinou and di astrous consequences.
It i a source of deep regret that in ome ections of our country mi guided per on ha e occa ionally indulged in schemes and aITTtation
who
bj ct i the d truction of dome tic institutions exi ting in other
sections-institutions which existed at the adoption of the Constitution
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and were recognized and protected by it. All must see that if it were
possible for them to be successful in attaining their object the dissolution
of the Union and the consequent destruction of our happy form of government must speedily follow.
I am happy to believe that at every period of our existence as a nation
there has existed, ~nd continues to exist, among the great mass of our
people a devotion to the Union of the States which will shield and protec·~
it against the moral treason of any who would seriously contemplate its
destruction. To secure a continuance· of that devotion the compromises
of the Constitution must not only be preserved, but sectional jealousies
and heartburnings must be discountenanced, and all should remember
that they are members of the same political family, having a common
destiny. To increase the attachment of our people to the Union, our laws
should be just. Any policy which shall tend to favor monopolies or the
peculiar interests of sections or classes must operate to the prejudice
of the interests of their fellow-citizens, and should be avoided. If the
compromises of the Constitution be preserved, if sectional jealousies and
heartburnings be discountenanced, if our laws be just and the Government be practically administered strictly within the limits of power prescribed to it, we may discard all apprehensions for the safety of the Union.
With these views of the nature, character, and objects of the Government and the value of the Union, I shall steadily oppose the creation
of those institutions and systems which in their nature tend to pervert
it from its legitimate purposes and make it the instrument of sections,
classes, and individuals. We need no national banks or other extraneous institutions planted around the Government to control or strengthen
it in opposition to the will of its authors. Experience has taught us
how unnecessary they are as auxiliaries of the public authorities-how
impotent for good and how powerful for mischief.
Ours was intended to be a plain and frugal government, and I shall
regard it to be my duty to recommend to Congress and, as far as the
Executive is concerned, to enforce by all the means within my power
the strictest economy in the expenditure of the public money which may
be compatible with the public interests.
A national debt has become almost an institution of European monarchies. It is viewed in some of them as an essential prop to existing
governments. Melancholy is the condition of that people whose government can be sustained only by a system which periodically transfers
large amounts from the labor of the many to the coffers of the few. Such
a system is incompatible with the ends for which our republican Government was ins6tuted. Under -a wise policy the debts contracted in our
Revolution and during the War of 1812 have been happily extinguished.
By a judicious application of the revenues not required for other necessary purposes, it is not doubted that the debt which has grown out' of the
circumstances of the last few years may be speedily paid off.
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I congratulate my fellow-citizens on the entire restoration of the credit
of the General Government of the Union and that of many of the States.
Happy would it be for the indebted States if they were freed from their
liabilities, man y of which were incautiously contracted. Although the
Government of the Union is neither in a legal nor a moral sense bound
for the debts of the States, and it would be~ violation of our compact of
union to assume them, yet we can not but feel a deep interest in seeing
all the States meet their public liabilities and pay off their just debts at
the earliest practicable period. That they will do so as soon as it can be
done without imposing too heavy burdens on their citizens there is no reason to doubt. The sound, moral and honorable feeling of the people of
the indebted States can not be questioned, and we are happy to perceive
a settled disposition on their part, as their ability returns after a season
of unexampled pecuniary embarrassment, to payoff all just demands and
to acquiesce in any reasonable measures to accomplish that object.
One of the difficulties which we have had to encounter in the practical
administration of the Government consists in the adjustment of our revenue laws and the levy of the taxes necessary for the support of Government. In the general proposition that no more money shall be collected
than the necessities of an economical administration shall require all parties seem to acquiesce. Nor does there seem to be any material difference of opinion as to the absence of right in the Government to tax
one section of country, or one class of citizens, or one occupation, for the
mere profit of another. "Justice and sound policy forbid the Federal
Government to foster one branch of industry to the detriment of another,
or to cherish the interests of one portion to the injury of another portion of our common country. ' ' I have heretofore declared to my fellow-citizens that " in my judgment it is the duty of the Government to
ex tend, as far as it may be practicable to do so; by its revenue laws and
all other means within its power, fair and just protection to all the great
interests of t he whole Union, embracing agriculture, manufactures, the
mechanic arts, commerce, and navigation. ' ' I have also declared my
opinion to be '' in favor of a tariff for revenue,'' and that ' ' in adjusting
t he details of such a tariff I have sanctioned such moderate discriminating duties as would produce the amount of revenue needed and at
the same time afford reasonable incidental protection to our home indust ry,'' and that I was '' opposed to a tariff for protection merely, and not
for revenue.''
The power '' to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises'' was
an indi pensable one to be conferred on the Federal Government, which
't ithout it would po e
no means of providing for its own support.
In executing this power by levying a tariff of dutie for the upport of
o emment, the rai ing of revenue hould be the ob.feet and protection the
incident. T rever e this principle and make protection the object and
revenue the incident ould be to inflict manifest inj ustice upon ~ ot4~!
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than the protected interests. In levying duties for revenue it is doubtless proper to make sueµ discriminations within the revenue principle as
will afford incidental protection to our home interests. Within the revenue limit there is a discretion to discriminate; beyond that limit the
rightful exercise of the power is not conceded. The incidental protection afforded to our home interests by discriminations within the revenue range it is believed will be ample. In making discriminations all
our home interests should as far as practicable be equally protected. The
largest portion of our people are agriculturists. Others are employed in
manufactu-res, commerce, navigation, and the mechanic arts. They are
all engaged in their respective pursuits, and their joint labors constitute
the national or home industry. To tax one branch of this home industry for the benefit of another would be unjust. No one of these interests
can rightfully claim an advantage over the others, or to be enriched by
impoverishing the others. All are equally entitled to the fostering care
and protection of the Government. In exercising a sound discretion in
levying discriminating duties within the limit prescribed, care should be
taken that it be done in a manner not to benefit the wealthy few at the
expense of the toiling millions by taxing lowest the luxuries of life, or
articles of superior quality and high price, which can only be consumed
by the wealthy, and highest the necessaries of life, or articles of coarse
quality and low price, which the poor and great mass of our people must
consume. The burdens of government should as far as practicable be distributed justly and equally among all classes of our population. These
general views, long entertained on this subject, I have deemed it proper
to reiterate. It is a subject upon which conflicting interests of sections
and occupations are supposed to exist, and a spirit of mutual concession
and compromise in adjusting its details should he cherished by every part
of our widespread country as the only means of preserving harmony and a
cheerful acquiescence of all in the operation of our revenue laws. Our
patriotic citizens in every part of the Union will readily submit to the
payment of such taxes as shall be needed for the support of their Government, whether in peace or in war, if they are so levied as to distribute
t;he burdens as equally as possible among them.
The Republic of Texas has made known her desire to come into our
Union, to form a part of our Confederacy and enjoy with us the blessings
of liberty secured and guaranteed by our Constitution. Texas was once
a part of our country-was unwisely ceded away to a foreign power-is
now independent, and possesses an undoubted right to dispose of a part
or the whole of her territory and to merge her sovereignty as a separate
and independent state in ours. I congratulate my country that by an
act of the late Congress of the United States the assent of this Government has been given to the reunion, and it only remains for the two
countries to agree upon the terms to consummate an object so important
to both.
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I reg~rd the question of annexation as belonging exclusively to the
United States and Texas. They are independent powers competent to
contract, and foreign nations have no right to interfere with them or to
take exceptions to their reunion. Foreign powers do not seem to appreciate the true character of our Government. Our Union is a confederation of independent States, whose policy is peace with each other and all
the world. To enlarge its limits is to extend the dominions of peace
over additional territories and increasing millions. The world has nothing to fear from military ambition in our Government. While the Chief
Magistrate and the popular branch of Congress are elected for short terms
by the suffrages of those millions who must in their own persons bear all
the burdens and miseries of war, our Government can not be otherwise
than pacific. Foreign powers should therefore look on the annexation
of Texas to the United States not as the conquest of a nation seeking to
e~tend her dominions by arms and violence, but as the peaceful acquisition of a territory once her own, by adding another member to our
confederation, with the consent of that member, thereby diminishing the
chances of war and opening to them new and ever-increasing markets
for their products.
To Texas the reunion is important, because the strong protecting arm
of our Government would be extended over her, and the vast resources of
her fertile soil and genial climate would be speedily developed, while the
safety of New Orleans and of our whole southwestern frontier against
hostile aggression, as well as the interests of the whole Union, would be
promoted by it.
In the earlier stages of our national existence the opinion prevailed
with some that our system of confederated States could not operate successfully over an extended territory, and serious objections have at different times been made to the enlargement of our boundaries. These
objections were earnestly urged when we acquired Louisiana. Experience has shown that they were not well founded. The title of numerous
Indian tribes to vast tracts of country has been extinguished; new
States have been admitted into the Union; new Territories have been
created and our jurisdiction and laws extended over them. As our population has expanded, the Union has been cemented and strengthened.
As our boundaries have been enlarged and our agricultural population
has been spread over a large surface, our federative system has acquired
additional strength and security. It may well be doubted whether it
would not be in greater danger of overthrow if our present population
'\'. ere confined to the comparatively narrow limits of the original thirteen tates than it is now that they are sparsely settled over a more
expauded territory. It is confidently believed that our system may be
safely extended to the utmo t bound of our territorial limits, and that a
it hall be extended the bonds of our Union, so far from being weakened.
will become stronger
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None can fail to see the danger to our safety and future peace if Texas
remains an independent state or becomes an ally or dependency of some
foreign nation more powerful than herself. Is there one among our
citizens who would not prefer perpetual peace with Texas to occasional
wars, which so often occur between bordering independent nations? Is
there one who would not prefer free intercourse with her to high duties
on all our products and manufactures which enter her ports or cross her
frontiers? Is there one who would not prefer an unrestricted communication with her citizens to the frontier obstructions which must occur
if she remains out of the Union? Whatever is good or evil in the local
institutions of Texas will remain her own whether annexed to the
United States or not. None of the present States will be responsible
for them any more than they are for the iocal institutions of each other.
They have confederated together for certain specified objects. Upon the
same principle that they would refuse to form a perpetual union with
Texas because of her local institutions our forefathers would have been
prevented from forming our present Union. Perceiving no valid objection to the measure and many reasons for its adoption vitally affecting
the peace, the safety, and the prosperity of both countries, I shall on the
broad principle which formed the basis and produced the adoption of our
Constitution, and not in any narrow spirit of sectional policy, endeavor by
all constitutional, honorable, and appropriate means to consummate the
expressed will of the people and Government of the United States by
the reannexation of Texas to our Union at the earliest practicable period.
Nor will it become in a less degree my duty to assert and maintain by
all constitutional means the right of the United States to that portion of
our territory which lies beyond the Rocky Mountains. Our title to the
country of the Oregon is "clear and unquestionable," and already are
our people preparing to perfect that title by occupying it with their
wives and children. But eighty years ago our population was confined
on the west by the ridge of the Alleghanies. Within that period-within
the lifetime, I might say, of some of my hearers-our people, increasing
to many millions, have filled the eastern valley of the Mississippi, adventurously ascended the Missouri to its headsprings, and are already en- ·
gaged in establishing the blessings of self-government in valleys of which
the rivers flow to the Pacific. The world beholds the peaceful triumphs
of the industry of our emigrants. To us belongs the duty of protecting them adequately wherever they may be upon our soil. The jurisdiction of our laws and the benefits of our republican institutions should be
extended over them in the distant regions which they have selected for
their homes. The increasing facilities of interc9urse will easily bring
the States, of which the formation in that part of our territory can not
be long delayed, within the sphere of our federative Union. In the
meantime every obligation imposed by treaty or conventional stipulations
should be sacredly respected.
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In the management of our foreign reiations it will b~ my aim to
observe a careful respect for the rights of other nations, while our own
will be the subject of constant watchfulness. E,qual and exact justice
should ch~racterize all our intercourse with foreign countries. All alliances having a tendency to jeopard the welfare and honor of our country
or sacrifice any one of the national interests will be studiously avoided,
and yet no opportunity will be lost to cultivate a favorable understanding
with foreign governments by which our navigation and commerce may
be extended and the ample products of our fertile soil, as well as the
manufactures of our skillful artisans, find a ready market and remunerating prices in foreign countries.
In taking '' care that the laws be faithfully executed,'' a strict performance of duty will be exacted from all public officers. From those
officers, especially, who are charged with the collection and disbursement
of the public revenue will prompt and rigid accountability be required.
Any culpable failure or delay on their part to account for the moneys
intrusted to them at the times and in the manner required by law will
in every instance terminate the official connection of such defaulting
officer with the Government.
Although in our country the Chief Magistrate must almost of necessity
be chosen by a party and stand pledged to its principles and measures,
yet in his official action he should not be the President of a part only,
but of the whole people of the United States. While he executes the
laws with an impartial hand, shrinks from no proper responsibility, and
faithfully carries out in the executive department of the Government
the principles and policy of those who have chosen him, he should not
be unmindful that our fellow-citizens who have differed with him in
opinion are entitled to the full and free exercise of their opinions and
judgments, and that the rights of all are entitled to respect and regard.
Confidently relying upon the aid and assistance of the coordinate
departments of the Government in conducting our public affairs, I enter
upon the discharge of the high duties which have been assigned me by
the people, again humbly supplicating that Divine Being who has watched
over and protected our beloved country from its infancy to the present
hour to continue His gracious benedictions upon us, that we may continue to be a prosperous and happy people.
.
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SPECIAL MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON, March I5, I84-5.
To the Senate of the United States:
I have r ceived and maturely considered the two resolutions adopte
by the Senate in executive ession on the 12th instant, the first reque! ting the Pre ident to communicate information to the Senate (in confidenc ) of any steps hich have been taken if any were taken, by the
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!ate President in execution of the resolution of Congress entitled "A
joint resolution for the annexation of Texas to the United States," and
if any such steps have been taken, then to inform the Senate whether
anything has been done by him to counteract, suspend, or reverse the
action of the late President in the premises; and the secon·d requesting
the Presid_e nt "to inform the Senate what communications have been
made by the Mexican minister in consequence o:rthe proceedings of Congress and the Executive in relation to Texas.''
With the highest respect for the Senate and a sincere desire to furnish all the information requested by the first resolution, I yet entertain
strong apprehensions lest such a communication might delay and ultimately endanger the success of the great measure which Congress · so
earnestly sought to accomplish by the passage of the '' joint resolution
for the annexation of Texas to the United States.'' The initiatory proceedings which have been ad?pted by the Executive to give effect to this
resolution can not; therefore, in my judgment, at this time and under
existing circumstances, be communicated without injury to the public
interest.
In conformity with the second resolution, I herewith transmit to the
Senate the copy of a note, dated on the 6th instant, addressed by General Almonte, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the
Mexican Republic, to the Hon. John C. Calhoun, late Secretary of State,
which is the only communication that has been made 'by the Mexican
minister to the Department of State since the passage of the joint re.solution of Congress for the annexation of Texas; and I also transmit a
copy of the answer of the Secretary of State to this note of the Mexican
minister.
JAMES K. POLK.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS.
WASHINGTON CITY, June I6, I845.
Andrew Jackson is no more. He departed this life on Sunday, the ·
8th instant, full of days and full of honors. His country deplores his
loss, and will ever cherish his memory. Whilst a nation mourns it is
proper that business should be suspended, at least for one day, in the
Executive Departments, as a tribute of respect to the illustrious dead.
I accordingly direct that the Departments of State, the 'treasury,
War, the Navy, the Post-Office, the office of the Attorney-General, and
the Executive Mansion be instantly put into mourning, and that they
be closed during the whole day to-morrow.
JAMES K. POLK.
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GENERAL ORDERS,

No. 27.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL' s OFFICE,

Washington, June I6, I8,t5.
The following general order of the President, received through the
War Department, announces to the Army the death of the illustrious
ex-President, General Andrew Jackson:
GENERAL ORDER.
WASHINGTON, June I6, I8¢S·
The President of the United States with heartfelt sorrow announces
to the Army, the Navy, and the Marine Corps.the death of Andrew Jackson. On the evening of Sunday, the 8th day of June, about 6 o'clock,
he, resigned his spirit to his Heavenly Father. The nation; while it
learns with grief the death of its most illustrious citizen, finds solace
in contemplating his venerable character and services. The Valley of
the Mississippi beheld in him the bravest and wisest and most fortunate
of its defenders; the country raised him to the highest trusts in military
and in civil life with a confidence that never abated and an affection that
followed him in undiminished vigor to retirement, watched over his latest hours, and pays its tribute at his grave. Wherever his lot was cast
he appeared among those around him first in natural endowments and
resources, not less than first in authority and station. The power of
his mind impressed itself on the policy of his country, and still lives, and
will live forever in the memory of its people. Child of a forest region
and a settler of the wilderness, his was a genius which, as it came to the
guidance of affairs, instinctively attached itself to general principles, and
inspired by the truth which his own heart revealed to him in singleness
and simplicity, he found always a response in the breast of his countrymen. Crowned with glory in war, in his whole career as a statesman
he showed himself the friend and lover of peace. With an American
heart, whose throbs were all for republican freedom and his native land,
he yet longed to promote the widest intercourse and most intimate commerce between the many nations of mankind. He was the servant of
humanity. Of a vehement will, he was patient in council, deliberating
long, hearing all things, yet in the moJ11ent of action deciding with rapidity. Of a noble nature and incapable of disguise, his thoughts lay
open to all around him and won their confidence by his ingenuous frankness. His judgment was of that solidity that he ever tempered vigor
with prudence. The flushings of anger could never cloud his faculties,
but rather kindled and lighted them up, quickening their energy without
disturbing their balance. In war his eye at a glance discerned his plans
ith unerrin sagacity; in peace be proposed measures with an instincti e isdom of which the inspirations were prophecy. In discipline stern,
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in a just resolution inflexible, he was full of the gentlest affections, ever
ready to solace the distressed and to relieve the needy, faithful to his
friends, fervid for his country. Indifferent to other rewards, he aspired
throughout life to an honorable fame, and so loved his fellow-men that
he longed to dwell in their affectionate remembrance. Heaven gave him
length of days and he filled , them with deeds of greatness. He was
always happy-happy in his youth, which shared the achievement of our
national independence; happy in his after years, which beheld the Valley
of the West cover itself with the glory of free and ever-increasing States;
happy in his age, which saw the people multiply from two to twenty
millions and freedom and union make their pathway from the Atlantic to
the Pacific; thrice happy in death, for while he believed the liberties of his
country imperishable and was cheered by visions of its constant advancement, he departed from this life in a full hope of a blessed immortality
through the merits and atonement of the Redeemer.
Officers of the Army, the Navy, and the Marine Corps will wear crape
on the left arm and on their swords and the .colors of the ·several regiments will be put in mourning for the period of six months. At the
naval stations and the public vessels in commission the flags will be worn
at half-mast for one week, and on the day after this order is received
twenty-one minute guns will be fired, beginning at 12 o'clock.
At each military station the day after the reception of this order the
national flag will be displayed at half-staff from sunrise to sunset, thirteen guns will be fired at daybreak, half-hour guns during the day, and
at the close of the day a general salute. The troops will be paraded at
IO o'clock and this order read to them, on which the labors of the day
will cease.
Let the virtues of the illustrious dead retain their influence, and when
energy and courage are called to trial emulate his example.
GEORGE BANCROFT,
Acting Secretary of War, and Secretary of the Navy.
By order:

R. JONES, Adjutant-General.

FIRST ANNUAL MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON, December 2, I845.
Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and House of Representatives:
It is to me a source of unaffected satisfaction to meet the representatives of the States and the people in Congress assembled, as it will be to
receive the aid of their combined wisdom in the administration of public
affairs. In performing for the first time the duty imposed on me by the
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Constitution of giving to you information of the state of the Union and
recommending to your consideration such measures as in my judgment
are necessary and ~xpedient, I am happy that I can congratulate you on
the continued prosperity of our country. Under the blessings of Divine
Providence and the benign influence of our free institutions, it stands
before the world a spectacle of national happiness.
· With our unexampled advancement in all the elements of national
greatness, the affection of the people is ~onfirmed for the Union of the
States and for the doctrines of popular liberty which lie at the foundation
of our Government.
It becomes us in humility to make . our devout acknowledgments to
the Supreme Ruler of the Universe for the inestimable civil and religious
blessings with which we are favored.
In calling the attention of · Congress to our relations with foreign
powers, I am gratified to be able to state that though with some of them
there have existed since your last session serious causes of irritation and
misunderstanding, yet no actual hostilities have taken place. Adopting the maxim in the conduct of our foreign affairs "to ask nothing
that is not right and submit to nothing that is wrong,'' it has been my
anxious desire to preserve peace with all nations, but at the same time
to be prepared to resist aggression and maintain all our just rights.
In pursuance of the joint resolution of Congress '' for annexing Texas
to the United States," my predecessor, on the 3d day of March, 1845,
elected to submit the first and second sections of that resolution to the
Republic of Tex as as an overture on the part of the United States for her
admission as a State into our Union. This election I approved, and
according ly the charge d ' affaires of the United States in Texas, under
instructions of the 10th of March, 1845, presented these sections of the
resolution for the acceptance of that Republic. The executive government, the Congress, and the people of Texas in convention have successively complied with all the terms and conditions of the joint resolution.
A constitution for the government of the State of Tex as, formed by
a convention of deputies, is herewith laid before Congress. It is well
known, also, that the people of Texas at the polls have accepted the
terms of annexation and ratified the constitution. I communicate to
1
~ongress the correspondence between the Secretary of State and our
~harge d'affaires in Texas, and also the correspondence of the latter
vith the authorities of Texas, together with the official documents trans1itted by him to his own Government. T he terms of annexation which
,vere offered by the United States having been accepted by Texas, the
ublic faith of both parties is solemnly pledged to the compact of their
othing remains to consummate the event but the passage of
union .
an act by Congress to admit the tate of Texas into the Union upon an
qual footing ith the original tates.
trong reasons exist by this
should be don at an early period of the ession. It will be observed
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that by the constitution of Texas the existing government is only continued temporarily till Congress can act, and that the third Monday of
the present month is the day appointed for holding the first general election. On that day a governor, a lieutenant-governor, and both branches
of the legislature will be chosen by the people. The President of Texas
is required, immediately after the receipt of official information that the
new State has been admitted into our Union by Congress, to convene
the legislature, and upon its meeting . the existing government will be
superseded and the State government organized. Questions deeply interesting to Texas, in common with the other States, the extension of our
revenue laws and judicial system over her people and territory, as well
as measures of a local character, will claim the early attention of Congress, and therefore upon every principle of repµblican government she
ought to be represented in that body without unnecessary delay. I can
not too earnestly recommend prompt action on this important subject.
As soon as the act to admit Texas as a State shall be passed the union of
the two Republics will be consummated by their own voluntary consent.
This accession to our territory has been a bloodless achievement. No
arm of force has been raised to produce the result. The sword has had
no part in the victory. We have not sought to extend our territorial possessions by conquest, or our republican institutions over a reluctant people. It was the deliberate homage of each people to the great principle
of our federative union. If we consider the extent of territory involved
in the annexation, its prospective influence on America, the means by
which it has been accomplished, springing purely from the choice of the
people themselves to share the blessings of our union, the history of
the world may be challenged to furnish a parallel. The jurisdiction
of the United States, which at the formation of the Federal Constitution was bounded by the St. Marys on the Atlantic, has passed the capes
of Florida and been peacefully extended to the Del Norte. In contemplating the grandeur of this event it is not to be forgotten that the result
was achieved in despite of the diplomatic interference of European monarchies. Even France, the country which had been our ancient ally., the
country which has a common interest with us in maintaining the freedom
of the seas, the country which, by the cession of Louisiana, first opened
to us access to the Gulf of Mexico, the country with which we have been
every year drawing more and more closely the bonds of successful commerce, most unexpectedly, and to our unfeigned regret, took part in an
effort to prevent annexation and to impose on Texas, as a condition •of
the recognition of her independence by Mexico, that she would never join
herself to the United States. We may rejoice that the tranquil and pervading influence of the American principle of self-government was sufficient to defeat the purposes of British and French interference, and that
the almost unanimous voice of the people of Texas has given to that interference ~peaceful and effective rebuke. From this example European
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Governments may learn how vain diplomatic arts and intrigues must
ever prove upon this continent against that system of self-government
which seems natural to our soil, and which will ever resist foreign interference.
Toward Texas I do not doubt that a liberal and generous spirit will
actuate Congress in all that concerns her interests and prosperity, and
that she will never have cause to regret that she has united her '' lone
star'' to our glorious constellation.
I regret to inform you that our relations with Mexico since your last
session have not been of the amicable character which it is our desire to
cultivate with all foreign nations. On the 6th day of March last the
Mexican envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the United
States made a formal protest in the name of his Government against the
joint resolution passed by Congress '' for the annexation of Texas to
the United States," which he chose to regard as a violation of the rights
of Mexico, and in consequence of it he demanded his passports. He
was informed that the Government of the United States did not consider this joint resolution as a violation of any of the rights of Mexico,
or that it afforded any just cause of offense to his Government; that the
Republic of Texas was an independent power, owing no allegiance to
Mexico and constituting no part of her territory or rightful sovereignty
and jurisdiction. He was also assured that it was the sincere desire
of this Government to maintain with tha·t of Mexico relations of peace
and good understanding. That functionary, however, notwithstanding
these representations and assurances, abruptly terminated his mission and
shortly afterwards left the country. Our envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Mexico was refused all official intercourse with
that Government, and, after remaining several months, by the permission
of his own Government he returned to the United States. Thus, by the
acts of Mexico, all diplomatic intercourse between the two countries was
suspended.
Since that time Mexico has until recently occupied an attitude of hostility toward the United States-has been marshaling and organizing
armies, issuing proclamations, and avowing the intention to make war
on the United States, either by an open declaration or by invading Texas.
Both the Congress and convention of the people of Texas invited this
Government to send an army into that territory to protect and defend
them against the menaced attack. The moment the terms of annexation
offered by the United States were accepted by Texas the latter became
so far a part of our own country as to make it our duty to afford such
protection and defense. I therefore deemed it proper, as a precautionary
measure, to order a strong squadron to the coasts of Mexico and to concentrate an efficient military force on the western frontier of Texas. Our
Army as ordered to take position in the country between the ueces
and he Del orte 1 arid to repel any invasion of the Texan territory
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which might be attempted by the Mexican forces. Our squadron in the
Gulf was ordered to cooperate with the Army. But though our Army
and Navy were placed in a position to defen·d our own and the rights of
Texas, they were ordered to commit no act of hostility against Mexico
unless she declared war or was herself the aggressor by striking the first
blow. The result has been that Mexico has made no aggressive movement, and our military and naval commanders have executed their orders
with such discretion that the peace of the two Republics has not been disturbed. Texas had declared her independence and maintained it by her
arms for more than nine years. She has had an organized government
in successful operation during that period. Her separate existence as
an independent state had been recognized by the United States and the
principal powers of Europe. Treaties of commerce and navigation had
been concluded with her by different nations, and it had become manifest
to the whole world that any further attempt on the part of Mexico to
conquer her or overthrow her Government would be vain. Even Mexico herself had become satisfied of this fact, and whilst the question
of annexation was pending before the people of Texas during the past
summer the Government of Mexico, by a formal act, agreed to recognize
the independence of Texas on condition that she would not annex herself
to any other power. The agreement to acknowledge the independence
of Texas, whether with or without this condition, is conclusive against
Mexico. The independence of Texas is a fact conceded by Mexico
herself, and she had no right or authority to prescribe restrictions as to
the form of government which Texas might afterwards choose to assume.
But though Mexico can not complain of the United States on account of
the annexation of Texas, it is to be regretted that serious causes of mis- ·
understanding between the two countries continue to exist, growing out
of unredressed injuries inflicted by the Mexican authorities and people
on the persons and property of citizens of the United States through
a long series of years. Mexico has admitted these injuries, but has
neglected and refused to repair them. Such was the character of the
wrongs and such the insults repeatedly offered to American citizens and
the American flag by Mexico, in palpable violation of the laws of nations
and the treaty between the two countries of the 5th of April, 1831, that
they have been repeatedly brought to the notice of Congress by my
predecessors. As early as the 6th of February, 1837, the President of
the United States declared in a message to Congress thatThe length of time since some of the injuries have been committed, the repeated
and unavailing applications for redress, the wanton character of some of the outrages upon the property and persons of our citizens, upon the officers and flag
of the United States, independent of recent insults to this Government and people
by the late extraordinary Mexican minister, would justify in the eyes of all nations
immediate war.
·

He did not, however, recommend an immediate resort to this extreme
measure, which, he declared, "should not be used by just and generous
nations, confiding in their strength for injuries committed, if it can be
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honorably avoided,'' but, in a spirit of forbearance, proposed that another
demand be made on .Mexico for that redress which had been so long
and unjustly withheld. In these views committees of the two Houses of
Congress, in reports made to their respective bodies, concurred. Since
these proceedipgs more than eight years have elapsed, during which, in
addition to the wrongs then complained of, others of an aggravated character have been committed on the persons and property of our citizens.
A special agent was sent to Mexico in the summer of 1838 with full
authority to make another and final demand for redress. The demand
was made; the Mexican Government promised to repair the wrongs of
which we complained, and after much delay a treaty of indemnity with
that view was concluded between the two powers on the r 1th of April,
1839, and was duly ratified by both Governments. By this treaty a
joint commission was created to adjudicate and decide on the claims of
American citizens on the Government of Mexico. The commission was
organized at Washington on the 25th day of August, 1840. Their time
was limited to eighteen months, at the expiration of which they had
adjudicated and decided claims amounting to $2,026,139.68 in favor of
citizens of the United States against the Mexican Government, leaving
a large amount of claims undecided. Of the latter the American commissioners had decided in favor of our citizens claims amounting to
$928,627.88, which were left unacted on by the umpire authorized by
the treaty. Still further claims, amounting to between three and four
millions of dollars, were submitted to the board too late to be considered, and were left undisposed ~f. The sum of $2,026,139.68, decided
by the board, was a liquidated and ascertained debt due by Mexico to
the claimants, and there was no justifiable reason for delaying its payment according to the terms of the treaty. It was not, however, paid.
Mexico applied for further indulgence, and, in that spirit of liberality
and forbearance .which has ever marked the policy of the United States
toward that Republic, the request was granted, and on the 30th of January, 1843, a new treaty was concluded. By this treaty it was provided
that the interest due on the awards in favor of claimants under the convention of the 11th of April, 1839, should be paid on the 30th of April,
1843, and thatThe principal of the said awards and the interest accruing thereon shall be paid
in five years, in equal installments every three months, the said term of five years to
commence on the 30th day of April, 1843 1 aforesaid.

The interest due on the 30th day of April, 1843, and the three first of
the twenty installments have been paid. Seventeen of these installments
remain unpaid, seven of which are now due.
The claims which were left undecided by the joint commission, amounting to more than 3,000,000, together ith other claims for spoliation
on the property of our citizens, were sub equently pre ented to the exican Government for payment, and were so far recognized that a treaty
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providing for their examination and settlement by a joint commission
was concluded and signed at Mexico on the 20th day of November, 1843.
This treaty was ratified by the United States with certain amendments
to which no just exception could have been taken, but it has not yet
received the ratification of the Mexican Government. In the meantime
our citizens, who suffered great losses-and some of whom have been
reduced from affluence to bankruptcy-are without remedy unless their
rights be enforced by their Government. Such a continued and unprovoked series of wrongs could never have b_e en tolerated by the United
States had they been committed by one of the principal nations of
Europe. Mexico was, however, a neighboring sister republic, which,
- following our example, had achieved her independence, and for whose
success and prosperity all our sympathies were early enlisted. The
United States were the first to recognize her independence and to receive
her into the family of nations, and have ever been desirous of cultivating
with her a good understanding. We have therefore borne the repeated
wrongs she has committed with great patience, in the hope that a returning · sense of justice would ultimately guide her councils and that we
might, if possible, honorably avoid any hostile collision with her. Without the previous authority of Congress the Executive possessed no power
to adopt or enforce adequate remedies for the injuries we had suffered,
or to do more than to be prepared to repel the threatened aggression
on the part of Mexico. After our Army and Navy had remained on the
frontier and coasts of Mexico for many weeks without any hostile movement on her part, though her menaces were continued, I deemed it important to put an end, if possible, to this state of things. With this view
l caused steps to be taken in the month of September last to ascertain
distinctly and in an authentic form what the designs of the Mexican Government were-whether it was their intention to declare war, or invade
Texas, or whether they were disposed to adjust and settle in an amicable
manner the pending differences between the two countries. On the 9th of
November an official answer was received that the Mexican Government
consented to renew the diplomatic relations which had been suspended in
March last, and for that purpose were willing to accredit a minister from
the United States. With a sincere desire to preserve peace and restore
relations of good understanding between the two Republics, I waived all
ceremony as to the manner of renewing diplomatic intercourse between
them, and, assuming the initiative, on the roth of November a distinguished citizen of Louisiana was appointed envoy extraordinary and
midster plenipotentiary to Mexico, clothed with full powers to adjust
and definitively settle all pending differences between the two countries,
including those of boundary between Mexico and the State of Texas.
The minister appointed has set out on his mission and is probably by this
time near the Mexican capital. He has been instructed to bring the
negotiation with which he is charged to a conclusion at the earliest
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practicable period, which it is expected will be in time to enable me to
communicate the result to Congress during the present session. Until
that result is known I forbear to recommend to Congress such ulterior
measures of redress for the wrongs and injuries we have so long borne
as it would have been proper to make had no such negotiation been
instituted.
Congress ar,propriated at the last session the sum of $275,000 for the
payment of the April and July installments of the Mexican indemnities
for the year 1844:
Provided it shall be ascertained to the satisfaction of the American Government that
said installments have been paid by the Mexican Government to the agent appointed
by the United States to receive the same in such manner as to discharge all claim on
the Mexican Government, and said agent to be delinquent in remitting the money
to the United States.

The unsettled state of our relations with Mexico has involved this
subject in much mystery. The first information in an authentic form
from the agent of the United States, appointed under the Administration
of my predecessor, was received at the State Department on the 9th of
November last. This is contained in a letter, dated the 17th of October,
addressed by him to one of our citizens then in Mexico with a view of
having it ~ommunicated to that Department. From this it appears that
the agent on the 20th of September, 1844, gave a receipt to the treasury of Mexico for the amount of the April and July installments of the
indemnity. In the same communication, however, he asserts that he had
not received a single dollar in cash, but that he holds such securities as
warranted him at the time in giving the receipt, and entertains no doubt
but that he will eventually obtain the money.· As these installments
appear never to have been actually paid by the Government of Mexico
to the agent, and as that Government has not, therefore, been released
so as to discharge the claim, I do not feel myself warranted in directing
payment to be made to the claimants out of the Treasury without further legislation. Their case is undoubtedly one of much hardship, and
it remains for Congress to decide whether any, and what, relief ought
to be granted to them. Our minister to Mexico has been instructed to
ascertain the facts of the case from the Mexican Government in an
authentic and official form and report the result with as little delay a
possible.
My attention was early directed to the negotiation which on the 4th
of arch last I found pending at Washington between the United State
and Great Britain on the subject of the Oregon Territory. Three se,·ral attempts had been previously made to settle the questions in dispute
et een the two countries by negotiation upon the principle of compromi , but each had proved unsuccessful. These negotiations took place
at
ndon in the years 1818, 1824, and 1826-the two :first under e
dmini tration of fr. onroe and the last under that of r. Adams.
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The negotiation of 1818, having failed to accomplish its object, resulted
in the convention of the 20th of October of that year.
By the third article of that convention it wasAgreed that any country that may be claimed by either party on the northwest coast
of America westward of the Stony Mountains shall, togPther with its harbors, bays,
and creeks, and the navigation of all rivers within the same, be free and open for
the term of ten years from the date of the signature of the present convention to the
vessels, citizens, and subjects of the two powers; it being well understood that this
agreement is not to be construed to the prejudice of any claim which either of the
two high contracting parties may have to any part of the said country, nor shall it
be taken to affect the claims of any other power or state to any part of the said country, the only object of the high contracting parties in that respect being to prevent
disputes and differences amongst themselves·.

The negotiation of 1824 was productive of no result, and the c~:mvention of 1818 was left unchanged.
The negotiation of 1826, having also failed to effect an adjustment by
compromise, resulted in the convention of August 6, 1827, by which it
was agreed to continue in force for an inde:fini Le period the provisions
of the third article of the convention of the 20th of October, 1818; and
it was further provided thatIt shall be competent, however, to either of the contracting parties, in case either
should think fit, at any time after the 20th of October, 1828, on giving due notice of
twelve months to the other contracting party, to annul and abrogate this convention;
and it shall in such case be accordingly entirely annulled and abrogated after the
expiration of the said term of notice.

In these attempts to adjust the controversy the parallel of the fortyninth degree of north latittde had been offered by the United States to
Great Britain, and in those of 1818 and 1826, with a further concession
of the free navigation of the Columbja River south of that latitude. The
parallel of the forty-ninth degree from the Rocky Mountains to its intersection with the northeasternmost branch of the Columbia, and thence
down the channel of that river to the sea, had been offered by Great Britain, with an addition of a small detached territory north of the Columbia.
Each of these propositions had been rejected by the parties respectively.
In October, 1843, the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary
of the United States in London was authorized to make a similar offer to
those made in 1818 and 1826. Thus stood the question when the negotiation was shortly afterwards transferred to Washington, and on the 23d
of August, 1844, was formally opened under the direction of my immediate predecessor. Like all the previous negotiations, it was based upon
principles of ''compromise,'' and the avowed purpose of the parties was
"to treat of the respective claims of the two countries to the Oregon
Territory with the view to establish a permanent boundary between them
westward of the Rock)\ Mountains to the Pacific Ocean.''
Accordingly, on the 26th of August, 1844, the British plenipotentiary
offered to divide the Oregon Territory by the forty-ninth parallel of
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north latitude from the Rocky Mountains to the point of its intersection
with the northeasternmost branch of the Columbia Ri;er, and thence
down that river to the sea, leaving the free navigation of the river to be
enjoyed in common by both parties, the country south of this line to
belong to the United States and that north of it to Great Britain. At
the same time he proposed in addition to yield to the United States a
detached territory north of the Columbia extending along the Pacific and
the Straits of Fuca from Bul:finchs Harbor, inclusive, to Hoods Canal,
and to make free to the United States any port or ports south of latitude 49° which they might desire, either on the mainland or on Quadra
and Vancouvers Island. With the exception of the free ports, this was
the same offer which had been made by the British and rejected by the
American Government in the negotiation of 1826. This proposition was
properly rejected by the American plenipotentiary on the day it was
submitted. This was the only proposition of compromise offered by the
British plenipotentiary. The proposition on the part of Great Britain
having been rejected, the British plenipotentiary requested that a proposal should be made by the United States for '' an equitable adjustment
of the question.'' When I came into office I found this to be the state
of the negotiation. Though entertaining the settled conviction that the
British pretensions of title could not be maintained to any portion of
the Oregon Territory upon any principle of public law recognized by
nations, yet in deference to what had been done by my predecessors, and
especially in consideration that propositions of compromise had been
thrice made by two preceding Administrations to adjust the question on
the parallel of 49 °, and in two of them yielding to Great Britain the free
navigation of the Columbia, and that the pending negotiation had been
commenced on the basis of compromise, I deemed it to be my duty not
abruptly to break it off. In consideration, too, that under the conventions of 1818 and 1827 the citizens and subjects of the two powers held a
joint occupancy of the country, I was induced to make another effort to
settle this long-pending controversy in the spirit of moderation which had
given birth to the renewed discussion. A proposition was accordingly
made, which was rejected by the British plenipotentiary, who, without
submitting any other proposition, suffered the negotiation on his part to
drop, expressing his trust that the Umted States would offer what he saw
fit to call '' some further proposal for the settlement of the Oregon question more consistent with fairness and equity and with the reasonable
expectation of the Briti h Government.'' The proposition thus offered
and rejected repeated the offer of the parallel of 49° of north latitude,
which had been made by two preceding Administrations, but without
propo ing to surrender to Great Britain, as they had done, the free naviation of the Columbia River. The right of any foreign po er to the
free navigation of any of our ri ers through the heart of our countrJ was
one\ hich I as unwilling to concede, It also mbraced a pro ·sion to
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make free to Great Britain any port or ports on the cap of Quadra and
Vancouvers Island south of this parallel. Had this been a new question,
coming under discussion for the first time, this proposition would not
have been made. The extraordinary and wholly inadmissible demands
of the British Government and the rejection of the proposition made in
deference alone to what had been done by my predecessors and the implied obligation which their acts seemed to impose afford satisfactory evidence that no compromise which the United States ought to accept can
be effected. With this conviction the proposition of compromise which
had been made and rejected was by my direction subsequently withdrawn
and our title to the whole Oregon Territory asserted, and, as is believed,
maintained by irrefragable facts and arguments.
The civilized world will see in these proceedings a spirit of liberal con cession on the part of the United States, and this Government will be
relieved from all responsibility which may follow the failure to settle the
controversy.
All attempts at compromise having failed, it becomes the duty of Con-:
gress to consider what measures it may be proper to adopt for the security
and protection of our citizens now inhabiting or who may hereafter inhabit
Oregon, and for the ·maintenance of our just title to that Territory. In
adopting measures for this purpose care should be taken that nothing be
done to violate the stipulations, of the convention of 1827, which is still
in force. The faith of treaties, in their letter and spirit, has ever been,
and, I trust, will ever be, scrupulously observed by the United States.
Under that convention a year's notice is required to be given by either
party to the other before the joint occupancy shall terminate and before
either can rightfully assert or exercise exclusive jurisdiction over any
portion of the territory. This notice it would, in my judgment, be proper
to give, and I recommend that provision be made by law for giving it .
accordingly, and terminating in this manner the convention of the 6th of
August, 1827.
It will become proper for Congress to determine what legislation they
can in the meantime adopt without violating this convention. Beyond all
question the protection of our laws and our jurisdiction, civil and criminal, ought to be immediately extended over our citizens in Oregon. They
have had just cause to complain of our long neglect in this particular,
and have in consequence been compelled for their own security and protection to establish a provisional government for themselves. Strong in
their allegiance and ardent in their attachment to the United States, they
have been thus cast upon .their own resources. They are anxious that
our laws should be extended over them, and I recommend that this be
done by Congress with as little delay as possible in the full extent to which
the British Parliament have proceeded in regard to British subjects in
that Territory by their act of July 2, 1821 1 "for regulating the fur trade
and establishing a criminal and civil jurisdiction within certain parts of
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North America.'' By this act Great Britain extended her laws and jurisdiction, civil and criminal, over her subjects engaged in the fur trade in
that Territory. By it the courts of the Province of Upper Canada were
empowered to take cognizance of causes civil and criminal. Justices of
tne peace and other judicial officers were authorized to be appointed in
Oregon with power to execute all process issuing from the courts of that
Province, and to '' sit and hold courts of record for the trial of criminal
offenses and misdemeanors'' not made the subject of capital punishment,
and also of civil cases where the cause of action shall not ''exceed in value
the amount or sum of £ 200. ''
Subsequent to the date of this act of Parliament a grant was made
from the "British Crown" to the Hudsons Bay Company of the exclusive trade with the Indian tribes in the Oregon Territory, subject to a
reservation that it shall not operate to the exclusion '' of the subjects of
any foreign states who, under or by force of any convention for the time
being between us and such foreign states, respectively, may be entitled
to and shall be engaged in the said trade.'' It is much to be regretted
that while under this act British subjects have enjoyed the protection
of British laws and British judicial tribunal3 throughout the whole of
Oregon, American citizens in the same Territory have enjoyed no such
protection from their Government. At the same time, the result illustrates the character of our people and their institutions. In spite of this
neglect they have multiplied, and their number is rapidly increasing in
that Territory. They have made no appeal to arms, but have peacefully
fortified themselves in their new homes by the adoption of republican
institutions for themselves, furnishing another example of the truth that
self-government is inherent in the American breast and must prevail.
It is due to them that they should be embraced and protected by our
laws. It is deemed important that our laws regulating trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes east of the R0<~ky Mountains should be
extended to such tribes as dwell beyond them. The increasing emigration to Oregon and the care and protection which is due from the Government to its citizens in that distant region make it our duty, as it is
our interest, to cultivate amicable relations with the Indian tribes of that
Territory. For this purpose I recommend that provision be made for
establishing an Indian agency and such subagencies as may be deemed
necessary beyond the Rocky Mountains.
For the protection of emigrants whilst on their way to Oregon against
the attacks of the Indian tribes occupying the country through which
they pass, I recommend that a suitable number of stockades and blockhouse forts be erected along the usual route between our frontier settlement~ on the Missouri and the Rocky Mountains, and that an adequate
force of mounted riflemen be raised to guard and protect them on their
j urney. The immediate adoption of these recommendations by Congr
ill not iolate the provisions of the _existing tr aty. It will be
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doing nothing more for · American citizens than British laws have long
since done for British subjects in the same territory.
It requires several months to perform the voyage by sea from the
Atlantic States to Oregon, and although we have a large number of
whale ships in the Pacific, but few of them afford an opportunity of interchanging intelligence without great delay between our settlements in
that distant region and the United States. An overland mail is believed
to be entirely practicable, and the importance of establishing such a mail
at least once a month is submitted to the favorable consideration of
Congress.
It is submitted to the wisdom of Congress to determine whether at
their present session, and until after the expiration of the year's notice,
any other measures may be adopted consistently with the convention of
1827 for the security of our rights and the government and protection
of our citizens in Oregon. That it will ultimately be wise and proper to
make liberal grants of land to the patriotic pioneers who amidst privations and dangers lead the way through savage tribes inhabiting the vast
wilderness intervening between our frontier settlements and Oregon, and
who cultivate and are ever ready to defend the soil, I am fully satisfied:
To doubt whether they will obtain such grants as soon as the convention
between the United States and Great Britain shall have ceased to exist
would be to doubt the justice of Congress; but, pending the year's notice,
it is worthy of consideration whether a stipulation to this effect may be
made consistently with the spirit of that convention.
The recommendations which I have made as to the best manner· of
securing our rights in Oregon are submitted to Congress with great deference. Should they in their wisdom devise any other mode better
calculated to accomplish the same object, it shall meet with my hearty
concurrence.
At the end of the year's notice, should Congress think it proper to
make provision for giving that notice, we shall have reached a period
when the national rights in Oregon must either be abandoned or firmly
maintained. That they can not be abandoned without a sacrifice of both
national honor and interest is too clear to admit of doubt.
Oregon is a part of the North American continent, to which, it is confidently affirmed, the title of the United States is the best now in existence.
For the grounds on which that title rests I refer you to the correspondence of the late and present Secretary of State with the British plenipotentiary during the negotiation. The British proposition of compromise,
which would make the Columbia the line south of 49°, with a trifling
addition of detached territory to the United States north of that river,
and would leave on the British side two-thirds of the whole Oregon Territory, including the free navigation of the Columbia and all the valuable
harbors on the Pacific, can never for a moment be entertained by the
United States without an abandoniµent of their just and clear territorial
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rights, their own self-respect, and the national honor. For the information of Congress, I communicate herewith the correspondence which took
place between the two Governments during the late negotiation.
The rapid extension of our settlements over our territories heretofore
unoccupied, the addition of new States to our Confederacy, the expansion
of free principles, and our rising greatness as a nation are attracting
the attention of the powers of Europe, and lately the doctrine has been
broached in some of them of a '' balance of power'' on this continent to
check our advancement. The United States, sincerely desirous of preserving relations of good understanding with all nations, can not in
silence permit any European interference on the North American continent, and should any such interference be ·attempted will be ready to
resist it at any and all hazards.
It is well known to the American people and to all nations that this
Government has never interfered with the relations subsisting between
other governments. vVe have never made ourselves parties to their
wars or their alliances; we have not sought their territories by conquest;
we have not mingled with parties in their domestic struggles; and believing our own form of government to be the best, we have never attempted
to propagate it by intrigues, by diplomacy, or by force. We may claim
on this continent a like exemption from European interference. The
nations of America are equally sovereign and independent with those of
Europe. They possess the same rights, independent of all foreign interposition, to make war, to conclude peace, and to regulate their internal
affairs. The people of the United States can not, therefore, view with
indifference attempts of European powers to interfere with the independent action of the nations on this continent. The American system of
government is entirely different from that of Europe. Jealousy among
the different sovereigns of Europe, lest any one of them might become
too powerful for the rest, has caused them anxiously to desire the establishment of what they term the "balance of power." It can not be
permitted to have any application on the North American continent, and
especially to the United States. We must ever maintain the principle
that the people of this continent alone have the right to decide their
own destiny. Should any portion of them, constituting an independent
state, propose to unite themselves with our Confederacy, this will be a
question for them and us to determine without any foreign interposition.
We can never con ent that European powers shall interfere to prevent
such a union because it might disturb the "balance of power" which
they may desire to maintain upon this continent. Near a quarter of a
century ago the principle was distinctly announced to the world, in the
annual message of one of my predecessors, thatThe merican continents, by the free and independent condition which they have
ume and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for future
colonization by any European powers,
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This principle will apply with greatly increased force should any European power attempt to establish any new colony in North America. In
the existing circumstances of the world the present is deemed a proper
occasion to reiterate and reaffirm the principle avowed by Mr. Monroe
and to state my cordial concurrence in its wisdom and sound policy. The
reassertion of this principle, especially in reference to North America, is
at this day but the promulgation of a policy 'which no European power
should cherish the disposition to resist. Existing rights of every European nation should be respected, but it is due alike to our safety and our
interests that the efficient protection of our laws should be extended over
our whole territ9rial limits, and that it should be distinctly announced
to the world as our settled policy that no future European colony or
dominion shall with our consent be planted or established on any part
of the North American continent.
A question has recently arisen under the tenth article of the subsisting treaty between the United States and Prussia. By this article the
consuls of the two countries have the right to sit as judges and arbitrators '' in such differences as may arise between the captains and crews
of the vessels belonging to the nation whose interests are committed
to their charge without the interference of the local authorities, unless
the conduct of the crews or of the captain should disturb the order or
tranquillity of the country, or the said consuls should require their assist;.
ance to cause their decisions to be carried into effect or supported.''
The Prussian consul at New Bedford in June, 1844, applied to Mr.
Justice Story to carry into effect a decision made by him between the
captain and crew of the Prussian ship Borussz'a, but the request was
refused on the ground that without previous legislation by Congress
the judiciary did not possess the power to give effect to this article of the
treaty. The Prussian Government, through their minister here, have
complained of this violation of the treaty, and have asked the Government of the United States to adopt the necessary measures to prevent
similar violations hereafter. Good faith to Prussia, as well as to other
nations with whom we have similar treaty stipulations, requires that
these should be faithfully observed. I have deemed it proper, therefore,
to lay the subject before Congress and to recommend such legislation as
may be necessary to give effect to these treaty obligations.
By virtue of an arrangement made between the Spanish Government
and that of the United States in December, 1831, American vessels, since
the 29th of April, 1832, have been admitted to entry in the ports of
Spain, including those of the Balearic and Canary islands, on payment
of the same tonnage duty of 5 cents per ton, as though they had been
Spanish vessels; and this whether our vessels arrive in Spain directly
from the United States or indirectly from any other country. When
Congress, by the act of 13th July, 1832, gave effect to this arrangement
between the two Governments, they confined the reduction of tonnage
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duty merely to Spanish vessels ',' coming from a port in Spain,'' leaving
the former discriminating duty to remain against such vessels coming
from a port in any other country. It is manifestly unjust that whilst
American vessels arriving in the ports of Spain from other countries pay
no more duty than Spanish vessels, Spanish vessels arriving in the ports
of the United States from other countries should be subjected to heavy
discriminating tonnage duties. This is neither equality nor reciprocity,
and is in violation of the arrangement concluded in December, 1831,
between the two countries. The Spanish Government have ma.de repeated and earnest remonstrances against this inequality, and the favorable attention of Congress has been several times invoked to the subject
by my predecessors. I recommend, as an act of justice to Spain, that this
inequality be removed by Congress and that the discriminating duties
which have been levied under the act of the 13th of July, 1832, on Spanish
vessels coming to the United States from any other foreign country be
refunded. This recommendation does not embrace Spanish vessels arriving in the United States from Cuba and Porto Rico, which will still remain
subject to the provisions of the act of June 30, 1834, concerning tonnage
duty on such vessels. By the act of the 14th of July, 1832, coffee was
exempted from duty altogether. This exemption was universal, without
reference to the country where it was produced or the national character
of the vessel in which it was imported. By the tariff act of the 30th of
August, 1842, this exemption from duty was restricted to coffee imported in American vessels from the place of its production, whilst coffee
imported under all other circumstances was subjected to a duty of 20
per cent ad valorem. Under this act and our existing treaty with the
King of the Netherlands Java coffee imported from the European ports
of that Kingdom into the United States, whether in Dutch or American
vessels, now pays this rate of duty. The Government of the Netherlands complains that such a discriminating duty should have been imposed on coffee the production of one of its colonies, and which is chiefly
brought from Java to the ports of that Kingdom and exported from
thence to foreign countries. Our trade with the Netherlands is highly
beneficial to both countries and our relations with them have ever been
of the most friendly character. Under all the circumstances of the case,
I recommend that this discrimination should be abolished and that the
coffee of Java imported from the Netherlands be placed upon the same
footing with that imported directly from Braz.il and other countries where
it is produced.
nder the eighth section of the tariff act of the 30th of August, r 42,
a duty of 15 cents per gallon was imposed on port wine in casks, while
on the red wines of several other countries, when imported in casks, a
duty of only 6 cents per gallon was imposed. This discrimination, so far
a r garded the port wine of Portugal, was deemed a violation of our
treaty ith that power, hich provides thatStat

higher or other duties shall be impo ed on the importation into the oited
of America of any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of the Kiugdom
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and possessions of Portugal than such as are or shall be payable on the like article
being the growth, produce, or manufacture of any other foreign country.

Accordingly, to give effect to the treaty as well as to the intention
of Congress, expressed in a proviso to the tariff act itself, that nothing
therein contained should be so construed as to interfere with subsisting
treaties with foreign nations, a Treasury circular was issued on the 16th
of July, 1844, which, among other things, declared the duty on the port
wine of Portugal, in casks, under the existing laws and treaty to be 6
cents per gallon, and directed that the excess of duties which had been
collected on such wine should be refunded. By virtue of another clause
in the same section of the act it is provided that all imitations of port
or any other wines ''shall be subject to the duty provided for the genuine article.'' Imitations of port wine, the production of France, are
imported to some extent into the United States, and the Government of
that country now claims that under a correct construction of the act these
imitations ought not to pay a higher duty than that imposed upon the
original port wine of Portugal. It appears to me to be unequal and unjust that French imitations of port wine should be subjected to a duty
of 15 cents, while the more valuable article from Portugal should pay
a duty of 6 cents only per gallon. I therefore recommend to Congress
such legislation as may be necessary to correct the inequality.
The late President, in his annual message of December last, recommended an appropricJ,tion to satisfy the claims of the Texan Government
against the United States, which had been previously adjusted so far
as the powers of the Executive extend. These claims arose out of the
act of disarming a body of Texan troops under the command of Major
Snively by an officer in the service of the United States, acting under the
orders ·of our Government, and the forcible entry into the custom-house
at Bryarlys Landing, on Red River, by certain citizens of the United
States and taking away therefrom the goods seized by the collector of
the customs as forfeited under the laws of Texas. This was a liquidated
debt ascertained to be due to Texas when an independent state. Her
acceptance of the terms of annexation proposed by the United States
does not discharge or invalidate the claim. I recommend that provision
be made for its payment.
The commissioner appointed to China during the special session of
the Senate in March last shortly afterwards set out on his mission in the
United States ship Columbus. On arriving at Rio de Janeiro on his passage the state of his health had become so critical that by the advice of
his medical attendants he returned to the United States early in the
month of October last. Commodore Biddle, commanding the East India
Squadron, proceeded on his voyage in the Columbus, and was charged by
the commissioner with the duty of exchanging with the proper authorities the ratifications of the treaty lately concluded with the Emperor of
China. Since the return of the commissioner to the United States his
M P-VOL IV-26
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health has been much improved, and he entertains the confident belief
that he will soon be able to proceed on his mission.
Unfortunately, differences continue to exist among some of the nations
of South America which, following our example, have established their
independence, while in others internal dissensions prevail. It is natural
that our sympathies should be warmly enlisted for their welfare; that
we should desire that all controversies between them should be amicably
adjusted and their Governments administered in ·a manner to protect the
rights and promote the prosperity of their people. It is contrary, however, to our settled policy to interfere in their controversies, whether
external or internal.
I have thus adverted to all the subjects -connected with our foreign
relations to which I deem it necessary to call your attention. Our policy
is not only peace with all, but good will toward all the powers of the
earth. While we are just to all, we require that all shall be just to us.
Excepting the differences with Mexico and Great Britain, our relations
with all civilized nations are of the most satisfactory character. It is
hoped that in this enlightened age these differences may be amicably
adjusted.
The Secretary of the Treasury in his annual report to Congress will
communicate a full statement of the condition of our :finances. Theimports for the fiscal year ending on the 30th of June last were of the value
of $r 17,254,564, of which the amount exported was $15,346,830, leaving
a balance of $ ro r, 907,734 for domestic consumption. The exports for
the same year were of the value of $rr4,646,606, of which the amount of
domestic articles was $99,299,776. The receipts into the Treasury during the same year were $29,769,133.56, of which there were derived from
customs $27,528, r 12. 70, from sales of public lands $2,077,022.30, and
from incidental and miscellaneous sources$ r 63,998.56. The expenditures
for the same period were $29,968,206.98, of which $8,588,157.62 were
applied to the payment of the public debt. The balance in the Treasury
on the rst of July last was $7,658,306.22. The amount of the public
debt remaining unpaid on the rst of October last was $17,075,445.52.
Further payments of the public debt would have been made, in anticipation of the period of its reimbursement under the authority conferred
upon the Secretary of the Treasury by the acts of July 21, 1841, and of
April 15, 1842, and March 3, 1843, had not the unsettled state of our relations with Mexico menaced hostile collision with that power. In view
of such a contingency it was deemed prudent to retain in the Treasury
an amount unusually large for ordinary purposes.
A few ye8;rS ago our whole national debt growing out of the Revolution and the ar of 1812 with Great Britain was xtinguished, and we
presented to the world the rare and noble spectacle of a great and growing people ho had fully di barged every obli ation.
ince that time
the existing d bt has be 11 contra t d, and, small as it is in comparison
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with the similar burdens of most other nations, it should be extinguished
at the earliest practicable period. Should the state of the country permit,
and especially if our foreign relations interpose no obstacle, it is contemplated to apply all the moneys in the Treasury as they accrue, beyond
what is required for the appropriations by Congress, to its liquidation.
I cherish the hope of soon being able to congratulate the country on its
recovering once more the lofty position which it so recently occupied.
Our country, which exhibits to the world the benefits of self-government,
in developing all the sources of national prosperity owes to mankind the
permanent example of a nation free from the blighting influence of a
public debt.
The attention of Congress is invited to the importance of making suitable modifications and reductions of the rates of duty imposed by our
present tariff laws. The object of imposing duties on imports should be
to raise revenue to pay the necessary expenses of Government. Congress
may undoubtedly, in the exercise of a sound discretion, discriminate in
arranging the rates of duty on different articles, but the discriminations
should be within the revenue standard and be made with the view to
raise money for the support of Government.
It becomes important to understand distinctly what is meant by a
revenue standard the maximum of which should not be exceeded in the
rates of duty imposed. It is conceded, and experience proves, that duties
may be laid so high as to diminish or prohibit altogether the importation.
of any given article, and thereby lessen or destroy the revenue which at
lower rates would be derived from its importation. Such duties exceed
the revenue rates and are not imposed to raise money for t1?,e support of
Government. If Congress levy a duty for ·revenue of I per cent on a
given article, it will produce a given amount of money to the Treasury
and will incidentally and necessarily ·afford protection or advantage to
the amount of 1 per cent to the home manufacturer of a similar or like
article over the importer. If the duty be raised to IO per cent, it will
produce a greater amount of money and afford greater protection. If it
be still raised to 20, 25, or 30 per cent, and if as it is raised the revenue
derived from it is found to be increased, the protection or advantage will
also be increased; but if it be raised to 31 per cent, and it is found that
the revenue produced at that rate is less than at 30 per cent, it ceases to
be a revenue duty. The precise point in the ascending scale of duties
at which it is ascertained from experience that the revenue is greatest is
the maximum rate of duty which can be laid for the bona fide purpose
of collecting money for the support of Government. To raise the duties
higher than that point, and thereby diminish the amount collected, is to
levy them for protection merely, and not for revenue. As long, then, as
Congress may gradually increase the rate of duty on a given article, and
the revenue is increased by such increase of duty, they are within the
revenue standard. When they go beyond that point, and as they increase
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the duties, the revenue is diminished or destroyed; the act ceases to have
for its object the raising of money to support Government, but is for protection merely. It does not follow that Congress should levy the highest
duty on all articles of import which they will bear within the revenue
standard, for such rates would probably produce a much larger amount
than the economical administration of the Government would require.
Nor does it follow that the duties on all articles should be at the same
or a horizontal rate. Some articles will bear a much higher revenue
duty than others. Below the maximum of the revenue standard Congress may and ought to discriminate in the rates imposed, taking care
so to adjust them on different articles as to produce in the aggregate the
amount which, when added to the proceeds of the sales of public lands,
may be needed to pay the economical expenses of the Government.
In levying a tariff of duties Congress exercise the taxing power, and
for purposes of revenue may select the objects of taxation. They may
exempt certain articles altogether and permit their importation free of
duty. On others they may impose low duties. In these classes should
be embraced such articles of necessity as are in general use, and especially
such as are consumed by the laborer and poor as well as by the wealthy
citizen. Care should be taken that all the great interests of the country, including manufactures, _agriculture, commerce, navigation, and the
mechanic arts, should, as far as may be practicable, derive equal advantages from the incidental protection which a just system of revenue duties
may afford. Taxation, direct or indirect, is a burden, and it should be
so imposed as to operate as equally as may be on all classes in the proportion of their ability to bear it. To make the taxing power an actual
benefit to one class necessarily increases the burden of the others beyond
their proportion, and would be manifestly unjust. The terms '' protection to domestic industry'' are of popular import, but they should apply
under a just system to all the various branches of industry in our country. The farmer or planter who toils yearly in his fields is engaged in
"domestic industry," and is as much entitled to have his labor "protected'' as the manufacturer, the man of commerce, the navigator, or the
mechanic, who are engaged also in '' domestic industry'' in their different
pursuits. The joint labors of all these classes constitute the aggregate
of the '' domestic industry'' of the nation, and they are equally entitled to
the nation's "protection." No one of them can justly claim to be the
exclusive recipient of ''protection,'' which can only be afforded by increasing burdens on the '' domestic industry'' of the others.
If the e views be correct, it remains to inquire how far the tariff act of
1842 is consi tent with them. That many of the provisions of that act
are in violation of the cardinal principles here laid down all must concede.
The rates of duty imposed by it on some article are prohibitory and on
ther so high as greatly to dimini h importations and to produce a less
amount of revenue than ould be derived from lower rates. They operate
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as '' protection merely'' to one branch of '' domestic industry'' by taxing
other branches.
By the i~troduction of minimums, or assumed and false values, and by
the imposition of specific duties the injustice and inequality of the act of
1842 in its practical operations on different classes and pursuits are seen
and felt. Many of the oppressive duties imposed by it under the operation of these principles range from I per cent to more than 200 per cent.
They are prohibitory on some articles and partially so on others, and bear
most heavily on articles of common necessity and but lightly on articles of
· luxury. It is so framed that much the greatest burden which it imposes
is thrown on labor and the poorer olasses, who are least able to bear it,
while it protects capital and exempts the rich from paying their just proportion of the taxation required for the support of Government. While
it protects the capital of the wealthy manufacturer and increases his
profits, it does not benefit the operatives or laborers in his employment,
whose wages have not been increased by it. Articles of prime necessity
or of coarse quality and low price, used by the masses of the people, are
in many instances subjected by it to heavy taxes, while articles of finer
quality and higher price, or of luxury, which can be used only by the
opulent, are lightly taxed. It imposes heavy and unjust ·burdens on
the farmer, the planter, the commercial man, and those of all other pursuits except the capitalist who has made his investments in manufacAll the great interests of the country are not as nearly as may
tures.
be practicable equally protected by it.
The Government in theory knows no distinction of persons or classes,
and should not bestow upon some favors and privileges which all others
may not enjoy. It was the purpose of its illustrious founders to base the
institutions which they reared upon the great and unchanging principles
of justice and equity, conscious that if administered in the spirit in which
they were conceived they would be felt only by the benefits which they
diffused, and would secure for themselves a defense in the hearts of the
people more powerful than standing armies and all the means and appliances invented to sustain governments founded in injustice and oppression.
The well-known fact that the tariff act of 1842 was passed by a majority
of one vote in the Senate and two in the House of Representatives, and
thaJ some of those who felt themselves constrained, under the peculiar
circumstances existing at the time, to vote in its favor, proclaimed it~
defects and expressed their determination to aid in its modification on
the first opportunity, affords strong and conclusive evidence that it was
not intended to be permanent, and of the expediency and necessity of its
thorough reyision.
In recommending to Congress a reduction of the present r~tes of duty
and a revision and modification of the act of 1842, I am far from entertaining opinions unfriendly to the manufacturers. On the contrary, I
desire to see them prosperous as far as they can be so without imposing
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unequal burdens on other interests. The advantage under any system of
indirect taxation, even within the revenue standard, must be in favor
of the manufacturing interest, and of this no other interest will complain.
I recommend to Congress the abolition of the minimum principle, or
assumed, arbitrary, and false values, and of specific duties, and the sub,<;titution in their place of ad valorem duties as the fairest and most equitable indirect tax which can be imposed. By the ad' valorem principle all
articles are taxed according to their cost or value, and those which are of
i-:iferior quality or of small cost bear only the just proportion of the tax
"-Nith those which are of superior quality or greater cost. The articles
consumed by all are taxed at the same rate. A system of ad valorem
revenue duties, with proper discriminations and proper guards against
frauds in collecting them, it is not doubted will afford ample incidental
advantages to the manufacturers and enable them to derive as great
profits as can be derived from any other regular business. It is believed
that such a system strictly within the revenue standard will place the
manufacturing interests on a stable footing and inure to their permanent advantage, while it will as nearly as may be practicable extend
to all the great interests of the country the incidental protection which
can be afforded by our revenue laws. Such a system, when once :firmly
established, would be permanent, and not be subject to the constant complaints, agitations, and changes which must ever occur when duties are
not laid for revenue, but for the '' protection merely'' of a favored interest.
In the deliberations of Congress on this subject it is hoped that a
spirit of mutual concession and compromise between conflicting interests
may prevail, and that the result of their labors may be crowned with the
happiest consequences.
By the Constitution of the United States it is ·provided that '' no money
shall be drawn from the Treasury but in consE quence of appropriations
made by law.'' A public treasury was undoubtedly contemplated and
intended to be created, in which the public money should be kept from
the period of collection until needed for public uses. In the collection and
disbursement of the public money no agencies have ever been employed
by law except such as were appointed by the Government, directly responsible to it and under its control. The safe-keeping of the public money
should be confided to a public treasury created by law and under like
responsibility and control. It is not to be imagined that the framers of
the Constitution could have intended that a treasury should be created as
a place of depo it and safe-keeping of the public money which was irrespon ible to the Government. The first Congress under the Constitution,
by the act of the 2d of September, I 789, "to establish the Treasury Department,'' provided for the appointment of a Treasurer, and made it hi
duty '' to recci e and keep the moneys of the United tates'' and ''at all
tim to submit to the ecretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller, or
either of them, the inspection of the moneys in his hands.''
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That banks, national or State, could not have been intended to be used
as a substitute for the Treasury spoken of in the Constitution as keepers
of the public money is manifest from the fact that at that time there was
no national bank, and but three or four State banks, of limited capital,
existed in the country. Their employment as depositories was at first
resorted . to to a limited extent, but with no avowed intention of continuing them permanently in place of the Treasury of the Constitution.
When they were afterwards from time to time employed, it was from
motives of supposed convenience. Our experience has shown that when
banking corporations have been the keepers of the public money, and
been thereby made in effect the Treasury, the Government can have no
guaranty that it can command the use of its own money for public purposes. The late Bank of the United States proved to be faithless. The
State banks which were afterwards employed were faithless. But a few
years ago, with millions of public money in their keeping, the Government was brought almost to bankruptcy and the public credit seriously
impaired because of their inability or indisposition to pay on demand to
the public creditors in the only currency recognized by the Constitution.
Their failure occurred in a period of peace, and great inconvenience and
loss were suffered by the public from it.· Had the country been involved
in a foreign war, that inconvenience and loss would have been much
greater, and might have resulted in extreme public calamity. The public money should · not be mingled with the private funds of banks or
individuals or be used for priv:ate purposes. When it is placed in banks
for safe-keeping, it is in effect loaned to them without interest, and is
loaned by them upon interest to the borrowers from them. The public
money is converted into banking capital, and is used and loaned out for
the private profit of bank stockholders, and when called for, as was the
case in 1837, it may be in the pockets of the borrowers from the banks
instead of being in the public Treasury contemplated by the Constitution. The framers of the Co,nstitution could never have intended that
the money paid into the Treasury should be thus converted to private
use and placed beyond the control of the Government.
Banks which hold the public money are often tempted by a desire of
gain to extend their loans, increase their circulation, and thus stimulate,
if not produce, a spirit of speculation and extravagance which sooner or
later must result in ruin to thousands. If the public money be not permitted to be thus used, but be kept in the Treasury and paid out to the
public creditors in gold and silver, the temptation afforded by its deposit
with banks to an undue expansion of their business would be checked,
while the amount of the constitutional currency left in circulation would
be enlarged by its employment in the public collections and disbursements, and the banks themselves would in _consequence be found in a
safer and sounder condition. At present State banks are employed as
depositories, but without adequate regulation of law whereby the public
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money can be secured against the casualties and excesses, revulsions,
suspensions, and defalcations to which from overissues, overtrading, an
inordinate desire for gain, or other causes they are constantly exposed.
The Secretary of the Treasury has in all cases when it was practicable
taken collateral security for the amount which they hold, by the pledge
of stocks of the United States or such of the States as were in good credit.
Some of the deposit banks have given this description of security and
others have declined to do so.
Entertaining the opinion that '' the separation of the moneys of the
Government from banking institutions is indispensable for the safety
of the funds of the Government and the rights of the people," I recommend to Congress that provision be made by law for such separation, and
that a constitutional treasury be created for the safe-keeping of the public money. The constitutional treasury recommended is designed as
a secure depository for the public money, without any power to make
loans or discounts or to issue any paper whatever as a currency or circulation. I can not doubt that such a treasury as was contemplated
by the Constitution should be independent of all banking corporations.
The money of the people should be kept in the Treasury of the people
created by law, and be in the custody of agents of the people chosen by
themselves according to the forms of the Constitution-agents who are
directly responsible to the Government, who are under adequate bonds
and oaths, and who are subject to severe punishments for any embezzlement, private use, or misapplication of the public funds, and for any failure in other respects to perform their duties. To say that the people or
their Government are incompetent or not to be trusted with the custody
of their own money in their own Treasury, provided by themselves, but
must rely on the presidents, cashiers, and stockholders of banking corporations, not appointed by them nor responsible to them, would be to
concede that they are incompetent for self-government .
In recommending the establishment of a constitutional treasury in
which the public money shall be kept, I desire that adequate provision
be made by law for its safety and that all Executive discretion or control
over it shall be removed, except such as may be necessary in directing
its di bursement in pursuance of appropriations made by law.
Under our present land system, limiting the minimum price at which
the public lands can be entered to $r.25 per acre, large quantities of
lands of inferior quality remain unsold because they will not command
that price. From the records of the General Land Office it appears that
of the public lands remaining unsold in the several States and Territories
in hich they are situated, 39,105,577 acres have been in the market
ubject to entry more than twenty years, 49,638,644 acres for more than
fifteen years, 73,074,600 acres for more than ten years, and 106,176,961
a res for more than fi e year . Much the largest portion of the e land
will continue to be unsalable at the minimum price at which they are
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permitted to be sold so long as large territories of lands from which the
more valuable portions have not been selected are annually brought
into market by the Government. With the view to the sale and settlement of these inferior lands, I recommend that the price be graduated
and reduced below the present minimum rate, confining the sales at the
reduced prices to settlers and cultivators, in limited quantities. If graduated and reduced in price for a limited term to $1 per acre, and after
the expiration of that period for a second and third term to lower rates,
a large portion of these lands would be purchased, and many worthy
citizens who are unable to pay higher rates could purchase homes for
themselves and their families. By adopting the policy of graduation and
reduction of price these inferior lands will be sold for their real value,
while the States in which they lie will be freed from the inconvenience,
if not injustice, to which they are subjected in consequence of the United
States continuing to own large quantities of the public lands within their
borders not liable to taxation for the support of their local governments.
I recommend the continuance of the policy of granting preemptions in
its most liberal extent to all those who have settled or may hereafter settle
on the public lands, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, to which the Indian
title may have been extinguished at the time of settlement. It has been
found by experience that in consequence of combinations of purchasers
and other causes a very small quantity of the public lands, when sold at
public auction, commands a higher price than the minimum rates established by law. The settlers on the public lands are, however, but rarely
able to secure their homes and improvements at the public sales at that
rate, because these combinations, by means of the capital they command
and their superior ability to purchase, render it impossible for the settler
to compete with them in the market. By putting down all competition
these combinations of capitalists and speculators are usually enabled to
purchase the lands, including the improvements of the settlers, at the
minimum price of the Government, and either turn them out of their
homes or extort from them, according to their ability to pay, double or
quadruple the amount paid for them to the Government. It is to the
_enterprise and perseverance of the hardy pioneers of the West, who penetrate the wilderness with their families, suffer the dangers, the privations,
and hardships attending the settlement of a new country, and prepare the
way for the body of emigrants who in the course of a few years usually
follow them, that we are in a great _degree indebted for the rapid extension
and aggrandizement of our country.
Experience has proved that no portion of our population are more patriotic than the hardy and brave men of the frontier, or more ready to obey
the call of their country and to defend her rights and her honor whenever and by whatever enemy assailed. They should be protected from
the grasping speculator and £ecured, at the minimum price of the public
lands, in the humble homes which they have improved by their labor.
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With this end in view, all vexatious or unnecessary restrictions imposed
upon them by the existing preemption laws should be repealed or modified. It is the true policy of the Government to afford facilities to its
citizens to become the owners of small portions of our vast public domain
at low and moderate rates.
The present system of managing the mineral lands of the United States
. is believed to be radically defective. More than r,000,000 acres of the
public lands, supposed to contain lead and other minerals, have been
reserved from sale, and numerous leases upon them have been granted to
individuals upon a stipulated rent. The system of granting leases has
proved to be not only unprofitable to the Government, but unsatisfactory
to the citizens who have gone upon the lands, and must, if continued,
lay the foundation of much future difficulty between the Government
and the lessees. According to the official records, the amount of rents
received by the Government for the years r84r, r842, r843, and 1844 was
$6,354.74, while the expenses of the system during the same period,
including salaries of superintendents, agents, clerks, and incidental expenses, were $26, r r r. r r, the income being less than one-fourth of the
expenses. To this pecuniary loss may be added the injury sustained by
the public in consequence of the destruction of timber and the careless
and wasteful manner of working the mines. The system has given rise
to much litigation between the United States and individual citizens, producing irritation and excitement in the mineral region, and involving
the Government in heavy additional expenditures. It is believed that
similar losses and embarrassments will continue to occur while the present system of leasing these lands remains unchanged. These lands are
now under the superintendence and care of the War Department, with
the ordinary duties of which they have no proper or natural connection.
I recommend the repeal of the present system, and that these lands be
placed under the superintendence and management of the General Land
Office, as other public lands, and be brought into market and sold upon
such terms as Congress in their wisdom may prescribe, reserving to the
Government an equitable percentage of the gross amount of mineral
product, and that the preemption principle be extended to resident miners
and settlers upon them at the minimum price which may be established
by Congress.
I refer you to the accompanying report of the Secretary of War for
information respecting the present situation of the Army and its operations during the past year, the state of our defenses, the condition of the
public works, and our relations with the various Indian tribes within our
limits or upon our borders. I invite your attention to the suggestion
contained in that report in relation to th~e prominent objects of nationa
interest. \ hen orders were given during the past ummer for concentrating a military force on the we tern frontier of Texas our troops were
idely <lispers d and in small detachments, occupying posts remote fro
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each other. The prompt and expeditious manner in which an army
embracing more than half our peace establishment was drawn together
on an emergency so sudden reflects great credit on the officers who were
intrusted with the exec1:1;tion of these orders, as well as upon the discipline
of the Army itself. To be in strength to protect and defend the people
and territory of Texas in the event Mexico should commence hostilities or
invade her territories with a large army, which she threatened, I authorized the general assigned to the command of the army of occupation to
make requisitions for additional forces from several of the States nearest
the Texan territory, and which could most expeditiously furnish them,
if in his opinion a larger force than that under his command and the
auxiliary aid which under like circumstances he was authorized to
receive from Texas should be required. The contingency upon which
the exercise of this authority depended has not occurred. The circumstances under which two companies of State artillery from t.he city of New
Orleans were sent into Texas and mustered into the service of the United
States are fully stated in the report of the Secretary of War. I recommend to Congress that provision be made for the payment of these troops,
as well as a small number of Texan volunteers whom the commanding
general thought it necessary to receive or muster into our service.
During the last summer the First Regiment of Dragoons made extensive excursions through the Indian country on our borders, a part of them
advancing nearly to the possessions of the Hudsons Bay Company in the
north, and a part as far as the South Pass of the Rocky Mountains and
the head waters of the tributary streams of the Colorado of the West.
The exhibition of this military force among the Indian tribes in those distant regions and the councils held with them by the commanders of the
expeditions, it is believed, will have a salutary influence in restraining
them from hostilities among themselves and maintaining friendly relations between them and the United States. An interesting account of
one of these excursions accompanies the report of the Secretary of War.
Under the directions of the War Department Brevet Captain Fremont, of
the Corps of Topographical Engineers, has been employed since 1842
in exploring the country west of the Mississippi and beyond the Rocky
Mountains. Two expeditions have already been brought to a close, and .
the reports of that scientific and enterprising officer have fuq1ished much
interesting and valuable information. He is now engaged in a third
expedition, but it is not expected that this arduous service will be completed in season to enable me to communicate the result to Congress at
the present session.
Our relations with the Indian tribes are of a favorable character. The
policy of removing them to a country designed for their permanent residence west of the Mississippi, and without the limits of the organized
States and Territories, is better appreciated by them than it was a few
years ago, while education is now attended to and the habits of civilized
life are gaining ground among them.
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Serious difficulties of long standing continue to distract the several
parties into which the Cherokees are unhappily divided. The efforts of
the Government to adjust the difficulties between them have heretofore
proved unsuccessful, and there remains no probability that this desirable object can be accomplished without the aid ·of further legislation by
Congress. I will at an early period of your session present the subject
for your consideration, accompanied with an exposition of the complaints
and claims of the several parties into which the nation is divided, with
a view to the adoption of such measures by Congress as may enable the
Executive to do justice to them, respectively, and to put an end, if possible, t@ the dissensions which have long prevailed and still prevail among
them.
I refer you to the report of the Secretary of the Navy for the present
condition of that branch of the national defense and for grave suggestions having for their object the increase of its efficiency and a greater
economy in its management. During the past year the officers and
men have performed their duty in a satisfactory manner. _The orders
which have been given have been executed with promptness and fidelity.
A larger force than has often formed one squadron under our flag
was readily concentrated in the Gulf of Mexico, and apparently without
unusual effort. It is especially to be observed that notwithstanding
the union of so considerable a force, no act was committed that even the
jealousy of an irritated power could construe as an act of aggression, and
that the commander of the squadron and his officers, in strict conformity
with their instructions, holding themselves ever ready for the most active
duty , have achieved the still purer glory of contributing to the preservation of peace. It is believed that at all our foreign stations the honor of
our flag has been maintained and that generally our ships of war have
been distinguished for their good discipline and order. I am happy to
add that the display of maritime force which was required by the events
of the summer has been made wholly within the usual appropriations for
the service of the year , so that no additional appropriations are required.
T he commerce of the United Stat es, and with it the navigating interests, have steadily and rapidly increased since the organization of our
Government, until, it is believed, we are now second to but one power in
the world, and at no distant day we shall probably be inferior to none.
Exposed as they must be, it has been a wise policy to afford to these i portant interests protection with our ships of war distributed in the grea
highways of trade throughout the world. For more than thirty year.:
appropriations have been made and annually expended for the gradu
increase of our naval forces. In peace our avy performs the import
duty of protecting our commerce, and in the event of war will be, a!: ; ·
has been, a mo t efficient means of defense.
The succe ful use of steam navigation on the ocean has been follow
the introduction of war steamers in great and increasing number · 0
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the navies of the principal maritime powers of the world. A due regard
to our own safety and to an efficient protection to our large and increasing commerce demands a corresponding increase on our part. No country has greater facilities for the construction of vessels of this description
than ours, or can promise itself greater advantages from their employment. They are admirably adapte l to the protection of our commerce,
to the rapid transmission of intelligence, and to the coast defense. In
purstlance of the wise policy of a gradu'll increase of our Navy, large
supplies of live-oak timber and other materials for shipbuilding have
been collected and are now under shelter and in a state of good preservation, while iron steamers can be built with great facility in various parts
of the Union. The use of iron as a material, especially in the construction of steamers which can enter with safety many of the harbors along
our coast now inaccessible to vessels of greater draft, and the practicability of constructing them in the interior, strongly recommend that
liberal appropriations.should be made for this important object. · Whatever may have been our policy in the earlier stages of the Government,
when the nation was in its infancy, 011r shipping interests and commerce
comparatively small, our resources limited, our population sparse and
scarcely extending beyond the limits of the original thirteen States, that
policy must be essentially different now that WP have grown from three
to more than twenty millions of people, that our commerce, carried in
our own ships, is found in every sea, and that our territorial boundaries
and settlements have been so gl,"'eatly expanded. Neither our commerce
nor our long line of coast on the ocean and on the Lakes can be successfully defended against foreign aggression by means of fortifications alone.
These are essential at important commercial and military points, but our
chief reliance for this object must be on a well-organized, efficient navy.
The benefits resulting from such a navy are not confined to the Atlantic
States. The productions of the interior which s~ek a market abroad are
directly dependent on the safety and freedom of our commerce. The
occupation of the Balize below New Orleans by a hostile force would
embarrass, if not stagnate, the whole export trade of the Mississippi and
affect the value of the agricultural products of the entire valley of that
mighty river and its tributaries.
·
It has never been our policy to maintain large standing armies in time
of peace. They are contrary to the genius of our free institutions, would
impose heavy burdens on the people and be dangerous to public liberty.
Our reliance for proLction and defense on the land must be mainly on
our citizen soldiers, who will be ever ready, as they ever have been ready
in times past, to rush with alacrity, at the call of their country, to her
defense. This description of force, however, can not defend our coast,
harbors, and inland seas, nor protect our commerce on the ocean or the
Lakes. These must be protected by our Navy.
Considering an increased naval force, and especially of steam vessels,
1
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corresponding with our growth and importance as a nation, and propor··
tioned to the increased and increasing naval power of other nations, of
vast importance as regards our safety, and the great and growing interests to be protected by it, I recommend the subject to the favorable
consideration of Congress.
The report of the Postmaster-General herewith communicated contains
a detailed statement of the operations of his Department during the past
year. It will be seen that the income from postages will fall short of the
expenditures for the year between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000. Thisdefi . .
ciency has been caused by the reduction of the rates of postage, which
was made by the act of the 3d of March last. No principle has been
more generally acquiesced in by the people than that this Department
should sustain itself by limiting its expenditures to its income. Congress
has never sought to make it a $OUrce of revenue for general purposes
except for a short period during the last war with Great Britain, nor
should it ever become a charge on the general 'rreasury. If Congress
shall adhere to this principle, as I think they ought, it will be necessary
either to curtail the present mail service so as to reduce the expenditures,
or so to modify the act of the 3d of March last as to improve its revenues.
The extension of the mail service and the additional facilities which will
be demanded by the rapid extension and increase of population on our
western frontier will not admit of such curtailment as will materially
reduce the present expenditures. In the adjustment of the tariff of postages the interests of the people demand that the lowest rates be adopted
which will produce the necessary revenue to meet the expenditures of
the Department. I invite the attention of Congress to the suggestions
of the Postmaster-General on this subject, under the belief that such a
modification of the late law may be made as will yield sufficient revenue
without further calls on the Treasury, and with very little change in the
present rates of postage. Proper measures have been taken in pursuance
of the act of the 3d of March last for the establishment of lines of mail
steamers between this and foreign countries. The importance of this
service commends itself strongly to favorable consideration.
With the growth of our country the public business which devolves on
the heads of the several Executive Departments has greatly increased. In
some respects the distribution of duties among them seems to be incongruous, and many of these might be transferred from one to another mth
advantage to the public interests. A more auspicious time for the consideration of this subject by Congress, with a view to system in the
organization of the several Departments and a more appropriate division of the public bu iness, will not probably occur.
The mo t important duties of the tate Department relate to our for•
eign affairs. By the great enlargement of the family of nation .
increa e of our commerce, and the corresponding extension of our
sular system the bu iness of this Department has been greatly incr
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In its present organization many duties of a domestic nature and consisting of details are devolved on the Secretary of State, which do not
appropriately belong to the foreign department of the Government and
may properly be transferred to some other Department. One of these
grows out of the present state of the law concerning the Patent Office,
which a few years since was a subordinate clerkship, but has become a
distinct bureau of great importance. With an excellent internal organization, it is still connected with the State Department. In the transaction of its business questions of much importance to inventors and to
the community frequently arise, which by existing laws are referred for
decision to a board of which the Secretary of State is a member. The:3e
questions are legal, and the connection which now exists between the
State Department and the Patent Office may with great propriety and
advantage be transferred to the Attorney-General.
In his last annual message to Congress Mr. Madison invited attention to a proper provision for the Attorney-General as '' an important
improvement in the executive establishment.'' This recommendation
was repeated by some of his successors. The official duties of the
Attorney-General have been much increased within a few years, and his
office has become one of great importance. His duties may be still
further increased with advantage to the public interests. As an executive officer his residence and constant attention at the seat of Government
are required. Legal questions involving important principles and large
amounts of public money are constantly referred to him by the President and Executive Departments for his examination and decision. The
public business under his official management before the judiciary has
been so augmented by the extension of our territory and the acts of
Congress authorizing suits against the United States for large bodies
of valuable public lands as greatly to increase his labors and responsibilities. I therefore recommend that the Attorney-General be placed on
the same footing with the heads of the other Executive Departments,
with such subordinate officers provided by law for his Department as
may be required to discharge the additional duties which have been
or may be devolved upon him.
Congress possess the power of exclusive legislation over the District of
Columbia, and I .c ommend the interests of -its inhabitants to your favorable consideration. The people of this District have no legislative body of
their own, and must confide their local as well as their general interests
to representatives in whose election they have no voice and over whose
official conduct they have no control. Each member of the National
Legislature should consider himself as their immediate representative,
and should be the more ready to give attention to their interests and
wants because he is not responsible to them. I recommend that a liberal
and generous spirit may characterize your measures in relation to them.
I shall be ever disposed to show a proper regard for their wishes and,
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within constitutional limits, shall at all times cheerfully cooperate with
you for the advancement of their welfare.
I trust it may not be deemed inappropriate to the occasion for me to
dwell for a moment on the memory of the most eminent citizen of our
country who during the summer that is gone by has descended to the
tomb. The enjoyment of contemplating, at the advanced age of near
fourscore years, the happy condition of his country cheered the last
hours of Andrew Jackson, who departed this life in the tranquil hope
of a blessed immortality. His death was happy, as his life had been
eminently useful. He had an unfaltering confidence in the virtue and
capacity of the people and in the permanence of that free Government
which he had largely contributed to establish and defend. His great
deeds had secured to him the affections of his fellow-citizens, and it was
his happiness to witness the growth and glory of his country, which he
loved so well. He departed amidst the benedictions of millions of freemen. The nation paid its tribute to his memory at his tomb. Coming
generations will learn from his example the love of country and the
rights of man. In his language on a similar occasion to the present,
'' I now commend you, fellow-citizens, to the guidance of Almighty God,
with a full reliance on His merciful providence for the maintenance of
our free institutions, and with an earnest supplication that whatever
errors it may be my lot to commit in discharging the arduous duties
which have devolved on me will find a_remedy in the harmony and
wisdom of your counsels.''
JAMES K. POLK.

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON,

December 9, I845.

To the S enate and House o.f Representatives:
I communicate herewith a letter received from the President of the
existing Government of the State of Texas, transmitting duplicate copies of the constitution formed by the deputies of the people of Texas
in convention as embled, accompanied by official information that the
said constitution had been ratified, confirmed, and adopted by the people
of Texas themselves, in accordance with t he joint resolution for annexing
Texas to the United States, and in order that Texas might be admitted
as one of the States of that Union.
J AMES K. POLK.
WASHI GTO , D ecember Io, I815To the Senate o.f the United States:
I tran mit herewith a report of the ecretary of War, in answer to a
resolution of the Senate of the 4th instant, calling for information "with
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respect to the practicability and utility of a fort or forts on Ship Island,
on the coast of Mississippi, with a view to the protection of said coast."
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, December I5, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, a convention signed on the 14th May of the present year by the minister of the
United States at Berlin with the minister of Saxony at the same Court,
for the mutual abolition of the droit d' aubaine, droit de detraction, and
taxes on emigration between the Unit~d States and Saxony; and I communicate with the convention an exp1anatory dispatch of the minister of
the United States, dated on the 14th May, 1845, and numbered 267.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, December I6, I845.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, a convention concluded and signed at Berlin on the 29th day of January, 1845,
between the United States and Prussia, together with certain other German States, for the mutual extradition of fugitives from justice in cer.:tain cases; and I communicate with --che convent'ion the correspondence
necessary to explain it.
In submitting this convention to the Senate I deem it proper to call
their attention to the third article, by which it is stipulated that "none
of the contracting parties shall be bound to deliver up its own citizens
or subjects under the stipulations of this convention."
No such reservation is to be found in our treaties of extradition with
Great Britain and France, the only two nations with whom we have
concluded such treaties. These provide for the surrender of all persons
who are fugitives from justice, without regard to the country to which
they may belong. Under this article, if German subjects of any of the
parties to the convention should commit crimes within the United States
and fly back to their native country from justice, they would not be surrendered. This is clear in regard to all such Germans as shall not have
been naturalized under our laws. But even after naturalization difficult
i:1.nd embarrassing questions might arise between the parties. These German powers, holding the doctrine of perpetual allegiance, might refuse
to surrender German naturalized citizens, whilst we must ever maintain
the principle that the rights and duties of such citizens are the same
if they had been born in the United States.
I would also observe that the fourth article of the treaty submitted
contains a provision not to be found in our conventions with Great
Britain and France.
JAMES K. · POLK.

as
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WASHINGTON, December I6, I8,t.5.
To the Senate o.f the Un-ited States:
I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of State, containing
the information called for by the resolution of the Senate of the 8th of
January last, in relation to the claim of the owners of the brig General
Armstrong against the Government of Portugal.*
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, December I9, I8¢5,
To the House of Representatives:
I communicate to the House of Representatives, in reply to their resolution of the 25th of February last, a report from the Secretary of State,
together with the correspondence of Qeorge W. Slacum, late consul of
the United States at Rio de Janeiro, with the Department of State, relating to the African slave trade.
JAMES K. POLK.

wASHINGTON,

December

22,

I8¢5•

To the Congress o.f the United States:
I transmit to Congress a communication from the Secretary of State,
with a statement of the expenditures from the appropriation made by the
act entitled "An act providing the means of future intercourse between
the United States and the Government of China," approved the 3d of
March, 1843.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January 3, I8¢6 ,
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I transmit to the Senate a report of the Secretary of the Navy, com•
municating the information called for by their resolution of the 18th of
December, 1845, in relation to the "number of agents now employed for
the preservation of timber, their salaries, the authority of law under
which they are paid, and the allowances of every description made within
the last twenty years in the settlement of the accounts of said agents.''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTO ,

To the Senate o.f the United States:

January 6, I8,16.

I communicate to the Senate the information called for by their resolution of December 31, 1845, "requesting the President to cause to be
communicated to the enate copie of the correspondence etween t e
0 Por failing to protect the
mericaa armed brig General Armstrong-, while lying in the port
Fayal. Azor , from attack by British armed hip on eptembcr 26, 1 1+
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Attorney-General and the Solicitor of the Treasury and the judicial officers of Florida in relation to the authority of the Territorial judges as
Federal judges since tl:e 3d of March, 1845."
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January I2, I8¢6.
To the Senate ef the Unz'ted States:
I nominate the persons named in the accompanying list* of promotions
and appointments in the Army of the United States to the several grades
annexed to their names, as proposed by the Secretary of War.
JAMES K. POLK.

WAR DEPA.RTMENT, January 8, I846.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: I have the honor respectfully to propose for your approbation the annexed
list* of officers for promotion and persons for appointment in the Army of the United
States.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
W. L. MARCY.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington,January 8, I846.

Hon. W. L. MARCY,

Secretary of War.
SIR: I respectfully submit the accompflnying list* of promotions and appointments
to fill the vacancies in the Army which are known to have happened since the date
of the last list, December 12, 1845. The promotions are all regular except that of
Captain Martin Scott, Fifth Infantry, whose name, agreeably to the decision of the
President and your instructions, is submitted to fill the vacancy of major in the First
Regiment of Infantry (vice Dearborn, promoted), over the two senior captains of
infantry, Captain John B. Clark, of the Third Regiment, and Brevet Major Thomas
Noel, of the Sixth. The reasons for this departure from the ordinary course ( as in
other like cases of disability) are set forth in the Adjutant-General's report of the
27th ultimo and the General in Chief's indorsement thereon, of which copies are
herewith respectfully annexed, marked A.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
R. JONES, Adjutant-General.

A.
Major-General WINFIELD ScoTT,

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, December 27, I845.

Commanding the Army.
SIR: The death of Lieutenant-Colonel Hoffman, Seventh Infantry, on the 26th
ultimo, having caused a vacancy in the grade of major, to which, under the rule,
Captain J.B. Clark, Third Infantry, would be entitled to succeed, I deem it proper
to submit the following statement, extracted from the official returns of his regiment, touching his physical capacity for the performance of military duty.
In May; 1836, Captain Clark went on the recruiting service, where he remained
till October 4, 1838, when he was granted a three months' leave. He joined his
company at Fort Towson in May, 1839, and continued with it from th~t time till
*Omittecl,
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March, 1841, accompanying it meanwhile (October, 1840) to Florida. He obtained
a three months' leave on surgeon's certificate of ill health March 23, 1841, but did
not rejoin till February 16, 1842. In the interim he was placed on duty for a short
time as a member of a general c~urt-martial, which happened to be convened at St.
Louis, where he was then staying. He remained with his company from February
to November, 1842, when he again received a leave for the benefit of his health,
and did not return to duty till April 26, 1843 ( after his regiment had been ordered
to Florida), when he rejoined it at Jefferson Barracks. He continued with it (with
the exception of one short le~ve) from April, 1843, till June, 1845, but the returns
show him to have been frequently on the sick report during that period. On the 2d
of June, 1845, his company being then encamped near Fort Jessup in expectation of
orders for Texas, he again procured a leave on account of his health, and has not
since been able to rejoin, reporti~g monthly that his health unfitted him for the
performance of duty. The signature of his last report ( not written by himself),
of November 30 (herewith*), would seem to indicate great physical derangement or
decrepitude, approaching, perhaps, to paralysis.
From the foregoing it appears that during the last seven years ( since October,
1838) Captain Clark has been off duty two years and f<;mr months, the greater part
of the time on account of sickness, and that even when present with his company
his health is so much impaired that very often he is unable to perform the ordinary
garrison duties.
Under these circumstances it is respectfully submitted, for the consideration of the
proper authority, whether the senior captain of infantry should not be passed over
and ( as· Brevet Major Noel, t the next in rank, is utterly disqualified) Captain Martin
Scott, of the Fifth Infantry, promoted to the vacant majority.
•
It is proper to state that Captain Clark has always been regarded as a perfect
gentleman, and as such, as fat as I know, is equal to any officer in the Army.
I am, sir, most respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. JONES, Adjutant-General.
(Remarks indorsed on the foregoing report by the General in Chief.]
DECEMBER 30, 1845.
· This report presents grave points for consideration. It is highly improbable that
the Captain will ever be fit for the active ,duties of his profession. The question,
therefore, seems to be whether he shall be a pensioner on· full pay as captain or as
major, for he has long been, not in name, but in fact, a pensioner on full pay. We
have no half pay in the Army to relieve marching regiments of crippled and superannuated officers. We have many such-Colonel Maury, of the Third Infantry (superannuated), and Majors Cobb and McClintock, Fifth Infantry and Third Artillery
(crippled). Many others are fast becoming superannuated. The three named are on
indefinite leaves of absence, and so are Majors Searle and Noel, permanent cripples
from wounds. General Cass's resolution of yesterday refers simply to age. A half
pay or retired list with half pay would be much better. There are some twenty officers who ought at once to be placed on such list and their places filled by promotion.
Upon the whole, I think it best that Captain M. Scott should be promoted, vice
Dearborn, vice Lieutenant-Colonel Hoffman.
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War.
WI FIELD SCOTT.
*Omitted.
tln 1839 Brevet :fajor oel, Sixth Infantry, was severely wounded (serving in the Florida War
at the time ) by the accidental discharge of bis own pistol. He left his company February 16,
1 39, and ha ever since been ab ent from his regiment, the state of his wound and great suffering
rendering h'm utterly incapable of performing any kind of duty whatever; nor is there an reason
to hope he will ever be able to resume his duties.
R. JO~, Adjutant-General.

James

K,,

Polk
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JANUARY 8, 1846.
It appearing from the within statements of the Commanding General and the
Adjutant-General that the two officers proposed to be passed over are physically
unable to. perform the duties of major, and their inability is not temporary, I recommend that Captain Ma:..i:in Scott be promoted to the vacant majority 3d January,

:::846.

W. L. MARCY.

WASHINGTON, January I3, I846.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate a report of the Secretary of War, with accompanying papers, showing the measures which have been adopted in relation to the transfer of certain stocks between the Chickasaw and Choctaw
Indians under the treaty between those tribes of the 24th March, 1837.
The claim presented by the Choctaw General Council, if deemed to be
founded in equity, can not be adjusted without the previous advice and
consent of the Senate.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January 20, I846.
To the Senate of the United States:
On the 15th of January, 184p, I withdrew the _nomination of James H.
Tate, of Mississippi, as consul at Buenos Ayres. The withdrawal was
made upon the receipt on that day of a letter addressed to me by the
Senators from the State of Mississippi advising it. I transmit their letter herewith to the Senate. At that time I had not been furnished with
a copy of the Executive Journal of the Senate, and had no knowledge of
the pendency of the resolution before that body in executive session in
relation to this nomination. Having since been furnished by the Secretary of the Senate with a copy of the Executive Journal containing the
resolution referred to, I deem it proper and due to the Senate to reinstate
the nomination in the condition in which it was before it was withdrawn.
And with that view I nominate James H. Tate, of Mississippi, to be consul
at Buenos Ayres.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January 28, I846.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration with regard
to its ratification, a treaty of commerce and navigation between the United
States and the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, concluded and signed on the
rst day of December last at Naples by the charge d'affaires of the United
States with the plenipotentiaries of His Majesty the King of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.
·
And I communicate at the same time portions of the correspondence
(so far as it has been received) in explanation of the treaty.

JAMES K. POLK.
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WASHINGTON, February J, I8¢6.
United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration in reference to its ratification, a treaty of commerce and navigation between the
United States and Belgium, concluded and signed on the roth November last at Brussels by the charge d'affaires of the United States with
the minister of foreign affairs of His Majesty the King of the Belgians.
And I communicate at the same time the correspondence and other
papers in explanation of the treaty.
JAMES K. POLK.

To the Senate

of the

WASHINGTON, February 5, I8¢6.
To the Senate of the United States:
In pursuance with the request of the Senate in their resolution of the

4th instant, I ''return'' herewith,'' for their further action, the resolution
advising and consenting to the appointment of Isaac H. Wright as navy
agent at Boston." It will be observed that the resolution of the Senate
herewith returned contains the advice and consent of that body to the
appointment of several other persons to other offices not embraced in their
resolution of the 4th instant, and it being impossible to comply with the
request of the Senate without communicating to them the whole resolution, I respectfully request that so far as it relates to the other cases than
that of Mr. Wright it may be returned to me.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February 7, I8,t.6.
United States:
In compliance with the request of the Senate in their resolution of the
29th January last, I herewith communicate a report from the Secretary
of State, with the accompanying correspondence, which has taken place
between the Secretary of State and the minister of the United States at
London and between the Government of the United States and that of
England on the '' subject of Oregon'' since my communication of the
2d of December last was made to Congress.
JAMES K. POLK.

To the Senate

of the

WASHINGTON,

February 7, I8,t.6.

To the House of Representat£ves of the United States:
In compliance with the request of the House of Representatives in
their resolution of the 3d instant, I herewith communicate a report from
the ecretary of State, with the accompanying '' correspondence, which
bas taken place'' between the Secretary of State and the minister of the
nited States at London and '' between the Government of Great Britain
and thi Go emment in relation to the country west of the Rocky fountains since the last annual message of the President'' to Congress.
JAMES K. POLK.

James K. Polk
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WASHINGTON,

February 9, I8¢6.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith, in answer to the resolution of the House
of Representatives of the 19th of December last, the report of the Secretary of State h1closing '' copies of correspondence between this Governmen~ and Great Britain within the last two years in relation to the
Washington treaty, and particularly in relation to 'the free navigation of
the river St. John, and in relation to the disputed-territory fund named
in said treaty;" and also the accompanying copies of documents filed in
the Department of State, which embrace the correspondence and information called for by the said resolution.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February 9, I8¢6.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with the request of the Senate in their resolution of the
5th instant, I herewith return '' the resolution of the Senate advising and
consenting to the appointment of F. G. Mayson to be a second lieutenant
in the Marine Corps.'' As the same resolution which contains the advice
and consent of the Senate to the appointment of Mr. Mayson contains
also the advice and consent of that body to the appointment of several
other persons to other offices, to whom commissions have been since
issued, I respectfully request that the resolution, so far a.s it relates to
the persons other than Mr. Mayson, may be r.eturned to me.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, February I2, I8¢6.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith, for the consideration and advice of the Senate with
regard to its ratification, a treaty concluded on the 14th day of January
last by Thomas H. Harvey and Richard W. Cummins, commissioners on
the part of the United States, and the chiefs and headmen of the Kansas
tribe of Indians, together with a report of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs and other papers explanatory of the same.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

February I6, I8¢6.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I herewith transmit a communication from the Attorney-General relating to a contract entered into by him with Messrs. Little & Brown forcertain copies of their proposed edition of the laws and treaties of the United
States, in pursuance of the joint resolution of the 3d March, 1845.
JAMES K.. POLK.
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To the Senate of the United States:

WASHINGTON,

February r6,

I8,f.f>.

I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of the avy, communicating the correspondence called for by the resolution of the Senate ot
the 25t4 of February, 1845, between the commander of the East India
Squadrons and foreign powers or United States agents abroad during
the years 1842 and 1843, relating to the trade and other interests of this
Government.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON , February I8, r846.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
In compliance with the request of the House of Representatives in
their resolution of the 12th instant, asking for information relative to
the Mexican indemnity, I communicate herewith a report from the ecretary of State, with the paper accompanying it.
JAMES K. POLK.

[A similar message was sent to the Senate in compliance with a reque t
of that body.]
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by the act of 9th July, 1842, again equalized the duty on all foreign
rough rice by fixing it at 7s. per quarter. In the intervening period,
however, of nearly six years large importations had been made into Great
Britain of American rough rice, which was subjected to a duty of 2s. 6d.
per bushel; but the importers, knowing their rights under the convention, claimed that it should be admitted at the rate of 1 penny per quarter, the duty imposed on African rice. This claim was resisted by the
British Government, and the excess of duty was paid, at the first under
protest, and afterwards, in consequence of an arrangement with the board
of customs, by the deposit of exchequer bills.
It seems to have been a clear violation both of the letter and spirit of
the convention to admit rough rice '' the growth'' of Africa at 1 penny
per quarter, whilst the very same article '' the growth'' of the United
States was charged with a duty of 2s. 6d. per bushel.
The claim of Great Britain, under the same article of the convention, is
founded on the tariff act of 30th August, 1842. Its t~enty-fifth section
provides '' that nothing in this act contained shall apply to goods shipped
in ·a vessel bound to any port of the United States, actually having left
her last port of lading eastward of the Cape of Good Hope or beyond
Cape Horn prior to the 1st day of September, 1842; and all legal provisions and regulations existing immediately before the 30th day of June,
1842, shall be applied to importations which may be made in vessels
which have left such last port of lading eastward of the Cape of Good
Hope or beyond Cape Horn prior to said 1st day of September, 1842.''
The British Government contends that it was a violation of the sec- ·
ond article of the ·convention for this act to require that "articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture'' of Great Britain, when imported into
the United States in vessels which had left their last port of lading in
Great_Britain prior to the 1st da:y: of September, 1842, should pay any
'' higher or other duties'' than were imposed on '' like articles'' '' the
growth, produce, or manufacture'' of countries beyond the Cape of Good
Hope and Cape Horn.
Upon a careful consideration of the subject I arrived at the conclusion
that this claim on the part of the British Government was well founded.
I deem it unnecessary to state my reasons at length for adopting this
opinion, the whole subject being fully explained in the letter of the Secretary of the Treasury and the accompanying papers.
The amount necessary to satisfy the British claim can not at present
be ascertained with any degree of accuracy, no individual having yet
presented his case to the Government of the United States. It is not
apprehended that the amount will be large. After such examination
of the subject as it has been in his power ·to make, the Secretary of the
Treasury believes that it will not exceed $roo,ooo.
On the other hand, the claims of the importers of rough rice into Great
Britain have been already ascertained, as the duties were paid either
1
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under protest or in exchequer bills. Their amount is stated by Mr.
Everett, our late minister at London, in a dispatch dated June 1, 1843,
to be £88,886 r6s. rod. sterling, of which £60,006 4d. belong to citizens
of the United States.
As it may be long before the amount of the British claim can be
ascertained, and it would be unreasonable to postpone payment to the
American claimants until this can be adjusted, it has been proposed to
the British Government immediately to refund the excess of duties collected by it on American rough rice. I should entertain a confident
hope that this proposal would be accepted should the arrangement concluded be sanctioned by an act of Congress making provision for the
return of the duties in question. The claimants might then be paid as
they present their demands, properly authenticated, to the Secretary of
:he Treasury.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, March 21-, I8tf-6.
To the Senate ef the Unz'ted States:
In answer to the inquiry of the Senate contained in their resolution of
the 17th instant, whether in my" judgment any circumstances connected
with or growing out of the foreign relations of this country require at
this time an increase of our naval or military force," and, if so, "what
those circumstances are,'' I have to express the opinion that a wise precaution demands such increase.
In my annual message of the 2d of December last I recommended to
the favorable consideration of Congress an increase of our naval force,
especially of our steam navy, and the raising of an adequate military
force to guard and protect such of our citizens as might think proper to
emigrate to Oregon. Since that period I have seen no cause to recall or
modify these recommendations. On the contrary, reasons exist which,
in my judgment, render it proper not only that they should be promptly
carried into effect, but that additional provision should be made for the
public defense.
The consideration of such additional provision was brought before appropriate committees of the two Houses of Congress, in answer to calls
made by them, in reports prepared, with my sanction, by the Secretary of
War and the ecretary of the avy on the 29th of December and the 8th
of January la t-a mode of communication with Congress not unusual, and
under existing circumstances believed to be most eligible. Subsequent
e ents ha e confirmed me in the opinion that these recommendations
ere prop r as precautionary mea ures.
It as a i e maxim of the Father of his Country that '' to be prepared
for ar i one of the most efficient means of preserving peace," and
that "a oiding occasion of expense by cultivating peace," we hould
'' remem r al o that timely di bur ements to prepare for danger fre-
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quently prevent much greater disbursements to repel it.'' The general
obligation to perform this duty is greatly strengthened by facts known
to the whole world. A controversy respecting the Oregon Territory now
exists between the United States and Great Britain, and while, as far as
we know, the relations of the latter with all European nations are of the
most pacific character, she is making unusual and extraordinary armaments and warlike preparations, naval and military, both at home and in
her North American possessions.
It can not be disguised that, however sincere may be the desire of
peace, in the event of a rupture these armaments and preparations would
be used against our country. Whatever may have been the original
purpose of these preparations, the fact is undoubted that they are now
proceeding, in part at least, with a yiew to the contingent possibility of
a war with the United States. The general policy of making additional
warlike preparations was distinctly announced in the speech from the
throne as late as January last, and has since been reiterated by the ministers of the Crown in both houses of Parliament. Under this aspect of ·
our relations with Great Britain, I can not doubt the propriety of increasing our means of defense both by land and sea. This can give Great
Britain no cause of offense nor increase the danger of a rupture. If, on
the contrary, we should fold our arms in security and at last be suddenly
involved in hostilities for the maintenance of our just rights without
any adequate preparation, our responsibility to the country would be of
the gravest character. Should collision between the two countries be
avoided, as I sincerely trust it may be, the additional charge upon the
Treasury in making the necessary preparations will not be lost, while in
the event of such a collision they would be indispensable for the maintenance of our national rights and national honor.
I have seen no reason to change or modify the recommendations of my
annual message in regard to the Oregon question. The notice to abrogate the treaty of the 6th of August, 1827, is authorized by the treaty
itself and can not be regarded as a warlike measure, and I can not withhold my strong conviction that it should be promptly given. The other
recommendations are in conformity with the existing treaty, and would
afford to American citizens in Oregon no more than the same measure
of protection which has long since been extended to British subjects in
that Territory.
The state of our relations with Mexico is still in an unsettled condition. Since the meeting of Congress another revolution has taken place
in that country, by which the Government has passed into the hands of
new rulers. This event has procrastinated, and may possibly defeat, the
settlement of the differences between the United States and that c~untry. The minister of the United States to Mexico at the date of the last
advices had not been received by the existing authorities. Demonstrations of a character hostile to the United States continue to be made in
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lV[exico, which has rendered it proper, in my judgment, to keep nearly
two-thirds of our Army on our southwestern frontier. In doing this
many of the regular military posts have been reduced to ·a small force
inadequate to their defense should a_n emergency arise.
In view of these "circumstances," it is my "judgment" that "an increase of our naval and military force is at this time required'' to place
the country in a suitable state of defense. At the same time, it is my
settled purpose to pursue such a course of policy as may be best calculated to preserve both with Great Britain and Mexico an honorable
peace, which nothing will so effectually promote as unanimity in our
councils and a firm maintenance of all our just rights.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, April I, I8,t.6.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I transmit herewith a letter received from the governor, of the State
of Ohio in answer to a communication addressed to him in compliance
with a resolution of the House of Representatives of January 30, 1846,
''requesting the President of the United States to apply to the governor
of the State of Ohio for information in regard to the present condition of
the Columbus and Sandusky turnpike road; whether the said road is
kept in such a state of repair as will enable the Federal Government to
realize in case of need the advantages contemplated by the act of Congress approved March 3, 1827."
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, April I, I846.
To th.e Senate of the United States:
In compliance with the request of a delegation of the Tonawanda band
of the Seneca Indians now in this city, I herewith transmit, for your
consideration , a memorial addressed to the President and the Senate in
relation to the treaty of January 15, 1838, with the " Six Nations of
New York Indians," and that of May 20, 1842, with the "Seneca Nation
of Indians. ''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, April 3, I8¢6.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Acting Secretary of State, with
accompanying papers, in an wer to the resolution of the Senate of the
23d ultimo, requesting the President to communicate to that body, ' if
not incompatible with public interests, any correspondence which took
lace between the Go ernment of the nited States and that of Great
ritain on the ubject of the northeastern boundary between the 20th of
J rn 1840, and the 4th of March, r84r."
J MES K. POLK.
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WASHINGTON, April I3, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the uth instant, calling
for ''copies of any correspondence that may have taken place between the
authorities of the United States and those of Great Britain since the last
documents transmitted to Congress in relation to the subject of the Oregon Territory, or so much thereof as maybe communicated without detriment to the public interest,'' I have to state that no correspondence
in relation to the Oregon Territory has taken place between the authorities of the United States and those of Great Britain since the date of
the last documents on the subject transmitted by me to Congress.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

April I3, I8,t.6.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
In my annual message of the 2d of December last it was stated that
serious difficulties of long standing continued to distract the several parties into which the Cherokee tribe of Indians is unhappily divided; that
all the efforts of the Government to adjust these difficulties had proved to
be unsuccessful, and would probably remain so without the aid of further
legislation by Congress. Subsequent events have confirmed this opinion.
I communicate herewith, for the information of Congress, a report of the
Secretary of War, transmitting a report of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, with accompanying documents, together with memorials which
have been received from the several bands or parties of the Cherokees
themselves. It will be perceived that internal feuds still exist which call
for the prompt intervention of the Government of the United States.
Since the meeting of Congress several unprovoked murders have been
committed by the stronger upon the weaker party of the tribe, which
will probably remain unpunished by the Indian authorities; and there is
'reason to apprehend that similar outrages will continue to be perpetrated
unless restrained by the authorities of the United States.
Many of the weaker party have been compelled to seek refuge beyond
the limits of the Indian country and within the State of Arkansas, and
are destitute of the means for their daily subsistence. The military forces
of the United States stationed on the western frontier have been active
in their exertions to suppress these outrages and to execute the treaty
of 1835, by which it is stipulated that "the United States agree to protect the Cherokee Nation from domestic strife and foreign enemies, and
against intestine wars between the several tribes.''
These exertions of the Army have proved to a great extent unavailing,
for the reasons stated in the accompanying documents, including communications from the officer commanding at Fort Gibson.
;r submit, for the consideration of Congress, the propriety of making
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such amendments of the laws regulating intercourse with the Indian tribes
as will subject to trial and punishment in the courts of the United States
all Indians guilty of murder and such other felonies as may be designated, when committed on other Indians within the jurisdiction of the
United States.
Such a modification of the existing laws is suggested because if offenders against the laws of humanity in the Indian country are left to
be punished by Indian laws they will generally, if not always, be permitted to escape with impunity. This has been the case in repeated
instances among the Cherokees. For years unprovoked murders have
been committed, and yet no effort has been made to bring the offenders
to punishment. Should this state of things continue, it is not difficult to
foresee that the weaker party will be finally destroyed. As the guardian
of the Indian tribes, the Government of the United States is bound by
every consideration of duty and humanity to interpose to prevent such a
disaster.
From the examination which I have made into the actual state of
things in the Cherokee Nation I am satisfied that there is no probability
that the different bands or parties into which it is divided can ever again
live together in peace and harmony, and that the well-being of the whole
requires that they should be separated and live under separate govern·
ments as distinct tribes.
That portion who emigrated to the west of the Mississippi prior to the
year 1819, commonly called the "Old Settlers," and that portion who
made the treaty of 1835, known as the "treaty party ," it is believed
would willingly unite, and could live together in harmony. The number of these, as nearlv as can be estimated, is about one-third of the tribe.
The whole number Dl all the bands or parties does not probably exceed
20,000.
The country which ,hey occupy embraces 7 ,000, 000 acres of
land, with the privilege of an outlet to the western limits of the United
States. This country is susceptible of division, and is large enough
for all.
I submit to Congress the propriety of either dividing the country which
they at present occupy or of providing by law a new home for the one
or the other of the bands or parties now in hostile array against each
other, as the most effectual, if not the only, means of preserving the
weaker party from massacre and total extermination. Should Congress
fa or the division of the country as suggested, and the separation of the
Cherokee into two distinct tribe , justice will require that the annuities
and fund belonging to the whole, now held in trust for them by the
nited tate , hould be equitably di tributed among the parties, according to their re pecti e claims and numbers.
There is still a mall number of the Cherokee tribe remaining within
the tate of orth arolina, who, according to the stipulations of the
treaty of 1835, hou1d ha e migrat d \ ith their brethren to the est of
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the Mississippi. It is desirable that they should be removed, and in the
event of a division of the country in the West, or of a new home being
provided for a portion of the tribe, that they be permitted to join either
party, as they may prefer, and be incorporated witJ:i them.
I submit the whole subject to Congress, that such legislative measures
may be adopted as will be just to all the parties or bands of the tribe.
Such measures, I am satisfied, are the only means of arresting the horrid
and inhuman massacres which have marked the history of the Cherokees
for the last few years, and especially for the last few months.
The Cherokees have been regarded as among the most enlightened
of the Indian tribes, but experience has proved that they have not yet
advanced to such a state of civilization as to dispense with the guardian
care and control of the Government of the United States.'
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

April I/, I8/6.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
In compliance with the act of the 3d of March, 1845, I communicate
herewith to Congress a report of the Secretaries of War and the Navy on
the subject of a fireproof building for the War and Navy Departments,
together with documents explaining the plans to which it refers and
containing an estimate of the cost of erecting the ·buildings proposed.
Congress having made no appropriation for the employment of an ar. chitect to prepare and submit the necessary plans, none was appointed.
Several skillful architects' were invited to submit plans and estimates,
and from those that were voluntarily furnished a selection has been
made of such as would furnish the requisite building for the accommodation of the War and Navy Departments at the least expense.
All the plans and estimates which have been received are herewith
communicated, for the information of Congress.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, Apr£! 20, I8,t.6.
To the House of Representatives:
I have considered the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
9th instant, by which I am requested "to cause to be furnished to that
House an account of all payments made on President's certificates from
the fund appropriated by law, through the agency of the State Department, for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse from the 4th of
March, 1841, until the retirement of Daniel Webster from the Department
of State, with copies of all entries, receipts, letters, vouchers, memorandums, or other evidence of such payments, to whom paid, for what, and
particularly all concerning the northeastern-boundary dispute with Great

Britain.'' ·
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With an anxious desire to furnish to the House any information requested by that body which may be in the Executive Departments, I
have felt bound by a sense of public duty to inquire how far I could witb
propriety, or consistently with the existing laws, liespond to their call.
The usual annual appropriation '' for the contingent expenses of intercourse between the United States and foreign nations" has been
disbursed since the date of the act of May r, r8ro, in pursuance of its
provisions. By the third section of that act it is providedThat when any sum or sums of money shall be drawn from the Treasury under
any law making appropriation for the contingent expenses of intercourse between
the United States and foreign nations the President shall be, and he is hereby:
authorized to cause the same to be duly settled annually with the accounting officers of the Treasury in the manner following;. that is to say, by causing the same to
be accounted for specially in all instances wherein the expenditure thereof may in
his judgment be made public, and by making a certificate of the amount of such
expenditures as he m~y think it advisable not to specify; and every such certificate
shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum or sums therein expressed to have
been expended.

Two distinct classes of expenditure are atithorized by this law-the
one of a public and the other of a private and confidential character.
Tpe President in office at the time of the expenditure is made by the
law the sole judge whether it shall be public or private. Such sums
are to be "accounted for specially in all instances wherein the expenditure thereof may in his judgment be made public." All expenditures
'' accounted for specially" are settled at the Treasury upon vouchers,
and not on '' President's certificates,'' and, like all other public accounts,
are subject to be called for by Congress, and are open to public examination. Had information as respects this class of expenditures been
called for by the resolution of the House, it would have been promptly
communicated.
Congress, foreseeing that it might become necessary and proper to
apply portions of this fund for objects the original accounts and vouchers
for which could not be '' made public'' without injury to the public interests, authorized the President, instead of such accounts and vouchers, to
make a certificate of the amount '' of sµch expenditures as he may think
it advisable not to specify," and have provided that "every such certificate shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the sum or sums therein
expressed to have been expended.' '
The law making these provisions is in full force. It is binding upon
all the departments of the Government, and especially upon the Executive, whose duty it is '' to take care that the laws be faithfully executed. ''
In the exercise of the di cretion lodged by it in the Executive several
of my predeces ors have made '' certificate '' of the amount '' of such
xpenditures as they have thought it ad i able not to specify," and upon
these certificate as the only ouchers settlements have been made at
the Treasury.
It appears that within the period specified in the resolution of the
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House certificates were given by my immediate predecessor, upon which
settlements have been, made at the Treasury, amounting to $5,460. He
has solemnly determined that the objects and items of these expenditures
should not be made public, and has given his certificates to that effect,
which are placed upon the records of the country. Under the direct
authority of an existing law, he has exercised the power of placing these
expenditures under the seal of confidence, and the whole matter wasterminated before I came into office. An important question arises, whether
a subsequent President, either voluntarily or at the request of one branch
of Congress, can without a violation of the spirit of the law revise the
acts of his predecessor and expose to public view that which he had
determined should not be "made public." If not a matter of strict duty,
it would certainly be a safe general rule that this should not be done .
. Indeed, it may well happen, and probably would happen, that the President for the time being would not be in possession of the information
upon which his predecessor acted, and could not, therefore, have the
means of judging whether he had exercised his discretion wisely or not.
The law requires no other voucher but the President's certificate, and
there is nothing in• its provisions which requires any '' entries, receipts,
letters,.vouchers) memorandums, or other evidence of such payments'' to
be . preserved in the executive department. The President who makes
the '-'certificate" may, if he chooses, keep all the information and evidence upon which he ads in his own possession.. If, for the information of his successors, he shall leave the evidence on which he acts and
the items of the expenditures which make up the sum for which he has
given his ' ' certificate'' on the confidential files of one of the Executive
Departments, they do not in any proper sense become thereby public
records. They are never seen or examined by the accounting officers of
the Treasury when they settle an account on the "President's certificate." The First Congress of the United States on the ISt of July, 1790,
passed an act '' providing the means of intercourse between the United
States and foreign nations,'' by which a similar provision to that which
now exists was made for the settlement of such ex;penditures as in the _
judgment of the President ought not to be made public. This act was
limited in its duration. It was continued for a limited term in 1793; and
between that time and the date of the act of May 1, 18ro, which is now
in force, the same provision was revived and continued. Expenditures
were made and settled under Presidential certificates in pursuance of
these laws.
If the President may answer the present call, he must answer similar
calls for every such expenditure of a confidential character, made under
every Administration, in war and in peace, from the organie:ation of the
Government to the present period. To break the seal of confidence
imposed by the law, and heretofore uniformly preserved, would be subVfillrsive of the very purpose for which the law was enacted, and might
M P-vor. IV-28
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be productive of the most disastrous consequences. The expenditures
of this confidential character, it is believed, were never before sought
to be made public, and I should greatly apprehend the consequences of
establishing a precedent which would render such disclosures hereafter
inevitable.
I am fully aware of the strong and correct public feeling which exists
throughout the country against secrecy of any kind in the administration
of the Government, and especially in reference to public expenditures;
yet our foreign negotiations are wisely and properly confined to the
knowledge of the Executive during their pendency. Our laws require
the accounts of every particular expenditure to be rendered and publicly
settled at the Treasury Department. The single exception which exists
is not that the amounts embraced under President's certificates shall
be withheld from the public, but merely that the items of which these
are composed shall not be divulged. To this extent, and no further, is
secrecy observed.
The laudable vigilance of the people in regard to all the expenditures
of the Government, as well as a sense of duty on the part of the President and a desire to retain the good opinion of his .fellow-citizens, will
prevent any sum expended from being accounted for by the President's
certificate unless in cases of urgent necessity. Such certificates have
therefore been resorted to but seldom throughout our past history.
For my own part , I have not caused any account whatever to be settled on a Presidential certificate. I have had no occasion rendering it
necessary 1n my judgment to make such a certificate, and it would be
an ex treme case which would ever induce me to exercise this authority;
yet if such a case should arise it would be my duty to assume the responsibility devolved on me by the law.
During my Administration all expenditures for contingent expenses of
foreign intercourse in which the accounts have been closed have been
settled upon regular vouchers, as all other public accounts are settled at
the T reasury.
It may be alleged that the power of impeachment belongs to the H ouse
of Representatives, and that, .with a view to the exercise of this power,
that House has the right to investigat e the conduct of all public officers
under the Government. This is cheerfully admitted. In such a case
the safety of the Republic would be the supreme law, and the power
of the Hou e in the pursuit of this object would penetrate into the mot
secret rece e of the Executive Departments. It could command the
attendance of any and every ao-ent of the Government, and compel them
to produce all paper , public or private, official or unoffi~ial, and to t ·
tify on oath to all facts within their knowledge. But e- en in a case o
that kind they would adopt all wi e precautions to prevent t he ex ure
of all such matters the publication of whicb might injuriously affect e
~ublic interest, except so far as this might be necessary to accomplish
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the great ends of public justice. If the House of Representatives, as the
grand inquest of the nation, should at any time b.ave reason to believe
that there has been malversation in office by an improper use or application of the public money by a public officer, and should think proper
to institute an inquiry into the matter, all the archives and papers of
the Executive Departments, public or private, would be subject to the
inspection and control of a committee of their body and every facility in
the power of the Executive be afforded to enable them to prosecute the
investigation.
The experience of every nation on earth has demonstrated that emergencies may arise in which it becomes absolutely necessary for the public
safety or the public good to make expenditures the very object of which
would be defeated by publicity. Some governments have very large
amounts at their disposal, and have made vastly greater expenditures
than the small amounts which have from time to time been accounted for
on President's certificates. In no nation is the application of such sums
ever made public. In time of war or impending danger the situation
of the country may make it necessary to employ individuals for the purpose of obtaining information or rendering other important services who
could never be prevailed upon to act if they entertained the least apprehension that their names or their agency would in any contingency be
divulged. So it may often become necessary to incur an expenditure for
an object highly useful to the country; for example, the conclusion of a
treaty with a barbarian power whose customs require on such occasions
the use of presents. But this object might be altogether defeated by
the intrigues of other powers if our purposes were to be made known
by the exhibition of the original papers and vouchers to the accounting
offic€rs of the Treasury. It would be easy to specify other cases which
may occ:lr in the history of a great nation, in its intercourse with other
nations, wherein it might become absolutely necessary to incur expenditures for objects which could never be accomplished if it were suspected
in advance that the items of expenditure and the agencies employed
would be made public.
Actuated undoubtedly by considerations of this kind, Congress provided such a fund, coeval with the organization of the Government, and
subsequently enacted the law of 1810 as the permanent law of the land.
While this law exists in full force I feel bound by a high sense of public
policy and duty to observe its provisions and the uniform practice of my
predecessors under it.
With great respect for the House of Representatives and an anxious
desire to conform to tneir wishes, I am constrained to come to this conclusion .
. ~f Congress disapprove the policy of. the law, they may repeal its prov1s10ns.

In reply to that portion of the resolution of the House which cal:s fo1
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'' copies of whatever communications were made from the Secretary of
State during the last session of the Twenty-seventh Congre~s, particularly February, 1843, to Mr. Cushing and Mr. Adams, members of the
Committee of this House on Foreign Affairs, of the wish of the President
of the United States to institute a special mission to Great Britain," I
have to state that no such communications or copies of them are found
in the Department of St~te.
'' Copies of all letters on the books of the Department of State to
any officer of the United States or any person in New York concerning
Alexander McLeod,'' which are also called for by the resolution, are
herewith communicated.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

To the Senate

of the

April

20,

I8,t.6.

Un-ited States:

I herewith transmit to the Senate, in answer to their resolution of the
8th instant, a report from the Secretary of State, with accompanying
papers, containing the information and correspondence referred to in that
resolution, relative to the search of American vessels by British cruisers
subsequent to the date of the treaty of Washington.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

To the Senate

of the

April 27, I8,t.6.

Un-ited States:

I transmit herewith the information called for by a resolution of the
Senate of the 3d December last, relating to '' claims arising under the fourteenth article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek'' with the Choctaw
tribe of Indians, concluded in September, 1830.
JAMES K. POLK.

WA&HINGTON,

To the House

of Re_presentat-ives:

April 27, I8,t.6.

I transmit herewith a report of the Secretary of War and accompanying papers, containing the information called for by the resolution of
the House of Representatives of December 19, 1845, relating to certain
claims of the Chickasaw tribe of Indians.
r AMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

April 27, I8,t.6.

To the House of Re_presentatz'ves:

I transmit herewith a report and accompanying papers from the
retary of War, in reply to the resolution of the House of Representati'r
of the 31st of December last, in relation to claims arising under
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Choctaw treaty of I830 which have been presented to and allowed or rejected by commissioners appointed in pursuance of the acts of 3d of March,
1837, and 23d of August, 1842.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON.

May 6, I846.

To the House ef Representatives: ·
I transmit herewith reports from the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury, with additional papers, relative to the claims of
certain Chickasaw Indians, which, with those heretofore communicated
to Congress, contain all the information called for by the resolution of
the House of Representatives of the 19th of December last.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, May 6, I846.
To the House if RepresentaNv~s:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with accompanying papers, in answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives
of the_8th ultimo, requesting the President to communicate to that body,
"if not incompatible with the public interest, copies of the correspondence of George William Gordon, late consul of the United States at Rio
de Janeiro, with the Department of State, relating to the slave trade in
vessels and by citizens of the United States between the coast of Africa
and Brazil.''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, May 6, I846.
To the House ef RepresentaNves:
I transmit.herewith a report of the Secretary of War, in answer to the
resolution of the House of Representatives of the 4th instant, calling for
information "whether any soldier or soldiers of the Army of the United
States have been shot for desertion, or in the act of deserting, and, if so,
by whose order an~ under what authority.''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, May II, I8tJ.6.
To the Senate and House ef Representatives:
The existing state of the relations between the United States and
Mexico renders it proper that I should bring the subject to the consideration of Congress. In my message at the commencement of your
present session the state of these relations, the causes which led to the
suspension of diplomatic intercourse between the two countries in March,
1845, and the long-continued and unredressed wrongs and injuries committed by the Mexican Government on citizens of the United States in
their persons and property were briefly set forth.
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As the facts and opinions which were then laid before you were care,
fully considered, I can not better express my present convictions of the
condition of affairs up to that time than by referring you to that communication.
The strong .desire to establish peace with Mexico on liberal and honorable terms, and the readiness of this Government to regulate and adj ust
our boundary and other causes of difference with that power on such fair
and equitable principles as would lead to permanent relations of the most
friendly nature, induced me in September last to seek the reopening of
diplomatic relations between the two countries. Every measure adopted
on our part had for its object the furtherance of these desired results.
In communicating to Congress a succinct statement of the injuries which
we had suffered from Mexico, and which have been accumulating during a period of more than twenty years, every expression that could tend
to inflame the people of Mexico or defeat or delay a pacific result was
carefully avoided. An envoy of the United States repaired to Mexico
with full powers to adjust every existing difference. But though present on the Mexican soil by agreement between the two Governments,
invested with full powers, and bearing evidence of the most friendly dispositions, his mission has been unavailing. The Mexican Government
not only refused to receive him or listen to his propositions, but after a
long-continued series of menaces have at last invaded our territory and
shed the blood of our fellow-citizens on our own soil.
It now becomes my duty to state more in detail the origin, progress,
and failure of that mission. In pursuance of the instructions given in
September last, an inquiryw;s made on the 13th of October, 1845, in the
most friendly terms, through our consuf in Mexico, of the minister for
foreign affairs, whether the Mexican Government "would receive an
envoy from the United States intrusted with full powers to adjust all
the questions in dispute between the two Governments,'' with the assurance that '' should the answer be in the affirmative such an envoy would
be immediately dispatched to Mexico.'' The Mexican minister on the
15th of October gave an affirmative answer to this inquiry, requesting
at the same time that our naval force at Vera Cruz might be withdrawn,
lest its continued presence might assume the appearance of menace and
coercion pending the negotiations. This force was immediately withdrawn. On the 10th of November, 1845, Mr. John Slidell, of Louisiana.
was commissioned by me a envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States to Mexico, and was intrusted with full
powers to adjust both the questions of the Texas boundary and of indemnification to our citizen . The redre of the wrongs of our citizen
naturally and inseparably blended itself with the question of boundary.
The settlement of the one question in any correct view of the subjec
invol e that of the other. I could not for a moment entertain the idea
that the claim of our much-injured and long-suffering citizen , man; o
,, hich had exi ted for more than t enty years, should be postponed
separat d from th
ttlement of th boundary question.
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Mr. Slidell arrived at Vera Cruz on the 30th of November, and was
courteously received by the authorities of that city. But the Government of General Herrera was then· tottering to its fall. The revolutionary party had seized upon the Texas question to effect or hasten
its overthrow. Its determination to restore friendly relations with the
United States, and to receive our minister to negotiate for the settlement
of this question, was violently assailed, and was made the great theme of
denunciation against it. The Government of General Herrera, there is
good reason to believe, was sincerely desirous to receive our minister;
but it yielded to the storm raised by its enemies, and on the 2 rst of
December refused to accredit Mr. Slidell upon the most frivolous pretexts. These are so fully and ably exposed in the note of Mr. Slidell
of the 24th of December last to the Mexican minister of foreign relations, herewith transmitted, that I deem it unnecessary to enter into
further detail on this portion of the subject.
Five days after the date of Mr. Slidell's note General Herrera yielded
the Government to General Paredes without a struggle, and on the 30th of
December resigned the Presidency. This revolution was accomplished
solely by the army, the people having taken little part in the contest; and
thus the supreme power in Mexico passed into the hands of a military
leader.
Determined to leave no effort untried to effect an amicable adjustment
with Mexico, I directed Mr. Slidell to present his credentials to the Government of General Paredes and ask to be officially received by him.
There would have been less ground for taking this step had General
Paredes come into power by a regular constitutional succession. In that
event his administration would have been considered but a mere constitutional continuance of the Government of General Herrera, and the
refusal of the latter to receive our minister would have been deemed conclusive unless an intimation had been given by General Paredes of his
desire to reverse the decision of his predecessor. But the Government of
General Paredes owes its existence t6 a military revolution, by which the
subsisting constitutional authorities had been subverted. The form of
government was entirely changed, as well as all the high functionaries
by whom it was administered.
Under these circumstances, Mr. Slidell, in obedience to my direction,
addressed a note to the Mexican minister of foreign relations, under date
of the rst of March last, asking to be received by that Government in
the diplomatic character to which he had been appointed. This minister in his reply, under date of the 12th of March, reiterated the arguments
of his predecessor, and in terms that may be considered as giving just
grounds of offense to the Government and people of the United States
denied the application of Mr. Slidell. Nothing therefore remained for
our envoy but to demand his passports and return to his own country.
Thus the Government of Mexico, though solemnly pledged by official
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acts in October last to receive and accredit an American envoy, violated
their plighted faith and refused the offer of a peaceful adjustment of our
difficulties. Not only was the offer rejected, but the indignity of its
rejection was enhanced by the manifest breach of faith in refusing to
admit the envoy who came because they had bound themselves to receive
him. Nor can it be said that the offer was fruitless from the want of
opportunity of discussing it; our envoy was present on their own soil.
Nor can it be ascribed to a want of sufficient powers; our envoy had full
powers to adjust every question of difference. Nor was there room for
complaint that our propositions for settlement were unreasonable; permission was not even given our envoy to make any proposition whatever.
Nor can it be objected that we, on our part, would not listen to any
reasonable terms of their suggestion; the Mexican Government refused
all negotiation, and have made no proposition of any kind.
In my message at the commencement of the present session I informed
you that upon the earnest appeal both of the Congress and convention of
Texas I had ordered an efficient military force to take a position '' between
the Nueces and the Del Norte." This had become necessary to meet
a threatened invasion of Texas by the Mexican forces, for which extensive military preparations had been made. The invasion was threatened
solely because Texas had determined, in accordance with a solemn resolu, tion of the Congress of the United States, to annex herself to our Union,
and under these circumstances it was plainly our duty to extend our
protection over her citizens and soil.
This force was concentrated at Corpus Christi, and remained there
until after I had received such information from Mexico as rendered it
probable, if not certain, that the Mexican Government would refuse to
receive our envoy.
Meantime Texas, by the final action of our Congress, had become an
integral part of our Union. The Congress of Texas, by its act of December 19, 1836, had declared the Rio del Norte to be the boundary of that
Republic. Its jurisdiction had been extended and exercised beyond the
Nueces. The country between that river and the Del Norte had been
represented in the Congress and ih the convention of Texas, had thus
taken part in the act of annexation itself, and is now included within
one of our Congressional districts. Our own Congress had, moreover,
with great unanimity, by the act approved December 31, 1845, recognized
the country beyond the Nueces as a part of our territory by including
it within our own revenue system,· and a revenue officer to reside within
that district has been appointed by and with the advice and consent of
the enate. It became, therefore, of urgent necessity to provide for the
defense of that portion of our country.
ccordingly, on the 13th of January last in tructions were issued to the general in command of these
troop to occupy the left bank of the D 1 orte. This ri er, which i
the southwestern boundary of the tate of Texas, is an exposed frontier.
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From this quarter invasion was threatened; upon it and in its immediate
vicinity, in the judgment of high military experience, are the proper stations for the protecting forces of the Government. In addition to this important consideration, several others occurred to induce this movement.
Among these are the facilities afforded by the ports at Brazos Santiago
and the mouth of the Del Norte for the reception of supplies by sea, the
stronger and more healthful military positions, the convenience for obtaining a ready and a more abundant supply of provisions, water, fuel,
and forage, and the adv~ntages which are afforded by the Del Norte in
forwarding supplies to such posts as may be established in the interior
and upon the Indian frontier.
The movement of the troops to the Del Norte was made by the commanding general under positive instructions to abstain from all aggressive acts toward Mexico or Mexican citizens and to regard the relations
between that Republic and the United States as peaceful unless she
should declare war or commit acts of hostility indicative of a state of
war. He was specially directed to protect private property and respect
personal rights.
The Army moved from Corpus Christi on the I 1th of March, and on the
28th of that month arrived on the left bank of the Del Norte opposite
to Matamoras, where it encamped on a commanding position, which has
since been strengthened by the erection of :fieldworks. A depot has also
been established at Point Isabel, near the Brazos Santiago, 30 miles in
rear of the encampment. The selection of his position was necessarily
confided to the judgment of the general in command.
The Mexican forces at Matamoras assumed a belligerent attitude, and
on the 12th of April General Ampudia, then in command, notified General Taylor to break up his camp within twenty-four hours and to retire
beyond the Nueces River, and in the event of his failure to comply with
these demands announced tliat arms, and arms alone, must decide the
question. But no open act of hostility was committed until the 24th of
April. On that day General Arista, who had succeeded to the command
of the Mexican forces, communicated to General Taylor that "he considered hostilities commenced and should prosecute them.'' A party of
dragoons of 63 men and officers were on the sa.'me day dispatched from
the American camp up the Rio del Norte, on its left bank, to ascertain
whether the Mexican troops had crossed or were preparing to cross the
river, '' became engaged with a large body of these troops, and after a
short affair, in which some 16 were killed and wounded, appear to have
been surrounded and compe11ed to surrender.''
The grievous wrongs perpetrated by Mexico upon our citizens throughout a long period of years remain unredre5sed, and solemn treaties pledging her public faith for this redress have been disregarded. A government either unable or unwilling to enforce the execution of such treaties
fails to perform one of its plainest duties.
·
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Our commerce with Mexico has been almost annihilated. It was formerly highly beneficial to both nations, but our merchants have been
deterred from prosecuting it by the system of outrage and extortion
which the Mexican authorities have pursued against them, whilst their
appeals through their own Government for indemnity have been made in
vain. Our forbearance has gone to such an extreme as to be mistaken
in its character. Had we acted with vigor in repelling the insults and
redressing the injuries inflicted by Mexico at . the commencement, we
should doubtless have escaped all the difficulties in which we are now
involved.
Instead of this, however, we have. been exerting our best efforts to propitiate her good will. Upon the pretext that Texas, a nation as independent as herself, thought proper to unite its destinies with our own_
she has affected to believe that we have severed her rightful territory,
- and in official proclamations and manifestoes has repeatedly threatened
to make war upon us for the purpose of reconquering Texas. In the
meantime we have tried every effort at reconciliation. The cup of forbearance had been exhausted even before the recent information from the
frontier of the ·Del Norte. But now, after reiterated menaces, Mexico
has passed the boundary of the United States, has invaded our territory
and shed American blood upon the American soil. She has proclaimed
that hostilities have commenced, and that the two nations are now at war.
As war exists, and, notwithstanding all our efforts to avoid it, exists
by the act of Mexico herself, we are called upon by every consideration
of duty and patriotism to vindicate with decision the honor, the rights,
and the interests of our country.
Anticipating the possibility of a crisis like that which has arrived,
instructions were given in August last, "as a precautionary measure"
against invasion or threatened invasion, authorizing General Taylor, if
the emergency required, to accept volunt~ers, not from Texas only,
but from the States of Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, and
Kentucky, and corresponding letters were addressed to the respective
governors of those States. These instructions were repeated, and in
January last, soon after the incorporation of "Texas into our Union of
States,'' General Taylor was further '' authorized by the President to
make a requisition upon the executive of that State for such of its
militia force as may be needed to repel invasion or to secure the country
against apprehended invasion.'' On the 2d day of March he was again
reminded, '' in the event of the approach of any considerable Mexican
force, promptly and efficiently to use the authority with which he was
clothed to call to him such auxiliary force as he might need.'' \\ ar
actually existing and our territory having been invaded, General Taylor,
pur uant to authority vested in him by my direction, has called on the
go ernor of Texas for four regiments of tate troops, two to be mounte
and
o to serve on foot, and on the go ernor of Loui iana for four
regiments of infantry to be sent to him as soon as practicable.
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fo further vindication of our rights and defense of our territory, I
invoke the prompt action of Congress to recognize the existence of the
war, and to place at the disposition of the Executive the means of prosecuting the war with vigor, and thus hastening the restoration of peace.
To this end I recommend that authority should be given to call into the
public service a large body of volunteers to serve for not less than six or
twelve months unless sooner discharged. A volunteer force is beyond
question more efficient than any other description of citizen soldiers, and
it is not to be doubted that a number far beyond that required would
readily rush to the field upon the call of their country. I further recommend that a liberal provision be made for sustaining our entire military
force and furnishing it with supplies and munitions of war.
The most energetic and prompt measures and the immediate appearance in arms of a large and overpowering force are recommended to
Congress as the most certain and efficient means of bringing the existing
collision with Mexico to a speedy and successful termination.
In making these recommendations I deem it proper to declare that it
is my anxious desire not only to terminate hostilities speedily, but to
bring all matters in dispute between this Government and Mexico to an
early and amicable adjustment; and in this view I shall be prepared to
renew negotiations whenever Mexico shall be ready to receive propositions
or to make propositions of her own.
I transmit herewith a copy of the correspondence between our envoy
to Mexico and the Mexican minister for foreign affairs, and so much of
the correspondence between that envoy and the Secretary of State and
between the Secretary of War and the general in command on the Del
Norte as is necessary to a full understanding of the subject.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, May I2, I8¢6.
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I herewith transmit to Congress a copy of a communication* from the
officer commanding the Army in Texas, with the papers which accompanied it. They were received by the Southern mail of yesterday, some
hours after -my message of that date had been transmitted, and are of
a prior date to one of the communications from th~ same officer which
accompanied that message.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, May I9, I8¢6.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, in answer to
a resolution of the Senate of the 4th of December last, which contains

*Relating to the operations of the Army near Matamoras, Mexico.
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the, information called for '' with respect to the practicabjlity and utility
of & fort or forts on Ship Island, on the coast of Mississippi, with a view
to tne protection of said coast."
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, May 26, I846.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
A convention was concluded at Lima on 17th March, 1841, between
the United States and the Republic of Peru, for the adjustment of claims
of our citizens upon that Republic. It was stipulated by the seventh
article of this convention that '' it shall be ratified by the contracting
parties, and the ratifications shall be exchanged within two years from
its date, or sooner if possible, after having been approved by the President and Senate of the United States and by the Congress of Peru."
This convention was transmitted by the President to the Senate for
their consideration during the extra session of r84r, but it did not receive their approbation until the 5th January, 1843. This delay rendered it impracticable that the convention should reach Lima before the
17th March, 1843, the last day when the ratifications could be exchanged
under the terms of its seventh article. The Senate therefore extended
the time for this purpose until the 20th December, 1843.
In the meantime; previous to the 17th March, 1843, General Menendez,
the constitutional President of Peru, had ratified the convention, declaring, however, in the act of ratification itself (which is without date),
that '' the present convention and ratification are to be submitted within
the time stipulated in the seventh article for the final approbation of the
National Congress." This was, however, rendered impossible from the
fact that no Peruvian Congress assembled from the date of the convention
until the year 1845.
When the convention arrived at Lima General Menendez had been deposed by a revolution, and General Vivanco had placed himself at the head
of the Government. On the 16th July, 1843, the convention was ratified
by him in absolute terms without the reference to Congress which the
constitution of Peru requires, because, as the ratification states, '' under
existing circumstances the Government exercises the legislative powers
demanded by the necessities of the State.'' The ratifications were accordingly exchanged at Lima on the 22d July, 1843, and the convention itself
was procfaimed at Washington by the President on the 21st day of February, 1844.
Tn the meantime General Vivanco was deposed, and on the 12th October, 1843, the Government then in existence published a decree declaring
all his administrative acts to be null and void, and notwithstanding the
eame t and able remonstrances of Mr. Pickett, our charge d'affaires at
Lima, the Peruvian Government have still persisted in declaring that
the ratification of the convention by ivanco was invalid.
fter the meeting of the Peruvian Congress in r 845 the con ention
was ubmitted to that body, by which it was approved on the 21st of
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October last, "with the condition, however, that the first installment
of $30,000 on account of the principal of the debt thereby recognized, and
to which the second article relates, should begin from the rst day of
January, 1846, and the interest on this annual sum, according to article 3, should be calculated and paid from the rst day of January, 1842,
following in all other respects besides this modification the terms of the
convention. ''
I am not in possession of the act of the Congress of Peru contaicing this provision, but the information is communicated through a note
under date of the 15th of November, 1845, from the minister of foreign
affairs of Peru to the charge d'affaires of the United States at Lima. A
copy of this note has been transmitted to the Department of State both
by our charge d' affaires at Lima and by the Peruvian minister of foreign
affairs, and a copy of the same is herewith transmitted.
Under these circumstances I submit to the Senate, for their consideration, the amendment to the convention thus proposed by the Congress of
Peru, with a view to its ratification. It would have been more satisfactory to have submitted the act itself of the Peruvian Congress, but, on
account of the great distance, if I should wait until its ,arrival another
year might be consumed, whilst the American claimants have already
been too long delayed in receiving the money justly due to them.
Several of the largest of these claimants would, I am informed, be satisfied with the modification of the convention adopted by the Peruvian
Congress.
A difficulty may arise in regard to the form of any proceeding which
the Senate might think proper to adopt, from the fact that the original convention ipproved by them was sent to Peru and was exchanged
for the other original, ratified by General Vivanco, which is now in the
Department of State. In order to obviate this difficulty as far as may
be in my power, I transmit a copy of the convention, under the seal of
the United States, on which the Senate might found any action they ·
may deem advisable.
I would suggest that should the Senate advise the adoption of the
amendment proposed by the Peruvian Congress the time for exchanging
the ratifications of the amended convention ought to be extended for a
considerable period, so as to provide against all accidents in its transmission to Lima.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, May 27, I8¢6.
To the House of Representatz'ves:
In compliance with the request contained in the resolution of the House

of Representatives of this date, I transmit copies of all the official dispatches which have been received from General Taylor, commanding
the army of occupation on the Rio Grande, relating to the battles* of
the 8th and 9th instant.
JAMES K. POLK.
• Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma.
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May 28, I8,t.6.

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I transmit a copy of a note, under date the 26th instant, from the envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Her Britannic Majesty to
the Secretary of State, communicating a dispatch, under date of the 4th
instant, received .by him from Her Majesty's principal secretary of state
for foreign affairs.
From these it will be seen that the claims of the two Governments
upon each other for a return of duties which had been levied in violation
of the commercial convention of 1815 have been :finally and satisfactorily
adjusted. In making this communication I deem it proper to express
my satisfaction at the prompt manner in which the British Government
has acceded to the suggestion of the Secretary of State for the speedy
termination of this affair.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

June

I,

I8,f.6.

To the Senate of the United States:
I propose, for the reason stated in the accompanying communication
of the Secretary of War, that the confirmation of Brevet Second Lieutenant L.B. Wood by the Senate on the 5th of February, as a second
lieutenant in the Fifth Regiment of Infantry, be canceled; and I nominate the officers named in the same communication for regular promotion
in the Army.
JAMES K. POLK.
WAR DEPARTMENT, May IJ, I846.
The PRESIDENT 01"' THE UNITED STATES.
SrR: On the 12th of December last a list of promotions and appointments of officers
of the Army was submitted to the Senate for confirmation, in which list Brevet Second
Lieutenant L.B. Wood, of the Eighth Infantry, was nominated to the grade of second lieutenant in the Fifth Regiment of Infantry,· vice Second Lieutenant Deas,
promoted. He was entitled to this vacancy by seniority, but in a letter dated November 30, 1845, and received at the Adjutant-General's Office December 30, 1845
( eighteen days after the list referred to above had been sent to the Senate ), he says:
"I respectfully beg leave to be permitted to decline promotion in any other regiment,
and to fill the first vacancy which may happen in the E ighth." This request was
acceded to, and accordingly, on the first subsequent list submitted to the Senate,
dated January 8, 1846 1 Brevet Second Lieutenant Charles S. Hamilton, of the Second
Infantry ( the next below Lieutenant Wood), was nominated to fill the vacancy in the
Fifth Regiment and Lieutenant Wood to a vacancy which has occurred meanwhile
(December 31) in the Eighth.
The foregoing circumstances were explained in a note to the nomination list of
January 8, but it is probable the explanation escaped observation in the Senate, as on
the 5th of February Lieutenant Wood was confirmed in the Fifth Infantry, agreeably
to the fir t nomination, while no action appears to have been taken on his nomination or that of Lieutenant Hamilton on the subsequent list of January 8, 1846.
As no commissions have yet been issued to these officers, and as Lieutenant Wood
has renewed his application to be continued in the Eighth Infantry, I respectfully
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suggest that the Senate be requested to cancel their confirmation, on the 5th of February, of his promotion as a second lieutenant in the Fifth Regiment of Infantry;
and I have the honor to propose the renomination of the lieutenants whose names
are annexed for regular promotion, to wit:

Fifth Reg£ment of Infantry.
Brevet Second Lieutenant Charles S. Hamilton, of the Second Regiment of Infan-

try, to be second lieutenant, November 17, 1846, v£ce Deas, promoted.
Eighth Regiment of Infantry.
Brevet Second Lieutenant Lafayette B. Wood to be second lieutenant, December 31,
18461 vice Maclay, promoted.

I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,

W. L. MARCY.
WASHINGTON,

June 5, I8,t.6.

To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 22d ultimo, calling
for information upon the subject of the treaties which were concluded
between the late Republic of Texas and England and France, respectively, I transmit a report_from the Secre~ry of State and the documents
by which it was accompanied.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,June 6, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolutions of the Senate of the 10th, rrth, and 22d
of April la$t, I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of
State, accompanied with the correspondence between the Government
of the United States and that of Great Britain in the years 1840, 1841,
1842, and 1843 respecting the right or practice of visiting or searching
merchant vessels in time of peace, and also the protest addressed by the
minister of the United States at Paris in the year 1842 against the concurrence of France in the quintuple treaty, together with all correspondence relating thereto.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, June 6, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, a convention signed on the 2d day of May, 1846, by the minister of the United
States at Berlin with the plenipotentiary of Hesse-Cassel, for the mutual
abolition of the droit d' aubaine and duties on emigration between that
German State and the United States; and I communicate with the convention an explanatory dispatch of the minister of the United States dated
on the same day of the present year and numbered 284.

JAMES K. POLK.
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WASHINGTON,

June 8, I8,t.6.

To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of War, transmitting the correspondence called for by the resolution of the Senate of
the 5th instant with General Edmund P. Gaines and General Winfield
Scott, of the Army of the United States.
The report of the Secretary of War and the accompanying correspondence with General Gaines contain all the information in my possession
in relation to calls for ''volunteers or militia into the service of the United
States'' '' by any officer of the Army'' without legal '' authority therefor," and of the "measures which have been adopted" "in relation to
such officer or troops so called into service.''
'In addition to the information contained in the report of the Secretary of War and the accompanying correspondence with '' Major-General
Scott, of the United States Army, upon the subject of his taking the command of the army of occupation· on the frontier of Texas,'' I state that
on the same day on which I approved and signed the act of the 13th
of May, 1846, entitled "An act providing for the prosecution of the existing war between the United States and the Republic of Mexico," I
communicated to General Scott, through the Secretary of War, and also
in a personal interview with that officer, my desire that he should take
command of the Army on the Rio Grande and of the volunteer forces
which I informed him it was my intention forthwith to call out to march
to that frontier to be employed in the prosecution of the war against
Mex ico. The tender of the command to General Scott was voluntary on
my part, and was made without any request or intimation on the subject
from him. It was made in consideration of his rank as Commander in
Chief of the Army. My communications with General Scott assigning
him the command were verbal, :first through the Secretary of War and
afterwards in person. No written order was deemed to be necessary.
General Scott assented to assume the command, and on the following
day I had another interview with him and the Secretary of War, in relation to the number and apportionment among the several States of the
volunteer forces to be called out for immediate service, the forces which
were to be organized and held in readiness subject to a future call should
it become necessary, and other military preparations and movements to
be made with a view to the vigorous prosecution of the war. It was distinctly ettled, and was well understood by General Scott, that he was to
command the rmy in the war against Mexico, and so continued to be
settled and understood without any other intention on my part until the
ecretar) of v ar ubmitted to me the letter of General Scott addressed
to him under date of the 21st of ay, 1846, a copy of which is herewith communicated. The character of that letter made it proper, in my
jud ent, to change my determination in regard to the command of the
Army, and the Secretary of War, by my direction, in his letter of the 25th
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.of May, 1846, a copy of which is also herewith communicated, for the rea..
sons therein assigned, informed General Scott that he was relieved from
the command of the Army destined to prosecute the war against Mexico,
and that he would remain in the discharge of his duties at Washington.
The command of the Army on the frontier of Mexico has since been as·signed to General Taylor, with his brevet rank of major-general recently
conferred upon him.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, June IO, I846.
To the Senate of the United States:
I lay before the Senate a proposal, in the form of a convention, presented to the Secretary of State on the 6th instant by the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Her Britannic Majesty, for the
, adjustment of the Oregon question, together with a protocol of this proceeding. I submit this proposal to the consideration of the Senate, and
request their advice as to the action which in their judgment it may be
proper to take in reference to it.
In the early periods of the Government the opinion and advice of the
Senate were often taken in advance upon important questions of our for•·
eign policy. General Washington repeatedly consulted the Senate and
asked their previous advice upon pending negotiations with foreign powers, and the Senate in every instance responded to his call by giving their
advice, to which he always conformed his action. This practice, though
rarely resorted to in later times, was, in my judgment, eminently wise,
and may on occasions of great importance be properly revived. The
Senate are a branch of the treaty-making power, and by consulting them
in advance of his own action upon important measures of foreign policy
which may ultimately come before them for their consideration the President secures harmony of action between that body and himself. The
Sep.ate are, moreover, a branch of the war-making power, and it may be
eminently proper for the Executive to take the opinion and advice of that
body in advance upon any great question which may involve in its decision the issue of peace or war. On the present occasion the magnitude
of the subject would induce me under any circumstances to desire the
previous advice of the Senate, and that desire is increased by the recent
debates and proceedings in Congress, which render it, in my judgment, not
only respectful to the Senate, but necessary and proper, if not indispensable to insure harmonious action between that body and the Executive.
In conferring on the Executive the authority to give the notice for the
abrogation of the convention of 1827 the Senate acted publicly so large a
part that a decision on the proposal now made by the British Government, without a definite knowledge of the views of that body in reference to it, might render the question still more complicated and difficult of
adjustment. For these reasons I invite the consideration of the Senate to
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the proposal of the British Government for the settlement of the Oregon
question, and ask their advice on the subject.
My opinions and my action on the Oregon question were fully made
known to Congress in my annual message of the 2d of December last,
and the opinions therein expressed remain unchanged.
Should the Senate, by the constitutional majority required for the ratification of treaties, advise the acceptance of this proposition, or advise it
with such modifications as they may upon full deliberation deem proper,
I shall conform my action to their advice. Should the Senate, however,
decline by such constitutional majority to give such advice or to express
an opinion on the subject, I shall consider it my duty to reject the offer.
I also communicate herewith an extract from a dispatch of the Secretary of State to the minister of the United States at London under
date of the 28th of April last, directing him, in accordance with the joint
~esolution of Congress '' concerning the Oregon Territory,'' to deliver the
notice to the British Government for the abrogation of the convention
of the 6th of August, 1827, and also a copy of the notice transmitted to
him for that purpose, together with extracts from a dispatch ·of that minister to the Secretary of State bearing.date on the_18th day of May last.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, June II, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States :
I transmit herewith a communication from the Secretary of War,
which is accompanied by documents relating to General Gaines's calls
for volunteers, received since the answer was made to the resolution of
the Senate of the 5th instant on that subject, and which I deem it proper
to submit for the further information of the Senate.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

June I2, I8,t.6.

To the Senate and House of Representatz'ves :
I transmit herewith for the information of Congress, official reports
received at the War Department from the officer commanding the Anny
on the Mexican frontier, giving a detailed report of the operations of
the Army in that quarter, and particularly of the recent engagements*
between the Americ~n and Mexican forces.
JAMEJ K. POLK.

W ASHI TGTO , June I5, I8/6.
To the S enate of the United States:
I tran mit herewith a communication from the Secretary of \\"ar accompanied by a report of an expedition led by Lieutenant Abert on the
• Palo Alto and Resace de la Palma.
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Upper Arkansas and through the country of the Camanche Indians in
the fall of the year 1845, a.s requested by the resolution of the Senate
of the 9th instant.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, June I6, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 3d instant, I communicate herewith estimates prepared by the War and Navy Departments of
the probable _e xpenses of conducting the existing war with Mexico during the remainder of the present and the whole of the next fiscal year.
I communicate also a report of the Secretary of the Treasury, based upon
these estimates, containing recommendations of measures for raising the
additional means required. It is probable that the actual expenses incurred during the period specified may fall considerably below the esti- ·
mates submitted, which are for a larger number of troops than have yet
been called to the field. As a precautionary measure, however, against
any possible deficiency, the estimates have been made at the largest
amount which any state of the service may require.
It will be perceived from the report of the Secretary of the Treasury
that a considerable portion of the additional amount required may be
raised by a modification of the rates of duty imposed by the existing
tariff laws. The high duties at present levied on many articles totally
exclude them from importation, whilst the quantity and amount of others
which are imported are greatly diminished. By reducing these duties to
a revenue standard, it is not doubted that a large amount of the articles
on which they are imposed would be imported, and a corresponding
amount of revenue be received at the Treasury from this source. By
imposing reveriue duties on many articles now permitted to be imported
free of duty, and by regulating the rates within the revenue standard
upon others, a large additional revenue will be collected. Independently
of the high considerations which induced me in my annual message to
recommend a modification and reduction of the rates of duty imposed by
the act of 1842 as being not only proper in reference to a state of peace,
but just to all the great interests of the country, the necessity of such
modification and reduction as a war measure must now be manifest.
The country requires additional revenue for the prosecution of the war.
It may be obtained to a great extent by reducing the prohibitory and
highly protective duties imposed by the existing laws to revenue rates,
by imposing revenue duties on the free list, and by modifying the rates of
duty on other articles.
The modifications recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury in
his annual report in December last were adapted to a state of peace, and
the additional duties now suggested by him are with a view strictly to
raise revenue as a war measure. At the conclusion of the war these
duties may and should be abolished and reduced to lower rates..
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It is not apprehended that the existing war with Mexico will materially affect our trade and commerce with the rest of the world. On the
contrary, the reductions proposed would increase that trade and augment
the revenue derived from it.
When the country is in a state of war no contingency should be permitted to occur in which there would be a deficiency in the Treasury for
the vigorous prosecution of the war, and to guard against such an event
it is recommended that contingent authority be given to issue Treasury notes or to contract a loan for a limited amount, reimbursable at an
early day. Should no occasion arise to exercise the power, still it may
be important that the authority should exist should there be a necessity
for it. ·
It is not deemed necessary to resort to direct taxes or excises, the
measures recommended being deemed preferable as a means of increasing the revenue. It is hoped that the war with Mexico, if vigorously
prosecuted, as is contemplated, may be of short duration. I shall be at
all times ready to conclude an honoraple peace whenever the Mexican
Government shall manifest a like disposition. The existing war has
been rendered necessary by the acts of Mexico, and whenever that power
shall be ready to do us justice we shall be prepared to sheath the sword
and tender to her the olive branch of peace.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, June I6, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the United States:
In accordance with the resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant,
that '' the President of the United States be, and he is hereby, advised to
accept the proposal of the British Government accompanying his message
to the Senate dated 10th June, 1846, for a convention to settle boundaries,
etc., between the United States and Great Britain west of the Rocky or
Stony Mountains,'' a convention was concluded and signed on the 15th
instant by the Secretary of State, on the part of the United States, and
the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of Her Britannic
Majesty, on the part of Great Britain.
This convention I now lay before the Senate, for their consideration
with a view to its ratification.
JAMES K. POLK.

W ASHINGTO , J une I7, I846.
To the Ilouse o.f Representatives o.f t!te United .States:
I communicate herewith a report from the ecretary of the • ~avy
accompanied ith the correspondence called for by the resolution oft
Hou of Repre entative of the 4th of ay last, bet een Cornman e
. J. eodergra t and the o ernment on the Rio de la Plata and
for ign naval commander and the nited tate mini er at Bue
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Ayres and the Navy Department, whilst or since said Pendergrast was
in command of the United States ship Boston in the Rio de la Plata,
touching said service.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, June 23, I8,f-6.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, a convention concluded by the minister of the United States at Berlin with the
Duchy of Nassau, dated on the 27th May, 1846, for the mutual abolition
of the droit d' aubaine and taxes on emigration between that State of the
Germanic Confederation and the United States of America, and also a
dispatch from the minister explanatory of the convention . .

JAMES K. POLK., ·
WASHINGTON, June 2,f-, I8,f.6.
To the Senate:
I transmit herewith a communication from the Secretary of War,
accompanied by a report from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in
reply to the resolution of the Senate of the 9th instant, requiring information on the subject of the removal of the Chippewa Indians from the
mineral lands on Lake Superior.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, July 2, I8,f-6.
To the House of Representatives:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, together with
copies of the correspondence in the year 1841 between the President of
the United States and the governor of New York relative to the appearance of Joshua A. Spencer, esq., district attorney of the United States
for the western district of New York in the courts of the State of New
York as counsel for Alexander McLeod, called for by the resolution of
the House of Representatives of the roth of April, 1846.

JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, July 7, I8,f-6.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, a treaty of
commerce and navigation between the United States and the Kingdom
of Hanover, concluded and signed at Hanover on the roth ultimo by the
respective plenipotentiaries.
And I communicate at the same time extracts of a dispatch from the
agent of the United States explanatory of the treaty.

JAMES K. POLK.
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WASHINGTON, July 9, I8¢6.
To the Senate of the United States: ·
. I transmit herewith, for the consideration and advice of the Senate
with regard to its ratification, a treaty concluded on the 5th and 17th
days of June last by T. p; Andrews, Thomas A. Harvey, and Gideon C.
Matlock, commissioners on the part of the United States, and the various
bands of the Pottawatomies, Chippewa, and Ottawa Indians, together with
a report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.and other papers explanatory of the same.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, July 9, I8/6.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury,
transmitting a report from the Commissioner of Public Lands in reply to
the resolution of the Senate of the 22d of June, 1846, calling for information of the "progress which has been made in the surveys of the
mineral region upon Lake Superior, and within what time such surveys
may probably be prepared for the sales of the lands in that country. ''
In answer to that portion of the resolution which calls for the "views"
of the Executive '' respecting the proper mode of disposing of said lands,
keeping in view the interest of the United States and the equitable
claims of individuals who, under the authority of the War Department,
have made improvements thereon or acquired rights of possession, '' I
recommend that these lands be brought into market and sold at such
price and under such regulations as Congress may prescribe, and that
the right of preemption be secured to such persons as have, under the
authority of the War Department, made improvements or acquired rights
of possession thereon. Should Congress deem it proper to authorize the
sale of these lands, it will be necessary to attach them to suitable land
districts, and that they be placed under the management and control of
the General Lapd Office, as other public lands.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, July I I, I8/6 .
To the Senate of the United States.
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of War, together
with copies of the reports of the board of engineers heretofore employed
in an examination of the coast of Texas with a view to its defense and
improvement, called for by the resolution of the 29th June, 1846.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, July IS, I8,t.6 .
To tlie Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I tran mit herewith, for the consideration of the Senate, a treaty co eluded on the 15th day of ay last with the omanche and other tribes
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or bands of Indians of Texas and the S~uthwestem prairies. I also inclose a communication from the Secretary of War and a report from the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with accompanying documents, which
contain full explanations of the considerations which led to the negotiation of the treaty and the general objects sought to be accomplished
by it.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, July 2I, I8.f.6.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit, in compliance with the request of the Senate in
their resolution of the 17th of June, 1846, a report of the Secretary of
State, together with a copy of all '' the dispatches and instructions'' '' relative to the Oregon treaty» "forwarded to our minister, Mr. McLane,"
'' not heretofore communicated to the Senate,'' including a statement of
the propositions for the adjustment of the Oregon question previously
made and rejected by the respective Governments. This statement was
furnished to Mr. McLane before his departure from the country, and is
dated on the 12th July, 1845, the day on which the note was addressed
by the Secretary of State to Mr. Pakenham offering to settle the controversy by the forty-ninth parallel of latitude, which was rejected by that
minister on the 29th July following.
The Senate will perceive that extracts from but two of Mr. McLane's
'' dispatches and communications to this Government '' are transmitted,
and these only because they were necessary to explain the answers given
to them by the Secretary of State.
' These dispatches are both numerous and voluminous, and, from their
confidential character, their publication, it is believed, would be highly
prejudicial to the public interests.
Public considerations alone have induced me to withhold the dispatches
of Mr. McLane addressed to the Secretary of State. I concur with the
Secretary of State in the views presented in his report herewith transmitted, against the publication of these dispatches.
·
Mr. McLane has performed his whole duty to his country, and I am
not only willing, but anxious, that every Senator who may desire it shall
have an opportunity of perusing these dispatches at the Department of
State. The Secretary of State has been instructed to afford every facility
for this purpose.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, July 2I, I8.f.6.
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of State, in answer
to the resolution of the Senate of the 18th of June, 1846, calling forcertain information in relation to the Oregon Territory.

JAMES K. POLK.
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WASHINGTON, August ¢, I846.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate the copy of a letter, under date
:)f the 27th ultimo, from the Secretary of State of the United States to the
minister of foreign relations of the Mexican Republic, again proposing
to open negotiations and conclude a treaty of peace which shall adjust
all the questions in dispute between the two Republics. Considering
the relative power of the two countries, the glorious events which have
already signalized . our arms, and the distracted condition of Mexico, I
did not conceive that any point of national honor could exist which
ought to prevent me from making this overture. Equally anxious to
terminate by a peace honorable for both . parties as I was originally
to avoid the existing war, I have deemed it my duty again to extend
the olive branch to Mexico. Should the Government of that Republic
accept the offer in the same friendly spirit by which it was dictated,
negotiations will speedily commence for the conclusion of a treaty.
The chief difficulty to be anticipated in the negotiation is the adjustment of the boundary between the parties by a line which shall at once
be satisfactory to both, and such as neither will hereafter be inclined to
disturb. This is the best mode of se~uring perpetual peace and good
neighborhood between the two Republics. Should the Mexican Government, in order to accomplish these objects, be willing to cede any
portion of their territory to the United States, we ought to pay them
a fair equivalent-a just and honorable peace, and not conquest, being
our purpose in the prosecution of the war.
Under these circumstances, and considering the exhausted and distracted condition of the Mexican Republic, it might become necessary
in order to restore p eace that I should have it in my power to advance
a portion of the consideration money for any cession of territory which
may be made. T he Mexican Government might not be willing to wait
for the payment of the whole until the treaty could be ratified by the
Senate and an appropriation to carry it into effect be made by Congress,
and the necessity for such a delay might defeat the object altogether. I
would therefore suggest whether it might not be wise for Congress to
appropriate a sum such as they might consider adequate for this purpose,
t o be paid, if necessary, immediately upon the ratification of the treaty
by Mexico. This disbursement would of course be accounted for at the
T reasury, not as secret-service money, but like other expenditures.
T wo precedents for such a proceeding exist in our past history, during
the Administration of Mr. Jefferson, to which I would call your attention. On the 26th February, 1803, Congress passed an act appropriating
2,000,000 "for the purpose of defraying any extraordinary expen
which may be incurred in the intercourse between the nited tates and
foreign nati ns '' '' to be applied under the direction of the President f
the nited tates, ~ho shall. cause an account of the expenditure thereo·
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to be laid before Congress as soon as may be;" and on the 13th February, 1806, an appropriation was made of the same amount and in the
same terms. The object in the first case was to enable the President to
obtain the cession of Louisiana, and in the second that of the Florida.
In neither case was the m~mey actually drawn from the Treasury, and I
should hope that the result might be similar in this respect on the present occasion, though the appropriation is deemed expedient as a precautionary measure.
I refer the whole subject to the Senate in executive session. If they
.should concur in opinion with me, then I recommend the passage of a
law appropriating such a sum as Congress may deem adequate, to be used
by the Executive, if necessary, for the purpose which r ·have indicated.
In the two cases to which I have referred the special purpose of the
appropriation did not appear on the face of the law, as this might have
defeated the object; neither, for the same reason, in my opinion, ought
it now to be stated.
I also communicate to the Senate the copy of a letter from the Secretary of State to Commodore Conner of the 29th ultimo, which was transmitted to him on the day it bears date.
JAMES K. POLK.
,
WASHINGTON, August 5, I846.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith a copy of a convention for the settlement and
adjustment of the Oregon question, which was concluded in this city on
the 15th day of June last between the United States and Her Britannic
Majesty. This convention has since been duly ratified by the respective
parties, and the ratifications were exchanged at London on the 17th day
of July, 1846.
It now becomes important that provision should be made by law at
the earliest practicable period for the organization of a Territorial government in Oregon.
It is also deemeq. proper that our laws regulating trade and intercourse
with the Indian tribes east of the Rocky Mountains should be extended
to such tribes within our territory as dwell beyond them, and that a
suitable number of Indian agents should be appointed for the purpose of
carrying these laws into execution.
It is likewise important that mail facilities, so indispensable for the
diffusion of information and for binding together the different portions
of our extended Confederacy, should be afforded to our citizens west of
the Rocky Mountains. ·
There is another subject to which I desire to call you:;:- special attention. It is of great importance to our country generally, and especially
to our navigating and whaling interests, that the Pacific Coast, and,
indeed, the whole of our territory west of the Rocky Mountains, .should
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speedily be filled up by a hardy and patriotic population. Emigrants
to that territory hav.e many difficulties to encounter and privations to
endure in their long and perilous journey, and by the time they reach
their place of destination their pecuniary means are generally much
reduced, if not altogether exhausted. Under these circumstances it is
deemed but an act of justice that these emigrants, whilst most effectually advancing the interests and policy of the Government, should be
aided by liberal grants of land. I would therefore recommend that
such grants be made to actual settlers upon the terms and under the
restrictions and limitations which Congress may think advisable.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

August 7, I8,t.6.

To the Senate of the United States :
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of the Navy,
with the accompanying documents, in answer to the resolution of the
Senate of August 6, 1846, calling for the report of the board of naval
officers, recently in session in this city, including.the orders under which
it was convened and the evidence which may have been laid before it.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, August 7, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the United States :
I transmit herewith, for the consideration and constitutional action
of the Senate, articles of a treaty which has been concluded by the
commissioners appointed for the purpose with the different parties into
which the Cherokee tribe of Indians has been divided, through their
delegates now in Washington. The same commissioners had previously
been appointed to investigate the ·subject of the difficulties which have
for years existed among the Cherokees, and which have kept them in a
state of constant excitement and almost entirely interrupted all progress
on their part in civilization and improvement in agriculture and the
mechanic arts, and have led to many unfortunate acts of domestic strife,
against which the Government is bound by the treaty of 1835 to protect
them. Their unfortunate internal dissensions had attracted the notice
and excited the sympathies of the whole country, and it became evident
that if something was not done to heal them they would terminate in a
sanguinary war, in which other tribes of Indians might become involved
and the lives and property of our own citizens on the frontier endangered.
I recommended in my message to Congress on the 13th of April last such
mea ures as I then thought it expedient should be adopted to restore
peace and good order among the Cherokees, one of which was a diviion f the country which they occupy and separation of the tribe. Thi
recommendation as made under the belief that the different factiom
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could not be reconciled and live together in harmony-a belief based in a
great degree upon the representations of the delegates of the two divisions
of the tribe. Since then, however, there appears to have been a change of
opinion on this subject on the part of these divisions of the tribe, and on
representations being ma.de to me that by the appointment of commissioners to hear and investigate the causes of grievance of the parties
against each other and to examine into their claims against the Government it would probably be found that an arrangement' could be made
which would once more harmonize the tribe and adjust in a satisfactory
manner their claims upon and relations with the United States, I did
not hesitate to appoint three persons for the purpose. The commissioners entered into an able and laborious investigation, and on their making known to me the probability of their being able to conclude a new
treaty with the delegates of all the divisions of the tribe, who were fully
empowered to make any new arrangement which would heal all dissensions among the Cherokees and restore them to their ancient condition of peace and good brotherhood, I authorized and appointed them
to enter into negotiations with these delegates for the accomplishment
of that object. The treaty now transmitted is tha. result of their labors,
and it is hoped that it will meet the approbation of Congress, and, if carried out in good faith by all parties to it, it is believed it will effect the
great and desirable ends had in view.
Accompanying the treaty is the report of the commissioners, and also a
communication to them from John Ross and others, who represent what
is termed the government party of the Cherokees, and which is transmitted at their request for the consideration of the Senate.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, August 8, I846.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I invite your attention to· the propriety of making an appropriation
to provide for any expenditure which it may be necessary to make in
advance for the purpose of settling all our difficulties with the Mexican Republic. It is my sincere desire to terminate, as it was originally
to avoid, the existing war with Mexico by a peace just and honorable to
both parties. It is probable that the chief obstacle to be surmounted in
accomplishing this desirable object will be the adjustment of a boundary
between the two Republics which shall prove satisfactory and convenient
to both, and such as neither will hereafter be inclined to disturb. In
the adjustment of this boundary we ought to pay a fair equivalent for
any concessions which may be made by Mexko.
Under these circumstances, and considering the other complicated
questions to be settled by negotiation with the Mexican Republic, I
deem it important that a sum of money should be placed under the
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control of the Executive to be advanced, if need be, to the Government
of that Republic immediately after their ratification of a treaty. It might
be inconvenient for the Mexican Government to wait for the whole sum
the payment of which may be stipulated by this treaty until it could be
ratified by our Senate and an appropriation to carry it into effect made
by Congress. Indeed, the necessity for this· delay might defeat the
object altogether. The disbursement of this money would of course be
accounted for, not as secret-service money, but like other expenditures.
Two precedents for such a proceeding exist in our past history, during the Administration of Mr. Jefferson, to which I would call your attention: On the 26th February, 1803, an act was passed appropriating
$2,000,000 '' for the purpose of defraying any extraordinary expenses
which may be incurred in the intercourse between the United States and
foreign nations,'' '' to be applied under the direction of the President of
the United States, who shall cause an account of the expenditure thereof
to be laid before Congress as soon as may be;" and on the 13th of February, 1806, an appropriation was made of the same amount and in the
same terms. In neither case was the money actually drawn from the
Treasury, and I should hope that the result in this respect might be
similar on the present occasion, although the appropriation may prove to
be indispensable in accomplishing the object. I would therefore recom•
mend the passage of a law a,,ppropriating $2 ,000,000 to be placed at the
disposal of the Executive for the purpose which I have indicated.
In order to prevent all misapprehension, it is my duty to state that,
anxious as I am to terminate the existing war with the least possible
delay, it will continue to be prosecuted with the utmost vigor until a
treaty of peace shall be signed by the parties and ratified by the Mexi~ .n
Republic.

JAMES K. POLK.

VETO MESSAGES.
W ASHI NGTON , August 3, I8,t.6.
To the H ouse of R epresentatz'ves:
I have considered the bill entitled "An act making appropriations for
the improvement of certain harbors and rivers'' with the care which its
importance demands, and now return the same to the House of Representatives, in which it originated, with my objections to its becoming a
law. The bill proposes to appropriate r,378,450 to be applied to more
than forty distinct and separate objects of improvement. On examining its provisions and the variety of objects of improvement which it
e brae , many of them of a local character, it is difficult to conceive
sanctioned and become a law, what practical constitutio
if it shall
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restraint can hereafter be imposed upon the most extended system of
internal improvements by the Federal Government in all parts of the
Union. The Constitution has not, in my judgment, conferred upon the
Federal Government the power to construct works of internal improvement within the States, or to appropriate money from the Treasury for
that purpose. That this bill assumes for the Federal Government the
right to exercise this power can not, I think, be doubted. The approved
course of the Government and the deliberately expressed judgment of
the people have denied the existence of such a power under the Constitution. Several of my predecessors have denied its existence in the most
solemn forms.
The general proposition that the Federal Government does not possess this power is so well settled and _has for a considerable period been
so generally acquiesced in that it is not deemed necessary to reiterate
the arguments by which it is sustained. Nor do I deem it necessary,
after the full and elaborate discussions which have taken place before
the country on this subject, to do more than to state the general considerations which have satisfied me of the unconstitutionality and inexpediency of the exercise of such a power.
It is not questioned that the Federal Government is one of limited
powers. Its powers are such, and such only, as are expressly granted in
the Constitution or are properly incident to the expressly granted powers and necessary to their execution. In determining whether a given
power has been granted a sound rule of construction has been laid down
by Mr. Madison. That rule is thatWhenever a question arises concerning a particular power, the first question is
whether the power be expressed in the Constitution. If it be, the question is decided. If it be not expressed, the next inquiry must be whether it is properly an
incident to an expressed power and necessary to its execution. If it be, it may be
exercised by Congress. If it be not, Congress can not exercise it.

It is not pretended that there is any express grant in the Constitution conferring on Congress the power in question. Is it, then, an
incidental power necessary and proper for the execution of any of the
granted powers? All the granted powers, it is confidently affirmed,
may be effectually executed without the aid of such an incident. "A
power, to be incidental, must not be exercised for ends which make it a
principal or substantive power, independent of the principal power to
which it is an incident." It is not enough that it may be regarded
by Congress as conven£ent or that its exercise would advance the public
weal. It must be necessary and proper to the execution of the principal
expressed power to which it is an incident, and without which such
principal power can not be carried into effect. The whole frame of the
Federal Constitution proves that the Government which it creates was
intended to be one of limited and specified powers. A construction of
the Constitution so broad as that by which the power in question is
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defended tends imperceptibly to a consolidation of power in-a Government intended by its framers to be thus limited in its authority. '' The
· obvious tendency and inevitable result of a consolidation of the States
into one sovereignty would be to transform the republican system of the
United States into a monarchy.'' To guard against t~e assumption of
all powers which encroach upon the reserved sovereignty of the States,
and which consequently tend to consolidation, is the duty of all the true
friends of our political system. That the power in question is not properly an incident to any of the granted powers I am fully satisfied; but if
there were doubts on this subject, experience has demonstrated the wisdom of the rule that all the functionaries of the Federal Government
should abstain from the exercise of all questionable or doubtful powers.
If an enlargement of the powers of the Federal Government should be
deemed proper, it is safer and wiser to appeal to the States and the
people in the mode prescribed by the Constitution for the grant desired
than to assume its exercise without an amendment of the Constitution.
If Congress does not possess the general power to construct works of
internal improvement within the States, or to appropriate money from
the Treasury for that purpose, what is there to exempt some, at least,
of the objects of appropriation included in this bill from the operation of
the g eneral rule? This b,ill assumes the existence of the power, and
in some of its provisions asserts the principle that Congress may ex ercise it as fully as though the appropriations which it · proposes were
applicable to the construction of roads and canals. If there be a distinction in principle, it is not perceived, and should be clearly defined.
Some of the obj ects of appropriation contained in this bill are local in
their character, and lie within the limits of a single State; and though
in t he language of the bill they are called harbors, they are not connected
with foreign commerce, nor are t hey places of refuge or shelter for our
Navy or commercial marine on t he ocean or lake shores. T o call the
mouth of a creek or a shallow inlet on our coast a harbor can not confer
t he authority to expend the public money in its improvement. Congress
have exercised the power coeval with t he Constitution of establishing
light-houses, beacons, buoys, and piers on our ocean and lake shores
for the purpose of rendering navigation safe and easy and of affording
protection and shelter for our Navy and other shipping. These are
safeguard placed in existing channels of navigation. After the long
acquiescence of the Government through all preceding Administrations,
I am not di posed to question or disturb the authority to make appropriation for such purposes.
When e ad ance a step beyond this point, and, in addition to the establi ·hment and upport, by appropriations from the Treasury, of lighthou es, beacon , buoy , pier and other improv ments ithin the bays,
inlet , and harbor on our ocean and lake coa t immediately connected
ith our foreign commerce, attempt to .tnake improvements in the inte-
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rior at points unconnected with foreign commerce,· and where they are
not needed for the protection and security of our Navy and commercial
marine, the difficulty arises in drawing a line beyond which appropriations
may not be made by the Federal Government.
One of my predecessors, who saw the evil consequences of the system proposed to be revived by this bill, attempted to define this line
by declaring that '' expenditures of this character'' should be '' confined
below the ports of 'entry or delivery established by law." Acting on this
restriction, he withheld his sanction from a bill which had passed Congress" to improve the navigation of the Wabash River." He was at the
same time '' sensible that this restriction was not as satisfactory as could
be desired, and that much embarrassment may be caused to the executive
department in its execution, by appropriations for remote and not wellunderstood objects.'' This restriction, it was soon found, was subject to
be evaded and rendered comparatively useless in checking the system of
improvements which it was designed to arrest, in consequence of the
facility with which ports of entry and delivery may be established by
law upon the upper waters, and in some instances almost at the head
springs of some of the most unimportant of our riyers, and at points on
our eoast possessing no commercial importance and not used as places of
refuge and safety by our Navy and other shipping. Many of the ports
of entry and delivery now authorized by law, so far as foreign commerce
is concerned, exist only in the statute books. No entry of foreign goods
is ever made and no duties are ever collected at them. No exports of
American products bound for foreign countries ever clear from them.
To assume that their existence in the statute book as potts of entry or
delivery warrants expenditures on the waters leading to them, which
would be otherwise unauthorized, would be to assert the proposition that
the lawmaking power may ingraft new provisions on the Constitution.
If the restriction is a sound one, it can only apply to the bays, inlets,
and rivers connected with or leading to such ports as actually have foreign commerce-ports at which foreign importations arrive in bulk,
paying the duties charged by law, and from which exports are made
to foreign countries. It will be found by applying the restriction thus
understood to the bill under consideration that it contains appropriations
for more than twenty objects of internal improvement, called in the bill
harbors, at places which have never been declared by law either ports
of entry or delivery, and at which, as appears from the records of the
Treasury, there has never been an arrival of foreign merchandise, and
from which there has never been a vessel cleared for a foreign country.
It will be found that many of these works are new, and at places for
the improvement of which appropriations are now for the first time
proposed. It will be found also that the bill contains appropriations
for rivers upon which there not only exists no foreign commerce, but
upon which there has not been established even a paper port of entry,
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and for the mouths of creeks, denominated harbors, which if improved
can .benefit only the particular neighborhood in which they are situated.
It will be found, too, to contain appropriations the expenditure of which
will only have the effect of improving one place at the expense of the local
natural advantages of another in its vicinity. Should this bill become
a law, the same principle which authorizes the appropriations which it
proposes to make would also authorize similar appropriations for the improvement of all the other bays, inlets, and creeks, which may with equal
propriety be called harbors, and of all the rivers, important or unimportant, in every part of the Union. To sanction the bill with such provisions would be to concede the principle that the Federal Government
possesses the power to expend the public money in a general system of
internal improvements, limited in its extent only by the ever-varying discretion of successive Congresses and successive Executives. It would
be to efface and remove the limitations and restrictions of power which
the Constitution has wisely provided to limit the authority and action
of the Federal Government to a few well-defined and specified objects.
Besides these objections, the practical evils which must flow from the exercise on the part of the Federal Government of the powers asserted in
this bill impress my mind with a grave sense of my duty to avert them
from the country as far as my constitutional action may enable me to do so.
It not only leads to a consolidation of power in the Federal Government
at the expense of the rightful authority of the States, but its inevitable
tendency is to embrace objects for the expenditure of the public money
which are local in their character, benefiting but few at the expense of
the common Treasury of the whole. It will engender sectional feelings
and prejudices calculated to disturb the harmony of the Union. It will
destroy the harmony which should prevail in our legislative councils.
It will produce combinations of local and sectional interests, strong
enough when united to carry propositions for appropriations of public
money which could not of themselves, and standing alone, succeed, and
can not fail to lead to wasteful and extravagant expenditures.
It must produce a disreputable scramble for the public money, by the
conflict which is inseparable from such a system between local and individual intere"-ts and the general interest of the whole. It is unjust to
those States which have with their own means constructed their own
internal improvements to make from the common Treasury appropriations for similar improvements in other States.
In its operation it will be oppressive and unjust toward those States
whose representatives and people either deny or doubt the existence of
the power or think its exerd e inexpedient, and who, while the equally
contribute to the Treasury, can not con istently with their opinions
engage in a general competition for a share of the public mone . Thus
a large portion of the Union, in numbers and in geographical extent contributing its equal proportion of tax to th support of the Go
ent,
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would under the operation of such a system be compelled to see . the
national treasure-the common stock of all-unequally disbursed, and
often improvidently wasted for the advantage of small sections, instead of
being applied to the great national purposes in which all have a common ·
interest, and for which alone the power to collect the revenue was given.
Should the system of internal improvements proposed prevail, all these
evils will multiply and increase with the increase of the number of the
States and the extension of the geographical limits of the settled portions
of our country. With the increase of our numbers and the extension of
our settlements the local objects demanding appropriations of the public
money for their improvement will be proportionately increased. In each
case the expenditure of the public money would confer benefits, direct
or indirect, only on a section, while these sections would become daily
less in comparison with the whole.
The wisdom of the framers of the Constitution in withholding power
over such objects from the Federal Government and leaving them to the
local governments of the States becomes more and more manifest with
every year's experience of the operations of our system.
In a country of limited extent, with but few such objects of expenditure (if the form of government permitted it), a common treasury might
be used for their improvement with much less inequality and injustice
than in one of the vast extent which ours now presents in population
and territory. The treasure of the world would hardly be equal to the
improvement of every bay, inlet, creek, and river in our country which
might be supposed to promote the agricultural, manufacturing, or commercial interests of a neighborhood.
The Federal Constitution was wisely adapted in its provisions to any
expansion of our limits and population, and with the advance of the
confederacy of the States in the career of national greatness it becomes
the more apparent that the harmony of the Union and the equal justice
to which all its parts are entitled require that the Federal Government
should confine its action within the limits prescribed by the Constitution to its power and authority. Some of the provisions of this bill are
not subject to the objections stated, and did they stand alone I should not
feel it to be my duty to withhold my approval.
If no constitutional objections existed to the bill, there are others
of a serious nature which deserve some consideration. It appropriates
between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 for objects which are of no pressing
necessity, and this is proposed at a time when the country is engaged in
a foreign war, and when Congress at its present session has authorized a
loan or the issue of Treasury notes to defray the expenses of the war,
to be resorted to if the '' exigencies of the Government shall require it.''
It would seem to be the dictate of wisdom under such circumstances
to husband our means, and not to waste them on comparatively unimportant objects, so that we may reduce the loan or issue of Treasury
,M P-vor. rv-30
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notes which may become necessary to the smallest practicable sum. It
would seem to be wise, too, to abstain from such expenditures with a
vie~ to avoid the accumulation of a large public debt, the existence of
which would be opposed to the interests of our people as well as to the
genius of our free institutions.
Should this bill become a law, the principle which it establishes will
inevitably lead to large and annually increasing appropriations and
drains upon the Treasury, for it is not to be doubted that numerous other
localities not embraced in its provisions, but quite as much entitled to
the favor of the Government as those which are embraced, will demand,
through their representatives in Congress, to be placed on an equal footing with them. With such an increase of expenditure must necessarily
follow either an increased public debt or increased burdens upon the
people by taxation to supply the Treasury with the means of meeting
the accumulated demands upon it.
With profound respect for the opinions of Congress, and ever anxious, as far as I can consistently with my responsibility to our common
constituents, to cooperate with them in the discharge of our respective
duties, it is with unfeigned regret that I :find myself constrained, for the
reasons which I have assigned, to withhold my approval from this bill.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, August 8, I8,t.6.
To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
I return to the Senate, in·which. it originated, the bill entitled "A11.
act to provide for the ascertainment and satisfaction of claims of American citizens for spoliations committed by the French prior to the 31st day
of July, r8or," which was presented to me on the 6th instant, with my
objections to its becoming a law.
·
In attempting to give to the bill the careful examination it requires,
difficulties presented themselves in the outset from the remoteness of
the period to which the claims belong, the complicated nature of the
transactions in which they originated, and the protracted negotiations
to which they led between France and the United States.
The short time intervening between the passage of the bill by Congress and the approaching close of their session, as well as the pressure
of other official duties, have not permitted me to extend my examination of the subject into its minute details; but in the consideration which
I have been able to give to it I :find objections of a grave character to i
provisions.
For the satisfaction of the claims provided for by the bill it is pro
to appropriate 5,000,000. I can perceive no legal or equitable ground
upon which this large appropriation can rest. A portion of the clai
ha e b en more than half a century before the Government in i exec ·
ti e or legislative departments, and all of them had their origin in even
which occurred prior to the year 1800. Since 1802 they have been fr
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time to time before Congress. No greater necessity or propriety exists
for providing for these claims at this time than has existed for near
half a century, during all which period this questionable measure has
never until now received the favorable consideration of Congress. It is
scarcely probable, if the claim had been regarded as obligatory upon the
Government or constituting an equitable demand upon the Treasury,
that those who were contemporaneous with the events which gave •rise
to it should not long since have done justice to the claimants. The
Treasury has often been in a condition to enable the Government to do
so without inconvenience if these claims had been considered just. Mr.
Jefferson, who was fully cognizant of the early dissensions between the
Governments of the United States and France, out of which the claims
arose, in his annual message in· 1808 adverted to the large surplus then
in the Treasury and its '' probable accumulation,'' and inquired whether
it should '' lie unproductive in tpe public vaults; '' and yet these claims,
though then before Congress, were not recognized or paid. Since that
time the public debt of the Revolution and of the War of 1812 has been
extinguished, and at several periods since the Treasury has been in
possession. of large surpluses over the demands upon it. In 1836 the
surplus amounted to many millions of dollars, and, for want of proper
objects to which to apply it, it was directed by Congress to be deposited
with the States.
During this extended course of time, embracing periods eminently
favorable for satisfying all just demands upon the Government, the
claims em1:>raced in this bill met with no favor in Congress beyond
reports of committees in one or the other branch. These circumstances
alone are calculated to raise strong doubts in respect to these claims,
more especially as all the information necessary to a correct judgment
concerning them has been long before the public. These doubts are
strengthened in my mind by the examination I have been enabled to
give to the transactions in which they originated.
The bill assumes that the United States have become liable in these
ancient transactions to make reparation to the claimants for injuries
committed by France. Nothing was obtained for the claimants by negotiation; and the bill assumes that the Government has become responsible to them for the aggressions of France. I have not been able to
satisfy myself of the correctness of this assumption, or that the Government has become in any way responsible for these claims. The limited
time allotted me before your adjournment precludes the possibility of
reiterating the facts and arguments by which in preceding Congresses
these claims have been successfully resisted.
The present is a period peculiarly unfavorable for the satisfaction of
claims of so large an amount and, to say the least of them, of so doubtful a character. There is no surplus in the Treasury. A public debt of
several millions of dollars has been created within the last few years.
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We are engaged in a foreign war, uncertain in its duration and involving heavy expenditures, to prosecute which Congress has at its
present session authorized a further loan; so that in effect the Government, should this bill become a law, borrows money and increases the
public debt to pay these claims.
It is true that by the provisions of the bill payment is directed to be
made in land scrip instead of money, but the effect upon the Treasury
will be the same. The public lands constitute one of the sources of
public revenue, and if these claims be paid in land scrip it will from the
date of its issue to a great extent cut off from the Treasury the annual
income from the sales of the public lands, because payments for lands
sold by the Government may be expected to be made in scrip until it is
all redeemed. If these claims be just, they ought to be paid in money,
and not in anything less valuable. The bill provides that they shall
be paid in land scrip, whereby they are made in effect to be a mortgage
upon the public lands in the new States; a mortgage, too, held in great
part, if not wholly, by nonresidents ,of the States in which the lands lie,
who may secure these lands to the amount of several millions of acres,
and then demand for them exorbitant prices from the citizens of the
States who may desire to purchase them for settlement, or they may
keep them out of the market, and thus retard the prosperity and growth
of the States in which they are situated. Why this unusual mode of
satisfying demands on the Treasury has been resorted to does not appear.
It is not consistent with a sound public policy. If it be done in this
case, it may be done in all others. It would form a precedent for the
satisfaction of all other stale and questionable claims in the same manner,
and would undoubtedly be resorted to by all claimants who after successive trials shall fail to have their claims recognized and paid in mone)
by Congress.
This bill proposes to appropriate $5,000,000, to be paid in land scrip,
and provides that '' no claim or memorial shall be received by the commissioners'' authorized by the act '' unless accompanied by a release or
discharge of the United States from all other and further compensation"
than the claimant " may be entitled to receive under the provisions of
this act.'' These claims are estimated to amount to a much larger sum
than $5,000, 000, and yet the claimant is required to release to the Gm·ernment all other compensation, and to accept his share of a fund which
is known to be inadequate. If the claims be well founded, it would be
unjust to the claimants to repudiate any portion of them, and the payment of the remaining sum could not be hereafter resisted. This bi
proposes to pay these claims not in the currency known to the Co
tution, and not to their full amount.
Passed, as this bill has been, near the clo e of these ion, and when
many measures of importance necessarily claim the attention of o ·
gress, and ossibly without that full and deliberate consideration whi
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the large sum it appropriates and the existing condition of the Treasury
and of the country demand, I deem it to be my duty to withhold my
approval, that it may hereafter undergo the revision of Congress. I
have come to this conclusion with regret. In interposing my objections
to its becoming a law I am fully sensible that it should be an extreme
case which would make it the duty of .the Executive to withhold his
approval of any bill passed by Congress upon the ground of its inexpediency alone. Such a case I consider this to be.
JAMES K. POLK.

PROCLAMATIONS.
[From Statutes at Large (Little & ~rown), Vol. IX, p. 999.J

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 3d of
March, 1845, entitled "An act allowing drawback upon foreign merchandise exported in the original packages to Chihuahua and Santa Fe, ir
Mexico, and to the British North American Provinces adjoining the United
States,'' certain privileges are extended in reference to drawback to ports
therein specially enumerated in the seventh section of said act, which
also provides '' that such other ports situated on the frontiers of the United
States adjoining the British North American Provinces as may hereafter
be found expedient may have extended to them the like privileges on
the recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury and proclamation
duly made by the President of the United States specially designating
the ports to which the aforesaid privileges are to be extended; ' ' and
Whereas the Secretary of the Treasury has duly recommended to me
the extension of the privileges of the law aforesaid to the port of Lewiston, in the collection district of Niagara, in the State of New York:
Now, therefore, I, James K. Polk, President of the United States of
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that the port of Lewiston, in
the collection district of Niagara, in the State of New York, is and shall
be entitled to all the privileges extended to the other ports enumerated
in the seventh section of the act aforesaid from and after the date of
this proclamation.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
[SEAL.]
Done at the city of Washington, this 17th day of January,
A. D. 1846, and of the Independence of the United States of
America the seventieth.
JAMES K. POLK.
By the President:
JAMES BUCHANAN,

Secretary of State.
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas the Congress of the United States, by virtue of the constitutional authority vested in them, have declared by their act bearing date
this day that '' by the act of the Republic of Mexico a state of war exists
between that Government and the United States:"
Now, therefore, I, James K. Polk, President of the United States of
America, do hereby proclaim the same to all whom it may concern; and
I do specially enjoin on all persons holding offices, civil or military,
under the authority of the United States that they be vigilant and zealous
in discharging the duties respectively incident thereto; and I do, moreover, exhort all the good people of the United States, as they love their
country, as they feel the wrongs which have forced on them the last
resort of injured nations, and as they consult the best means, under the
blessing of Divine Providence, of abridging its calamities, that they exert
themselves in preserving order, in promoting concord, in maintaining the
authority and the efficacy of the laws, and in supporting and invigorating all the measures which may be adopted by the constituted authorities
for obtaining a speedy, a just, and an honorable peace.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed to these presents.
Done at the city of Washington, the 13th day of May, A. D.
[SEAL.]
1846, and of the Independence of the United States the seventieth·
By the President:

JAMES K. POLK.

JAMES BUCHANAN,

Secrefaty of State.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas by the act of Congress approved July 9, 1846, entitled "An
act to retrocede the county of Alexandria, in the District of Columbia,
to the State of Virginia,'' it is enacted that, with the assent of the people
of the county and town of Alexandria, to be ascertained in the manner
therein prescribed, all that portion of the District of Columbia ceded 0
the United States by the State of Virginia and all the rights and juri ·
diction therewith ceded over the same shall be ceded and forever relinquished to the tate of Virginia in full and ab olute right and jurisdictio
a well of oil as of persons residing or to reside thereon; and
hereas it is further provided that the aid act '' shall not be in for:
until after the assent of the people of the county and town of lexan
hall be gi en to it in the mode therein provided,'' and, if a majority
th ote hould be in favor of accepting the provi ion of the said ac
ball be th duty of the Pr id nt to make proclamation of the fact;
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Whereas on the 17th day of August, 1846, after the close of th.e late
session of the Congress of the United States, I duly appointed five citizens of the county or town of Alexandria, being freeholders within the
same, as commissioners, who, being duly sworn to perform the duties
imposed on them as prescribed in the said act, did proceed within ten
days after they were notified to fix upon the 1st and 2d days of September, 1846, as the time, the court-house of the county of Alexandria as
the place, and viva voce as the manner of voting, and gave due notice
of the same; and at the time and at the place, in conformity with the ·
said notice, the said commissioners presiding and deciding all questions
arising in relation to the right of voting under the said act, the votes of
the citizens qualified to vote were taken viva voce and recorded in poll
books duly kept, and on the 3d day of September instant, after the said
polls were closed, the said commissioners did make out and on the next
day did transmit to me a statemept of the polls so held, upon oath and
under their seals; and of the votes so cast and polled there were in favor
of accepting the provisions of the said act 763 votes, and against accepting the same 222, showing a majority of 541 votes for the acceptance of
the same:
Now, therefore, be it known that I, James K. Polk, President of the
United States of America, in fulfillment of the duty imposed upon me by
the said act of Congress, do hereby make proclamation of the '' result '' ·
of said '' poll '' as above stated, and do call upon all and singular the
persons whom it doth or may concern to take notice that the act afore-.
said ' ' is in full force and effect. ''
In witness whereof I have hereunto set m:y hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
[SEAL.]
Done at the city of Washington, this 7th day of September,
A. D. 1846, and of the Independence of the United States the
· sevep ty-first.
JAMES K. POLK.
By the President:
N. P. TRIST,
Aeling Secretary of State.

SECOND ANNUAL MESSAGE.
WASHINGTON, December 8, I8,t.6.
Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and of the House of Representatives:
In resuming your labors in ,the service of the people it is a subject of
congratulation that there has been no period in our past history when
all the elements of national prosperity have been so fully developed.
Since your last session no afflicting . dispensation has visited our country. General good health has prevailed, abundance has crowned the toil
of the husbandman, and labor in all its branches is receiving an ample
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reward, while education, science, and the arts are rapidly enlarging the
means of social happiness. The progress of our country in her career
of greatness, not only in the vast extension of our territorial limits and
the rapid increase of our population, but in resources and wealth and in
the happy condition of our people, is without an example in the history
of nations.
As the wisdom, strength, and beneficence of our free institutions are
unfolded, every day adds fresh motives to contentment and fresh incentives to patriotism.
Our devout and sincere acknowledgments are due to the gracious
Giver of All Good for the numberless blessings which our beloved country enjoys.
It is a source of high satisfaction to know that the relations of the
United States with all other nations, with a single exception, are of
the most amicable character. Sincerely attached to the policy of peace
early adopted and steadily pursued by this Government, I have anxiously desired to cultivate and cherish friendship and commerce with
every foreign power. The spirit and habits of the American people are
favorable to the maintenance of such international harmony. In adhering to this wise policy, a preliminary and paramount duty obviously
consists· in the protection of our national interests from encroachment or
sacrifice and our national honor from reproach. These must be maintained at any hazard. They admit of no compromise or neglect, and
must be scrupulously and constantly guarded. In their vigilant vindication collision and conflict with foreign powers may sometimes become
unavoidable. Such has been our scrupulous adherence to the dictates
of justice in all our foreign intercourse that , though steadily and rapidly
advancing in prosperity and power, we have given no just cause of complaint to any nation and· have enjoyed the blessings of peace for more
than thirty years. From a poli y so sacred to humanity and so salutary
in its effects upon our political system we should never be induced voluntarily to depart .
The existing war with Mexico was neither desired nor provoked by the
United States. On the contrary, all honorable means were resorted to to
avert it. After years of endurance of aggravated and unredressed wrongs
on our part, Mexico, in violation of solemn treaty stipulations and of
every principle of justice recognized by civilized nations, commenced hostilities, and thus by her own act forced the war upon us. Long before
the advance of our Army to the left bank of the Rio Grande we had
ample cause of war against Mexico, and had the United States resorted
to this extremity we might have appealed to the whole civilized world
for the justice of our cause. I deem it to be my duty to present to you
on the pre nt occa ion a condensed review of the injuries we had u tained, of t he cau e which led to the war, and of its progre ~ince it
commencem nt. This is rendered the more necessary becau e of the
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misapprehensions which have to some extent prevailed as to its origin
and true character. The war has been represented as unjust and unnecessary and as one of aggression on our part upon a weak and injured
enemy. Such erroneous views, though entertained by but few, have
been widely and extensively circulated, not only at home, but have been
spread throughout Mexico and the whole world. A more effectual means
could not have been devised to encourage the enemy and protract the
war than to advocate and adhere to their cause, and thus give them '' aid
and comfort." It is a source of national pride and exultation that the
great body of our people have thrown no such obstacles in the way of
the Government in prosecuting the war successfully, but have shown
themselves to be eminently patriotic and ready to vindicate their country's honor and interests at any sacrifice. The alacrity and promptness
with which our volunteer forces rushed to the field on their country's
call prove not only their patriotism, but their deep conviction that our
cause is just.
The wrongs which we have suffered from Mexico almost ever since
she became an independent power and the patient endurance with which
we have borne them are without a parallel in the history of modern
civilized nations. There is reason to believe that if these wrongs had
been resented and resisted in the first instance the present war might
have been avoided. One outrage, however, permitted to pass with impunity almost necessarily encouraged the perpetration of another, until at
last Mexico seemed to attribute to weakness and indecision on our part
a forbearance which was the offspring of magnanimity and of a sincere
desire to preserve friendly relations with a sister republic.
Scarcely had Mexico achieved her independence, which the United
States were the first among the nations to acknowledge, when she commenced the system of insult and spoliation which she has ever since
pursued. Our citizens engaged in lawful commerce were imprisoned,
their vessels ~seized, and our flag insulted in her ports. If money was
wanted, the lawless seizure and confiscation of o"Ur merchant vessels and
their cargoes was a ready resource, and if to accomplish their purposes
it became necessary to imprison the owners, captains, and crews, it was
done. Rulers superseded rulers in Mexico in rapid succession, but still
there was no change in this system of depredation. The Government
of the United States made repeated reclamations on behalf of its citizens,
but these were answered by the perpetration of new outrages. Promises
of redress made by Mexico in the most solemn forms were postponed or
evaded. The files and records of the Department of State contain conclusive proofs of numerous lawless acts perpetrated upon the property
and persons of our citizens by Mexico, and of wantou insults to our national flag. The interposition of our Government to obtain redress was
again and again invoked under circumstances which no nation ought
to disregard. It was hoped that these outrages would cease and that
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Mexico would be restrained by the laws which regulate the conduct of
civilized nations in their intercourse with each other after the treaty
of amity, commerce, and navigation of the 5th of April, 1831, was concluded between the two Republics; but this hope soon proved to be vain.
The course of seizure and confiscation of the property of our citizens, the
violation of their persons, and the insults to our flag pursued by Mexico
previous to that time were scarcely suspended for even a brief period,
although the treaty so clearly defines the rights and duties of the respective parties that it is impossible to misunderstand or mistake them. In
less than seven years after the conclusion of that treaty our grievances
· had become so intolerable that in the opinion ·of President Jackson they
should no longer be endured. In his message to Congress in February,
1837, he presented them to the consideration of that body, and declared
thatThe length of time since some of the injuries have been committed, the repeated
and unavailing applications for redress, the wanton character of some of the outrages
upon the property and persons of our citizens, upon the officers and flag of the United
States, independent of recent insults to this Government and peop1e by the late extraordinary Mexican minister, would justify in the eyes of all nations immediate war.

In a spirit of kindness and forbearance, however, he recommended
reprisals as a milder mode of redress. He declared that war should not
be used as a remedy '' by just and generous nations, confiding in their
strength for injuries committed, if it can be honorably avoided,'' and
added:
It has occurred to me that, considering the present embarrassed condition of that
country, we should act with both wisdom and moderation by giving to Mexico one
more opportunity to atone for the past before we take redress into our own hands.
To avoid all misconception on the part of Mexico, as well as to protect our own
national character from reproach, this opportunity should be given with the avowed
design and full preparation to take immediate satisfaction if it should not be obtained
on a repetition of the demand for it. To this end I recommend that an act be passed
authorizing reprisals, and the use of the naval force of the United States by the Executive against Mexico to enforce them, in the event of a refusal by the Mexican Government to come to an amicable adjustment of the matters in controversy between
us upon another demand thereof made from on board one of our vessels of war on
the coast of Mexico.

Committees of both Houses of Congress, to which this message of the
President was referred, fully sustained his views of the character of
the wrongs which we had suffered from Mexico, and recommended that
another demand for redress should be made before authorizing war or
reprisals. The Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate, in their
report, say:
After such a demand, should prompt justice be refused by the exican Government, we may appeal to all nations, not only for the equity and moderation with
which we hall have acted toward a sister republic, but for the necessity which will
then compel u to ek redre for our wrong , either by actual war or by reprisal .
The ubject will then be presented before ongress, at the commencement of the
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next session, in a clear and distinct form, and the committee can not doubt but that
such measures will be immediately adopted as may ·be necessary to vindicate the
honor of the country and insure ample reparation to our injured fellow-citizens.

The Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives
made a similar recommendation. In their report they say thatThey fully concur with the President that amI?le cause exists for taking redress
into our own hands, and believe that we should be justified in the opinion of other
nations for taking such a step. But they are willing to try the experiment of another
demand, made in the most solemn form, upon the justice of the Mexican Government before any further proceedings are adopted.

No difference of opinion upon the subject is believed to have existed
in Congress at that time; the executive and legislative department's concurred; and yet such has been our forbearance ' and desire to preserve
peace with Mexic~ that the wrongs· of which we then complained, and
which gave rise to these solemn proceedings, not only remain unredressed to this day, but additional causes of complaint of an aggravated
character have ever since been accumulating. Shortly after these proceedings a special messenger was dispatched to Mexico to make a final
demand for redress, and on the 20th of July, 1837, the demand was made.
The reply of the Mexican Government bears date on the 29th of the same
month, and contains assurances of the '' anxious wish'' of the Mexican
Government'' not to delay the moment of that final and equitable adjustment which is to terminate the existing difficulties between the two Governments;'' that '' nothing should be left undone which may contribute
to the most speedy and equitable determination of the subjects which
have so seriously engaged the attention of the' American Government;"
that the '' Mexican Government would adopt as the only guides for its
conduct the plainest principles of public right, the sacred obligations
imposed by international law, and the religious faith of treaties," and
that '' whatever reason and justice may dictate respecting each case will
be done.'.' The assurance was further given that the decision of the
Mexican Government upon each cause of complaint for which redre·ss
had been demanded should be communicated to the Government of the
United States by the Mexican minister at Washington.
These solemn assurances in answer to our · demand for redress were
disregarded. By making them, however, Mexico obtained further delay. President Van Buren, in his annual message to Congress of the 5th
of December, r 837, states that "although the larger number" of our
demands for redress, '' and many of them aggravated cases of personal
wrongs, have been now for years before the Mexican Government, and
some of the causes of national complaint, and those of the most offensive
character, admitted of immediate, simple, and satisfactory replies, it is
only within a few days past that any specific communication in answer
to our last demand, made five months ago, has been received from the
Mexican minister;'' and that '' for not one of our public complaints has
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satisfaction been given or offered, that but one of the cases of personal
wrong has been favorably considered, and that but fou.r cases of both
descriptions out of all those formally presented and earnestly pressed
have as yet been decided upon by the Mexican Government.'' President
Van Buren, believing that it would be vain to make any further attempt
to obtain redress by the ordinary means within the power of the Executive, communicated this opinion to Congress in the message referred to,
in which he said:
On a careful and deliberate examination of their contents [ of the correspondence
with t~e Mexican Government], and considering the spirit manifested by the Mexican Government, it has become my painful duty to return the subject as it now
stands to Congress, to whom it belongs to decide upon the time, the mode, and the
measure of redress.

Had the United States at that time adopted compulsory measures
and taken redress into their own hands, all our difficulties with Mexico
would probably have been long since adjusted and the existing war
have been averted. Magnanimity and moderation on our part only had
the effect to complicate these difficulties and render an amicable settlement of them the more embarrassing. That such measures of redress
under similar provocations committed by any of the powerful nations of
Europe would have been promptly resorted to by the United States can
not be doubted; The national honor and the preservation of the national
character throughout the world, as well as our own self-respect and the
protection due to our own citizens, would have rendered such a resort
indispensable. ".rhe history of no civilized natiop. in modern times has
presented within so brief a period so many wanton attacks upon the
honor of its flag and upon the property and persons of its citizens as
had at that time been borne by the United States from the Mexican
authorities and people. But Mexico was a sister republic on the North
American continent, occupying a territory contiguous to our own, and
was in a feeble and distracted condition, and these considerations, it is
presumed, induced Congress to forbear still longer.
Instead of taking redress into our own hands, a new negotiation was
entered upon with fair promises on the part of Mexico, but with the real
purpose, as the event has proved, of indefinitely postponing the reparation which we demanded, and which was so justly due. This negotiation,
after more than a year's delay, resulted in the convention of the IIth
of April, 1839, '' for the adjustment of claims of citizens of the United
State of America upon the Government of the Mexican Republic. '
The joint board of commissioners created by this convention to examine
and decide upon the e claims as not organized until the month of
August, 1840, and under the term of the convention they were toterinate their du tie within eighteen months from that time. Four of the
eighteen month
ere con urned in preliminary discu ion on frivolou
and dilatory
raised by the exican commissioners, and it was no
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until the _month of December, 1840, that they commenced the examination of the claims of our citizens upon Mexico. Fourteen months only
remained to examine and decide upon these numerous and complicated
cases. In the month of February, 1842, the term of the commission
expired, leaving many claims undisposed of for want of time. The
claims which were allowed by the board and by the umpire authorized by
the convention to decide in case of disagreement between the Mexican
and American commissioners amounted to $2,026, I 39. 68. There were
pending before the umpire when the commission expired additional
claims, which had been examined and awarded by the American co_m missioners and had not been allowed by the Mexican commissioners,
amounting to $928,627.88, upon which he did not decide, alleging that
his authority had ceased with the termination of the joint commission.
Besides these claims, there were others of American citizens amounting to $3,336,837.05, which had been submitted to the board, and upon
which they had not time to decide before their final adjournment.
The sum of $2,026,139.68, which had been awarded to the claimants,
was a liquidated and ascertained debt due by Mexico, about which there
could be no dispute, and which she was bound to pay according to the
terms of the convention. Soon after the final awards for this amount
had been made the Mexican Government asked for a postponement of
the time of making payment, alleging that it would be inconvenient to
make the payment at the time stipulated. In. the spirit of forbearing
kindness toward a sister republic, which Mexico has so long abused,
the United States promptly complied with her request. A second convention was accordingly concluded between the two Governments on
the 30th of January, 1843, which upon its face declares that "this new
arrangement is entered into for the accommodation of Mexico.'' By the
terms of this convention all the interest due on the awards which had
been made in favor of the claimants under the convention of the 11th of
April, 1839, was to be paid to them on the 30th of April, 1843, and "the
principal of the said awards and the interest accruing thereon" was
stipulated to '' be paid in five years, in equal installments every three
months." Notwithstanding this new convention was entered into at the
request of Mexico and for the purpose of relieving her from embarrassment, the claimants have only received the interest due on the 30th of
April, 1843, and three of the twenty installments. Although the payment of the sum thus liquidated and confessedly due by Mexico to our
citizens as indemnity for acknowledged acts of outrage and wrong was
secured by treaty, the obligations of which are ever held sacred by all
just nations, yet Mexico has violated this solemn engagement by failing and refusing to make the payment. The two installments due in
April and July, 1844, under the peculiar circumstances connected with
them, have been assumed by the United States and discharged to the
claimants, but they are still due by Mexico. But this is not all of which
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we have just cause of complaint. To provide a remedy for the claihl~
ants whose cases were not decided by the joint commission under the convention of April 11, 1839, it was expressly stipulated by the sixth article
of the convention of the 30th of January, 1843, thatA new convention shall be entered into for the settlement of all claims of the Government and citizens of the United States against the Republic of Mexico which
were not finally decided by the late commission which met in the city of Washington, and of all claims of the Government and citizens of Mexico against the United
States.
'

In conformity with this stipulation, a third convention was concluded
and signed at the city of Mexico on the 20th of November, 1843, by the
plenipotentiaries of the two Governments, by which provision was made
for ascertaining and paying these claims. In' January, 1844, this convention was ratified by the Senate of the United States with two amendments, which were manifestly reasonable in their character. Upon a
reference of the amendments proposed to the Government of Mexico,
the same evasions, difficulties, and delays were interposed which have
so long marked the policy of that Government toward the United States.
It has not even yet decided whether it would or would not accede to
them, although the subject has been repeatedly pressed upon its consideration. Mexico has. thus violated a second time the faith of treaties
by failing or refusing to carry into effect the sixth article of the convent ion of January, 1843.
Such is the history of the wrongs which we have suffered and patiently
endured from Mex ico through a long series of years. So far from affording r easonable satisfaction for the injuries and insults we had borne, a
great aggravation of them consists in the fact that while the United
States, anxious to preserve a good understanding with Mexico, h ave
been constantly but vainly employed in seeking redress for past wrongs,
new outrages were constantly occurring, which have continued to increase
our causes of complaint and to swell the amount of our demands. While
t he citizens of the United States were conducting a lawful commerce
with.Mexico u nder the guaranty of a treaty of "amity, commerce, and
navigation,'' many of them have suffered all the injuries which would
have resulted from open war. This treat y, instead of affording protection to our citizens, has been the means of inviting them into the ports
of Mexico that they might be, as they, have been in numerous instances,
plundered of their property and deprived of their personal liberty if they
dared insist on their rights. Had the unlawful seizures of American
property and the violation of the personal liberty of our citizens, to say
nothing of the insults to our flag, which ha e occurred in the ports of
fexico taken place on the high seas, they would themsel es long sine€:.
have con tituted a state of actual war between the t o countries. IL
so long suffering exico to iolate her most olemn treaty obligations,
plunder our citizens of their property, and imprison their persons without
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affording them any redress we have failed to perform one of the first and
highest duties which every government owes to its citizens, and the
consequence has been that many of them have been reduced from a state
of aflluence to bankruptcy. The proud name of American citizen, which
ought to protect all who bear it from insult and injury throughout the
world, has afforded no such protection to our citizens in Mexico. We
had ample cause of war against Mexico long before the breaking out of
hostilities; but even then we forbore to take redress into our own hands
until Mexico herself became the aggressor by invading our soil in hostile array and shedding the blood of our citizens.
Such are the grave causes of complaint on the part of the United
States against Mexico--causes which existed long before the annexation
of Texas to the American 'Union; and yet, ani~ated by the love of peace
and a magnanimous moderation, we . did not adopt those measures of
redress which under such circumstances are the justified resort of injured
nations.
The annexation of Texas to the United States constituted no just
cause of offense to Mexico. The pretext that it did so is wholly inconsistent and irreconcilable with well-authenticated facts connected with .
the revolution by which Texas became independent of M~xico. That
this may be the more manifest, it may be proper to advert to the causes
and to the history of the principal events of that revolution. ,
Texas constituted a portion of the ancient Province of Louisiana, ceded
to the United States by France in the year 1803. In the year 1819
the United States, by the Florida treaty, ceded to Spain all that part of
Louisiana within the present limits of Texas, and Mexico, by the revolution which separated her from Spain and rendered her an independent
nation, succeeded to the rights of the mother country over this territory.
In the year 1824 Mexico established a federal constitution, under which
the Mexican Republic was . composed of a number of sovereign States
confederated together in a federal union similar to our own. Each of!
these States had its own executive, legislature, and judiciary, and for
all except federal purposes was as independent of the General Government and that of the other States as is Pennsylvania or Virginia under
our Constitution. Texas and Coahuila united and formed one of these
Mexican States. The State constitution which they adopted, and which
was approved by the Mexican Confederacy, asserted that they were" free
and independent of the other Mexican United States and of every other
power and dominion whatsoever,'' and proclaimed the great principle
of human liberty that '' the sovereignty of the state resides originally
and essentially in the general mass of the individuals who compose it.''
To the Government under this constitution, as well as to that under
the federal constitution, the people of Texas owed allegiance.
Emigrants from foreign countries, including the United States, were
invited by the colonization laws of the State and of the Federal Government to settle in Texas. Advantageous terms were offered to induce
them to leave their own country and becomt! Mexican citizens. This
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invitation was accepted by many of our citizens in the full faith that in
their new home they would be governed by laws enacted by representatives elected by themselves, and that their lives, liberty, and property
would be protected by constitutional guaranties similar to those which
existed in the Republic they had left. Under a Government thus organized they continued until the year 1835, when a military revolution
broke ·o ut in the City of Mexico which entirely subverted the federal
and State constitutions and placed a military dictator at the head of the
Government. By a sweeping decree of a Congress subservient to the will
of the Dictator the several State constitutions were abolished' and the
States themselves converted into mere departments of the central Government. The people of Texas were unwilling to submit to this usurpation. Resistance to such tyranny became a high duty. Texas was
fully absolved from all allegiance to the central Government of Mexico
from the moment that Government had abolished her State constitution
and in its place substituted an arbitrary and despotic central government.
Such were the principal causes of the Texan revolution. The people
of Texas at once determined upon resistance and flew to arms. In the
midst of these important and exciting events, however, they did not omit
to place their liberties upon a secure and permanent foundation. They
elected members to a convention, who in the month of March, 1836,
issued a formal declaration that their '' political connection with the
Mexican nation has forever ended, and that the people of Texas do
now constitute a free, sovereign, and independent Republic, and are fully
invested with all the rights and attributes which properly belong to independent nations.'' They also adopted for their government a liberal
republican constitution. About the same time Santa Anna, then the
Dictator of Mexico, invaded Texas with a numerous army for the purpose of subduing her people and enforcing obedience to his arbitrary
and despotic Government. On the 21st of April, 1836, he was met by
the Texan citizen soldiers, and on that day was achieved by them the
memorable victory of San Jacinto, by which they conquered their independence. Considering the numbers engaged on the respective sides,
history does not record a more brilliant achievement. Santa Anna himself was among the captives.
In the month of May, 1836, Santa Anna acknowledged by a treaty
with the Texan authorities in the most solu.mn form '' the full, entire,
and perfect independence of the Republic of Texas.'' It is true he was
then a prisoner of war, but it is equally true that he had failed to reconquer Texas, and had met with ignal defeat; that hi authority had
not been revoked, and that by virtue of this treaty he obtained hi personal release. By it ho tilities were suspended, and the army which
had invaded Texas under his command returned in pursuance of thi
arrangement unmolested to Mexico.
From the day that the battle of an Jacinto was fuught until the
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present hour Mexico has never possessed the power to reconquer Texas.
In the language of the Secretary of State of the United States in a dispatch to our minister in Mexico under date of the 8th of July, 1842Mexico may have chosen to consider, and may still choose to consider, Texas as
having been at all times since 1835, and as still continuing, a rebellious province;
but the world has been obliged to take a very different view of the matter. From
the time of the battle of San Jacinto, in April, 1836, to the present moment, Texas has
exhibited the same external signs of national independence as Mexico herself, and
with quite as much stability of government. Practically free and independent,
acknowledged as a political sovereignty by the principal powers of the world, no
hostile foot finding rest within her territory for six or seven years, and Mexico herself refraining for all that period from any further attempt to reestablish her own
authority over that territory, it can not but be surprising to find Mr. De Bocanegra
[the secretary of foreign affairs of Mexico J complaining that for that whole period
citizens of the United States or its Government have been favoring the rebels of
Texas and supplying them with vessels, ammunition, and money, as if the war for
the reduction of the Province of Texas had been constantly prosecuted by Mexico,
and her success prevented by these influences from abroad.

In the _same dispatch the Secretary of State affirms thatSince 1837 the United States have regarded Texas as an independent sovereignty
as much as Mexico, and that trade and commerce with citizens of a government at
war with Mexico can not on that account be regarded as an intercourse by which
assistance and succor are given to Mexican rebels. The whole current of Mr. De
Bocanegra's remarks runs in the same direction, as if the independence of Texas had
not been acknowledged. It has been acknowledged; it was acknowledged in 1837
against the remonstrance and protest of Mexico, and most of the acts of any importance of which Mr. De Bocanegra complains flow necessarily from that recognition.
He speaks of Texas as still being '' an integral part of the territory of the Mexican
Republic," but he can not but understand that the United States do not so regard it.
The real complaint of Mexico, therefore, is in substance neither more nor less than
a complaint against the recognition of Texan independence. It may be thought
rather late to repeat that complaint, and not quite just to confin·e it to the United
States to the exemption of England, France, and Belgium, unless the United States,
having been the first to acknowledge the independence of Mexico herself, are to be
blamed for setting an example for the recognition of that of Texas.

And he added thatThe Constitution, public treaties, and the laws oblige the President to regard
Texas as an independent state, and its territory as no part of the territory of Mexico.

Texas had been an independent state, with an organized government,
defying the power of Mexico to overthrow or reconquer her, for more
than ten years before Mexico commenced the present war against the
United States. Texas had given such evidence to the world of her
ability to maintain her s~parate existence as an independent nation that
she had been formally recognized as such not only by the United States,
but by several of the principal powers of Europe. These powers had entered into treaties of amity, commerce, and navigation with her. They
had received and accredited her ministers and other diplomatic agents at
their respective courts, and they had commissioned ministers and diplomatic agents on their part to the Government of Texas. If Mexico,
M P-vo:r. rv-31
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notwithstanding all this and her utter inability to subdue or reconquer Texas, still stubbornly refused to recognize her as an independent
nation, she was none the less so on that account. Mexico herself had
been recognized as an independent nation by the United States and by
other powers many years before Spain, of which before her revolution
she had been a colony, would agree to recognize her as such; and yet
Mexico was at that time in the estimation of the civilized world, and in
fact, none the less an independent power because Spain still claimed her
as a colony. If Spain had continued until the present period to assert
that Mexico was one of her colonies in rebellion against her, this would
not have made her so or changed the fact of her independent existence.
Texas at the period of her annexation to the United States bore the
same relation to Mexico that Mexico had borne to Spain for many years
before Spain acknowledged her independence, with this important difference, that before the annexation of Texas to the United States was
consummated Mexico herself, by a formal act of her Government, had
acknowledged the independence of Texas as a nation. It is true that
in the act of recognition she prescribed a condition which she had no
power or authority to impose-that Texas should not annex herself to
any other power-but this could not detract in any degree from the recognition which Mexico then made of her 'a ctual independence. Upon this
plain statement of facts, it is absurd for Mexico to allege as a pretext
for commencing hostilities against the United States that Texas is still
a part of her territory.
But there are those who, conceding all this to be true, assume the
ground that the true western boundary of Texas is the Nueces instead
of the Rio Grande, and that therefore in marching our Army to the east
bank of the latter river we passed the Texan line and invaded the territory of Mexico. A simple statement of facts known to exist will conclusively refute such an assumption. Texas, as ceded to the United States
by France in 1803, h as been always claimed as extending west to the Rio
Grande or Rio Bravo. This fact is established by the authority of our
most eminent statesmen at a period when the question was as well, if not
better, understood than it is at present. · During Mr. J efferson's Administration Messrs. Monroe and Pinckney, who had been sent on a special
mission to Madrid, charged among other things with the adjustment of
boundary between the two countries, in a note addres ed to the Spani h minister of foreign affairs under date of the 28th of January, 180-.
a ert that the boundaries of Louisiana, as ceded to the United State o:
ranee, '' ar the river Perdido on the east and the river Bra o on the
w t," and they add that "the fact and principle which ju tify thi
conclu ion ar
atisfactory t our o ernment as to convince it tha~
th
nited , tat have not a b tter right to the i land of ew rl a 1
u n r th c i u ref rr d to than they ha
to the hole di trict
t rrit r , hi h is abo
d crib d.
Do n to the conclusion of
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Florida treaty, in February, 1819, by which this territory was ceded to
Spain, the United States asserted and maintained their territorial rights
to this extent. In the month of June, 1818, during Mr. Monroe's Administration, information having been received that a number of foreign
adventurers had landed at Galveston with the avowed purpose of forming a settlement in that vicinity, a special messenger was dispatched by
the Government of the United States with instructions from the Secretary of State to warn them to desist, should they be found there, "or
any other place north of the Rio Bravo, and within the territory claimed
by the United States.'' He was instructed, should they be found in the
country north of that river, to make known to them "the surprise with
which the President has seen possession thus taken, without authority
from the United States, of a place within their territorial limits, and
upon which no lawful settlement can be made without their sanction."
He was instructed to call upon them to "avow under what national
authority they profess to act,'' and to give them due warning '' that the
place is within the United States, who will suffer no permanent settlement to be made there under any authority other than their own." As
late as the 8th of July, 1842, the Secretary of State of the United States,
in a note addressed to our minister in Mexico, maintains that by the
Florida treaty of 1819 the territory as far west as the Rio Grande was
confirmed to Spain. In that note he states thatBy the treaty of the 22d df February, 1819, between the United States and Spain,
the Sabine was adopted as the line of boundary between the two powers. Up to
that period no considerable colonization had been effected in Texas; but the territory between the Sabine and the Rio Grande being confirmed to Spain by the treaty,
applications were made to that power for grants of land, and such grants or permissions of settlement were in fact made by the Spanish authorities in favor of citizens
of the United States proposing to emigrate to Texas in numerous families before the
declaration of independence by Mexico.

The Texas which was ceded to Spain by the Florida treaty of 1819
embraced all the country now claimed by the State of Texas between the
Nueces and the Rio Grande. The Republic of Texas always claimed
this river as her western boundary, and in her treaty made with Santa
Anna in May, 1836, he recognized it as such. By the constitution which
Texas adopted in Marc~, 1836, senatorial and representative districts
were organized extending west of the Nueces. The Congress of Texas
on the 19th of December, 1836, passed "An act to define the boundaries
of the Republic of Texas,'' in which they declared the Rio Grande from
its mouth to its source to be their boundary, and by the said act they
extended their "civil and political jurisdiction" over the country up to
that boundary. During a period of more than nine years which intervened between the adoption of her constitution and her annexation as
one of the States of our Union Texas asserted and exercised many acts
of sovereignty and jurisdiction over the territory and inhabitants west of
the Nueces. She organized and defined the limits of counties extending to the Rio Grande; she established courts of justice and extended
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her judicial system over the territory; she established a custom-house
and collected 1uties, and also post-offices and post-roads, in it; she established a land office and issued numerous grants for land within its limits;
a senator and a representative residing in it were elected to the Congress of the Republic and served as such before the act of annexation
took place. In both the Congress and convention of Texas which gare
their assent to the terms of annexation to the United States proposed by
our Congress were representatives residing west of the Nueces, who took
part in the act of annexation itself. This was the Texas which by the
act of our Congress of the 29th of December, 1845, was admitted as one
of the States of our Union. That the Congress of the United States
understood the State of Texas which they admitted into the Union to
extend beyond the Nueces is apparent from the fact that on the 31st of
December, 1845 , only two days after the act of admission, they passed a
law ' ' to establish a collection district in the State of Texas,'' by which
they created a port of delivery at Corpus Christi, situated west of the
Nueces, and being the same point at which the Texas custom-house
under the laws of that Republic had been located, and directed that a
surveyor to collect the revenue should be appointed for that port by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. A
surveyor was accordingly nominated, and confirmed by the Senate, and
has been ever since in the performance of his duties. All these acts of
the R epublic of Texas and of our Congress preceded the orders for the
advance of our Army to the east bank of the Rio Grande. Subsequently
Cong ress passed an act '' establishing certain post route..';:; '' extending
west of the Nueces. The country west of that river now constitutes
a part of one of the Congressional districts of Texas and is represented
in the House of R epresentatives. The Senators from that State were
chosen by a legislature in which the country west of that river was represented. I n view of all these facts it is difficult to conceive upon what
g round it can be maintained that in occupying the country west of the
N ueces with our Army, with a view solely to its security and defense, we
invaded the territory of Mexico. But it would have been still more difficult to justify the Executive, whose duty it is to see that the laws
be faithfully executed, if in the face of all these proceedings, both of
the Congress of Texas and of the United States, he had assumed the
responsibility of yielding up the territory west of the ueces to iexico
or of refusing to protect and defend this territory and its inhabitant ,
including Corpus Christi as well as the remainder of Texas, against the
threatened . . fexican invasion.
ut 1exic her If has never placed the war which she has waged
u n the
und that our rmy occupied the intermediate territory bethe .,..u c and the Rio rande. Her refuted preten ion tha
wa not in fact an indep ndent tate, but a re!Jelliou province
tinat ly p
er d in, and her a O\ d purpo e in commeucin
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a war with the United States was to reconquer Texas and to restore
Mexican authority over the whole territory-not to the Nueces only,
but to the Sabine. In view of the proclaimed menaces of Mexico to this
effect, I deemed it my duty, as a measure of precaution and defense, to
order our Army to occupy a position on our frontier as a military post,
from which our troops could best resist and repel any attempted invasion which Mexico might make. Our Army had occupied a position at
Corpus Christi, west of the Nueces, as early as August, 1845, without
complaint from any quarter. Had the Nueces been regarded as the
true western boundary of Texas, that boundary had been passed by our
Army many months before it advanced to the eastern bank of the Rio
Grande. In my annual message of December last I informed Congress
that upon the invitation of both the Congress and convention of Texas I
had deemed it proper to order a strong squadron to the coasts of Mexico
and to concentrate an efficient military force on the western frontier of
Texas to protect and defend the inhabitants against the menaced invasion of Mexico. In that messag;' I informed Congress that the moment
the terms of annexation offered by the United States were accepted by
Texas the latter became so far a part of our own country as to make
it our duty to afford such protection and defense, and that for that purpose our squadron had been ordered to the Gulf and our Army to take a
'' position between the Nueces and the Del Norte'' or Rio Grande and
to '' repel any invasion of the Texan territory which might be attempted
by the Mexican forces.''
It was deemed proper to issue this order, because soon after the President of Texas, in April, 1845, had issued his proclamation convening the
Congress of that Republic for the purpose of submitting to that body
the terms of annexation proposed by the United States the Government
of Mexico made serious threats of invading the Texan territory. These
threats became more imposing as it became more apparent in the progress of the question that the people of Texas would decide in favor of
accepting the terms of annexation, and finally they had assumed such
a formidable character as induced both the Congress and convention of
Texas to request that a military force should be sent by the United States
into her territory for the purpose of protecting and defending her against
the threatened invasion. It would have been a violation of good faith
toward the people of Texas to have refused to afford the aid which they
desired against a threatened invasion to which they had been exposed
by their free determinati?n to annex themselves to our Union in compliance with the overture made to them by the joint resolution of our Congress. Accordingly, a portion of the Army was ordered to advance into
Texas. Corpus Christi was the position selected by General Taylor.
He encamped at that place in August, 1845, and the Army remained in
that position until the uth of March, 1846, when it moved westward,
and on the 28th of that month reached the east bank of the Rio Grande
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opposite to Matamoras. This movement was made in pursuance of
orders from the War Department, issued on the 13th of Janu.ary, 1846.
Before these orders were issued the dispatch of our minister in Mexico
' transmitting the decision of the council of government of Mexico advising that he should not be received, and also the dispatch of our consul
residing in the City of Mexico, the former bearing date on the 17th and
the latter on the 18th of December, 1845, copies of both of which accompanied my message to Congress of the IIth of May last, were received
at the Department of State. These communications rendered it highly
probable, if not absolutely certain, that our minister would not be received
by the Government of General Herrera. It was also well known that
but little hope could be entertained of a different result from General
Paredes in case the revolutionary movement which he was prosecuting should prove successful, as was highly probable. The partisans of
Paredes, as our minister in the dispatch referred to states, breathed the
fiercest hostility against the United States, denounced the proposed negotiation as treason, and openly called upon the troops and the people to
put down the Government of Herrera by force. The reconquest of Texas
and war with the United States were openly threatened. _ These were
the circumstances existing when it was deemed proper to order the Army
under the command of General Taylor to advance to the western frontier
of Texas and occupy a position on or near the Rio Grande.
The apprehensions of a contemplated Mexican invasion have been
since fully justified by the event. The determination of Mexico to rush
into hostilities with the United States was afterwards manifested from
the whole tenor of the note of the Mexican minister of foreign affairs
to our minister bearing date on the 12th of March, 1846. Paredes had
then revolutionized the Government, and his minister, after referring to
the resolution for the annexation of Texas which had been adopted by
our Congress in March, 1845, proceeds to declare thatA fact such as this, or, to speak with greater exactness, so notable an act of usurpation, created an imperious necessity that Mexico, for her own honor, should repel
it with proper firmness and dignity. The supreme Government had beforehand
declared that it would look upon such an act as a casus belli, and as a consequence
of this declaration negotiation was by its very nature at an end, and war was the only
recourse of the Mexican Government.

It appears also that on the 4th of April following General Paredes,
through bis minister of war, issued orders to the Mexican general in
command on the Texan frontier to ''attack'' our Army '' by every means
which war permits." To this General Paredes bad been pledged to the
army and people of Mexico during the military revolution which had
brought him into power. On the 18th of April, 1846, General Paredes
addressed a letter to the commander on that frontier in which he stated
to him: "At the present date I suppose you, at the head of that valiant
army, either fighting already or preparing for the operations of a cam-
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paign;" and, "Supposing you already on the .theater of operations and
with all the forces assembled, it is indispensable that hostilities be commenced, yourself taking the initiative against the enemy. " 1
The n:.ovement of our Army to the Rio Grande was made by the commanding general under positive orders to abstain from all aggressive acts
toward Mexico or Mexican citizens, and to regard the relations between
the two countries as peaceful unless Mexico should declare war or commit acts of hostility indicative of a state of war, and these orders he
faithfully executed. Whilst occupying his position on the east bank of
the Rio Grande, within the limits of Texas, then recently admitted as
one of the States of our Union, the commanding general of the Mexican
forces, who, in pursuance of the orders of his Government, had collected
a large army on the opposite shore of the Rio Grande, crossed the river,
invaded our territory, and commenced hostilities by attacking our forces.
Thus, after all the injuries which we had received and borne from Mexico, and after she had insultingly rejected a minister sent to her on a
mission of peace, and whom she had solemnly agreed to receive, she consummated her long course of outrage against our country by commencing
an offensive war and shedding the blood of our citizens on our own soil.
The United States never attempted to acquire Texas by conquest. On
the contrary, at an early period after the people of Texas had achieved
their independence they sought to be annexed to the United States. At
a general election in September, 1836, they decided with great unanimity
in favor of ''annexation,'' aud in November following the Congress of the
Republic authorized the appointment of a minister to bear their request
to this Government. This Government, however, having 'remained neutral between Texas and Mexico during the war between them, and considering it due to the honor of our country and our fair fame among the
natio,ns of the earth that we should not at this early period consent to
annexation, nor until it should be manifest to the whole world that the
reconquest of Texas by Mexico was impossible, refused to accede to
the overtures made by Texas. On the 12th of April, 1844, after more
than seven years had elapsed since Texas had established her independence, a treaty was concluded for the annexation of that Republic to the
United States, which was rejected by the Senate. Finally, on the 1st of
March, 1845, Congress passed a joint resolution for annexing her to the
United States upon certain preliminary conditions to which her assent
was required. The solemnities which characterized the deliberations and
conduct of the Government and people of Texas on the deeply interesting questions presented by these resolutions are known to the world.
The Congress, the Executive, and the people of Texas, in a convention
elected for that purpose, accepted with great unanimity the proposed
terms of annexation, and thus consummated on her part the great act of
restoring to our Federal Union a vast territory which had been ceded to
Spain by the Florida treaty more than a quarter of a century before.
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After the joint resolution for the annexation of Texas to the United
States had been passed by our Congress the Mexican minister at Washington addressed a note to the Secretary of State, bearing date on the 6th
of March, 1845, protesting against it as" an act of aggression the most
unjust which can be found recorded in the annals of modern history,
namely, that of despoiling a friendly nation like Mexico of a considerable portion of her territory," and protesting against the resolution of
annexation as being an act "whereby the Province of Texas, an integral portion of the Mexican territory, is agreed and admitted into the
American Union;" and he announced that as a consequence his mission
to the United States had terminated, and demanded his passports, which
were granted. It was upon the absurd pretext, made by Mexico (herself indebted for her independence to a successful revolution}, that the
Republic of Texas still continued to be, notwithstanding all that had
passed, a Province of Mexico that this step was taken by the Mexican
minister.
Every honorable effort has been used by me to avoid the war which
followed, but all have proved vain. All our attempts to preserve peace
have been met by insult and resistance on the part of Mexico. My
efforts to this end commenced in the note of the Secretary of State
of the 10th of March, 1845, in answer to that of the Mexican minister. Whilst declining to reopen a discu~sion which had already been
exhausted, and proving again what was known to the whole world, that
Texas had long since achieved her independence, the Secretary of State
expressed the regret of this Government that Mexico should have taken
offense at the 'resolution of annexation passed by Congress, and gave
assurance that our "most strenuous efforts shall be devoted to the amicable adjustment of every cause of complaint between the two Governments and to the cultivation of the kindest and most friendly relations
between the sister Republics.'' That I have acted in the spirit of this
assurance will appear from the events which have since occurred. Notwithstanding Mexico had abruptly terminated all diplomatic intercourse
with the United States, and ought, therefore, to have been the .first to
ask for its resumption, yet, waiving all ceremony, I embraced the earliest favorable opportunity '' to ascertain from the Mexican Government
whether they would receive an envoy from the United States intrusted
with full power to adjust all the questions in dispute between the two
Governments." In September, 1845, I believed the propitious moment
for such an overture had arrived. Texas, by the enthusiastic and almost
unanimous will of her people, had pronounced in favor of annexation.
exico herself had agreed to acknowledge the independenc:! of Texas,
ubject to a condition, it is true, which she had no right to impose and
no po er to enforce. The last lingering hope of Mexico, if she still
could ha e retained any, that Texas would ever again become one of her
Pro inces, must have been abandoned.
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The consul of the United States at the City of Mexico was therefore
instructed by the Secretary of State on the 15th of September, 1845, to
make the inquiry of the Mexican Government. The inquiry was made,
and on the 15th of October, 1845, the minister of foreign affairs of the
Mexican Government, in a note addressed to our consul, gave a favorable
response, requesting at the same time that our naval force might be withdrawn from Vera Cruz while negotiations should be pending. Upon the
receipt of this note our naval force was promptly withdrawn from Vera
Cruz. A minister was immediately appointed, and departed to Mexico.
Everything bore a promising aspect for a speedy and peaceful adjustment
of all our difficulties. At the date of my annual message to Congress in
December last no doubt was entertained but that he would be received
by the Mexican Government, and the hope was cherished that all cause of
misunderstanding between the two countries would be speedily removed.
In the confident hope that such would be the result of his mission, I
informed Congress that I forbore at that time to '' recommend such
ulterior measures of redress for the wrongs and injuries we had so long
borne as it would have been proper to make had no such negotiation
been instituted.'' To my surprise and regret the Mexican Government,
though solemnly pledged to do so, upon the arrival of our minister in
Mexico refused to receive and accredit him. When he reached Vera
Cruz, on the 30th of November, 1845, lie found that the aspect of affairs
had undergone an unhappy change. The Government of General Herrera, who was at that time President of the Republic, was tottering to its
fall. General Paredes, a military leader, had manifested his determination to overthrow the Government of Herrera by a military revolution,
and one of the principal means which he employed to effect his purpose and render the Government of Herrera odious to the army and
people of Mexico was by loudly condemning its determination to receive
a minister of peace from the United States, alleging that it was the intention of Herrera, by a treaty with the United States, to dismember the
territory of Mexico by ceding away the department of Texas. The Government of Herrera is believed to have been well disposed to a ·pacific
adjustment of existing difficulties, but probably alarmed for its own
security, and in order to ward off the danger of the revolution led by
Paredes, violated its solemn agreement and refused to receive or accredit
our minister; and this although informed that he had been invested with
full power to adjust all questions in dispute between the two Governments. Among the frivolous pretexts for this refusal, the principal one
was that our minister had not gone upon a special mission confined to
the question of Texas alone, leaving all the outrages upon our flag and
our citizens unredressed. The Mexican Government well knew that
both our national honor and the protection due to our citizens imperatively required that the two questions of bounda:ry and indemnity should
be treated of together, as naturally and inseparably blended, and they
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ought to have seen that this course was best calculated to enable the
United States to extend to them the most liberal justice. On the 30th
of December, 1845, General Herrera resigned the Presidency and yielded
up the Government to General Paredes without a struggle. Thus a revolution was accomplished solely by the army commanded by Paredes,
and the supreme power in Mexico passed into the hands of a military
usurper who was known to be bitterly hostile to the United States.
Although the prospect of a pacific adjustment with the new Government was unpromising from the known hostility of its head to the United
States, yet, determined that nothing should be left undone on our part
to restore friendly relations between the two countries, our minister was
instructed to present his credentials to the new Government and ask to
be accredited by it in the diplomatic character in which he had been
commissioned. These instructions he executed by his note of the 1st of
March, 1846, addressed ·to the Mexican minister of foreign affairs, but
his request was insultingly refused by that minister in his answer of the
12th of the same month. No alternative remained for our minister but
to demand his passports and return to the United States.
Thus was the extraordinary spectacle presented to the civilized world
of a Government, in violation of its own express agreement, having
twice rejected a minister of peace invested with full powers to adjust all
the existing differences between the two countries in a manner just and
honorable to both. I am not aware that modern history presents a parallel case in which in time of peace one nation has refused even to hear
propositions from another for terminating existing difficulties between
them. Scarcely a hope of adjusting our difficulties, even at a remote
day, or of preserving peace with Mexico, could be cherished while Paredes
remained at the head of the Government. He had acquired the supreme
power by a military revolution and upon the most solemn pledges to
wage war against the United States and to reconquer Texas, which he
claimed as a revolted province of Mexico. He had denounced as guilty
of treason all those Mexicans who considered Texas as no longer constituting a part of the territory of Mexico and who were friendly to the cause
of peace. The duration of the war which he waged against the United
States was indefinite, because the end which he proposed of the reconquest of Texas was hopeless. Besides, there was good reason to believe
from all his conduct that it was his intention to convert the Republic of
Mexico into a monarchy and to call a foreign European prince to th~
throne. Preparatory to this end, he had during his short rule destroyed
the liberty of the press, tolerating that portion of it only which openly
ad ocated the e tablishment of a monarchy. The better to secure the
success of hi ultimate designs, he had by an arbitrary decree convoked
a Congre , not to be elected by the free voice of the people, but to be
chosen in a manner to make them subservient to his will and to give
him absolute control over their deliberations.
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Under all these circumstances it was believed that any revolution in
Mexico founded upon opposition to the ambitious projects of Paredes
would tend to promote the cause of peace as well as prevent any attempted European interference in the affairs of the North American continent, both objects of deep interest to the United States. Any such
foreign interference, if attempted, must have been resisted by the United
States. My views upon that subject were fully communicated to Congress in my last annual message. In any event, it was certain that no
change whatever in the Government of Mexico which would deprive
Paredes of power could be for the worse so far as the United States were
concerned, while it was highly probable that any change must be for the
· better. This was the state of affairs existing when Congress, on the
13th of May last, recognized the existence of the war which had been
commenced by the Government of Paredes; and it became an object of
much importance, with a view to a speedy settlement of our difficulties
and the restoration of an honorable peace, that Paredes should not retain
power in Mexico.
Before that time there were symptoms of a revolution in Mexico,
favored, as it was understood to be, by the more liberal party, and especially by those who were opposed · to foreign interference and to the
monarchical form of government. Santa Anna was then in exile in
Havana, having been expelled from power and banished from his country
by a revolution which occurred in December, 1844; but it was known'
that he had still a considerable party in his favor in Mexico. It was
also equally well known that no vigilance which could be exerted by our
squadron would irt all probability have prevented liim from effecting a
landing somewhere on the extensive Gulf coast of Mexico if he desired
to return to his country. He had openly professed an entire change of
policy, had expressed his regret that he had subverted the federal constitution of 1824, and avowed that he was now in favor of its restoration.
He had publicly declared his hostility, in strongest terms, to the establishment of a monarchy and to European interference in the affairs of
his country. Information to this effect had been received, from sources
believed to be reliable, at the date of the recognition of the existence of
the war by Congress, and was afterwards fully confirmed by the receipt
of the dispatch of our consul in the City of Mexico, with the accompanying documents, which are herewith transmitted. Besides, it was
reasonable to suppose that he must see the ruinous consequences to
Mexico of a war with the United States, and that it would be his interest
to favor peace.
It was under these circumstances and upon these considerations that
it was deemed expedient not to obstruct his return to Mexico should he
attempt to do so. Our object was the restoration of peace, and, with
that view, no reason was perceived why we should take part with Paredes
and aid him by means of our blockade in preventing the return of his
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rival to Mexico. On the contrary, it was believed that the intestine
divisions which ordinary sagacity could not but anticipate as the fruit
of Santa Anna's return to Mexico, and his contest with Paredes, might
st~ongly tend to produce a disposition with both parties to restore and
preserve peace with the United States. Paredes was a soldier by profession and a monarchist in principle. He had but recently before been
successful _in a military revolution, by which he had obtained power.
He was the sworn enemy of the United States, with which he had
involved his country in the existing war. Santa Anna had been expelled
from power by the army, was known to be in open hostility to Paredes,
and publicly pledged against foreign i~tervention and the restoration of
monarchy in Mexico. In view of these facts and circumstances it was
· that when orders were issued to the commander of our naval forces in
the Gulf, on the 13th day of May last, the same day on which the existence of the war was recognized by Congress, to place the coasts of Mexico under blockade, he was directed not to obstruct the passage of Santa
Anna to Mexico should he attempt to return.
A revolution took place in Mexico in the early part of August following, by which the power of Paredes was overthrown, and he has since
been banished from the country, and is now in exile. Shortly afterwards
Santa Anna returned. It remains to be seen whether his return may not
yet prove to be favorable to a pacific adjustment of the existing difficulties, it being manifestly his interest not to persevere in the prosecution
of a war commenced by Paredes to accomplish a purpose so absurd as the
reconquest of Texas to the Sabine. Had Paredes remained in power, it
is morally certain that any pacific adjustment would have been hopeless.
Upon the commencement of hostilities by Mexico against the United
States the indignant spirit of the nation was at once aroused. Congress
promptly responded to the expectations of the country, and by the act of
the 13th of May last recognized the fact that war existed, by the act
of Mexico, between the United States and that Republic, and granted the
means necessary for its vigorous prosecution. Being involved in a war
thus commenced by Mexico, and for the justice of which on our part we
may confidently appeal to the whole world, I resolved to prosecute it with
the utmost vigor. Accordingly the ports of Mexico on the Gulf and
on the Pacific have been placed under blockade and her territory invaded
at several important points. The reports from the Departments of War
and of the avy will inform you more in detail of the measures adopted
in the emergency in which our country was placed and of the gratifying
results hich have been accompli hed.
The arious columns of the rmy have performed their duty under
great disad antages with the most distinguished skill and courage. The
ictori
f Palo
to and Resaca de la Palma and of fonterey, won
against greatly superior numbers and against most decided advantages
in other respects on the part of the enemy, were brilliant in their execu-
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tion, and entitle our brave officers and soldiers to the grateful thanks of
their country. The nation deplores the loss of the brave officers and
men who have gallantly fallen while vindicating and defending their
country's rights and honor.
It is a subject of pride and satisfaction that our volunteer citizen
soldiers, who so promptly responded to their country's call, with an
experience of the discipline of a camp of only a few weeks, have borne
their part in the hard-fought battle of Monterey with a constancy and
courage equal to that of veteran troops and worthy of the highest admiration. The privations of long marches through the enemy's country
and thrnugh a wilderness have been borne without a murmur. By rapid
movements the Province of New Mexico, with Santa Fe, its capital,
has been captured without bloodshed. The Navy has cooperated with
the Army and rendered important services; if not so brilliant, it is because the enemy had no force to meet them on their own element and
because of the defenses which nature has interposed in the difficulties
of the navigation on the Mexican coast. Our squadron in the Pacific,
with the cooperation of a gallant officer of the Army and a small force
hastily collected in that distant country, has acquired bloodless possession of the Californias, and the American flag has been raised at every
important point in that Province.
I congratulate you on the success which has thus attended our military and naval operations. In less than seven months after Mexico
commenced hostilities, at a time selected by herself, we have taken
possession of many of her principal ports, driven back and pursued her
invading army, and acquired military possession of the Mexican Provinces of New Mexico, New Leon, Coahuila, Tamaulipas, and the Californias, a territory larger in extent than that embraced in the original
thirteen States of the Union, inhabited by a considerable population, and
much of it more than 1,000 miles from the points at which we had to
collect our forces and commence our movements. By the blockade the
import and export trade of the enemy has been cut off. Well may the
American people be proud of the energy and gallantry of our regular
and volunteer officers and soldiers. The events of these few months
afford a gratifying proof that our country can under any emergency con~
fidently rely for the maintenance of her honor and the defense of her
rights on an effective force, ready at all times voluntarily to relinquish
the comforts of home for the perils and privations of the camp. And
though such a force may be for the time expensive, it is in the end economical, as the ability to command it removes the necessity of employing a large standing army in time of peace, and proves that our people
love their institutions and are ever ready to defend and protect them.
While the war was in a course of vigorous and successful prosecution,
being still anxious to arrest its evils, and considering that after the brilliant vic;tori~s of our arms on the 8th and 9th of May la_st the ·national
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honor could not be compromitted by it, another overture was made to
Mexico, by my directibn, on the 27th of July la~t to terminate hostilities
by a peace just and honorable to both countries. On the 31st of August
following the Mexican Government declined to accept this friendly overture, but referred it to the decision of a Mexican Congress to be assembled in the early part of the present month. I communicate to you
herewith a copy of the letter of the Secretary of State proposing to
reopen negotiations, of the answer of the Mexican Government, and of
the reply thereto of the Secretary of State.
The war will continue to be prosecuted with vigor as the best means
of securing peace. It is hoped that the decision of the Mexican Congress,
to which our last overture has been referred, may result in a speedy and
honorable peace. With our experience, however, of the unreasonable
course of the Mexican authorities, it is the part of wisdom not to relax
in the energy of our military operations until the result is made known.
In this view it is deemed important to hold military possession of all the
Provinces which have been taken until a definitive treaty of peace shall
have been concluded and ratified by the two countries.
The war has not been waged with a view to conquest, but, having
been commenced by Mexico, it has been carried into the enemy's country
and will be vigorously prosecuted there with a view to obtain an honorable peace, and thereby secure ample indemnity for the expenses of the
war, as well as to our much-injured citizens, who hold large pecuniary
demands against Mexico.
By the laws of nations a conquered country is subject to be governed
by the conqueror during his military possession and until there is either
a treaty of peace or he shall voluntarily withdraw from it. The old civi1
government being necessarily superseded, it is the right and duty of the
conqueror to secure his conquest and to provide for the maintenance of
civil order and the rights of the inhabitants. This right has been exercised and this duty performed by our military and naval commanders by
the establishment of temporary governments in some of the conquered
Provinces of Mexico, assimilating them as far as practicable to the free
institutions of our own country. In the Provinces of New Mexico and
of the Californias little, if any, further resistance is apprehended from
the inhabitants to the temporary governments which have thus, from the
necessity of the case and according to the laws of war, been established.
It may be proper to provide for the security of these important conquests
by making an adequate appropriation for the purpose of erecting fortifications and defraying the expenses necessarily incident to the maintenance of our possession and authority over them.
Tear the close of your last session, for reasons communicated to Congress, I deemed it important as a measure for securing a speedy peace
·with fexico, that a sum of money should be appropriated and placed in
the po er of the Executive, similar to that hich had been made upon
t o former occasions during the dministration of President Jeffer on.
On the 26th of F bruary, 1803, an appropriation of 2,000,000 was
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made and placed at the disposal of the President. Its object is well
known. It was at that time in contemplation to acquire Louisiana from
France, and it was intended to be applied as a part of the consideration
which might be paid for that territory. On the 13th of February, 1806,
the same sum was in like manner appropriated, with a view to the purchase of the Floridas from Spain. These appropriations were made to
facilitate negotiations and as a means to enable the President to accomplish the important objects in view. Though it did not become necessary for the President to use these appropriations, yet a state of things
might have arisen in which it would have been highly important for him
to do so, and the wisdom of making them can not be doubted. It is
believed that the measure recommended at your last session met with
the approbation of decided majorities in both Houses of Congress.
Indeed, in different forms, a bill making an appropriation of $2;000,600
passed each House, and it is muc~ to be regretted that it did not become
a law. The reasons which induced me to recommend the measure at
that time still exist, and I again submit the _subject for your consideration and , suggest the importance of early action upon it. Should the
appropriation be made and be not needed, it will remain in the 'treasury; should it be deemed proper to apply it in whole or in part, it will be
accounted for as other public expenditures.
Immediately after Congress had recognized the existence of the war
with Mexico my attention was directed to the danger that privateers
might be fitted out in the ports of Cuba and Porto Rico to prey upon
the commerce of the United States, and I invited the special attention
of the Spanish Government to the fourteenth article of our treaty with
that power of the 27th of October, 1795, under which the citizens and
subjects of either nation who shall take commissions or letters of marque
to act as privateers against the other '' shall be punished as •pirates.''
It affords me pleasure to inform you that I have received assurances
from the Spanish Government that this article of the treaty shall be
faithfully observed on its part. Orders for this purpose were immediately transmitted from that Government to the authorities of Cuba and
Porto Rico to exert their utmost vigilance in preventing any attempts to
fit out privateers in those islands against the United States. From the
good faith of Spain I am fully satisfied that this treaty will be executed
in its spirit as well as its letter, whilst the United States will on their
part faithfully perform all the obligations which it imposes on them.
Information has been recently received a,,t the Department of State
that the Mexican Government has sent to Havana blank commissions
to privateers and blank certificates of naturalization signed by General
Salas, the present head of the Mexican Government. There is alsG
reason to apprehend that similar documents have been transmitted to
other parts of the world. Copies of these papers, in translation, are
herewith transmitted.
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As the preliminaries required by the practice of civilized nations for
commissioning privateers and regulating their conduct appear not to
have been observed, and as these commissions are in blank, to be filled
up with the names of citizens and subjects of all nations who may be
willing to purchase them, the whole proceeding can only be construed
as an invitation to all the freebooters upon earth who are willing to pay
for the privilege to cruise against American commerce. It will be for
our courts of justice to decide whether under such circumstances these
Mexican letters of marque and reprisal shall protect those who accept
them, and commit robberies upon the high seas under their authority,
from the pains and penalties of piracy.
If the certificates of naturalization thus granted be intended by Mexico
to shield Spanish subjects from the guilt and punishment of pirates under
our treaty with Spain, they will certainly prove unavailing. Such a subterfuge would be but a weak device to defeat the provisions of a solemn
treaty.
I recommend th?t Congress should immediately provide by law for the
trial and punishment as pirates of Spanish subjects who, escaping thevigilance·of their Government, shall be found guilty of privateering against
the United States. I do not apprehend serious danger from these privateers. Our Navy will be constantly on the alert to protect our commerce.
Besides, in case prizes should be made of American vessels, the utmost
vigilance will be exerted by our blockading squadron to prevent the captors from taking them into Mexican ports, and it is not apprehended
that any nation will violate its neutrality by suffering such prizes to be
condemned and sold within its jurisdiction.
I recommend that Congress should immediately provide by law for
granting letters of marque and reprisal against vessels under the Mexican flag. It is true that there are but few, if any, commercial vessels of
Mexico upon the high seas, and it is therefore not probable that many
American privateers would be fitted out in case a law should pass authorizing this mode of warfare. It is, notwithstanding, certain that such
privateers may render good service to the commercial interests of the
country by recapturing our merchant ships should any be taken by
armed vessels under the Mexican flag, as well as by capturing these vessels themselves. Every means within our power should be rendered
available for the protection of our commerce.
The annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury will exhibit a
detailed tatement of the condition of the finances. The imports for
the fiscal year ending on the 30th of June last were of the value of
121 ,691 ,797, of which the amount exported was u ,346, 623, leaving
the amount retained in the country for domestic consumption no,345,174. The value of the export for the same period was r 13,488,516, of
hich 102 141,893 consisted of domestic productions and u,346,623
of for ign articl .
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-rhe receipts into the Treasury for the same year were $29,499,247.06,
of which there was derived from customs $26,712,667.87, from the sales
of public lands $2,694,452.48, and from incidental and miscellaneous
sources $92,126.71. The expenditures for the same period were $28,031,114.20, and the balance in the Treasury on the 1st day of July last
was $9,126,439.08.
The amount of the public debt, including Treasury notes, on the 1st of
the present month was $24,256,494.60, of which the sum of $17,788,799.62 was outstanding on the 4th of March, 1845, leaving the amount
incurred since that time $6,467,694.98.
In order to prosecute the war with \1exico with vigor and energy, as
the best means of bringing it to a speedy and honorable termination, a
further loan will be necessary to meet the expenditures for the present
and the next fiscal year. If the war should be continued until the 30th
of June, 1848, being the end of the next fiscal year, it is estimated that
an additional loan of $23,000,000 will be required. This estimate is
made upon the assumption that it will be necessary to retain constantly
in the Treasury $4,000,000 to guard against contingencies. If such
surplus were not required to be retained, then a loan of $19,000,000
would be sufficient. If, however, Congress should at the present session
impose a revenue duty on the principal articles now embraced in the free
list, it is estimated that an additional annual revenue of about two millions and a half, amounting, it is estimated, on the 30th of June, 1848, to
$4,000,000, would be derived from that source, and the loan required
would be reduced by that amount. It is estimated also that should Congress graduate and reduce the price of such of the public lands as have
been long in the market the additional revenue derived from that source
would be annually, for several years to come, between half a million and
a million dollars; and the loan required may be reduced by that amount
also. Should these measures be adopted, the loan required would not
probably exceed $18,000,000 or $19,000,000, leaving in the Treasury a
constant surplus of $4,000,000. The loan proposed, it is estimated, will
be sufficient to cover the necessary expenditures both for the war and
for all other purposes up to the 30th of June, 1848, and an amount of
this loan not exceeding· one-half may be required during the present fiscal
year, and the greater part of the remainder during the first half of the
fiscal year succeeding.
In order that timely notice may be given and proper measures taken to
effect the loan, or such por:tion of it as may be required, it is important
that the authority of Congress to make it be given at an early period of
your present session. It is suggested that the loan should be contracted
for a period of twenty years, with authority to purchase the stock and
pay it off at an earlier period at its market value out of any surplus
which may at any time be in the Treasury applicable to that purpose.
After the establishment of peace with Mexico, it is supposed that a considerable surplus will exist, and that the debt may be extinguished in
a much shorter pP.riod than that for which it may be contracted. The
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period of twenty years, as that for which the proposed loan may be contracted, in preference to a shorter period, is suggested, because all experience, both at home and abroad, has shown that loans are effected upon
much better terms upon long time than when they are reimbursable at
short dates.
Necessary as this measure is to sustain the honor and the interests
of the country engaged in a foreign war, it is not doubted but that Congress will promptly authorize it.
The balance in the Treasury on the rst July last exceeded $9,000,000,
notwithstanding considerable expenditures had · been made for the war
during the months of May and June preceding. But for the war the
whole public debt could and would have been extinguished within a
short period; and it was a part of my settled policy to do so, and thus
relieve the people from its burden and place the Government ·in a position which would enable it to reduce the public expenditures to that
economical standard which is most consistent with the general welfare
and the pure and wholesome progress of our institutions.
Among our just causes of complaint against Mexico arising out of her
refusal to treat for peace, as well before as since the war so unjustly
commenced on her part, are the extraordinary expenditures in which we
have been involved. Justice to our own people will make it proper that
Mexico should be held responsible for these expenditures.
Economy in the public expenditures is at all times a high duty which
all public functionaries of the Government owe to the people. This
duty becomes the more imperative in a period of war, when large and
extraordinary expenditures become unavoidable. During the existence
of the war with Mexico all our resources should be husbanded, and no
appropriations made except such as are absolutely necessary for its vigorous prosecution and the due administration of the Government. Objects
of appropriation which in peace may be deemed useful or proper, but
which are not indispensable for the public service, may when the country is engaged in a foreign war be well postponed to a future period.
By the observance of this policy at your present session large amounts
may be saved to the Treasury and be applied to objects of pressing and
urgent necessity, and thus the creation of a corresponding amount of
public debt may be avoided.
It is not meant to recommend that the ordinary and necessary appropriations for the support of Government should be withheld; but it is
ell known that at every session of Congress appropriations are proposed for numerous objects which may or may not be made without
materially affecting the public interests, and these it is recommended
should not be granted.
The act p ed at your last ession '' reducing the duties on import ''
not havin
one into operation until the r t of the pre ent month, there
has not been time for its practical effect upon the re enue and the bu i-
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ness of the country to be developed. It is not doubted, however, that
the just policy which it adopts will add largely to our foreign tra~e and
promote the general prosperity. Although it can not be certainly foreseen what amount of revenue it will yield, it is estimated that it will
exceed that produced by, the act of 1842, which it superseded. 'Y'he leading principles established by it are to levy the taxes with a view to raise
revenue and to impose them upon the articles imported according to
their actual value.
The act of 1842, by the excessive rates of duty which it imposed on
many articles, either totally excluded them from importation or greatly
reduced the amount imported, and thus diminished instead of producing
revenue. By it the taxes were imposed not for the legitimate purpose
of raising revenue, but to afford advantages to favored classes at the
expense of a large majority of their fellow-citizens. Those employed
in agriculture, mechanical pursuits, commerce, and navigation were compelled to contribute from their substance to swell the profits p,nd overgrown wealth of the comparatively few who had invested their capital
in ~anufactures. The taxes were not levied in proportion to the value
of the articles upon which they were .imposed, but, widely departing
from this just rule, the lighter taxes were in many cases levied upon
articles of luxury and high price and the heavier taxes on thG>se of
necessity and low price, consumed by the great mass of the people. It
was·a system the inevitable effect of which was to relieve favored classes
and the wealthy few from contributing their just proportion for the support of Government, and to lay the burden on the labor of the many
engaged in other pursuits than manufactures.
A system so unequal and unjust has been superseded by tlre existing law, which imposes duties not for the benefit or injury of classes or
pursuits, but distributes and, as far as practicable, equalizes the public
burdens among all classes and occupations. The favored classes who
under the unequal and unjust system which has been repealed have heretofore realized large profits, and many of them amassed large fortunes
at the expense of the many who have been made tributary to them, will
have no reason to complain if they shall be required to bear their just
proportion of the taxes necessary for the support of Government. So far
from it, it will be perceived by an examination of the existing law that
discriminations in the rates of duty imposed within the revenue principle
have been retained in their favor. The incidental aid against foreign
competition which they still enjoy gives them an advantage which no
other pursuits possess, but of this none others will complain, because
the duties levied are necessary for revenue. These revenue duties,
including freights and charges, which the importer must pay before he
can come in competition with the home manufacturer in our markets,
amount on nearly all our leading branches of manufacture to more
than one-third of the value of the imported article, and in some cases to
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almost one-half its value. With such advantages it is not doubted that
our domestic manufacturers will continue to prosper, realizing in wellconducted establishments even greater profits than can be derived from
any other regular business. Indeed, so far from requiring the protection
of even incidental revenue duties, our manufacturers in several leading
branches are extending their business, giving evidence of great ingenuity and skill and of their ability to compete, with increased prospect
of _success, for the open market of the world. Domestic manufactures
to the value of several millions of dollars, which can not find a market at
home, are annually exported to foreign countries. With such rates of
duty as those established by the existing law the system will probably
be permanent, and capitalists who are made or shall hereafter make their
investments in manufactures will know upon what to rely. The country will be satisfied with these rates, because the advantages which the
manufacturers still enjoy result necessarily from the collection of revenue for th~ support of Government. High protective duties, from their
unjust operation upon the masses of the people, can not fail to give rise
to extensive dissatisfaction and complaint and to constant efforts to
change or repeal them, rendering all investments in manufactures uncertain and precarious. Lower and more permanent rates of duty, at the:
same time that they will yield to the manufacturer fair and remunerating profits, will secure him against the danger of frequent changes in
the system, which can not fail to ruinously affect his interests.
Simultaneously with the relaxation of the restrictive policy by the
United States, Great Britain, from whose example we derived the system, has relaxed hers. 1 She has modified her corn laws and reduced
many other duties to moderate revenue rates. After ages of experience
the statesmen of that country have been const~ained by a stern necessity
and by a public opinion having its deep foundation in the sufferings and
wants of impoverished millions to abandon a system the effect of which
was to build up immense fortunes in the hands of the few and to reduce
the laboring millions to pauperism and misery. Nearly in the same ratio
that labor was depressed capital was increased and concentrated by the
British protective policy.
The evils of the system in Great Britain were at length rendered intolerable, and it has been abandoned, but not without a severe struggle on
the part of the protected and favored classes to retain the unjust advantages hich they have so long enjoyed. It was to be expected that a
similar struggle would be made by the same classes in the United tates
whenever an attempt was made to modify or abolish the same unjust
ystem here. The prqtective policy had been in operation in the nited
tates for a much horter period and it pernicious effects were not,
therefore
clearly perceived and felt. Enough, howe er, was known
of these eff ct to induce it repeal.
It ould b strang if in the face of the example of Gre(Lt Britain,
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our principal foreign customer, and of the evils of a system rendered
manifest in that country by long and painful experience, and in the face
of the immense advantages which under a more liberal commercial policy
we are already deriving, and must continue to derive, by supplying her
starving population with food, the United States should restore a policy
which she has been compelled to abandon, and thus diminish her ability
to purchase from us the food and other articles which she so much needs
and we so much desire to sell. By the simultaneous abandonment of the
protective policy by Great Britain and the United States new and important markets have already been opened for our agricultural and other
products, commerce and navigation have received a new impulse, labor
and trade have been released from the artificial trammels which have so
long fettered them, and to a great extent reciprocity in the exchange of
commodities has been introduced at the same time by both countries, and
greatly for the benefit of both. Great Britain has been forced by the
pressure of circumstances at home to abandon a policy which has been
upheld for ages, and to open her markets for our immense surplus of
breadstuffs, and it is confidently believed that other powers of Europe
will ultimately see the wisdom, if they be not compelled by the pauperism
and sufferings of their crowded population, to pursue a similar policy.
Our farmers are more deeply interested in maintaining the just and
liberal policy of the existing law than any other class of our citizens.
They constitute a large majority of our population, and it is well known
that when they prosper all other pursuits prosper also. They have heretofore not only received none of the bounties or favors of Government,
but by the unequal operations of the protective policy have been made
by the burdens of taxation which it imposed to contribute to the bounties which have enriched others.
When a foreign as well as a home market is opened to them, they must
receive, as they are now receiving, increased prices for their products.
They will find a readier sale, and at better prices, for their wheat, flour,
rice, Indian corn, beef, pork, lard, butter, cheese, and other articles which
they produce. The home market alone is inadequate to enable them to
dispose of the immense surplus of food and other articles which they are
capable of producing, even at the most reduced prices, for the manifest
reason that they can not be consumed in the country. The ·united States
can from their immense surplus supply not only the home demand, but
the deficiencies of food required by the whole world.
That the reduced production of some of the chief articles of food
in Great Britain and other parts of Europe may have contributed to
increase the demand for our breadstuffs and provisions is not doubted,
but that the great and efficient cause of this increased demand and of
increased prices consists in the removal of artificial restrictions heretofore imposed is deemed to be equally certain. Th;:i.t our exports of food,
already increased and increasing beyond former example under the more
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liberal policy which has been adopted, will be still vastly enlarged unless
they be checked or prevented by a restoration of the protective policy
can not be doubted. That our commercial and navigating interests
will be enlarged in a corresponding ratio with the increase of our trade
is equally certain, while our manufacturing interests will still be the
favored interests of the country and receive the incidental protection
afforded them by revenue duties; and more than this. they can not justly
demand.
In my annual message of December last a tariff of revenue duties
based upon the principles of the existing law was recommended, and I
have· seen no reason to change the opinions then expressed. In view of
the probable beneficial effects of that law, I recommend that the policy
established by it be maintained. It has but just commenced _to operate,
and to abandon or modify it without giving it ·a fair trial would be inexpedient and unwise. Should defects in any of its details be ascertained
by actual experience to exist, these may be hereafter corrected; but until
such defects shall become manifest the act should be fairly tested.
It is submitted for your consideration whether it may not be proper,
as a war measure, to impose revenue duties on some of the articles now
embraced in the free list. Should it be deemed proper to impose such
duties with a view to.raise revenue to meet the expenses of the war with
Mexico or to avoid to that extent the creation of a public debt, they may
be repealed when the emergency which gave rise to them shall-cease to
exist, and constitute no part of the permanent policy of the country.
The act of the 6th of August last, "to provide for the better organization of the Treasury and for the collection, safe-keeping, transfer, and
disbursement of the public revenue,'' has been carried into execution as
rapidly as· the delay necessarily arising out of the appointment of new
officers, taking and approving their bonds, and preparing and securing
proper places for· the safe-keeping of the public money would permit.
It is not proposed to depart in any respect from the principles or policy
on which this great measure is founded. There are, however, defects in
the details of the measure, developed by its practical operation, which
are fully set forth in the report of the Secretary of the Treasury, to
which the attention of Congress is invited. These defects would impair
to some extent the successful operation of the law at all times, but are
especially embarrassing when the country is engaged in a war, when the
expenditures are greatly increased, when loans are to be · effected and
the disbursements are to be made at points many hundred miles distant,
in some cases, from any depository, and a large portion of them in a
foreign country. The modifications suggested in the report of the Secretary of the Treasury are recommended to your favorable consideration.
In connection with this subject I invite your attention to the importance of establishing a branch of the Mint of the United States at New
York. Two-thirds of the revenue derived from customs being collected
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at that point, the demand for specie to pay the duties will be large, and
a branch mint where foreign coin and bullion· could be immediately
converted into American coin would greatly facilitate the transaction of
the public business, enlarge the circulation of gold and silver, and be
at the same time a safe depository of the public money.
The importance of graduating and reducing the price of such of the
public lands as have been long offered in the market at the minimum
rate authorized by existing laws, and remain unsold, induces me again
to recommend the subject to your favorable consideration. Many millions of acres of these lands have been offered in the market for more
than thirty years and larger quantities for more than ten or twenty
years, and, being of an inferior quality, they must remain unsalable for
an indefinite period unless the price at which they may be purchased
shall be reduced. To place a price upon them above their real value is
not only to prevent their sale, and thereby deprive the Treasury of any
income from that source, but is unjust to the States in which they lie,
because it retards their growth and increase of population, and because
they have no power to levy a tax upon them as upon other lands within
their limits, held by other proprietors than the United States, . for the
support of their local governments.
The beneficial effects of the graduation principle have been realized
•
by some of the States owning the lands
within their limits in which it
has been adopted. They have been demonstrated also by the United
States acting as the trustee of the Chickasaw tribe of Indians in the sale
of their lands lying within the States of Mississippi and Alabama. The
Chickasaw lands, which would not command in the market the minimum
price established by the laws of the United States for the sale of their
lands, were, in pursuance of the treaty of 1834 with that tribe, subsequently offered for sale at graduated and reduced rates for limited periods.
The result was that large quantities of these lands were purchased which
would otherwise have remained unsold. The lands were disposed of at
their real value, and many persons of limited means were enabled to
purchase small tracts, upon which they have settled with their families.
That similar results would be produced by the adoption of the graduation policy by the United States in all the States in which they are the
owners of large bodies of lands which have been long in the market can
not be doubted. It can not be a sound policy to withhold large quantities of the public lands from the use and occupation of our citizens by
fixing upon them prices which experience has shown they will not command. On the contrary, it is a wise policy to afford facilities to our
citizens to become the owners at low and moderate rates of freeholds of
their own instead of being the tenants and dependents of others. If it
be apprehended that these lands if reduced in price would be secured in
large quantities by speculators or capitalists, the sales may be restricted
in limited quantities t? actual settlers or persons purchasing for purposes
of cultivation.
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In my last annual message I submitted for the consideration of Congress the present system of managing the mineral lands of the United
States, and recommended that they should be brought into market and
sold upon such terms and under such restrictions as Congress might prescribe. By the act of the uth of July last "the reserved lead mines
and contiguous lands in the States of Illinois and Arkansas and Territories of Wisconsin and Iowa'' were authorized to be sold. The act is
· confined in its operation to '' lead mines and contiguous lands.'' A
large portion of the public lands, containing copper and other ores, is
represented to be very valuable, and I recommend that provision be made
authorizing the sale of these lands upon such terms and conditions as
from their supposed value may in the judgment of Congress be deemed
advisable, having due regard to the interests of such of our citizens as
may be located upon them.
It will be important during your present session to establish a Territorial government and to extend the jurisdiction and laws of the United
States over the Territory of Oregon. Our laws reg~lating trade and
intercourse with the Indian tribes east of the Rocky Mountains should be
extended to the Pacific Ocean; and for the purpose of executing them
and preserving friendly relations with the Indian tribes within our limits,
an additional number of Indian age cies will be required, and should be
authorized by law. The establishment of custom-houses and of postoffices and post-roads and provision for the transportation of the mail
on such routes as the public convenience will suggest require legislative
authority. It will be proper also to establish a surveyor-general's office
in that Territory and to make the necessary provision for surveying the
public lands and bringing them into market. As our citizens who now
reside in that distant region have been subjected to many hardships, privations, and sacrifices in• their emigration, and by their improvements
have enhanced the value of the public lands in the neighborhood of their
settlements, it is recommended that liberal grants be made to them of
such portions of these lands as they may occupy, and that similar grants
or rights of preemption be made to all who may emigrate thither within
a limited period, prescribed by law.
The report of the Secretary of War contains detailed information relative to the several branches of the public servi~e connected with that
Department. The operations of the Army have been of a satisfactory
and highly gratifying character. I recommend to your early and favorable consideration the measures proposed by the Secretary of War for
speedily filling up the rank and file of the Regular Army, for its greater
efficiency in the field, and for raising an additional force to serve during
the war with Mexico.
Embarrassment is likely to arise for want of legal provision authorizing compensation to be made to the agents employed in the several
States and Territories to pay the Revolutionary and other pensioners the
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amounts allowed them by law. Your attention is invited to the recommendations of the Secretary of War on this subject. These agents incur
heavy responsibilities and perform important duties, and no reason exists
why they should not be placed on the same footing as to compensation
with other disbursing officers.
Our relations with the various Indian tribes continue to be of a pacific character. The unhappy dissensions which have existed among the
Cherokees for many years past have been healed. Since my last annual
message important treaties have been negotiated with some of the tribes,
by which the Indian title to large tracts of valuable land within the
limits of the States and Territories has been extinguished and arrangements made for removing them to the country west of the Mississippi.
Between 3,000 and 4,000 of different tribes have been removed to the
country provided for them by treaty stipulations, and arrangements have
been made for others to follow.
In our intercourse with the several tribes particular attention has been
given to the important subject of educati~n. The number of schools
established among them has been increased, and additional means provided not only for teaching them the rudiments of education, but of
instructing them in agriculture and the mechanic arts.
I refer you to the report of the Secretary of the Navy for a satisfactory
view of the operations of the Department under his charge during the
past year. It is gratifying to perceive that while the war .with Mexico
has rendered it necessary to employ an unusual number of our armed vessels on her coasts, the protection due to ·our commerce in other quarters
of the world has not proved insufficient. No means will be spared to
give efficiency to the naval service in the prosecution of the war; and I
am happy to know that the officers and men anxiously desire to devote
themselves to the service of their country in any enterprise, however
difficult of execution.
I recommend to your favorable consideration the proposition to add to
each of our foreign squadrons an efficient sea steamer, and, as especially
demanding attention, the establishment at Pensacola of the necessary
means of repairing and refitting the vessels of the Navy employed in the
Gulf of Mexico.
There are other suggestions in the report which deserve and I doubt
not will receive your consideration.
The progress and condition of the mail service for the past year are
fully presented in the report of the Postmaster-General. The revenue for
the year ending on the 30th of June last amounted to $3,487,199, which
is $802,642.45 less than that of the preceding year. The payments for
that Depar~ment during the same time amounted to $4,084,297.22. Of
this sum $597,097.80 have been drawn from the Treasury. The disbursements for the year were $236,434.77 less than those of the preceding
year. While the disbursements have been thus diminished, the mail facilities have been enlarged by new mail routes of 5,739 miles, an increase
of transportation of 1,764,145 miles, and the establishment of 418 new
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post-offices. Contractors, postmasters, and others engaged in this branch
of the service have performed their duties with energy and faithfulness
deserving ~ommendation. For many interesting details connected with
the operations of this establishment you are referred to the report of the
Postmaster-General, and h)S suggestions for improving its revenues are
recommended to your favorable consideration. I ~epeat the opinion expressed in my last annual message that the business of this Department
should be so regulated that the revenues derived from it should be made
to equal the expenditures, and it is believed that this may be done by
proper modifications of the present laws, as suggested in the report of
the Postmaster-General, without changing the present rates of postage.
With full reliance upon the wisdom and patriotism of your delibera•
tions, it will be my duty, as it will be my anxious desire, to cooperate
with you in every constitutional effort to promote the welfare and maiv~
tain the honor of our common country.
JAMES K~ POLK.

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON, December I¢, I8¢6.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I transmit to the· Senate, for their consideration and advice wjth regard
to its ratification, a convention for the mutual surrender of criminals
between the United States and the Swiss Confederation, signed by their
respective plenipotentiaries on the 15th of September last at Paris.
I transmit also a copy of a dispatch from the plenipotentiary of the
United States, with theaccompanying 'documents.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, December 22, I846.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
In compliance with the request contained in the resolution ot tnc
House of Representatives, of the 15th instant, I communicate herewith
reports from the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy, with
the documents which accompany them.
These documents contain all the ''orders or instructions'' to any military, naval, or other officer of the Government "in relation to the estabUshment or organization of civil government in any portion of the territory of Mexico which has or might be taken possession of by the Army
or Navy of the United States."
,
These orders and instructions were given to regulate the exercise of the
rights of a belligerent engaged in actual war over such portions of the territory of our enemy as by military conquest might be '' taken possession
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of'' and be occupied by our armed forces-rights necessarily resulting
from a state of war and clearly recognized by the laws of nations. This
was all the authority which could be delegated to our military and naval
commanders, and its exercise was indispensable to the secure occupation and possession of territory of the enemy which might be conquered.
The regulations authorized were temporary, and dependent on the rights
acquired by conquest. They were authorized as belligerent rights, and
were to be carried into effect by military or naval officers. They were
but the amelioration of martial law, which modern civilization requires,
and were due as well to the security of the conquest as to the inhabitants
of the conquered territory.
The documents communicated also contain the reports of several
highly meritorious officers of our Army and Navy who have conquered
and taken possession of portions of the enemy's territory.
Among the documents accompanying the report of the Secretary of
War will be found a ' ' form of government'' ' 'established and organized''
by the military commander who conquered and occupied with his forces
the Territory of New Mexico. This document was received at the War
Department in the latter part of the last month, and·, as will be perceived
by the report of the Secretary of War, was not, for the reasons stated by
that officer, brought to my notice until after my annual message of the
8th instant was communicated to Congress.
It is declared on its face to be ~ "temporary government of the said
Territory," but there are portions of it which purport to "establish and
· organize" a permanent Territorial government of the United States over
the Territory and to impart to its inhabitants political rights which
under the Constitution of the United States can be enjoyed permanently
only by citizens of the United States. These have not been '·' approved
and recognized'' by me. Such organized regulations as have been established in any of the conquered territories for the security of our con•·
quest, for the preservation of order, for the protection of the rights of the
inhabitants, and for depriving the enemy of the advantages of these territories while the military possession of them by the forces of the United
States continues will be recognized and approved.
It will be apparent from the reports of the officers who have been
required by the success which has crowned their arms to exercise the
powers of temporary government over the conquered territories that if
any excess of power has been exercised the departure has been the offspring of a patriotic desire to give to the inhabitants the privileges and
immunities so cherished by the people of our own country, and which
they believed calculated to improve their condition and promote their
prosperity. Any such excess has resulted in no practical injury, but can
and will be early corrected in a manner to alienate . as little .as possible
the good feelings of the inhabitants of the conquered territory.
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WASHINGTON,

December 29, I8,t.6.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
In order to prosecute the war against Mexico with vigor and success,
it is necessary that authority should be pi;omptly given by Congress to
increase the Regular Army and to remedy existing defects in its organization. With this view your favorable attention is invited to the annual
report of the Secretary of War, which accompanied my message of the
8th instant, in which he recommends that ten additional regiments 0£
regular troops shall be raised, to serve during the war.
Of the additional regiments of volunteers which have been called for
from several of the States, some have been promptly raised; but this has
. not been the case in regard to all. The existing law, requiring that they
should be organized by the independent action of the State governments,
has in some instances occasioned considerable delay, and it is yet uncertain when the troops required can be ready for service in the field.
It is our settled policy to maintain in time of peace as small a Regular
Army as the exigencies of the public service will permit. In a state
of war, notwithstanding the great advantage with which our volunteer
citizen soldiers can be brought into the field, this small Regular Army
must be increased in its numbers in order to render the whole force
more efficient.
Additional officers as well as men then become indispensable. Under
the circumstances of our service a peculiar propriety exists for increasing the officers, especially in the higher grades. The number of such
officers who from age and other causes are rendered incapable of active
service in the field has seriously impaired the efficiency of the Army.
From the report of the Secretary of War it appears that about twothirds of the whole number of regimental field officers are either permanently disabled or are necessarily detached from their commands on
other duties. The long enjoyment of peace has prevented us from
experiencing much embarrassment from this cause, but now, in a state
of war, conducted in a foreign country, it has produced serious injury to
the public service.
An efficient organization of the Army, composed of regulars and volunteers, whilst prosecuting the war in Mexico, it is believed would require
the appointment of a general officer to take the command of all our military forces in the field. Upon the conclusion of the war the services of
such an officer would no longer be necessary, and should be dispensed
with upon the reduction of the Army to a peace establishment.
I recommend that provision be made by law for the appointment of
such a general officer to serve during the war.
It is respectfully recommended that early action should be had by
Congress upon the suggestions submitted for their consideration, as
necessary to insure active and efficient service in prosecuting the war, before the present favorable season for military operations in the enemy's
country shall have passed away.
JAMES K. POLK.
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WASHINGTON, January 1-, I8,t..7.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Postmaster-General, which
contains the information called for by the resolution of the Senate of
the 16th instant, in relation to the means which have been taken for the
transmission of letters and papers to and from the officers and soldiers
now in the service of the United States in Mexico. In answer to the
inquiry whether any legislation is necessary to secure the speedy transmission and delivery of such letters and papers, I refer you to the suggestions of the Postmaster-General, which are recommended to your
favorable consideration.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,January II, I8,t.7.
To the Senate ef the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 22d ultimo, calling
for information relative to the negotiation of the treaty of commerce with
the R~public of New Granada signed on the 20th of December, 1844,
I transmit a report from the Secretary of State and the documents by
which it was accompanied.
JA;MES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January I9, I8,t.7.
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States:
I transmit herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with the accompanying report from the Adjutant-General of the Army, made in compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 5th
instant, requesting the President to communicate to the House '' the
whole number of volunteers which have been mustered into the service of the United States since the 1st day of May last, designating the
number mustered for three months, six months, and twelve pionths;
the number of those who have been discharged before they served two
months, number discharged after two months' service, and the number of
volunteer officers who have resigned, and the dates of their resignations."
JAMES K. POLK.

w ASHINGTON, January 20, I8,t.7.
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States:
I communicate herewith a letter received from the president of the
convention of delegates of the people of Wisconsin, transmitting a certified copy of the constitution adopted by the delegates of the people of
Wisconsin in convention assembled, also a copy of the act of the legislature of the Territory of Wisconsin providing for the calling of said
convention, and also . a copy of the last census, showing the number of ·
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inhabitants in said Territory, requesting the President to "lay the same
before the Congress of the United States with the request that Congress
act upon the same at its present session.''
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

January 25, I8,f.7.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the ·Secretary of the Treasury,
accompanied by a statement of the Register of the Treasury prepared in
compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 7th
instant, requesting the President '' to furnish the House with a statement
showing the whole amount allowed and paid at the Treasury during the
year ending 30th June, I846, for postages of the Executive Departments
of the Government and for the several officers and persons authorized by
the act approved 3d March, 1846, to send or receive matter through the
mails free, including the amount allowed or allowable, if charged in
the postages of any officers or agents, military, naval, or civil, employed
in or by any of ·s aid Departments.'' It will be perceived that said statement is as full and accurate as can be made during the present session
of Congress.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January 29, I8,t.7.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, together
with reports of the Adjutant-General and Paymaster-General of the
Army, in answer to a resolution 9f the House of Representatives of
the 20th instant, requesting the President to communicate to the House
"whether any, and, if any, which, of the Representatives named in the
list annexed have held any office or offices under the United States since
the commencement of the Twenty-ninth Congress, designating the office
or offices held by each, and whether the same are now so held, and including in said information the names of all who are now serving in the Army
of the United States as officers and receiving pay as such, and when and
by whom they were commissioned ..''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASRINGTO'N, February 3, I8,f.7.
To the Senate of tlit Vnz'tttl States.•
I communicate herewith reports of the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury, with accompanying documents, in answer to a
resolution of the Senate '' requesting the President to inform the Senate
whether any funds of the Government, and, if any, what axnount, have
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been remitted from the Atlantic States to New Orleans or to the disbursing officers of the American Army in Mexico since the 1st of September
last, and, if any remitted, in what funds remitted, whether in gold or
silver coin, Treasury notes, bank notes, or bank checks, and, if in whole
or in part remitted in gold and silver, what has been the expense to the
Government of each of said remittances.''
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February Io, I847.
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I transmit to the Senate, for their advice with regard to its ratification,
'' a general treaty of peace, amity, navigation, and commerce between
the United States of America and the Republic of New Granada," concluded at Bogota on the 12th December last by Benjamin A. Bidlack,
charge d'a:ffaires of the United States, on their part, and by Manuel
Maria Mallarino, secretary of state and foreign relations, on the part of
that Republic.
It will be perceived by the thirty-fifth article of this treaty that New
Granada proposes to guarantee to the Government and citizens of the
United States the right of passage across the Isthmus of Panama over
the natural roads and over any canal or railroad which may be constructed
to unite the two seas, on condition that the United States shall make a
similar guaranty to New Granada of the neutrality of this portion of her
territory and her sovereignty over the same.
The reasons which caused the insertion of this important stipulation in
the treaty will be fully made known to the Senate by the accompanying
documents. From these it will appear that our charge d' a:ffaires acted
in this particular upon his own responsibility and without instructions.
Under such circumstances it became my duty to decide whether I would
submit the treaty to the Senate, and after mature consideration I have ·
determined to adopt this course.
The importance of this concession to the commercial and political
interests of the United States can not easily be overrated. The route·
by the Isthmus of Panama is the shortest between the two oceans, and
from the information herewith communicated it would seem to be the
most practicable for a railroad or canal.
The vast advantages to.our commerce which would result from such a
communication, not only with the west coast of America, but with Asia
and the islands of the Pacific, are too obvious to require any detail.
Such a passage would relieve us from a long and dangerous navigation of
more than 9,000 miles around Cape Horn and render our communication
with our possessions on the northwest coast of America comparatively
easy and speedy.
The communication across the Isthmus has attracted the attention
of the Government of the United States ever since the independence of
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the-South American Republics. On the 3d of March, 1835, a resolution
passed the Senate in the following words:
Resolved, That the . President of the United States be respectfully requested to
consider the expediency of opening negotiations with the governments of other
nations, and particularly with the Governments of Central A-merica and New Granada, for the purpose of effectually protecting, by suitable treaty stipulations with
them, such individuals or companies as may undertake to open a communication
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans by the construction of a ship canal across
the isthmus which connects North and South America, and of securing forever by
such stipulations the free and equal right of navigating such canal to all nations on
the payment of such reasonable tolls as may be established to ·c ompensate the capitalists who may engage in such undertaking and complete the work.

No person can be more deeply sensible than myself of the danger of
entangling alliances with any foreign nation. That we should. avoid such
alliances has become a maxim of our policy consecrated by the most
venerated names which adorn our history and sanctioned by the unanimous voice of the American people. Our own experience has taught us
· the wisdom of this maxim in the only instance, that of the guaranty to
France of her American possessions, in which we have ever entered into
such an alliance. If, therefore, the very peculiar circumstances of the
present case do not greatly impair, if not altogether destroy the force of
this objection, then we ought not to enter into the stipulation, whatever
may be its advantages. The general considerations which have induced
me to transmit the treaty to the Senate fo1· their advice may be summed
up in the following particulars:
I. The treaty' does not propose to guarantee a territory to a foreign
nation in which the United States will have no common interest with
that nation. On the contrary, we are more deeply and directly interested
in the subject of this guaranty than New Granada herself or any other
country.
,
2. The guaranty does not extend to the territories of New Granada
generally, but is confined to the single Province of the Isthmus of Panama, where we shall acquire by the treaty a common and coextensive
· right of passage with herself.
3. It will constitute no alliance for any political object, but for a purely
commercial purpose, in which all the navigating nations of the world have
a common interest.
4. In entering into the mutual guaranties proposed by the thirty-fifth
article of the treaty neither the Government of New Granada nor that
of the United. States has any narrow or exclusive views. The ultimate
object, as presented by the Senate of the United States in their resolution
to which I have alreaey referred, is to secure to all nations the free a1;1d
equal right of passage over the Isthmus. If the United States, as the chief
of the American nations, should first become a party to this guaranty, it
can not be doubted-indeed, it is confidently expected by the Government
of New Granada-that similar guaranties will be given to that Republic
)/0
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by Great Britain and France. Should the pr'oposition thus tendered be
rejected we may deprive the United States of the just influence which its
acceptance might secure to them and confer the glory and benefits of
being the first among the nations in concluding such an aaangement
upon the Government either of Great Britain or France. That either of
these Governments would embrace the offer can not be doubted, because
there does not appear to be any other effectual means of securing to all
nations the advantages of this important passage but the guaranty of
great commercial powers that the Isthmus shall be neutral territory.
The interests of the world at stake are so important that the security
of this passage between the two oceans can not be suffered to depend
upon the wars and revolutions which may arise among different nations.
Besides, such a guaranty is almost indispensable to the construction of
a railroad or canal across the territory. Neither sovereign states nor
individuals would expend their capital in the construction of these expensive works without some such security for their investments.
The guaranty of the sovereignty of New Granada over the Isthmus is a
natural consequence of the guaranty of its neutrality, and there does not
seem to be any other practicable mode of securing the neutrality of this
territory. New Granada would not consent to yield up this Province in
order that it might become a neutral state, and if she should it is not sufficiently populous or wealthy to establish and maintain an independent ,
sovereignty. But a civil government must exist there in order to protect
the works which shall be constructed. New Granada is a power which
will not excite the jealousy of any nation. If Great Britain, France, or
the United States held the sovereignty over the Isthmus, other nations
might apprehend that in case of war the Government would close up
the passage against the enemy, but no such fears can ever be entertained
in regard to New Granada.
This treaty removes the heavy discriminating duties against us in the
ports of New Granada, which have nearly destroyed our commerce and
navigation with that Republic, and which we have been in vain endeavoring to abolish for the last twenty years.
It may be proper also to call the attention of the Senate to the twentyfifth article of the treaty, which prohibits privateering in case of war
between the two Republics, and also to the additional article, which
nationalizes all vessels of the parties which '' shall be provided by the
respective Governments with a patent issued according to its laws,"
and in this particular goes further than any of our former treaties.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February I3, I8,t.7.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
Congress, by the act of the 13th of May last, declared that '' by the
. act of the Republic of Mexico a state of war exists between that Government and the United States.'' and '' for the purpose of enabling the
M P-vor. 1v-31
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Government of the United States to prosecute said war to a speedy and
successful termination '' authority was vested in the President to employ
the "naval and military forces of the United States."
It has been my unalterable purpose since the commencement of hostilities by Mexico and the declaration of the existence of war by Congress
to prosecute the war in which the country was unavoidably involved with
the utmost energy, with a view to its '' speedy and successful termination'' by an honorable peace.
Accordingly all the operations · of our naval and military forces have
been directed with this view. While the sword has been held in one
hand and our military movements pressed forward into the enemy's
country and its coasts invested by our Navy, the tender of an honorable
peace has been constantly presented to Mexico in the other.
Hitherto the overtur es of peace which have been made by this Government have not been accepted by Mexico. With a view to avoid a
protracted war, which hesitancy and delay on our part would be so well
calculated to produce, I informed you in my annual message of the 8th .
December last that the war would '' continue to be prosecuted with vigor,
as the best means of securing peace,,., and recommended to your early
and favorable consideration the measures proposed by the Secretary of
War in his report accompanying that message.
In my message of the 4th January last these and other measures
deemed to be essential to the '' speedy and successful termination'' of
the war and the attainment of a just and honorable peace were recommended to your early anq. favorable consideration.
The worst state of things which could exist in a war with such a power
as Mexico would be a course of indecision and inactivity on our part.
Being charged by the Constitution , and the laws with the conduct of the
war, I have availed myself of all the means at my command to prosecute
it with energy and vigor.
The act '' to raise for a limited time an additional military force, and
for other purposes,'' and which authorizes the raising of ten additional
regiments to the Regular Army, to serve during the war and to be disbanded at its termination, which was presented to me on the I 1th instant
and approved on that day, will constitute an important part of our military force. These regiments will be raised and moved to the seat of war
with the least practicable delay.
It will be perceived that this act makes no provision for the organization into brigades and divisions of the increased force which it authorizes,
nor for the appointment of general officers to command it. It will be
proper that authority be given by law to make such 'o rganization, and to
appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, such number
of major-generals and brigadier-generals as the efficiency of the service
may demand. The number of officers of these grades now in service are
not more than are required for their respective commands; but further
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legislative action during your present session will, in my judgment, b.e
required, and to which it is my duty respectfully to invite your attention.
Should the war, contrary to my earnest desire, be protracted to the
close of the term of service of the volunteers now in Mexico, who engaged
for twelve months, an additional volunteer force. will probably become
necessary to supply their place. Many of the volunteers now serving
in Mexico, it is not doubted, will cheerfully engage at the conclusion
of their present term to serve during the war. They would constitute
a more efficient force than could be speedily obtained by accepting the
services of any new corps who might offer their services. They would
have the advantage of the experience and discipline of a year's service,
and will have become accustomed to the climate and be in less danger
than new levies of suffering from the diseases of the country. I recommend, therefore, that authority be given to accept the services of such
of the volunteers now in Mexico as the state of the public service may
require, and who may at the termination of their present term vohmtarily engage to serve during the war with Mexico, and that provision be
made for commissioning the officers. Should this measure receive the
favorable consideration of Congress, it is recommended that a bounty be
granted to them upon their voluntarily extending their term of service.
This would not only be due to these gallant men, but it would be economy to the Government, because if discharged at the end of the twelve
months the Government would be bound to incur a heavy expense in
bringing them back to their homes and in sending to the seat of war new
corps of fresh troops to supply their place.
By the act of the 13th of May last the President was authorized to
accept the services of volunteers '' in companies, battalions, squadrons,
and regiments,'' but no provision was made for :filling up vacancies which
might occur by death or discharges from the service on account of sickness or other casualties. In consequence of this omission many of the
corps now in service have been much reduced in numbers. Nor was any
provision made for filling vacancies of regimental or company officers
who might die or resign. Information has been• received at the War
Depa;tment of the resignation of more than roo of these officers. They
were appointed by the State authorities, and no information has been
received except in a few instances that their places have been filled;
and the efficiency of the service has been impaired from this cause. To
remedy these defects, I recommend that authority be given to accept the
services of individual volunteers to :fill up the places of such as may die
or become unfit for the service and be discharged, and that provision be
also made for filling the places of regimental and company officers who
may die or resign. By such provisions the volunteer corps may be constantly kept full or may approximate the maximum number authorized
and called into service in the first instance.
While it is deemed to be our true policy to prosecute the war in the.
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manner indicated, and thus make the enemy feel its pressure and its
evils, I shall be at all times ready, with the authority conferred on me
by the Constitution and with all the means which may be placed at my
command by Congress, to conclude a just and honorable peace.
Of equal importance with an energetic and vigorous prosecution of
the war are the means required to defray its expenses and to uphold and
maintain the public credit.
In my annual message of the 8th December last I submitced for the
consideration of Congress the propriety of imposing, as a war measure,
revenue duties on some of the articles now embraced in the free list.
The principal articles now exempt from duty from which any considerable revenue could be derived are tea and coffee. A moderate revenue
duty on these articles it is estimated would produce annually an amount
exceeding $2,500,000. Though in a period of peace, when ample means
could be derived from duties on other articles for the support of the Government, it p:1ay have been deemed proper not to resort to a duty on these
articles, yet when the country is engaged in a foreign war and all our
' resources are demanded to meet the unavoidable increased expenditure
in maintaining our armies in the field no sound reason is perceived why
we should not avail ourselves of the revenues which may be derived from
this source. The objections which have heretofore existed to the imposition of these duties were applicable to a state of peace, when they were
not needed. We are now, however, engaged in a foreign war. We need
money to prosecute it and to maintain the public honor and credit. It
can not be doubted that the patriotic people of the United States would
cheerfully and without complaint submit to the payment of this additional duty or any other that may be necessary to maintain the honor of
the country, provide for the unavoidable expenses of the Government,
and to uphold the public credit. It is recommended that any duties
which may be imposed on these articles be limited in their duration to
the period of the war.
An additional annual revenue, it is estimated, of between half a million
and a million of dollars would be derived from the graduation and reduction of the price of such of the public lands as have been long offered in
the market at the minimum price established by the existing laws and
have remained unsold. And in addition to other reasons commending
the measure to favorable consideration, it is recommended as a financial
measure. The duty suggested on tea and coffee and the graduation and
reduction of the ·price of the public lands would secure an additional
annual revenue to the Treasury of not less than $3,000,000, and would
thereby prevent the necessity of incurring a public debt annually to that
amount, the interest on which must be paid semiannually, and ultimately
the debt itself by a tax on the people.
It is a sound policy and one which has long been approved by the Government and people of the United States never to resort to loans unless
in cases of great public emergency, and then only for the smallest amount
which the pµblic necessities will permit.
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The increased revenues which the measures now recommended would
produce would, moreover, enable the Government to negotiate a loan for
any additional sum which may be found to be needed with more facility
and at cheaper rates than can be done without them.
Under the injunction of the Constitution which makes it my duty
'' from time to time to give to Congress information of the state of the
Union and to recommend to their consideration such measures" as shall
be judged '' necessary and expedient,'' I respectfully and earnestly invite
the action of Congress on the measures herein presented for their consideration. The public good, as well as a sense of my responsibility to
our common constituents, in my judgment imperiously demands that
I should present them for your enlightened consideration and invoke
favorable action upon them before the close of your present session.

JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February I3, I847.
To the Senate of the United States:
I nominate the officers named in the accompanying communication for
regular promotion in the Army of the United States, as proposed by the
Secretary of War.

JAMES K. POLK.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, February IJ, I847.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: I have the honor respectfully to propose for your approbation the followingnamed captains,<-for promotion to the rank of major in the existing regiments of the
Army, in conformity with the third section of the act approved February II, 1847,
which authorizes one additional major to each of the regiments of dragoons, artil.
lery, infantry, and riflemen.
The promotions are all regular with one exception, that of Captain Washington
Seawell, of the Seventh Infantry, instead of Captain Edgar Hawkins, of the same
regiment, who stands at the head of the list of his grade in the infantry arm. Captain Hawkins, who distinguished himself in the defense of Fort Brown, is passed
over on the ground of mental alienation, it being officially reported that he is" insane," on which account he was recently sent from the Army in M exico. He is
now in New York, and is reported to be "unable to perform any duty." An officer
just returned from the Army in Mexico, and who had recently served with Captain
Hawkins, informed the Adjutant-General that he was quite deranged, but that he
had hopes of his recovery, as the malady was probably caused by sickness. Should
these hopes be realized at some future day, Captain Hawkins will then of course
be promoted without loss of rank; meanwhile I respectfully recommend that he be
passed over, as the declared object of these additional majors ( as set forth in the
Adjutant-General's report to this Department of the 30th of July last) was to insure
the presence of an adequate number of efficient field officers for duty with the marching regiments, which object would be neutralized in part should Captain Hawkins
now receive the appointment.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
W. L. MARCY.

5r8
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WASHINGTON, February 20, I8¢7.
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of State, with the
accompanying documents, in answer to a resolution of the Senate of
the 2d instant, requesting the President to communicate such information in possession of the Executive Departments in relation to the importation of foreign criminals and . paupers as he may deem consistent with
the public interests to communicate.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, February 26, I8,t.7.
To the Senate of the United States:
I nominate the persons named in the accompanying list* of promotions and appointments in the Army of the United States to the several
grades annexed to their names, as.proposed by the Secretary of War .
. JAMES K. POLK.

WAR DEPARTMENT, February 26, I847.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SrR: I have the honor respectfully to propose for your approbation the annexed
list* of officers for regular promotion and persons for appointment in the Army of
the United States.
It having been decided to be just and proper to restore Grafton D. Hanson, late a
lieutenant in the Eighth Infantry, to his former regiment and rank, whose resignation was accepted in June, 1845, contrary to his wish, he having in due time recalled
the same, it will be seen that he is reappointed accordingly. I deem it proper to
state that the vacancy of first lieutenant in the Eighth Infantry, now proposed to be
filled by Mr. Hanson's restoration and reappointment, has been occasioned by the
appointment of the senior captain of the regiment to be major under the recent act
authorizing an additional major to each regiment, being an original vacancy, and
therefore the less reason for any objection in respect to the general principles
and usages of the service, which guarantee regular promotions to fill vacancies which
occur by accident, etc.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
w. L. MARCY.,

WASHINGTON, February 26, I847.
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I nominate the officers named in the accompanying list* for brevet
promotion in the Army of the United States, for gallant conduct in the
actions at Monterey.
JAMES K. POLK.

WAR DEPARTMENT, February I9, I847.
The PRESIDENT.
SIR: I present to you the following list·* of officers engaged in the actions at Monterey, whose distinguished conduct therein entitles them, in p:iy judgment, to the
promotion by brevet. This list has been prepared after a particular and careful
examination of all the documents in this Department in relation to the military
operations at that place.
•omitted,
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. Lieutenant-Colonel Garland and Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Childs ( then a captain
of the line) also behaved in the actions of Monterey in a manner deserving of particular notice, but as their names are now before the Senate for colonelcies by brevet,
I have not presented them for further promotion. I am not aware that any officer
below the lineal rank of colonel has ever been made a brigadiet-general by brevet.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. L. MARCY.

February 27, I8,17.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with the
accompanying documents, in answer to the resolution of the House of
Representatives of the 1st instant, requesting the President '' to communicate to the House of Representatives all the correspondence with ·
General Taylor since the commencement of hostilities with Mexico which
has not yet been published, and the publication of which may not be
deemed detrimental to the public service; also the correspondence of the
Quartermaster-General in relation to transportation for General Taylor's
Army; also the reports of Brigadier-Generals Hamer and Quitman of the
operations of their respective brigades on the 2 rst of September last.''
As some of these documents relate to military operations of our forces
which may not have been fully executed, I might have deemed it proper
to withhold parts of them under the apprehension that their publication
at this time would be detrimental to the public service; but I am satisfied
that these operations are now so far advanced and that the enemy has
already received so much information from other sources in relation
to the intended movements of our Army as to render this precaution
unnecessary.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

WASHINGTON,

March

2,

I8,t.7.

To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with the
accompanying documents, in answer to the resolution of the Senate of
the 27th ultimo, requesting to be informed "why the name of Captain
Theophilus H. Holmes was, not sent in for brevet promotion amongst the
other officers who distinguished themselves at the military operations at
Monterey.''
The report of the Secretary of War discloses the reasons for the omission of the name of Captain Holmes in the list of brevet promotions in
my message of the - - ultimo. Upon the additional testimony in Captain Holmes's case which has been received at the War Department, and
to which the Secretary of War refers in his report, I deem it proper to
nominate him for brevet promotion.
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I therefore nominate Captain Theophilus H. Holmes, of the Seventh
Regiment of Infantry, to be major by brevet from the 23d September,
1846, in the Army of the United States.
JAMES K. POLK.
WAR DEPARTMENT, 1//Iarch I, I847.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SrR: With a special reference to the resolution of the Senate of the 27th ultimo,
requesting to be informed '' why the name of Captain Theophilus H. Holmes was not
sent in for brevet promotion amongst the other officers who distinguished themselves
at the military operations at Monterey," I have again examined the official reports of
those operations. I do not find that Captain Holmes is mentioned in General Taylor's report, nor in that of any pther officer except the report of Brigadier-General
· Worth. The following extract from the latter contains all that is said having relation
to the conduct of Captain Holmes:
"My thanks are also especially dU:e to Lieutenant-Colonel Stanford, Eighth, commanding First Brigade; Major Munroe, chief of artillery, general staff; Brevet Major
Brown and Captain J. R. Vinton, •artillery battalion; Captain J. B. Scott, artillery
battalion, light troops; Major Scott ( commanding) and Captain Merrill, Fifth; Captain Miles ( commanding), Holmes, and Ross, Seventh I nfantry, and Captain Screven,
~ommanding Eighth Infantry; to Lieutenant-Colonel Walker, captain of rifles; Major
Chevalier and Captain McCulloch, of the Texan, and Captain Blanchard, of the Louisiana, Volunteers; to Lieutenant Mackall, commanding battery; Roland, Martin,
Hays, Irons, Clark, and Curd, horse artillery; ·Lieutenant Longstreet, commanding
light company, Eighth; Lieutenant Ayers, artillery battalion, who was among the
first in the assault upon the place and who secured the colors. Each of the officerg
named either headed special detachments, columns of attack, storming parties, or
detached guns, and all were conspicuous for conduct and courage.''
It will be perceived that in this list there are twenty-one officers (besides the med'
ical staff and officers of volunteers) who are highly commended by General Worth
for gallant conduct. That they were justly entitled to the praise bestowed on them
is not doubted; but if I had recommended all of them to be brevetted, together with
all those in the reports of other generals also in like manner highly commended, the
number of officers in my list submitted for your consideration would have been proba,
bly trebled. Indeed, the whole Army behaved most gallantly on that occasion. It
was deemed proper to discriminate and select from among the well deserving those
who had peculiar claims to dis' inction. In making this selection I exercised my best
judgment, regarding the official reports as the authentic source of information. Sis
or seven only of the officers named in the foregoing extract from General Worth'f
report were placed on the list. A close examination of the reports will, I think, dis,
close the ground for the discrjmination, and I hope justify the distinction which J
felt it my duty to make. Without disparagement to Captain Holmes, whose conduct
was highly creditable, it appears to me that a rule of selection which would haw
brought him upon the list for promotion by brevet would also have placed on tht>
same list nearly everyone named with him in General Worth's report, and many ov
the reports of other generals not presented in my report to you of the 19th ultimo,
There is not time before the adjournment of the Senate to make the thorough exami,
nation which a due regard to the relative claims of the gallant officers engaged in the
actions of Monterey would require if the list of brevet promotions is to be enlarged to
this extent. Such enlargement would not accord with my own views on the subject
of bestowing brevet rewards.
There are on file other papers relative to Captain Holmes. They were not written
with reference to his brevet promotion, but for an appointment in the new regiments. Copies of those are herewith transmitted. The letter of the Hon. W. P.
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Mangum inclosing the statement from Generals Twiggs and Smith is dated the
26th, and my report the 19th ultimo, and was not, consequently, received at tbis
Department until some -days after the list for brevets was made out and presented
to you.
From the facts and recommendations of the official reports of the actions at Monterey I should not feel warranted in presenting Captain Holmes for brevet promotion
without at the same time including on the same list many others not recommended
in my report of the 19th ultimo; but as his conduct fell under the immediate observation of General Smith ( General Twiggs commanded in a different part of the town),
it may be proper to regard their statement, received since my former report was
prepared and handed to you, as additional evidence of his gallantry and of claims to
your particular notice. I therefore recommend him to be promoted major by brevet.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. L. MARCY,
Secretary o.f War.

PROCLAMATIONS.
[From Statutes at Large (Little & Brown), Vol. IX, p,

1001.J

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States approved the
3d day of March, 1845, entitled "An act regulating commercial intercourse within the islands of Miquelon and St. Pierre,'' it is provided that
~11 French vessels coming directly from those islands, either in ballast
or laden with articles the growth or manufacture of either of said islands,
,md which are permitted to be exported therefrom in American vess~ls,
may be admitted into the ports of the United States on payment of no
higher duties of tonnage or on their cargoes aforesaid than are imposed
on American vessels and on like cargoes imported in American vessels,
l?rovided that this act shall not take effect until the President of the
United States shall have received satisfactory information that similar
privileges have been allowed to American vessels and their cargoes at
said islands by the Government of France and shall have made proclamation accordingly; and ·
Whereas satisfactory information has been received by me that similar
privileges have been allowed to American vessels and their cargoes at
said islands by the Government of France:
Now, therefore, I, James K. Polk, President of the United States of
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that 211 French vessels coming
directly from the islands of Miquelon and St. Pierre, either in ballast or
laden with articles the growth or manufacture of either of said islands,
and which are permitted to be exported therefrom in American vessels,
shall from this date be admitted into the ports of the United States on
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payment of no higher duties on tonnage or on their cargoes aforesaid
than are imposed on American vessels and on like cargoes imported in
American vessels.
Given under my hand, ~t the city of Washington, the 20th day of April,
A. D. 1847, and of the Independence of the United States the seventyfirst.
JAMES K. POLK.
By the President:
JAMES BUCHANAN,

Secretary o.f State.
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERIC~
A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas by an act of the Congress of the U~ited States of the 24th of
May, 1828, entitled "An act in addition to 3,n act entitled 'An act concerning discriminating duties of tonnage and impost' and to equalize the
duties on Prussian vessels and their cargoes,'' it is provided that upon
satisfactory evidence being given to the President of the United States
by the government of any foreign nation that no discriminating duties of
tonnage or impost are imposed or levied in the ports of the said nation
upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United States, or upon
the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in the same from
the United States or from any foreign country, the President is thereby
authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United States are and
shall be suspended and discontinued so far as respects the vessels of
the said foreign nation and the produce, manufactures, or merchandise
imported into the United States in the same from the said foreign nation
or from any other foreign country, the said suspension to take effect from
the time of such notification being given to the President of the United
States and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of vessels
belonging to citizens of the United Sb:1.tes and their cargoes as aforesaid
shall be continued, and no longer; and
Whereas satisfactory evidence has lately been received by me from His
Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, through an official communication of Mr.
Felippe Jose Pereira Leal, his charge d'affaires in the United States, under
date of the 25th of October, 1847, that no other or higher duties of tonnage and impost are imposed or levied in the ports of Brazil upon vessels
wholly belonging to citizens of the United States and upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in the same from the United
States and from any foreign country whatever than are levied on Brazilian ships and their cargoes in the same ports under like circumstances:
Now, therefore, I, James K. Polk, President of the United States of
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several acts
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imposing discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United
States are and shall be suspended and discontinued so far as respects
the vessels of Brazil and the produce, manufactures, and merchandise
imported into the United States in the same from Brazil and from any
other foreign country whatever, the said suspension to take effect from
the day above mentioned and to continue thenceforward so long as the
reciprocal exemption of the vessels of the United States and the produce,
manufactures, and merchandise imported into Brazil in the same as· aforesaid shall be continued on the part of the Government of Brazil.
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 4th day of November, A. D. 1847, and the seventy-second of the Independence of the
United States.
JAMES K. POLK.
By the President:
}AME;S BUCHANAN,

Secretary of State.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS.
WASHINGTON, March 23, I847.
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY.
SIR: The Government of Mexico having repeatedly rejected the friendly
overtures of the United States to open negotiations with a view to the
restoration of peace, sound policy and a just regard to the interests of
our own country require that the enemy should be made, as far as practicable, to bear the expenses of a war of wliich they are the authors, and
which they obstinately persist in protracting.
It is the right of the conqueror to levy contribution upon the enemy in
cheir seaports, towns, or provinces which may be in his military possession by conquest and to apply the same to defray the expenses of the
war. The conqueror possesses the right also to establish a temporary
military government over such seaports, towns, or provinces and to prescribe the conditions and restrictions upon which commerce with such
places may be permitted. He may, in his discretion, exclude all trade,
or admit it with limitation or restriction, or impose terms the observance
of which will be the condition of carrying it on. One of these conditions may be the payment of a prescribed rate of duties on tonnage and
imports.
In the exercise of these unquestioned rights of war, I have, on full
consideration, determined to order that all the ports or places in Mexico
which now are or hereafter may be in the actual possession of our land
and naval forces by conquest shall be opened while our military occupation may continue to the commerce of all neutral nations, as well as our
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own, in articles not contraband of war, upon the payment of prescribed
rates of duties, which will be made known and enforced by our military
and naval commanders.
While the adoption of this policy will be to impose a burden on the
enemy, and at the same time to deprive them of the revenue to be derived
from trade at such ports or places, as well as to secure it to ourselves,
whereby the expenses of the war may be diminished, a just regard to the
generai interests of commerce and the obvious advantages of uniformity
in the exercise of these belligerent rights require that well-considered
regulations and restrictions should be prepared for the guidan~e of those
who may be charged with carrying it into effect.
You are therefore instructed to examine the existing Mexican tariff of
duties and report to me a schedule of articles of trade to be admitted at
such ports or places as may be at any time in our military possession,
with such rates of duty on them and also on tonnage as will be likely to
produce the greatest amount of revenue. You will also communicate
the considerations which may recommend the scale of duties which you
may propose, and will submit such regulations as you may deem advisable in order to enforce their collection.
As the levy of the contribution proposed is a military right, derived
from the laws of nations, the collection and disbursement of the duties
will be made, under the orders of the Secretary of War and the Secretary
of the Navy, by the military and naval commanders at the ports or places
in Mexico which may be in possession of our arms. The report requested
is therefore necessary in order to enable me to give the proper directions
to the War and Navy Departments.
JAMES K. POLK.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 30, I8,f.7.
The PRESIDENT.
SrR: Your instructions of the 23d instant have been received by this
Department, and in conformity thereto I present you herewith, for your
consideration, . a scale of duties proposed to be collected as a military
contribution during the war in the ports of Mexico in possession of our
Army or Navy by conquest, with regulations for the ascertainment and
collection of such duties, together with the reasr ns which appear to me
to recommend their adoption.
It is clear that we must either adopt our own tariff or that of Mexico,
or establish a new system of duties. Our own tariff could not be adopted.
because the Mexican exports and imports are so different from our own
that different rates of duties are indispensable in order to collect the
largest revenue. Thus upon many articles produced in great abundance
here duties must be imposed at the lowest rate in order to collect any
revenue, whereas many of the same articles are not produced in Mexico,
or to a very inconsiderable extent, and would therefore bear there a
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much higher duty for revenue. A great change is also rendered necessary by the proposed exaction of duties on all imports to ✓any Mexican
port in our possession from any other Mexican port occupied by us in
the same manner. This measure would largely increase the revenue
which we might collect. It is recommended, however, for reasons of
obvious safety, that this Mexican coastwise trade should be confined to
our own vessels, as well as the interior trade above any port of entry
in ou! possession, but that in all other respects the ports of Mexico held
by us should be freely opened at the rate of duties herein recommended
to the vessels and commerce of all the world. The ad valorem system of
duties adopted by us, although by far the most just and equitable, yet
requires an appraisement to ascertain the actual value of every article.
This demands great mercantile skill, knowledge, and experience, and
therefore, for the want of skillful appraisers (a class of officers wholly
unknown in Mexico), could not at once be put into successful operation
there. If also, as proposed, these duties are to be ascertained and collected as a military contribution through the officers of our Army and
Navy, those brave men would more easily perform almost any other duty
than that of estimating the value of every description of goods, wares,
and merchandise.
The system of specific duties already prevails in Mexico, and may be
put by us into immediate operation; and if, as conceded, specific duties
should be more burdensome upon the people of Mexico, the more onerous the operation of these duties upon them the sooner it is likely that
they will force their military rulers to agree to a peace. It is certain
that a mild and forbearing system of warfare, collecting no duties in
their ports in our possession on the Gulf and levying no contributions,
whilst our armies purchase supplies from them at high prices, by render- ·
ing the war a benefit to the people of Mexico rather than an injury has
not hastened the conclusion of a peace. It may be, however, that specific duties, onerous as they are, and heavy contributions, accompanied by
a vigorous prosecution of the war, may more speedily insure that peace
which we have failed to obtain ·from magnanimous forbearance, from
brilliant victories, or from proffered negotiation. The duties, however,
whilst they may be specific, and therefore more onerous than ad valorem
duties, should not be so high as to defeat revenue.
It is impossible to adopt as a basis the tariff of Mexico, because the
duties are extravagantly high, defeating importation, commerce, and revenue and producing innumerable frauds and smuggling. There are also
sixty articles the importation of which into Mexico is strictly prohibited
by their tariff, embracing most of the necessaries of life and far the greater
portion of our products and fabrics.
Among the sixty prohibited articles are sugar, rice, cotton, boots and
half-boots, coffee, nails of all kinds, leather of most kinds, flour, cotton

yarn and thread, soap of all kinds, common earthenware, lard, molasses,
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timber of all kinds, saddles of all kinds, coarse woolen cloth, cloths for
cloaks; ready-made clothing of all kinds, salt, tobacco of all kinds, cotton
goods or textures, chiefly such as are made by ourselves; pork, fresh or
salted, smoked or corned; woolen or cotton blankets or counterpanes,
shoes and slippers, wheat and grain of all kinds. Such is a list of but
part of the articles whose importation is prohibited by the Mexican tariff.
These prohibitions should not be permitted to continue, because they
exclude most of our products and fabrics and prevent the collection of
revenue. We turn from the prohibitions to the actual duties imposed by
Mexico. The duties are specific throughout, and almost universally by
weight, irrespective of value; are generally protective or exorbitant, and
without any discrimination for revenue. The duties proposed to be substituted are moderate when compared with those imposed by Mexico,
being generally reduced to a standard more than one-half below the Mexican duties. The duties are also based upon a discrimination throughout
for revenue, and, keeping in view the customs and habits of the people
of Mexico, so different from our own, are fixed in each case at that rate
which it is believed will prod,u ce in the Mexican ports the largest amount
of revenue.
In order to realize from this system the largest amount of revenue, it
would be necessary that our Army and Navy should seize every important port or place upon the Gulf of Mexico or California, or on the Pacific,
and open the way through the interior for the free transit of exports and
imports, and especially that the interior passage through the Mexican
isthmus should be secured from ocean to ocean, for the benefit of our
commerce and that of all the world. This measure, whilst it would
greatly increase our revenue from these duties and facilitate communication between our forces upon the eastern and western coasts of Mexico,
would probably lead at the conclusion of a peace to results of incalculable importance to our own commerce and to that of all the world.
In the meantime the Mexican Government monopoly in tobacco, from
which a considerable revenue is. realized by Mexico, together with the
culture there which yields that revenue, should be abolished, so as to
diminish the resources of that Government and augment our own by collecting the duty upon all the imported tobacco. The Mexican interior
transit duties should also be abolished, and also their internal Government duty on coin and bullion. The prohibition of exports and the
duties upon exports should be annulled, and especially the heavy export
duty on coin and bullion, so as to cheapen and facilitate the purchase of
imports and permit the precious metals, untaxed, to flow out freely from
Mexico into general circulation. Quicksilver and machinery for working
the mines of precious metals in Mexico, for the same reasons, should also
be admitted duty free, which, with the measures above indicated, would
largely incre~se the production and circulation of the precious metals,
improve our own commerce and industry and that of all neutral powers.
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· In thus opening the ports of Mexico to the commerce of the world you
will present to all nations with whom we are at peace the best evidence
of your desire to maintain with them our friendly relations, to render the
war to them productive of as little injury as possible, and even to advance
their interests, so far as it safely can be done, by affording to them in
common with ourselves the advantages of a liberal commerce with Mexico. To extend this commerce, you will have unsealed the ports of
Mexico, repealed their interior transit duties, which obstruct the passage
of merchandise to and from the coast; you will have annulled the Government duty on coin and bullion and abolished the heavy e·x port duties
on the precious metals, so as to permit them to flow out freely for the
benefit of mankind; you will have expunged the long list of their prohibited articles and reduced more than one-half their duties on imports,
whilst the freest scope would be left for the mining of the precious metals. These are great advantages which would be secured to friendly
nations, especially when compared with the exclusion of their commerce
by rigorous blockades.
It is true, the duties collected from these imports would be for the benefit of our own Government, but it is equally
true that the expenses of the war, which Mexico insists upon prosecuting,
are borne exclusively by ourselves, and not by foreign nations. · It can
not be doubted but that all neutral nations will see in the adoption of
such a course by you a manifestation of your good will toward them and
a strong desire to advance those just and humane principles which make
it the duty of belligerents, as we have always contended, to render the
war in which they are engaged as little injurious as practicable to neutral powers.
These duties would not be imposed upon any imports into our own
country, but only upon imports into Mexico, and the tax would fall
upon the people of Mexico in the enhancement to them of the prices of
these imports. Nearly all our own products are excluded by the Mexican tariff even in time of peace; they are excluded also during the war
so far as we continue the system of blockading any of the ports of Mexico; and they are also excluded even from the ports not blockaded in
possession of Mexico; whereas the new system would soon open to our
commerce all the ports of Mexico as they shall fall into our military possession. Neither our own nor foreign merchants are required to send
any goods to Mexico, and if they do so voluntarily it will be because
they can make a profit upon the importation there, and therefore they
will have no right to complain of the duties levied in the ports of Mexico
upon the consumers of those goods-the people of Mexico. The whole
money collected would inure to the benefit of our own Government and
people, to sustain the war and to prevent tq that extent new loans and
increased taxation. Indeed, in view of the fact that the Government is
throw_n upon the ordinary revenues for peace, with no other additional
resources but loans to carry on the war, the income to be derived from
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the new system, which it is believed will be large if these suggestions
are adopted, would be highly important to sustain the credit of the Government, to prevent the embarrassment of the Treasury, and to save the
country from such ruinous sacrifices as occurred during the last war,
including the inevitable legacy to posterity of a large public debt and
onerous taxation. The new system would not only arrest the expensive
transfer and ruinous drain of specie to Mexico, but would cause it, in
duties and in return for our exports, t~ reflow into our country to an
. amount, perhaps, soon exceeding the $9,000,000 which it had reached in
1835 even under the restrictive laws of Mexico, thus relieving our own
, people from a grievous tax and imposing it where it should fall, upon
our enemies, the people of Mexico, as a contribution levied upon them
to conquer a peace-as well as to defray the expenses of the war; whereas
by admitting our exports freely, without duty, into the Me~ican ports
which we may occupy from time to time, and affording those goods,
including the necessaries of life, at less than one-half the prices which
they had heretofore paid for them, the war might in time become a
benefit instead of a burden to the people of Mexico, and they would
therefore be unwilling to terminate the contest. It is hoped also that
Mexico, after a peace, will never renew her present prohibitory and protective system, so nearly resembling that of ancient China or Japan, but
that, liberalized, enlightened, and regenerated by the contact and intercourse with our people and those of other civilized nations, she will continue the far more moderate system of duties resembling that prescribed
by these regulations.
In the meantime it is not just that Mexico, by her obstinate persistence in this contest, should compel us to overthrow our own fi~ancial
policy and arrest this great nation in her high and prosperous career.
To reimpose high duties would be alike injurious to ourselves and to all
neutral powers, and, unless demanded by a stern necessity, ungenerous to
those enlightened nations which have adopted cotemporaneously with us
a more liberal commercial policy. The system you now propose of imposing the burden as far as practicable upon our enemies, the people of
Mexico, and not upon ourselves or upon friendly nations, appears to be
most just in itself, and is further recommended as the only policy which
is likely to hasten the conclusion of a just and honorable peace.
A tonnage duty on all vessels, whether our own or of neutral powers,
of $1 per ton, which is greatly less than that imposed by Mexico, is recommended in lieu of all port duties and charges. Appended to these
regulations are tables of the rates at which foreign money is fixed by
law, as also a separate table of currencies by usage, in which a certificate of value is required to be attached to the invoice. There is also
annexed a table of foreign weights and measures reduced to the standard
of the United States, together with blank forms to facilitate the transaction of business.
It is recommended that the duties herein suggested shall be collected
exclusively in gold or silver coin. These duties can only be collected as
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a military contribution through the agency of our brave officers of the
Army and Navy, who will no doubt cheerfully and faithfully collect and
keep these moneys and account for them, not to the Treasury, but to
the Secretaries of War or of the Navy, respectively.
It is reconlmended that these duties be performed by the commandant
of the port, whether naval or military, aided by the paymaster or purser
or other officer, the accounts of each being countersigned by the other,
as a check upon mistakes or error, in the same manner as is now the case
,with the collector and naval officer of our several principal ports, which
has introduced so _much order and accuracy in our system. It is suggested that as in some cases the attention of the commandant of the port
might be necessary for the performance of other duties that he be permitted to substitute some other officer, making known the fact to the
Secretaries of War or of the Navy, and subject to their direction.
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant,
R. J. WALKER,
Secretary of the Treasury.

WASHINGTON,

March 3I, I847.

SIR: * Being charged by the Constitution with the prosecution of the
existing war with Mexico, I deem it proper, in the exercise of an undoubted belligerent right, to order that military contributions be levied
upon the enemy in such of their ports or other places as now are or may
be hereafter in the possession of our land and naval forces by conquest,
and that the same be collected and applied toward defraying the expenses
of the war. As one means of effecting this object, the blockade at such
conquered ports will be, raised, and they will be opened to our own commerce and that of all neutral nations in articles not contraband of war
during our military occupation of them, and duties on tonnage and
imports will be levied and collected through the agency of our military
and naval officers in command at such ports, acting under orders from
the War and Navy Departments.
I transmit to you herewith, for your information and guidance, a copy
of a communication addressed by me to the Secretary of the Treasury on
the 23d instant, instructing him to examine the existing Mexican tariff
and to report to me, for my consideration, a scale of duties which he
would recommend to be levied on tonnage and imports in such conquered
ports, together with such regulations as he would propose as necessary
and proper in order to carry this policy into effect; and also a copy of ·
the report of the Secretary of the Treasury made on the 30th instant in
answer to my communication to him. The scale of duties and the regulations for their collection as military contributions exacted from the
enemy, recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury in this report,
have been approved by me.
*Addressed to the Secretaries of War and of the Navy.

l4 P-vor. 1v-34
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You will, after consulting with the Secretary of the Navy, so as to
secure concert of action between the War and Navy Departments, issue
the ~ecessary orders to carry the measure proposed into immediate effect.
JAMES K. POLK.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June Io, I8,f.7.
The PRESIDENT.
SIR: In compliance with your directions, I have examined the questions presented by the Secretary of War in regard to the military contributions proposed to be levied in Mexico under the tariff and regulations
sanctioned by you on the 31st of March last, and respectfully recommend
the following modifications, namely:
First. On all manufactures of cotton, or of cotton mixed with any
other material except wool, worsted, and silk, in the piece or in any
other form, a duty, as a military contribution, of 30 per cent ad valorem.
Second. When goods on which the duties are levied by weight are imported into said ports in the package, the duties shall be collected on the
net weight only; and in all cases an allowance shall be made for all deficiencies, leakage, breakage, or damage proved to have actually occurred
during the voyage of importation, and made known before the goods are
warehoused.
Third. The period named in the eighth of said regulations during
which the goods may remain in warehouse before the payment of duties
is extended from thirty to ninety days, and within said period of ninety
days any portion of the said goods on which the duties, as a military
contribution, have been paid may be taken, after such payment, from
the warehouse and entered free of any further duty at any other port
or ports of Mexico in our military possession, the facts of the case, with
a particular description of said goods and a statement that the duties
thereon have been paid, being certified by the proper officer of the port
or ports of reshipment.
Fourth. It is intended to provide by the treaty of peace that all goods
imported during the war into any of the Mexican ports in our military
possession shall be exempt from any new import duty or confiscation by
Mexico in the same manner as if said goods had been imported and paid
the import duties prescribed by the Government of Mexico.
Most respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. J. WALKER,
Secretary o.f the Treasury.
JUNE I I, 1847.
The modifications as above recommended by the Secretary of the
Treasury are a pp roved by me, and the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy will give the proper orders to carry them into effect .

. JAMES K. POLK.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT, November 5, I8,t.7.
The PRESIDENT.
SIR: The military contributions in the form of duties upon imports
into Mexican ports have been levied by the Departments of War and of the
Navy during the last six months under your order of the 31st of March
last, and in view of the experience of the practical operation of the system I respectfully recommend the following modifications in some of its
details, which will largely augment the revenue:
That the duty on silk, flax, hemp or grass, cotton, wool, worsted or
any manufactures of the same, or of either or mixtures thereof; coffee,
teas, sugar, . molasses, tobacco and all manufactures thereof, including
cigars and cigarritos; glass, china, and stoneware, iron and steel and all
manufactures of either not prohibited, be 30 per cent ad valorem/ on copper and all manufactures thereof, tallow, tallow candles, soap, fish, beef,
pork, hams, bacon, tongues, butter, lard, cheese, rice, Indian corn and
meal, potatoes 1 wheat, rye, oats, and all other grain, rye meal and oat
meal, flour, whale and sperm oil, clocks: boots and shoes, pumps, bootees
and slippers, bonnets, hats, caps, beer, ale, porter, cider, timber, boards,
planks, Scantling, shingles, laths, pitch, tar, rosin, turpentine, spirits of
turpentine, vinegar, apples, ship bread, hides, leather and manufactures
thereof, and paper of all kinds, 20 per cent ad valorem/ and these reduced
rates shall also apply to all goods on which the duties are not paid remaining not exceeding ninety days in deposit in the Mexican ports, introduced
under previous regulations enforcing military contributions.
Yours, most respectfully,
R. J. WALKER,
Secretary of the Treasury.
NOVEMBER 6, 1847 . .
The modifications as above recommended by the Secretary of the
Treasury are approved by me, and the Secretary of War and the Secretary of_the Navy will give the proper orders to carry them into effect.
JAMES K. POLK.
.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, November I6, I8,t.7.
The PRESIDENT.
SIR: With a view to augment the military contributions now collected
by the Departments of War and of the Navy under your order of the 31st
of March last, I recommend that the export duty exacted before the war
by t?e Government of Mexico be now collected at the port of exportation by the same officers of the Army or Navy of the United States in the
Mexican ports in our possession who are authorized to collect the import
duties, abolishing, however, the prohibition of export established in certain cases by the. Mexican Government, as also all interior transit duties·
dispensing also with the necessity of any certificate of having paid an;
duty to the Mexican Government.
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The export duty would then be as follows:
Per cent.
Gold, coined or wrought..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Silver, coined.......... . .............. ..... . .... . .......... . ..... .. .. . ..... . .......... . .. 6
Silver, wrought, with or without certificate of having paid any duty to the Mexican
Government..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Silver, refined or pure, wrought in ingots, wit4 or without certificate of having paid
the Mexican Government duty.......................... . ........................... 7
Gold, unwrought or in a state of ore or dust.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Silver, unwrought or in a state of ore.................. . ......... .. .................... 7

Where gold or silver in any form is taken from any interior Mexican
city in our military possession, the export duty must be paid there to
the officer of the United States commanding, and his certificate of such
prepayment must be produced at the Mexican port of exportation; otherwise a double duty will be collected upon the arrival of such gold or
silver at the Mexican port of exportation. Whenever it is practicable,
all internal taxes of every description, whether upon persons or property, exacted by the Government of Mexico, or by any department,
town, or city thereof, should be collected by our military officers in possession and appropriated as a military contribution toward defraying the
expenses of the war, excluding however, all duties on the transit of
goods from one department to another, which duties, being prejudicial
to revenue and restrictive of the exchange of imports for exports, were
abolished by your order of the 31st of March last.
Yours, most respectfully,
R. J. WALKER,
Secretary of' the Treasury.
NOVEMBER 16, 1847.

The modifications and military contributions as above recommended
by the Secretary of the Treasury are approved by me, and the Secretary
of War and the Secretary of the Navy will give the proper orders to
carry them into effect.
JAMES K. POLK.

THIRD ANNUAL MESSAGE.
December 7, I8,1-7.
Fellow-Citizens of' the S enate and of' the House of' Representatives:
The annual meeting of Congress is always an interesting event. The
representatives of the States and of the people come fresh from their
constituents to take counsel together for the common good.
After an existence of near three-fourths of a century as a free and independent Republic, the problem no longer remains to be solved whether
man is capable of self-government. The success of our admirable system
is a conclusive refutation of the theories of those in other countries who
WASHINGTON,
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maintain that a "favored few" are born to rule. and that the mass of
mankind must be governed by force. Subject to no arbitrary or hereditary authority, the people are the only sovereigns recognized by our Constitution.
Numerous emigrants, of every lineage and language, attracted by the
civil and religious freedom we enjoy and by our happy condition, annually crowd to our shores, and transfer their heart, not less than their
allegiance, to the country whose dominion belongs alone to the people.
No country has been so much favored, or should acknowledge with
deeper reverence the manifestations of the divine protection. An allwise Creator directed and guarded us in our infant struggle for freedom
and has constantly watched over our surprising progress until we have
become one of the great nations of the earth.
It is in a country thus favored, and under a Government in which the
executive and legislative branches hold their authority for limited periods
alike from the people, and where all are responsible to their respective
constituencies, that it is again my duty to communicate with Congress
upon the state of the Union and the present condition of public affairs.
During the past year the most gratifying proofs are presented that
our country has been blessed with a widespread and universal prosperity. There has been no period since the Government was founded when
all the industrial pursuits of our people have been more successful or
when labor in all branches of business has received a fairer or better
reward. From our abundance we have been enabled to perform the
pleasing duty of furnishing food for the starving millions of less favored
countries.
In the enjoyment of the bounties of Providence at home such as have
rarely fallen to the lot of any people, it is cause of congratulation that
our intercourse with all the powers of the earth except Mexico continues
to be of an amicable character.
It has ever been our cherished policy to cultivate peace and good will
with all nations, and this policy has been steadily pursued by me.
No change has taken place in our· relations with Mexico since the
adjournment of the last Congress. The war in which the United States
were forced to engage with the Government of that country still continues.
I deem it unnecessary, after the full exposition of them contained in
my mes$age of the I 1th of May, 1846, and in my annual message at the
commencement of the session of Congress in December last, to reiterate
the serious causes of complaint which we had against Mexico before she
commenced hostilities.
It is sufficient on the present occasion to say that the wanton violation
of the rights of person and property of our citizens committed by Mexico,
her repeated acts of bad faith through a long series of years, and her
disregard of solemn treaties stipulating for indemnity to our injured
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citizens not only constituted ample cause of war on our part, but were
of such an aggravated character as would have justified us before the
whole world in resorting to this extreme remedy. With an anxious
desire to avoid a rupture between the two countries, we forbore for years
to assert our clear rights by force, and continued to seek redress for the
wrongs we had suffered by amicable negotiation in the hope that Mexico
might yield to pacific counsels and the demands of justice. In this hope
we were disappointed. Our minister of peace sent to Mexico was insultingly rejected. The Mexican Government refused even to hear the
terms of adjustment which he was authorized to propose, and finally,
under wholly unjustifiable pretexts, involved the two countries in war
by invading the territory of the State of Texas, striking the first blow,
and shedding the blood of our citizens on our own soil.
Though the United States were the aggrieved nation, Mexico commenced the war, and we were compelled in self-defense to repel the
invader and to vindicate the national honor and interests by prosecuting
it with vigor until we could obtain a just and honorable peace.
On learni~g that hostilities had been commenced by Mexico I promptly
communicated that fact, accompanied with a succinct statement of our
other causes of complaint against Mexico, to Congress, and that body,
by the act of the 13th of May, 1846, declared that "by the act of the
Republic of Mexico a state of war exists between that Government and
the United States." This act declaring "the war to exist by the act
of the Republic of Mexico," and making provision for its prosecution
'' to a speedy and successful termination,'' was passed with great unanimity by Congress, there being but two negative votes in the Senate
and but fourteen in the House of Representatives.
The existence of the war having thus been declared by Congress, it
became my duty under the Constitution and the laws to conduct and
prosecute it. This duty has been performed, and though at every stage
of its progress I have manifested a willingness to terminate it by a just
peace, Mexico has refused to accede to any terms which could be acceptea.
by the United States consistently with the national honor and interest.
The rapid and brilliant successes of our arms and the vast extent of the
enemy's territory which had been overrun and conquered before the close
of the last session of Congress were fully known to that body. Since
that time the war has been prosecuted with increased energy, and, I am
gratified to state, with a success which commands universal admiration.
History presents no parallel of so many glorious victories achieved by
any nation within so short a period. Our Army, regulars and volunteers, have covered themselves with imperishable hon~rs. Whenever
and wherever our forces have encountered the enemy, though he was in
vastly superior numbers and often intrenched in fortified positions of his
own selection and of great strength, he has been defeated. Too much
praise can not be bestowed upon our officers and men, regulars and
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volunteers, for their gallantry, discipline, indomitable courage, and perseverance, all seeking the post of danger and vying with each other in
deeds of noble daring.
While every patriot's heart must exult and a just national pride animate every bosom in beholding the high proofs of courage, consummate
military skill, steady d1scipline, and humanity to the vanquished enemy
exhibited by our gallant Army, the nation is called to mourn over the
loss of many brave officers and soldiers, who have fallen in defense of
their country's honor and interests. The brave dead met their melancholy fate in a foreign land, nobly discharging their duty, and with their
country's flag waving triumphantly in the face of the foe. Their patriotic deeds are justly appreciated, and will long be remembered by their
grateful countrymen. The parental care of the Government they loved
and served should be extended to their surviving families.
Shortly after the adjournment of the last session of Congress the gratifying intelligence was received of ~he signal victory of Buena Vista, and
of the fall of the city of Vera Cruz, and with it the strong castle of San
Juan de Ulloa, by which it was defended. Believing that after these
and other successes so honorable to our arms and so disastrous to Mexico the period was propitious to afford her another opportunity, if she
thought proper to embrace it, to enter into negotiations for peace, a
commissioner was appointed to proceed to the headquarters of our Army
with full powers to enter upon negotiations and to conclude a just and
honorable treaty of peace. He was not directed to make any new overtures of peace, but was the bearer of a dispatch from the Secretary of
State of the United States to the minister of foreign affairs of Mexico,
in reply to one received from the latter of the 22d of February, 1847,
in which the Mexican Government was informed of his appointment
and of his presence at the headquarters of our Army, and that he was
invested with full powers to conclude a definitive treaty of peace whenever the Mexican Government might signify a desire to do so. While I
was unwilling to subject the United States to another indignant refusal,
I was yet resolved that the evils of the war should not be protracted a
day longer than might be rendered absolutely necessary by the Mexican
Government.
Care was taken to give no instructions to the commissioner which could
in any way interfere with our military operations or relax our energies in
the prosecution of the war. He possessed no authority in any manner to
control these operations. He was authorized to exhibit his instructions
to the general in command of the Army, and in the event of a treaty
being concluded and ratified on the part of Mexico he was directed to
give him notice of that fact. On the happening of such contingency, and
on receiving notice thereof, the general in command was instructed by
the Secretary of War to suspend further active military operations until
lurther orders. These instructions were given with a view to intermit
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hostilities until the treaty thus ratified by Mexico could be transmitted
to Washington and receive the action of the Government of the United
States. The commissioner w~s also directed on reaching the Army to
deliver to the general in command the dispatch which he bore from the
Secretary of State to the minister Qf foreign affairs of Mexico, and on
receiving it the general was instructed by the Secretary of War to ::ause
it to be transmitted to the commander of the Mexican forces, with a request that it might be communicated to his Government.
The commissioner did not reach the headquarters of the Army until
after another brilliant victory had crowned our arms at Cerro Gordo.
The dispatch which he bore from the Secretary of War to the general
in command of the Army was received by that officer, then at Jalapa, on
the 7th of May, 1847, together with the dispatch from the Secretary of
State to the minister of foreign affairs of Mexico, having been transmitted
to him from Vera Cruz. The commissioner arrived at the headquarters
of the Army a few days afterwards. His presence with the Army and
his diplomatic character were made known to the Mexican Government
from Puebla on the 12th of June, 1847, by the transmission of the dispatch from the Secretary of State to the minister of foreign affairs of
Mexico.
Many weeks elapsed after its receipt, and no overtures were made nor
was any desire expressed by the Mexican Government to enter into negotiations for peace.
Our Army pursued its march upon the capital, and as it approached
it was met by formidable resistance. Our forces first encountered tht
enemy, and achieved signal victories in the severely contested battles of
Contreras and Churubusco. It was not until after these actions had
resulted in decisive victories and the capital of the enemy was within
our power that the Mexican Government manifested any disposition to
enter into negotiations for peace, and even then, as events have proved,
there is too much reason to believe they were insincere, and that in agreeing to go through the forms of negotiation the object was to gain time
to strengthen the defenses of their capital and to prepare for fresh resistance.
The general in command of the Army deemed it expedient to suspend
hostilities temporarily by entering into an armistice with a view to the
opening of negotiations. Commissioners were appointed on the part of
Mexico to meet the commissioner on the part of the United States. The
result of the conferences· which took place between these functionaries of
the two Governments was a failure to conclude a treaty of peace.
The commissioner of the United States took with him the project of
a treaty already prepared, by the terms of which the indemnity required
by the United States was a cession of territory.
It is well known that the only indemnity which it is in the power
of Mexico to make in satisfaction of the just and long-deferred claims of
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our citizens against her and the only means by which she can reimburse
the United States for the expenses of the war is a cession to the United
States of a portion of her territory. Mexico has no money to pay, and no
other means of making the required indemnity. If we refuse this, we
can obtain nothing else. To reject indemnity by refusing to accept acession of territory would be to abandon all our just demands, and to wage
the war, bearing all its expenses, without a purpose or definite object.
A state of war abrogates treaties previously existing between 1he belligerents and a treaty of peace puts an end to all claims for indemnity for
tortious acts committed under the authority of one government against
.the citizens or subjects of an.o ther unless they are provided for in its stipulations. A treaty of peace which would terminate the existing war
without providing for indemnity would enable Mexico, the acknowledged
debtor and herself the aggressor in the war, to relieve herself from her
just liabilities. By such a treaty our citizens who hold just demands
against her would have no remedy either against Mexico or their own
Government. Our duty to these citizens must forever prevent such a
peace, and no treaty which does not provide ample means of discharging
these demands can receive my sanction.
A treaty of peace should settle all existing differences between the
two countries. If an adequate cession of territory should be made by
such a treaty, the United States should release Mexico from all her liabilities and assume their payment to our own citizens. If instead of
this the United States were to consent to a treaty by which Mexico
should again engage to pay the heavy amount of indebtedness which a
just indemnity to our Government and our citizens would impose on
her, it is notorious that she does not possess the means to meet such an
undertaking. From such a treaty no result could be anticipated but
the same irritating disappointments which have heretofore attended the
violations of similar treaty stipulations on the part of Mexico. Such a
treaty would be but a temporary cessation of hostilities, without the restoration of the friendship and good understanding which should characterize the future intercourse between the two countries.
That Congress cpntemplated the acquisition of territorial indemnity
when that body made provision for the prosecution of the war is obvious. Congress could not have meant when, in May, 1846, they appropriated $ro,ooo,ooo and authorized the President to employ the militia
and naval and military forces of the United States and to accept the services of 50,000 volunteers to enable him to prosecute the war, and when,
at their last session, and after our Army had invaded Mexico, they made
additional appropriations and authorizea the raising of additional troops
for the same purpose, that no indemnity was to be obtained from Mexico
at the conclusion of the war; and yet it was certain that if no Mexican
territory was acquired no indemnity could be obtained. It is further
manifest that Congress contemplated territorial indemnity from the fact
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that at their last session an act was passed, upon the Executive recommendation, appropriating $3,000,000 with that express object. This appropriation was made '' to enable the President to conclude a treaty of
peace, limits, and boundaries with the Republic of Mexico, to be used by
him in the event that said treaty, when signed by the authorized agents
of the two Governments and duly ratified by Mexico, shall call for the
expenditure of the same or any part thereof.'' The object of asking this
appropriation was distinctly stated in the several messages on the subject which I communicated to Congress. Similar appropriations made
in 1803 and 1806, which were referred to, were intended to be applied
,in part consideration for the cession of Louisiana and the Floridas. In
like manner it was anticipated that in settling the terms of a treaty of
'' limits and boundaries'' with Mexico a cession of territory estimated to
be of greater value than the amount of our demands against her might be
obtained, and that the prompt payment of this sum in part consideration
for the territory ceded, on the conclusion of a treaty and its ratification
on her part, might be an inducement with her to make such a cession
of territory as would be satisfactory to the United States; and although
the failure to conclude such a treaty has rendered it unnecessary to use
any part of the $3,000,000 appropriated by that act, and the entire sum
remains in the Treasury, it is still applicable to that object should the
contingency occur making such application proper.
The doctrine of no territory is the doctrine of no indemnity, and if
sanctioned would be a public acknowledgment that our country was
wrong and that the war declared by Congress with extraordinary unanimity was unjust and should be abandoned-an admission unfounded in
fact and degrading to the national character.
The terms of the treaty proposed by the United States were not only
just to Mexico, but, considering the character and amount of our claims,
the unjustifiable and unprovoked commencement of hostilities by her,
the expenses of the war to which we have been subjected, and the success which had attended our arms, were deemed to be of a most liberal
character.
The commissioner of the United States was authorized to agree to the
establishment of the Rio Grande as the boundary from its entrance into
the Gulf to its intersection with the southern boundary of New Mexico,
in north latitude about 32°, and to obtain a cession to the United States
of the Provinces of New Mexico and the Californias and the privilege of
the right of way across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. The boundary
of the Rio Grande and the cession to the United States of New Mexico
and Upper California constituted an ultimatum which our commissioner
was under no circumstances to yield.
That it might be manifest, not only to Mexico, but to all other nations,
that the United States were not disposed to take advantage of a feeble
power by insisting upon wresting from her all the other Provinces, including many of her principal towns and cities, which we had conquered and
held in our military occupation, but were willing to conclude a treaty in
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a spirit of liberality, our commissioner was authorized to stipulate for
the restoration to Mexico of all our other conquests.
As the territory to be acquired by the boundary proposed might be
estimated to be of greater value than a fair equivalent for our just
demands, our commissioner was authorized to stipulate for the payment
such additional pecuniary consideration as was deemed reasonable.
The terms of a treaty proposed by the Mexican commissioners were
wholly inadmissible. They negotiated as if Mexico were the victorious, and not the vanquished, party. They must have known that their
ultimatum could never be accepted. It required the United States to
dismember Texas by surrendering to Mexico that part of the territory
of that State lying between the Nueces and the Rio Grande, included
within her limits by her laws when she was an independent republic,
and when she was annexed to the United States and admitted by Congress as one of the States of our Union. It contained no provision for
the payment by Mexico of the just claims of our citizens. It required
indemnity to Mexican citizens for injuries they may have sustained by
our troops in the prosecution of the war. It demanded the right for
Mexico to levy and collect the Mexican tariff of duties on goods imported
into her ports while in our military occupation during the war, and the
owners of which had paid to officers .of the United States the military
contributions which had been levied upon them; and it offered to cede
to the United States, for a pecuniary consideration, that part of Upper
California lying north of latitude 37°. Such were the unreasonable terms
proposed by the Mexican commissioners.
·
The cession to the United States by Mexico of the Provinces of New
Mexico and the Californias, as proposed by the commissioner of the United
States, it was believed would be more in accordance with the convenience and interests of both nations than any other cession of territory 1
which it was probable Mexico could be induced to make.
It is manifest to all who have observed the actual condition of the
Mexican Government for some years past and at present that if these
Provinces should be retained by her she could not long continue to hold
and govern them. Mexico is too feeble a power to govern these Provinces, lying as they do at a distance of more than 1,000 miles from her
capital, and if attempted to be retained by her they would constitute but
for a short time even nominally a part of her dominions. This would be
especially the case with Upper California.
The sagacity of powerful European nations has long since directed
their attention to the commercial importance of that Province, and there
can be little doubt that the moment the United States shall relinquish
their present occupation of it and their claim to it as indemnity an effort
would be made by some foreign power to possess it, either by conquest
or by purchase. If no foreign government should acquire it in either of
these modes, an independent revolutionary government would probably
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be established by the inhabitants and such foreigners as may remain in
or remove to the country as soon as it shall be known that the United
States have abandoned it. Such a government would be too feeble long
to maintain its separate independent existence, and would finally become
annexed to or be a dependent colony of some more powerful state.
Should any foreign government attempt to possess it as a colony, or
otherwise to incorporate it with itself, the principle avowed by President Monroe in 1824, and reaffirmed in my first annual message, that no
foreign power shall with our consent be permitted to plant or establish
any new colony or dominion on any part of the North American continent must be maintained. In maintaining this principle and in resisting its invasion by any foreign power we might be involved in other
wars more expensive and more difficult than that in which we are now
engaged.
The Provinces of New Mexico and the Californias are contiguous to
the territories of the United States, and if brought under the government of our laws their resources-mineral, agricultural, manufacturing,
and commercial-would soon be developed.
Upper California is bounded on the north by our Oregon possessions,
and if held by the United States would soon be settled by a hardy,
enterprising, and intelligent portion of our population. The Bay of San
Frandsco and other harbors along the Californian coast would afford shelter for our Navy, for our numerous whale ships, and other merchant
vessels employed in the Pacific Ocean, and would in a short period become
the marts of an extensive and profitable commerce with China and other
countries of the East.
These advantages, in which the whole commercial world would participate, would at once be secured to the United States by the cession of
this territory; while it is certain that as long as it remains a part of the
Mexican dominions they can be enjoyed neither by Mexico herself nor
by any other nation.
New Mexico is a frontier Province, and has never been of any considerable value to Mexico. From its locality it is naturally connected with our
Western settlements. The territorial limits of the State of Texas, too,
as defined by her laws before her admission into our Union, embrace all
that portion of New Mexico lying east of the Rio Grande, while Mexico
still claims to hold this territory as a part of her dominions. The adjustment of this question of boundary is important.
There is another consideration which induced the belief that the Mexican Government might even desire to place this Province under the
protection of the Government of the United States. Numerous bands of
fierce and warlike savages wander over it and upon its borders. Mexico
bas been and must continue to be too feeble to restrain them from committing depredations, robberies, and murders, not only upon the inhabitants of ~ ew Mexico itself, but upon those of the other northern States
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of Mexico. It would be a blessing to all these northern States to have
their citizens protected against them by the power of the United States.
At this moment many Mexicans, principally females and children, are in
captivity among them. If New Mexico were held and governed by the
United States, we could effectually prevent these tribes from committing
such outrages, and compel them to release these captives and restore
them to their families and friends.
In proposing to acquire New Mexico and the Californias, it was known
that but an inconsiderable portion of the Mexican people would be transferred with them, the country embraced within these Provinces being
chiefly an uninhabited region.
These were the leading considerations which induced me to authorize
the terms of peace which were proposed to Mexico. They were rejected,
and, negotiations being at an end, hostilities were renewed. An assault
was made by our gallant Army upon the strongly fortified places near
the gates of the City of Mexico and upon the city itself, and after several days of severe conflict the Mexican forces, vastly superior in number
to our own, were driven from the city, and it was occupied by our troops.
Immediately after information was received of the unfavorable result
of the negotiations, believing that his continued presence with the Army
could be productive of no good, I determined to recall our commissioner.
A dispatch to this effect was transmitted to him on the · 6th of October
last. The Mexican Government will be informed of his recall, and that
in the existing state of things I shall not deem it proper to make any
further overtures of peace, but shall be at all times ready to receive and
consider any proposals which may be made by Mexico.
Since the liberal proposition of the United States was authorized to be
made, in April last, large expenditures have been incurred and the precious blood of many of our patriotic fellow-citizens has been shed in the
prosecution of the war. This consideration and the obstinate perseverance of Mexico in protracting the war must influence the terms of peace
which it may be deemed proper hereafter to accept.
Our arms having been everywhere victorious, having subjected to our
military occupation a large portion of the enemy's country, including
his capital, and negotiations for peace having failed, the important questions arise, in what manner the war ought to be, prosecuted and what
should be our future _policy. I can not doubt that we should secure and
render available the conquests which we have a!ready made, and that
with this view we should hold and occupy by our naval and military
forces all the ports, towns, cities, and Provinces now in our occupation
or which may hereafter fall into our possession; that we should press
forward our military operations and levy such military contributions
on the enemy as may, as far as practicable, defray the future expenses
of the war.
Had the Government of Mexico acceded to the equitable and liberal
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terms proposed, that mode of adjustment would have been preferred.
Mexico having declined to do this and failed to offer any other terms
which could be accepted by the United States, the national honor, no less
than the public interests, requires that the war should be prosecuted with
increased energy and power until 'a just and satisfactory peace can be
obtained. In the meantime, as Mexico refuses all indemnity, we should
adopt measures to indemnify ourselves by appropriating permanently a
portion of her territory. Early after the commencement of the war New
Mexico and the Californias were taken possession of by our forces. Our
military and naval commanders were ordered to conquer and hold them,
subject to be disposed of by a treaty of peace.
These Provinces are now in our undisputed occupation, and have been
so for many months, all resistance on the part of Mexico having ceased
within their limits. I am satisfied that they should never be surrendered
to Mexico. Should Congress concur with me in this opinion, and that
they should be retained by the United States as indemnity, I can perceive
no good reason why the civil jurisdiction and laws of the United States
should not at once be extended over them. To wait for a treaty of peace
such as we are willing to make, by which our relations toward them
would not be changed, can not be good policy; whilst our own interest
and that of the people inhabiting them require that a stable, responsible, and free government under our authority should as soon as possible
be established over them. Should Congress, therefore, determine to hold
these Provinces permanently, and that they shall hereafter be considered
as constituent parts of our country, the early establishment of Territorial
governments over them will be important for the more perfect protection
of persons and property; and I recommend that such Territorial governments be established. It will promote peace and tranquillity among the
inhabitants, by allaying all apprehension that they may still entertain of
being again subjected to the jurisdiction of Mexico. I invite the early
and favorable consideration of Congress to this important subject.
Besides New Mexico and the Californias, there are other Mexican
Provinces which have been reduced to our possession by conquest. These
other Mexican Provinces are now governed by our military and naval
commanders under the general authority which is conferred upon a conqueror by the laws of war . . They should continue to be held, as a means
of coercing Mexico to accede to just terms of peace. Civil as well as military officers are required to conduct such a government. Adequate compensation, to be drawn from contributions levied on the enemy, should be
fixed by law for such officers as may be thus employed. What further provision may become necessary and what final disposition it may be proper
to make of them must depend on the future progress of the war and the
course which Mexico may think proper hereafter to pursue.
With the views I entertain I can not favor the policy which has been
suggested, either to withdraw our Army altogether or to retire to a designated line and simply hold and defend it. To withdraw our Army
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altogether from the qmquests they have made by deeds of unparalleled
bravery, and at the expense of so much blood and treasure, in a just war
on our part, and one which, by the act of the enemy, we could not honorably have avoided, would be to degrade the nation in its own estimation
and in that of the world. To retire to a line and simply hold and defend
it would not terminate the war. On the c~mtrary, it would encourage
Mexico to persevere and tend to protract it indefinitely. It is not to be
expected that Mexico, after refusing to establish such a line as a permanent boundary when our victorious Army are in possession of her capital
and in the heart of her country, would permit us to hold it without resistance. That she would continue the war, and in the most harassing and
annoying forms, there can be no doubt. A border warfare of the most
savage character, extending over a long line, would be unceasingly waged.
It would require a large army to be kept constantly in the field, stationed
at posts and garrisons along such a line, to protect and defend it. The
enemy, relieved from the pressure of our arms on pis coasts and in the
populous parts of the interior, would direct his attention to this line, and,
selecting an isolated post for attack, would concentrate his forces upon it.
This would be a condition of affairs which the Mexicans, pursuing their
favorite system of guerrilla warfare, would probably prefer to any other.
Were we to assume a defensive attitude on such a line, all the advantages
of such a state of war would be on the side of the enemy. We could levy ·
no contributions upon him, or in any other way make him feel the pressure of the war, but must remain inactive and await his approach, being
in constant uncertainty at what point on the line or at what time he might
make an assault. He may assemble and organize an overwhelming force
in the interior on his own side of the line, and, concealing his purpose,
make a sudden assault upon some one of our posts so distant from any
other as to prevent the possibility of timely succor or reenforcements,
and in this way our gallant Army would be exposed to the danger of
being cut off in detail; or if by their unequaled bravery and prowess
everywhere exhibited during this war they should repulse the enemy,
their numbers stationed at any one post may be too small to pursue him.
If the enemy be repulsed in one attack, he would have nothing to do but
to retreat to his own side of the line, and, being in no fear of a pursuing
army, may reenforce himself at leisure for another attack on the same or
some other post. He may, too, cross the line between our posts, make
rapid incursions into the country which we hold, murder the inhabitants,
commit depredations on them_, and then retreat to the interior before a
sufficient force can be concentrated to pursue him. Such would probably
be the harassing character of a mere defensive war on our part. If our
forces when attacked, or threatened with attack, be permitted to cross
the line, drive back the enemy, and conquer him, this would be again to
invade the enemy's country after having lost all the advantages of the
conquests we have already made by having voluntarily abandoned them.
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To hold such a line successfully and in security it is far from being certain that it would not require as large an army as would be necessary to
hold all the conquests we have already made and to continue the prosecution of the war in the heart of the enemy's country. It is also far
from being certain that the expenses of the war would be diminished by
such a policy.
I am persuaded that the best means of vindicating the national honor
and interest and of bringing the war to an honorable close will be to
prosecute it with increased energy and power in the vital parts of the
enemy's country.
In my annual message to Congre~s of December last I declared thatThe war has not been waged with a view to conquest, but, having been commenced by Mexico, it has been carried into the enemy's country and will b~ vigorously prosecuted there with a view to obtain an honorable peace, and thereby secure
ample indemnity for the expenses of the war, as well as to our much-injured citizens,
who hold large pecuniary demands against Mexico.

Such, in my judgment, continues to be our true policy; indeed, the
only policy which will probably secure a permanent peace.
It has never been contemplated by me, as an object of the war, to
make a permanent conquest of the Republic of Mexico or to annihilate
her separate existence as an independent nation. On the contrary, it
has ever been my desire that she should maintain her nationality, and
under a good government adapted to her condition be a free, independent, and prosperous Republic. The United States were the first among
the nations to recognize her independence, and have always desired to
be on terms of amity and good neighborhood with her. This she would
not suffer. By her own conduct we have been compelled to engage in
the present war. In its prosecution we seek not her overthrow as a
nation, but in 'vindicating our national honor we seek to obtain redr~ss
for the wrongs she has done us and indemnity ·for our just demrnds
against her. We demand an honorable peace, and that peace must
bring with it indemnity for the past and security for the future. Hitherto Mexico has refused all accommodation by which such a peace could
be obtained.
Whilst our armies hc:1.ve advanced from victory to victory from the
commencement of the war, it has always been with the olive branch of
peace in their hands, and it has been in the power of Mexico at every'
step to arrest hostilities by accepting it. _
One great obstacle to the attainment of peace has undoubtedly arisen
from the fact that Mexico has been so long held in subjection by one
faction or military usurper after another, and such has been the condition
of insecurity in which their successive governments have been placed
that each has been deterred from making peace lest for this very cause
a rival faction might expel it from power. Such was the fate of President Herrera's administration in 1845 for being disposed even to listen
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to the overtures of the United States to prevent the war, as is fully confirmed by an official correspondence which took place in the month of
August last between him and his Government, a copy of which is herewith communicated. '' For this cause alone the revolution which displaced him from power was set on foot'' by General Paredes. Such may
be the condition of insecurity of the present Government.
There can be no doubt that the peaceable and well-disposed inhabitants of Mexico are convinced that it is the true interest of their country
to conclude an honorable peace with the United States, but the apprehension of becoming the victims of some military faction or usurper may
have prevented them from manifesting their feelings by any public act.
The removal of any such apprehension would probably cause them to
speak their sentiments freely and to adopt the measures necessary for the
restoration of peace. With a people distracted and divided by contending factions and a Government subject to constant changes by successive
revolutions, the continued successes of our arms may fail to secure a satisfactory peace. In such event it may become proper for our commanding
generals in the field to give encouragement and assurances of protection
to the friends of peace in Mexico in the establishment and maintenance
of a free republican government of their own choice, able and willing
to conclude a peace which would be just to them and secure to us the
indemnity we demand. This may become the only mode of obtaining
such a peace. Should such be the result, the war which Mexico has
forced upon us would thus be converted into an enduring blessing to
herself. After finding her torn and distracted by factions, and ruled by
military usurpers, we should then leave her with a republican government in the enjoyment of real independence and domestic peace and
prosperity, performing all her relative duties in the great family of
nations and promoting her own happiness by wise iaws and their faithful
execution.
If, after affording this encouragement and protection, and after all the
persevering and sincere efforts we have made from the moment Mexico
commenced the war, and prior to that time, to adjust our differences with
her, we shall ultimately fail, then we shall have exhausted all honorable
means in pursuit of peace, and must continue to occupy her country with
our · troops, taking the full measure of indemnity into our own hands,
and must enforce the terms which our honor demands.
To act otherwise in the existing state of things in Mexico, and to withdraw our Army without a peace, would not only leave all the wrongs of
which we complain unredressed, but would be the signal for ne~ and
fierce civil dissensions and new revolutions-all ~like hostile t~ peaceful
relations with the United States. Besides, there is danger, if our troops
were withdrawn before a peace was concluded, that the Mexican people,
wearied with successive revolutions and deprived of protection for their
persons and property, might at length be inclined to yield to foreign
M P-vor, IV-35
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influences and to cast themselves into the arms of some European monarch for protection from the anarchy and suffering which would ensue.
This, for our own safety and in pursuance of our established policy, we
should be compelled to resist. We could never consent that Mexico
should be thus converted into a monarchy governed by a foreign prince.
Mexico is our near neighbor, and her boundaries are coterminous with
our own through the whole extent across the North American continent,
from ocean to ocean. Both politically and commercially we have the
deepest interest in her regeneration and prosperity. Indeed, it is impossible that, with any just reg~rd to our own safety, we can ever become
indifferent to her fate.
It may be that the Mexican Government and people have misconstrued
or misunderstood our forbearance and our objects in desiring to conclude
an amicable adjustment of the existing differences between the two countries. They may have supposed that we would submit to terms degrading
to the nation, or they may have drawn false inferences from the supposed division of opinion in the United States on the subject of the war,
and may have calculated to gain much by protracting it, and, indeed,
that we might ultimately abandon it altogether without insisting on any
indemnity, territorial or otherwise. Whatever may be the false impressions under which they have acted, the adoption and prosecution of the
energetic policy proposed must soon undeceive them.
In the future prosecution of the war the enemy must be made to feel
its pressure more than they have heretofore done. At its commencement it was deemed proper to conduct it in a spirit of forbearance and
liberality. With this end in view, early measures were adopted to conciliate, as far as a state of war would permit, the mass of the Mexican
population; to convince them that the war was waged, not against the
peaceful inhabitants of Mexico, but against their faithless Government,
which had commenced hostilities; to remove from their minds the false
impressions which their designing and interested rulers had artfully
attempted to make, that the w2.r on our part was one of conquest, that
it was a war against their religion and their churches, which were to be
desecrated and overthrown, and that their rights of person and private
property would be violated. To remove these false impressions, our commanders in the field were directed scrupulously to respect their religion,
their churches, and their church property, which were in no manner to
be violated; they were directed also to respect the rights of persons and
property of all who should not take up arms against us.
Assurances to this effect were given to the Mexican people by MajorGeneral Taylor in a proclamation issued in pursuance of instructions
f om che Secretary of War in the month of June, 1846, and again by
Major-General Scott, who acted upon his own convictions of the propriety of issuing it, in a proclamation of the 11th of May, 1847. In this
spirit of liberality and conciliation, and with a view to prevent the body
of the Mexican population from taking up arms against us, was the war
conducted on our part. Provisions and other supplies furnished to our
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Army by Mexican citizens were paid for at fair and liberal prices, agreed
upon by the parties. After the lapse of a few months it became apparent that these assurances and this mild treatment had failed to produce
the desired effect upon the Mexican population. While the war had
been conducted on our part according to the ·most humane and liberal
principles observed by civilized nations, it was waged in a far different
spirit on the part of Mexico. Not appreciating our forbearance, the Mexican people generally became hostile to the United States, and availed
themselves of every opportunity to commit the most savage excesses upon
our troops. Large numbers of the population took up arms, and, engaging in guerrilla warfare, robbed and murdered in the most cruel manner
individual soldiers or small parties whom accident or other causes had
separated from the main body of our Army; bands of guerrilleros and
robbers infested the roads, harassed our trains, and whenever it was in
their power cut off our supplies.
The Mexicans having thus shown themselves to be wholly incapable
of appreciating our forbearance and liberality, it was deemed proper to
change the manner of conducting the war, by making them feel its pressure according to the usages observed under similar circumstances by all
other civilized nations.
Accordingly, as early as the 22d of September, 1846, instructions were
given by the Secretary of War to Major-General Taylor to "draw supplies" for our Army "from the enemy without paying for them, and
to require contributions for its support, if in that way he was satisfied
he could get abundant supplies for his forces.'' In directing the execution of these instructions much was necessarily left to the discretion
· of the commanding officer, who was best acquainted with the circumstances by which he was surrounded, the wants of the Army, and the
practicability of enforcing the measure. General Taylor, on the 26th of
October, 1846, replied from Monterey that "it would have been impossible hitherto, and is so now, to sustain the Army to any extent by forced
contributions of money or supplies.'' For the reasons assigned by him,
he did not adopt the policy of his instructions, but declared his readiness to do so '' should the Army in its future operations reach a portion
of the country which may be made to supply the troops with advantage.''
He continued to pay for the articles of supply which were drawn from
the enemy's country.
Similar-instructions were issued to Major-General Scott on the 3d of
April, 1847, who replied from Jalapa on the 20th of May, 1847, that
if it be expected '' that the Army is to support itself by forced contributions levied upon the country we may ruin and exasperate the inhabitants and starve ourselves." The same discretion was given to him that
had been to General Taylor in this respect. General Scott, for the reasons assigned by him, also continued to pay for the articles of supply for
the Army which were drawn from the enemy.
After the Army had reached the heart of the most wealthy portion of
Mexico it was supposed that the obstacles which had before that time
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prevented it would not be such as to render impracticable the levy of
· forced contributions for its support, and on the 1st of September and
again on the 6th of October, 1847, the order was repeated in dispatches
addressed by the Secretary of War to General Scott, and his attention
was again called to the importance of making the enemy bear the burdens of the war by requiring them to furnish the means of supporting our
Army, and he was directed to adopt this policy unless by doing so there
was danger of depriving the Army of the necessary supplies. Copies of
these dispatches were forwarded to General Taylor for his government.
On the 31st of March last I caused an order to be issued to our military and naval commanders to levy and collect a military contribution
upon all vessels and merchandise which might enter any of the ports
of Mexico in our military occupation, and to apply such contributions
toward defraying the expenses of the war. By virtue of the right of
conquest and the laws of war, the conqueror, consulting his own safety
or convenience, may either exclude foreign commerce altogether from
all such ports or permit it upon such terms and conditions as he may
prescribe. Before the principal ports of Mexico were blockaded by our
Navy the revenue derived from import duties under the laws of Mexico
was paid into the Mexican treasury. After these ports had fallen into
our military possession the blockade was raised and commerce with them
permitted upon prescribed terms and conditions. They were opened to
the trade of all nations upon the payment of duties more moderate in
their amount than those which had been previously levied by Mexico,
and the revenue, which was formerly paid into the Mexican treasury, was
directed to be collected by our military and naval officers and applied co
the use of our Army and Navy. Care was taken that the officers, soldiers, and sailors of our Army and Navy should be exempted from the
operations of the order, and, as the merchandise imported upon which
the order operated must be consumed by Mexican citizens, the contributions exacted were in effect the seizure of the public revenues of Mexico
and the application of them to our own use. In directing this measure
the object was to compel the enemy to contribute as far as practicable
toward the expenses of the war.
For the amount of contributions which have been levied in this form I
refer you to the accompanying reports of the Secretary of War and of the
Secretary of the Navy, ·by which it appears that a sum exceeding half a
million of dollars has been collected. This amount would undoubtedly
have been much larger but for the difficufty of keeping open communications between the coast and the interior, so as to enable the owners of
the merchandise imported to transport and vend it to the inhabitants
of the country. It is confidently expected that this difficulty will to a
great extent be soon removed by our increased forces which have been
sent to the field.
Measures have recently been adopted by which the internal as well as
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the external revenues of Mexico in all places in our military occupation
will be seized and appropriated to the use of our Army and Navy.
The policy of levying upon the enemy contributions in every form
consistently with the laws of nations, which it may be practicable for
our military commanders to adopt, should, in my judgment, be rigidly
enforced, and orders to this effect have accordingly been given. By such
a policy, at the same time that our own Treasury will be relieved from a
heavy drain, the Mexican people will be made to feel the burdens of the
war, and, consulting their own interests, may be induced the more readily
to require their rulers to accede to a just peace.
After the adjournment of the last session of Congress events transpired in the prosecution of the war which in my judgment required a
greater number of troops in the field than had been anticipated. The
strength of the Army was accordingly increased by ''accepting'' the services of all the volunteer forces authorized by the act of the 13th of May,
1846, without putting a construction on that act the correctness of which
was seriously questioned. The volunteer forces now in the field, with
those which had been ''accepted'' to '' serve for twelve months'' and
were discharged at the end of their term of service, exhaust. the 50,000
men authorized by that act. Had it been clear that a proper construction of the act warranted it, the services of an additional number would
have been called for and accepted; but doubts existing upon this point,
the power was not exercised. It is deemed important that Congress
should at an early period of their session confer the authority to raise an
additional regular force to serve during the war with Mexico and to be
discharged upon the conclusion and ratification of a treaty of peace. I
invite the attention of Congress to the views presented by the Secretary
of War in his report upon this subject.
I recommend also t11at authority be given by law to call for and accept the services of an additional number of volunteers, to be exercised
at such time and to such extent as the emergencies of the service may
require.
In prosecuting the war with Mexico, whilst the utmost care has been
taken to avoid every just cause of complaint on the part of neutral.
nations, and none has been given, liberal privileges have been granted
to their commerce in the ports of the enemy in our military occupation.
The difficulty with the Brazilian Government, which at one time
threatened to interrupt the friendly relations between the two countries,
will, I trust, be speedily adjusted. I have received information that an .
envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the United States
will shortly be appointed by His Imperial Majesty, and it is hoped that
he will come instructed and prepared to adjust all remaining differences
between the two Governments in a manner acceptable and honorable to
both.
In the meantime, I have every reason to believe that nothincr
•
b
will occur to interrupt our amicable relations with Brazil.
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It has been my C(?nstant effort to maintain and cultivate the most intimate relations of friendship with all the independent ·powers of South
America, and this policy has been attended with the happiest results.
It is true that the settlement and payment of many just claims of American citizens against these nations have been long delayed. The peculiar
position in which they have been placed and the desire_on the part of
my predecessors as well as myself to grant them the utmost indulgence
have hitherto prevented these claims from being urged in a manner
demanded by strict justice. The time has arrived when they ought to
be finally adjusted and liquidated, and efforts are now making for that
purpose.
It is proper to inform you that the Government of Peru has in good
faith paid the first two installments of the indemnity of $30,000 each,
and the greater portion of the interest due thereon, in execution of the
convention between that Government and the United States the ratifications of which were exchanged at Lima on the 31st of October, 1846.
The Attorney-General of the United States early in August last completed the adjudication of the claims under this convention, and made
his report thereon in pursuance of the act of the 8th of August, 1846.
The sums to which the claimants are respectively entitled will be paid
on demand at the Treasury.
I invite the early attention of Congress 'to the present condition of
our citizens in China. Under our treaty with that power American
citizens are withdrawn from the jurisdiction, whether civil or criminal,
of the Chinese Government and placed under that of our public functionaries in that country. By these alone can our citizens be tried and
punished for the commission of any crime; by these alone can questions
be decided between them involving the rights of persons and property,
and by these alone can contracts be enforced into which they may have
entered with the citizens or subjects of foreign powers. The merchant
vessels of the United States lying in the waters of the . five ports of
China open to foreign commerce are under the exclusive jurisdiction of
officers of their own Government. Until Congress shall establish competent tribunals to try and punish crimes and to exercise jurisdiction in
civil cases in China, American citizens there are subject to no law whatever. Crimes may be committed with impunity and debts may be contracted without any means to enforce their payment. Inconveniences
have already resulted· from the omission of Congress to legislate upon the
subject, and still greater are apprehended. The British authorities in
China have already complained that this Government has not provided
for the punishment of crimes or the enforcement of contracts against
American citizens in that country, whilst their Government has established tribunals by which an American citizen can recover debts due
from British subjects.
Accustomed, as the Chinese are, to summary justice, they could not
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be made to comprehend why criminals who are citizens 'of the United
States should escape with impunity, in violation of treaty obligations,
whilst the punishment of a Chinese who had committed any crime against
an American citizen would be rigorously exacted. Indeed, the consequences might be fatal to American citizens in China should a flagrant
crime be committed by any one of them upon a Chinese, and should trial
and punishment not follow according to the requisitions of the treaty.
This might disturb, if not destroy, our friendly relations with that Empire, and cause an interruption of our valuable commerce.
Our treaties with the Sublime Porte, Tripoli, Tunis, Morocco, and
Muscat also require the legislation of Congress to carry them into execution, though the necessity for immediate action may not be so urgent
as in regard to China.
The Secretary of State has submitted an estimate to defray the expense
of opening diplomatic relations with the Papal States. The interesting
political events now in progress in these States, as well as a just regard to
our commercial interests, have, in my opinion, rendered such a measure
highly expedient.
Estimates have also been submitted for the outfits and salaries of
charges d' affaires to the Repu,blics of Bolivia, Guatemala, and Ecuador.
The ·manifest importance of cultivating the most friendly relations with
all the independent States upon this continent has induced me to recommend appropriations necessary for the maintenance of these missions.
I recommend to Congress that an appropriation be made to be paid to
the Spanish Government for the purpose of distribution among the claimants in the Amistad case. I entertain the conviction that this is due
to Spain under the treaty of the 20th of October, 1795, and, moreover,
that from the earnest manner in which the claim continues to be urged
so long as it shall remain unsettled it will be a source of irritation and
discord between the two countries, which may prove highly prejudiciat
to the interests of the United States. Good policy, no less than a faithful
compliance with our treaty obligations, requires that the inconsiderable
appropriation demanded should be made.
A detailed statement of the condition of the finances will be presented
in the annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury. The imports for
the last fiscal year, ending on the 30th of June, 1847, were of the value
of $146,545,638, of which the amount exported was $8,011,158, leaving
$138,534,480 in the country for domestic use. The value of the exports
for the same period was $158,648,622, of which $150,637,464 consisted
of domestic productions and $8,011,158 of foreign articles.
T he receipts into the Treasury for the same period amounted to $26,J
346,790.37, of which there was derived from customs $23,747,864.66,
from sales of public lands $2,498,335.20, and from incidental and miscellaneous sources $100,570.51. The last fiscal year, during which this
amount was received, em~raced five months under the operation of the
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tariff act of 1842 and seven months during which the tariff act of 1846
was in force. During the five months under the act of 1842 the amount
received from customs was $7,842,306.90, and during the seven months
under the act of 1846 the amount received was $15,905,557.76.
The net revenue from customs d.u ring the year ending on the 1st of
December, 1846, being the last year under the operation of the tariff act
of 1842, was $22,971,403.10, and the net revenue from customs during
the year ending on the 1st of December, 1847, being the first year under
the operations of the tariff act of 1846, was about $31,500,000, being an
increase of revenue for the first year under the tariff of 1846 of more than
$8,500,000 over that of the last year under the tariff of 1842.
The expenditures during the fiscal year ending on the 30th of June
last were $59,451,177.65, of which $3,522,082.37 was ·on account of
payment of principal and interest of the public debt, including Treasury notes redeemed and not ·funded. The expenditures exclusive of
payment of public debt were $55,929,095.28.
It is estin~.ated that the receipts into the Treasury for the fiscal year
ending on the 30th of June, 1848, including the balance in the Treasury on the 1st of July last, will amount to $42,886,545.80, of which
$31,000,000, it is estimated, will be derived from customs, $3,500,ooa
from the sale of the public lands, $400,000 from incidental .sources, including sales made by the Solicitor of the Treasury, and $6,285,294.55
from loans already authorized by law, which, together with the balance
in the Treasury on the ISt of July last, make the sum estimated.
The expenditures for the same period, if peace with Mexico shall
not be concluded and the Army shall be increased as is proposed, will
· amount, including the necessary payments on account of principal and
interest of the public debt and Treasury notes, to $58,615,660.07.
On the 1st of the present month the amount of the public debt actually incurred, including Treasury notes, was $45,659,659.40. The public debt due on the 4th of March, 1845, including Treasury notes, was
$17,788,799.62, and consequently the addition made to the public debt
since that time is $27,870,859.78.
Of the loan of twenty-three millions authorized by the act of the 28th
of January, 1847, the sum of five millions was paid out to the public
creditors or exchanged at par for specie; the remaining eighteen millions
was offered for specie to the highest bidder not below par, by an advertisement issued by the Secretary of the Treasury and published from the
9th of February until the 10th of April, 1847, when it was awarded to
the several highest bidders at premiums varying from one-eighth of 1
per cent to 2 per cent above par. The premium has been paid into the
Treasury and the sums awarded deposited in specie in the Treasury as
fast as it was required by the wants of the Government.
To meet the expenditures for the remainder of the present and for the
next fiscal year, ending 011 the 30th of June, I 849, a further loan in aid of
1
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'lhe ordinary revenues of the Government will be necessary. Retaining
a sufficient surplus in the Treasury, the loan required for the remainder
of the present fiscal year will be about $18,500,000. If the duty on tea
and coffee be imposed and the graduation of the price of the public
lands shall be made at an early period of your session, as recommended,
the loan for the present fiscal year may be reduced to $17,000,000. The
loan may be further reduced by whatever amount of expenditures can be
saved by military contributions collected in Mexico. The most vigorous
measures for the augmentation of these contributions have been directed
and a very considerable sum is expected from that source. Its amount
can not, however, be calculated with any certainty. It is recommended
that the loan to be made be authorized upon the same terms and for the
same time as that which was authorized under the provisions of the act
of the 28th of January, 1847.
Should the war with Mexico be continued until the 30th of June, r849,
it is estimated that a further loan of $20,500,000 will be required for
the fiscal year ending on that day, in case no duty be imposed on tea and
coffee, and the public lands be not reduced and graduated in price, and no
military contributions shall be collected in Mexico. If the duty on tea
and coffee be imposed and the lands be reduced and graduated in price
as proposed, the loan may be reduced to $17,000,000, and will be subject
to be still further reduced by the amount of the military contributions
which may be collected in Mexico. It is not proposed, however, at
present to ask Congress for authority to negotiate this loan for the next
fiscal year, as it is hoped that the loan asked for the remainder of the
present fiscal year, aided by military contributions which may be collected in Mexico, may be sufficient. If, contrary to my expectation,
there should be a necessity for it, the fact will be communicated to Congress in time for their action during the present session. In no event
will a sum exceeding $6,000,000 of this amount be needed before the
meeting of the session of Congress in December, 1848.
The act of the 30th of July, 1846, "reducing the duties on imports,"
has been in force since the 1st of December last, and I am gratified to
state that all the beneficial effects which were anticipated from its operation have been fully realized. The public revenue derived from customs
during the year ending on the 1st of December, 1847, exceeds by more
than $8,000,000 the amount received in the preceding year under the
operation of the act of 1842, which was superseded and repealed by it.
Its effects are visible in the great and almost unexampled prosperity
which prevails in every branch of business.
While the repeal of the prohibitory and restrictive duties of the act
of 1842 and the substitution in their place of reasonable revenue rates
levied on articles imported according to their actual value has increased
the revenue and augmented our foreign trade, all the great interests
of the country have been advanced and promoted.
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The great and important interests of agriculture, which had been not
only too much neglected, but actually taxed under the protective policy
for the benefit of other interests, have been relieved of the burdens
which that policy imposed on them; and our farmers and planters, under
a more just and liberal commercial policy, are finding new and profitable
markets abroad for their augmented products. Our commerce is rapidly
increasing, and is extending more widely the circle of international exchanges. Great as has been the increase of our imports during the past
year, our exports of domestic products sold in foreign .markets have been
still greater.
Our navigating interest is eminently prosperous. The number of vessels built in the United States has been greater than during any preceding period of equal length. Large profits have been derived by those
who have constructed as well as by those who have navigated them.
Should the ratio of increase in the number of our merchant vessels be
progressive, and be as great for the future as during the past year, the
time is not distant when our tonnage and commercial marine will be
larger than that of any other nation in the world.
Whilst the interests of agriculture, of commerce, and of navigation
have been enlarged and invigorated, it is highly gratifying to observe
that our manufactures are also in a prosperous condition. None of the
ruinous effects upon this interest which were apprehended by some as
the result of the operation of the revenue system established by the act
of 1846 have been experienced. On the contrary, the number of manufactories and the amount of capital invested in them is steadily and
rapidly increasing, affording gratifying proofs that American enterprise
and skill employed in this branch of domestic industry, with no other
advantages than those fairly and incidentally accruing from a just system
of revenue duties, are abundantly able to meet successfully all competition from abroad and still derive fair and remunerating profits. While
capital invested in manufactures is yielding adequate and fair profits under
the new system, the wages of labor, whether employed in manufactures,
agriculture, commerce, or navigation, have been augmented. The toiling millions whose daily labor furnishes the supply of food and raiment
and all the necessaries and comforts of life are receiving higher wages
and more steady and permanent employment than in any other country
or at any previous period of our own history.
So successful have been all branches of our industry that a foreign war,
which generally diminishes the resources of a nation, has in no essential
degree retarded our onward progress or checked our general prosperity.
With such gratifying evidences of prosperity and of the successful operation of the revenue act of 1846, every consideration of public policy
recommends that it shall remain unchanged. It is hoped that the system
of impost duties which it established may be regarded as the permanent
policy of the country, and that the great interests affected by it may not
again be subject to be injuriously disturbed, as they have heretofore been,
by frequent and sometimes sudden changes.
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For the purpose of increasing the revenue, and without changing or
mo<lifying the rates imposed by the act of 1846 on the dutiable articles
embraced by its provisions, I again recommend to your favorable consideration the expediency of levying a revenue duty on tea an~ coffee.
The policy which exempted these articles from duty during peace, and
when the revenue to be derived from them was not needed, ceases to
exist when the country is engaged in war and requires the use of all of
its available resources. It is a tax which would be so generally diffused
among the people that it would be felt oppressively by none and be complained of by none. It is believed that there are not in the list of
imported articles any which are more properly the subject of war duties
than tea and coffee.
It is estimated that $3,000,000 would be derived annually by a mod,
erate duty imposed on these articles.
Should Congress avail itself of this additional source of revenue, not
only would the amount of the public loan rendered necessary by the war
with Mexico be diminished to that extent, but the public credit and the
public confidence in the ability and determination of the Government to
meet all its engagements promptly would be more firmly established, and
the reduced amount of the loan which it may be necessary to negotiate
could probably be obtained at cheaper rates.
,
Congress is therefore called upon to determine whether it is wiser to
impose the war duties recommended or by omitting to do so increase
the public debt annually $3,000,000 so long as loans shall be required to
prosecute the war, and afterwards provide in some other form to pay the
semiannual interest upon it, and ultimately to extinguish the principal.
If in addition to these duties Congr~ss should graduate and reduce the
price of such of the public lands as experience has proved will not command the price placed upon them by the Government, an additional
annual income to the Treasury of between half a million and a million of
dollars, it is estimated, would be derived from this source. Should both
measures receive the sanction of Congress, the annual amount of public
debt necessary to be contracted during the continuance of the war would
be reduced near $4,000,00::>. The duties recommended to be levied on
tea and coffee it is proposed shall be limited in their duration to the end
of the war, and until the public debt rendered necessary to be contracted
by it shall be discharged. The amount of the public debt to be con,
tracted should be limited to the lowest practicable sum, and should be
extinguished as early after the conclusion of the war as the means of
the Treasury will permit.
With this view, it is recommended that _as soon as the war shall be
over all the surplus in the Treasury not needed for other indispensable
objects shall constitute a sinking fund and be applied to the purchase of
the funded debt, and that authority be conferred by laws for that purpose.
The act of the 6th of August, 1846, "to establish a warehousing system,'' has been in operation more than a year, and has proved to be an
important auxiliary to the tariff act of 1846 in augmenting the revenue
0
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and extending the commerce of the country. Whilst it has tended to
enlarge commerce, it has been beneficial to our manufactures by diminishing forced sales at auction of foreign goods at low prices to raise
the duties to be advanced on them, and by checking fluctuations in the
market. The system, although sanctioned by the experience of other
countries, was entirely new in the United States, and is susceptible of
improvement in some of its provisions. The Secretary of the Treasury, upon w horn was devolved large discretionary powers in carrying
this measure into effect, has collected and is now collating the practical
results of · the system in other countries where it has long been established, and will report at an early period of your session such further
regulations suggested by the investigation as may render it still more
effective and beneficial.
By the act to '' provide for the better organization of the Treasury and
for the collection, safe-keeping, and disbursement of the public revenue"
all banks were discontinued as fiscal agents of the Government, and the
paper currency issued by them was no longer permitted to be received in
payment of public dues. The constitutional treasury created by this act
went into operation on the 1st of January last. Under the system established by it the public moneys have been collected, safely kept, and disbursed by the direct agency of officers of the Government in gold and
silver, and transfers of large amounts have been made from points of collection to points of disbursement without loss to the Treasury or injury
or inconvenience to the trade of the country. ·
While the fiscal operations of the Government have been conducted
with regularity and ease under this system, it has had a salutary effect in
checking and preventing an undue inflation of the paper currency issued
by the banks which exist , under State charters. Requiring, as it does,
'all dues to the Government to be paid in gold and silver, its effect is to
restrain excessive issues of bank paper by the banks disproportioned
to the specie in their vaults, for the reason that they are at all times
liable to be called on by the holders of their notes for their redemption in
order to obtain specie for the payment of duties and other public dues.
The banks, therefore, must keep their business within prudent limits,
and be always in a condition to meet such calls, or run the hazard of
being compelled to suspend specie payments and be thereby discredited.
'T'he amount of specie imported into the United States during the last
fiscal year was $24,121,289, of which there was retained in the country
$22,276,170. Had the former financial system prevailed and the public
moneys been placed on deposit in the banks, nearly the whole of this
amount would have gone into their vaults, not to be thrown into circulation by them, but to be withheld from the hands of the people as a currency and made the basis of new and enormous issues of bank paper. A
large proportion of the specie imported has been paid into the Treasury
for public dues, and after having been to a ~Teat extent recoined at the
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Mint has been paid out to the public creditors and gone into circulation
as a currency among the people. The amount of gold and silver coin
now in circulation in the country is larger than at any former period.
The financial system established by the constitutional treasury _has
been thus far eminently successful in its operations, and I recommend
an adherence to all its essential provisions, and especially to that vital
provision which wholly separates the Government from all connection
with banks and excludes bank paper from all revenue receipts.
In some of its details, not involving its general principles, the system is defective and will require modification. These defects and such
amendments as are deemed important were set forth in the last annual
report of the Secretary of the Treasury. These amendments are again
recommended to the early and favorable consideration of Congress.
During the past year the coinage at the Mint and its branches has
exceeded $20,000,000. This has consisted chiefly in converting the
coins of foreign countries into American coin.
The largest amount of foreign coin imported has been received at New •
York, and if a branch mint were established at that city all the foreign
coin received at that port could at once be converted into our own coin
without the expense, risk, and delay of transporting it to the Mint for
that purpose, and the amount recoined would be much larger.
Experience has proved that foreign coin, and especially foreign gold
coin, will not circulate extensively as a currency among the people.
The important measure of extending our specie circulation, both of gold
and silver, and of diffusing it among the people can only be effected by
converting such foreign coin into American coin. I repeat the recommendation contained in my last annual -message for the establishment of
a branch of the Mint of the United States at the city of New York.
All the public lands which had been surveyed and were ready for
market have been proclaimed for sale during the past year. The quantity offered and to be offered for sale under proclamations issued since
the rst of January last amounts to 9,138,531 acres. The prosperity
of the Western States and Territories in which these lands lie will be
advanced by their speedy sale. By withholding them from market their
growth anp. increase of population would be retarded, while thousands of
our enterprising and meritorious frontier population would be deprived
of the opportunity of securing freeholds for themselves and their families. But in addition to the general considerations which rendered the
early sale of these lands proper, it was a leading object at this time to
derive as large a sum as possible from this source, and thus diminish by
that amount the public loan rendered necessary by the existence of a
foreign war.
It is estimated that not less than 10,000,000 acres of the public lands
~ill be surveyed and be in a condition to be proclaimed for sale du:-ing
the year 1848.
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In my last annual message I preseuted the reasons which in my judgment rendered it proper to graduate and reduce the price of such of the
public lands as have remained unsold for long periods after they had
been offered for sale at public auction.
Many millions of acres of public lands lying within the limits of several
of the Western States have been offered in the market and been subject to
sale at private entry for- more than twenty years and large quantities for
more than thirty years at the lowest price prescribed by the existing laws,
and it has been found that they will not command that price. They
must remain unsold and uncultivated for an indefinite period unless the
price demanded for them by the Government shall be reduced. .No satisfactory reason is perceived why they should be longer held at rates above
their real value. At the present period an additional reason exists for
adopting the measure recommended. When the country is engaged in a
foreign war, and we must necessarily resort to loans, it would seem to be
the dictate of wisdom that we should avail ourselves of all our resources
' and thus limit the amount of the public indebtedness to the lowest possible sum.
I recommend that the existing laws on the subject of preemption rights
be amended and modified so as to operate prospectively and to embrace
all who may settle upon the public lands and make improvements upot
them, before they are surveyed as well as afterwards, in all cases where
such settlements may be l;llade after the Indian title shall have been
extinguished.
If the right of preemption be thus extended, it will embrace a large
and meritorious class of our citizens. It will increase the number of
small freeholders upon our borders, who will be enabled thereby to educate their children and otherwise improve their condition, while they
will be found at all times, as they have ever proved themselves to be in
the hour of danger to their country, am9ng our hardiest and best volunteer soldiers, ever ready to attend to their services in cases of emergencies and among the last to leave the field as long as an enemy remains to
be encountered. Such a policy will also impress these patriotic pioneer
emigrants with deeper feelings of gratitude for the parental care of their
Government, when they find their dearest interests secured tp them by
the permanent laws of the land and that they are no longer in danger of
losing their homes and hard-earned improvements by being brought into
competition with a more wealthy class of purchasers at the land sales.
The attention of Congress was invited at their last and the preceding
session to the importance of establishing a Territorial government over
our possessions in Oregon, and it is to be regretted that there was no
legislation on the subject. Our citizens who inhabit that distant region
of country are still left without the protection of our laws, or any regularly organized government. Before the question of limits and boundaries of the Territory of Oregon was definitely settled, from the necessity
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of their condition the inhabitants had established a temporary government of their own. Besides the want of legal authority for continuing
such a government, it is wholly inadequate to protect them in their
rights of person and property, or to secure to them the enjoyment of the
privileges of oth~r citizens, to which they are entitled under the Constitution of the United States. They should have the right of suffrage, be
represented in a Territorial legislature and by a Delegate in Congress,
and possess all the rights and privileges which citizens of other portions
of the territories of the United States have heretofore enjoyed or may
now enjoy.
Our judicial system, revenue laws, laws regulating trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes, and the protection of our laws generally
should be extended over them.
In addition to the inhabitants in that Territory who had previously
emigrated to it, large numbers of our citizens have followed them during
the present year, and it is not doubted that during the next and subsequent years their numbers will be greatly increased.
Congress at its last session established post routes leading to Oregon, and between different points within that Territory, and authorized
the establishment of post-offices at "Astoria and such other places
on the coasts of the Pacific within the territory of the United States as
the public interests may require.'' Post-offices have accordingly been
established, deputy postmasters appointed, and provision made for the
transportation of the mails.
The preservation of peace with the Indian tribes residing west of the
Rocky Mountains will render it proper that authority should be given by
law for the appointment of an adequate number of Indian agents to reside
among them.
I recommend that a surveyor-general's office be established in that
Territory, and that the public lands be surveyed and brought into mark~t at an early period.
_
I recommend also that grants, upon liberal terms, of limited quantities of the public lands be made to all citizens of the United States who
have emigrated, or may hereafter within a prescribed period emigrate, to
Oregon and settle upon them. These hardy and adventurous citizens,
who have encountered the dangers and privations of a long and toilsome journey, and have at length found an abiding place for themselves
and their families upon the utmost verge of our western limits, should
be secured in the homes which they have improved by their labor.
I refer you to the accompanying report of the Secretary of War for a
tletailed account of the operations of the various branches of the public
service connected with the Department under his charge. The duties
devolving on this Department have been unusually onerous and responsible during the past year, and have been discharged with ability and
success.
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Pacific relations continue to exist with the various Indian tribes, and
most of them manifest a strong friendship for the United States. Some
depredations were committed during the past year upon our trains transporting supplies for the Army, on the road between the western border
of Missouri and Santa Fe. These depredations, which are supposed to
have been committed by bands from the region of New Mexico, have
been arrested by the presence of a military force ordered out for that
purpose. Some outrages have been perpetrated by a portion of the northwestern bands upon the weaker and comparatively defenseless neighboring tribes. Prompt measures were taken to prevent such occurrences in
future.
Between 1,000 and 2,000 Indians, belonging to several tribes, have
been removed during the year from the east of the Mississippi to the
country allotted to them west of that river as their permanent home,
and arrangements have been made for others to follow.
Since the treaty of 1846 with the Cherokees · the feuds among them
appear to have subsided, and they have become more united and contented than they have been for many years past. The commissioners
appointed in pursuance of the act of June 27, 1846, to settle claims arising under the treaty of 1835-36 with that tribe have executed their
duties, and after a patient investigation and a full and fair examination
of all the cases brought before them closed their labors in the month of
July last. This is the fourth board of commissioners which has been
organized under this treaty. Ample opportunity has been afforded to all
those interested to bring forward their claims. No doubt is entertained
that impartial justice has been done by the late board, and that all
valid claims embraced by the treaty have been considered •and allowed.
This. result and the final settlement to be made with this tribe under
the treaty of 1846, which will be completed and laid before you during
your session, will adjust all questions of controversy between them and
the United States and produce a state of relations with them simple,
well defined, and satisfactory.
Under the discretionary authority conferred by the act of the 3d of
March last the annuities due to the various tribes have been paid during
the present year to the heads of families instead of to their chiefs or
such persons as they might designate, as required by the law previously
existing. This mode of payment has given general satisfaction to the
great body of the Indians. Justice has been done to them, and they are
grateful to the Government for it. A few chiefs and interested persons
may object to this mode of payment, but it is believed to be the only
mode of preventing fraud and imposition from being practiced upon the
great body of common Indians, constituting a majority of all the tribes.
It is gratifying to perceive that a number of the tribes have recently
manifested an increased interest in the establishment of schools among
them, and are making rapid advances in agriculture, some of them producing a sufficient quantity of food for their support and in some cases a
surplus to dispose of to their neighbors. The comforts by which those
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who have received even a very limited education and have engaged in
agriculture are surrounded tend gradually to draw off their less civilized
brethren from the precarious means of subsistence by the chase to habits
of labor and civilization.
The accompanying report of the Secretary of the Navy presents a satisfactory and gratifying account of the condition and operations of the
naval service during the past year. Our commerce has been pursued
with increased activity and with safety and success in every quarter of
the globe under the protection of our flag, which the Navy has caused
to be respected in the most distant seas.
In the Gulf of Mexico and in the Pacific the officers and men of
our squadrons have displayed distinguished gallantry and performed
valuable services. In the early stages of the war with Mexico her ports
on both coasts were blockaded, arrel more recently many of them have
been captured and held by the Navy. When acting in cooperation with
the land forces, the naval officers and men have performed gallant and
distinguished services on land as well as on water, and deserve the high
commendation of the country.
While other maritime powers are adding to their navies large numbers of war steamers, it was a wise policy on our part to make similar
additions to our Navy. The four war steamers authorized by the act
of the 3d of March, 1847, are in course ·of construction.
In addition to the four war steamers authorized by this act, the Secretary of the Navy has, in pursuance of its provisions, entered into contracts
for the construction of five steamers to be employed in the transportation
of the United States mail" from New York to New Orleans, touching at
Charleston, Savannah, and Havana, and from Havana to Chagres ;" for
three steamers to be employed in like manner from Panama to Oregon,
"so as to connect with the mail from Havana to Chagres across the
Isthmus ; '' and for five steamers to be employed in like manner from
New York to Liverpool. These steamers will be the property of the
contractors, but are to be built'' under the superintendence and direction
of a naval constructor in the employ of the Navy Department, and to be
so constructed as to render them convertible at the least possible expense
into war steamers of the first class.'' A prescribed number of naval officers, as well as a post-office agent, are to be on board of them, and
authority is reserved to the Navy Department at all times to '' exercise
control over said steamships'' and '' to have the right to take them for
the exclusive use and service of the United States upon making proper
compensation to the contractors therefor.''
Whilst these steamships will be employed in transporting the mails of
the United States coastwise and to foreign countries upon an annual compensation to be paid to the owners, they will be always ready, upon an
emergency requiring it, to be converted into war steamers; and the right
reserved to take them for public use will add greatly to the efficiency
MP-VOL Iv-36
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and strength of this description of our naval force. To the steamers thus
authorized under contracts made by the Secretary of the Navy should be
added five other steamers authorize1 under contracts made in pursuance
of laws by the Postmaster-General, making an addition, in the whole, of
eighteen war steamers subject to be taken for public use. As further
con tracts for the transportation of the mail to foreign countries may be
authorized by Congress, this number may be enlarged indefinitely.
The enlightened policy by which a rapid communication with the
various distant parts of the globe is established, by means of Americanbuilt sea steamers, would find an ample reward in the increase of our
commerce and in making our country and its resources more favorably
known abroad; but the national advantage is still greater-of having our
naval officers made familiar with steam navigation and of having the
privilege of taking the ships already equipped for immediate service at
a moment's notice, and will be cheaply purchased by the compensation
to be paid for the transportation of the mail in them over and above the
postages received.
A just national pride, no less than our commercial interests, would
seem to favor the policy of augmenting the number of this description of
vessels. They can be built in our country cheaper and in greater numbers than in any other in the world.
I refer you to the accompanying report of the Postmaster-General for
a detailed and satisfactory account of the condition and operations of that
Department during the past year. It is gratifying to find that within
so short a period after the reduction in the rates of postage, and notwithstanding the great increase of mail service, the revenue received for the
year will be sufficient to defray all the expenses, and that no further aid
will be required from the Treasury for that purpose.
The first of the American mail steamers authorized by the act of the
3d of March, 1845, was completed and entered upon the service on the 1st
of June last, and is now on her third voyage to Bremen and other intermediate ports. The other vessels authorized under the provisions of
that act are in course of construction, and will be put upon the line as
soon as completed. Contracts have also been made for the transportation of the mail in a steamer from Charleston to Havana.
A reciprocal and satisfactory postal arrangement has been made by the
Postmaster-General with the authorities of Bremen, and no difficulty is
apprehended in making similar arrangements with all other powers with
which we may have communications by mail steamers, except with Great
Britain.
On the arrival of the first of the American steamers bound to Bremen
at Southampton, in the month of June last, the British post-office directed
the collection of discriminating postages on all letters and other mailable matter which she took out to Great Britain or which went into th~
British post-office on their way to France and other parts of Europe.
The effect of the order of the British post-office is to subject all lc!ter;;
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and other matter transported by American steamers to double postage,
one postage having been previously paid on them to the United States,
while letters transported in British steamers are subject to pay but a
single postage. This measure was adopted with the avowed object of
protecting the British line of mail steamers now running between Boston
and Liverpool, and if permitted to continue must speedily put an end
to the transportation of all letters and other matter by American steamers and give to British steamers a monopoly of the business. A just
and fair reciprocity is all that we desire, and on this we must insist.
By our laws no such discrimination is made against British steamers
bringing letters into our ports, but all letters arriving in the United
States are subject to the same rate of postage, whether brought in
British or American vessels. I refer you to the report of the PostmasterGeneral for a full statement of the facts of the case and of the steps
taken by him to correct this inequality. He has exerted all the power
conferred upon him by the existing laws.
The minister of the United States at London has brought the subject
to the attention of the British Government, and is now engaged in negotiations for the purpose of adjusting reciprocal postal arrangements
which shall be equally just to both countries. Should he fail in concluding such arrangements, and should Great Britain insist on enforcing the
unequal and unjust measure she has adopted, it will become necessary to
confer additional powers on the Postmaster-General in order to enable
him to meet the emergency and to put our own steamers on an equal
footing with British steamers engaged in transporting the mails between
the two countries, and I recommend that such powers be conferred.
In view of the existing state of our country, I trust it may not be inappropriate, in closing this communication, to call to mind the words of wisdom and admonition of the first and most illustrious of my predecessors
in his Farewell Address to his countrymen.
Tha~ greatest and best of men, who served his country so long and
loved it so much, foresaw with '' serious concern'' the danger to our
Union of ''characterizing parties by geographical discriminations-Northern and Southern, Atlantic and Western-whence designing men may
endeavor to excite a belief that there is a real difference of local interests
and views,'' and warned his .countrymen against it.
So deep and solemn was his conviction of the importance of the Union
and of preserving harmony between its different parts, that he declared
to his countrymen in that address:
It is of infinite moment that you should properly estimate the immense value of
your national union to your collective and individual happiness; that you should
cherish a cordial, habitual, and immo.vable attachment to it; accustoming yourselves
to think and speak of it as of the palladium of your political safety and prosperity;
watching for its preservation with jealous anxiety; discountenancing whatever may
suggest even a suspicion that it can in any event be abandoned, and indignantly
frowning upon the first dawning of every attempt to alienata any portion of our
cou_ntry from the rest or to enfeeble the sacred ties which now link together the
vanous parts.
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After the lapse of half a century these admonitions of Washington
fall upon us with all the force of truth. It is difficult to estimate the
'' immense value'' of our glorious Union of confederated States, to which
we are so much indebted for our growth in population and wealth and
for all that constitutes us a great and a happy nation. How unimportant are all our differences of opinion upon minor questions of public
policy compared with its preservation, and how scrupulously should we
avoid all agitating topics which may tend to distract and divide us into
contending parties, separated by geographical lines, whereby it may be
weakened or endangered.
Invoking the blessing of the Almighty Ruler of the Universe upon
your deliberations, it will be my highest duty, no less than my sincere
pleasure, to cooperate with you in all measures which may tend to promote the honor and enduring welfare of our common country.
JAMES K. POLK.

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON, December 20, I8¢7·
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for their consideration and
advice with regard to its ratification, a convention between the United
States and the Swiss Confederation, signed in this city by their respective plenipotentiaries on the I8th day of May last, for the mutual abolition of the droit d'aubaine and of taxes on emigration.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, December 2I, I8f.7•
To the Senate o.f the United States:
I submit herewith, for the consideration and constitutional action of
the Senate, two treaties with the Chippewa Indians of Lake Superior
and the Upper Mississippi, for a portion of the lands possessed by those
Indians west of the Mississippi River. The treaties are accompanied by
communications from the Secretary of War and Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, which fully explain their nature and objects.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

December

22,

I8f-7·

To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I communicate lerewith a report of the Secretary of the Navy, containing a statement of the measures which have been taken in execution of
the act of 3d March last, relating to the construction of :floating dry docks
at Pensacola, Philadelphia, and Kittery.
JAMES K. POLK.

James K. Polk
WASHINGTON,

January 1-,

I8tf.8.

To the House ef Representatives ef the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with accompanying documents, being in addition to a report made on the 27th of
February, 1847, in answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 1st of that month, requesting the President "to communicate to the House of Representatives all the correspondence with
General Taylor since the commencement of hostilities with Mexico
which has not yet been published, and the publication of which may
not be deemed detrimental to the public service; also the correspondence
of the Quartermaster-General in relation to transportation for General
Taylor's Army; also the reports of Brigadier-Generals Hamer and Quitman of the operations of their respective brigades on the 2 rst of September last" (1846).

JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, January I2, I8tf.8.
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States:
I have carefully considered the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 4th instant, requesting the President to communicate to that
House '' any instructions which may .have been given to any of the
officers of the Army or Navy of the United States, or other persons, in
regard to the return of President General Lopez de Santa Anna, or any
other Mexican, to the Republic of Mexico prior or subsequent to the
order of the President or Secretary of War issued in January, 1846, for
the march of the Army from the Nueces River, across the 'stupendous
deserts' which intervene, to the Rio Grande; that the date of all such
instructions, orders, and correspondence be set forth, together with the
instructions and orders issued to Mr. Slidell at any time prior or subsequent to his departure for Mexico as minister plenipotentiary of the
United States to that Republic;" and requesting the President also to
'' communicate all the orders and correspondence of the Government in
relation to the return of General Paredes to Mexico.''
I transmit herewith reports from the Secretary of State, the Secretary
of War, and the Secretary of the Navy, with the documents accompanying the same, which contain all the information in the possession of the
E-xecutive which it is deemed compatible with the public interests to
communicate.
For further information relating to the return of Santa Anna to Mexico
I refer you to my annual m~ssage of December 8, 1846. The facts and
considerations stated in that message induced the order of the Secretary
of the Navy to the commander of our squadron in the Gulf of Mexico a
copy of which is herewith communicated. This order was issued simultaneously with the order to blockade the coasts of Mexico, both bearing
date the 13th of May, 1846, the day on which the existence of the war
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with Mexico was recognized by Congress. It was issued solely upon
the views of policy presented in that message, and without any understanding on the subject, direct or indirect, with Santa Anna or any other
person.
General Paredes evaded the vigilance of our combined forces by land
and sea, and made his way back to Mexico from the exile into which he
had been driven, landing at Vera Cruz after that city and the castle of
San Juan de Ulloa were in our military occupation, as will appear from
the accompanying reports and documents.
The resolution calls for the '' instructions and orders issued to Mr.
Slidell at any time prior or subsequent to his departure for Mexico as
minister plenipotentiary of the United States to that Republic." The
customary and usual reservation contained in calls of either House of
Congress upon the Executive for information relating to our intercourse
with foreign nations has been omitted in the resolution before me. The
call of the House is unconditional. It is that the information requested
be communicated, and thereby be made public, whether in the opinion
of the Executive (who is charged by the Constitution with the duty of
conducting negotiations with foreign powers) such information, when
disclosed, would be prejudicial to the public interest or not. It has been
a subject of serious deliberation with me whether I could, consistently
with my constitutional duty and my sense of the public interests involved and to be affected by it, violate an important principle, always
heretofore held sacred by my predecessors, as I should do by a compliance with the request of the House. President Washington, in a message to the House of Representatives of the 30th of March, 1796, declined
· to comply with .a request contained in a resolution of that body, to lay
before them '' a copy of the instructions to the minister of the United
States who negotiated the treaty with the King of Great Britain, together
, with the correspondence and other documents relative to that treaty,
excepting such of the said papers as any existing negotiation may render
improper to be disclosed.'' In assigning his reasons for declining to comply with the call he declared thatThe nature of foreign negotiations requires caution, and their success must often
depend on secrecy; and even when brought to a conclusion a full disclosure of all
the measures, demands, or eventual concessions which may have been proposed or
contemplated would be extremely impolitic; for this might have a pernicious influence on future negotiations, or produce immediate inconveniences, perhaps danger
and mischief, in relation to other powers. The necessity of such caution and secrecy
was one cogent reason for vesting the power of making treaties in the President,
with the advice and consent of the Senate, the principle on which that body was
formed confining it to a small number of members. To admit, then, a right in the
House of Representatives to demand and to have as a matter of course all the papers respecting a negotiation with a foreign power would be to establish a dangerous
precedent.

In that case the instructions and documents called for related to a
treaty which had been concluded and ratified by the President and Senate, and the negotiations in relation to it had been terminated. There
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was an express reservation, too, ''excepting'' from the call all such
papers as related to "any existing negotiations" which it might be improper to disclose. In that case President Washirigton deemed it to be
a violation of an important principle, the establishment of a '' dangerous
precedent,'' and prejudicia.'l to the public interests to comply with the
call of the House. Without deeming it to be necessary on the present
occasion to examine or decide upon the other reasons assigned by him
for his refusal to communicate the information requested by the House,
the one which is herein recited is in my judgment conclusive in the case
under consideration.
Indeed, the objections to complying with the request of the House
contained in the resolution before me are much stronger than those
which existed in the case of the resolution in 1796. This resolution calls
for the '' instructions and orders'' to the minister of the United States to
Mexico which relate to negotiations which have not been terminated,
and which may be resumed. The information called for respects negotiations which the United States offered to open with Mexico immediately
preceding the commencement of the existing war. The instructions given
to the minister of the United States relate to the differences between the
two countries out of which the war grew and the terms of adjustment
which we were prepared to offer to Mexico in our anxiety to prevent the
war. These differences still remain unsettled, and to comply with the
call of the House would be to make public through that channel, and to
communicate to Mexico, now a public enemy engaged in war, information which could not fail to produce serious embarrassment in any future ·
negotiation between the two countries. I have heretofore communicated
to Congress all the correspondence of the minister of the United States to
Mexico which in the existing state of our relations with that Republic
can, in my judgment, be at this time communicated without serious injury to the public interest.
Entertaining this conviction, and with a sincere desire to furnish any
i~formation which may be in possession of the executive department,
and which either House of Congress may at any time request, I regard
it to be my constitutional right and my solemn duty under the circumstances of this case to decline a compliance with the request of the House
contained in their resolution.
JAMES K. POLK.

To the Senate of the United States:

w ASHINGTON, January

2I, I848.

I herewith communicate to the Senate, for its consideration, a declaration of the Government of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
bearing date at the city of Schwerin on the 9th December, '1847, acceding substantially to the stipulations of our treaty of commerce and navigation with Hanover of the roth June, 1846.
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Under the twelfth article of this treatyThe United States agree to extend all the advantages and privileges contained ill
the stipulations of the present treaty to one or more of the other States of the Germanic Confederation which may wish to accede to them, by means of an official eAchange of declarations, provided that such State or States shail confer similar favors
upon the said United States to those conferred by the Kingdom of Hanover, and
observe and be subject to the same conditions, stipulations, and obligations.

This declaration of the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin is
submitted to the Senate, because in its eighth and eleventh articles it
is not the same in terms with the corresponding articles of our treaty
with Hanover. The variations, however, are deemed unimportant, while
the admission of our "paddy," or rice in the husk, into MecklenburgSchwerin free of import duty is an important concession not contained in
the Hanoverian treaty. Others might be mentioned, which will appear
upon inspection. Still, as the stipulations in the two articles just mentioned in the declaration are not the same as those contained in the
corresponding articles of our treaty with Hanover, I deem it proper
to submit this declaration to the Senate for their consideration before
issuing a proclamation to give it effect.
I also communicate a dispatch from the special agent on the part of
the United States, which accompanied the declaration.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January 24, I8,t.8.
To the Senate ef the United States:
In compliance with the request of the Senate in their resolution of
the 13th instant, I herewith communicate a report from the Secretary
of War, with the accompanying correspondence, containing the information called for, in relation to forced contributions in Mexico.
JAMES K. POLK.
WAS!lINGTON, January 3I, I8,t.8.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, containing
· the information called for in the resolution of the Senate of the 20th
instant, in relation to General Orders, No. 376, issued by General Scott
at headquarters, Mexico, bearing date the 15th December last.
JAMES K. POLK.

*

WASHINGTON, January 3I, I8,t.8.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with the
accompanying documents, in answer to the resolution of the Senate of

* Re:uting to the levying of taxes and duties upon Mexican products, etc., for the support of the
United States Army iu ,\ltxico.
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the 24th instant, requesting to be furnished with "copies of the letters,
reports, or other communications which are referred to in the letter of
General Zachary Taylor dated at New Orleans, 20th July, 1845, and
addressed to the Secretary of War, and which are so referred to as containing the views of General Taylor, previously communicated, in regard
to the line proper to be occupied at that time by the troops of the United
States; and any similar communication from any officer of the Army on
the same subject.''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, February 2, I848.
To the Senate ef the United States:
In answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 13th January, 1848,
calling for information on the subject of the negotiation between the
commissioner of the United States and the commissioners of Mexico during the suspension of hostilities after the battles of .Contreras and Churubusco, I transmit a report from the Secretary of State and the documents
which accompany it.
I deem it proper to add that the invitation from the commissioner of
the United States to submit the proposition of boundary referred to in
his dispatch (No. 15) of the 4th of September, 1847, herewith commuc
nicated, was unauthorized by me, and was promptly disapproved; and
this disapproval was communicated to the commissioner of the United
States with the least possible delay.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, February 3, I848.
To the House ef Representat£ves ef the United States:
In compliance with the request of the House of Representatives contained in their resolution of the 31st of January, 1848, I communicate
herewith a report of the Secretary of War, transmitting" a copy of General Taylor's answer* to the letter dated January 27, 1847," addressed to
him by the Secretary of War.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

February 8, I848.

To the House ef Representatives ef the United States:
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of
the 31st January last, _I communicate herewith the report -of the Secretary of State, a_ccompanied by '' the documents and correspondence not
already published relating to the :final adjustment of the difficulties between Great Britain and the United States concerning rough rice and
paddy.''
JAMES K. POLK.
* Relating to the publication of a letter from General 1'ayior to General Gaines concerning the
<:perations of the United States forces in Mexico.
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WASHINGTON, February Io, I8¢8.
To the Senate of the United States:
In. answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 1st instant, requesting to be informed whether "any taxes, duties, or imposts" have been
'' laid and collected upon goods and merchandise belonging to citizens
of the United States exported by such citizens from the United States
to Mexico, and, if so, what is the rate of such duties, and what amount
has been collected, and also by what authority of law the same have
been laid and collected,'' I refer the Senate to my annual message of
the 7th of December last, in which I informed Congress that orders
had been given to our military and naval commanders in Mexico to
adopt the policy, as far as practicable, of levying military contributions
upon the enemy for the support of our Army.
As one of the modes adopted for levying such contributions, it was
stated in that message thatOn the 31st of March last I caused an order to be issued to our military and naval
commanders to levy and collect a military contribution upon all vessels and merchandise which might enter any of the ports of Mexico in our military occupation,
and to apply such contributions toward defraying the expenses of the war. By
virtue of the right of conquest and the laws of war, the conqueror, consulting his
own safety or convenience, may either exclude foreign commerce altogether from
all such ports or permit it upon such terms and conditions as he may prescribe.
Before the principal ports of Mexico were blockaded by our Navy the revenue
derived from import duties under the laws of Mexico was paid into the Mexican
treasury. After these ports had fallen into our military possession the blockade was
raised and commerce with them permitted upon prescribed terms and conditions.
They were opened to the trade of all nations upon the payment of duties more moderate in their amount than those which had been previously levied by Mexico, and
the revenue, which was formerly paid into the Mexican treasury, was directed to be
collected by our military and naval officers and applied to the use of our Army and
Navy. Care was taken that the officers, soldiers, anL~. sailors ~four Army and Navy
should be exempted from the operations of the order, and, as the merchandise
imported upon which the order operated must be consumed by Mexican citizens,
the contributions exacted were in effect the seizure of the public revenues of Mexico
and the application of them to our own use. In directing this measure the object
was to compel the enemy to contribute as far as practicable toward the expenses
of the war.

A copy of the order referred to, with the documents accompanying it,
has been communicated to Congress.
The order operated upon the vessels and merchandise of all nations,
whether belonging to citizens of the United States or to foreigners, arriving in any of the ports in Mexico in our military occupation. The
contributions levied were a ta:X:: upon Mexican citizens, who were the
consumers of the merchandise imported. But for the permit or license
granted by the order all vessels and merchandise belonging to citizens
of the United States were necessarily excluded from all commerce with
Mexico from the commencement of the war. The coasts and ports
of Mexico were ordered to be placed under blockade on the day Congress
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declared the war to exist, and by the laws of nations the blockade applied to the vessels of the United States as well as to the vessels of all
other nations. Had no blockade been declared, or had any of our merchant vessels entered any of the ports of Mexico not blockaded, they
would have been liable to be seized and condemned as lawful prize by the
Mexican authorities. When the order was issued, it operated as a privilege to the vessels of the United States as well as to those of foreign
countries to enter the ports held by our arms upon prescribed terms and
conditions. It was altogether optional with citizens of the United States
and foreigners to avail themselves of the privileges granted upon the
terms prescribed.
Citizens of the United States and foreigners have availed themselves
of these privileges.
No principle is better established than that a nation at war has the
right of shifting the burden off itself and imposing it on the enemy by
exacting military contributions. The mode of making such exactions
must be left to the discretion of the conqueror, but it should be exercised
in a manner conformable to the rules of civilized warfare.
The right to levy thes~ contributions is essential to the successful prosecution of war in an enemy's country, and the practice of nations has
been in acc;::ordance with this principle. It is as clearly necessary as the
right to fight battles, and its exercise is often essential to the subsistence
of the army.
Entertaining no doubt that the military right to exclude commerce
altogether from the ports of the enemy in our military occupation
included the minor right of admitting it under prescribed conditions,. it
became an important question at the date of the order whether there
should be a discrimination between vessels and cargoes belonging to
citizens of the United States and vessels and cargoes belonging to neutral
nations.
Had the vessels and cargoes belonging to citizens of the United States
been admitted without the payment of any duty, while a duty was levied
on foreign vessels and cargoes, the object of the order would have been
defeated. The whole commerce would have been conducted in American vessels, no contributions could have been collected, and the enemy
would have been furnished with goods without the exaction from him of
any contribution whatever, and would have been thus benefited by our
military occupation, instead of being made to feel the evils of the war.
In order to levy these contributions and tc make them available for the
support of the Army, it became, therefore, absolutely necessary that they
should be collected upon imports into Mexican ports, whether in vessels
belonging to citizens of the United States or to foreigners.
It was deemed proper to extend the privilege to vessels and their cargoes belonging to neutral nations. It has been my policy since the
commencement of the war with Mexico to act justly and liberally toward
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all neutral nations, and to afford to them no just cause of complaint; and
we have seen the good consequences of this policy by the general satisfaction which it has given.
In answer to the inquiry contained in the resolution as to the rates of
duties imposed, I refer you to the documents which accompanied my
annual message of the 7th of December last, which contain the information.
From the accompanying reports of the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy it will be seen that the contributions have been collected on all vessels and cargoes, whether American or foreign; but the
returns to the Departments do not show with exactness the amounts
collected on American as distinguishable from foreign vessels and merchandise.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February Io, I848.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of t~e House of Representatives of the 7th
instant, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State.
No communication has been received from Mexico ''containing propositions from the Mexican authorities or commissioners for a treaty of
peace,'' except the '' counter projet'' presented by the Mexican commissioners to the commissioners of the United States on the 6th of September
last, a copy of which, with the documents accompanying it, I communicated to the Senate of the United States on the 2d instant. A copy of
my communication to the Senate embracing this '' pro jet'' is herewith
communicated.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, February I 4, I 848.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit, for the consideration of the Senate with a view to ratification, a treaty of peace, friendship, commerce, and navigation between
the United States and the Republic of Peru, concluded and signed in
this city on the 9th instant by the Secretary of State and the minister
plenipotentiary of Peru, in behalf of their respective Governments. I
also transmit a copy of the corresponq.ence between them which led to
the treaty.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, February I5, I848.
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, together
with the accompanying report of the Adjutant-General, in answer to the
resolution of the Senate of the 7th instant, calling for information in
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regard to the order or law by virtue of which certain words "in relation
to the promotion of cadets have been inserted in the Army Register of
the United States, page 45, in the year 1847."
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February 22, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the United States:
I lay .before the Senate, for their consideration and advice as to its
ratification, a treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement, signed
at the city of Guadalupe Hidalgo on the 2d day of February, 1848, by
N. P. Trist on the part of the United States, and by plenipotentiaries
appointed for that purpose on the part of the Mexican Government.
I deem it to be my duty to state that the recall of Mr. Trist as commissioner of the United States, of which Congress was informed in my
annual message, was dictated by a belief that his continued presence
whh the Army could be productive of no good, but might do much harm
by encouraging the delusive hopes and false impressions of the Mexicans, and that his recall would satisfy Mexico that the United States had
vq terms of peace more favorable to offer.
Directions were given that
any propositions for peace which Mexico might make should be received
and transmitted by the commanding general of our forces to the United
States.
It was not expected that Mr. Trist would remain in Mexico or continue in the exercise of the functions of the office of commissioner after
he received his letter of recall. He has, however, done so, and the plenipotentiaries of the Government of Mexico, with a knowledge of the fact,
have concluded w~th him this treaty. I have examined it with a full
sense of the extraneous circumstances attending its conclusion and signature, which might be objected to, but conforming as it does substantially on the main questions of boundary and indemnity to the terms
which our commissioner, when he left the United States in April last,
was authorized to offer, and animated as I am by the spirit which has
governed all my official conduct toward Mexico, I have felt it to be my
duty to submit it to the Senate for their consideration with a view to its
ratification.
To the tenth article of the treaty there are serious objections, and no
instructions given to Mr. trrist contemplated or authorized its insertion.
The public lands within the limits of Texas belong to that State, and this
Government has no power to dispose of them or to change the conditions
of grants already made. All valid titles to lands within the other territories ceded to the United States will remain unaffected by the change
of sovereignty; and I therefore submit that this article should not be
ratified as a part of the treaty.
There may be reason to apprehend that the ratification of the '' additional and secret article'' might unreasonably delay and embarrass the
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:final action on the treaty by Mexico. I therefore submit whether that
article should not be rejected by the Senate.
If the treaty shall be ratified as proposed to be amended, the cessions
of territory made by it to the United States as indemnity, the provision
for the satisfaction of the claims of our injured citizens, and the permanent establishment of the boundary of one of the States of the Union
are objects gained of great natio~al importance, while the magnanimous
forbearance exhibited toward Mexico, it is hoped, may insure a lasting
peace and good neighborhood between the two countries.
I communicate herewith a copy of the instructions given to Mr. Slidell
in November, 1845, as envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary
to Mexico; a copy of the instructions given to Mr. Trist in April last, and
such of the correspondence of the latter with the Department of State,
not heretofore communicated to Congress, as will enable the Senate to
understand the action which has been had with a view to the adjustment
of our difficulties with Mexico.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February 28, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the Un£ted States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 24th instant, requesting to be informed whether the active operations of the Army of the
United States in Mexico have been, and now are, suspended, and, if so,
by whose agency and in virtue of what authority such armistice has
been effected, I have to state that I have received no . information relating to the subject other than that communicated to the Senate with my
executive message of the 22d instant.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, February 29, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the Un£ted States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate passed in '' executive
session'' on yesterday, requesting the President '' to communicate to
the Senate, in confidence, the entire correspondence between Mr. Trist
and the Mexican commissioners from the time of his arrival in Mexico
until the time of the negotiation of the treaty submitted to the Senate;
and also the entire correspondence between Mr. Trist and the Secretary
of State in relation to his negotiations with the Mexican commissioners;
also _a ll the correspondence between General Scott and the Government
and between General Scott and Mr. Trist since the arrival of Mr. Trist
in Mexico which may be in the possession of the Government," I transmit herewith the correspondence called for. These documents are very
voluminous, and presuming that the Senate desired them in reference to
early action on the treaty with Mexico submitted to the consideration
of that body by my message of the 22d instant, the originals of several
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of the letters of Mr. Trist are herewith communicated, in order to save
the time which would necessarily be required to make copies of them.
These original letters, it is requested, may be returned when the Senate
shall have no further use for them.
The letters of Mr. Trist to the Secretary of State, a~d especially such
of them as bear date subsequent to the receipt by him of his letter of
recall as commissioner, it will be perceived, contain much matter that is
impertinent, irrelevant, and highly exceptionable. Four of these letters, bearing date, respectively, the 29th December, 1847, January 12,
January 22, and January 25, 1848, have been received since the treaty
was submitted to the Senate. In the latter it is· stated that the Mexican
commissioners who signed the treaty derived '' their full powers, bearing date on the 30th December, 1847, from the President ad interim
of the Republic ( General Anaya), constitutionally elected to that office
in November by the Sovereign Constituent Congress" of Mexico. It is
impossible that I can approve the conduct of Mr. Trist in disobeying the
positive orders of his Government contained in the letter recalling him,
or do otherwise than condemn much of the matter with which he has
chosen to encumber his voluminous correspondence. Though all of his
acts since his recall might have been disavowed by his Government, yet
Mexico can take no such exception. The treaty which the Mexican
commissioners have negotiated with him, with a full knowledge on their
part that he had been recalled from his mission, is binding on Mexico.
Looking at the actual condition of Mexico, and believing that if the
present treaty be rejected the war will probably be continued at great
expense of life and treasure for an indefinite period, and considering
that the terms, with the exceptions mentioned in my message of the
22d instant, conform substantially, so far as relates to the main question
of boundary, to those authorized by me in April last, I considered it to
be my solemn duty to the country, uninfluenced by the exceptionable
conduct of Mr. Trist, to submit the treaty to the Senate with a recommendation that it be ratified, with the modifications suggested.
Nothing contained in the letters received from Mr. Trist since it was
submitted to the Senate has changed my opinion on the subject . .
The resolution also calls for '' all the correspondence between General
Scott and the Government since the arrival of Mr. Trist in Mexico.'' A
portion of that correspondence, relating to Mr. Trist and his mission,
accompanies this communication. The remainder of the "correspondence between General Scott and the Government" relates mainly, if not
exclusively, to military operations. A part of it was communicated to
Congress with my annual message, and the whole of it will be sent
to the Senate if it shall be desired by that body. As coming within the
purview of the resolution, i also communicate copies of the letters of
the Secretary of War to Major-General Butler in reference to Mr. Trist's
remaining at the headquarters of the Army in the assumed exercise of

his powers of commissioner.
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WASHINGTON,

March

2,

I8,t.8.

To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 3d of January, r84~, I
communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with the
accompanying documents, containing the correspondence of Mr. Wise,
late minister of the United States at the Court of Brazil, relating to the
subject of the slave trade.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

To the Senate of the United States:

March

2,

I8¢8.

I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of Wai·, with the
accompanying documents, in answer to the resolution of the Senate of
the 28th February, 1848, requesting the President to communicate "any
information he may at any time have received of the desire of any considerable portion of the people of any of the States of Mexico to be
incorporated within the limits of any territory to be acquired from the
Republic of Mexico, and particularly that he communicate any late proposition which has been made to that effect through General Wool or any
other military officer in Mexico.''
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

March 7, I8¢8.

To the Senate of the United States:
I lay before the Senate a letter of the 12th February, 1848, from
N. P. Trist, together with the authenticated map of the United Mexican
States and of the plan of the port of San Diego, referred to in the fifth
article of the treaty '' of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement betweev
the United States of America and the Mexican Republic," which treaty
was transmitted to the Senate with my message of the 22d ultimo.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

March 8, I8,t.8.

To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of this date, requesting the
President '' to inform the Senate of the terms of the authority given to
Mr. Trist to draw for the $3,000,000 authorized by the act of the 2d
of March, 1847," I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of
State, with the accompanying documents, which contain the information
called for.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

March 8, I8,;8.

To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of this date, requesting the
President to communicate to that body, '' confidentially, any additional
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dispatches which may have been received from Mr. Trist,
cially those which are promised by him in his letter to Mr.
of the 2d of February last, if the same have been received,''
state that all the dispatches which have been received from
have been heretofore communicated to the .Senate.
JAMES K.
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I have to
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WASHINGTON, March Io, I8¢8.
To the House of' Representatives:
I transmit herewith reports from the Secretary of State and the Secretary of War, with the accompanying documents, in compliance ,vith
the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 7th February,
1848, requesting the President to communicate to that House '' copies
of all correspondence between the Secretary of War and Major-General
Scott, and between the Secretary of War and Major-General Taylor, and
between Major-General Scott and N. P. Trist, late commissioner of the
United States to Mexico, and between the latter and Secretary of State,
which has not heretofore been published, and the publication of which
"nay not be incompatible with the public interest.''
JAMES K. POLK.

To the House of' Repr~sentatives:
I communicate herewith a copy of the constitution of State government formed by a convention of the people of the Territory of Wisconsin
in pursuance of the act of Congress of August 6, 1846, entitled "An act
to enable the people of Wisconsin Territory to form a constitution and
State government, and for the admission of such State into ~he Union."
I communicate also the documents accompanying the constitution,
which have been transmitted to me by the president of the convention.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, March I8, I848.
To the Senate of' the United States:
Sudden and severe indisposition has prevented, and may for an indefinite period continue to prevent, Ambrose H. Sevier, recently appointed
commissioner to Mexico, from departing on his mission. The public
interest requires that a diplomatic functionary should proceed without
delay to Mexico, bearing with him the treaty between the United States
and the Mexican Republic, lately ratified, with amendments, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States. It is deemed
proper, with this view, to appoint an associate commissioner, with full
powers to act separately or jointly with Mr. Sevier.
I therefore nominate Nathan Clifford, of the State of Maine, to be a
M P--vo:r. rv-37
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commissioner, with the rank of envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, of the United States to the Mexican Republic.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

March

22,

I848.

To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with the accompanying documents, in compliance with the resolution of the Senate
of the 24th January, 1848, requesting the President to communicate to
the Senate, if .not inconsistent with the public interest, the correspondence of Mr. Wise, late minister of the United States at the Court of Brazil, with the Department of State of the United States.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, March 2,f., r848.
To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 17th instant, requesting the President to transmit to that body '' a copy of a dispatch to the
United States consul at Monterey, T. 0. Larkin, esq., forwarded in
November, 1845, by Captain Gillespie; of the Marine Corps, and which
was by him destroyed before entering the port of Vera Cruz, if a communication of the same be not, in his opinion, incompatible with the
public interests,'' I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of
State, with a copy of the dispatch referred to. The resolution of the
Senate appears to have been passed in legislative session. Entertaining
the opinion that the publication of this dispatch at this time will not be
'' compatible with the public interests,'' but unwilling to withhold from
the Senate information deemed important by that body, I communicate
a copy of it to the Senate in executive session.
JAMES K. POLK.

To the House of Representat£ves of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with the accompanying documents, in compliance with the resolution of the House
of Representatives of the 8th instant, calling for '' any correspondence
which may have recently taken place with the British Government relative to the adoption of principles of reciprocity in the trade and shipping
1
of the two countries. 1 '
JAMES K. POLK.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith a report of the Secretary of State, with accompanying documents, in compliance with the resolution of the Senate of
the 17th instant, requesting the President to communicate to that body
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:c copies of the correspondence between the minister of the United States
at London and any authorities of the British Government in relation to a
postal arrangement between the two countries.''
JAMES K. POLK.

April 3, r81-8.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate to Congress, for their information, a copy of a dispatch, with the accompanying documents, received at the Department
of State from the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary-of
the United States at Paris, giving official information of the overthrow
of the French Monarchy, and the establishment in its stead of a "pro'visional government based on republican principles.''
This great event occurred suddenly, and was accomplished almost
without bloodshed. The world ,has seldom witnessed a more interesting or sublime spectacle than the peaceful rising of the French people,
resolved to secure for themselves enlarged liberty, and to assert, in the
majesty of their strength, the great truth that in this enlightened age
man is capable of governing himself.
The prompt recognition of the new Government by the representative
of the United States at the French Court meets my full and unqualified
approbation, and he has been authorized in a suitable manner to make
known this fact to the constituted authorities of the French Republic.
Called upon to act upon a sudden emergency, which could not have
been anticipated by his instructions, he judged rightly of the feelings
and sentiments of his Government and of his countrymen, when, in
advance of the diplomatic representatives of other countries, he was the
first to recognize, so far as it was in his power, the free Government
established by the French people.
The policy of the United States has ever been that of nonintervention
in the domestic affairs of other countries, leaving to each to establish the
form of government of its own choice. While this wise policy will be
maintained toward France, now suddenly transformed from a monarchy
into a republic, all our sympathies are naturally enlisted on the side of
a great people who, imitating our example, have resolved to be free.
That such sympathy should exist on the part of the people of the United
States with the friends of free government in every part of the world,
and especially in France, is not remarkable. We can never forget that
France was our early friend in our eventful Revolution, and generously
aided us in shaking off a foreign yoke and becoming a free and independent people.
We have enjoyed the blessings of our system of weE -regulated selfgovernment for near three-fourths of a century, and can properly appreciate its value. . Our ardent and sincere congratulations are extended to
WASHINGTON,
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the patriotic people of France upon their noble and thus far successful
efforts to found for their future government liberal institutions similar
to our own.
It is not doubted that under the benign influence of free institutions
the enlightened statesmen of republican France will find it to be for her
true interests and permanent glory to cultivate with the United States
the most liberal principles of international intercourse and commercial
reciprocity, whereby the happiness and prosperity of both nations will
be promoted.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, April 7, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the United States:
In answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 29th of March, 1848, I
transmit herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with the accompanying documents, containing the information called for, relative to the
services of Captain McClellan's company of Florida volunteers in the year
18 4°·
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, April 7, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, transmitting a copy of the proceedings of the general court-martial in the case
of Lieutenant-Colonel Fremont, called for by a resolution of the Senate of
the 29th February, 1848.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, April Io, I8,t.8.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of State, together
with a copy of the correspondence between the Secretary of State and
" the Brazilian charge d' affaires at Washington, " called for by the resolution of the Senate of the 28th of March, 1848.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, April IJ, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the 'United States:
In answer to the resolution of the Senate of the 28th of March, 184-8,
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, transmitting
a report of the head of the Ordnance Bureau, with the accompanying
papers, relative to " the repeating firearms invented by Samuel Colt. "
Such is the favorable opinion entertained of the value of this arm, particularly for a mounted corps, that the Secretary of War, as will be seen
by his report, has contract~d with Mr. Colt for 2,000 of his pistols. He
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has offered to contract for an additional number at liberal prices, but the
inventor is unwilling to furnish them at the prices offered.
The invention for the construction of these arms being patented, the
United States can not manufacture them at the Government armories
without a previous purchase of the right so to do. The right to use his
patent by the United States the inventor is unwilling to dispose of at a
price deemed reasonable.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

April 25, I8,t.8.

To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with accompanying documents, submitted by him as embracing the papers and
the correspondence* between the Secretary of War and Major-General
Scott, called for by the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
17th instant.
·
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, April 29, I8,t.8.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I submit for the consideration of Congress several communications
received at the Department of State from Mr. Justo Sierra, commissioner
of Yucatan, and also a communication from the Governor of that State,
representing the condition of extreme suffering to which their country
has been reduced by an insurrection of the Indians within its limits, and
asking the aid of the United States.
These communications present a case of human suffering and misery
which can not fail to excite the sympathies of all civilized nations. From
these and other sources of information it appears that the Indians of
Yucatan are waging a war of extermination against the white race. In
this civil war they spare neither age nor sex, but put to death, indiscriminately, all who fall within their power. The inhabitants, panic
stricken and destitute of arms, are flying before their savage pursuers
toward the coast, and their exi:;!llsion from their country or their extermination would seem to be inevitable unless they can obtain assistance
from abroad.
In this condition they have, through their constituted authorities, implored the aid of this Government to save them from destruction, offering
in case this should be granted to transfer the ''dominion and sovereignty
of the peninsula'' to the United Stat~s. Similar appeals for aid and protection have been made to the Spanish and the English Governments.
Whilst it is not my purpose to recommend the adoption of any measure with a view to the acquisition of the "dominion and sovereignty"
* Relating to the conduct of the war in Mexico and. the recall of General Scott from the coJ1JJJ1and
of the Army.
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over Yucatan, yet, according to our established· policy, we could not
consent to a transfer of this ''dominion and sovereignty'' either to Spain.
Great Britain, or any other European power. In the language of President Monroe in his message of December, 1823We should consider any attell,lpt on their part to extend their system to any portion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety.

In my annual message of December, 1845, I declared thatNear a quarter of a century ago the principle was distinctly announced to the
world, in the annual message of one of my predecessors, that "the American continents, by the free and independent condition which they have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for future colonization by any
European powers." This principle will apply with greatly increased force should
any European power attempt to establish any new colony in North America. In the
existing circumstances of the world, the present is deemed a proper occasion to
reiterate and reaffirm the principle avowed by Mr. Monroe, and to state my cordial
concurrence in its wisdom and sound policy. The reassertion of this principle, especially in reference to North America, is at this day but the promulgation of a policy
which no European power should cherish the disposition to resist. Existing rights
of every Euro,eean nation should be respected, but it is due alike to our safety and
our interests that the efficient protection of our laws should be extended over our
whole territorial limits, and that it should be distinctly announced to the world as
our settled policy that no future European colony or dominion shall with our consent be planted or established on any part of the North American continent.

Our own security requires that the established policy thus announced
should guide our conduct, and this applies with great force to the peninsula of Yucatan. It is situate 1n the Gulf of Mexico, on the North American continent, and, from its vicinity to Cuba, to the capes of Florida, to
New Orleans, and, indeed, to our whole southwestern coast, it would be
dangerous to our peace and security if it should become a colony of any
European nation.
We have now authentic information that if the aid asked from the
United States be not granted such aid will probably be obtained from
some European power, which may hereafter assert a claim to "dominion
and sovereignty" over Yucatan.
Our existing relations with Yucatan are of a peculiar character, as will
be perceived from the note of the Secretary of State to their commissioner
dated on the 24th of December last, a copy of which is herewith transmitted. Yucatan has never declared her independence, and we treated
her as a State of the Mexican Republic. For this reason we have never
officially received her commissioner; but whilst this is the case, we have
to a considerable extent recognized her as a neutral in our war with
Mexico. Whilst still considering Yucatan as a portion of Mexico, if we
had troops to spare for this purpose I would deem it proper, during the
continuance of the war with Mexico, to occupy and hold military possession of her territory and to defend the white inhabitants against the
incursions of the Indians, in the same way that we have employed our
troops in other States of the Mexican Republic in our possession in
repelling the attacks of savages upon the inhabitants who have main·
tained their neutrality in the war. But, unfortunately, we can not at
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the present time, without serious danger, withdraw our forces from other
portions of the Mexican territory now in our occupation and send them
to Yucatan. All that can be done under existing circumstances is to
employ our naval forces in the Gulf not required at other points to afford
them relief; but it is not to be expected that any adequate protection can
thus be afforded, as the operations of such naval forces must of necessity
·
be confined to the coast.
I have considered it proper to communicate the information contained
in the accompa~ying correspondence, and I submit to the wisdom of Congress to adopt such measures as in their judgment may be expedient to
prevent Yucatan from becoming a colony of any European power, which in
no event could be permitted by the United States, and at the same time to
rescue the white race from extermination or expulsion from their country.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, May 5, I8¢8.
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of State, together
with the correspondence '' between the Secretary of State and Don Justo
Sierra, the representative of Yucatan,'' called for by the resolution of the
Senate of the 4th instant.
I communicate also additional documents relating to the same subject.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, May 8, I8;8.
To the Senate of the Un-lted States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, together
with the accompanying documents, in compliance with the resolution of
the Senate of the 25th April, requesting the Presidet?,t to cause to be sent
to the Senate a copy of the opinion of the Attorney-General, with copies
of the accompanying papers, on the claim made by the Choctaw Indians
for $5,000, with interest thereon from the date of the transfer, being
the difference between the cost of the stock and the par value thereof
bansferred to them by the Chickasaws under the convention of the 17th
of Jianuary, 1837.
JAMES K. POLK.

To tke Senate of the Un-ited States:

WASHINGTON,

May 9, I8/8.

In answer to the resolution of the Senate of th~ 8th instant, requesting
further information in relation to the condition of Yucatan, I transmit
herewith a report of the Secretary of the Navy, with the accompanying
copies of communications from officers of the Navy on the subject.

JAMES K. POLK.
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May 9 I848.
1

To the Senate of the Uni'ted States:
I herewith communicate to the Senate, for their consideration with a
view to its ratification, a convention for the extension of certain stipulations* contained in the treaty of commerce and navigation of August 27,
1829, between the United States and Austria, concluded and signed in
this city on the 8th instant by the respective plenipotentiaries.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, May I5, I848.
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of the Navy,
together with the accompanying documents, in compliance with the resolution of the · Senate of the r 3th instant, requesting information as to
the measures taken for the protection of the white population of Yucatan
by the naval forces of the United States.
JAMES K. POLK.

May I9, I848.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I transmit for the information of Congress a communication from the
Secretary of War and a report from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
showing the result of the settlement required by the treaty of August,
1846, with the Cherokees, and the appropriations requisite to carry the
provisions of that treaty into effect.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

WASHINGTON, May 29, I8¢8,
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I lay before Congress the accompanying memorial and papers, which
have been transmitted to me, by a special messenger employed for that
purpose, by the governor and legislative assembly of Oregon Territory,
who constitute the temporary government which the inhabitants of that
distant region of our country have, from the necessity of their condition,
organized for themselves. The memorialists are citizens of the United
States. They express ardent attachment to their native land, and in
their present perilous and distressed situation they earnestly invoke the
aid and protection of their Government.
They represent that "the proud and powerful tribes of Indians" residing in their vicinity have recently raised '' the war whoop and crimsoned
their tomahawks in the blood of their citizens;" that they apprehend
that '' many of the powerful tribes inhabiting the upper valley of the

* Relating to disposal of property, etc.
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Columbia have formed an alliance for the purpose of carrying on hostilities against thei~ settlements;" that the number of the white population is far inferior to that of the savages; that they are deficient in arms
and money, and fear that they do not possess strength to repel the'' attack
of so formidable a foe and protect their families and property from violence and rapine.'' They conclude their appeal to the Government of
the United States for relief by declaring:
If it be at all the intention of our honored parent to.spread her guardian wing over
her sons and daughters in Oregon, she surely will not refuse to do it now, when they
are struggling with all the ills of a weak and temporary government, and when perils
are daily thickening around them and preparing to burst upon their heads. When
the ensuing summer's sun shall have dispelled the snow from the mountains, we shall
look with glowing hope and restless anxiety for the coming of your laws and your
arms.

In my message of the 5th of August, 1846, communicating "a copy of
the convention for the settlement and adjustment of the Oregon boundary,'' I recommended to Congress that '' provision should be made by
law, at the earliest practicable period, for the organization of a Territorial
government in Oregon."
In my annual message of December, 1846,
and again in December, 1847, this recommendation was repeated.
The population of Oregon is believed to exceed 12,000 souls, and it is
known that it will be increased by a large number of emigrants during
the present season. The facts set forth in the accompanying memorial
and papers show that the dangers to which our fellow-citizens are exposed
are so imminent that I deem it to be my duty again to impress on Congress the strong claim which the inhabitants of that distant country have
to the benefit of our laws and to the protection of our Government.
I therefore again invite the attention of Congress to the subject, and
recommend that laws be promptly passed establishing a Territorial government and granting authority to raise an adequate volunteer force for
the defense and pr'o tection of its inhabitants. It is believed that a regiment of mounted men, with such additional force as may be raised in
Oregon, will be sufficient to afford the required protection. It is recommended that the forces raised for this purpose should engage to serve for
twelve months, unless sooner discharged. No doubt is entertained that,
with proper inducements in land bounties, such a force can be raised in
a short time. Upon the expir~tion of their service many of them will
doubtless desire to remain in the country and settle upon the land which
they may receive as bounty. It is deemed important that provision be
made for the appointment of a suitable number of Indian agents to reside
among the various tribes in Oregon, and that appropriations be made to
enable them to treat with these tribes with a view to ~·---store and preserve
peace between them and the white inhabitants.
Should the laws recommended be promptly passed, the measures for
their execution may be completed during the present season, and before
the severity of winter will interpose obstacles in crossing the Rocky
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Mountains. If not promptly passed, a delay of another year will be the
consequence, and may prove destructive to the white settlements in
Oregon.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, May 3I, I8,t.8.
To the Senate ef the United States:
I transmit herewith reports from the Secretary of State and the Secretary of the Navy, with the accompanying correspondence, which contains
the information called for by the Senate in their resolution of the 30th
instant, relating to th@ existing condition of affairs in Yucatan.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, June I2, I8,t.8.
To the Senate ef the Unz'ted States:
I communicate herewith a report of the' Secretary of State, together
with the accompanying documents, in compliance with the resolution of
the Senate of the 31st ultimo, "requesting the President to communicate
the correspondence not heretofore communicated between the Secretary
of State and the minister of the United States at ·Paris since the recent
change in the Government of France.''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

To the Senate

June 23, I8,t.8.

ef the United States:

I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of War, with the
accompanying documents, in answer to a resolution of the Senate of
the 2 rst instant, requesting the President to communicate to the Senate,
in executive session, as early as practicable, the papers heretofore in the
possession of the Senate and returned to the War Department, together
with a statement from the Adjutant-General of the Army as to the merits
or demerits of the claim of James W. Schaumburg to be restored to rank
in the Army.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, July 5, I8f.8.
To the Senate ef the Unz'ted States:
I submit herewith, for such action as the Senate shall deem proper, a
report of the Secretary of War, suggesting a discrepancy between the
resolutions of the Senate of the 15th and the 27th ultimo, advising and
consenting to certain appointments and promotions in the Army of the
United States.
JAMES K. POLK.

James .K. Polk
WAR D EPARTMENT,

Washington, July I, I848.
'fhe PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a report from the Adjutant-General of
the Army, inviting attention to a difficulty arising from the terms of certain confirmations made by the resolutions of the Senate of the 15th and 27th ultimo, the former
advising and consenting to the reappointment of Captain Edward Deas, Fourth Artillery, who had been dismissed the service, and the latter advising and consenting to
the promotion of First Lieutenant Joseph Roberts to be captain, vice Deas, dismissed,
and Second Lieutenant John A. Brown to be first lieutenant, vice ,Roberts, promoted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
w. L. MARCY,
Secretary of War.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Hon. W. L.

MARCY,

Washington, June 29, I848.

Secretary of War.
SIR: In a list of confirmations of regular promotions just received from the Senate, dated the 27th instant, it is observed, under the heading "Fourth Regiment of
Artillery,'' that First Lieutenant Joseph Roberts is confirmed as a captain, vice Deas,
dismissed, and Second Lieutenant John A. Brown as first lieutenant, vice Roberts,
promoted.
The President, having decided to reinstate Captain Deas, nominated him for restoration to the Senate the 12th instant, withdrawing, as the records show, at the same
time the names of Lieutenants Roberts and Brown. This nomination of Captain
Deas was confirmed the 15th of June, and he has been commissioned accordingly. I
respectfully bring this matter to your notice under the impression that as the resolutions of June IS and June 27 conflict with each other it may be the wish of the
Senate to reconcile them by rescinding that portion of the latter which advises and
consents to the promotions of Lieutenants Roberts and Brown.
Respectfully submitted.
R. JONES, Adjutant-General.

July 6, I 848.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
I lay before Congress copies of a treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and
settlement between the United States and the Mexican Republic, the
ratifications of which were duly exS'.hanged at the city of Queretaro, in
Mexico, on the 30th day of May, 1848.
The war in which our country was reluctantly involved, in the necessary vindication of the national rights and honor, has been thus terminated, and I congratulate Congress and our common constituents upon
the restoration of an honorable peace.
The extensive and valuable territories ceded by Mexico to the United
States constitute indemnity for the past, and the brilliant achievements
and signal succ~sses of our arms will be a guaranty of security for the
future, by convincing all nations that our rights must be respected. The
results of the war with Mexico have given to the United States a national
character abroad which our country never before enjoyed. Our power
and our resources have become known and are respected throughout the
WASHINGTON,
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world, and we shall probably be saved from the necessity of engaging in
another foreign war for a long series of years. It is a subject of congrat•
ulation that we have passed through a war of more than two years' duration with the business of the country uninterrupted, with our resources
unexhausted, and the public credit unimpaired.
I communicate for the information of Congress the accompanying documents and correspondencel relating to the negotiation and ratification of
the treaty.
Before the treaty can be fully executed on the part of the United States
legislation will be required.
It will be proper to make the necessary appropriations for the payment of the $12,000,000 stipulated by the twelfth article to be paid to
Mexico in four equal annual installments. Three million dollars were
appropriated by the act of March 3, 1847, and that sum was paid to the
Mexican Government after the exchange of the ratifications of the treaty.
The fifth article of the treaty provides thatIn order to designate the boundary line with due precision upon authoritative maps,
and to establish upon the ground landmarks which shall show the limits of both
Republics as described in the present article, the two Governments shall each appoint a commissioner and a surveyor, who, before th~ expiration of one year from
the date of the exchange of ratifications of this treaty, shall meet at the port of San
Diego and proceed to run and mark the said boundary in its whole course to the
mouth of the Rio Bravo del Norte.

It will be necessary that provision should be made by law for the
appointment of a commissioner and surveyor on the part of the United
States to act in conjunction with a commissioner and surveyor appointed
by Mexico in executing the stipulations of this article.
,
It will be proper also to provide by law for the appointment of a
'' board of commissioners'' to adjudicate and decide upon all claims of
our citizens against the Mexican Government, which by the treaty have
been assumed by the United States.
New Mexico and Upper California have been ceded by Mexico to the
United States, and now constitute a part of our country. Embracing
nearly ten degrees of latitude, lying adjacent to the Oregon Territory,
and extending from the Pacific Ocean to the Rio Grande, a mean distance of nearly 1 ,ooo miles, it would be difficult to estimate the value of
these possessions to the United States. They constitute of themselves a
country large enough for a great empire, and their acquisition is second
only in importance to that of Louisiana in 1803. Rich in mineral and
agricultural resources, with a climate of great salubrity, they embrace
the most important ports on the whole Pacific coast of the continent of
N orth America. The possession of the ports of San Diego and Monterey
and the Bay of San Francisco will enable the United States to command
the already valuable and rapidly increasing commerce of the Pacific. The
number of our whale ships alone now employed in that sea exceeds 700,
requiring more than 20 , 000 seamen to navigate them, while the capital
invested in this particular branch of commerce is estimated at not less
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than $40,000,000. The excellent harbors of Upper California will under
our flag afford security and repose to our commercial marine, and American mechanics will soon furnish ready means of shipbuilding and repair,
which are now so much wanted in that distant sea.
By the acquisition of these possessions we are brought into immediate
proximity with the west coast of America, from Cape Horn to the Russian possessions north o,f Oregon, with the islands of the Pacific Ocean,
and by a direct voyage in steamers we will be in less than thirty days of
Canton and other ports of China.
In this vast region, whose rich resources are soon to be developed by
American energy and enterprise, great must be the augmentation of our
commerce, and with it new and profitable demands for mechanic labor in
all its branches and new and valuable markets for our manufactures and
agricultural products.
While the war has been conducted with great humanity and forbearance and with complete success on our part, the peace has been concluded on terms the most liberal and magnanimous to Mexico. In her
hands the territories now ceded had remained, and, it is believed, would
have continued to remain, almost unoccupied, and of little value to her
or to any other nation, whilst as a part of our Union they will be productive of vast benefits to the United States, to the commercial world,
and the general interests of mankind.
The immediate establishment of Territorial governments and the extension of our laws over these valuable possessions are deemed to be
not only important, but indispensable to preserve order and the due
administration of justice within their limits, to afford protection to the
inhabitants, and to facilitate the development of the vast resources and
wealth which their acquisition has, added to our country.
The war with Mexico having terminated, the power of the Executive
to establish or to continue temporary civil governments over these territories, which existed under the laws of nations whilst they were regarded
as conquered provinces in our military occupation, has ceased. By their
cession to the United States Mexico has no longer any power over them,
and until Congress shall act the inhabitants will be without any organized government. Should they be left in this condition, confusion and
anarchy will be likely to prevail.
Foreign commerce to a considerable amount is now carried on in the
ports of Upper California, which will require to be regulated by our laws.
As soon as our system shall be extended over this commerce, a revenue
of considerable amount will be at once collected, and it is not doubted
that it will be annually increased. For these and other obvious reasons
I deem it to be my duty earnestly to recommend the action of Congress
on the subject at the present session.
In organizing governments over these territories, fraught with such
vast advantages to every portion of our Union, I invoke that spirit of
concession, conciliation, and compromise in your deliberations in which
the Constitution was framed, in which it should be administered, and
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which is so indispensable to preserve and perpetuate the harmony and
union of the States. We should never forget that this Union of confederated States was established and cemented by kindred blood and by the
common toils, sufferings, dangers, and triumphs of all its parts, and has
been the ~ver-augmenting source of our national greatness and of all our
blessings.
There has, perhaps, been no period since th_e warning so impressively
given to his countrymen by Washington to guard against geographical
divisions and sectional parties which appeals with greater force than the
present to the patriotic, sober-minded, and reflecting of all parties and
of all sections of our country. Who can calculate the value of our glorious Union? It is a model and example of free government to all the
world, and is the star of hope and haven of rest to the oppressed of every
clime. By its preservation we have been rapidly advanced as a nation
to a height of strength, power, and happiness without a parallel in the
history of the world. As we extend its blessings over new regions, shall
we be so unwise as to endanger its existence by geographical divisions
and dissensions?
With a view to encourage the early settlement of these distant possessions, I recommend that liberal grants of the public lands be secured to
all our citizens who have settled or may in a 1imited period settle within
their limits.
In execution of the provisions of the treaty, orders have been issued
to our military and naval forces to evacuate without delay the Mexican
Provinces, cities, towns, and fortified places in our military occupation,
and which are not embraced in the territories ceded to the United States.
The Army is already on its way to the United States. That portion of
it, as well regulars as volunteers, who engaged to serve during the war
with Mexico will be discharged as soon as they can be transported or
marched to convenient points in the vicinity of _their homes. A part of
the Regulai Army will be employed in New Mexico and Upper California to afford protection to the inhabitants and to guard our interests in
these territories.
The old Army, as it existed before the commencement of the war with
, Mexico, especially if authority be given to fill up the rank and file of the
several corps to the maximum number authorized during the war, it is
believed, will be a sufficient force to be retained in service during a period
of peace. A few additional officers in the line and staff of the Army
have been authorized, and these, it is believed, will be necessary in the
peace establishment, and should be. retained in the service.
The number of the general officers may be reduced, as vacancies occur
by the casualties of the service, to what it was before the war.
While the people of other countries who live under forms of government less free than our own have been for ages oppressed by taxation
to support large standing armies in periods of ·peace, our experience has
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shown that such· establishments are unnecessary in a republic. Our
standing army is to be found in the bosom of society. It is composed of
free citizens, who are ever ready to take up arms in the service of their
country when an emergency requires it. · Our experience in the war just
closed fully confirms the opinion that such an army may be raised upon
a few weeks' notice, and that our citizen soldiers are equal to any troops
in the world. No reason, therefore, is perceived why we should enlarge
our land forces and thereby subject the Treasury to an annual increased
charge. Sound policy requires that we should avoid the creation of a
large standing army in a period of peace. No public exigency requires it.
Such armies are not only expensive and unnecessary, but may become
dangerous to liberty.
Besides making the necessary legislative provisions for the execution
of the treaty and the establishment of Territorial governments in the
ceded country, we have, upon the restoration of peace, other important
duties to perform. Among these I regard none as more important than
the adoption of proper measures for the speedy extinguishment of the
national debt. It is against sound policy and the genius of our institutions that a public debt should be permitted to exist a day longer than
the means of the Treasury will enable the Government to pay it off. We
should adhere to the wise policy laid down by President Washington,
of "avoiding likewise the accumulation of debt, not only by shunning
occasions of expense, but by vigorous exertions in time of peace to discharge the debts which unavoidable wars have occasioned, not ungenerously throwing upon posterity the burthen which we ourselves ought to
bear.''
At the commencement of the present Administration the public debt
amounted to $17,788,799.62. In consequence of the war with Mexico,
it has been ne~essarily increased, and now amounts to $65,778,450.41,
including the stock and Treasury notes which may yet be issued under
the act of January 28, 1847, and the $16,000,ooo loan recently negotiated
under the act of March 3 1, 1848.
In addition to the amount of the debt, the treaty stipulates that $12,000,000 shall be paid to Mexico, in four equal annual installments of
$3,000,000 each, the first of which will fall due on the 30th day of May,
1849. The treaty also stipulates that the United States shall '' assume
and pay '' to our own citizens '' the claims already liquidated and decided
against the Mexican Republic,'' and '' all claims not heretofore decided
against the Mexican Government,'' '' to an amount not exceeding three
and a quarter millions of dollars.'' The ''liquidated'' claims of citizens
of the United States against Mexico, as decided by the joint board of
commissioners under the convention between the United States and Mexico of the 11th of April, 1839, amounted to $2,026,139.68. This sum
was payable in twenty equal annual installments. Three of them have
been paid to the claimants by the Mexican Government and two by the
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United States, leaving to be paid of the principal of the liquidated amount
assumed by the United States the sum of $1,519,604.76, together with
the interest thereon. These several amounts of ''liquidated'' and unliquidated claims assumed by the United States, it is believed, may be
paid as they fall due out of the accruing revenue, without the issue of
stock or the creation of any additional •public debt.
I can not too strongly recommend to Congress the importance of husbanding all our national resources, of limiting the public expenditures
to necessary objects, and of applying all the surplus at any time in the
Treasury to the redemption of the debt. I recommend that authority
be vested in the Executive by law to anticipate the period of reimbursement of such portion of the debt as may not be now redeemable, and
to purchase it at par, or at the premium which it may command in the
market, in all cases in which that authority has not already been granted.
A premium has been obtained by the Government on much the larger
portion of the loans, and if when the Government becomes a purchaser
of its own stock it shall command a premium in the market, it will be
sound policy to pay it rather than to pay the semiannual interest upon it.
The interest upon the debt, if the outstanding Treasury notes shall be
funded, from the end of the last fiscal year until it shall fall due and be
redeemable will be very nearly equal to the principal, which must itself
be ultimately paid.
Without changing or modifying the present tariff of duties, so great
has been the increase of our commerce under its benign operation that
the revenue derived from that source and from the sales of the public
lands will, it is confidently believed, enable the Government to discharge
annually several millions· of the debt and at the same time possess the
means of meeting necessary appropriations for all other proper objects.
Unless Congress shall authorize largely increased expenditures for objects
not of absolute necessity, the whole public debt existing before the Mexi,can war and that created during its continuance may be paid off without
any increase of taxation on the people long before it falls due.
Upon the restoration of peace we should adopt the pdicy suited to a
state of peace. In doing this the earliest practicable pa,-ment of the public debt should be a cardi~al principle of action. Profiting by the experience of the past, we should avoid the errors into which the country
was betrayed shortly after the close of the war with Great Britain in 1815.
In a few years after that period a broad and latitudinous construction of
the powers of the Federal Government unfortunately received but too
much countenance. Though the country was burdened with a heavy
public debt, large, and in some instanc,es unnecessary and extravagant,
expenditures were authorized by Congress. The consequence was that
the payment of the debt was postponed for more than twenty years, and
even then it was only accomplished by the stern will and unbending
policy of President Jackson, who made its payment a leading measure of
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.llis Administration . . He resisted the attempts which were made to divert
the public money from that great object and apply it in wasteful and
extravagant expenditures for other objects, some of them of more than
doubtful constitutional authority and expediency.
If the Government of the United States shall observe a proper economy
in its expenditures, and be confined in its action to the conduct of our
foreign relations and to the few general objects of its care enumerated in
the Constitution, leaving all municipal and local legislation to the States,
our greatness as a nation, in moral and physical power and in wealth and
resources, can not be calculated.
By pursuing this policy oppressive measure~ operating unequally and
unjustly upon sections and classes, will be avoided, and the people, having no cause of complaint, will pursue their own interests under the
blessings of equal laws and the protection of a just and paternal Government. By abstaining from the exercise of all powers not clearly conferred, the current of our glorious Union, now numbering thirty States,
will be strengthened as we grow in age and increase in population, and
our future destiny will be without a parallel or example in the history
of nations.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, July 7, I848.
To the Senate of the United States:
For the reasons mentioned in the accompanying letter of the Secretary
of War, I ask that the date in the promotion of Captain W. J. Hardee,
Second Dragoons, to be major by brevet for gallant and meritorious conduct in the affair at Madellin, Mexico, be changed to the 25th of March,
' 1847, the day on which the action occurred.
JAMES K. POLK.
WAR

DEPARTMENT,

Washington, July 7, I848.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SIR: Captain W. J. Hardee, Second Dragoons, has been promoted to be major by
brevet for gallant and meritorious conduct in the affair at Madellin, Mexico, to date
from the 26th of March, 1847. As this affair took place on the 25th of that month,
I respectfully recommend that the Senate be asked to change the date of Captain
Hardee's brevet rank so as to correspond with the date of the action, to wit, the 25th
of March, 1847. Brevets which have been conferred upon other officers in the same
affair take the latter date.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. L. MARCY,

Secretary of War.
WASHINGTON, July I2, I848.
To the Senate of the United States:
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate, of the 21st June, 1848,
I herewith communicate to the Senate a report of the Secretary of War,
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with the accompanying documents, containing the proceedings of a court
of inquiry which convened at Saltillo, Mexico, January 12, 1848, and
which was instituted for the purpose of obtaining full information relative to an alleged mutiny in the camp of Buena Vista, Mexico, on or
about the 15th of August, 1847.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, Ju(y I.f., I8rf.8.
To the Senate of the Un-ited States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of July 13, 1848, I
transmit herewith a report of the Secretary of War and accompanying
documents, containing all the proceedings of the two courts of inquiry in
the case of Major-General Pillow, the one commenced and terminated
in Mexico, the other commenced in Mexico and terminated in the~ United
States.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, ju(y 2,f. 1 I8rf.8.
To the House of Representati'ves ef the Un-ited States:
In answer to the resolutions of the House of Representatives of the
roth instant, requesting information in relation to New Mexico and California, I communicate herewith reports from the Secretary of State, the
Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of War, and the Secretary of
the Navy, with the documents which accompany the same. These reports
and documents contain information upon the several points of inquiry
embraced by the resolutions. '' The proper limits and boundaries of
New Mexico and California'' are delineated on the map referred to in
the late treaty with Mexico, an authentic copy of which is herewith transmitted; and all the additional information upon that subject, and also the
most reliable information in respect to the population of these respective
Provinces, which is in the possession of the Executive will be found in
the accompanying report of the Secretary of State.
The resolutions request information in regard to the existence of civil
governments in New Mexico and California, their '' form and character,'' by '' whom instituted,'' by '' what authority,'' and how they are
'' maintained and supported.''
In my message of December 22, 1846, in answer to a resolution of the
House of Representatives calling for information '' in relation to the establishment or organization of civil government in any portion of the
territory of Mexico which has or might be taken possession of by the
Army or Navy of the United States,'' I communicated the orders which
had been given to the officers of our Army and Navy, and stated the
general authority upon which temporary military governments had been
established over the conquered portion of Mexico then in our military
occupation.
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The temporary governments authorized were instituted by virtue of the
rights of war. The power to declare war against a foreign country, and
to prosecute it according to the general laws of war, as sanctioned by
civilized nations, it will not be questioned, exists under our Constitution.
When Congress has declared that war exists with a foreign nation, '' the
general laws of war apply to our situation,'' and it becomes the duty of
the President, as the constitutional '' Commander in Chief of the Army
and Navy of the United States," to prosecute it.
In prosecuting a foreign war thus duly declared by Congress, we have
the right, by '' conquest and military occupation,'' to acquire possession of
the territories of the enemy, and, during the war, to "exercise the fullest
rights of sovereignty over it.'' The sovereignty of the enemy is in such
case ''suspended,'' and his laws can '' no longer be rightfully enforced''
over the conquered territory '' or be obligatory upon the inhabitants who
remain and submit to the conqueror. By the surrender the inhabitants
pass under a temporary allegiance'' to the conqueror, and are '' bound by
such laws, and such only, as'' he may choose to recognize and impose.
'' From the nature of the case, no other laws could be obligatory upon
them, for where there is no protection or allegiance or sovereignty there
can be no claim to obedience." These are well-established principles
of the laws of war, as recognized and practiced by civilized nations, and
they have been sanctioned by the highest judicial tribunal of our own
country.
The orders and instructions issued to the officers of our Army and
Navy, applicable to such portions of the Mexican territory as had been
or might be conquered by our arms, were in strict conformity to these
principles. They were, indeed, ameliorations of the rigors of war upon
which we might have insisted. They substituted for the harshness of
military rule something of the mildness of civil government, and were
not only the exercise of no excess of power, but were a relaxation in
favor of the peaceable inhabitants of the conquered territory who had
submitted to our authority, and were alike politic and humane.
It is from the same source of authority that we derive the unquestioned right, after the war has been declared by Congress, to blockade
the ports and coasts of the enemy, to capture his towns, cities, and provinces, and to levy contributions upon him for the support of our Army.
Of the same character with these is the right to subject to our temporary
military government the conquered territories of our enemy. They are
all belligerent rights, and their exercise is as essential to the successful
prosecution of a foreign war as the right to fight battles.
New Mexico and Upper California were among the territories conquered and occupied by our forces, and such temporary governments
were established over them. They were established by the officers of
our Army and Navy in command, in pursuance of the orders and instructions accompanying my message to the House of Representatives of
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December 22, 1846. In their form and detail, as at first established, they
exceeded in some respects, as was stated in that message, the authority
which had been given, and instructions for the correction of the error
were issued in dispatches from the War and Navy Departments of the
uth of January, 1847, copies of which are herewith transmitted. They
have been maintained and supported out of the military exactions and
contributions levied upon the enemy, and no part of the expense has
been paid out of the Treasury of the United States.
In the routine of duty some of the officers of the Army and Navy who
first established temporary governments in California and New Mexico
have been succeeded in command by other officers, upon whom light
duties devolved; and the agents employed or designated by them to
conduct the temporary governments have also, in some instances, been
superseded by others. Such appointments for temporary civil duty during our military occupation were made by the officers in command in
the conquered territories, respectively.
On the conclusion and exchange of ratifications of a treaty of peace
with Mexico, which was proclaimed on the 4th instant, these temporary
governments necessarily ceased to exist. In the instructions to establish a temporary government over New Mexico, no distinction was
made between that and the other Provinces of Mexico which might be
conquered and held in our military occupation.
The Province of New Mexico, according to its ancient boundaries, as
claimed by Mexico, lies on both sides of the Rio Grande. That part of
it on the east o.f that river was in dispute when the war between the
United States and Mexico commenced. Texas, by a successful revolution in April, 1836, achieved, and subsequently maintained, her independence. By an act of the Congress of Texas passed in December,
1836, her western boundary was declared to be the Rio Grande from its
mouth to its source, and thence due north to the forty-second degree
of north latitude. , Though the Republic of Texas, by many acts of sovereignty which she asserted and exercised, some of which were stated in
my annual message of December, 1846, had established her clear title to
the country west of the Nueces, and bordering upon that part of the Rio
Grande which lies below the Province of New Mexico, she had never
conquered or reduced to actual possession and brought under her Government and laws that part of New Mexico lying east of the Rio Grande,
which she claimed to be within her limits. On the breaking out of the
war we found Mexico in possession of this disputed territory. As our
Army approached Sante Fe (the capital of New Mexico) it was found to
be held by a governor under Mexican authority, with an armed force collected to resist our advance. The inhabitants were Mexicans, acknowledging allegiance to Mexico. The boundary in dispute was the line
between the two countries engaged in actual war, and the settlement
of it of necessity depended on a treaty of peace. Finding the Mexican
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authorities and people in possession, our forces conquered them, and extended military rule over them and the territory which they actually occupied, in lieu of the sovereignty which was displaced. It was not possible
to disturb or change the practical boundary line in the midst of the
war, when no negotiation for its adjustment could be opened, and when
Texas was not present, by her constituted authorities, to establish and
maintain government over a hostile Mexican population who acknowledged no allegiance to her. There was, therefore, no alternative left but
to establish and maintain military rule during the war over the conquered
people in the disputed territory who had submitted to our arms, or .to
forbear the exercise of our belligerent rights and leave them in a state
of anarchy and without control.
Whether the country in dispute rightfully belonged to Mexico or to
Texas, it was our right in the :first case, and our duty as well as our right
in the latter, to conquer and hold it. Whilst this territory was in our
possession as conquerors, with a population hostile to the United States,
which more than once broke out in open· insurrection, it was our unquestionable duty to continue our military occupation of it until the conclusion of the war, and to establish over it a military government, necessary
for our own security as well as for the protection of the conquered people.
By the joint resolution of Congress of March r, 1845, "for annexing
Texas to the United States,'' the '' adjustment of all questions of boundary which may arise with other governments'' was reserved to this Government. When the conquest of New Mexico was consummated by our
arms, the question of boundary remained still unadjusted. Until the exchange of the ratifications of the late treaty, New Mexico never became
an undisputed portion of the United States, and it would therefore have
been premature to deliver over to Texas that portion of it on the east
side of the Rio Grande, to which she asserted a claim. However just the
right of Texas may have been to it, that right had never been reduced
into her possession, and it was contested by Mexico.
By the cession of the whole of New Mexico, on both sides of the Rio
Grande, to the United States, the question of disputed boundary, so far
as Mexico is concerned, has been settled, leaving the question as to the
true limits of Texas in New Mexico to be adjusted between that State
and the United States.
Under the circumstances existing during the pendency of the war, and
while the whole of New Mexico, as claimed by our enemy, was in our
military occupation, I was not unmindful of the rights of Texas to that
portion of it which she claimed to be within her limits. In answer to a
letter from the governor of Texas dated on the 4tl1: of January, 1847, the
Secretary of State, by my direction, informed him in a letter of the 12th
of February, 1847, that in the President's annual message of December,
1846You have already perceived that New Mexico is at present in the temporary occupation of the tro~ps of the United States, and the government over it is military in
its character. It 1s merely such a government as must exist under the laws of nations
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and of war to preserve order and protect the rights of the inhabitants, and will cease
on the conclusion of a treaty of peace with Mexico. Nothing, therefore, can be more
certain than that this tetnporary government, resulting from necessity, can never injuriously affect the right which the President believes to be justly asserted by Texas
to the whole territory on this side of the Rio Grande whenever the Mexican claim to
it shall have been extinguished by treaty. But this is a subject which more properly
belongs to the legislative than the executive branch of the Government.

The result of the whole is that Texas had asserted a right to that part
of New Mexico east of the Rio Grande, which is believed, under the acts
of Congress for the annexation and admission of Texas into the Union
as· a State, and under the constitution and laws of Texas, to be well
founded; but this right had never been reduced to her actual possession
and occupancy. The General Government, possessing :;xclusively the
war-making power, had the right to take military possession of this disputed territory, and until the title to it was perfected by a treaty of peace
it was their duty to hold it and to establish a temporary military government over it for the preservation of the conquest itself, the safety of
our Army, and the security of the conquered inhabitants.
The resolutions further request information whether any persons have
been tried and condemned for ' 'treason against the United States in that
part of New Mexico lying east of the Rio Grande since the same has
been in the occupancy of our Army,'' and, if so, before "what tribunal"
and '' by what authority of law such tribunal was established.'' It appears that after the territory in question was "in the occupancy of our
Army'' some of the conquered Mexiean inhabitants, who• had at :first
submitted to our authority, broke out in open insurrection, murdering
our soldiers and citizens and committing other atrocious crimes. Some
of the principal offenders who were apprehended were tried and condemned b-y a tribunal invested with civil and criminal jurisdiction, which
had been esfab-lished in the conquered country by the ·military officer in
command. That the offenders deserv~d the pu~ishment inflicted upon
them there is no reason to doubt, and the error in the proceedings
against them consisted in designating and describing their crimes as
'' treason against the United States.'' This error was pointed out, and
its recurrence thereby prevented, by the Secretary of War in a dispatch
to the officer in command in New Mexico dated on the 26th of June,
1847, a copy of which, together with copies of all communications relating to the subject which have been received at the War Department, is
herewith transmitted.
The re.s olutions call for information in relation to the quantity of the
public lands acquired within the ceded territory, and "how much of
the same is within the boundaries of Texas as defined by the act of the
Congress of the Republic of Texas of the 19th day of December, 1836."
No means of making an accurate estimate on the subject is in the possession of the executive department. The information which is possessed
will be found in·the accompanying report of the Secretary of the Treasury.
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The country ceded to the United States lying west of the Rio Grande,
and to which Texas has no title, is estimated by the commissioner of the
. General Land Office to contain 526,078 square miles,· or 336,689,92oacres.
The period since the exchange of ratifications of the treaty has been
too short to enable the Government to have access to or to procure abstracts or copies of the land titles issued by Spain or by the Republic of
Mexico. Steps will be taken to procure this information at the earliest
practicable period. It is estimated, as appears from the accompanying
report of the Secretary of the Treasury, that much the larger portion of
the land within the territories ~eded remains vacant and unappropriated,
and will be subject to be disposed of by the United States. Indeed, a
very inconsiderable portion of the land embraced in the cession, it is
believed, has been disposed of or granted either by Spain or Mexico.
What amount of money the United States may be able to realize from
the sales of these vacant lands must be uncertain, but it is confidently
believed that with prudent management, after making liberal grants to
emigrants and settlers, it will exceed the cost of the war and all the expenses to which we have been subjected in acquiring it.
The resolutions also cail for '' the evidence, or any part thereof, that
the 'extensive and valuable territories ceded by Mexico to the United
States constitute indemnity for the past.' ''
The immense value of the ceded country does not consist alone in the
amount of money for which the public lands may be sold. If not a dollar .
could be realized from the sale of these lands, the cession of the jurisdiction over the country and the fact that it has become a part of our
Union and can not be made subject to any European power constitute
ample '' indemnity for the past'' in the immense value and advantages
which its acquisition must give to the commercial, navigating, manufacturing, and agricultural interests of our country.
The value of the public lands embraced within the limits of the ceded
territory, great as that value may be, is far less important to the people of
the United States than the sovereignty over the country. Most of our
States contain no public lands owned by the United States, and yet the
sovereignty and jurisdiction over them is of incalculable importance to
the nation. In the State of New York the United States is the owner
of no public lands, and yet two-thirds of our whole revenue is collected
at the great port of that State, and within her limits is found about oneseventh of our entire population. Although none of the future cities on
our coast of California may ever rival the city of New York in wealth,
population, and business, yet that important cities will grow up on the
magnificent harbors of that coast, with a rapidly increasing commerce and
population, and yielding a large revenue, would seem to be certain. By
the possession of the safe and capacious harbors on the Californian coast
we shall have great advantages in securing the rich commerce of the East,
and shall thus obtaiIJ. _for our products new and increased markets and
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greatly enlarge our coasting and foreign trade, as well as augment our
tonnage and revenue.
These great advantages, far more than the simple value of the public
lands in the ceded territory, "constitute our indemnity for the past."
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHIN'G'l'ON,

July 28, I8,t.8.

To the Senate of the United States:
I have received from the Senate the '' convention for the mutual deliv·
ery of criminals, fugitives from justice, in certain cases, concluded on
the 29th of January, 1845, between the United States on the one part
and Prussia and other States of the German Confederation on the other
part," with a copy of their resolution of the 2 rst of June last, advising
and consenting to its ratification, with an amendment extending the
period for the exchange of ratifications until the 28th of September, 1848.
I have taken this subject into serious and deliberate consideration, and
regret that I can not ratify this convention, in conformity with the advice
of the Senate, without violating my convictions of duty. Having arrived
at this conclusion, I deem it proper and respectful, considering the peculiar circumstances of the present case and the intimate relations which
the Constitution has established between the President and Senate, to
make known to you the reasons which influence me to come to this
determination.
On the 16th of December, 1845, I communicated this convention to the
Senate for its consideration, at the same time stating my objections to
the third article. I deemed this to be a more proper and respectful
course toward the Senate, as well as toward Prussia and the other parties to it, than if I had withheld it and disapproved it altogether. Had
the Senate concurred with me in opinion and rejected the third article,
then the convention thus amended would have conformed to our treaties
of extradition with Great Britain and France.
But the Senate did not act upon it within the period limited for the
exchange of ratifications. From this I concluded that they had concurred
with me in opinion in regard to the third article, and had for this and
other reasons deemed it proper to take no proceedings upon the convention. After this date, therefore, I considered the affair as terminated.
Upon the presumption that this was the fact, new negotiations upon
the subject were commenced, and several conferences were held between
the Secretary of State and the Prussian minister. These resulted in a
protocol signed at the Department of State on the 27th of April, 1847, in
which the Secretary proposed either that the two Governments might
agree to extend the time for the exchange of ratifications, and thus revive
the convention, provided the Prussian Government would previously inti-

mate its consent to the omission of the third article, or he'' expressed his
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willingness imµiediately to conclude with Mr. Gerolt a new convention,
if he possessed the requisite powers from his Government, embracing all
the provisions contained fo that of the 29th January, 1845, with the
exception of the third article. To this Mr. Gerolt observed that he had
no powers to conclude such a convention, but would submit J:he propositions of ·Mr. Buchanan ·to the Prussian Government for further instructions.''
Mr. Gerolt has never yet communicated in writing to the Department
of ·State the answer of his Government to these propositions, but the
Secretary of State, a few months after the date of the protocol, learned
from him in conversation that they insisted upon the third article of the
convention as a sine qua non. Thus the second negotiation had finally
terminated by a disagreement between the parties, when, more than a
year afterwards, on the 21st June, 1848, the Senate took the original
convention into consideration and ratified it, retaining the third article.
After the second negotiation with the Prussian Government, in which
the objections to the third article were stated, as they had been previously in my message of the 16th December, 1845, a strong additional
difficulty was interposed to the ratification of the convention; but I
might overcome this difficulty if my objections to the third article had
not grown stronger by further reflection. F~r a statement of them in
detail I refer you to the accompanying memorandum, prepared by the
Secretary of State by my di3:..ection.
I can not believe that the sovereign States of this Union, whose administration of justice would be almost exclusively affected by such a convention, will ever be satisfied with a treaty of extradition under which if
a German subject should commit murder or any other high crime in New
York or New Orleans, and could succeed in escaping to his own country,
he would thereby be protected from trial and punishment under the jurisdiction of our State laws which he had viol8:ted. It is true, as has been
stated, that the German States, acting upon a principle springing from
the doctrine of perpetual allegiance, still assert the jurisdiction of trying
and punishing their subjects for crimes committed in· the United States
or any other portion of the world. It must, however, be manifest that
individuals throughout our extended country would rarely, if ever, follow
criminals to Germany with the necessary testimony for the purpose of
prosecuting them to conviction before German courts for crimes committed in the United States.
On the other hand, the Constitution and laws of the United States, as
well as of the several States, would render it impossible that crimes committed by our citizens in Germany could be tried and punished in any
portion of this Union.
But if no other reason existed for withholding my ratification from this
treaty, the great change which has recently occurred in the organization
of the Government of the German States would be sufficient. By the last
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advices we learn that, the German Parliament, at Frankfort, have already
established a federal provisional Executive for all the States of Germany, and have elected the Archduke John of Austria to be" Administrator of the Empire." One of the attributes of this Executive is "to
represent the Confederation in its relations with foreign nations and
to appoint diplomatic agents, ministers, and consuls.'' Indeed, our
minister at Berlin has already suggested the propriety of his transfer
to Frankfort. In case this convention with nineteen of the thirty-nine
German States should be ratified, this could amount to nothing more
than a proposition on the part of the Senate and President to these nineteen States who were originally parties to the convention to negotiate
anew on the subject of extradition. In the meantime a central German
Government has been provisionally established, which extinguishes the
right of these separate parties to enter into negotiations with foreign
Governments on subjects of several interest to the whole.
Admitting such a treaty as that which has been ratified by the Senate
to be desirable, the obvious course would now be to negotiate with the
. General Government of Germany. A treaty concluded with it would
embrace all the thirty-nine States of Germany, and its authority, being
coextensive with the Empire, fugitives from justice found in any of these
States would be surrendered up on the requisition of our minister at
Frankfort. This would be more convenient and effectual than to address
such separate requisitions t? each of the nineteen German States with
which the convention was concluded.
I communicate herewith, for the inf~rmation of the Senate, copies of
a dispatch from our minister at Berlin and a communication from our
consul at -Darmstadt.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, July 29, I8,18.
To the House of Representatlves of the Unz'ted States:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
17th instant, requesting the President "to communicate, if not inconsistent with. the public interests, copies of all instructions given to the
Hon. Ambrose H. Sevier and Nathan Clifford, commissioners appointed
to conduct negotiations for the ratification of the treaty lately concluded
between the United States and the Republic of Mexico," I have to state
that in my opinion it would be "inconsistent with the public interests"
to give publkity to these instructions at the present time.
I avail myself of this occasion to observe that, as a general rule applicable to all our important negotiations with foreign powers, it could not
fail to be prejudicial to the public interest to publish the instructions
to our ministers until some time had elapsed after the conclusion of such
negotiations.
In the present case the object of the mission of our commissioners to
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Mexico has been accomplished. The treaty, as amended by the Senate
of the United States, has been ratified. The ratifications have been
exchanged and the treaty has been proclaimed as the supreme law of th"
land. No contingency occurred which made it either necessary , ·..
proper for our commissioners to enter upon any negotiations with the
Mexican Government further than to urge upon that Government the
ratification of the treaty in its amended form.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

July 3I, I8,t.8.

To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of State, containing the information called for by the resolution of the Senate of the 24th
of April, 1848, in relation "to the claim of the owners of the ship Miles,
of Warren, in the State of Rhode Island, upon the Government of Portugal for the payment of a cargo of oil taken by the officers and applied
to the uses of that Government.''
JAMES K. POLK.

To the ,Senate of the United States:

WASHINGTON,

July 3I, I8,t.8.

In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 28th instant,
requesting the President to communicate to that body, '' in confidence,
if not inconsistent with the public interest, what steps, if any, have been
taken by the Executive to extinguish the rights of the Hudsons Bay and
Puget Sound Land Company within the Territory of Oregon, and such
communications, ·if any, which may have been received from the British
Government in relation to this subject,'' I communicate herewith a report
from the Secretary of State, with the accompanying documents.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

August r, I8,t.8.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of War, containing the information called for by the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 17th July, 1848, in relation to the number of Indians
in Oregon, California, and New Mexico, the number of military posts,
the number of troops which win be required in each, and'' the whole military force which should constitute the peace establishment.''
I have seen no reason to change the opinion expressed in my message
to Congress of the 6th July, 1848, transmitting the treaty of peace with
Mexico, that "the old Army, as it existed before the commencement of
the war with Mexico, especially if authority be given to fill up the rank
and file of the several corps to the maximum number authorized d~ring
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the war, will be a sufficient force to be retained in service during a period
of pea_ce. ''
The old Army consists of fifteen regiments. By the act of the 13th of
May, 1846, the President was authorized, by" voluntary enlistments, to
increase the number of privates in each or any of the companies of the
existing regiments of dragoons, artillery, and infantry to any number
not exceeding 100," and to "reduce the same to 64 when the exigencies
requiring the present increase shall cease.'' Should this act remain in
force, the maximum number of the rank and file of the Army authorized by it would be over 16,000 men, exclusive of officers. Should the
authority conferred by this act be c_o ntinued, it would depend on the
exigencies of the service whether the number of the rank and file should
be increased, and, if so, to what amount beyond the minimum number
of 64 privates to a company.
Allowing 64 privates to a company, the Army would be over 10,000
men, exclusive of commissioned and noncommissioned officers, a number
which, it is believed, will be sufficient; but, as a precautionary measure,
it is deemed expedient that the Executive should possess the power of
increasing the strength of the respective corps should the exigencies
of the service be such as to require it. Should these exigencies not call
for such increase, the discretionary power given by the act to the President will not be exercised.
It will be seen from the report of the Secretary of War that a portion of the forces will be employed in Oregon, New Mexico, and Upper
Califo~nia; a portion for the protection of the Texas frontier adjoining
the Mexican possessions, and bordering on the territory occupied by the
Indian tribes within her limits. After detailing the force necessary for
these objects, it is believed a sufficient number of troops will remain to
afford security and protection to our Indian frontiers in the West and
Northwest and to occupy with sufficient garrisons the posts on our northern and Atlantic borders.
I have no reason at present to believe that any increase of the number
of regiments or corps will be required during a period of peace.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, August 3, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of War, together
with the accompanying documents, in compliance with the resolution of
the Senate of the 24th July, 1848, requesting the President "to transmit
to the Senate the proceedings of the two courts of inquiry in the case of
Major-General Pillow, the one commenced and terminated in Mexico, and
the other commenced in Mexico and terminated in the United States."
JAMES K. POLK.
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WASHINGTON,

To the Senate of the United States:

August 5, I848.

I nominate Andrew J. Donelson, of Tennessee, to be envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States to the Federal
Government of Germany.
In submitting this nomination I transmit, for the information of the
Senate, an official dispatch received from the consul of the United States
at Darmstadt, dated July ro, 1848. I deem it proper also to state that no
such diplomatic agent as that referred to by the consul has been appointed
by me. Mr. Deverre, the person alluded to, is unknown to me and has
' no authority to represent this Government in any capacity whatever.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON,

August 5, I848.

To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of War, together
with the accompanying documents, in compliance with a resolution of
the House of Representatives of the 17th of July, 1848, requesting the
President to communicate to the House of Representatives "a copy of
the proceedings of the court of inquiry in Mexico touching the matter
which led to the dismissal from the public service of Lieutenants Joseph
S. Pendee and George E. B. Singletary, of the North Carolina regiment
of volunteers, and all the correspondence between the War Department
and Generals Taylor and Wool in relation to the same.''
JAMES K. POLK .

•
WASHINGTON, August 8, I848.
To the Senate of the United States:
In reply to the resolution of the Senate of the 7th instant, requesting
the President to inform that body '' whether he has any information that
any citizen or citizens of the United States is or are now preparing or
intending to prepare within the United States an expedition to revolutionize by force any part of the Republic of Mexico, or to assist in so
doing, and, if he has, what is the extent of such preparation, and whether
he has or is about to take any steps to arrest the same," I have to state
that the Executive is not in possession of any information of the character called for by the resolution.
The late treaty of peace with Mexico has been and will be faithfully
observed on our part.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, August 8, I848.
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States:
It affords me satisfaction to communicate herewith, for the information of Congress, copies of a decree adopted by the National Assembly
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of France in response to the resolution of the Congress of the Unitec.
States passed on the 13th of April last, "tendering the congratulations
of the American to the French people upon the success of their recent
efforts to consolidate the principles of liberty in a republican form of
government.''
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTQN, August Io, IB,t.8.
Tu the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of the Navy, together
with the accompanying documents, in answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 18th July, 1848, requesting the President to communicate to
that body '' any information which may be in the possession of the Executive relating to the seizure or capture of the American ship Admittance
on the coast of California by a vessel of war of the United States, and
whether any, and what, proceedings have occurred in regard to said vessel or her cargo, and to furnish the Senate with copies of all documents,
papers, and communications in the possession of the Executive relating
to the same."
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

August

II,

I8,t.8.

To the House of Representat-ives of the United States:
I communicate herewith reports from the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Secretary of War, together with the accompanying documents,
in answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 17th of
July, 1848, requesting the President to inform that body what amount
of public moneys had been respectively paid to Lewis Cass and Zachary
Taylor from the time of their first entrance into the public service up to
this time, distinguishing between regular and extra compensation; that he
also state what amount of extra compensation has been claimed by either;
the items composing the same; when filed; when and by whom allowed;
if disallowed, when and by whom; the reasons for such disallowance; and
whether or not any items so disallowed were subsequently presented for
payment, and, if allowed, when and by whom.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, August I/, I8,t.8.
To the House of RepresentaNves of the United States:
When the President has given his official sanction to a bill which has
passed Congress, usage requires that he shall notify the House in which
it originated of that fact. The mode of giving this notification has been
by an oral message delivered by his private secretary.
Having this day approved and signed an act entitled "An act to ec:t.ablish the Territorial government of Oregon,'' I deem it proper, ~&er
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the existing circumstances, to communicate the fact in a more solemn
form. The deeply interesting and protracted discussions which have
taken place in both Houses of Congress and the absorbing interest which
the subject has excited throughout the country justify, in my judgment,
this departure from the form of notice observed in other cases. In this
communication with a coordinate branch of the Government, made proper
by the considerations referred to, I shall frankly and without reserve express the reasons which have constrained me not to with];iold my signature from the bill to establish a government over Oregon, even though
the two territories of New Mexico and California are to be left for the
present without governments. None doubt that it is proper to establish
a government in Oregon. Indeed, it has been too long delayed. I have
made repeated recommendations to Congress to this effect. The petitions of the people of that distant region have been presented to the Government, and ought not to be disregarded. To give to them a regularly
organized government and the protection of our laws, which, as citizens
of the United States, they claim, is a high duty on our part, and one which
we are bound to perform, unless there be controlling reasons to prevent it.
In the progress of all governments questions of such transcendent
importance occasionally arise as to cast in the shade all those of a mere
party character. But one such question can now be agitated in this.country, and this may endanger our glorious Union, the source of our greatness and all our political blessings. This question is slavery. With the
slaveholding States this does not embrace merely the rights of property,
however valuable, but it ascends far higher, and involves the domestic
peace and security of every family.
The fathers of the Constitution, the wise and patriotic men who laid
the foundation of our institutions, foreseeing the danger from this quarter, acted in a spirit of compromise. and mutual concession on this dangerous and delicate subject, and their wisdom ought to be the guide of
their successors. Whilst they left to the States exclusively the question
of domestic slavery within their respective limits, they provided that
slaves who might escape into other Stat~s not recognizing the institution
of slavery shall be '' delivered up on the claim of the party to whom such
service or labor may be due.''
Upon this foundation the matter rested until the Missouri question
arose.
In December, 1819, application was made to Congress by the people
of the Missouri Territory for admission into the Union as a State. The
discussion upon the subject in Congress involved the question of slavery,
and was prosecuted with such violence as to produce excitements alarming to every•patriot in the Union. But the good genius of conciliation,
which presided at the birth of our institutions, finally prevailed, and
the Missouri compromise was adopted. The eighth section of the act
of Congress of the 6th of March .. 1820 .. "to authorize the people of the
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Missouri Territory to for~ a co11stitution and State government," etc.,
provides:
That in all that territor.y ceded by France to the United States under the name of
Louisiana which lies north of 36° 301 north latitude, not included within the limits
of the State contemplated by this act, slavery and involuntary servitude, otherwise
than in the punishment of crimes, whereof the parties shall have been duly convicted,
shall be, and is hereby, forever prohibited: Provided always, That any person escaping into the same from whom labor or service is lawfully claimed in any State or
Territory of the United States, such fugitive may be lawfully reclaimed and conveyed
to the person claiming his or her labor or service as aforesaid.

This compromise had the effect of calming the troubled waves and
restoring peace and good will throughout the States of the Union.
The Missouri question had excited intense agitation of the public mind,
and threatened to divide the country into geographical parties, alienating the feelings of attachment which each portion of our ·Union should
bear to every other. The compromise allayed the excitement, tranquilized the popular mind, and restored confidence and fraternal feelings. Its
authors were hailed as public benefactors.
I do not' doubt that a similar adjustment of the questions which now
agitate the public mind would produce the same happy results. If the
legislation of Congress on the subject of the other Territories shall not be
adopted in a spirit of conciliation and compromise, it is impossible that
the country can be satisfied or that the most disastrous consequences
shall fail to ensue.
When Texas was admitted into the Union, the same spirit of compromise which guided our predecessors in the admission of Missouri a quarter
of a century before prevailed without any serious opposition. The joint
resolution for annexing Texas to the United States, approved March I,
1845, provides thatSuch States as may be formed out of that portion of said territory lying south of
36° 301 north latitude, commonly known as the Missouri compromise line, shall be
admitted into the Union with or without slavery, as the people of each State asking
admission may desire; and in such State or States as shall be formed out of said ter•
ritory north of the Missouri compromise line slavery or involuntary servitude ( except
for crime) shall be prohibited.

The Territory of Oregon lies far north of 36° 3o', the Missouri and
Texas compromise line. Its southern boundary is the parallel of 42°,
leaving the intermediate distance to be 330 geographical miles. And it
is because the provisions of this bill are not inconsistent with the laws
of the Missouri compromise, if extended from the Rio Grande to the
Pacific Ocean, that I have not felt at liberty to withhold my sanction.
Had it embraced territories south of that compromise, the question presented for my consideration would have been of a far different character,
and my action upon it must have corresponded with my convictions.
Ought we now to disturb the Missouri and Texas compromises? Ought
we at this late day, in attempting to annul what has been so long estab-
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lished and acquiesced in, to excite sectional divisions and jealousies, to
alienate the people of different portions of the Union from each other,
and to endanger the existence of the Union itself?
From the adoption of the Federal Constitution, during a period of
sixty years, our progress as a nation has been without example in the
annals of history. Under the protection of a bountiful Providence, we
have advanced with giant strides in the career of wealth and prosperity.
We have enjoyed the blessings of freedom to a greater extent than any
other people, ancient or modern, under a Government wl1ich has preserved
order and secured to every citizen life, liberty, and property. We have
now become an example for imitation to the whole world. The friends
of freedom in every clime point with admiration to our institutions.
Shall we, then, at the moment when the people of Europe are devoting
all their energies in the attempt to assimilate their institutions to our
own, peril all our blessings by despising the lessons of experience and
refusing to tread in the footsteps which our fathers have trodden? And
for what cause would we endanger our glorious Union? The Missouri
compromise contains a prohibition of slavery throughout all that vast
region extending twelve and a half degreeJ along the Pacific, from the
parallel of 36 ° 3o' to that of 49 °, and east from that ocean to and beyond
the summit of the Rocky Mountains. Why, then, should our institutions be endangered because it is proposed to submit to the people of the
remainder of our newly acquired territory lying south of 36° 3o', em- ·
bracing less than four degrees of latitude, the question whether, in the
language of the Texas compromise, they'' shall be admitted [as a State]
into the Union with or without slavery.'' Is this a question to be pushed
to such extremities by excited partisans on the one side or the other, 'in
regard to our newly acquired distant possessions on the Pacific, as to
endanger the Union of thirty glorious St~tes, which constitute our Confederacy? I have an abiding confidence that the sober reflection and
sound patriotism of the people of all the States will bring them to the
conclusion that the dictate of wisdom is to follow the example of thos~
who have gone before us, and settle this dangerous question on the Missouri compromise, or some other equitable compromise which would respect the rights of all and prove satisfactory to the different portions of
the Union~
Holding as a sacred trust the Executive authority for the whole Union,
and bound to guard the rights of all, I should be constrained by a sense
of duty to withhold my official sanction from any measure which would
conflict with these important objects.
I can not more appropriately close this message than by quoting from
the Farewell Address of the Father of his Country. His warning voice ·
can never be heard in vain by the American people. If the spirit of
prophecy had distinctly presented to his view more than a half century
ago the present distracted condition of his country, the language which
M P-vor. IV-39
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he then empioyed could not have been more appropriate than it is to th~
present occasion. He declared:
The unity of government which constitutes you one people is also nowdearto you.
It is justly so, for it is a main pillar in the edifice of your real independence, the support of your tranquillity at home, your peace abroad, of your safety, of your prosperity,
of that very liberty which you so highly prize. But as it is easy to foresee that from
different causes and from different quarters much pains will be taken, many artifices
employed, to weaken in your minds the conviction of this truth, as this is the point
in your political fortress-against which the batteries of internal and external enemies
will be most constantly and actively ( though often covertly and insidiously) directed,
it is of infinite moment that you should properly estimate the immense value of your
national union to your collective and individual happiness; that you should cherish
a cordial, habitual, and immovable attachment to it; accustoming yourselves to think
and speak of it as of the palladium of your political safety and prosperity; watching
for its preservation with jealous anxiety; discountenancing whatever may suggest
even a suspicion that it can in any event be abandoned, and indignantly frowning
upon the first dawning of every attempt to alienate any portion of our country from
the rest or to enfeeble the S9-Cred ties which now link together the various parts.
For this you hav'e every inducement of sympathy and interest. Citizens by birth
or choice of a common country, that country has a right to concentrate your affections. The name of American, which belongs to you in your national capacity, must
always exalt the just pride of P,atriotism more than any appellation derived from
local discriminations. With slight shades of difference, you have the same religion,
manners, habits, and political principles. You have in a common cause fought and
triumphed together. The independence and liberty you possess are-the work of joint
councils and joint efforts, of common dangers, sufferings, and successes.

*

*

*

' *

*

*

*

With such powerful and obvious motives to union affecting all parts of our country,
while experience shall not have demonstrated its impracticability, there will always
be reason to distrust the patriotism of those who in any quarter may endeavor to
weaken its bands.
In contemplating the causes which may disturb our union it occurs as matter of
serious concern that any ground should have been furnished for characterizing parties
by geographical discriminations-Northern and Southern, Atlantic and Westernwhence designing men may endeavor to excite a belief that there is a real difference
of local interests and views. One of the expedients of party to acquire influence
within particular districts is to misrepresent the opinions and aims of other districts.
You can not shield yourselves too much ·against the jealousies and heartburnings
which spring from these misrepresentations; they tend to render alien to each other
those who ought to be bound together by fraternal affection.

JAMES K. POLK.

VETO MESSAGE.*
WASHINGTON, December I5, I847.
To the House of Representalives:
· On the last day of the last session of Congress a bill entitled '' An act to
provide for continuing certain works in the Territory of Wisconsin, and
for other purposes, '' which had passed both Houses, was presented to
me for my approval. I entertained insuperable objections to its becom·
• Focket veto.
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6n

ing a law, but the short period of the session which remained afforded
me no sufficient opportunity to prepare my objections and communicate
them with the bill to the House of Representatives, in .which it originated. For this reason the bill was retained, and I deem it proper now
to state my objections to it.
Although from the title of the bill it would seem that its main object
was to make provision for continuing certain works already commenced
in the Territory of Wisconsin, it appears on examination of its provisions that it contains only a single appropriation of $6,000 to be applied
within that Territory, while it appropriates more than half a million of
dollars for 'the improvement of numerous harbors and rivers lying within
the limits and jurisdiction of several of the States of the Union.
At the preceding session of Congress it became my duty to return
with my objections to the House in which it originated a bill making
similar appropriations and involving like principles, and the views then
expressed remain unchanged.
The circumstances under which this heavy expenditure of public
money was proposed were of imposing weight in determining upon its
expediency. Congress had recognized the existence of war with Mexico, and to prosecute it to "a speedy and successful termination" had
made appropriations exceeding our ordinary revenues. To meet the
emergency and provide for the expenses of the Government, a loan of
$23,000,000 was authorized at the same session, which has since been
negotiated. The practical effect of this bill, had it become a law, would
have been to add the whole amount appropriated by it to the national
debt. It would, in fact, have made necessary an additional loan to that
amount as effectually as if in terms it had required the Secretary of the
Treasury to borrow t-he money therein appropriated. The main question in that aspect is whether it is wise, while all the means and credit
of the Government are needed to bring the existing war to an honorable
close, to impair the one and endanger the other by borrowing money to
be expended in a system of internal improvements capable of an expan.
.
.. ,
s10n sufficient to swallow up the revenues not only of our own country,
but of the civilized world? It is to be apprehended that by entering
upon such a career at this moment confidence at home and abroad in the
wisdom and prudence of the Government would be so far impaired as
to make it difficult, without an immediate resort to heavy taxation, to
maintain the public credit and to preserve the honor of the nation and
the glory of our arms in prosecuting the existing war to a successful
conclusion. Had this bill become a law, it is easy to foresee that largely
increased demands upon the Treasury would have been made at each
succeeding session of Congress for the improvements of numerous other
harbors, bays, inlets, and rivers of equal importance with those embraced
by its provisions. Many millions would probably have been ·added to
the necessary amount of the war debt, the annual interest on which must
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also- have been borrowed, and :finally a permanent national debt been
fastened on the country and entailed on posterity.
The policy of embarking the Federal Government in a general system
of internal improvements had its origin but little more than twenty years
ago. In a very few years the applications to Congress for appropriations
in furtherance of such objects exceeded $200,000,000. In this alarming
crisis President Jackson refused to appr.ov~ and sign the Maysville road
bill, the Wabash River bill, and other bil,ls of similar character. His interposition put a check upon the new policy of throwing the cost of local
improvements upori the National Treasury, preserved the revenues of the
nation for their legitimate objects, by which he was enabled to extinguish
the then existing public debt and to present to an admiring world the
unprecedented spectacle in modern times of a nation free from debt and
advancing to greatness with unequaled strides under a Government which
was content to act within its appropriate sphere in protecting the States
and individuals in their own chosen career of improvement and of enterprise. Although the bill under consideration proposes no appropriation
for a road or canal, it is not easy to perceive the difference in principle or
mischievous tendency between appropriations for making roads and digging canals and appropriations to deepen rivers and improve harbors.
All are alike within the limits and jurisdiction of the States, and rivers
and harbors alone open an abyss of expenditure sufficient to swallow up
the wealth of the nation and load it with a debt which may fetter its energies and tax its industry ·for ages to come.
The experience of several of the States, as well as that of the United
States, during the period that Congress exercised the power of appropriating the public money for internal improvements is full of eloquent
warnings. It seems impossible, in the nature of the subject, as connected
with local representation,· that the several objects presented for improvement shall be weighed according to their respective merits and appropriations confined to those whose importance would justify a tax on the
whole community to effect their accomplishment.
In some of the States systems of internal improvements have been projected, consisting of roads and canals, many of which, taken separately,
were not of sufficient public importance to justify a tax on the entire
population of the State to effect their construction, and yet by a combination of local interests, operating on a majority of the legislature, the
whole have been authorized and the States plunged into heavy debts.
To an extent so ruinous has this system of legislation been carried in
some portions of the Union that the people have found it necessary to
their own safety and prosperity to forbid their legislatures, by constitutional restrictions, to contract public debts for such purposes without
their immediate consent.
If the abuse of power has been so fatal in the States, where the systems of taxation are direct and the representatives responsible at short
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periods to small masses of constituents, how much greater danger of
abuse is to be apprehended in the General Government, whose revenues
are raised by indirect taxation and whose functionaries are responsible
to the people in larger masses and for longer terms.
Regarding only objects of improvement of the nature of those embraced
in this bill, how inexhaustible we shall find them. Let the imagination
run along our coast from the river St. Croix to the Rio Grande and trace
every rlver emptying into the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico to its source;
let it coast along our lakes and ascend all their tributaries; let it pass to
Oregon and explore all its bays, inlets, and streams; and then let it raise
the curtain of the future and contemplate the extent of this Republic
and the objects of improvement it will embrace as it advances to its high
destiny, and the mind will be startled at the immensity and danger of the
power which the principle of this bill involves.
Already our Confederacy consists of twenty-nine States. Other States
may at no distant period be expected to be formed on the west of our
present settlements. We own an extensive country in Oregon, stretching many hundreds of miles from east to west and seven degrees of latitude from south to north. By the admission of Texas into the Union
we have recently added many hundreds of miles to our seacoast. In all
this va~t country, bordering on the Atlantic and Pacific, there are many
thousands of bays, inlets, and rivers equally entitled to appropriations
for their improvement with the objects embraced in this bill.
We have seen in our States that the interests of individuals or neighborhoods, combining against the general interest, have involved their
governments in debts and bankruptcy; and when the system prevailed in
the General Government, and was checked by President Jackson, it had
begun to be considered the highest merit in a member of Congress to be
able to procure appropriations of public money to be expended within
his district or State, whatever might be the object. We should be blind
to the experience of the past if we did not see abundant evidences that
if this system of expenditure is to be indulged in combinations of individual and local interests will be found strong enough to· control legislation, absorb the revenues of the country, and plunge the Government
into a hopeless indebtedness.
·
What is denominated a harbor by this system does not ne~essarily mean
a bay, inlet, or arm of the sea on the ocean or on our lake shores, on the
margin of which may exist a commercial city or town engaged in foreign or domestic trade, but is made to embrace waters where there is
not only no such city or town, but no commerce of any kind. By
it a bay or sheet of shoal water is called a harbor, and appropriations
demanded from Congress to deepen it with a view to draw commerce
to it or to enable individuals to build up a town or city on its margin
upon speculation and for their own private advantage.
What is denominated a river which may be improved in the system
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is equally undefined in its meaning. It may be the Mississippi or it
may be the smallest and most obscure and unimportant stream bearing
the name of river which is to be found in any State in the Union.
Such a system is subject, moreover, to be perverted to the accomplishment of the worst of political purposes. During the few years it was in
full operation, and which immediately preceded the veto of President
Jackson of the Maysville road bill, instances were numerous of public
men seeking to gain popular favor by holding out to the people interested in particular localities the promise of large disbursements of public money. Numerous reconnoissances and surveys were made during
that period for roads and canals through many parts of the Union, and
the people in the vicinity of each were led to believe that their property
would be enhanced in value and they themselves be enriched by the
large expenditures which they were promised by the advocates of the
system should be made from the Federal Treasury in their neighborhood. Whole sections of the country were thus sought to be influenced,
and the system was fast becoming one not only of profuse and wasteful
expenditure, but a potent political engine.
If the power to improve a harbor be admitted, it is not easy to perceive how the power to deepen every inlet on the ocean or the lakes and
make harbors where there are none can be denied. If the power to
clear out or deepen the channel of rivers near their mouths be admitted,
it is not easy to perceive how the power to improve them to their fountain head and make them navigable to their sources can be denied.
Where shall the exercise of the power, if it be assumed, stop? Has
Congress the power when an inlet is deep enough to admit a schooner
to deepen it still more, so that it will admit ships of heavy burden, and
has it not the power when an inlet will admit a boat to make it deep
enough to admit a schooner? May it improve rivers deep enough already
to float ships and steamboats, and has it no power to improve those
which are navigable only for flatboats and barges? May the General
Government exercise power and jurisdiction over the soil of a State consisting of rocks and sand bars in the beds of its rivers, and may it not
excavate a canal around its waterfalls or across its lands for precisely the
same object?
Giving to the subject the most serious and candid consideration of
which my mind is capable, I can not perceive any intermediate grounds.
The power to improve harbors and rivers for purposes of navigation, by
deepening or clearing out, by dams and sluices, by locking or canalling,
must be admitted without any other limitation than the discretion of
Congress, or it must be denied altogether. If it be admitted, how broad
and how susceptible of enormous abuses is the power thus vested in the
General Government! There is not an inlet of the ocean or the Lakes, not
a river, creek, or streamlet within the States, which is not brought for this
purpose wit4in the power and jurisdictiorJ. of the O-t:n~ral Govemmeni.
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$},~~11"1.tion, disguised under the cloak of public good, will call on Congress to deepen shallow inlets, that it may build up new cities on their
shores, or to make streams navigable which nature has closed by bars
and rapids, that it may sell at a profit its lands upon their banks. To
enrich neighborhoods by spending within them the moneys of the nation
will be the aim and boast of those who prize their local interests above
the good of the nation, and millions upon millions will be abstracted by
tariffs and taxes from the earnings of the whole people to foster speculation and subserve the objects of private ambition.
Such a system could not be administered with any approach to equality
among the several States and sections of the Union. There is no equality among them in the objects of expenditure, and if the funds were distributed according to the merits of those objects some would be enriched
at the expense of their neighbors. But a greater practical evil would be
found in the art and industry by which appropriations would be sought
and obtained. The most artful and industrious would be the most successful. The true interests of the country would be lost sight of in an
annual scramble for the contents of the Treasury, and the Member of
Congress who could procure the largest appropriations to be expended
in his district would claim the reward of victory from his enriched constituents. The necessary consequence would be sectional discontents
and heartburnings, increased taxation, and a national debt never to be
extinguished.
In view of these portentous consequences, I can not but think that this
course of legislation should be arrested, even were there nothing to forbid it in the fundamental laws of our Union. This conclusion is fortified by the fact that the Constitution itself indicates a process by which
harbors and rivers within the States may be improved-a process not
susceptible of the abuses necessarily to flow from the assumption of the
power to improve them by the General Government, just in its operation,
and actually practiced upon, without complaint or interruption, during
more than thirty years from the organization of the present Government.
The Constitution provides that '' no State shall, without the consent
of Congress, lay any duty of tonnage.'' With the ''consent'' of Congress, such duties may be levied, collected, and expended by the States.
We are not left in the dark as to the objects of this reservation of power
to the States. The subject was fully considered by the Convention that
framed the -Constitution. It appears in Mr. Madison's rep_o rt of the
proceedings of that body that one object of the reservation was that
the States should not be restrained from laying duties of tonnage for the
purpose of clearing harbors. Other objects were named in the debates,
and among them the support of seamen. Mr. Madison, treating on this
subject in the Federalist, declares thatThe restraint on the power of the States over imports and exports is enforced by

&11 the arguments which prove the necessity of submitting the regulation of trade to
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the Federal councils. It is needless, therefore, to remark further on this head than
that the manner in which the restraint is qualified seems well calculated at once to
secure to the States a reasonable discretion in providing for the conveniency of their
imports and exports, and to the United States a reasonable check against the abuse
of this-discretion.

The States may lay tonnage duties for clearing harbors, improving
rivers, or for other purposes, but are restrained from abusing the power,
because before such duties can take effect the "consent" of Congress
must be obtained. Here is a safe provision for the improvement of harbors and rivers in the reserved powers of the States and in the aid they
may derive from duties of tonnage levied with the consent of Congress.
Its safeguards are, that both the State legislatures and Congress have to
concur in the act of raising the funds; that they are in every instance
to be levied upon the commerce of those ports which are to profit by the
proposed improvement; that no question of conflicting power or jurisdiction is involved; that the expenditure, being in the hands of those who
are to pay the money and be immediately benefited, will be more carefully managed and more productive of good than if the funds were drawn
from the National Treasury and disbursed by the officers of the General
Government; that such a system will carry with it no enlargement of
Federal power and patronage, and leave the States to be the sole judges
of their own wants and interests, with only a conservative negative in
Congress upon any ab.use of the power which the States may attempt.
Under this wise systeni the improvement of harbors and rivers was
commenced, or rather continued, from the organization of the Government under the present Constitution. Many acts were passed by the
several States levying duties of tonnage, and many were passed by Congress giving their consent to those acts. Such acts have been passed by
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, and have been sanctioned by the
consent of Congress. Without enumerating them all, it may be instructive to refer to some of them, as illustrative of the mode of improving
harbors and rivers in the early periods of our Government, as to the
~onstitutionality of which there can be no doubt.
In January, 1790, the State of Rhode Island passed a law levying a
tonnage duty on vess~ls arriving in the port of Providence, '' for the
purpose of clearing and deepening the channel of Providence River and
making the same more navigable.''
On the 2d of February, 1798, the State of Massachusetts passed a law
levying a tonnage duty on all vessels, whether employed in the foreign
or coasting trade, which might enter into the Kennebunk River, for the
improvement of the same by "rendering the passage in and out of said
river less difficult and dangerous.''
On the 1st of April, 1805, the State of Pennsylvania passed a law
levying a tonnage duty on vessels, '' to remove the obstructions to the
navigation of the river Delaware below the city of Philadelphia.''
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On the 23d of January, 1804, the State of Virginia passed a law levying a tonnage duty on vessels, "for improving the navigation of James
River.''
On the 22d of February, 1826, the State of Virginia passed a law
levying a tonnage duty on vessels, "for improving the navigation of
James River from Warwick to Rocketts Landing."
On the 8th of December, 1824, the State of Virginia passed a law levying a tonnage ' duty on vessels, "for improving the navigation of Appomattox River from Pocahontas Bridge to Broadway.''
In November, 1821, the State of North Carolina passed a law levying
a tonnage duty on vessels, '' for the purpose of opening an inlet at the
lower end of Albemarle Sound, near a place called Nags Head, and improving the navigation of said sound, with its branches;" and in November, 1828, an amendatory law was passed.
On the 21st of December, 1804, the State of South Carolina passed a
law levying a tonnage duty, for the purpose of "building a marine hospital in the vicinity of Charleston," and on the 17th of December, 1816,
another law was passed by the legislature of that State for the "maintenance of a marine hospital.''
On the 10th of February, 1787, the State of Georgia passed a law levying a tonnage duty on all vessels entering into the port of Savannah, for
the purpose of '' clearing '' the Savannah River of '' wrecks and other
obstructions'' to the navigation.
On the 12th of December, 1804, the State nf Georgia passed a law
levying a tonnage duty on vessels, '' to be applied to the payment of the
fees of the harbor master and health officer of the ports of Savannah and
St. Marys.''
In April, 1783, the State of Maryland passed a law laying a tonnage
duty on vessels, for the improvement of the ''basin'' and ''harbor'' of
Baltimore and the '' river Patapsco.''
On the 26th of December, 1791, the State of Maryland passed a law
levying a tonnage duty on vessels, for the improvement of the '' harbor
and port of Baltimore. "
On the 28th of December, ·1793, the State of Maryland passed a law
authorizing the appointment of a health officer for the port of Baltimore,
and laying a tonnage duty on vessels to defray the expenses.
Congress has passed many acts giving its "consent" to these and
other State laws, the first of which is dated in 1790 and the last in 1843.
By the latter act the ''consent'' of Congress was given to the law of the
legislature of the State of Maryland laying a tonnage duty on vessels for
the improvement of the harbor of Baltimore, and continuing it in force
until the 1st day of June, 1850. I transmit herewith copies of such of
the acts of the legislatures of the States on the subject, and also the acts
of Congress giving its ''consent'' thereto, as have been collated.
That the power was constitutionally and rightfully exercised in these
cases does not admit of a doubt,
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The injustice and inequality resulting from conceding the power to both
Governments is illustrated by several of the acts enumerated. Take that
for the improvement of the harbor of Baltimore. That improvement is
paid for exclusively by a tax on the commerce of that city, but if an
appropriation be made from the National Treasury for the improvement
of the harbor of Boston it must be paid in part ·out of taxes levied on
the commerce of Baltimore. The result is that the commerce of Baltimore pays the full cost of the harbor improvement designed for its own
benefit, and in addition contributes to the cost of all other harbor and
river improvements in the Union. The facts need but be stated to prove
the inequality and injustice which can not but flow from the practice embodied in this bill. Either the subject should be left as it was during the
first third of a century, or the practice of levying tonnage duties by the
States should be abandoned altogether and all harbor and river improvements made under the authority of the United States, and by means of
direct appropriations. In view not only of the constitutional difficulty,
but as a question of policy, I am clearly of opinion that the whole subject
should be left to the States, aided by such tonnage duties on vessels navigating their waters as their respective legislatures may think proper to
propose and Congress see fit to sanction. This ''consent'' of Congress
would never be refused in any case where the duty proposed to be levied
by the State was reasonable and where the object of improvement was
one of importance. The funds required for the improvement of harbors
and rivers may be raised in this mode, as was done in the earlier periods
of the Government, and thus avoid a resort to a strained construction of
the Constitution not warranted by its letter. If direct appropriations
be made of the money in the Federal Treasury for such purposes, the
expenditures ·will be unequal and unjust. The money in the Federal
Treasury is paid by a tax on the whole people of the United States, and
if applied to the purposes of improving harbors and rivers it will be partially distributed and be expended for the advantage of particular States,
sections, or localities at the expense of others.
By returning to the early and approved construction of the Constitution and to the practice under it this inequality and injustice will be
avoided and at the same time all the really important improvements
be made, and, as our experience has proved, be better made and at less
cost than they would be by the agency of officers of the United States.
The interests benefited by these improvements, too, would bear the cost
of making them, upon the same principle that the expenses of the PostOffice establishment have always been defrayed by those who derive
benefits from it. The power of appropriating money from the Treasury
for such improvements was not claimed or exercised for more than
thirty years after the organization of the Government in 1789, when a
more latitudinous construction was indicated, though it was not broadly
~erted q.llQ. exercised until 1825. Small appropriation:, were first made
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1823, authorizing the President to "cause an examination and survey
to be made of the obstructions between the harbor of Gloucester and the
harbor of Squam, in the State of Massachusetts," and of "the entrance
of the harbor of the port of Presque Isle, in Pennsylvania,'' with a view
to their removal, and a small 3.ppropriation was made to pay the necessary expenses. This appears to have been the commencement of harbor
improvements by Congress, thirty-four years after the Gove:rnment went
into operation under the present Constitution. On the 30th of April,
1824, an act was passed making an appropriation of $30,000, and directing '' surveys and estimates to be made of the routes of such roads and
canals'' as the President '' may deem of national importance in a commercial or military point of view or necessary for the transportation of
the mails." This act evidently looked to the adoption of a general
system of internal improvements, to embrace roads and canals as well as
harbors and rivers. On the 26th May, 1824, an act was passed making
appropriations for '' deepening the channel leading into the harbor of
Presque Isle, in the State of Pennsylvania,'' and to '' repair Plymouth
Beach, in the State of Massachusetts, and thereby prevent the harbor at
that place from being destroyed.''
President Monroe yielded his approval to these measures, though he
entertained, and had, in a message to the House of Representatives on
the 4th of May, 1822, expressed, the opinion that the Constitution had
not conferred upon Congress the, power to '' adopt and execute a system
of internal improvements.'' He placed his approval upon the ground,
not that Congress possP.ssed the _power to '' adopt and execute'' such a
system by virtue of any or all of the enumerated grants of power in the
Constitution, but upon the assumption that the power to make appropriations of the public money was limited and restrained only by the
discretion of Congress. In coming to this conclusi•_,n he avowed that
"in the more early stage of the Government" he had entertained a different opinion. He avowed that his first opinion had been that '' as the
Nation2.l Government is a Government of limited powers, it has no right
to expend money except in the performance of acts authorized by the
other specific grants, according to a strict construction of their powers,''
and that the power to make appropriations gave to Congress no discretionary authority to apply the public money to any other purposes or
9bjects except to "carry into effect the powers contained in the other
grants.'' These sound views, which Mr. Monroe entertained '' in the
early stage of the Government," he gave up in 1822, and declared thatThe right of appropriation is nothing morethan a right to applythe public money
to this or that purpose. It has no incidental power, nor does it draw after it any
consequences of that kind. All that Congress could do under it in the case of internal improvements would be to appropriate the money necessary to make them. For
every act requiring legislative sanction or support the State authority must be relied
Qn, 'fµ~ <;~mden.:p~ati9n of tjie land, if the proprieior~ ~4oul<;l J;ef1.1-~~ tq ~e:U it 1 th~
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~stablishme:tlt of turnpikes and tolls, and the protection of the work when finished
must be done by the State. To these purposes the powers of the General Government are believed to be utterly incompetent.

But it is impossible to conceive on what principle the power of appropriating public money when in the Treasury can be construed to extend
to objects for which the Constitution does not authorize Congress to
levy taxes or imposts to raise money. The power of appropriation is
but the consequence of the power to raise money; and the true inquiry
is whether Congress has the right to levy taxes for the object over
which power is claimed.
During the four succeeding years embraced by the Administration of
President Adams the power not only to appropriate money, but to apply
it, under the direction and authority of the General Government, as well
to the construction of roads as to the improvement of harbors and rivers,
was fully asserted and exercised.
Among other acts assuming the power was one passed on the 20th
of May, 1826, entitled "An act for improving certain harbors and the
navigation of certain rivers and creeks, and for authorizing surveys to
be made of certain bays, sounds, and rivers therein mentioned." By
that act large appropriations were made, which were to be "applied,
under the direction of the President of the United States," to numerous
improvements in ten of the States. This act, passed thirty-seven years
after the organi~ation of the present Government, contained the first
appropriation ever made for the improvement of a navigable river, unless
it be small appropriations for examinations and surveys in 1820. During the residue of that Administration many other appropriations of a
similar character were made, embracing roads, rivers, harbors, and canals,
and objects claiming the aid of Congress multiplied without number.
This was the first breach effected in the barrier which the universal
opinion of the framers of the Constitution had for more than thirty years
thrown in the way of the assumption of this power by Congress. The
general mind of Congress and the country did not appreciate the distinction taken by President Monroe between the right to appropriate money
for an object and the right to apply and expend it without the embarrassment and delay of applications to the State governments. Probably
no instance occurred in which such an application was made, and the
flood gates being thus hoisted the principle laid down by him was disregarded, and applications for aid from the Treasury, virtually to make
harbors as well as improve them, clear out rivers, cut canals, and construct roads, poured into Congress in torrents until arrested by the veto
of President Jackson. His veto of the Maysville road bill was followed
up by his refusal to sign the "Act making appropriations for building
light-houses, light-boats, beacons, and monuments, placing buoys, improving harbors, and directing surveys;" "An act authorizing subscriptions
for stock in the ~ouisville and fortla,nd Canal Company;'' ''An act for
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the improvement of certain harbors and the navigation of certain rivers;"
and, finally, "An act to improve the navigation of the Wabash River."
In his objections to the act last named he says:
The desire to embark the Federal Government in works of internal improvement
prevailed in the highest degree during the first session of the fir$t Congress that I
had the honor to meet in my present situation. When the bill authorizing a subscription on the part of the United States for stock in the Maysville and Lexington
Turnpike Company passed the two Houses, there had been reported by the Committees of Internal Improvements bills containing appropriations for such objects,
inclusive of those for the Cumberland road and for harbors and light-houses, to
the amount of $106,000,000. In this amount was included authority to the Secretary of the Treasury to subscribe for the stock of different companies to a great
extent, and the residue was principally for the direct construction of roads by this
Government. In addition to these projects, which had been presented to the two
Houses under the sanction and recommendation of their respective Committees on
Internal Improvements, there were then still pending before the committees and in
memorials to Congress presented but not referred different projects for works of a
similar character, the expense of which can not be estimated with certainty, but
must have exceeded $100,000,000.

Thus, within the brief period of less than ten years after the commencement of internal improvements by the General Government the sum
asked for from the Treasury for various projects amounted to more than
$200,000,.000.
President Jackson's powerful and disinterested appeals to
his country appear to have put down forever the assumption of power
.to make roads and cut canals, and to have checked the prevalent disposition to bring all rivers in any degree navigable within the control of
the General Government. But an immense field for expendfng the public money and increasing the power and patronage of this Government
was left open in the concession of even a limited power of Congress to
improve harbors and rivers-a field ·which millions will not fertilize
to the satisfaction of those local and speculating interests by which these
projects are in general gotten up. There can not be a just and equal distribution of public burdens and benefits under such a system, .nor can
the States be relieved from the danger of f~tal encroachment, nor the
United States from the equal danger of consolidation, otherwise than
by an arrest of the system and a return to the doctrines and practices
which prevailed during the first thirty years of the Government.
How forcibly does the history of this subject illustrate the tendency
of power to concentration in the hands of the General Government. The
power to improve their own harbors and rivers was clearly reserved to the
States, who were to be aided by tonnage duties levied and collected by
themselves, with the consent of Congress. For thirty-four years improvements were carried on under that system, and so careful was Congress
not to interfere, under any implied power, with the soil or jurisdiction
of the States that they did not even assume the power to erect lighthouses or build piers vdthout first purchasing the ground, with the con-

sent of the States, and obtaining jurisdiction over it.

At length, after
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the lapse of thirty-three years, an act is passed providing for the examination of certain obstructions at the mouth of one or two harbors almost
unknown. ·It is followed by acts making small appropriations for the
removal of those obstructions. The obstacles interposed by President
Monroe, after conceding the power to appropriate, were soon swept away,
Congress virtually assumed jurisdiction of the soil and waters of the.
States, without their consent, for the purposes of internal improvement,
and the eyes of eager millions were turned from the State governments to
Congress as the fountain whose golden streams were to deepen their harbors and rivers, l~vel their mountains, and fill their valleys with canals.
To what consequences this assumption of power was rapidly leading is
shown by the veto messages of President Jackson, and to what end it is
again tending is witnessed by the provisions of this bill and bills of
similar character.
In the proceedings and debates of the General Convention which
formed the Constitution and of the State conventions which adopted it
nothing is found to countenance the idea that the one intended to propose or the others to concede such a grant of power to the General
Government as the building up and maintaining of a system of internal improvements within the States necessarily implies. Whatever the
General Government may constitutionally create, it may lawfully protect.
If it may make a road upon the soil of the States, it may protect it from
destruction o~ injury by penal laws. So of canals, rivers, and harbors.
If it may put a dam in a river, it may protect that dam from removal
or injury, in direct opposition to the laws, authorities, and people of the
State in which it is situated. If it may deepen a harbor, it may by its
own laws protect its agents. and contractors from being driven from their
work even by the laws and authorities of the State. The power to make
a road or canal or to dig up the ·bottom of a harbor or river implies a
right in the soil of the State and a jurisdiction over it, for which it
would be impossible to find any warrant.
The States were particularly jealous of conceding to the General Gov·
ernment any right of jurisdiction over their soil, and in the Constitution
restricted the exclusive legislation of Congress to such places as might
be "purchased with the consent of the States in which the same shall be,
for the erection of forts, magazines, dockyards, and other needful buildings.'' That the United States should be prohibited from purchasing
lands within the States without their consent, even for the most essential purposes of national defense, while left at liberty to purchase or
seize them for roads, canals, and other improvements of immeasurably
less importance, is not to be conceived.
A proposition was made in the Convention to provide for the appointment of a '' Secretary of Domestic Affairs,'' and make it his duty, among
other things, '' to attend to the opening of roads and navigation and the
facilitating communications through the United States.'' It was referred
to a committee, and that appears to have been the last of it. On a subsequent occasion a proposition was macie to confer on Congress the power
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to t(ptovide for the cutting of canals when deemed necessary," which
was rejected by the strong majority of eight States to three. Among the
reasons given for the rejection of this proposition, it was urged that
'' the expense in such cases will fall on the United States and the benefits
accrue to the places where the canals may be cut.''
During the consideration of this proposition a motion was made to
enlarge the proposed power for '' cutting canals'' into a power ''to grant
charters of incorporation when the interest of the United States might
require and the legislative provisions of the individual States may be
incompetent;" and the reason assigned by Mr. Madison for the proposed
enlargement of the power was that it would '' secure an easy communication between the States, which the free intercourse now to be opened
seemed. to call for. The political obstacles being removed, a removal of
the natural ones, as far as possible, ought to follow."
The original proposition and all the amendments were rejected, after
deliberate discussion, not on the ground, as so' much of that discussion
as has been preserved indicates, that no direct grant was necessary, but
because it was deemed inexpedient to grant it at all. When it is considered that some of the members of the Convention, who afterwards
participated in the organization and administration of the Government,
advocated and practiced upon a very liberal construction of the Constitution, grasping at many high powers as implied in its various provisions,
not one of them, it is believed, at that day claimed the power to make
roads and canals, or improve rivers and harbors, or appropriate money
for that purpose. Among our early statesmen of the strict-construction
class the opinion was universal, when the subject was first broached,
that Congress did not possess the power, although some of them thought
it desirable.
President Jefferson, in bis message to Congress in 1806, recommended
an amendment of the Constitution, with a view to apply an anticipated
surplus in the Treasury '' to the great purposes of the public education,
roads, rivers, canals, and such other objects of public improvement as it
may be thought proper to add to the constitutional enumeration of Federal powers." J\_nd .be adds:
I suppose an amendment to the Constitution, by consent of the States, necessary,
because the objects now recommended are not among those enumerated in the Constitution, and to which it permits the public moneys to be applied.

In 1825 be repeated, in his published letters, the opinion that no such
power has been conferred upon Congress.
President Madison, in a message to the House of Representatives of
the 3d of March, 1817, assigning his objections to a bill entitled "An
act to set apart and pledge certain funds for internal improvements,"
declares that'' The power to regulate commerce among the several States'' can not include a
,power to construct roads and canals and to improve the navigation of water courses
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in order to facilitate, promote, and secure such a commerce without a latitudeof con.
struction departing from the ordinary import of the terms, strengthened by the known
inconveniences which doubtless led to the grant of this remedial power to Congress.

President Monroe, in a message to the House of Representatives of the
4th of May, 1822, containing his objections to a bill entitled "An act for
the preservation and repair of the Cumberland road,'' declares:
Commerce between independent powers or communities is universally regulated by
duties and imposts. It was so regulated by the States before the adoption of this Con
stitution, equally in respect to each other and to foreign powers. The goods and vessels employed in the trade are the only subjects of regulation. It can act on none
other. A power, then, to impose such duties and imposts in regard to foreign nations
and to prevent any on the trade between the States was the only power granted.
If we recur to the causes which produced the adoption of this Constitution, we shall
find that injuries resulting from the regulation of trade by the States respectively
and the advantages anticipated from the transfer of the power to Congress were
among those which had the most weight. Instead of acting as a nation in regard to
foreign powers, the States individually had commenced a system of restraint on each
other whereby the interests of foreign powers were promoted at their expense. If
one State imposed high duties on the goods or vessels of a foreign power to countervail the regulations of such power, the next adjoining States imposed lighter duties
to invite those articles into their ports, that they might be transferred thence into
the other States, securing the duties to themselves. This contracted policy in some
of the States was soon counteracted by others. Restraints were immediately laid on
such commerce by the suffering States; and thus had grown up a state of affait:
disorderly and unnatural, the tendency of which was to destroy the Union itself
and with it all hope of realizing those blessings which we had anticipated from the
glorious Revolution which had been so recently achieved. From this deplorable
dilemma, or, rather, certain ruin, we were happily rescued by the adoption of the
Constitution.
Among the first and most important effects ot this great Revolution was the com•
plete abolition of this pernicious policy. The States were brought together by the
Constitution, as to commerce, into one community, equally in regard to foreign
nations and each other. The regulations that were adopted regarded us in both
respects as one people. The duties and imposts that were laid on the vessels and
merchandise of foreign nations were all uniform throughout the United States,
and in the intercourse between the States themselves no duties of any kind were
imposed. other than between different ports and counties within the same State.
This view is supported by a series of measures, all of a marked character, preceding
the adoption of the Constitution. As early as the year 1781 Congr-ess recommended
it to the States to vest in the United States a power to levy a duty of 5 per cent on
all goods imported from foreign · countries into the United States for the term of
fifteen years. In 1783 this recommendation, with alterations as to the kind of duties
and an extension of this term to twenty-five years, was repeated and more earnestly
urged. In 1784 it was recommended to the States to authorize Congress to prohibit,
under certain modifications, the importation of goods from foreign powers into the
United States for fifteen years. In 1785 the consideration of the subject was resumed,
and a proposition presented in a new form, with an address to the States explaining fully the principles on which a grant of the power to regulate trade was deemed
indispensable. In 1786 a meeting took place at Annapolis of delegates from several
of the States on this subject, and on their report a convention was formed at Philadelphia the ensuing year from all the States, to whose deliberations we are indebted
for the present Constitution.
In none of these measures was the subject of internal improvement mentioned or
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even glanced at. Those of 1784, 1785, 1786, and 1787, leading step by step to the
adoption of the Constitution, had in view only the obtaining of a power to enable
Congress to regulate trade with foreign powers. It is manifest that the regulation of trade with the several States was altogether a secondary object, suggested by
and adopted in connection with the other. If the power necessary to this system of
improvement is included under either branch of this grant, I should suppose that it
was the first rather than the second. The pretension to it, however, under th13;t
branch has never been set up. In support of the claim under the second no reason
has been assigned which appears to have the least weight.

Such is a brief history of the origin, progress, a~d consequences of a
system which for more than thirty years after the adoption of the Constitution was unknown. The greatest embarrassment upon the subject
consists in the departure which has taken place from the early construction of the Constitution and the precedents which are found in the
legislation of Congress in later years. President Jackson, in his veto of
the Wabash River bill, declares that '' to inherent embarrassments have
been added others resulting from the course of our legislation concerning
it." In his vetoes on the Maysville road bill, the Rockville road bill,
the Wabash River bill, and other bills of like character he reversed the
precedents which existed prior to that time on the subject of internal
improvements. When our experience, observation, and reflection have
convinced us that a legislative precedent is either unwise or unconstitutional, it should not be followed.
No express grant of this power is found in the Constitution. Its
advocates have differed among themselves as to the source from which
it is derived as an incident. In the progress of the discussions upon
this subject the power to regulate commerce seems now to be chiefly
relied upon, especially in reference to the improvement of harbors and
rivers.
In relation to the regulation of commerce, the language of the grant
in the Constitution is:
Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among
the several States, and with the Indian tribes.

That to '' regulate commerce'' does not mean to make a road, or dig a
canal, or clear out a river, or deepen a harbor would seem to be obvious
to the common understanding.
To ''regulate'' admits or affirms the
preexistence of the thing to be regulated. In this case it presupposes
the existence of commerce, and, of course, the means by which and the
channels through which commerce is carried on. It confers no creative
power; it only assumes control over that which may have been brought
into existence through other age!lcies, such as State legislation and the
industry and enterprise of individuals.
If the definition of the word
''regulate'' is to include the provision of means to carry on commerc~,
then have Congress not only power to deepen harbors, clear out rivers,
dig canals, and make roads, but also to build ships, railroad cars, and
other vehicles, all of which are necessary to commerce.
There is no
M P-vor.
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middle groun d. If the power to regulate can be legitimately construed
into a power to create or facilitate, then not only the bays and harbors,
but the roads and canals and all the means of transporting merchandise
among the several States, are put at the disposition of Congress. This
power to regulate commerce was construed and exercised immediately
after the. adoption of the Constitution, and has been exercised to the
present day, by prescribing general rules by which commerce should be
conducted. With foreign nations it has been regulated by treaties defining the rights of citizens and subjects, as well as by acts of Congress
imposing duties and restrictions embracing vessels, seamen, cargoes, and
passengers. It·has been regulated among the States by acts of Congress
relating to the coasting trade and the vessels employed therein, and for
the better security of passengers in vessels propelled by steam, and by the
removal of all restrictions upon internal trade. It has been regulated
with the Indian tribes by our intercourse laws, prescribing the manner
in which it shall be carried on. Thus each branch of this grant of power
was exercised soon after the adoption of the Constitution, and has continued to be exercised to the present day. If a more extended construction be adopted, it is impossible for the human mind to fix on a limit to
the .exercise of the power other than the will and discretion of Congress.
It sweeps into the vortex of national power and jurisdiction not only harbors and inlets, rivers and little streams, but canals, turnpikes, and railroads-every species of improvement which can facilitate or create trade
and intercourse '' with foreign nations, and among the several States, and
with the Indian tribes.''
Should any great object of improvement exist in our widely extended
country which can not be effected by means of tonnage duties levied
by the States with the concurrence of Congress, it is safer and wiser
· to apply to the States in the mode prescribed by the Constitution for
an amendment of that instrument whereby the powers of the General
Government may be enlarged, with such limitations and restrictions as
experience has shown to be proper, than to assume and exercise a power
which has not been granted, or which may be regarded as doubtful in
the opinion of a large portion of our constituents. This course has been
recommended successively by Presidents Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, and
Jackson, and I fully concur with them in opinion. If an enlargement
of power should be deemed proper, it will unquestionably be granted by
the States; if otherwise, it will be withheld; and in either case their
decision should be final. In the meantime I deem it proper to add that
the investigation of this subject has impressed me more strongly than
ever with the solemn conviction that the usefulness and permanency of
this Government and the happiness of the millions over whom it spreads
its protection will be best promoted by carefully abstaining from the exercise of all powers not clearly granted by the Constitution.
JAMES K. POLK.
1
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PROCLAMATION.
BY 'i'E'.E

FRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OP AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas a treaty of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement between
the United States of America and the Mexican Republic was conclu,ded
and signed at the city of Guadalupe Hidalgo on the 2d day of February,
1848, which treaty, as amended by the Senate of the United States, and
being in the English and Spanish languages, is word for word as follows:
[Here follows the treaty.]

And whereas the said treaty, as amended, has been duly ratified on
both parts, and the respective ratifications of the same were exchanged
at Queretaro on the 30th day of May last by Ambrose H. Sevier and
Nathan Clifford, commissioners on the part of the Government of the
United States, and by Sefior Don Luis de la Rosa, minister of relations
of the Mexican Republic, on the part of that Government:
Now, therefore, be it known that I, james K. Polk, President of the
United States of America, have caused the said treaty to be made public,
to the end that the same and every clause and article thereof may be
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States and the citizens thereof.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
[SEAL.] · Done at the city of Washington, this 4th day of July, 1848,
and of the Independence of the United States the seventythird.
.
JAMES K. POLK.
By the President:
JAMES BUCHANAN, Secretary of State.

EXECUTIVE ORDER.
GENERAL ORDERS,

No. 9.

WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, February 24, I8,t.8-.
I. The following orders of the President of the United States and
Secretary of War announce to the Army the death of the illustrious
ex-President John Quincy A.dams:
BY TIIE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

WASHINGTON, February 24, I848.
It has pleased Divine Providence to call hence a great and patriotic
citizen. John Quincy Adams is no more. At the advanced age of more
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than fourscore years, he was suddenly stricken from his seat in the
House of Representatives by the hand of disease on the 21st, and expired in the Capitol a few minutes after 7 o'clock on the evening of the
23d of February, 1848.
He had for more than half a century filled the most important public
stations, and among them that of President of the United States. The
two Houses of Congress, of one of which he was a venerable and most
distinguished member, will doubtless prescribe appropriate ceremonies to
be observed as a mark of respect for the memory of this eminent citizen.
· The nation mourns his loss; and as a further testimony of respect for
his memory I direct that all the executive offices at Washington be
placed in mourning and· that ~.11 business be suspended during this day
and to-morrow.
JAMES K. POLK.
WAR DEPARTMENT, February 2,f., I8,t.8.
The President of the United States with deep regret announces to
the Army the death of John Quincy Adams, our eminent and venerated
fellow-citizen.
While occupying his seat as a member of the House of Representatives, on the 2 rst instant he was suddenly prostrated by disease, and on
the 23d expired, without having_ been removed from the Capitol. He
had filled many honorable and responsible stations in the service of his
country, and among them that of President of the United States; and
he closed his long and eventful life in the actual discharge of his duties
as one of the Representatives of the people.
From sympathy with his relatives and the American people for his
loss and from respect for his distinguished public services, the President
orders that funeral honors shall be paid to his memory at each of the
military stations.
The Adjutant-General will give the necessary instructions for.carrying into effect the foregoing orders.
W.L.M A R CY,

Secretary of War.

II. On the day succeeding the arrival of this general order at each
military post the troops will be paraded at ro o'clock a. m. and the
order read to them, after which all labors for the day will cease.
The national flag will be displayed at half-staff.
At dawn of day thirteen guns will be fired, and afterwards, at intervals of thirty minutes between the rising and setting sun, a single gun,
and at the close of the day a national salute of twenty-nine guns.
The officers of the Army will wear crape on the left arm and on their
swords and the colors of the several regiments will be put in mourning
for the period of six months.
l3y order:
R. JONES,
Adjutant-General.
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FOURTH ANNUAL MESSAGE.
December 5, I8,t.8.
Fellow-Citz"zens of the Senate and of the House of Representatives:
Under the benignant providence of Almighty God the representatives
of the States and of the people are again brought together to deliberate
for the public.good. The gratitude of the nation to the Sovereign Arbiter of All Human Events should be commensurate with the boundless
blessings which we enjoy.
Peace, plenty, and contentment reign throughout our borders, and our
beloved country presents a sublime moral spectacle to the world.
The troubled and unsettled condition of some of the principal European powers has had a necessary tendency to check and embarrass trade
and to depress prices throughout all commercial nations, but notwithstanding these causes, the United States, with their abundant products,
have felt their effects less severely than any other country, and all our
great interests are still prosperous and successful.
In reviewing the great events of the past -year and contrasting the
agitated and disturbed state of other countries with our own tranquil and
happy condition, we may congratulate ourselves that we are the most
favored -people on the face of the earth. While the people of other countries are struggling to establish free institutions, under which man may
govern himself, we are in the actual enjoyment of them-a rich inheritance from our fathers. While enlightened nations of Europe are convulsed and distracte9- by civil war or intestine strife, we settle all our
political controversies by the peaceful exercise of the rights of freemen
at the ballot box.
The great republican maxim, so deeply engraven on the hearts of our
people, that the will of the majority, constitutionally expressed, shall
prevail, is our sure safeguard against force and violence. It is a subject
of just pride that our fame and character as a nation continue rapidly to
advance in the estimation of the civilized world.
To our wise and free institutions it is to be attributed that while other
nations have achieved glory at the price of the suffering, distress, and
impoverishment of their people, we have won our honorable position in
the midst of an uninterrupted prosperity and of an increasing individual
comfort and happiness.
I am happy to inform you that our relations with all nations are friendly
and pacific. Advantageous treaties of commerce have been concluded
within the last four years with New Granada, Peru, the Two Sicilies,
Belgium, Hanover, Oldenburg, and Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Pursuing
om: example, the restrictive system of Great Britain, our principal foreign customer, has been relaxed, a more liberal commercial · policy has
WASHINGTON,
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been adopted by other enlightened nations, and our trade has been greatly
enlarged and extended. Our country stands higher in the respect of the
world than at any former period. · To continue to occupy this proud
position, it is only necessary to preserve peace and faithfully adhere to
the great and fundamental principle of our foreign policy of noninterference in the domestic concerns of other nations. We recognize in all
nations the right which we enjoy ourselves, to change and reform their
political institutions according to their own will and pleasure. Hence
we do not look behind existing governments capable of maintaining their
own authority. We recognize all such actual governments, not only from
the dictates of true policy, but from a sacred regard for the independence
of nations. While this is our settled policy, it does not follow that we
can ever be indifferent spectators of the progress of liberal principles.
The Government and people of the United States hailed with enthusiasm
and delight the establishment of the French Republic, as we now hail
the efforts in progress to unite the States of Germany in a confederation
similar in many respects to our own Federal Union. If the great and
enlightened German States, occupying, as they do, a central and commanding position in Europe, shall succeed in establishing such a confederated government, securing at the same time to the citizens of each
State local governments adapted to the peculiar condition of each, with
unrestricted trade and intercourse with each other, it will be an important eta in the history of human events. Whilst it will consolidate and
strengthen the power of Germany, it must essentially promote the cause
of peace, commerce, civilization, and constitutional liberty throughout the
world.
With all the Governments on this continent our relations, it is believed,
are now on a more friendly and satisfactory footing than they have ever
been at any former period.
Since the exchange of ratifications of the treaty of peace with Mexico
our intercourse with the Government of that Republic has been of the
most friendly character. The envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States to Mexico has been received and accredited, and a diplomatic representative from Mexico of similar rank has
been received and accredited by this Government The amicable relations between the two countries, which had been suspended, have been
happily restored, and are destined, I trust, to be long preserved. The
two Republics, both situated on this continent, and with coterminous
territories, have every m·o tive of sympathy and of interest to bind them
together in perpetual amity.
This gratifying condition of our foreign relations renders it unnecessary for me to call your attention more specifically to them.
It has been my constant aim and desire to cultivate peace and commerce with all nations. Tranquillity at home and peaceful relations
abroad constitute the true permanent policy of our country. War, the
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scourge of nations, sometimes becomes inevitable, but is always to be
avoided when it can be done consiste~tly with the rights and honor of a
nation.
One of the most important r~sults of the war into which we were
recently forced with a neighboring nation is the demonstration it has
afforded of the military strength of our country. Before the late war
with Mexico European and other foreign powers entertained imperfect
and erroneous views of our physical strength as a nation and of our
ability to prosecute war, and especially a war waged out of our own
country. They saw that our standing Army on the peace establishment
did not exceed ro,ooo men. Accustomed themselves to maintain in
peace large standing armies for the protection of thrones against their
own subjects, as well as against foreign enemies, they had not conceived
that it was possible for a nation without such an army, well disciplined
and of long service, to wage war successfully. They held in low repute
our militia, and were far from regarding them as an effective force, unless
it might be for temporary defensive operations when invaded on our own
soil. The events of the late war with Mexico have not only undeceived
them, but have removed erroneous impressions which prevailed to some
extent even among a portion of our own countrymen. That war has
demonstrated that upon the breaking out of hostilities not anticipated,
and for which no previous preparation had been made, a volunteer army
of citizen soldiers equal to veteran troops, and in numbers equal to any
emergency, can in a short period be brought into the field. Unlike what
would have occurred in any other country, we were under no necessity
of resorting to drafts or conscriptions. On the contrary, such was the
number of volunteers who patriotically tendered their services that the
chief difficulty was in making selections and determining who should
be disappointed and compelled to remain at home. Our citizen soldiers are unlike those drawn from the population of any other country.
They are composed indiscriminately of all professions and pursuits-of
fan1:1ers, lawyers, physicians, merchants, manufacturers, mechanics, and
laborers-and this not only among the officers, but the private soldiers in
the ranks. Our citizen soldiers are unlike those of any other country
in other respects. They are armed, and have been accustomed from their
youth up to handle and use firearms, and a large proportion of them,
especially in the Western and more newly settled States, are expert
marksmen . . They are men who have a reputation to maintain at home
by their good conduct in the field. They are intelligent, and there is
an individuality of character which is found in the ranks of no other
army. In battle each private man, as well as every officer, fights not
only for his country, but for glory and distinction among his fellowcitizens when he shall return to civil life.
The war with Mexico has demonstrated not only the ability of the
Government to organize a numerous army upon a sudden call, but also
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to provide it with all the munitions and necessary supplies with dispatch,
convenience, and ease, and to direct its operations with efficiency. The
strength of our institutions has not only been displayed in the valor and
skill of our troops engaged in active service in the field, but in the organization of those executive branches which were charged with the
general direction and conduct of the war. While too great praise can
not be bestowed upon the officers and men who fought our battles, it
would be unjust to withhold from those officers necessarily stationed at
home, who were charged with the duty of furnishing the Army in proper
time and at proper places with all the munitions of war and other supplies so necessary to make it efficient, the commendation to which they
are entitled. The credit due to this class of our officers is the greater
when it is considered that no army in ancient or modern times was ever
better appointed or provided than our Army in Mexico. Operating in an
enemy's country, removed 2,000 miles from the seat of the Federal
Government, its different corps spread over a vast extent of territory,
hundreds and even thousands of miles apart from each other, nothing
short of the untiring vigilance and extraordinary energy of these officers
could have enabled them to provide the Army at all points and in proper
season with all that was required for the most efficient service.
It is but an act of justice to declare that the officers in charge of the
several executive bureaus, all under the immediate eye and supervision
of the Secretary of War, performed their respective duties with ability,
energy, and efficiency. They have reaped less of the glory of the war,
not having been personally exposed to its perils in battle, than their
companions in arms; but without their forecast, efficient aid, and cooperation those in the field would not have been provided with the ample
means they possessed of achieving for themselves and their country the
unfading honors which they have won for both.
When all these facts are considered, it may cease to be a matter of so
much amazement abroad how it happened that our noble Army in Mexico,
regulars and volunteers, were victorious upon every battlefield, howeret'
fearful the odds against them.
The war with Mexico has thus fully developed the capacity of republican governments to prosecute successfully a just and necessary foreign
war with all the vigor usually attributed to more arbitrary forms of government. It has been usual for writers on public law to impute to
republics a want of that unity, concentration of purpose, and vigor of
execution which are generally admitted to belong to the monarchical and
aristocratic forms; and this feature of popular government has been sup. posed to display itself more particularly in the conduct of a war carried
on in an enemy's territory. The war ·with Great Britain in 1812 was
to a great extent confined withi; our own limits, and shed but little light
on this subject; but the war which we have just closed by an honorable peace evinces beyond all doubt that a popular representative government is equal to any emergency which is likely to arise in the affairs of
a nation.
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The ·war with Mexico has developed most strikingly and conspicuously
another feature in our institutio_n s. It is that without cost to the Government or danger to our liberties we have in the bosom of our society of
freemen, available in a just and necessary war, virtually a standing army
of 2,000,000 armed citizen soldiers, such as fought the battles of Mexico.
But our military strength does not consist alone in our capacity for extended and successful operations on land. The Navy is an important
arm of the national defense. If the services of the Navy were not so
brilliant as those of the Army in the late war with Mexico, it was because
they had no enemy to meet on their own element. ·while the Army had
opportunity of performing more conspicuous service, the Navy largely
participated in the conduct of the war. Both branches of the service
performed their whole duty to the country. For the able and gallant
services of the officers and men of the Navy, acting independently as
well as in cooperation with our troops, in the conquest of the Californias,
the capture of Vera Cruz, and the seizure and occupation of other important positions on the Gulf and Pacific coasts, the highest praise is due.
Their vigilance, energy, and skill rendered the most effective service in
excluding munitions of war and other supplies from the enemy, while
they secured a safe entrance for abundant supplies for our own Army.
Our extended commerce was nowhere interrupted, and for this immunity from the evils of war the country is indebted to the Navy.
High praise is due to the officers of the several executive bureaus, navyyards, and stations co13nected with the service, all under the immediate
direction of the Secretary of the Navy, for the industry, foresight, and
energy with which everything was directed and furnished to give efficiency to that branch of the service. The same vigilance existed in
directing the operations of the Navy as of the Army. There was concert
of action and of purpose between the heads of the two arms of the service. By the orders which were from time to time issued, our vessels of
war on the Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico were stationed in proper time
and in proper positions to cooperate efficiently with the Army. By this
means their combined power was brought to bear successfully on the
enemy.
The great results which have bien developed and brought to light by
this war will be of immeasurable importance in the future progress of
our country. They will tend powerfully to preserve us from foreign collisions, and to enable us to pursue uninterruptedly our cherished policy
of '' peace with all nations, entangling alliances with none.''
Occupying, as we do, a more commanding position among nations than
at any former period, our duties and our responsibilities to ourselves and
to posterity are correspondingly increased. This will be the more obvious
when we consider the vast additions which have been recently made to
our territorial possessions and their great importance and value.
Within less than four years the annexation of Texas to the Union has
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been consummated; all conflicting title to the Oregon Territory south of
the forty-ninth degree of north latitude, being all that was insisted on by
any of my predecessors, has been adjusted, and New Mexico and Upper
California have been acquired by treaty. The area of these several Territories, according to a report carefully prepared by the Commissioner of
the General Land Office from the most authentic information in his possession, and which is herewith transmitted, contains 1,193,061 square miles,
or 763,559,040 acres; while the area of the remaining twenty-nine States
and the territory not yet organized into States east of the Rocky Mountains contains 2,059,513 square miles, or 1,318,126,058 acres. These
estimates show that the territories recently acquired, and over which our
exclusive jurisdiction and dominion have been extended, constitute a
country more than half as large as all that which was held by the United
States before their acquisition. If Oregon be excluded from the estimate, there will still remain within the limits of Texas, New Mexico,
and California 851,598 square miles, or 545,012,720 acres, being an
addition equal to more than one-third of all the territory owned by the
United States before their acquisition, and, including Oregon, nearly as
great an extent of territory as the whole of Europe, Russia only excepted.
The Mississippi, so lately the frbntier of our country, is now only its
center. With the addition of the late acquisitions, the United States are
now estimated to be nearly as large as the whole of Europe. It is estimated by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey in the accompanying
report that the extent of the seacoast of Texas on the Gulf of Mexico is
upward of 400 .miles; of the. coast of Upper California on the Pacific, of
970 miles, and of Oregon, including the Straits of Fuca, of 650 miles,
making the whole extent of seacoast on the Pacific 1,620 miles and tht::
whole extent on both the Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico 2,020 miles.
The length of the coast on the Atlantic from the northern limits of the
United States around the capes of Florida to the Sabine, on the eastern
boundary of Texas, is estimated to be 3,100 miles; so that the addition
of seacoast, including Oregon, is very nearly two-thirds as great as all we
possessed before, and, excluding Oregon, is an addition of 1,370 miles,
being nearly equal to one-half of the extent of coast which we possessed
before these acquisitions. We have now three great maritime frontson the Atlantic, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Pacific-making in the
whole an extell"t: of seacoast exceeding 5, ooo miles. This is the extent of
the seacoast of the United States, not including bays, sounds, and small
irregularities of the main shore and of the sea islands. If these be
included, the leng th of the shore line of coast, as estimated by the Superintendent of the Coast Survey in his report, would be 33,063 miles.
It would be difficult to calculate the value of these immense additions
to our territorial possessions. Texas, lying contiguous to the western
boundary of Louisiana, embracing within its limits a part of the navigable tributary waters of the Mississippi and an extensive seacoast, could
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not long have remained in the hands of a foreign power without endangering the peace of our southwestern frontier. ..Ier products in the
vicinity of the tributaries of the Mississippi must have sought a market
through these streams, running into and through our territory, and the
danger of irritation and collision of interests between Texas as a foreign
state and ourselves would have been imminent, while the embarrassments in the commercial intercourse between them must have been constant and unavoidable. Had Texas fallen into the hands or under the
influence and control of a strong maritime or military foreign power,
as she might have done, these dangers would have been still greater.
They have been avoided by her voluntary and peaceful annexation to
the United States. Texas, from her position, was a natural and almost
indispensable part of our territories. Fortunately, she has been restored
to our country, and now constitutes one of the States of our Confederacy," upon an equal footing with the original States." The salubrity
of climate, the fertility of soil, peculiarly adapted to the production of
some of our most valuable staple commodities, and her commercial advantages must soon make her one of our most populous States.
New Mexico, though situated in the interior and without a seacoast,
is known to contain much fertile land, to abound in rich mines of the
precious metals, and to be capable of sustaining a large population. From
its position it is the intermediate and connecting territory between our
settlements and our possessions in Texas and those on the Pacific Coast.
Upper California, irrespective of the vast mineral wealth recently developed there, holds at this day, in point of value and importance, to the rest
of the Union the same relation that Louisiana did when that fine territory was acquired from France forty-five years ago. Extending nearly
ten degrees of latitude along the Pacific, and embracing the onl~r safe
and commodious harbors on that coast for many hundred miles, with a
i:emperate climate and an extensive interior of fertile lands, it is scarcely
possible to estimate its wealth until it shall be brought under the government of our laws and its resources fully developed. From its position
it must command the rich commerce of China, of Asia, of the islands of
the Pacific, of western Mexico, of Central America, the South American
States, and of the Russian possessions bordering on that ocean. A great
emporium .will doubtless speedily arise on the Californian coast which
may be destined to rival in importance New Orleans itself. The depot
of the vast commerce which .must exist on the Pacific will probably be at
some point on the Bay of San Francisco, and will occupy the same relation
to the whole western coast of that ocean as New Orleans does to the valley of the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico. To this depot our numer0us whale ships will resort with tll'eir cargoes to trade, refit, and obtain
supplies. This of itself will largely contribute· to build up a city, which
would soon become the center of a great and rapidly increasing commerce.
Situated on a safe harbor, sufficiently capacious for all the navies as well
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as the marine of the world, and convenient to excellent timber for shipbuilding, owned by the United States, it must become our great Western
naval depot.
It was known that mines of the precious metals existed to a considerable extent in California at the time of its acquisition. Recent discoveries render it probable that these mines are more extensive.and valuable
than was anticipated. The accounts of the abundance of gold in that
territory are of such an extraordinary character as would scarcely command belief were they not corroborated by the authentic reports of officers in the public service who have visited the mineral district and
derived the facts which they detail from personal observation. Reluctant to credit the reports in general circulation as to the quantity of
gold, the officer commanding our forces in California visited the mineral
district in July last for the purpose of obtaining accurate information on
the subject. His report to the War Department of the result of his
examination and the facts obtained on the spot is herewith laid before
Congress. When he visited the country there were about 4,000 persons
engaged in collecting gold. There is every reason to believe that the
number of persons so employed has since been augmented. The explorations already made warrant the belief that the supply is very large and
that gold is found at various places in an extensive district of country.
Information received from officers of the Navy and other sources,
though not so full and minute, confirms the accounts of the commander
of our military force in California. It appears also from these reports
that mines of quicksilver are found in the vicinity of the gold region.
One of them is now being worked, and is believed to be among the most
productive in the world.
The effects produced by the discovery of these rich mineral deposits
and the success which has attended the labors of those who have resorted
to them have produced a surprising change in the state of affairs in Cali·
fornia. Labor commands a most exorbitant price, and all other pursuits
but that of searching for the precious metals are abandoned. Nearly
the whole of the male population of the country have gone to the gold
districts. Ships arriving on the coast are deserted by their crews and
their voyages suspended for want of sailors.
Our commanding officer
there entertains apprehensions that soldiers can not be kept in the pubhe service without a large increase of pay. Desertions in his command
have become frequent, and he recommends that those who shall withstand the strong temptation and remain faithful should be rewarded.
This abundance of gold and the all-engrossing pursuit of it ha,·e
already caused in California an unprecedented rise in the price of all the
necessaries of life.
That we may the more speedily and fully avail ourselves of the undeveloped wealth of these mines, it is deemed of vast importance that a
branch of the Mint of the United States be authorized to be established
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at your present session in California. Among other signal advantages
which would result from ·such an establishment would be that of raising
the gold to its par value in that territory. A branch mint of the United
States at the great commercial depot on the west coast would convert
into our ow~ coin not only the gold derived from our own rich mines,
btJ.t also the bullion and specie which our commerce may bring from the
whole west coast of Central and South America. The west coast of
America and the adjacent interior embrace the richest and best mines
of Mexico, New Grana~a, Central America, Chili, and Peru. The bullion and specie drawn from these countries, and especially from those
of western Mexico and Peru, to an amount in value of many millions
of dollars, are now annually diverted and carried by the ships of Great
Britain to her own ports, to be recoined or used to sustain her national
bank, and thus contribute to increase her ability to command so much
of the commerce of the world. If a branch mint be established at the
great commercial point upon that coast, a vast amount of bullion and specie would flow thither to be recoined, and pass thence to New Orleans,
New York, and other Atlantic cities. The amount of our constitutional
currency at home would be greatly increased, while its circulation abroad
would be promoted. It is well known to our merchants trading to China
and the west coast of America that great inconvenience and loss are experienced from the fact that our coins are not current at their par value
in those countries.
The powers of Europe, far removed from the west coast of America
by the Atlantic Ocean, which intervenes, and by a tedious and dangerous navigation around the southern cape of the continent of America,
can never successfully compete with the United States in the rich and
extensive commerce which is opened to us at so much less cost by the
acquisition of California.
The vast importance and commercial advantages of California have
heretofore remained undeveloped by the Government of the country of
which it constituted a part. Now that this fine province is a part
of our country, all the States of the Union, some more immediately and
directly than others, are deeply interested in the· speedy development of
its wealth and resources. No section of our country is more interested
or will be more benefited than the commercial, navigating, and manufacturing interests of the Eastern States. Our planting and farming
interests in every part of the Union will be greatly benefited by it. As
our commerce and navigation are enlarged and extended, our exports of
agricultural products and of manufactures will be increased, and in the
new markets thus opened they can not fail to command remunerating
and profitable prices.
The acquisition of California and New Mexico, the settlement of the
Oregon boundary, and the annexation · of Texas, extending to the Rio
Grande, are results which, combined, are of greater consequence and
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will add more to the strength and wealth of the nation than any which
have preceded them since the adoption of the Constitution.
But to effect these great results not only California, but New Mexico,
must be brought under the control of regularly organized governments.
The existing condition of California apd of that part of New Mexico
lying west of the Rio Grande and without the limits of Texas imperiously demands that Congress should at its present session organize
Territorial governments over them.
Upon the exchange of ratifications of the treaty of peace with Mexico,
on the 30th of May last, the temporary governments which had been
established over New Mexico and California by our military and naval
commanders by virtue of the rights of war ceased to derive any obligatory force from that source of authority, and having been ceded to the
United States, all government and control over them under the authority
of Mexico had ceased to exist. Impressed with the necessity of establishing Territorial governments over them, I recommended the subject
to the favorable consideration of Congress in my message communicating the ratified treaty of peace, on the 6th of July last, and invoked their
action at that session. Congress adjourned without making any provision for their government. The inhabitants by the transfer of their
country had b~come ~ntitled to the benefit of our laws and Constitution,
and yet were left without any regularly organized government. Since
that time the very limited power possessed by the Executive has been
exercised to preserve and protect them from the inevitable consequences
of a state of anarchy. The only government which remained was that
established by the military authority during the war. Regarding this to
be a de facto government, apd that by the presumed consent of the inhabitants it might be continued temporarily, they were advised to conform and submit to it for the short intervening period before Congress
would again assemble and could legislate on the subject. The views
entertained by the Executive on this point are contained in a communication of the Secretary of State dated the 7th of October last, which
was forwarded for publication to California and New Mexico, a copy of
which is herewith transmitted. The small military force of the Regular
Army which was serving within the limits of the acquired territories at
the close of the war was retained in them, and additional forces have
, been ordered there for the protection of the inhabitants and to preserve
and secure the rights and interests of the United States.
No revenue has been or could be collected at the ports in California,
because Congress failed to authorize the establishment of custom-houses
or the appointment of officers for that purpose.
The Secretary of the Treasury, by a circular letter addressed to collectors of the customs on the 7th day of October last, a copy of which is
herewith transmitted, exercised all the power with which he was invested
by law.
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In pursuance of the act of the 14th .o f August last, extending the benefit
of our post-office laws to the people of California, the Postmaster-General
has appointed two agents, who have proceeded, the one tO California and
the other to Oregon, with authority to make the necessary arrangements
for carrying its provisions into effect.
The monthly line of mail steamers from Panama to Astoria has been
required to "stop and deliver and take mails at San Diego, Monterey,
and San Francisco.'' These mail steamers, connected by the Isthmus of
Panama with tne line of mail steamers on the Atlantic between New
York and Chagres, will establish a regular mail communication with
California.
It is our solemn duty to pro~ide with the least practicable delay for
New Mexico and California regularly organized Territorial governments.
The causes of the failure to do this at the last session of Congress are
well known and deeply to be regretted. With the opening pq>spects
of increased prosperity and national greatness which the acquisition of
these rich and extensive territorial possessions affords, how irrational
it would be to forego or to reject these advantages by the agitation of a
domestic question which is coeval with the existence of our Government
itself, and tQ endanger by internal strifes, geographical divisions, and
heated contests for political power, or for any other cause, the harmony
of the glorious Union of our confederated States-that Union which
binds us together as one people, and which for sixty years has been our
shield and protection against every danger. In the eyes of the world
and of posterity how trivial and insignificant will be all our internal
divisions and struggles compared with the preservation of this Union
of the States in_ all its vigor and with all its countless blessings! No patriot ~ould foment and excite geographical and sectional divisions. No
lover of his country would deliberately calculate the value of the Union.
·Future .generations would look in amazement upon the folly of such
a course. Other nations at the present day would look upon it with
astonishment, and such of them as desire to maintain and perpetuate
thrones and monarchical or aristocratical principles will view it with
exultation and delight, because in it they will see the elements of faction, which the-y hope must ultimately overturn o~r system. Ours is
the great example of a prosperous and free self-governed republic, commanding the admiration and the imitation of all the lovers of freedom
throughout the world. How solemn, therefore, is the duty, how impressive the call upon us and upon all parts of our country, to cultivate a
patriotic spirit of harmony, of good-fellowship, of compromise and mutual
concession, in the administration of the incomparable system of government formed by our fathers in the midst of almost insuperable difficulties, and transmitted to us with the injunction that we should enjoy its
blessings and hand it down unimpaired to those who may come after us.
In view of the high and responsible dutieA which we owe to ourselves
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and to mankind, I trust you may be able at your present session to
approach the adjustment of the only domestic question which seriously
threatens, or probably ever can threaten, to disturb the harmony and
successful operations of our system.
The immensely valuable possessions of New Mexico and California
are already inhabited by a considerable population. Attracted by their
great fertility, their mineral wealth, their commercial advantages, and
the salubrity of the climate, emigrants from the older States in great
numbers are already preparing to seek new homes in these inviting regions. Shall the dissimilarity of the domestic institutions in the different
States prevent us from providing for them suitable governments? These
institutions existed at the adoption of the Constitution, but the obstacles
which they interposed were overcome by that spirit of compromise which
is now invoked. In a conflict of opinions or of interests, real or imaginary, between different sections of our country, neither can justly demand
all which it might desire to obtain. Each, in the true spirit of our institutions, should concede something to the other.
Our gallant-forces in the Mexican war, by whose patriotism and unparalleled deeds of arms we obtained these possessions as an indemnity for
our just demands against Mexico, were composed of citizens who belonged
to no one State or section of our Union. They were men from slaveholding and nonslav holding States, from the North and the South, from
1
the East and the West. They were all companions in arms and fellowcitizens of the same common country, engaged in the same common
cause. When prosecuting that war they were brethren and friends, and
shared alike with each other common toils, dangers, and sufferings.
Now, when their work is ended, when peace is restored, and they return
again to their homes, put off the habiliments of war, take their places in
society, and resume their pursuits in civil life, surely a spirit of harmony
and concession and of e·q ual regard for the rights of all and of all sections of the Union ought to prevail in providing governments for the
acquired territories-the fruits of their common service. The whole
people of the United States, and of every State, contributed to defray
the expenses of that war, and it would not be just for any one section to
exclude another from all participation in the acquired territory. This
would not be in consonance with the just system of government which
the framers of the Constitution adopted.
The question is believed to be rather abstract than practical, whether
slavery ever can or would exist in any portion of the acquired territory
even if it were left to the option of the slaveholding States themselves.
From the nature of the climate and productions in much the larger
portion of it it is certain it could never exist, and in the remainder the
probabilities are it would not.
But however this may be, the question, involving, as it does, a principle of equality of rights of the separate
and several States as equal copartners in the Confederacy, should not
be disregarded.
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In organizing governments over these territories no duty imposed on
Congress by the Constitution requires that they should legislate on the
subject of slavery, while their power to do so is not only seriously questioned, but denied by many of the soundest expounders of that instrument. Whether Congress shall legislate or not, the people of the acquired
territories, when assembled in convention to form State constitutions,
will possess the sole and exclusive power to determine for themselves
whether slavery shall or shall not' exist within their limits. If Congress shall abstain from interfering with the question, the people of these
territories will be left free to adjust it as they may think proper when
they apply for admission as States into the Union. No enactment of
Congress could restrain the people of any of the sovereign States of the
Union, old or new, North or South, slaveholding or nonslaveholding,
from determining the character of their own domestic institutions as
they may deem wise and proper. Any and all the States possess this
right, and Congress can not deprive them of it. The people of Georgia
mig ht if they chose so alter their constitution as to abolish slavery within
its limits, and the people of Vermont might so alter their constitution as
to admit slavery within its limits. Both States would possess the right,
though, as all know, it is not probable that either would exert it.
It is fortunate for the peace and harmony of the Union that this question is in its nature temporary anµ can only continue for the brief period
which will intervene before California and New Mexico may be admitted
as States into the Union. From the tide of population now fl.owing into
them it is highly probable that this will soon occur.
Considering the several States and the citizens of the several States
as equals and entitled to equal rights under the Constitution, if this
were an original question it might well be insisted on that the principle of noninterference is the true doctrine and that Congress could not,
in the absence of any express grant of power, interfere with their relative rights. Upon a great emergency, however, and under menacing
dangers to the Union, the Missouri compromise line in respect to slavery
was adopted. The same line was extended farther west in the acquisition of Texas. After an acquiescence of nearly thirty years in the
principle of compromise recognized and established by these acts, and to
avoid the danger to the Union which might follow if it were now disregarded, I have heretofore expressed the opinion that that line of compromise should be extended on the parallel of 36 ° 3o' from the western
boundary of Texas, where it now terminates, to the Pacific Ocean. This
is the middle ground of compromise, upon which the different sections
of the Union may meet, as they have heretofore met. If this be done,
it is confidently believed a large majority of the people of every section
of the country, however widely their abstract opinions on the subject of
slavery may differ,
would cheerfully and patriotically acquiesce in it ,
I
and peace and harmony would again fill our borders.
M P-vor. rv-41
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The restriction north of the line was only yielded to in the case of Mis. souri and Texas upon a principle of compromise, made necessary for the
sake of preserving the harmony and possibly the existence of the Union.
It was upon these considerations that at the close of your last session I gave my sanction to the principle of the Missouri compromise
line by approving and signing the bill to establish '' the Territorial government of Oregon.'' From a sincere desire to preserve the harmony of
the Union, and in deference for the' acts of my predecessors, I felt constrained to yield my acquiescence to the extent to which they had gone
in compromising this delicate and dangerous question. But if Congress
shall now reverse the decision by which the Missouri compromise was
effected, and shall propose to extend the restriction over the whole territory, south as well as north of the parallel of 36° 3o', it will cease to
be a compromise, and must be regarded as an original question.
If Congress, instead of observing the course of noninterference, leaving the adoption of their own domestic institutions to the people who
may inhabit these territories, or if, instead of extending the Missouri
compromise line to the Pacific, shall prefer to submit the legal and constitutional questions which may arise to the decision of the judicial tribunals, as was proposed in a bill which passed the Senate at your last
session, an adjustment may be effected in this mode. If the whole subject be referred to the judiciary, all parts of the Union should cheerfully
acquiesce in the final decision of the tribunal created by the Constitution
for the settlement of all questions which may arise under the Constitution, treaties, and laws of the United States.
Congress is earnestly invoked, for the sake of the Union, its harmony,
and our continued prosperity as a nation, to adjust at its present session
this, the only dangerous question which lies in our path, if not in some
one of the modes suggested, in some other which may be satisfactory.
In anticipation of the establishment of regular governments over the
acquired territories, a joint commission of officers of the Army and Navy
has been ordered to proceed to the coast of California and Oregon for the
purpose of making reconnoissances and a report as to the proper sites
for the erection of fortifications or other defensive works on land and of
suitable situations for naval stations. The information which may be
expected from a scientific and skillful examination of the whole face of
the coast will be eminently useful to Congress when they come to consider the propriety of making appropriations for these great national
objects. Proper defenses on land will be necessary for the security and
protection of our possessions, and the establishment of navy-yards and a
dock for the repair and construction of vessels will be important alike to
our Navy and commercial marine. Without such establishments every
vessel, whether of the Navy or of the merchant service, requiring repair
must at great expense come round Cape Horn to one of our Atlantic
yards for that purpose. With such establishments vessels, it is believed.
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may be built or repaired as cheaply in (falifornia as upon the Atlantic
c9ast. They would give employment to many of our enterprising shipbuilders and mechanics and greatly facilitate aud enlarge our commerce
in the Pacific.
As it is ascertained that mines of gold, silver, copper, and quicksilver
exist in New Mexico and California, and that nearly all the lands where
they are found belong to the United States, it is deemed important to
the public interest that provision be made for a geological and mineralogical examination of these regions. Measures should be adopted to preserve the mineral lands, especially such as contain the precious metals,
for the use of the United States, or, if brought into market, to separate them from the farming lands and dispose of them in such manner
as to secure a large return of money to the Treasury and at the same
time to lead to the development of their wealth by individual proprietors and purchasers. , To do this it will be necessary to provide for an
immediate survey and location of the lots. If Congress should deem
it proper to dispose of the mineral lands, they should be sold in small
quantities and at a fixed minimum price.
I recommend that surveyors-general's offices be authorized to be established in New Mexico and California and provision made for surveying
and bringing the public lands into market at the earliest practicable
period. In disposing of these lands, I recommend that the right of preemption be secured and liberal grants made to the early emigrants who
have settled or may settle upon them.
It will be important to extend our revenue laws over these territories,
and especially over California, at an early period. There is already a
considerable commerce with California, and until ports of entry shall be
established and collectors appointed no revenue can be received.
If these and other necessary and proper measures be adopted for the
development of the wealth and resources of New Mexico and California
and regular Territorial governments be established over them, such will
probably be the rapid enlargement of our commerce and navigation and
such the addition to the national wealth that the present generation may
live to witness the controlling commercial and monetary power of the
world transferred from London and other European emporiums to the
city of New York.
The apprehensions which were entertained by some of our statesmen
in the earlier periods of the Government that our system was incapable
of operating with sufficient energy and success over largely extended
territorial limits, and that if this were attempted it would fall to pieces
by its own weakness, have been dissipated by our experience. By the
division of power between the States and Federal Government the latter
is found to operate with as much energy in the extremes as in the center.
It is as efficient in the remotest of the thirty States which now compose
the Union as it was in the thirteen States which formed our Constitution. Indeed, it may well be doubted whether if our present population
had been confined within the limits of the original thirteen States the
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tendencies to centralization and consolidation would not have bee:1 such
as to have encroached upon the essential reserved rights of the States,
and thus to have made the Federal Government a widely different one,
practicaHy, from what it is in theory and was intended to be by its
framers. So far from entertaining apprehensions of the safety of our
system by the extension of our territory, the belief is confidently entertained that each new State gives strength and an additional guaranty for
the preservation of the Union itself.
·In pursuance of the provisions of the thirteenth article of the treaty
of peace, friendship, limits, and settlement with the Republic of Mexico,
and of the act of July 29, 1848, claims of our citizens, which had been
"already liquidated and decided, against the Mexican Republic" amounting, with the interest thereon, to $2,023,832.51 have been liquidated and
paid. There remain to be paid of these claims $74,192.26.
Congress at its last session having made no provision for executing the
fifteenth article of the treaty, by which the United States assume to make
satisfaction for the '' unliquidated claims'' of our citizens against Mexico
to '' an amount not exceeding three and a quarter millions of dollars,''
the subject is again recommended to your favorable consideration.
The exchange of ratifications of the treaty with Mexico took place on
the 30th of May, 1848. Within one year after that time the commissioner and surveyor which each Government stipulates to appoint are
required to meet '' at the port of San Diego and proceed to run and mark
the said boundary in its ~vhole course to the mouth of the Rio Bravo del
Norte.'' It will be seen from this provision that the period within which
a commissioner and surveyor of the respective Governments are to meet
at San Diego will expire on the 30th of May, 1849. Congress at the
close of its last session made an appropriation for "the expenses of running and marking the boundary line" between the two countries, but
did not fix the amount of salary which sliould be paid to the commissioner and surveyor to be appointed on the part of the United States. It
is desirable that the amount of compensation which they shall receive
should be prescribed by law, and not left, as at present, to Executive
discretion.
Measures were adopted at the earliest practicable period to organize
the '' Territorial government of Oregon,'' as authorized by the act of the
14th of August last. The governor and marshal of the Territory, accompanied by a small military escort, left the frontier of Missouri in September last, and took the southern route, by the way of Santa Fe and the
river Gila, to California, with the intention of proceeding thence in one of
our vessels of war to their destination. The governor was fully advised
of the great importance of his early arrival in the country, and it is confidently believed he may reach Oregon in the latter part of the present
month or early in the next. The other officers for the Territory haye
proceeded by sea.
In the month of May last I communicated information to Congre
that an Indian war had broken out in Oregon, ail<l recommended tha
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authority be given to raise an adequate number of volunteers to proceed
without delay to the assistance of our fellow-citizens in that Territory.
The authority to raise such a force not having been granted by Congress,
as soon as their services could be dispensed with in Mexico orders were
issued to the regiment of mounted riflemen to proceed to Jefferson Barracks, in Missouri, and to prepare to march to Oregon as soon as the necessary provision could be made. Shortly before it was ready to march it
was arrested by the provision of the act pa~sed by Congress on the last
day of the last session, which directed that all the noncommissioned officers, musicians, and privates of that regiment who had been in service
in Mexico should, upon their application, be entitled to be discharged.
The effect of this provision was to disband the rank and file of the regiment, and before their places could be filled by recruits the season had so
far advanced that it was impracticable for it to proceed until the opening
of the next spring.
In the month of October last the accompanying communication was
received from the governor of the temporary government of Oregon,
givi1;1g information of the continuance of the Indian disturbances and
of the destitution and defenseless condition of the inhabitants. Orders
were immediately transmitted to the commander of our squadron in the
Pacific to dispatch to their assistance a part of the naval forces on that
station, to furnish them with arms and ammunition, and to continue to
give them such aid and protection as the Navy could afford until the
Army could reach the country.
It is the policy of humanity, and one which has always been pursued
by the United States, to cultivate the good will of the aboriginal tribes
of this continent and to restrain them from making war and indulging
in excesses by mild means rather than by force. That this could have
been done with the tribes in Oregon had that Territory been brought
under the government of our laws at an earlier period, and had other
suitable measures been adopted by Congress, such as now exist in our
intercourse with the other Indian tribes within our limits, can not be
doubted. Indeed, the immediate and only cause of the existing hostility
of the Indians of Oregon is represented to have been the long delay of the
. United States in making to them some trifling compensation, in such
articles as they wanted, for the country now occupied by our emigrants,
which the Indians claimed and over which they formerly roamed. This
compensation had been promised to them by the temporary government
established in Oregon, but its fulfillment had been postponed from time
to time for nearly two years, whilst those who made it had been anxiously
waiting for Congress to establish a Territorial government over the country. The Indians became at length distrustful of their good faith and
sought redress by plunder and massacre, which finally led to the present
difficulties. A few thousand dollars in suitable presents, as ::-. compensation for the country which had been taken possession of by our citizens,
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would have satisfied the Indian's and have prevented the war. A small
amount properly distributed, it is confidently believed, would soon restore
quiet. In this Indian war our fellow-citizens of Oregon have been compelled to take the field in their own defense, have performed valuable
military services, and been subjected to expenses which have.fallen heavily upon them. Justice demands that provision should be made by Congress to compensate them for their services and to refund to them the
necessary expenses which they have incurred.
_ I repeat the recommendation heretofore made to Congress, that provision be made for the appointment of a suitable number of Indian agents
to reside among the tribes of Oregon, and that a small sum be appropriated to enable these agents to cultivate friendly relations with them. If
this be done, the presence of a small military force will be all that is necessary to keep them in check and preserve peace. I recommend that
similar provisions be made as regards the tribes inhabiting northern
Texas, New Mexico, California, and the extensive region lying between
our settlements in Missouri and these possessions, as the most effective
means of preserving peace upon our borders and within the recently
acquired territories.
The Secretary of the Treasury will present in his annual report a
highly satisfactory statement of the condition of the finances.
The imports for the fiscal year ending on the 30th of June last were of
the value of $154,977,876, of which the amount exported was $21,128,010,
leaving $133,849,866 in the country for domestic use. The value of the
exports for the same period was $154,032,131, consisting of domestic productions amounting to $132,904,121 and $21, 128,orn of foreign articles.
The receipts into the Treasury for the same period, exclusive of loans,
amounted to $35,436,750.59, of which there was derived from customs
$31,757,070.96, from sales of public lands $3,328,642.56, and from miscellaneous and incidental sources $351,037.07.
It will be perceived that the revenue from customs for the last fiscal year exceeded by $757,070.96 the estimate of the Secretary ofthe
Treasu~y in his last annual report, and that the aggregate receipts during the same period from customs, lands, and miscellaneous sources also
exceeded the estimate by the sum of $536,750.59, indicating, however,
a very near approach in the estimate to the actual result.
The expenditures during the fiscal year ending on the 30th of June
last, including those for the war and exclusive of payments of principal
and interest for the public debt, were $42,Su,970.03.
It is estimated that the receipts into the Treasury for the fiscal year
ending on the 30th of June, 1849, including the balance in the Treasury on the 1st of July last, will amount to the sum of $57,048,969.90,
of which $32,000,000, it is estimated, will be derived from customs,
$3,000,000 from the sales of the public lands, and $1,200,000 from miscellaneous and incidental sources, including the premium upon the loan,
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and the amount paid and to be paid into the Treasury on account of military contributions in Mexico, and the sales ofarms and vessels and other
public property rendered unnecessary for the use of the Government
by the termination of the war, and $20,695,435.30 from loans already
negotiated, including Treasury notes funded, which, together with the
balance in the Treasury on the 1st of July last, make the sum estimated.
The expenditures for the same period, including the necessary payment on account of the principal and interest of the public debt, and the
principal and interest of the first installment due to Mexico on the 30th
of May next, and other expenditures growing out of the wat to be paid
during the present year, will amount, including the reimbursement of
Treasury notes, to the sum of $54,195,275.06, leaving an estimated balance in the Treasury on the 1st of July, 1849, of $2,853,694.84The Secretary of the Treasury will present, as required by law, the
estimate of the receipts and expenditures for the next fiscal year. The
expenditures as estimated for that year are $33,213,152.73, including
$3,799,102.18 for the interest on the public debt and $3,540,000 for the
principal and interest due to Mexico on the 30th of May, 1850, leaving
the sum of $25,874,050.35, which, it is believed, will be ample for the
ordinary peace expenditures.
The operations of the tariff act .of 1846 have been such during the past
year as fully to meet the public expectation and to confirm the opinion heretofore expressed of the~wisdom of the change in our revenue
_system which was effected by it. The receipts under it into the Treasury for the first fiscal year after its enactment exceeded by the sum of
$5,044,403.09 the amount collected during the last fiscal year under the
tariff act of 1842, ending the 30th of June, 1846. The total revenue
realized from the commencement of its operation, on the 1st of December, 1846, until the close of the last quarter, on the 30th of September
last, being twenty-two months, was $56,654,563.79, being a much larger
sum than was ever before received from duties during any equal period
under the tariff acts of 1824, 1828, 1832, and 1842. Whilst by the
repeal of highly protective and prohibitory duties the revenue has been
increased, the taxes on the people have been diminished. They have
been relieved from the heavy amounts with which they were burthened
under former laws in the form of increased prices or bounties paid to
favored classes and pursuits.
·
The predictions which were made that the tariff act of 1846 would
reduce the amount of revenue below that collected under the act of 1842,
and would prostrate the business and destroy the prosperity of the country, have not been verified. With an increased and increasing revenue,
the finances are in a highly flourishing condition. Agriculture 1 (:Ommerce, and navigation are prosperous; the prices of manufactured fabrics and of other products are much less injuriously affected than was to
have been anticipated from the unprecedented revulsions which during
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_ the last and the present year have overwhelmed the industry and paralyzed the credit and commerce of so many great and enlightened nations
of Europe.
Severe commercial revulsions abroad have always heretofore operated
to depress and often to affect disastrously almost every branch of American industry. The temporary depression of a portion of our manufacturing interests is the effect of foreign causes, aud is far less severe than
has prevailed on all former similar occasions.
,
It is believed that, looking to the great aggregate of all our interests,
the whole country was never more prosperous than, at the present period,
and never more rapidly advancing in wealth and population. Neither
the foreign war in which we have been involved, nor the loans which
have absorbed so large a portion of our capital, nor the commercial revulsion in Great Britain in 1847, nor the paralysis of credit and commerce
throughout.Europe in 1848, hav(; affected injuriously to any considerable
extent any of the great interests of the country or arrested our onward
march to greatness, wealth, and power.
Had the disturbances in Europe not occurred, our commerce would
undoubtedly have been still more extended, and would have added still
more to the national wealth and public prosperity. But notwithstanding
these disturbances, the operations of the revenue system established by
the tariff act of 1846 have been so generally beneficial to the Government and the business of the country that no change in its provisions
is demanded by a wise public policy, and none is recommended.
The operations of the constitutional treasury established by the act
of the ·6th of August, 1846, in the receipt, custody, and disbursement of
the public money have continued to be successful. Under this system the public finances have been carried through a foreign war, involving the necessity of loans and extraordinary expenditures and requiring
distant transfers and disbursements, without embarrassment, and no loss
has· occurred of any of the public money deposited under its provisions.
Whilst it has proved to be safe and useful to the Government, its effects
have been most beneficial upon the business of the country. It has
tended powerfully to secure an exemption from that inflation and fluctuation of the paper currency so injurious to domestic industry and rendering so uncertain the rewards of labor, and, it is believed, has largely
contributed to preserve the whole country from a serious commercial
revulsion, such as often occurred .under the bank deposit system. In
the year 1847 there was a revulsion in the business of Great Britain of
great extent and intensity, which was followed by failures in that .Kingdom unprecedented in number and amount of losses. This is believed
to be the first instance when such disastrous bankruptcies, occurring
in a country with which we h ave such extensive commerce, produced
little or no injurious effect upon our trade or currency. We remained
but little affected in our money market, and our business and industry
were still prosperous and progressive.
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During the present year nearly the whole continent of Europe has
been convulsed by civil war and revolutions, attended by numerous
bankruptcies, by an unprecedented fall in their public securities, and an
almost universal paralysis of commerce and industry; and yet, although
our trade and the prices of our products must have been somewhat
unfavorably affected by these causes, we have escaped a revulsion, our
money market is comparatively easy, and public and private credit have
advanced and improved.
It is confidently believed that we have been saved from their effect by
the salutary operation of the constitutional treasury. It is certain that
if the twenty-four millions of specie imported into the country during the
fiscal year ending on the 30th of June, 1847, had gone into the banks,
as to a great extent it must have done, it would in the absence of this
system have been made the basis of augmented bank paper issues, probably to an amount not less than $60,000,000 or $70,000,000, producing,
as an inevitable consequence of an inflated currency, extravagant prices
for a time and wild speculation, which must have been followed, on the
reflux to Europe the succeeding year of so much of that specie, by
the prostration of the business of the country, the suspension of the
banks, and niost extensive bankruptcies. Occurring, as this would have
done, at a period when the country was engaged in a foreign war, when
considerable loans of specie were required for distant disbursements, and
when the banks, the fiscal agents of the Government and the depositories of its money, were suspended, the public credit must have sunk,
and many millions of dollars, as was tl;ie case during the War of I 8 I 2,
must have been sacrificed in discounts upon loans and upon the depreciated paper currency which the Government vyould have been compelled
to use.
Under the operations of the constitutional treasury not a dollar has
been lost by the depreciation of the currency. The loans required to
prosecute the war with Mexico were negotiated by the Secretary of the
Treasury above par, realizing a large premium to the Government. The
restraining effect of the system upon the tendencies to excessive paper
issues by banks has saved the Government from heavy losses and thousands of our business men from bankruptcy and ruin. The wisdom of
the system has been tested by the experience of the last two years, and
it is the dictate of sound policy that it should remain undisturbed. The
modifications in some of the details of this measure, involving none of
its essential principles, heretofore recommended, are again presented for
your favorable consideration.
In my message of the 6th of July last, transmitting to Congress the
ratified treaty of peace with Mexico, I recommended the adoption of
measures for the speedy pay~ent of the public debt. In reiterating that
recommendation I refer you to the consider~tions presented in that message in its support. The public debt, including that authorized to be
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negotiated in pursuance of existing laws, and including Treasury notes,
amounted at that time to $65,778,450.41.
Funded st~ck of the United States amounting to about half a million
of dollars has been purchased, as authorized by law, since that period,
and the public debt has thus been reduced, the details of which will be
presented in the annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury.
The estimates of expenditures for the next fiscal year, submitted by
the Secretary of the Treasury, it is believed will be ample for all necessary purposes. If the appropriations made by Congress shall not exceed
the amount estimated, the means in the Treasury will be sufficient to
defray all the expenses of the Government, to pay off the next installment of $3,000,000 to Mexico, which will fall due on the 30th of May
next, and still a considerable surplus will remain, which should be applied to the further purchase of the public stock and reduction of the
debt. Should enlarged appropriations be made, the necessary consequence will be to postpone the payment of the debt. Though our debt,
as compared with that of most other nations, is small, it is our true policy,
and in harmony with the genius of our institutions, that we should present to the world the rare spectacle of a great Republic, possessing vast
resources and wealth, wholly exempt from public indebtedness. This
would add still more to our strength, and give to us a still more commanding position among the nations of the earth.
The public expenditures should be economical, and be confined to such
necessary objects as are clearly within the powers of Congress. All
such as are not absolutely demanded should be postponed, and the payment of the public debt at the earliest practicable period should be a
cardinal principle of our public policy.
For the reason assigned in my last annual message, I repeat the recommendation that a branch of the Mint of the United States be established at the city of New York. The importance of this measure is
greatly increased by the acquisition of the rich mines of the precious
metals in New Mexico and California, and especially in the latter.
I repeat the recommendation heretofore made in favor of the graduation and reduction of the price of such of the public lands as have been
long offered in the market and have remained unsold, and in favor of
extending the rights of preemption to actual settlers on the unsurveyed
as well as the surveyed lands.
The condition and operations of the Army and the state of other
branches of the public service under the supervision of the War Department are satisfactorily presented in the accompanying report of the Secretary of War.
On the return of peace our forces were withdrawn from Mexico, and
the volunteers and that portion of the Regular Army engaged for the
war were disbanded. Orders have been issued for stationing the forces
of our permanent establishment at various positions in our extended
country where troops may be required, Owing to the remoteness of some
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of these positions, the detachments have not yet reached their destination. Notwithstanding the extension of the limits of our country and
the forces required in the new territories, it is confidently believed that
our present military establishment is sufficient for all exigencies so long
as our peaceful relations remain undisturbed.
Of the amount of military contributions collected in Mexico, the sum
of $769,_6 50 was applied toward the payment of the first installment due
under the treaty with Mexico. The further sum of $346,369.30 has
been paid into the Treasury, and unexpended balances still remain in
the hands of disbursing officers and those who were engaged in the collection of these moneys. After the proclamation of peace no further
disbursements were made of any unexpended moneys arising from this
source. The balances on hand were· directed to be paid into the Treasury, and individual claims on the fund will remain unadjusted until Congress shall authorize their settlement and payment. These claims are
not considerable in number or amount.
I recommend to your favorable consideration the suggestions of the
Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy in regard to legislation
on this subject.
Our Indian relations are presented in a most favorable view in the
report from the War Department. The wisdom of our policy in regard
to the tribes ~ithin our limits is clearly manifested by their improved
and rapidly improving condition.
A most important treaty with the Menomonies has been recently
negotiated by the Commissioner of Indian .Affairs in person, by which
all their land in the State of Wisconsin-being about 4,000,000 acreshas been ceded to the United States. This treaty will be submitted to
the Senate for ratification at an early period of your present session.
Within the last four years eight important treaties have been negotiated with different Indian tribes, and at a cost of $1,842,000; Indian
lands to the amount of more than 18,500,000 acres have been ceded
to the United States, and provision has been made for settling in the
country west of the Mississippi the tribes which occupied this large
extent of the public domain. The title to all the Indian lands within
the several States of our Union, with the exception of a few small reservations, is now extinguished, and a vast region opened for settlement
and cultivation.
The accompanying report of the Secretary of the Navy gives a satisfactory exhibit of the operations and condition of that· branch of the
public service.
A number of small vessels, suitable for entering the mouths of rivers,
we_re judiciously purchased during the war, and gave great efficiency to
the squadron in the Gulf of Mexico. On the return of peace, when no
longer valuable for naval purposes, and liable to constant deterioration,
they were sold and the money placed in the Treasury.
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The number of men in the naval service authorized by law during the
war has been reduced by discharges below the maximum fixed for the
peace establishment. Adequate squadrons are maintained in the several
quarters of the globe where experience h~s shown their services may be
most usefully employed, and the naval service was never in a condition
of higher discipline or greater efficiency.
I invite attention to the recommendation of the Secretary of the Navy
on the subject of the Marine Corps. The reduction of the Corps at the
end of the war required · that four officers of each of the three lower
grades should be dropped from the rolls. A board of officers made the
selection, and those uesignated were necessarily dismissed, but without
any alleged fault. I concur in opinion with the Secretary that the
service would be improved by reducing the number of landsmen and
increasing the marines. Such a measure would justify an increase of
the number of officers to the extent of the reduction by dismissal, and
still the Corps would have fewer officers than a corresponding number of
men in the Army.
The contracts for the transportatio1;1 of the mail in steamships, convertible into war steamers, promise to realize all the benefits to our commerce and,to the Navy which were anticipated. The first steamer thus
secured to the Government was launched in January, 1847. There are
now seven, and in another year there will probably be not less than
seventeen afloat. vVhile this great national advantage is secured, our
, social and commercial intercourse is increased and promoted with Ger. many, Great Britain, and other parts of Europe, with all the countries
on the west coast of our continent, especially with Oregon and California,
and between the northern and southern sections of the United States.
Considerable revenue may be expected from postages, but the connected
line from New York to Chagres, and thence across the Isthmus to Oregon, can not fail to exert a beneficial influence, not now to be estimated,
on the interests of the manufactures, commerce, navigation, and currency
of the United States. As an important part of the system, I recommend
to your favorable consideration the establishment of the proposed line of
steamers between New Orleans and Vera Cruz. It promises the most
happy results in cementing friendship between the two Republics and
extending reciprocal benefits to the trade and manufactures of both.
The report of the Postmaster-General will make known to you the
operations of that Department for the past year.
It is gratifying to find the revenues of the Department, under the rates
of postage now established by Jaw, so rapidly increasing. The gross
amount of postages during the .last fiscal year amounted to $4,371,077,
exceeding the arinual average received for the nine years immediately
preceding the passage of the act of the 3d of March , 1845, by the sum of
$6,453 , and exceeding the amount received for the year ending the 30th
of June, r847 1 by the sum of $425 1 I84.
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The expenditures for the year, excluding the sum of $94,672, allowed
by Congress at its last session to individual claimants, and including the
sum of $roo,500, paid for the services of the line of steamers between
Bremen and New York, amounted to $4,198,845, which is less than
the annual average for the nine years previous to the act of 1845 by
$300,748.
The mail routes on the 30th day of June last were 163,208 miles in
extent, being an increase during the last year of 9,390 miles. The mails
were transported over them during the same tim~ 41,012,579 miles,
making an increase of transportation for the year of 2, I 24,680 miles,
whilst the expense was less than that of the previous year by $4,235.
The increase in the mail transportation within the last three years
has been 5,378,3ro miles, whilst the expenses were reduced $456,738,
making an increase of service at the rate of 15 per cent and a reduction
in the expenses of more than I 5 per cent.
During the past year there have been employed, under contracts with
the Post-Office Department, two ocean steamers in conveying the mails
monthly between New York and Bremen, and one, since October last, performing semimonthly service between Charleston and Havana; and a
contract has been made for the transportation of the Pacific mails across
the Isthmus from Chagres to Panama.
.
Under the authority given to the Secretary of the Navy, three ocean
steamers have been constructed and sent to the Pacific, and are expected
to enter upon the mail service between Panama and Oregon and the
intermediate ports on the 1st of January n~xt; and a fourth has been
engaged by him for the service between Havana and Chagres, so that a
regular monthly mail line will be kept up after that time between the
United States and our territories on the Pacific.
Notwithstanding this great increase in the mail service, should the
revenue continue to increase the present year as it did in the last, there
will be received near $450,000 more than the expenditures.
These considerations have satisfied the Postmaster-General that, with
certain modifications of the act of 1845, the revenue may be still further
increased and a reduction of postages made to• a uniform rate of 5 cents,
without an interference with the principle, which has been constantly
and properly enforced, of making that Department sustain itself.
A well-digested cheap-postage system is the best means of diffusing
intelligence among the people, and is of so much importance in a country so extensive as that of the United States that I recommend to your
favorable consideration the suggestions of the Postmaster-General for its
improvement.
Nothing can retard the onward progress of our country and prevent
us from assuming and maintaining the first rank among nations but a
disregard of the experienc.e of the past and a recurrence to an unwise
public policy. We have just closed a foreign war by an honorable peacea war rendereq. necessary and unavoidable in vindication of the national
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rights and honor. The present condition of the country is similar in
some respects to that which existed immediately after the close of the
war with Great Britain in 1815, and the occasion is deemed to be a proper
one to take a retrospect of the measures of public policy which followed
that war. There was at that period of our history a departure from our
earlier policy. The enlargement of the powers of the Federal Government by construction, which obtained, was not warranted by any just
interl?retation of the Constitution. A few years after the close of that
war a series of measures was adopted which, united and combined, constituted what was termed by their authors and advocates the ''American
system.''
The introduction of the new policy was for a time favored by the
condition of the country, by the heavy debt which had been contracted
during the war, by the depression of the public credit, by the deranged
state of the :finances and the currency, and by the commercial and pecuniary embarrassment which extensively prevailed. These were not the
only causes which led to its establishment. The events of the war with
Great Britain and the embarrassments which had attended its prosecution had left on the minds of many of our statesmen the impression that
our Government was not strong enough, and that to wield its resources
successfully in great emergencies, and especially in war, more power
should be concentrated in its hands. This increased power they did not
seek to obtain by the legitimate and prescribed mode-an amendment of
the Constitution-but by construction. They saw Governments in the
Old World based upon different orders of society, and so constituted as
to throw the whole power of nations into the hands of a few, who taxed
and controlled the many without responsibility or restraint. In that
arrangement they conceived the strength of nations in war consisted.
There was also something fascinating in the ease, luxury, and display of
the higher orders, who drew their wealth from the toil of the laboring
millions. The authors of the system drew their ideas of political economy from what they had witnessed in Europe, and particularly in Great
Britain. They had viewed the enormous wealth concentrated in few
hands and had seen the splendor of the overgrown establishments of an
aristocracy which was upheld by the restrictive policy. They forgot to
look down upon the poorer classes of the English population, upon whose
daily and yearly labor the great establishments they so much admired
were sustained and supported. They failed to perceive that the scantily
fed and half-clad operatives ·were not only in abject poverty, but were
bound in chains of oppressive servitude for the benefit of favored classes,
who were the exclusive objects of the care of the Government.
It was not possible to recon5truct society in the United States upon the
European plan. Here there was a written Constitution, by which orders
and titles were not recognized or tolerated. A system of measures was
therefore devised, calculated, if not intended, to withdraw power gradu-
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ally and silently from the States and the mass of the people, and by
construction to approximate our Government to the European models,
substituting an aristocracy of wealth for that of orders and titles.
Without reflecting upon the dissimilarity of our institutions and of
the condition of our people and those of Europe, they conceived the vain
idea of building up in the United States a system similar to that which
they admired abroad. Great Britain had a national bank of large capital , in whose hands was concentrated the controlling monetary and financial power of the nation-an institution wielding almost kingly power,
and exerting vast influence upon all the operations of trade and upon the
policy of the Government itself. Great Britain had an enormous public
debt, and it had become a part of her public policy to regard this as a
"public blessing." Great Britain had also a restrictive policy, which
placed fetters and burdens on trade and trammeled the productive industry of the mass of the nation. By her combined system of policy the
landlords and other property holders were protected and enriched by
the enormous taxes which were levied upon the labor of the country
for their advantage. Imitating this foreign policy, the first step in
establishing the new system in the United States was the creation of a
national bank. Not foreseeing the dangerous power and countless evils
which such an institution might entail on the country, nor perceiving
the connection which it was designed to form between the bank and
the other branches of the miscalled '' American system,'' but feeling the
embarrassments of the Treasury and of the business of the country consequent upon the war, some of our statesmen who had held different and
sounder views were induced to yield their scruples and, .indeed, settled
convictions of its unconstitutionality, and to give it their sanction as an
expedient which they vaihly hoped might produce relief. It was a most
unfortunate error, as the subsequent history and final catastrophe of that
dangerous and corrupt institution have abundantly proved. The bank,
with its numerous branches ramified into the States, soon brought many
of the· active political and commercial men in different sections of the
country into the relation of debtors to it and dependents upon it for
pecuniary favors, thus diffusing throughout the mass of society a great
number of individuals of power and influence to give tone to public
opinion and to act in concert in cases of emergency. The corrupt power
of such a political engine is no longer a matter of speculation, having ·
been displayed in numerous instances, but most signally in the political
struggles of 1832, 1833, and 1834 in opposition to the public will represented by a fearless and patriotic President.
But the bank was but one branch of the new system. A public debt
of more than $120,000,000 existed, and it is not to be disguised that
many of the authors of the new system did not regard its speedy payment
as essential to the public prosperity, but looked upon its continuance as
110 national evi!.
Whilst the debt existed it furnished aliment to the
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national bank and rendered increased taxation necessary to the amount
of the interest, exceeding $7,000,000 annually.
This operated in harmony with the next branch of the new system,
which was a high protective tariff. This was to afford bounties to
favored classes and particular pursuits at the expense of all others. A
proposition to tax the whole people for the purpose of enriching a few
was too monstrous to be openly made. The scheme was therefore veiled
under the plausible but delusive pretext of a measure to protect ''home
industry," and many of our people were for a time led to believe that a
tax which in the main fell upon labor was for the benefit of the laborer
who paid it. This branch of the system involved a partnership between
the Government and the favored classes, the former receiving the proceeds of the tax imposed on articles imported and the latter the increased price of similar articles produced at home, caused by such tax.
It is obvious that the portion to be received by the favored classes would,
as a general rule, be increased in proportion to the increase of the rates of
tax imposed and diminished as those rates were reduced to the revenue
standard required by the wants of the Government. The rates required
to produce a sufficient revenue for the ordinary expenditures of Government for necessary purposes were not likely to give to the private
partners in this scheme profits sufficient to satisfy their cupidity, and
hence a variety of expedients and pretexts were resorted to for the purpose of enlarging the expenditures and thereby creating a necessity for
keeping up a high protective tariff. The effect of this policy was to interpose artificial restrictions upon the natural course of the business
and trade of t~e country, and to advance the interests of large capitalists and monopolists at the expense of the great mass of the people, who
were taxed to increase their wealth.
Another branch of this system was a comprehensive scheme of internal improvements, capable of indefimte enlargement and suflicie»t to
swallow up as many millions annually as could be exacted from the foreign commerce of the country. This was a convenient and necessary
adjunct of the protective tariff . . It was to be the great absorbent of any
surplus which might at any time accumulate in the Treasury and of the
taxes levied on the people, not for necessary revenue purposes, but for
the avowed object of affording protection to the favored classes.
Auxiliary to the same end, if it was not an essential part of the system
itself, was the scheme, which at a later period obtained, for distributing
the proceeds of the sales of the public lands among the States. Other
expedients were devised to take money out of the Treasury and prevent
its coming in from any other source than the protective tariff. The
authors and supporters of the system were the advocates of the largest
expenditures, whether for necessary or useful purposes or not, because
the larger the expenditures the greater was the pretext for high taxes
in the form of protective duties.
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These several measures were sustained by popular names and plausible arguments, by which thousands were deluded. The bank was represented to be an indispensable fiscal agent for the Government; was
to equalize exchanges and to regulate and furnish a sound currency,
always and everywhere of uniform value. The protective tariff was
to give employment to "American labor" at advanced prices; was to
protect "home industry" and furnish a steady market for the farmer.
Internal improvements were to bring trade into every neighborhood
and enhance the value of every man's property. The distribution of
the land money was to enrich the States, finish their public works, plant
schools throughout their borders, and relieve them from taxation. But
the fact that for every dollar taken out of the Treasury for these objects
a much larger sum was transferred from the pockets of the ·people to
the favored classes was carefully concealed, as was also the tendency,
if not the ultimate design, of the system to build up an aristocracy of
wealth, to control the masses of society, and monopolize the political
power of the country.
The several branches of this system were so intimately blended together that in their operation each sustained and strengthened the others.
Their joint operation was to add new burthens of taxation and to encourage a largely increased and wasteful expenditure of public money.
It was the interest of the bank that the revenue collected and the disbursements made by the Government should be large, because, being the
depository of the public money, the larger the amount the great~r would
be the bank profits by its use. It was the interest of the favored classes,
who were enriched by the protective tariff, to have the rates of that protection as high as possible, for the higher those rates the greater would
be their advantage. It was the interest of the people of all those sections and localities who expected to be benefited by expenditures for
internal improvements that the amount collected should be as large as
possible, to the end that the sum disbursed might also be the larger.
The States, being the beneficiaries in the distribution of _the land money,
had an interest in having the rates of tax imposed by the protective tariff
large enough to yield a sufficient revenue from that source to meet
the wants of the Government without disturbing or taking from them the
land fund; so that each of the branches constituting the system had a common interest in swelling the public expenditures. They had a direct
interest in maintaining the public debt unpaid and increasing its amount,
because this would produce an annual increased drain upon the Treasury to the amount of. the interest and render augmented tax~s necessary.
The operation and necessary effect of the whole system were to encourage
large and extravagant expenditures, and thereby to increase the public
patronage, and m2intain a rich and splendid government at the expense
of a taxed and impoverished people.
It is manifest that this scheme of enlarged taxation and expenditures,
M P-vor. IV -42
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had it continued to prevail, must soon have converted the Government of
the Union, intended by its framers to be a plain, cheap, and simple confederation of States, united together for common protection and charged
with a few specific duties, relating chiefly to our foreign affairs, into a
consolidated empire, depriving the States of their reserved rights and
the people of their just power and control in the administration of their
Government. In this manner the whole form and character of the Government would be changed, not by an amendment of the Constitution,
but by resorting to an unwarrantable and unauthorized construction of
that instrument.
The indirect mode of levying the taxes by a duty on imports prevents the mass of the people from readily perceiving the amount they
pay, and has enabled the few who are thus enriched, and who seek to
wield the political power of the country, to deceive and delude them.
Were the taxes collected by a direct levy upon the people, as is the case
in the States, this could not occur;
·
The whole system was resisted from its inception by many of our
ablest statesmen, some of whom doubted its constitutionality and its
expediency, while others believed it was in all its branches a flagrant
and dangerous infraction of the Constitution.
That a national bank, a protective tariff-levied not to raise the revenue needed, but for protection merely-internal improvements, and the
distribution of the proceeds of the sale of the public lands are measures
without the warrant of the Constitution would, upon the maturest consideration, seem to be clear. It is remarkable that no one of these
measures, involving such momentous consequences, is authorized by any
express grant of power in the Constitution. No one of them is "incident to, as being necessary and proper for the execution of, the specific
powers'' granted by the Constitution. ·The authority under which it
has been attempted to justify each of them is derived from inferences
and constructions of the Constitution which its letter and its whole
object and design do not warrant. Is it to be conceived that such immense powers would have been left by the framers of the Constitution
to mere inferences and doubtful constructions? Had it been intended
to confer them on the Federal Government, it is but reasonable to conclude that it would have been done by plain and unequivocal grants.
This was not done; but the whole structure of which the "American
system' ' consisted was reared on no other or better foundation than
forced implications and inferences of power, which its authors assumed
might be deduced by construction from the Constitution.
But it has been urged that the national bank, which constituted so
essential a branch of this combined system of measures, was not a new
measure, and that its constitutionality had been previously sanctioned,
because a bank had been chartered in r79r and had received the official
signature of President Washington. A few facts will show the just
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weight to which this precedent should be entitled as bearing upon the
question of constitutionality.
Great division of opinion upon the subject existed in Congress. It is
well known that President Washington entertained serious doubts both _
as to the constitutionality and expediency of the measure, and while the
bill was before him for his official approval or disapproval so great were
these doubts that he required '' the opinion in writing'' of the members
of his Cabinet to aid him in arriving at a decision. His Cabinet gave their
opinions and were divided upon the subject, General Hamilton being in
favor of and Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Randolph being opposed to the constitutionality and expediency of the bank. It is well known also that
President Washington retained the bill from Monday, the 14th, when
it was presented to him, until Friday, the 25th of February, being the
last moment permitted him by the Constitution to deliberate, when he
finally yielded to it his reluctant assent and gave it his signature. It is
certain that as late as the 23d of February, being the ninth day after
the bill was presented to him, he had arrived at no satisfactory conclusion, for on that day he addressed a note to General Hamilton in which
he informs him that '' this bill was presented to me by the joint committee of Congress at 12 o'clock on Monday 1 the 14th instant," and he
requested his opinion '' to what precise period, by legal interpretation
of the Constitution, can the President retain it in his possession before tt
becomes a law by the lapse of ten days.'' If the proper construction
was that the day on which the bill was presented to the President and
the day on which his action was had upon it were both to be counted
inclusive, then the time allowed him within which it would be competent for him to return it to the House in which it originated with his
objections would expire on Thursday, the 24th of February. General
Hamilton on the same day returned an answer, in which he states:
I give it as my opinion that you have ten days exclusive of that on which the bill
was delivered to you and Sundays; hence, in the present case if it is returned on
Friday it will be in time.

By this construction, which the President adopted, he gained another
day for deliberation, and it was not until the 25th of February that he
signed the bill, thus affording conclusive proof' that he had at last ob.,
tained his own consent to sign it not without great and almost insupera~
ble difficulty. Additional light has been recently shed upon the seriou~
doubts which he had on the subject, amounting at one time to a convic••
tion that it was his duty to withhold his approval from the bill. This
is found among the manuscript papers of Mr. Madison, authorized to be
purchased for the use of the Government by an act of the last session
of Congress, and now for the first time accessible to the public. From
these papers it appears that President Washington, while he yet held the
bank bill in his hands, actually requested Mr. Madison, at that time a
member of the House of Representatives, to prepare the draft of a veto
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message for him. Mr. Madison, at his request, did prepare the draft
of such a message, and sent it to him on the 21st of February, 1791.
A copy of this original draft, in Mr. Madison's own handwriting, was
carefully preserved by him, and is among th~ papers lately purchased
by Congress. It is preceded by a note, written on the ~ame sheet, which
is l';llso in Mr. Madison's handwriting, and is _as follows:
February 2I, I79r.-Copy of a paper made out and sent to the President, at kis
request, to be ready in case his judgment should finally decide against the bill for
incorporating a national bank, the bill being then before him.

Among the objections assigned in this paper to the bill, and which
were submitted for the consideration of the President, are the following:
I object to the bill, because it is an essential principle of the Government that
powers not delegated by the Constitution can not be rightfully exercised; because
the power proposed by the bill to be exercised is not expressly delegated, and
because I can not satisfy myself that it results from any express power by fair and
safe rules of interpretation.

The weight of the precedent of the bank of 1791 and the sanction of
the great name of Washington, which has been so often invoked in its
support, are greatly weakened by the development of these facts.
The experiment of that bank satisfied the country that it ought not to
be continued, and at the end of twenty years Congress refused to recharter
it. It would have been fortunate for the country, and saved thousands
from bankruptcy and ruin, had our public men of 1816 resisted the temporary. pressure of the times upon our financial and pecuniary interests
and refused to charter the second bank. Of this the country became
abundantly satisfied, and at the close of its twenty years' duration, as
in the case of the first bank, it also ~eased to exist. Under the repeated
blows of President Jackson it reeled and fell, and a subsequent attempt
to charter a similar institution was arrested by the veto of President
Tyler.
Mr. Madison, in yielding his signature to the charter of 1816, did so
upon the ground of the respect due to precedents; and, as he subsequently
declaredThe Bank of the United States, though on the original question held to be unconstitutional, received the Executive signature.

It is probable that neither ' the bank of 1791 nor that of 1816 would
have been chartered but for the embarrassments of the Government in
its :finances, the derangement of the currency, and the pecuniary pressure which existed, the first the consequence of the War of the Revolution and the second the consequence of the War of 1812. Both were
resorted to in the delusive hope that they would restore public credit
and afford relief to the Government and to the business of the country.
Those of our public men who opposed the whole "American system '' at its commencement and throughout its progress foresaw and predicted that it was fraught with incalculable mischiefs and must result in
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serious injury to the best interests of the country. For a series of years
their wise counsels were unheeded, and the system was established. It
was soon apparent that its practical operation was unequal and unjust
upon different portions of the country and upon the people engaged
in different pursuits. All were equally entitled to the favor and protection of the Government. It fostered and elevated the money power and
enriched the favored few by taxing labor, and at the expense of the
many. Its effect was to "make the rich richer and the poor poorer."
Its tendency was to create distinctions in society based on wealth and
to give to the favored classes undue control and sway in our Government. It was an organized money power, which resisted the popular
will and sought to shape and control the public policy.
Under the pernicious workings of this combined system of measures
the country witnessed alternate s~asons of temporary apparent prosperity, of sudden and disastrous commercial revulsions, of unprecedented
fluctuation of prices and depression of the great interests of agriculture,
navigation, and commerce, of general pecuniary suffering, and of final
bankruptcy of thousands. After a severe struggle of more than a quarter
of a century, the system was overthrown.
The bank has been succeeded by a practical system, of finance, conducted and controlled solely by the Government. The constitutional
currency has been restored, the public credit maintained unimpaired even
in a period of a foreign war, and the whole country has become satisfied
that banks, national or State, are not necessary as fiscal agents of the
Government. Revenue duties have taken the place of the protective
tariff. The distribution of the money derived from the sale of the public
lands has been abandoned and the corrupting system of internal improvements, it is hoped, has been effectually- checked.
It is not doubted that if this whole train of measures, designed to take
wealth from the many and bestow it upon the few, were to prevail the
effect would be to change the entire character of the Government. One
only danger remains. It is the seductions of that branch of the system
which consists in internal improvements, holding out, as it does, inducements to the people of particular sections and localities to embark the
Government in them without stopping to calculate the inevitable consequences. This branch of the system is so intimately combined and
linked with the others that as surely as an effect is produced by an
adequate cause, if it be resuscitated and revived and firmly established
it requires no sagacity to foresee that it will necessarily and speedily
draw after it the reestablishment of a national bank, the revival of a protective tariff, the distribution of the land money, and not only the postponement to the distant future of the payment of the present national
debt, but its annual increase.
I entertain the solemn conviction that if the internal-improvement
branch of the ''. American system '' be not firmly resisted at this time the
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whole series of measures composing it will be speedily reestablished and
the country be thrown back from its present high state of prosperity,
which the existing policy has produced, and be destined again to witness
all the evils, commercial revulsions, depression of prices, and pecuniary
embarrassments through which we have passed during the last twentyfive years.
To guard against consequences so ruinous is an object of high national
importance, involving, in my judgment, the continued prosperity of the
country.
I have felt it to be an imperative obligation to withhold my constitutional sanction from two bills which had passed the two Houses of Congress, involving the principle of the internal-improvement branch of the
'' American system'' and conflicting in their provisions with the views
here expressed.
This power, conferred upon the President by the Constitution, I have
on three occasions during my administration of the executive department
of the Government deemed it my duty to exercise, and on this last occasion of making to Congress an annual communication '' of the state of
the Union" it is not deemed inappropriate to review the principles and
. considerations which have governed my action. I deem this the more
necessary because, after the lapse of ne~rly sixty years since the adoption
of the Constitution, the propriety of the exercise of this undoubted con_stitutional power by the President has for the first time been drawn seriousiy in question by a portion of my fellow-citizens.
The Constitution pmvides thatEvery bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the Senate
shall, before it become a law, be presented to the President of the United States. If
he approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it with his objections to that
House in which it shall have originated, who shall enter the objections at large on
their Journal and proceed to reconsider it.

The preservation of the Constitution from infraction is the President's
highest duty. He is bound to discharge that duty at whatever hazard
of incurring the displeasure of those•who may differ with him in opinion.
He is bound to discharge it as well by his obligations to the people who
have clothed him with his exalted trust as by his oath of office, which
he may not disregard. Nor are the obligations of the President in any
degree lessened by the prevalence of views different from his own in one
or both Houses of Congress. It is not alone hasty and inconsiderate
legislation that he is required to check; but if at any time Congress shall,
after apparently full deliberation, resolve on measures which he deems
subversive of the Constitution or of the vital interests of the country, it
is his solemn duty to stand in the breach and resist them. The President ·is bound to approve or disapprove every bill which passes Congress
and is presented to him for his signature. The Constitution makes this
his duty, and he can not escape it if he would. He has no election. In
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deciding upon any bill presented to him he must exercise his own best
judgment. If he can not approve, the Constitution commands him to
return the bill to the House in which it originated with his objections,
and if he fail to do this within ten days (Sundays excepted) it shall
become a law without his signature. Right or wrong, he may be overruled by a vote of two-thirds of each House, and in that event the bill
becomes a law without his sanction. If his objections be not thus overruled, the subject is only postponed, and is referred to the States and the
people for their consideration and decision. The President's power is
negative merely, and not affirmative. He can enact no law. The only
effect, therefore, of his withholding his approval of a bill passed by Congress is to suffer the existing laws to remain unchanged, and the delay
occasioned is only that required to enable the States and the people to
consider and act upon the subject in the election of public agents who
will carry out their wishes and instructions. Any attempt to coerce the
President to yield his sanction to measures which he can not approve
would be a violation of the spirit of the Constitution, palpable and
flagrant, and if successful would break down the independence of the
executive department and make the President, elected by the people and
clothed by the Constitution with power to defend their rights, the mere
instrument of a majority of Congress. A surrender on his part of the
powers with which the Constitution has invested his office would effect a
practical alteration of that instrument without resorting to the prescribed
process of amendment.
With the motives or considerations which may induce Congress to
pass any bill the President can have nothing to do. He must presume
them to be as pure as his own, and look ·o nly to the practical effect of
their measures when compared with the Constitution or the public good.
But it has been urged by those who object to the exercise of this undoubted constitutional power that it assails the representative principle
and the capacity of the people to govern themselves; that there is greater
safety in a numerous representative body than in .t he single Executive
created by the Constitution, and that the Executive veto is a '' one-man
power," despotic in its character. To expose the fallacy of this objection it is only necessary to consider the frame and true character of our
system. Ours is not a consolidated empire, but a confederated union.
The States before the adoption of the Constitution were coordinate, coequal, and separate independent sovereignties, and by its adoption they
did not lose that character. They clothed the Federal Government with
certain powers and reserved all others, including their own sovereignty,
to themselves. They guarded their own rights as States and the rights
of the people by the very limitations which they incorporated into the
Federal Constitution, whereby the different departments of the General
Government were checks upon each other. That the majority should
govern is a ~eneral principle controverted by none, but they must govern
according to the Constitution, and not according to an undefined and
unrestrained discretion, whereby they may oppress the minority.
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The people of the United States are not blind to the fact that they
may be temporarily misled, and that their representatives, legislative
and executive, may be mistaken or influenced in their action by improper
motives. They have therefore interposed between themselves and the
laws which may be passed by their public agents various representations, such as assemblies, senates, and governors in their several States,
a House of Representatives, a Senate, and a President of the United
States. The people can by their own direct agency make no law, nor
can the House of Representatives, immediately elected by them, nor can
the Senate, nor can b~th together without the concurrence of the President or a vote of two-thirds of both Houses.
Happily for themselves, the people in framing our admirable system
of government were conscious of the infirmities of their representatives,
and in delegating to them the power of legislation they have fenced
them around with checks to guard against the effects of hasty action,
of error, of combination, and of possible corruption. Error, selfishness,
_and faction have often sought to rend asunder this web of checks and
subject the Government to the control of fanatic and sinister influences,
but these efforts have only satisfied the people of the wisdom of the
checks which they have--imposed and of the necessity of preserving them
unimpaired.
The true theory of our system is not to govern by the acts or decrees
of any one set of representatives. The Constitution interposes checks
upon all branches of the Government, in order to give time for error to
be corrected and delusion to pass away; but if the people settle down into
a firm conviction different from that of their representatives they give
effect to their opinions by changing their public servants. The checks
which the people imposed on their public servants in the adoption of the
Constitution are the best evidence of their capacity for self-government.
They know that the men whom they elect to public stations are of like
infirmities and passions with themselves, and not to be trusted without
being restricted by coordinate authorities and constitutional limitations.
Who that has witnessed the legislation of Congress for the last thirty
years will say that he knows of no instance in which measures not
demanded by the public good have been carried? Who will deny that
in the State governments, by combinations of individuals and sections, in
derogation of the general interest, banks have been chartered, systems
of internal improvements adopted, and debts entailed upon the people
repressing their growth and impairing their energies for years to come?
After so much experience it can not be said that absolute unchecked
power is safe in the hands of any one set of representatives, or that the
capacity of the people for self-government, which is admitted in its
broadest ex tent, is a conclusive argument to prove the prudence, wisdom,
and integrity of their representatives.
.
The people, by the Constitution, have commanded the President, as
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much as they have commanded the legislative branch of the Government, ·
to execute their will. They have said to him in the Constitution, which
they require he shall take a solemn oath to support, that if Congress
pass any bill which he can not approve "he shall return it to the House
in which it originated with his objections.'' In withholding from it his
approval and signature he is executing the will of the people, constitutionally expressed, as much as the ·congress that passed it_. No bill is
presumed to be in accordance with the popular will until it shall have
passed through all the branches of the Government required by the Constitution to make it a law. A bill which passes the House of Representatives may be rejected by the Senate, and so a bill passed by the Senate
may be rejected by the House. In each case the respect_ive Houses exercise the veto power on the other.
Congress, and each House of Congress, hold under the Constitution
a check upon the President, and he, by the power of the qualified veto, a
check upon Congress. When the President recommends measures to
Congress, he avows in th~ most solemn form his opinions, gives his
voice in their favor, and pledges himself in advance to approve them if
passed by Congress. If he acts without due consideration, or has been
influenced by· improper or corrupt motives, or if from any other cause
Congress, or either House of Congress, shall differ with him in opinion,
they exercise their veto upon his recommendations and reject them; and
there is no appeal from their decision but to the people at the ballot
box. These are proper checks upon the Executive, wisely interposed by
the Constitution. None will be found to object to them or to wish them
removed. It is equally important that the constitutional checks of the
Executive upon the legislative branch should be preserved.
If it be said that the Representatives in the popular branch of Congress are chosen directly by the people, it is answered, the people elect
the President. If both Houses represent the States and the pe.ople, so
does the ,President. The President represents in the executive department the whole people of 'the United States, as each member of the legislative department represents portions of them.
The doctrine ofrestriction upon legislative and executive power, while
a well-settled public opinion is enabled within a reasonable time to
accomplish its ends, has made our country what it is, and has opened
to us a career of glory and happiness to which all other nations have
been strangers.
In the exercise of the power of the veto the President is responsiple
not only to an enlightened public opinion, but to the people of the whole
Union, who elected him, as the representatives in the legislative branches
who differ with him in opinion are responsible to the people of particular
States or districts, who compose their respective constituencies. To deny
to the President the exercise of this power would be to repeal that pro. vision of the Constitution which confers it upon him. To charge that
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its exercise unduly controls the legislative will is to complain of the Constitution itself.
If the Presidential veto be objected to upon the ground that it checks
and thwarts the popular will, upon the same principle- the equality of
representation of the Sfates in the Senate should be stricken out of the
Constitution. The vote of a Senator from Delaware has equal weight in
deciding upon the most important measures with the vote of a Senator
from New York, and yet the one represents a State containing, according
to the existing apportionment of Representatives in the House of Representatives, but one thirty-fourth part of the population of the other. By
the constitutional composition of the Senate a majority of that body from
the smaller States represent less than one-fourth of the people of the
Union. There are thirty States, and under the existing apportionment
of Representatives there are 230 Members in the House of Representatives. Sixteen of the smaller States are represented in that House by
but 50 Members, and yet the Senators from these States constitute a
majority of the Senate. So that the President may recommend a measure to Congress, and it may receive the sanction and approval of more
than three.,.fourths of the _House of Representatives and of all the Senators from the large States, containing more than three-fourths of the
whole population of the United States, and yet the measure may be
defeated by the votes of the Senators from the smaller States. None, it
is presumed, can be found ready to change the organization of the Senate on this account, or to strike that body practically out of existence
by requiring that its action shall be conformed to the will of the more
numerous branch.
Upon the same principle that the veto of the President should be practically abolished the power of the Vice-President to give the casting vote
upon an equal division of the Senate should be abolished also. The
Vice-President exercises the veto power as effectually by rejecting a bill
by his casting vote as the President does by refusing to approve and
sign it. This power has been exercised by the Vice-President in a few
instances, the most important of which was the rejection of the bill to
recharter the Bank of the United States in 18 I I. It may happen that a
bill may be passed by ·a large majority of the House of Representatives,
and may be supported by the Senators from the larger States, and the
Vice-President may reject it by giving his vote with the Senators from
the smaller States; and yet none, it is presumed, are prepared to deny to
him the exercise of this power under the Constitution.
But it is, in point of fact, untrue that an act passed by Congress is conclusive evidence that it is an emanation of the popular will. A majority
of the whole number elected to each House of Congress constitutes a
quorum, and a majority of that quorum is competent to pass laws. It
might happen that a quorum of the House of Representatives, consistmg of a single member more than half of the whole number elected to
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that House, might pass a bill by a majority of a single vote, and in that
case a fraction more than one-fourth of the people of the United States
would be represented by those who voted for it. It might happen that
the same bill might be passed by a majority of one of a quorum of the
Senate, composed of Senators from the fifteen smaller States and a single
Senator from a sixteenth State; and if the Senators voting for it happened to be from the eight of the smallest of these States, it would be
passed by the votes of Senators from States having but fourteen Representatives in the House of Representatives, and containing less than onesixteenth of the whole population of the United States. This extreme
case is stated to illustrate the fact that the mere passage of a bill by
Congress is no conclusive evidence that those who passed it represent
the majority of tlie people of the United States or truly reflect their wilL
If such an extreme case is not likely to happen, cases that approximate
it are of constant occurrence. It is believed that not a single law has
been passed since the adoption of the Constitution upon which all the
members elected to both Houses have been present and voted. Many of
the most important acts which have passed Congress have been carried
by a close vote in thin Houses. Many instances of this might be given.
Indeed, our experience proves that many of the most important acts of
Congress are postponed to the last days; and often the last hours, of a
session, when they are disposed of in haste, and by Houses but little
exceeding the number necessary to form a quorum.
Besides, in most of the States the members of the House of Representatives are chosen by pluralities, and not by majorities of all the voters in
their respective districts, and it may happen that a majority of that House
may be returned by a less aggregate vote of the people than that received
by the minority.
If the principle insisted on be sound, then the Constitution should be so
changed that no bill shall become a law unless it is voted for by members
representing in each House a majority of the whole people of the United
States. We must remodel our whole system, strike down and abolish not
only the salutary checks lodged. in the executive branch, but must strike
out and abolish those lodged in the Senate also, and thus practically invest
the whole power of the Government in a majority of a single assemblya majority uncontrolled and absolute, and which may become despotic.
To conform to this doctrine of the right of majorities to rule, independent
of the checks and limitations of the Constitution, we must revolutionize
our whole system; we must destroy the constitutional compact by which
the several States agreed to form a Federal Union and rush into consolidation, which must end in monarchy or despotism. No one advocates
such a proposition, and yet the doctrine maintained, if carried out, must
lead to this result.
One great object of the Constitution in conferring upon the President a
qualified negative upon the legislation of Congress was to protect minorities from injustice and oppression by majorities. The equality of their
representation in the Senate and the veto power of the President are the
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constitutional guaranties which the smaller States have that their rights
will be respected. Without these guaranties all their interests would be
at the mercy of majorities in Congress representing the larger States. To
the smaller and weaker States, therefore, the preservation of this power
and its exercise upon proper occasions demanding it is of vital impor·. tance. They ratified the Constitution and entered into the Union, securing to themselves an equal representation with the larger States in the
Senate; and they agreed to be bound by all laws passed by Congress
upon the express condition, and none other, ,t hat they should be approved
by the President or passed, his objections to the contrary notwithstanding, by a vote of two-thirds of both Houses. Upon this condition they
have a right to insist as a part of the compact to which they gave their
assent.
A bill might be passed by Congress against the will of the whole people of a particular State and against the votes of its Senators and all its
Representatives. However prejudicial it might be to the interests of
such State, it would be bound by it if the President shall approve it or it
shall be passed by a vote of two-thirds of both Houses; but it has a right
to demand that the President shall exercise his constitutional power and
arrest it if his judgment is against it. If he surrender this power, or
fail to exercise it in a case where he can not approve,. it would make his
formal approval a mere mockery, and would be itself a violation of the
Constitution, and the dissenting State would become bound by a law
which had not been passed according to the sanctions of the Constitution.
The objection to the exercise of the veto power is founded upon an
idea respecting the popular will, which, if carried out, would annihilate
State sovereignty and substitute for the present Federal Government a
consolidation directed by a supposed numerical majority. A revolution
of the Government would be silently effected and the States would be
subjected to laws to which they had never given their constitutional
consent.
The Supreme Court of the United States is invested with the power to
declare, and ·has declared, acts of Congress passed with the concurrence
of the Senate, the House of Representatives, and the approval of the
President to be unconstitutional and void, and yet none, it is presumed,
can be found who will be disposed to strip this highest judicial tribunal
under the Constitution of this acknowledged power-a power necessary
alike to its independence and the rights of individuals.
For the same reason that the Executive veto should, according to the
doctrine maintained, be rendered nugatory, and be practically expunged
from the Constitution, this power of the court should also be rendered
nugatory and be expunged, because it restrains the legislative and Executive will, and because the exercise of such a power by the court may be
regarded as being in conflict with the capacity of the people to govern
themselves. Indeed, there is more reason for striking this power of the
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oourt from the Constitution than there is that of the qualified veto of
the President, because the decision of the court is final, and can never be
reversed even though both Houses of Congress and the President should
be unanimous in opposition to it, whereas the veto of the President may
be overruled by a vote of two-thirds of b,o th Houses of Congress or by
the people at the polls.
It is obvious that to preserve the syste~ established by the Constitution each of the coordinate branches of the Government-the executive,
legislative, and judicial-must be left in the exercise of its appropriate
powers. If the executive or the judicial branch be deprived of powers
conferred upon either as checks on the legislative, the preponderance
of the latter will become disproportionate and absorbing and the o,t hers
impotent for the accomplishment of the great objects for which they
were established. Organized, as they are, by the Constitution, they work
together harmoniously for the public good. If the Executive and the
judiciary shall be deprived of the constitutional powers invested in them,
and of their due proportions, the equilibrium of the system must be destroyed, and consolidation, with the most pernicious results, must ensuea consolidation of unchecked, despotic power, exercised by majorities of
. the legislative branch.
The executive, legislative, and judicial each constitutes a separate
coordinate department of the Government, and each is independent of
the others. In the performance of their respective duties under the Constitution neither can in its legitimate action control the others. They
each act upon their several responsibilities in their respective spheres.
But if the doctrines now maintained be correct, the executive must
become practically su."uordinate to the legislative, and the judiciary must
become subordinate to lroth the legislative and the executive; and thus
the whole power of the Government would be merged in a single department. Whenever, if ever, this shall occur, our glorious system of wellregulated self-government will crumble into ruins, to be succeeded, first
by anarchy, and finally by monarchy or despotism. I am far from believing that this doctrine is the sentiment of the American people; and
during the short period which remains in which it will be my duty to
administer the executive departinent it will be my aim to maintain its
independence and discharge its duties without infringing upon the powers or duties of either of the other departments of the Government.
The power of the Executive veto was exercised by the first and niost
illustrious of my predecessors and by four of his successors who preceded me in the administration of the Government, and it is believed in
no instance prejudicially to the public interests. It has never been and
there is but little danger that it ever can be abused. No President will
ever desire unnecessarily to place his opinion in opposition to that of
Congress. He must always exercise the power reluctantly, and only in
cases where his convictions make it a matter of stern duty, which he can
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not escape. Indeed, there _is more danger that the President, from the
repugnance he must always feel to come in collision with Congress, may
fail to exercise it in cases where the preservation of the Constitution
from infraction, or the public good, may demand it than that he will
ever exercise it unnecessarily or wantonly.
During the period I have administered the executive department of
the Government great and important questions of public policy, foreign
and domestic, have arisen, upon which it was my duty to act. It may,
indeed, be truly said that my Administration has fallen upon eventful
times. I have felt most sensibly the weight of the high responsibilities
devolved upon me. With no other object than the public good, the
enduring fame, and permanent prosperity of my country, I have pursued
the convictions of my own best judgment. The impartial arbitrament of
enlightened public opinion, present and future, will determine how far
the public policy I have maintained and the measures I have from time
to time recommended may have tended to advance or retard the public
PJ OSperity at home and to elevate or depress the estimate of our national
ch9racter abroad.
Invoking the blessings of the Almighty upon your deliberations at
your present _important session, my ardent hope is that in a spirit of
harmony and concord you may be guided to wise results, and such as
may redound to the happiness, the honor, and the glory of our beloved
country.
JAMES K. POLK.

SPECIAL MESSAGES.
WASHINGTON, December I2, I8¢8.
To the Senate o.f the Uni'ted States:
I nominate Second Lieutenant Ulysses S. Grant (since promoted first
lieutenant), of the Fourth Regiment of Infantry, to be first lieutenant by
brevet for gallant and meritorious services in the battle of Chapultepec,
September 13, 1847, as proposed in the accompanying communication
from the Secretary of War.
JAMES K. POLK.

WAR DEPARTMENT, December II, I8_,g.
The PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
SrR: The brevet of captain conferred on Second Lieutenant Ulysses S. Grant
( since promoted first lieutenant), of the Fourth Regiment of Infantry, and confirmed by the Senate on the 13th of July, 1848 1 "for gallant and meritorious conduct
in the battle of Chapultepec, September 13, 1847," being the result of a misapprehension as to the grade held by that officer on the 13th of September, 1847 (he being
then a second lieutenant), I have to propose that the brevet of captain be canceled
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and that the brevet of first lieutenant '' for gallant ~nd meritorious services. in the
battle of Chapultepec, September 13, 1847," be conferred in lieu thereof.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
W. L. MARCY.
WASHINGTON, December I2, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith, for the consideration and advice of the Senate
with regard to its ratification, a treaty concluded on the 6th of August,
1848, by L. E. Powell, on the part of the United States, and the chiefs
and headmen of the confederated bands of the Pawnee Indians, together
with a report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and other papers
explanatory of tlie same.
JAMES K .. POLK.
WASHINGTON, December I2, I8,t.8.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit herewith, for the consideration and advice of the Senate
with regard to its ratification, a treaty concluded on the 18th of October:,
1848, by William Medill, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, on the part
of the United States, and the chiefs and headmen of the Menomonee
Indians, together with a report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
and other papers explanatory of the same.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON, December 27, I8tf.8.
To the House of Representatives:
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the r rth instant,
requesting the President to inform that body "whether' he has received
any information that American citizens have been imprisoned or arrested
by British authorities in Ireland, and, if so, what have been the causes
thereof and what steps have been taken for their release, and if not, in
his opinion, inconsistent with public interest to furnish this House with
copies of all correspondence in re_lation thereto,'' I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of State, together with the accompanying
correspondence upon the subject.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

To the Senate

of the

December 27, I8tf.8.

United States:

I communicate herewith, in compliance with the request contained in
the resolution of the Senate of the 19th instant, a report of the Secretary of the Treasury, with the accompanying statement, prepared by the
Register of the Treasury, which exhibits the annual amount appropriated on account of the Coast Survey from the commencement of said
Survey.
JAMES K. POLK.
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To the House of Representat£ves of the United States:
In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
18th of December, 1848, requesting information '' under what law or
provision of the Constitution, or by what other authority,'' the Secretary
of the Treasury, with the ." sanction and approval" of the President,
established '' a tariff of duties in the ports of the Mexican Republic
during the war with Mexico," and "by what legal, constitutional, or
other authority'' the '' revenue thus derived'' was appropriated to '' the
support of the Army in Mexico,'' I refer the House to my annual message of the 7th of December, 1847, to my message to the Senate of the
10th of February, 1848, responding to a call of that body, a copy of
which is herewith communicated, and to my message to the House of
Representatives of the 24th of July, 1848, responding to a call of that
House. The resolution assumes that the Secretary of. the Treasury
'' established a tariff of duties in the ports of the Mexican Republic.''
The contributions collected in this mode were not established by tht
Secretary of the Treasury, but by a military order issued by the Presi•
dent through the War and Navy Departments. For his information the:
President directed the Secretary of the Treasury to prepare and report
to him a scale of duties. That report was made, and the President's
military order of the 31st of March, 1847, was based upon it. The documents communicated to Congress with my annual message of December,
1847, show the true character of that order.
The authority under which military contributions were exacted and
collected from the enemy and applied to the support of our Army during the war with Mexico was stated in the several messages referred to.
In the first of these messages I informed Congress thatOn the 31st of March last I caused an order to be issued to our military and naval
commanders to levy and collect a military contribution upon all vessels and merchandise which might enter any of the ports of Mexico in our military occupation, and
to apply such contributions toward defraying the expenses of the war. By virtue of
the right of conquest and the laws of war, the conqueror, consulting his own safety
or convenience, may either exclude foreign commerce altogether from all such ports
or permit it upon such terms and conditions as he may prescribe. Before the principal ports of Mexico were blockaded by our Navy the revenue derived from import
duties under the laws of .Mexico was paid into the Mexican treasury. After these
ports had fallen into our military possession the blockade was raised and commerce
with them permitted upon prescribed terms and conditions. They were opened to
the trade of all nations upon the payment of duties more moderate in their amount
than those which had been previously levied by Mexico, and the revenue, which
was formerly paid into the Mexican treasury, was directed to be collected by our
military and naval officers and applied to the use of our Army and Navy. Care was
taken that the officers, soldiers, and sailors of our Army and Navy should be exempted from the operations of the order, and, as the merchandise imported upon
which the order operated must be consumed by Mexican citizens, the contributions
exacted were in effect the seizure of the public revenues of Mexico and the applica-
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tion of them to our own use. In directing this measure the object was to compel the
enemy to contribute as far as practicable toward the expenses of the war.

It was also stated in that message thatMeasures have recently been adopted by which the internal as well as the exter-_
nal revenues of Mexico in all places in our military occupation will be seized and
appropriated to the use of our Army and Navy.
The policy of levying upon the enemy contributions in every form consistently
with the laws of nations, which it may be practicable for our military commanders
to adopt, should, in my judgment, be rigidly enforced, and orders to this effect have
accordingly been given. By such a policy, at the same time that our own Treasury
will be relieved from a heavy drain, the Mexican people will be made to feel the
burdens of the war, and, consulting their own interests, may be induced the more
readily to require their rulers to accede to a just peace.

In the same message I informed Congress that the amount of the
''loan'' which would be required for the further prosecution of the war
might be '' reduced by whatever amount of expenditures can be saved
by military contributions collected in Mexico,'' and that '' the most rigorous measures for the a1,1gmentation of these contributions have been
directed, and a very considerable sum is expected from that source.''
The Secretary of the Treasury, in his annual report of that year, in
making his estimate of the amount of loan which would probably be
required, reduced the sum in consideration of the amount which would
probably be derived from these contributions, and' Congress authorized
the loan upon this reduced estimate.
In the message of the roth of February, 1848, to the Senate, it was
stated that1

No principle is better established than that a nation at war has the right of shifting the burden off itself and imposing it on the enemy by exacting military contributions. The mode of making such exactions must be left to the discretion of the
conqueror, but it should be exercised in a manner conformable to the rules of civilized warfare.
The right to levy these contributions is essential to the successful prosecution
of war in an enemy's country, and the practice of nations has been in accordance
with this principle. It is as clearly necessary as the right to fight battles, and its
exercise is often essential to the subsistence of the army.
Entertaining no doubt that the military right to exclude commerce altogether ·
from the ports of the enemy in our military occupation included the minor right of
admitting it under prescribed conditions, it became an important question at the date
of the order whether there should -be a discrimination between vessels and cargoes
belonging to citizens of the United States and vessels and cargoes belonging to neutral nations.

In the message to the House of Representatives of the 24th of July,
1848, it was stated thatIt is from the same source of authority that we derive the unquestioned right,
after the war has been declared by Congress, to blockade the ports and coasts of the
enemy, to capture his towns, cities, and provinces, and to levy contributions upon
him for the support of our Army. Of the same character with these is the right
to subject to our temporary military government the conquered territories of our
M P-vor.. IV-43
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enemy. They are all belligerent rights, and their exercise is as essential to the successful prosecution of a foreign war as the right to fight battles.

By the Constitution the power to ~'declare war" is vested in Congress,
and by the same instrument it is -provided that '' the President shall be
Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States" and
that "he shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed."
When Congress have exerted their power by declaring war against a
foreign nation, it is the duty of the President to prosecute it. The Constitution has prescribed no particular mode in which he shall perform
this duty. The manner of conducting the war is not defined by the
Constitution. The term war used in that instrument has a well-understood meaning among nations. That meaning is derived from the laws
of nations, a code which is recognized by all civilized powers as being
obligatory in a state of war. The power is derived from the Constitution and the manner of exercising it is regulated by the laws of nations.
When Congress have declared war, they in effect make it the duty of
the President in prosecuting it, by land and sea, to resort to all the
modes and to exercise all the powers and rights which other nations at
war possess. He is invested with the same power in this respect as if
he were personally present commanding our fleets by sea or our armies
by land. He may conduct the war by issuing orders for fighting battles, besieging and capturing cities, conquering and holding the provinces of the enemy, or by capturing his vessels and other property on
the high seas. But these are not the only modes of prosecuting war
which are recognized by the laws of nations and to which he is authorized to resort. The levy of contributions on the enemy is a right of
war well established and universally acknowledged among nations, and
one which every belligerent possessing the ability may properly exercise.
The most approved writers on public law admit and vindicate this right
as consonant with reason, justice, and humanity.
No principle is better established than thatWe have a right to deprive our enemy of his possessions, of everything which
may augment his strength and enable him to make war. This everyone endeavor~
to accomplish in the manner most suitable to him. Whenever we have an oppor•
tnnity we seize _on the enemy's property and convert it to our own use, and thus,
besides diminishing the enemy's power, we augment our own and obtain at least a
partial indemnification or equivalent, either for what constitutes the subject of the
wa:r or for the expenses and losses incurred in its prosecution. In a word, we do
ourselves justice.

'' Instead of the custom of pillaging the open country and defenseless
places,'' the levy of contributions has been ''substituted.''
Whoever carries on a just war has a right to make the enemy's country contribute
to the support of his army and toward defraying all the charges of the war. Thus
he obtains a part of what is due to him, and the enemy's subjects, by consenting to
pay the sum demanded, have their property secured from pillage and the country is
preserved.
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These principles, it is believed, are uncontroverted by any civilized
nation in modern times. The public law of nations, by which they are
recognized, has been held by our highest judicial tribunal as a code which
is applicable to our ''situation'' in a state of war and binding on the
United States, while in admiralty and maritime cases it is often the governing rule. It is in a just war that a nation has the '' right to make
the enemy's country contribute to the support of his army.'' Not doubting that our late war with Mexico was just on the part of the United
States, I did not hesitate when charged by the Constitution with its
prosecution to exercise a pow.er common to all other nations, and Congress was duly informed of the mode and extent to which that power
had been and would be exercised at the commencement of their first
session thereafter.
Upon the declaration of war against Mexico by Congress the United
States were entitled to all the rights which any other nation at war would
have possessed. These rights could only be demanded and enforced by
the President, whose duty it was, as '' Commander in Chief of the Army
and Navy of the United States,'' to execute the law of Congress which
declared the war. In the act declaring war Congress provided for raising
men and money to enable the President '' to prosecute it to a speedy and
successful termination.'' Congress prescribed no mode of conducting
it, but left the President to prosecute it according to the laws of nations
as his guide. Indeed, it would have been impracticable for Congress to
have provided for all°the details of a campaign.
The mode of levying contributions must necessarily be left to the discretion of the conqueror, subject to be exercised, however, in conformity
with the laws of nations. It may be exercised by requiring a given sum
or a given amount of provisions to be furnished by the authorities of
a captured city or province; it may be exercised by imposing an internal tax or a tax on the enemy's commerce, whereby he may be deprived
of his revenues, and these may be appropriated to the use of the c9nqueror. The latter mode was adopted by the collection of duties in the
ports of Mexico in our military occupation during the late war with that
Republic.
So well established is the military right to do this under the laws
of nations that our military and naval officers commanding our forces
on the theater of war adopted the same mode of levying contributions
from the enemy before the order of the President of the 31st of March,
1847, was issued. The general in command of the Army at Vera Cruz,
upon his own view of his powers and duties, and without specific instructions to that effect, immediately after the capture of that city adopted
this mode. By his order of the 28th of March, 1847, heretofore communicated to the House of Representatives, he directed a '' temporary and
moderate tariff of duties to be established.'' Such a tariff was estab-

lished1 and contributions were collected under it and applied to the
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of our Army. At a still earlier period the same power was exercised
by the naval officers in command of our squadron on the Pacific coast.
Not doubting the authority to resort to this mode, the order
of the 31st of March, 1847, was issued, ~nd was in effect but a modification of the previous orders of these officers,' by making the rates of contribution ~niform and directing their collection in all the ports of the
enemy in our military occupation and under our temporary military
government;
The right to levy contributions upon the enemy in the form of impo_r t
and export duties in his ports was sanctioned by the treaty of peace with
Mexico. By that treaty both Governments recognized
and
confirmed the exercise of that right. By its provisions "the customhouses at all the ports occupied by the forces of the United States'' were,
upon the exchange of ratifications, to be delivered up to the Mexican
authorities, '' together with all bonds and evidences of debt for duties
on importations and exportations not yet fallen due;" and '' all duties on
imports and on exports collected at such custom-houses or elsewhere in
Mexico by authority of the United States'' before the ratification of the
treaty by the Mexican Government were to be retained by the United
States, and only the net amount of the duties collected after this period
was to be '' delivered to the Mexican Government.'' By its provisions
also all merchandise '' imported previously to the restoration of the custom-houses to the Mexican authorities" or "exported from any Mexican port whilst in the occupation of the forces of the United States" was
protected from · confiscation and from the payment of any import or export duties to the Mexican Government, even although the importation
of such merchandise '' be prohibited by the Mexican tariff.'' The treaty
also provides that should the custom-houses be surrendered to the Mexican authorities in less than sixty days from the date of its signature, the
rates of duty on merchandise imposed by the United States were in that
event to survive the war until the end of this period; and in the meantime
Mexican custom-house officers were bound to levy no other duties thereon
'' than the duties established by the tariff found in force at such customhouses at the time of the restoration of the same." The "tariff found
in force at such custom-houses," which is recognized and sustained by
this stipulation, was that established by the military order of the 31st of
March, 1847, as a mode of levying and collecting military contributions
from the enemy.
The right to blockade the ports and coasts of the enemy in war is no
more provided for or prescribed by the Constitution than the right to
levy and collect contributions from him in the form of duties or otherwise, and yet it has not been questioned that the President had the power
after war had been declared by Congress to order our Navy to blockade
the ports and coasts of Mex ico. The right in both cases exists under the
laws of nations. If the President can not order military contributions

* * *
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to be collected without an act of Congress, for the same reason he can
not order a blockade; nor can he direct the enemy's vessels to be captured on the high seas; nor can he order our military and naval officers
to invade the enemy's country, conquer, bold, and subject to our military
government bis cities and provinces; nor can be give to our military and
naval commanders orders to perform many other acts essential to success
in war.
If when the City of Mexico was captured the commander of our
forces had found in the Mexican treasury public money which the
enemy had provided to support his army, can it be doubted that he
possessed the right to seize and appropriate it for the use of our own
Army? If the money captured from the enemy could have been thus
lawfully seized and appropriated, it would have been by virtue of the
laws of war, recognized by all civilized nations; and by the same authority the sources of revenue and of supply of the enemy may be cut off
from him, whereby he may be weakened and crippled in his means of
continuing or waging the-war. If the commanders of our forces, while
acting under the orders of the President, in the heart of the enemy's
country ·and surrounded by a hostile population, possess none of these
essential and indispensable powers of war, but must halt the Army at
every step of its progress and wait for an act of Congress to be passed
to authorize them to do that which every other nation has the right to
do by virtue of the laws of nations, then, indeed, is the Government of
the United States in a condition of imbecility and weakness, which must
in all future time render it impossible to prosecute a foreign war in an
enemy's country successfully or to vindicate the national rights and the
national honor by war.
·
The contributions levied were collected in the enemy's country, and
were ordered to be "applied" in the enemy's country "toward defraying the expenses of the war,'' and the appropriations made by Congress
for that purpose were thus relieved, and considerable balances remain~d
undrawn from the Treasury. The amount of contributions remaining
unexpended at the close of the war, as far as the accounts of collecting
and disbursing officers have been settled, have been paid into the Treasury ·in pursuance of an order for that purpose, except the sum '' applied
toward the payment of the first installment due under the treaty with
Mexico,'' as stated in my last annual message, for which an appropriation had been made by Congress. The accounts of some of these officers,
as stated in the report of the Secretary of War accompanying that message, will require legislation before they can be finally settled.
In the late war with Mexico it is confidently believed that the levy of
contributions and the seizure of the sources of public revenue upon
which the enemy relied to enable him to continue the war essentially
contributed to hasten peace. By those means the Government and people of Mexico were made to feel the pressure of the war and to realize
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that if it were protracted its burdens and inconveniences must be borne
by themselves. Notwithstanding the great success of our arms, it may
well be doubted whether an honorable peace would yet have been obtained
but for the very contributions which were exacted.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,January ,f., I8,f.9.
To the Senate of the United States:
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice with regard
to its ratification, a convention between the United States of America
and the Government of Her Britannic Majesty, for the improvement of
the communication by post between their respective territories, concluded
and. signed at London on the 15th December last, together with an
explanatory dispatch from our minister at that Court.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, January 29, I8,f.9.
To the Serzate of the United States:
I communicate ·herewith a report of the Secretary of State, with the accompanying documents, in answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 21st
December, 1848, requesting the President '' to communicate to the Senate (if, in his opinion, not incompatible with the public service) a copy
of the dispatches transmitted to the Secretary of State in August last
by the resident minister at Rio de Janeiro in reference to the service and
general conduct of Commodore G. W. Storer, commander in chief of the
United States naval forces on the coast of Brazil."
JAMES K. POLK.

January 29, r8,t.9.
To the House of Representatives of the United States:
I communicate herewith reports from the Secretary of War and the
Secretary of the Navy, together with the accompanying documents, in
answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives of DecembeF 20,
1848,· requesting the President '' to communicate to the House the amount
of moneys and property received during the late war with the Republic of
Mexico at the different ports of entry, or in any other way within her fun.
its, and in what manner the same has been expended or appropriated."
JAMES K. POLK
WASHINGTON,

WASHINGTON, February I, r81-9
To the Senate of the United States:
I communicate herewith reports from the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Treasury I the Secretary of War, and the Secretary of the
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Navy, together with the accompanying documents, in answer to a resolution of the Senate of the 15th January, 1849, "that the petition and
papers of John B. Emerson be referred to the President of the United
States, and that he be requested to cause a report thereon to be made to
the Senate, wherein the public officer making such report shall state in
what cases, if any, the United States have used or employed the invention
of said Emerson contrary to law, and, further, whether any compensation therefor is justly due to said Ernerson, and, if so, to what amount in
each case.''
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

To the Senate

February 5, I8tf.9.

ef the United States:

I transmit herewith, for the consideration and advice of the Senate with
regard to its ratification, a treaty corn;:luded on the 24th day of November, 1848, by Morgan L. Martin and Albert G. Ellis, commissioners on
the part of the United States, and the sachem, councilors, and headmen
of the Stockbridge tribe of Indians, together with a report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and other papers explanatory of the same.
JAMES K. POLK.

WASHINGTON,

February 8, I8tf.9.

To the House ef Representatives ef the United States:
In reply to the resolutions of the House of Representatives of the 5th
instant, I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of State,
accompanied with all the documents and correspondence relating to the
treaty of peace concluded between the United States and Mexico at
Guadalupe Hidalgo on the 2d February, 1848, and to the amendments
of the Senate thereto, as requested by the House in the said resolutions.
Amongst the documents transmitted will be found a copy of the in_structions given to the commissioners of the United States who took
to Mexico the treaty as amended by the Senate and ratified by the
President of the United States. In my message to the House of Representatives of the 29th of July, 1848, I gave as my reason for declining to
furnish these instructions in compliance with a resolution of the House
that '' in my opinion it would be inconsistent with the public interests
to give publicity to them at the present time." Although it may still
be doubted whether giving them publicity in our own country, and, as a
necessary consequence, in Mexico, may not have a prejudicial influence
on our public interests, yet, as they have been again called for by the
House, and called for in connection with other documents, to the cor~ect understanding of which they are indispensable, I have deemed it
my duty to transmit them,
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I still entertain the opinion expressed in the message referred to, thatAs a general rule applicable to all our important negotiations with foreign powers,
it could not fail to be prejudicial to the public interests to publish the instructions to
our ministers until some time had elapsed after the conclusion of such negotiations.

In these instructions of the 18th of March, 1848, it will be perceived
thatThe task was assigned to the commissioners of the United States of consummating
the treaty of peace, which was signed at Guadalupe Hidalgo on the 2d day of February last, between the United States and the Mexican Republic, and which on the
rnth of March last was ratified by the Senate with amendments.

They were informed thatThis brief statement will indicate to you clearly the line of your duty. You are
not sent to M~ico for the purpose of negotiating any new treaty, or of changing in
any particular the ratified treaty which you will bear with you. None of the amendments adopted by the Senate can be rejected or modified except by the authority
of that body. Your whole duty will, then, consist in using every honorable effort
to obtain from the Mexican Government a ratification of the treaty in the form in
which it has been ratified by the Senate, and this with the least practicable delay.
* * * For this purpose it may, and most probably will, become necessary that
you should explain to the Mexican minister for foreign affairs, or to the authorized
agents of the Mexican Government, the reasons which have influenced the Senate in
adopting these several amendments to the treaty. This duty you will perform as
much as possible by personal conferences. Diplomatic notes are to be avoided unless
in case of necessity. These might lead to endless discussions and indefinite delay,
Besides, they could not have any practical result, as your mission is confined to procuring a ratification from the Mexican Government of the treaty as it came from the
Senate, and does not extend to the slightest modification in any of its provisions.

The commissioners were sent to Mexico to procure the ratification of
the treaty as amended by the Senate. Their instructions confined them
to this point. It was proper that the amendments to the treaty adopted
by the United States should be explained to the Mexican Government,
and explanations were made by the Secretary of State in his letter of the
18th of March, 1848, to the Mexican minister for foreign affairs, under
my direction. This dispatch was communicated to Congress with my
message of the 6th of July last, communicating the treaty of peace, and
published by their order. This dispatch was transmitted by our commissioners from the City of Mexico to the Mexican Government, then at
Queretaro, on the 17th of April, 1848, and its receipt acknowledged on
the 19th of the same month. During the whole time that the treaty, as
amended, was before the Congress of Mexico these explanations of the
Secretary of State, and these alone, were before them.
The President of Mexico, on these explanations, on the 8th day of
May, 1848, submitted the amended treaty to the Mexican Congress, and
on the 25th of May that Congress approved the treaty as amended, without modification or alteration. The final action of the Mexican Congress had taken place before the commissioners of the United States had
~en officially received by the Mexican authorities 1 or h~ld any confer-
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ence with them, or had any other communication on the subject of the
treaty except to transmit the letter of the Secretary of State.
In their dispatch transmitted to Congress with my message of the 6th
of July last, communicating the treaty of peace, dated' 'City of Queretaro,
May 25, 1848, 9 o'clock p. m.," the commissioners say:
We have the satisfaction to inform you that we reached this city this afternoon at
about 5 o'clock, and that the treaty, as amended by the Senate of the United States,
passed the Mexican Senate about the hour of our arrival by a vote of 33 to 5. It having previously passed the House of Deputies, nothing now remains but to exchange
the ratifications of the treaty.

On the next day (the 26th of May) the commissioners were for the
first time presented to the President of the Republic and their credentials placed in his hands. On this occasion the commissioners delivered
an address to the President of Mexico, and he replied. In their dispatch
of the 30th of May the commissioners say:
We inclose a copy of our address to the President, and also a copy of his reply.
Several conferences afterwards took place between Messrs. Rosa, Cuevas, Conto, and
ourselves, which it is not thought necessary to recapitulate, as we inclose a copy of
the protocol, which contains the substance of the conversations. We have now the
satisfaction to announce that the exchange of ratifications was effected to-day.

This dispatch was communicated with my message of the 6th of July
last, and published by order of Congress.
The treaty, as amended by the Senate of the United States, with the
accompanying papers and the evidence that in that form it had been
ratified by Mexico, was received at Washington on the 4th day of July,
1848, and immediately proclaimed as the supreme law of the land. On
the 6th of July I communicated to Congress the ratified treaty, with
such accompanying documents as were deemed material to a full understanding of the subject, to the end that Congress might adopt the legislation necessary and proper to carry the treaty into effect. Neither the
address of the commissioners, nor the reply of the President of Mexico
on the occasion of their presentation, nor the memorandum of conversations embraced in the paper called a protocol, nor the correspondence
now sent, were communicated, because they were not regarded as in any
way material; and ir. this I conformed to the practice of our Government. It rarely, if ever, happens that all the correspondence, and especially the instructions to our ministers, is communicated. Copies of
these papers are now transmitted, as being within the resolutions of the
House calling for all such '' correspondence as appertains to said treaty.''
When these papers were received at W ashin_gton, peace had been restored, the first installment of three millions paid to Mexico, the blockades were raised, the City of Mexico evacuated, and our troops on their
return home. The war was at an end, and the treaty, as ratified by the
United States, was binding on both parties, and already executed in a
~eat de~n:e. Iµ this cqµditj9n Qf thin~s it wa$ !\Qt competent for tg~
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President alone, or for the President and Senate, or for the President,
Senate, and House of Representatives combined, to abrogate the treaty,
to annul the peace and restore a state of w~r, except by a solemn declaration of war.
Had the protocol varied the treaty as amended by the Senate of the
United States, it would have had no binding effect.
It was obvious that the commissioners of the United States did not
regard the protocol as in any degree a part of the treaty, nor as modifying or altering the treaty as amended by the Senate. They communicated it as the substance of conversations held after the Mexican Congress
had ratified the treaty, and they knew that the approval of the.Mexican
Congress was as essential to the validity of a treaty in all its parts as the
advice and consent of the Senate of the United States. They knew, too,
that they had no authority to alter or modify the treaty in the form in
which it had been_ratified by the United States, but that, if failing to
procure the ratification of the Mexican Government otherwise than with
amendments, their duty, imposed by express instructions, was to ask of
Mexico to send without delay a commissioner to Vilashington to exchange
ratifications here if the amendments of the treaty proposed by Mexico, on
being submitted, should be adopted by the Senate of the United States.
I was equally well satisfied that the Government of Mexico had agreed
to the treaty as amended by the Senate of the United States, and did not
regard the protocol as modifying, enlarging, or diminishing its terms
or effect. The President of that Republic, in submitting the amended
treaty to the Mexican Congress, in his message on the 8th day of May,
1848, said:
If the treaty could have been submitted to your deliberation precisely as it came
from the bands of the plenipotentiaries, my satisfaction at seeing the war at last
brought to an end would not have be~n lessened as it this day is in consequence of
tb,e modifications introduced into it by the Senate of the United States, and which
have received the sanction of the President. * * * At present it is sufficient
for us to say to you that if in the opinion of the Government justice had not been
evinced on the part of the Senate and Government of the United States in introducing such modifications, it is presumed, on the other hand, that they are not of
such importance that they should set aside the treaty. I believe, on the contrary,
that it ought to be ratified upon the same terms in which it has already received the
sanction of the American Government. My opinion is also greatly strengthened by
the fact that a new negotiation is neither expected nor considered possible. Much
less could another be brought forward upon a basis more favorable for the Republic.

The deliberations of the Mexican Congress, with no explanation before
that body from the United States except the letter of the Secretary of
State, resulted in the ratification of the treaty, as recommended by the
President of that Republic, in the form in which it had been amended
and ratified by the United States. The conversations embodied in the
paper called a protocol took place after the action of the Mexican Congress was complete, and there is no reason to suppose that the Government of Mexico ever submitted the protocol to the Congress, or ever
treated or regarded it as in any sense a new negotiation, or as operating
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any modification or change of the amended treaty. If such had been its
effect, it was a nullity until approved by the Mexican Congress; and such
approval was never made or intimated to the United States. In the final
consummation of the ratification .o f the treaty by the President of Mexico
no reference is made to it. On the contrary, this ratification, which was
delivered to the commissioners of the United States, and is now in the
State Department, contains a full and explicit recognition of the amendments of the Senate just as they had been communicated to that Government by the Secretary of State and been afterwards approved by the
Mexican Congress. It declares thatHaving seen and examined the said treaty and the modifications made by the Sen,
ate of the United States of America, and having given an account thereof to the
General Congress, conformably to the r equirement in the fourteenth paragraph of
the one hundred and tenth article of the federal constitution of these United States,
that body has thought proper to approve of the said treaty, with the modi:fication/i
thereto, in all their parts; and in consequence thereof, exerting the power granted
to me by the constitution, I accept, ratify, and confirm the said treaty with its modifications, and promise, in the name of the Mexican Republic, to fulfill and observe it,
and to cause it to be fulfilled and observed.

Upon an examination of this protocol, when it was received with the
ratified treaty, I did not regard it as material or as in any way attempting to modify or change the treaty as it had been amended by the Senate
of the United States.
The first explanation which it contains is:
That the American Government, by suppressing the ninth article of the treaty
of Guadalupe and substituting the third article of the treaty of Louisiana, did not
intend to diminish in any way what was agreed upon by the aforesaid article (ninth)
in favor of the inhabitants of the territories ceded by Mexico. Its understanding is
that all of that agreement is contained in the third article of the treaty of Louisiana.
In consequence, all the privileges and guaranties-civil, politicaJ, and religiouswhich would have been possessed by the inhabitants of the ceded territories if the
ninth article of the treaty had been retained will be enjoyed by them without any
difference under the article which has been substituted.

The ninth article of the original treaty stipulated for the incorporation of the Mexican inhabita~ts of the ceded territories and their admission into the Union "as soon as possible, according to the principles of
the Federal Constitution, to the enjoyment of all the rights of citizens of
the United States." It provided also that in the meantime they should
be maintained in the ~njoyment of their liberty, their property, and their
civil rights now vested in them according to the Mexican laws. It secured to them similar political rights with the inhabitants of the other
Territo:d es of the United States, and at least equal to the inhabitants of
Louisiana and Florida when they were in a Territorial condition. It
then proceeded to guarantee that ecclesiastics and religious corporations
should be protected in the discharge of the offices of their ministry and
the enjoyment of their property of every kind, whether individual or corporate, and, finally, that there should be a free communication between
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the Catholics of the ceded territories and their ecclesiastical authorities
'' even although such authority should reside within the limits of the
Mexican Republic as defined by this treaty.''
The ninth article of the treaty, as adopted by the Senate, is much
more comprehensive in its terms and explicit in its meaning, and it
clearly embraces in comparatively few words all the guaranties inserted
1
in the original article. It is as follows:
Mexicans who, in the territories aforesaid, shall not preserve the character of citizens of the Mexican Republic, conformably with what is stipulated in the preceding
article, shall be incorporated into the Union of the United States and be admitted at
the proper time ( to be judged of by the Congress of the United States) to the enjoyment of all the rights of citizens of the U:t;iited States, according to the principl';!s
of the Constitution, and in the meantime shall be maintained and protected in the
free enjoyment of their liberty and property and secured in the free exercise of their
religion without restriction.

This article, which was substantially copied from the Louisiana treaty,
provides equally with the original article for the admission of these inhab.itants into the Union, and in the meantime, whilst they shall remain in
a Territorial state, by one sweeping provision declares that they '' shall be
maintained and protected in the free enjoyment of their liberty and property and secured in the free exercise of their religion without restriction.''
This guaranty embraces every kind of property, whether held by ecclesiastics or laymen, whether belonging to corporations or individuals. It
secures to these inhabitants the free exercise of their religion without
restriction, whether they choose to place themselves under the spiritual
authority of pastors resident within the Mexican Republic or the ceded
territories. It was, it is presumed, to place this construction beyond all
question that the Senate superadded the words "without restriction" to
the religious guaranty contained in the corresponding article of the Louisiana treaty. Congress itself does not possess the power under the Constitution to make any law prohibiting the free exercise of religion.
If the ninth article of the treaty, whether in its original or amended
form, had been entirely omitted in the treaty, all the rights and privileges
which either of them confers would have been secured to the inhabitants
of the ceded territories by the Constitution and laws of the United States.
The protocol asserts that '' the American Government, by suppressing
the tenth article of the treaty of Guadalupe, did not in any way intend
to annul the grants of lands made by Mexico in the ceded territories;"
that '' these grants, notwithstanding the suppression of the article of the
treaty, preserve the legal value which they may possess; and the grantees
may cause their legitimate titles to be acknowledged before the American
tribunals;" and then proceeds to state that, '' conformably to the law of
the United States, legitimate titles to every description of property, personal and real, existing in the ceded territories are those which were
legitimate titles under the Mex ican law in California and New Mexico
up to the 13th of May, 1846, and in Texas up to the 2d of March 1 1836."
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· The former was the date of the declaration of war against Mexico and
the latter that of the declaration of independence by Texas.
The objection to the tenth article of the original treaty was not that
it protected legitimate titles, which our laws would have equally protected without it, but that it most unjustly attempted to resuscitate
grants which had become a mere nullity by allowing the grantees the
same. period after the exchange of the ratifications of the treaty to which
they had been originally entitled after the date of their grants for the
purpose of performing the conditions on which they had been made.
In submitting the treaty to the Senate I had recommended the rejection
of this article. That portion of it in regard to lands in Texas did not
receive a single vote in the Senate. This information was communicated
by the letter of the Secretary of State to the minister for foreign affairs
of Mexico, and was in possession of the Mexican Government during the
whole period the treaty was before the Mexican Congress; and the article
itself was reprobated in that letter in the strongest terms. Besides, our
commissioners to Mexico had been instructed that-

'

Neither the President nor the Senate of the United States can ever consent to
ratify any treaty containing the tenth article of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, in
favor of grantees of land in Texas or elsewhere.

And again:
Should the Mexican Government persist in retaining this article, then all prospect
of immediate peace is ended; and of this you may give them an absolute assurance.

On this point the language of the protocol is free from ambiguity, but

if it were otherwise is there any individual American or Mexican who
would place such a construction upon it as to convert it into a vain attempt to revive this article, which had been so often and so solemnly condemned? Surely no person could for one moment suppose that either
the commissioners of the United States or the Mexican minister for foreign affairs ever entertained the purpose of thus setting at naught the
deliberate decision of the President and Senate, which had been communicated to the Mexican Government with the assurance that their .
abandonment of this obnoxious article was essential to the restoration of
peace.
But the meaning of the protocol is plain. It is simply that the nullification of this article was not intended to destroy valid, legitimate titles
to land which existed and were in full force independently of the provisions and without the aid of this article. Notwithstanding it has been
expunged from the treaty, these grants were to '' preserve the legal value
which they may possess." The refusal to revive grants which had
become extinct was not to invalidate those which were in full force and
vigor. That such was the clear understanding of the Senate of the United
States, and this in perfect accordance with the protocol, is manifest from
the f~ct th..~t whilst they struc;k frotn the treaty this unjust article 1 they
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at the same time sanctioned and ratified the last paragraph of the eighth
article of the treaty, which declares thatIn the said territories property of every kind now belonging to Mexicans not
established there shall be inviolably respected. The present owners, the heirs of
these, and all Mexicans who may hereafter acquire said property by contract shall
enjoy with respect to it guaranties equally ample as if the same belonged to citizens
of the United States.

Without any stipulation in the treaty to this effect, all such valid titles
under the Mexican Government would have been protected under the
Constitution and laws of the United States.
The third and last ·explanation contained in the protocol is thatThe Government of the United States, by suppressing the concluding paragraph of
article 12 of the treaty, did not intend to deprive the Mexican Republic of the free
and unrestrained faculty of ceding, conveying, or transferring at any time ( as it may
judge best) the sum of the $12,000,000 which the same Government of the United
States is to deliver in the places designated by the amended article.

The concluding paragraph of the original twelfth article, thus suppressed by the Senate, is in the following language:
Certificates in proper form for the said installments, respectively, in such sums
as shall be desired by the Mexican Government, and transferable by it, shall be
delivered to the said Government by that of the United States.

From this bare statement of facts the meaning of the protocol is obvious. Although the Senate had declined to create a Government stock
for the $12,000,000, and issue transferable certificates for the amount in
such sums as the Mexican Government might desire, yet they could not
have intended thereby to deprive that Government of the faculty which
every creditor possesses of transferring for his own benefit the obligation of his debtor, whatever this may be worth, according to his will and
pleasure.
It can not be doubted that the twelfth article of the treaty as it now
stands contains a' positive obligation, '' in consideration of the extension
acquired by the boundaries of the United States,'' to pay to the Mexican Republic $12,000,000 in four equal annual installments of three
millions each. This obligation may be assigned by the Mexican Government to any person whatever, but the assignee in such case would
stand in no better condition than the Government. The amendment
of the Senate prohibiting the issue of a Government transferable stock
for the amount produces this effect and no more.
The protocol contains nothing from which it can be inferred that the
assignee could rightfully demand the payment of the money in case
the consideration should fail which is stated on the face of the obligation.
With this view of the whole protocol, and considering that the explanations which it contained were in accordance with the treaty, I
did not deem it necessary to take any action upon the subject. Had it
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varied from the terms of the treaty as amended by the Senate, although
it would even then have been a nullity in itself, yet duty might have
required that I should make this fact known _to the Mexican Government. This not being the case, I treated it in the same manner I would
have done had these explanations been made verbally by the commissioners to the Mexican minister for foreign affairs and communicated in
a dispatch to the State Department.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February 9, I849.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 6th instant,
requesting the President to cause to be laid before that body, in '' executive or open session, in his discret.ion, any instructions given to Ambrose
H. Sevier and Nathan C~i:fford, commissioned as ministers plenipotentiary on the part of the United States to the Government of Mexico, or
to either of said ministers, prior to the ratification by the Government of
Mexico of the treaty·of peace between the United States and that Republic,'' and certain correspondence and other papers specified in the said
resolution, I communicate herewith a i:eport from the Secretary of State,
togethh with copies of the documents called for.
Having on the 8th instant, in compliance with a resolution of the
House of Representatives in its terms more comprehensive than that of
the Senate, communicated these and all other papers appertaining to the
same subject, with a message to that House, this communication is made
to the Senate in ''open'' and not in ''executive'' session.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February I2, I849.
To the Senate of the Un£ted States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury,
with the accompanying documents, in answer to the resolution of the
Senate of Dec~mber 28, 1848, requesting "to be informed of the number
of vessels annually employed in the Coast Survey, and the annual cost
thereof, and out of what fund they were paid; also the number of persons annually employed in said Survey who were not of the Army and
Navy of the United States; also the amount of money received by the
United States for maps and charts made under such Survey and sold
under the act of r 844."
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February Itf., I849.
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States:
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, together

with the accompanying papers, in compliance with a resolution of the
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Senate of the 12th instant, requesting the President to communicate to
that body the proceedings under the act of Congress of the last session
to compensate R. M. Johnson for the erection of certain buildings for
the use of the Choctaw academy; also the evidence of the cost of said
buildings.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, February 23, I8,t.9.
To the Senate oj the Un-ited States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of State, together
with the accompanying documents, in compliance with a resolution of
the Senate of the 23d ultimo, requesting the President "to transmit
to the Senate, so far as is consistent with the public service, any correspondence between the Department of State and the Spanish authorities in the island of Cuba relating to the imprisonment in said island
of William Henry Rush, a citizen of the United States.''
JAMES K. POLK.

w ASHINGTON, February 27, I8,t.9 .
•
To the Senate oj the United States:
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of State, in compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 3d ultimo, requesting the
President to communicate to the Senate a list of all the treaties of commerce and navigation between the United States and foreign nations
conferring upon the vessels of such nations the right of trading between
the United States and the rest of the world in the productions of every
country upon the same terms with American vessels, with the date of
the proclamation of such treaties; also a list of the proclamations conferring similar rights upon the vessels of foreign nations issued by the
President of the United States under the provisions of the first section
of the act entitled "An act in addition to an act entitled 'An act concerning discriminating duties on tonnage and impost and to equalize the
duties on Prussian vessels and their cargoes,' '' approved May 24, 1828.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, March 2, I8,t9.
To the House oj Representat-ives oj the United States:
I communicate herewith a report of the Secretary of State, together
with the accompanying papers, in compliance with the resolution of the
House of Representatives of the 23d of December, 1848, requesting the
President "to cause to be transmitted to the House, if compatible with
the public interest, the correspondence of George W. Gordon, late, and
Gorham Parks, the present, consul of the United States at Rio de Janeiro,
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To the House of Representatives of the United
I communicate herewith a report of the
with the accompanying paper , in complianc
House of Representatives of th 20th ultim , r qu ting th
to communicate to that Hou e a li t of all on u1 , vice-con ul , and
commercial agents now in the rvice of the nit d tate , their re idence, distinguishing such as are citizens of the nited tate from
such as are not, and to inform the said Hou whether regular returns
of their fees and perquisites and the tonnage and commerce of the United
States within their respective consulates or agencies ha e been regularly
made by each, and to communicate the amount of such fee and perquisites for certain years therein specified, together with the number of vessels and amount of tonnage which entered and cleared within each of the
consulates and agencies for the same period; also the number of seamen
of the United States who have been provided for and sent home from
each of the said consulates for the time aforesaid.
JAMES K. POLK.
WASHINGTON, March 2, I8,f-9.
To the Senate of the United States:
I herewith transmit a communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, accompanying a report from the Solicitor of the Treasury presenting a view of the operations of that office since its organization.
JAMES K. POLK.

PROCLAMATIONS.
[From Senate Journal, Thirtieth Congress, second session, p. 349.J

WASHINGTON,

January

2,

I8¢9.

To the Senators of the United States, respectively.
SIR: Objects interesting to the United States requiring that the Senate
should be in session on Monday, the 5th of March next, to receive and
act upon such communications as may be made to it on the part of the
Executive, your attention in the Senate Chamber, in this city, on that
day at 10 o'clock in the forenoon is accordingly requested.
JAMES K. Poix.
1d P-vo~ rv-44
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
A PROCLAMATION.

Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 10th
January, 1849, entitled "An act to extend certain privileges to the town
of Whitehall, in the State of N:ew York," the President of the United
States, • on the recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury, is
authorized to extend to the town of Whitehall the same privileges as
are conferred on certain ports named in the seventh section of an act
entitled '' An act allowing drawback upon foreign merchandise exported
in the original packages to Chihuahua and Santa Fe, in Mexico, and
to the British North American Provinces adjoining the United States,"
passed 3d March, 1845, in the manner prescribed by the proviso contained in said .s ection; and
Whereas the Secretary of the Treasury has duly recommended to me
the extension of the privileges of the law aforesaid to the port of Whitehall, in the collection district of Champlain, in the State of New York:
Now, therefore, I, James K. Polk, President of the United States of
· America, do hereby declare and proclaim that the port of Whitehall, in
the collection district of Champlain, in the State of New York, is and
shall be entitled to all the privileges extended to the other ports enumerated in the seventh section of the act aforesaid from and after the date
of this proclamation.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington, this 2d day of March, A. D.
[SEAL.] 1849, and of the Independence of the United States of America
the seventy-third.
JAMES K. POLK.
By the President:
JAMES BUCHANAN,

,Secretary of State.
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